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SYMBOLSUSED
ABCDD" E-

Ev FGGH, -

H-

HIKK1, -

area, cm 2
bound water
heat capacity, cal cm - 3 c- 1
water vapor diffusivity , cm 2 sec - 1
liquid water diffusivity, cm 2sec - 1
evaporation, gm cm - 3 ; or flux, gm cm - 2
sec- 1
latent heat flux density, cal cm - 2 sec- 1
force
Gibbs free energy, ergs
pneumatic potential (hydraulic head unit)
sensible heat flux density
enthalpy, ergs
partial molar enthalpy
electrica1 current, amperes
hydraulic conductivity, cm sec - 1
heat transfer coefficient , cal cm - ~sec- 1

e - vapor pressure of water at T, mm Hg, mb
vapor pressure of pure water at T, mm Hg, mb
e
f - function of
f, - fugacity
g - gravitational constant- 980.6 cm sec - 2
k - permeability, cm sec - 1 ; Von Karman constant
l - length; pathlength
m - molal, gm molecular weight per 1000 ml solvent
n; - number of moles of solute i, or solvent i
p - partial gas pressure, mm Hg, mb
saturated partial gas pressure, mm Hg , mb
p
q - mass flux , gm cm - 2 sec - 1 ; heat
r - diffusive resistance, sec cm - 1 ; radius, cm
r1c- specific electrical resistance
s - psychrometer sensitivity, 11-V
bar - 1
t-time
u - wind speed, cm sec - 1
v - velocity, cm sec - 1
w - water content by weight ; work
x - horizontal distance , cm
z - vertical distance, cm
0 -

0

0 -

oc - 1

Peltier coefficient
L 1 - latent heat of fusion , cal gm - 1
L, - latent heat of sublimation , cal gm - 1
L,. - latent heat of vaporization , cal gm - 1
"[ - partial molal heat content
M - molar; gm molecular weight per 1000 ml solution ;
mass
M , - '.11.olecularweight of i
M' - matric pot ential (hydraulic head unit)
N; - mole fraction of solute i, or solvent i
P - pressure , dyne cm - 2 , mb, mm Hg
P' - pressure potential (hydraulic head unit)
Qmass flow, gm cm - 2 sec - 1 ; volume flow, cm 3
cm - 2 sec- 1
R - Universal gas constant , erg deg - 1 moJe- 1; electrical resistance , ohms
R" - Reynolds number
Rs - solar radiation flux density , cal cm - 2 min - 1
1 - entropy, erg deg - 1
S - partial molar entropy
S' - submergence potential (hydraulic head unit)
T - temperature, °C or °K
U - total internal energy, erg
V - volume, cm 3
V". - partial molar volume of water , cm 1 mole- 1
Y.,/ - molar volume of pure water, cm 3 mole - 1
V" - partial molal volume of water, cma mole - 1
V,/ - molal volume of water, cm 3 mole - 1
X - mole fraction
Z - gravitational potential
Ki, -

a - activity, ampere
a, - absorptivity
c - concentration, mole cm - \ gm cm gm gm-1, ppm
c1>- specific heat, cal gm - 1 deg - 1
d - diameter; depth

3,

Faraday , 9-6493 x 104 coulombs gm - 1
relative humidity , fraction
a - albedo ; thermoelectrical power, µ V degree- 1
Bowen ratio
f3 y - psychrometric constant ; activity coefficient
r - surface excess
~ difference; slope
8 - difference ; slope
( - emissivity; porosity; elastic modulus; dielectric
constant
YJ-dynamic
viscosity
0 - volumetric water content
K thermal diffusivity , cm 2 sec - 1
-1; wavelength
,\ - thermal conductivity, cal cm - 1 °C- 1 sec
- 1 ; wave- length
/.1wchemical potential of water, erg mole - 1
/L,/ - chemical potential of pure water , erg moJe- 1
,, - kinematic viscosity , cm 2 sec - 1
,,.- pi; osmotic pressure
,, - density, gm cm - 3
." - Stefan-Boltzmann constant; surface tension, dyne
cm - 1
,1,- hydraulic potential
cf, - surface spreading pressure; osmotic coefficient ;
compressibility
• - shear stress ; suction, bars
'11- total water potential
¥' - water potential, bars
if,~- gravitational potential, bars
,f;11 - pressure potential, bars
if;,,.- osmotic potential, bars
tj;, - matric potential, bars
FR -

gm gm1, ppm

n-ohms
IV

A WG - American Wire Gauge
°C - degrees Centigrade
cm - centimeter
DC - direct current
diff - diffusion
emf - electromotive force
exp- exponent
erfc - error function
"F - degrees Fahrenheit
gm-gram
J - Joules
°K - degree Kelvin
kg - kilogram
1- liter
ma - milliampere
meq - millequivalent
min- minute
mb - millibar
ml - milliliter
mm - millimeter
m V - millivolt
n V - nanovolt
ppm - parts per million
R.H. - relative humidity, %
sec - second
V-volt
W-watt
µ.f - microfarad
µ.m micrometer
µ.V - microvolt

SUBSCRIPTS
air or atmosphere
1)bulk
,. - cytoplasm
" - dry; depth
111; dry bulb
up dewpoint
1i -heat
I - isopiestic; interaction
i ice; " i" th component
I leaf
, - relative
s solute; snow; soil
T- total
,. - vapor , vacuole
" - water ; wet ; cell wall ; weight
wu-we t bulb
o1 1 reference values
SUPERSCRIPTS
ureference value
a,f! - subsystem refere nce values
degree C or K
tp - full turgor

"-

0

-

ABBREVIATIONS
A-Angstrom
a- ampere
AC - alternating current
atm - atmosphere
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In Memoriam

DR. STERLING A. TAYLOR
(February 16, 1918 - June 8, 1967)

The symposium and Proceedings are dedicated to the memory of the
late Dr. S. A Taylor , Professor of Soil Physics, Utah State University,
in recognition of his outstanding contributions to the fields of soiland plant-water relations.
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Dedication
This Symposium on thermocouple psychrometers is
appropriately dedicated to the memory and honor of
Sterling A. Taylor. Appropriate , because he was a
pioneer in the early development of this instrument, because he was a personal friend to most participants in
the conference, and because these instruments are in
the frontier of the soil-plant-water relationships field,
a position Sterling Taylor occupied for many years.
Born in Salem , Utah , in 1918 , he grew up in that
small community in central Utah and received his early
educa tion there in public schools.
Dr. Taylor was a student, faculty member and department head at Utah State University. As a student,
he worked in the soils laboratory for Professor Don
Pittman and Dr. Howard B . Peterson. He was a vigorous worker as well as an outstanding student. He ,
along with several other student assistants, helped move
the University 's research program forward and contributed to a st imulating learning environment.
As Sterling finished his B -S. degree, the U.S. was
getting deeply involved in World War II and he was
among the first of the graduates to be called into the
service. He married his college sweetheart, Frances
Glassett , and went immediately into the Army, serving
with distinction and attaining the rank of Major.
As the war came to a close , Sterling sought and obtained a graduate assistants hip at Cornell University
. that permitted him to continue his progress toward the
· doctorate degree in soil science. He chose the field of
soil physics and studied with M. B. Russell on problems
of water relationships of soils. The field of soil physics
was just maturing as a science and Sterling Taylor, in
the midst of the newest developments, soon became a
leader. When he finished his doctorate degree in 1949,
USU was looking for a man to replace Willard Gardner , our pioneering leader in soil physics . We all agreed
that Sterling Taylor was our first choice and we were
highly pleased when he accepted our offer and joined
the faculty.
We were then initiating experiments to evaluate the
role and combinations of production factors that would
produce the highest yields of our most important crops.
Dr. Taylor became the leader in this major effort, and
soon attained internat ional acclaim for effectively bridging the gap between theoretical laboratory principles
and techniques, and the solution of practical field problems.
His innovations made pos sible rather precise control of soil water and the measurement of the rate of
water uptake by plants. The combination of his efforts
with those of Dr. Jay L. Haddock and Professor Cleve
MilJigan resulted in a series of papers indicating how
irrigation , fertilizers, plant density, and other factors
could be better coordinated to produce maximum crop
yields. The principles resulting from these studies
served as an important base in the modern agricultural
revolution that has doubled and trebled crop yields.
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And the full benefits from these pioneering studies are
still in the future. The principles that Dr. Taylor identified will yield even higher crop yields in years to come.
His findings are daily becoming more widely applied in
solving the problem of food supply for our hungry
world.
Important and demanding as the above investigations were, Dr. Taylor became deeply involved in another problem , equally important, in the arid regions of
the world. About 90 % of the total precipitation is lost
through evaporation from the surface of soils and
transpiration from the leaves of plants . Dr. Taylor saw
clearly that the problems of water supply should be
attacked where the greatest loss occurs. He set out,
with his students, to find how plants remove water from
soils and how this process is related to climate.
The success of such studies required accurate methods for measuring the many facets of water stress,
water movement in soils and plants, evaporation, transpiration, and numerous aspects of meteorology. In
these studies Dr. Taylor agai n pioneered in clarifvin~
basic principles concerned with soil water in relation
to plants and the relations of these to climatic conditions. Out of these studies came some of the first steps
toward development of thermocouple psychrometers .
One of the unusual features of Dr. Taylor's laboratory was the close fellowship and team work that he
achieved with his students . His laboratory became a
featured place for visitors interested in seeing how
grad uate stud ies and research programs can comp liment
one another.
Based on his various endeavors, about I 00 scientific
papers were published. One of the culminating features
was the near completion of his book, Phsyics of Irrigated Soils. This project occupied his spare time for
two or three years , with the writing done primarily in
hours beyond his regular professional duties.
As I have admired and marveled at the tremendous
progress of Sterling Taylor , I have often wondered how
he could accomp lish so much. Few men with twenty
additional years added to their career can show even
half of his professional accomplishments. When we
consider that, in addition, he was deeply involved in
scou ting, civic, and religiou s activities, his attainments
are more remarkable.
One of his most outstanding qualities was his dedication. He had definite goals and clearly defined patterns of work. He did not let unimportant , extraneous
details interfere with his major objectives. Sometimes
Sterling's immediate supervisors were frustrated by his
refusal to give time to social affairs and to the timeconsuming, superfluous and unending committee activities that abound in academia. But the deta ils of sharpening pencils and running errands are sometimes a substitute for the more difficult course of study, thinking
teaching, experimenting, and writing. Sterling chose the
more difficult and more exciting path.

I do not recall, for examp le, seeing him take a coffee break , even to drink a glass of milk. This was not
because he was antisocial, but rather because he found
his professional activities more interesting.
I wondered on occasion why Sterling devoted himself to research and studies with such vigor, and concluded that he had a trait common to a select body of
great men - a never ending curiosity . He saw in
nature attributes and relationships few others could see.
He had the gift of inquisitiveness that kept him in an
almost perpetual state of excitement. He knew, as few
men do, the deep personal satisfaction that comes from
generating ideas and discovering new truths.
Sterling Taylor made his home in Cache Valley and
he loved this above all other places. But he was, in a
real sense, a citizen of the world. The society of scientists does not recognize state lines, nor national or
international boundaries. The professional associates
who knew Dr. Taylor best include soil physicists ,
meteorologists and related scientists in practically every
state of the union and many foreign lands, especially,
England, Belgium, Russia, Italy, Australia, Egypt,
Spain , and Venezuela.
He was in great demand for cooperation and advice
on problems associated with the development of irri-

gated agriculture, and on research related to water use
and the physical properties of soils. He counseled on
the water plan for the state of California, on similar
plans for Egypt and Venezuela , and on the organization of research in Puerto Rico. For 15 years he worked
closely with a select group of soil physicists from the
12 western states in a coordinated study on the theory
of soil water movement. Sterling was a leader among
this group, and was acclaimed by them for his distinguished contributions to science.
Sterling Taylor has achieved a measure of immortality on this earth. As long as there are libraries,
and as long as there are people who are eager to learn,
his extensive contributions to the knowledge of soils
and plants will be studied and evaluated by those coming after. But these students will be less fortunate than
were we, because they will not have the direct contact
and personal communication with him that we enjoyed
at Utah State University. Sterling died after a moderately brief illness on June 8, 1967. We mourn his
passing and through this volume we honor his memory .
D. Wynne Thorne
Vice President for Research
Utah State University
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Foreword
As a science water relations research had reached
an impasse by the middle of this century; experimental
techniques were badly lagging behind theory. The single
most important contri:bution to water relations research
in the last quarter of a century was the development of
the Peltier thermocouple psychrometer by Dr. Douglas
C. Spanner. Suddenly, and with almost profound im-·
pact, an entirely new and refreshing approach to research in water relations was provided. In essence, it
gave us the tool we needed to physically mesh theoretical considerations of energy transfer in the natural
environment with observable phenomena; in short, for
the first time we were able to quantify our science . During the two decades that followed, we have seen the
emergence of a whole new terminology and rsearch
philosophy, concurrent with an extensive development
of psychrometric instrumentation and its applications to
water relations research. At this very moment new
frontiers are being challenged at a feverish rate. And
in the midst of our excitement, we perhaps should stop
to reflect that Dr. Spanner 's real contribution was much
more than a mere technique ; it was a stimulation , a direction, a light in a dark abyss. But even so, the advances of the last 20 years, as represented by the manuscripts in this Proceedings, az;e only a prelude to
hopefully more illuminating achievements in the future .
The intent of this volume is to bring together in one
place as much of the basic information on psychrometry , as used in water relations research , as possible.
It represents, together with a few invited special papers ,
the entire proceedings of the Symposium on Thermocouple Psychrometers held at Utah State University on
March 17-19, 1971. An attempt was made to include
the most recent work in psychrometry by the most
qualified scienti sts in water relation s research . rn this
regard, basic theory , design criteria and construction
techniques of psychrometers, and their applications are
discussed .
T'he Symposium and resulting Proceedings were an
outgrowth of an idea, which at first seemed a bit "whimsical," fostered by the editors of this book while they
were still graduate students. At the time it was quite
clear to us that the problems we were encountering with
thermocouple psychrometers were not adequately discussed in the available literature. One had the feeling
of being somewhat alone in the midst of a seemingly
insoluble circumstance. Scientific literature was readily
available, but access ·to the myriad of experienced scientists around the world for consideration was indeed
remote. The value of face-to~face meetings with experienced researchers was illustrated by a colorful remark
made by Dr. Stephen L. Rawlins, that "success in using
thermocouple psychrometers depends on one knowing
how to hold his mouth while taking the readings."
(And, indeed, there is a certain amount of truth in this
statement, but where could one find such a helpful hint
in the scientific literature?)
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It was also obvious to us by this time that the real
significance in this Symposium lay not with the thermocouple psychrometer itself, but with the advances in
water relations research that have been made because
of it. At times it becomes all but far too easy to fall
into the trap of allowing the instrument itself to become
our main focal point . However, a little reflection will
show that the real "action" in this field of research is at
this very moment being intensified, and frontiers being
moved further and further back, because of the new
dimensions shaped by these instruments. And, too,
along with the chance for all of us, editors, contributors ,
and participants alike, to learn more about this tool for
research, we also were given the unique opportunity of
meeting the personalities behind the names we so often
meet only in print.
It was our original intent to invite about 25 scientists to come to Logan for a day to discuss psychrometric problems. It became quite obvious, after sending
out the invitations, ·that we were not at all prepared for
the most gratifying deluge of requests from all over the
world for more information concerning our planned
meeting. As the list of potential participants grew from
25 to nearly 1500 ( our fears that everybody might wish
to attend grew in direct proportion!) , the meeting was
expanded to a three-day symposium. In the end, a
total of about 150 scientists and graduate students from
9 different countries attended the Symposium, and 31
papers were presented. The final day was devoted to
demonstrations and displays of new instrumentation,
together with an opportunity for the participants to
"rap" informally . Despite an unexpected snow storm,
minor illnesses, and moments of extreme hypertension
on our part , the Symposium drew to a successful close .
It is our intent that this volume will prove of value
not only to the experienced scientist, but particularly
to the researcher and graduate student just embarking
on a research program in water relations in the soilplant-atmosphere continuum. It is with this latter group
that the late Dr. Sterling A. Taylor found such empathy; we sincerely hope to carry on in the same manner. We have made an attempt to standardize terminology, mathematical symbolism, and graphic format as
used in soil, plant, and atmospheric water relations research. We have attempted to supplement the volume
with papers covering the fundamental properties and
behavior of water and to relate these to psychrometric
principles. We hav e allowed ourselves to use the term
"continuum" in the sense it vividly describes the energy
gradient of water throughout the intimately-linked soilplant-atmosphere system.
Particularly important discussion following some of
the papers has been reproduced, either in whole or in
part, as an editors' summary and has been placed at the
end of the respective papers. An extens ive appendix
section, including tables of water properties, calibration
procedures, and common conversions and definitions,

Dr. Wayne B. Ringer, Miss Charlene Berkey, and the
staff of the Conference and Institute Division at Utah
State University. To those graduate students who so
willingly gave of their time (Tom and Becky Green,
Noli Baldazo, Ronald Kickert, Richard Meyn, Herbert
Hager, Edward DePuit, and Frank Eaton) before, during, and after the Symposium, we offer a special note of
thanks.
We are particularly grateful to those authors who
graciously consented to write papers of introduction on
special subjects after the Symposium. These include Dr.
Henry D. Barrs, Dr. Paul J. Kramer, Dr. Donald A.
Jameson, Mr. Paul E. Packer, Dr . John W. Cary, Dr.
R. John Hanks, Dr. Richard 0. Meeuwig, and Dr.
James L. Rasmussen. We would also like to thank Drs.
W. D. Striffler, Arnold Klute, John W. Cary, and Mr.
Ted Wilde and Mr. Ed Cnare for their help in reviewing and editing all or parts of this volume. To Drs. DWynne Thorne, Robert E. Dils, William E. Marlatt,
and John M. Neuhold, we express a special note of
thanks for providing "11th hour" funds during the preparation of ,this book.
We are very grateful for the secretarial assistance
given by Mrs. Lorraine Porter and Mrs. Myrtle D.
Mabe. They always seemed to find time to type letters,
address envelopes, and retype countless pages of edited
manuscript in addition to their other duties .
We also wish to thank all the contributors and participants who took part in the Symposium.
And, lastly, to our families who helped in so many
intangible ways, we express our deepest thanks.

has been added for the reader's convenience.
There are a substantial number of individuals and
institution s to whom we owe a deep debt of gratitude ,
for without them this volume would never have been
possible. For his helpful advice and encouragement we
express a special note of acknowledgment to Dr. Herman H. Wiebe.
To Mr. Joseph F. Pechanec, Director (retired), his
successor Mr. Robert W. Harris, Director, Dr. Otis L.
Copeland, Assistant Director, and Mr. Paul E. Packer,
Project Leader, of the Intermountain Forest and Range
Experiment Station, we extend a special acknowledgment for providing numerous facilities and the senior
editor's time throughout the various phases of this
undertaking, culminating in this volume. We also express appreciation to Mr. Bland Z. Richardson for his
timely assistance during the proceedings of the Symposium.
We are particularly grateful to Dr. George M . Van
Dyne, Biome Director, Dr. Donald A . Jameson, Intensive Site Director, and Dr. Norman R. French, Comprehensive Site Director, of the U.S. IBP Grassland Biome
at Colorado State University for their support in this
venture. Under their direction a portion of this project
was supported by National Science Foundation Grant
No. GB-13096, Analysis of Structure and Function of
Grassland Ecosystems.
We would also like to ,thank the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station and particularly Dr. Kenneth W.
Hill, Dr. D. Wynne Thorne, and Mr. Millard E. (Ted)
Wilde for both financial assistance and their help during
the preparation of this book.
We would also like to extend our special thanks to

Ray W. Brown
Logan, Utah
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PART I: INTRODUCTION
THE PROPERTIESAND BEHAVIOR OF WATER IN THE
SOIL-PLANT-ATMOSPHERE CONTINUUM

B. P. Van Hav eren and R. W . Brown

To say that the development of man a nd his civilizations are dependent on water would be a profound
understatement. The very natur e of man down through
the ages was shaped and mold ed around hi s compelling
dependence on water. Entire civilizations were conceived, designed , built , flourished , ~nd ultima.tely died
aro und the quest for water. Man has deliberately soug ht
means to find, transport , utili ze, and more recently, conserve nature's precious g ift. Archcological finds revea l
that the very fiber of man's culture , custo ms, and evo lution were o utgrow th s of his need for water. H e has
waged horre nd o us devas ta tion upon his ow n spec ies for
it, in reflective moments of roma ntici sm he has written
prose abou t it, and indeed, at times he has eve n worshipp ed it . Hi s is a stra nge, almost mystic a l fascination
wit h water . And , periodically , because of ignorance
or stupidity, he brings upon himself the full wrath of
its occasional impe tu os ity. With a ll of this , man , l:,eing
the presumptuous egotist that he is, indul ges him self
with delusions of mas tery over th at to which he is actua lly a n'aoso lut e slave. Man spend s vast sum s of reso urc es to acquire water, he studi es it in great d etails,
he philosophizes abo ut it, he even writes books about it,
:-ind one wonders if he sti ll does not secretly worship it.
OCCURRENCE AND

DISTRIBUTION

OF WATER

It is o ur primary inte nt in thi s chapter to p rese nt a
brief review of the function , behavior, a nd properties
of co mm o n water in a ll thr ee of its phases , a nd to show
in some detai l how th ese re late to a functioning th ermocoup le psyc hrom e ter. For a more detailed tre a tment
of th e pr operti es and behavior o f water in so il, plants ,
and anima ls, th e rea der is referre d to U.S. D e partment
of Agriculture ( 1955) , Fog g ( 196.'5), Ros e (1966) ,
Van Wijk (1966) , Slatye r (1967). Ko zlowski (1968a.
196 8b), Kram er ( 1969) , and Hillel ( 1971 ). We suggest broadening th e sco pe of water relations research
beyo nd th e traditional focus of soi l- a nd plant-water
re lationships alone. The study of water b ehavior and
water bal a nce in natural porou s medi a, in plants , and
in th e atmosphere nea r the ground is deve loping into a

science in itself - a science which can appropriately be
call ed microhyd rology. The behavior and properties of
wate r influence man y ph ysiolo gical and ecological function s wit hin pl ant s, anim als, and man . The study of
these relationships is also developing into a new and
highly interdisciplinary
field we should lik e to term

hydro ecology.
We also wis h to suggest, encour age, and in sist that
water be dealt with in ter ms of its energy status. In
using the e nergy ap proach to stud ying wat er relations ,
scientists ca n b etter relat e water cycling with energy
and nutri en t cycling in natural ecosys te ms where water
can be considered to be an import a nt driving variable .
A nd las tly, it is our h ope that this chapter will serve
to cement the oth er papers of thi s book into a unifi ed
and comp lete vo lum e, one that will be of int eres t and
val ue to both th e student and the sc ient ist. Such a
review deserves a more detailed treatment th an we have
devoted to it here , but we h o pe we have struc k a fair
compromise between brevity a nd integrity .
Water

in the Environment

Water in its natural form , considering all thr ee
phases , is our most abundant na tural resource next to
the air we breathe. Our water suppli e~ are both infinite
and finite . Th ey are infinit e in the se nse that water is
co ntinu ous ly recy cled through th e hydrologic cycle .
Water supp lies become finit e with respect to time when
th ey are used , polluted , or tied up a t so me point in the
hydro log ic cycle a nd cannot be reclaimed soon enough
to mee t a water demand . We can eas ily pr edict de mand s of both man and natur e from pa st use criteria ,
but supplies are less easily pr edict ed. This is so because
precipitation , th e input variable of the hydrologic system , is highly variable over short time spans.
We ma y repr ese nt the water balance of a drainage
ba sin with the hydrologic balanc e equation,
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= Ev + Tv + I e + Ro + RI
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Table 1. Fixed deposit

of water

on a global

basis.

Modified

from Fox (1952) and Nace (1960).

Acre-feet
km 3
Fox
Atmosphere
Oceans and seas
Land svrface
Ice caps and glaciers
Freshwater lakes
Saltwater
lakes and inland
Rivers and st,reams
Plants and animais
Groundwater
Soil water
Rocks O to -0.8 km
Rocks -0.8 to -4.0 km
f Rocks -3 .8 to -20 .2 km
Total

0.015
1,312.000
3.541

3.3n
seas

.

0 .125
0.083
0 .0002
0.001
10.141
0 .006
4.515
5.620
82 .061
1,n5.697

X

10 -

X lO - l0

6

Nace

Fox

0.013
1,320.467
30 .638
30 .408
0 .125
0 .104
0.001

·---·
8.357
0.025
4.166
4.166
... ...

1,351.118

%
Nace

1.217
106,444 .800
287 .3·38
270.336
10.138
6.758
0 .017
0 .089
822 .639
0.446
366 .305
455 .888
6,657 .024
107,555 .994

Fox

1.048
107,120.640
2,485.497
2,466 .816
1-0.138
8.448
0.095
····--

677 .8·68
2.028
337.920
33·7 .920
.. ... .

110,285 .053

Nace

0.001
98 .97
0.27
0 .25
0 .009
0.006
0.00002
0 .0001
0.76
0 .0005
0 .34
0.42

0.001
97 .13
2.25
2 .24
0 .009
0 .008
0.0001
····--

0 .61
0.002
0 .31
0 .3 1

·----- ]

·----·

boiling points. On the o ther hand , water has a low
viscosity a nd the rare property of being denser as a
liquid than as a solid . ln fact, it is probably the only
substance that attains its greates t density at a temp era tur e severa l degrees above freezing. As will be shown
below, the unusu al prop er ties of water have profound
implications to biological systems , and are of significance to th e use of th er mocoupl e psychrom eters .
How ever , before the prop erties of wat er can be
interpreted , and befo re they can be related to biological
and physical syste ms, the structur e of the individual
water mol ec ule, toget her with th e interre lations amo ng
them in the solid , liquid , and vapor stat es mu st be
understood.

where P-r is total pr ecipit ation incid en t upon a gro und
or vegetation su rfac e (includes rain, sleet, snow , hail ,
dew, frost, and rime) ; Ev is eva pora tive loss from litt er ,
soil, snow , and free water surfac es; T,. is transp ira tive
loss ; I,. is effective interc eption (an eva porativ e loss);
R 0 is overland flow leaving the drainag e; R 1 is int erflow
leaving th e drainag e; t:,.0is chan ge in soil water storage;
~S , is change in snow storage (wind redistribution of
snow) ; t:,.G,v is change in groundwat er stora ge; and
~B " is change in storage of water in plants and animals .
Accuracy in predictin g the magnitude of the water bala nce terms increases with the tim e span being considered .
Fox ( 1952) mad e careful es timate s of glob al water
suppli es, differentiating betw een a '·fixed"' and a "current " account. Fix ed water supplies are defined as thos e
supplies which are not part of the hydrolo gic cycle and
current supplies are defin ed as tho ss: supplies v"·ithin
the hydrologic cycle. Nace ( 1960) also made estimates
of the globa l supply of water ; his estimat es a re believed
to be mor e accurate and up-to-dat e than those of Fox .
As seen in Table I , th e estimat es of the two inves tigato rs agree quit e well, with the exception of the
values for polar ice and glaciers. Th e value given by
Nace is thought to be the more accurate, since scientists have in recent years discov ered many new glaciers
and perpetual snowfields. Tables 2, 3 , and 4 represe nt
valu es modified from eit her Fox (l 952) or Nace ( 1960),
at indicated.

Structure of the Water Molecule

As is generally known , water is composed of the
two highly reactive element s hydrogen and oxyg en, in
a volume ratio of two to one. Th e chem ical formu la of
water is usuall y written as HcO or as HOH, and th e
relativ e weights of hydroge n a nd oxygen in molecular
form is 2.016 to 16.000 .
Durin g th e formation of water one oxygen and two
hydrogen atoms are brought together with a release
of a larg e quantity of energy. Thu s, at 0 °K,
-1

0 + H+ H

+

H o, 6E
2

=

-219.34

kcal

mole

[ 2]

where t:,.E is th e en ergy of formation (Eisenberg and
Kauzman I 969). The res ulting structure, show n in Figure 1, is a typical individual molecule of water ha ving
very specia l physical and chemical characteristics . The
bond length from the center of the oxygen atom to
th e centers of eac h of the hydrog en atoms is 0.957
Angstrom unit , with an H-O-H bond angle of 104 .52 °.
Bernal ( 1965) indicat es that at a low pH th e hydrog en
atoms move out from th e oxygen as far as 1.05A , and

STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIESOF WATER

Although water is the only common liquid on earth ,
it ha s highl y peculiar prop erties quit e unlike any other
subst ance. For example, it has one of the highest dielectric constants known , an unu suall y high heat capacity ,
hea t of vaporization , surface tension, and melting and

2

Table 2 .

Fixed deposit of freshwater

on a global basis. Modified from Nace (1960).

km 3

Acre-feet

X 10 -

5

X 10 -

%

0 .03
78.49
78 . 16
0 .32
0 .003
0.003
21.48
0.06
10.71
10.71

1.048
2,477 .138
2,466 .816
10.138
0 .095
0 .089
677 .868
2 .028
377.920
377 .920
3,156 .054

0 .013
30 .535
30.408
0 .125
0 .001
0.001
8 .357
0.025
4 .166
41.166
38 .905

Atmosphere
Land surface
Ice caps and glaciers
Lakes
Rivers and streams
Plants and animals 1
Groundwater
So il water
Rocks Oto -0 .8 km
Rocks -0.8 to -4 .0 gm
Total

10

1From Fox (1952 )

Table 3 .

Fixed deposit of water on a global basis by phases. Modified from
Nace ( 1960) .

km 3 X 10 Water vapor
Water liquid
Ice and snow
Total

Table 4 .

6

X 10 - 10

Acre-feet

%

1.048
107 ,,817 .189
2,466.816
110 ,285 .053

0.013
1,320.697
30 .408
1,351.118

0.001
97 .75
2.25

Current account of water on a global basis. Modified from Fox ( 1952).

Acre-feet
X 10- 10

km 3 X 1o- 6

%

Evaporation
Oceans and seas
Ice and snowf ields
Lakes and rivers

0.248
0.221
0.025
'0.002

20 .082
17.910
2 .044
0. 128

89 . 11
10.08
0.81

Precipitation
Rain on land
Snow on land
And snow on oceans

0.247
0100
0.024
0.123

19.941
8.077
1.920
9.944

40 .49
9.71
49 .80

Runoff
Percolat ion and adsorpt ion
Re-evaporation;
storage in plants
and minerals in soil
Discharge of springs, geysers, and
volcanoes

0.025

2.028
2 .019
4.039

0 .050
XX

XX

I
3

25
25

X

unknown

50
XX

XX

I

X

at high pH they may mov e in to as close as 0.85A.
The oxygen and hydrogen atoms are tightly held
together by means of covalent bonds (Pauling 1957) .
Two electron pairs of oxygen each_ form a lobe of
negativ e charge opposite to two positiv e hydrogen atoms
(Figure 2, Eisenberg and Kauzman 1969). These two
lobes , called /one-pair hybrids , are symmetrically located
above and below the mol ecular plane, and give water
its characteristic tet rah edra l coordination in ice and
liquid. The negativ e charge of each of the lone-pair
hybrids and the positive charge of each hydrogen proton, give water its characteristic electric dipole moment
(Pauling 1957).

-e
H

+

X

Structural Relationships of Water Molecules
Structure

The peculiar properties of water mentioned above,
and described below , are due to a structural feature
called the hydrogen bond. The two hydrogen nuclei in
water are positively charged protons which form bonds
only with highly elec tron ega tive atoms , such as oxygen.
The positive charge of a hydrogen proton attracts the
negative lone-pair charge of an oxygen on another water
molecule to form a bond that is somewhat weaker than
covalent bonds, but strong er than van de Waals forces .
Thus, each water molecule is capable of forming four
hydrogen bonds (Figure 3).
This tetrahedral arrangement of the hydrogen bonds
leads to characteristic lattice -like structure of water
(Figure 4 ), typical of ice.
Ice. The basic struct ural features of ordinary hexagonal ice are well estab lished (Eisenberg and Kauzman
1969 , Kavanau 1964 , Runnels 1966, Bernal 1965,
Frank 1970). Each water molecule is surro und ed by
four other water molecules, link ed by hydrogen bonds ,
so that one molecule is in the center and the other
four are at the corners of the tetrahedron (Figure 4 ).
The oxygen atoms in the tetrahedron are spaced at a
distance of about 2. 75A from each other. This arrang ement leads to an open lattic e structure with large inter-

2. The oosition of the two electron pairs
(-e)
of oxyg~n are loca ted above and below the
molecular plane, and form an angle of abou t 120 °.

FIGURE

molecular cohesion, wherein th e energy of the hydrogen
bond is estimated to range from 4.7 to 8.2 kcal mole- 1
(Eisenberg and Kauzmann 1969) . The important characteristics of this structur e (in ice I) are the large open
intermolecular spaces, or "vaca nt shafts ," within the
lattic e. These open vacant sha fts are responsible for
the lower density of ice than of liquid water.

Liquid. As ice melts the structural relationships
among water molecules in the liquid state are more
difficult to characterize. Above 0 °C the rigidity of the
lattice framework in ice decreases, and according to
some models , individual water molecules occupy the
spaces in the lattic e, cau sing the density of water to
increase. At about 4 °C , or the maximum density of
water , the den sity of interstitial molecules also reaches
a maximum. Above 4 °C increased molecular vibrational amp litud es lead to greater distortion of the
hydrogen bonds , the compactness of the molecules decrease, and the density of water decreases in turn .
The molar volume of water decreases to a minimum at
O °C ( 18.015 8 cm'~), and incr eases at temp erat ures below and above 4 °C (Eisenberg and Kauzmann 1969) ,
This phenomenon arises because the volume of water
reaches a minimum at the maximum densit y. The energy
of the hydrogen bond in liquid water has been estimated to range from 1.3 to 4.5 kcal mol e-1, considerably less than that of ice . Thus, the incr eased vibrational energy with increased temperatu re weakens and
distorts the hydrogen bonds.
There are two primary models for the intermolecuular structure of water: 1) the"distoned bond'" theory
propose s that water in the: liquid sta te , is chaotic, wherein the hydrogen bonds become highly distorted and bent,
and 2) the "f licke ring cluster " thc:ory of Frank and Wen
(1957), depicted in Figure 5. The "flickering cluster"
model proposes that water exists in a clustered phase
of hydrogen bonded molecules surrounded by a phase
of nonhydrogen bonded molecules. Nemethy and

I. Structure of a water molecule showing the
relative positions of the large oxygen ( dark) and
. two hydrogen (light) atoms.

FIGURE

4

Vapor. In the vapor state of water there is ample
evidence to indicat e that hydrogen bonds do not exist
(Eisenberg and Kauzman 1969) . Some workers ascribe
the entire energy of vaporiation to hydrogen bond
br ea king, but others attribute it to other forces . Obviously , when water molecules leave the liquid state for
the vapor state their hydrogen bonds with other water
mol ecules must be brok en . However , it is apparent that
not all water molecules in the liquid state are hydrog en
bonded. Thus, th e heat of vaporization is probably
not entir ely related to th e tenacit y of hydroge n bonds ,
even though th e energy of vaporization decreases with
increasing temperature
(Eisenberg and Kauzmann
(1969) . Although water vapor exists in the molecular
form , ther e are forces acti ng between the individual
molecules that are a function of intermolecular separation an d the mutual orientation of the molecules . Thes e
forc es arc either short-rang e, where the electron cloud s
of two molecules overlap, or long-range, wherein the
molecules are widely separated. Pr esent knowledge of
short -ran ge force s is incompl ete, wh ereas long-range
forces are primarily due to dipole-dipole interactions.

FIGURE 3. Each water molecule is capable of forming
four hydrogen bond s, one with each of four other
water molecules.

Structure
Relations Among Properties of Water and Molecular

Scheraga ( I 96~) pre<lict that the clusters have a lifetime of about 10- 1" to 10- 11 sec, " flick ering " according to local ener gy fluctuati o ns. They show that at 0 °C
the fraction of unbrok en hydrogen bond s is 0.528 ,
whereas at I 00 °C th e unbrok en fraction is 0 .325 . Of
course , ther e is no ass urance at this time that the "flicker ing cluster' th eo ry is entir ely valid (Eisenberg and
Kauzmann 1969), since the " distorted bond " and other
model s also yield satisfactory exp lanations for the behavior of water. Frank (1970) cautions that th e various
models of liquid water are "s ubject to change without
notice."

Mol ar volume and structure. Nemethy and Scheraga
( 1962) summarize the dependence of molar volume on
temperature. Accordin g to their model the structure of
the lattic e fr amework of ice is very open, wherein the
void volume is about 66 % of the total volume. When
the hydro ge n bond ed structur e breaks down the intermolecular distance s increase beca use the average van
der Waals radiu s of the water molecules incre ases. This
is comp ensa ted for by an incr ease in the coordination
number resultin g in a decrease in void volume and an
overall decreas e in molar volume. On melting many of
the hydro ge n bond s br ea k and many water molecul es
becom e unb ond cd. Thus, at 0 °C the molar vo lum e is
less than that for ice. As the temperature is increa sed
th e clust ers and unbond ed molecules und ergo thermal
expansion , reachin g a minimum molar volume of
18.0 158 cm '1 at about 4 °C. At thi s temperature the
co efficient of th erm al expansion is zero. With increasing temp eratur e the expansion of the water molecules
increase s signific antly , hence incr eas ing the molar volum e. At temperatures greater than 4 °C the intrin sic
thermal expansion of water predominates over structural changes thus allowing molar volume to jncrease .
Ion-water interactions. An elec trolytic salt dissolved
in water imm ed iate ly becom es ionized , and the individual ions of the sa lt become hydrat ed, or sheathed ,
by water molecul es. The normal attraction energy between th e cations and anions is reduc ed , and the ions
become physically and electrically repulsed du e to the
hydrated "s hell " of water molecules around them . The
capacity of water to neutraliz e the attraction between
electrical charges is due to its uncommonly high dielectric constant, which gives water the property of being
an exce llent solvent. The dielectric constant is often
quoted as having a value of about 80 at normal tempera-

F IGURE 4 . Characte ristic lattice-like structure of ice
showi ng a tetrahedral arrangement of the hydrogen
bond s. The open area in the center of the diagram
is a larg e intermolecular cavity or " vacant shaft."
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a crystal lattic e makin g up the bulk of the par ticle ,
whereas at the edges of the particles the ionic electrical
charges are exposed ( Hill el 1971 ). Organic substances
can be cla ssed as eit her hydr ophi lic or hydrophobic .
Hydrophilic organic compounds includ e amino acids,
prot eins, nucl eic acids, and carbohydrates,
whereas
hydrophobic compound s include fa ts and lipid s (Karlson 1968) . Prot eins may contain free amino and carboxyl groups ( depe ndin g up on pH) which may acc ount
for surface charges. Eve n the cell wall constitu ent s,
suc h as pectin s, ma y contain ionic carboxyl groups as
well. Water mol ecules are attracted to and adsorbed
by thes e surface s by electros tatic forces. On negatively
charged surfac es the positive pole of water molecule s
is dir ected toward the colloid or macromolecule toget her with dissolved cations. The combined nega tive
charge of th e surface and the adsorbed cations constitute an elec tric al double-layer which influences the
distribution of nea rest-n eighbor water molecules accordingly. The adsorption of water molecules by large
solid surfac es, or by membran es, is achieved generally by electrost atic forces.

FIGL!RE 5. Diagram of the "f licke rin g cluster" theory
show ing clusters of hydroge n bonded water mole cules surrounded by unbond ed '·free" molecule s
(after Frank and Wen 1957).

Some Physical Properties of the Three States of Water

Liquid water, ice, and water vapor are all commonl y found in natur e. Eac h of the thr ee states can be
found in th e so il-pl ant-atm osph ere system at one time
or another. One might also conceive the po ssibility of
the three states of water ex istin g to ge ther at the same
point in time and space und er non-equilibrium conditions. Th erefo re, a presentation of the ph ysical properties of all three ph ases of water is both relevant and
complimentary to th e subj ec t matt er covered in this
volume.
Six appendices are presented at th e b ack of the
book containing some detailed information concerning
wate r properties. R eference will be made throughout
this chapter to th ese appendices.
Properties of liquid water. Th e abundance of liquid
water on this planet (see Table 3) may be attributed
largely to the relatively high boiling point and low
fre ezing point of wat er. Because of its high heat capacity and low thermal conductivity , water in large quantities functions as both an important heat sink and hea t
so urce in nature . The ameliorating effect of a large body
of water on local climate is a classic example of the
unique thermal prop ertie s of water. [n Table 5 the specific heat, thermal conductivity , and latent heats of
vaporization and fusion of water at 1 atm pressure
are shown.
The enthalpy (H) , entropy (S), and Gibbs free
energy ( G) for water can be found at any temperature ,
T , relative to their values at 0 °K by numerical integration of the heat capacity ( Cw = pwCpw) . Values of
~H , .:lS, LlCw, molar volume changes ( ~ V 0 w), and
total internal energy changes (LlU) for phase changes
are shown in Table 6.

tur es, but in rea lity is not a "co nstan t" at all, wherein
its value ranges from about 88 at 0 °C to about 55 at
l 00 °C ( Eisenberg and Kauzmann 1969). The dielectric constant arises from the polarity (dipole) of the
water mol ecules and from their correlated mutual orientation s. The force o'f attraction or repulsion of electric
charges in solution is inversely proportional to the
dielectric co nstant. Thus, the forces of attraction between cations and anions are much lower in water than
they are in air ( dielectric constant at 1.0006).
There are some significant diff erences between the
interaction s of cations and of anions with water. According to evidence cited by Kavanau ( 1964) , the free
energ ies. enthalpies, and entropies of hydration of
anions are greater than tho se for cations. Around a
cation and configuration of minimum energy is one
in which the two O-H bond s point outwards, away from
th e ion , and the two nega tive charges on the oxygen
are oriented tow ard the ion (Figure 6). This configuration does not permit rotation of the water molecule
because both lone-pairs of electrons are firmly held
by the cation; water can now bond to only two other
water molecules. Around anions, however , the hydrogen
protons are directed toward the ion (Figure 6), wherein the configuration of the nearest-neighbor water molecule is dependent on the size of the usually larger anions.
One of the 0-H bonds is oriented normal to the ion
surface, the other is not. Thus , under some circumstances the nearest-neighbor water molecule may bond
to three other water molecules ( Kavanau 1964).
Ma cromolecule- and colloid-water interactions- Most
colloids and biological macromolecules have net negatively ch arged surfaces. Soil colloids are composed of

The density of water, 1,,,, is also a property dependent upon temp era ture. The inverse of p" is the specific
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FIG

standably so because of the difficulty in creating negative press ures of wat er in the laboratory (see Hayward
1971 ). The key to und erstanding the effect s of negative pre ssures on wat er prop erties appears to be in
the structural changes that occur when water experiences tension (Craf ts l 968). Derjaguin ( 1965) theorizes that water structure is uniform in the boundary
layers close to an interface (referring to the inner wall
of a microcapillary or surfac e of a matrix), but change s
abruptly at some specific distance from the interface .
Since ma ny liquid phas e prop erties are highl y sensitive to structural changes (e.g. viscosity , surface tension,
diel ectric constant , Tabl e 8), we can expect gross modification s of these prop ertie s as the tension on water
increases. For exa mpl e, the liquid viscosity of wat er
film s 1o-~ µ,m thick is roughly thr ee times greater
·than the va lue for fre e wa ter. Tn water films of 10- 1
µ,m thickn ess, the thermal conductivity of water is
several doze n times greater tha n that for free water
(Derjagui n 1965). Similar effec ts should be expected
for the dielec tric constant , although Dorsey ( 1940, p .
358) mentions a case where the dielectric constant of
a water film 2.0 µ,m thick was the same as that for
free water.
Properties of water vapor. Three properties of water
vapor arc of prim e imp orta nce in water relations work.
The diffusivity of water vapo r in air is a function of the
coefficient of water vapo r diffu sion (water va por diffusivity) and gra dients of water vapor pressure or vapor
density.

RE 6.
Diagram showin g the distribution of water
mo lec ules aro und an anion ( left) and a cation
( righ t ) The configuration of minimum energy
aro und anions is ac hieved when the hydrog en protons are oriented towa rd the ion, and around cation s
when the hydro gen proto ns are orient ed away from
the io n.

volum e o f wate r, V '", which is defined as the volume
occup ied by a unit mass of water . Th e molar volume
of water , V 0 "' is eas ily calcu lated from the spec ific
volum e usi ng the relationship V,~ = V" M ,~ or
o
tvl'ow wh ere Vow 1s
. exprcssc d .111 unit. s of cnr ..
V".
= --,
p w
mo le - 1 and M~ is the molecular weigh t of water ( I 8 .0 I
534 gm mole- 1 ). Table 7 gives p," Vs'., and V,~ as a
function of temperature.
Frcqu ntly in water relations litera tur e reference is
made to either the partial molal or partial molar volumes of water without an adeq uate definition of terms
(sec App e ndix VI) . The partial molal volum e of water
(Y " ) is the increase in the volume of an infinit e am ount
of a m olal solution when one mole of a component is
added to the solution, thu s
0

v. =
i

(:vJ
ni

T, P,

n.

The relationship betwee n satur ated vapor pressure,
e,,, and temperature , T , was investigated by Goff and
Gratch ( 1946). Appendix l shows sat urat ed vapor
pressures ca lcul ated from eq uati ons given by Goff a nd
Gratch ( I 946). Values of the free space diffusion coefficient and compressibi lity of water vapor are given in
Table 9 .

[3]

J

wher e V ; is the partia l molal volume of i, V is the volume, n; is the number of moles of i, T is temperature,
P is pr essure , and nj is the number of moles of aJI
other components . The partial molar volum e (V ,_), on
the other hand , is the increase in the volume of an
infinite amou nt of a m olar solution when one mole of
component i is added. It has the same relationship as
eq uati on [ 3 ] . For a complete discussion of molal and
molar soluti ons sec Appendix IV .
Several other properties of water are of interest to
the water relations invest iga tor. Th e surfac e tension ,
Cw, dynamic viscos ity, and dielectric constant, £, of
water arc shown in Ta ble 8.
In the above discussion we hav e limit ed ourselves
to the presentation of the properti es of liquid water
und er positive atmospheric pressur es. When water is
subjected to tensions (nega tive pressures), structural
changes occ ur which substantiall y modify most , if not
all, of the liquid pha se properti es. We, as water relations inve stigators, have "o pened a can of worms ," so
to spea k. To dat e little is known of the properties of
liquid water under negativ e pressures. This is under-

Prop erti es of nt1tural ice and snow . Natura l ice is
defined here as ice I, which is formed at atmosph er ic
pressure from the relatively pur e water. Es timates of the
specific hea t, c", therm al conductivity, A;, la tent heat
of sublimation , L" den sity, p ;, specific volume Y '; and
molar volume, V 0 ; , of ice I as a functi on of temp era ture are given in Tables IO and 11.

Natural snow can be con sidered to be a special
poro us medium . Snow deposited und er· windless conditions is an unu suall y porous material. Even at snow
densities characteristic of a melting snowpack, the snow
consists of over 50% void space. Th e porosity of snow
is a function of both ice density and snow density and
is plotted in Figur e '7- as a function of snow density at
0 °C . In general , new snow has a density of 0 .07 to
0.10 gm cm -\ an average winter snowpa-::k may have
a mean densit y of 0.20 to 0 .25 gm cm - 3 , and a spring
snowpack may attain densities of 0.45 to 0.55 gm cm- 3 •
The thermal conductivity of natural snow, "s, has
been studied by a number of investigators . Figure 8
is a summary of their results.
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Table 5.

Specific heat, thermal
1 atm pressure.

conductivity,

latent

Specific heat
w

T, °C

-10
- 5
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

1 0

c- 1

'Aw
cal cm - 1 sec -

1.02
1.0,1 13
1.00738
1.00368
1.00129
0.99976
0 .99883
0.99828
0.9980 •2
0.99795
0.99804
0.99826
0.99854
0.99943
1.000 •67
1.00229
1.00437
1.00697

4·0
45

50
60
70
80
90
100

Table 6 .

1 0

and latent heat of fusion of water

Latent heat
of fusion

Latent heat
of vaporization
Lv
cal gm- 1

Thermal
conductivity

Cp

cal g -

heat of vaporization,

c- 1

Lr

cal gm -

74.5
77.2
79.7

603.0
600.1
597.3
594.5
591.7
588.9
586.0
583.2
580.4
577.6
574.7
571.9
569.0
563.2
557.3
551.3
545.3
539.0

--------------0.00134
0.00137
0.00140
0 .00142
0.00144
0.00146
0.00148
0 .00150
0.00151
0.00153
0 .00154
0.00156
0.00159
0 .00160
0.00161
0.00162

Enthalpy, entropy, heat capacity, molar volume, and internal energy
constants for phase changes of water (after Eisenberg and Kauzmann
1969).

Fusion and vaporization
Fusion
Temperature,
AS, cal mole
!:::..V
w,

cm 3

1

- 1

ACw, cal mole 0

273 . 15

°K

AH, kcal mole -

1 0

mole -

AU, kcal mole -

1

c1

1

of water at 1 atm pressure
Sublimation

Vaporization

373 .15

273.16

1.4363

9.7171

12.203

5.2581

26 .0400

44.674

8 . 911
-1 .621
1.4363

-10.021
3.01 X l0
8.988

4

0

11.32
0

--------

--------

-· ·· · · --

-----···
11.3

11.661

1

at

Table

7.

Density, specific volume, and molar volume of water at 1 atm. pressure.

Density,

Specific volume,

V'w

Pw
T, ° C

gm cm -

-10

0.997908
0.999149
0 .999841
0 .999965
0.999701
0 .999102
0 .998207
0 .997048
0.995651
0 .994037
0.992221
0.99021
0.98804
0 .98321
0.97778
0.97180
0.9 6531
0 .95835

-

5
0
5

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100

Tabl e 8.

Surface

tension, dynamic

3

cm 3 gm-

1

1.002096
1.000852
1.000159
1.000035
1.000299
1.000899
1.001797
1.002961
1.004368
1.005999
1.007840
1.00988
1.01210
1.01708
1.02273
1.02902
1.03593
1.04346

Molar volume,

Vw"
cm 3 mole 18.053100
18 .030689
18.018204
18.015971
18.020727
18.031536
18 .047714
18.068683
18 .094031
18.123414
18.156580
18.19333
18.23333
18.32304
1842483
18.53815
18 .66263
18.79829

viscosity, and dielectric constant of water at 1 atm pressure.

sur face tension

Dynamic viscosity
'f/w, poise
(gm cm - 1 sec- 1)

aw

T, ° C

dyne cm -

-1 0
- 5
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100

-------76 .43
75.64
74 .92
74 .22
73.49
72.75
71 .97
71.18
70.38
69 .56
68.74
67.91
66.19
64.42
62 .61
60.75
58 .85

1

2 .60 X 10 -2
2.14
1.787
1.516
1.306
1.138
1.002
0.8903
0.7975
0.7194
0.6531
0.5963
0 .5467
0.4666
0.4049
0.3554
0.3156
0 .2829
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Dielectric
constant
I
£,
cgse

--------------88 .00
86 .04
84 . 11
82 .22
80 .36
78 .54
76.75
75 .00
73 .28
71.59
69.94
66.74
63 .68
60.76
57 .98
55.33

1

THERMODYNAMIC

th e loss of pot ential energy (thi s is a stat ement of th e
first law of th erm odynamic s, or th e law of con servation
of energy and mass). A zero p otentia l energy is not
defin ed, except b y conventi on for a standard reference
state.
Th e total internal energy of a system is th e sum of
not only its kin etic and potential energies, but also of

CONSIDERATIONS OF WATER

Th e environm ent ha s significanc e to an org anism
only th ro ugh the flo w of energy. Ind eed , the major
p robl em faced by all or gani sms in natural environm ent s
is to maintain a bal a nce between th e sourc es and sink s
of energy around th em . Th e level of efficiency at which
physiologica l pro cesses functi on is entir ely dep end ent
up on th e efficiency with which an or ga nism ch ann els
the ava ilable energy fo r its best use. It is energy that
dete rmin es the ava ilabilit y of wat er to pl a nts, that deta min es the ph ysical states of wa ter, th e bioch emical
re action s of ph ysiologic al pro cesses, and that determin es the move ment of wa ter th ro ugh th e soi l, th e
plant. and the atm osph ere. In fac t, it is energy alone,
and not ph ysical prox imit y, that link s th e so il, th e
pla nt , and the atm osp here as a single unifi ed system
or co ntinuum . A numb er of litera tur e sorces were consult ed d uring pr epa ration of thi s secti on , and th e int erested reader is referr ed to M oo re 19 62 , Slatyer 196 7 ,
T ay lor 1968 , Spa nn er 1964, and No bel 1970 .

1.00
0.90
0 .80
0 .70
0.60

0 .50

l:' 0 .40

·;;

e

8, 0.30

i

Free Energy and Chemical Potential

C
U)

E nergy is defined as th e capaci ty to do wo rk . The
tota l intern al energy within a system is, in pa rt , th e
sum of the kin etic energy and the potent ial energy.
K inetic ene rgy resu lts fr om a co nstant force actin g on a
body, descr ibed as one-h alf the p rodu ct of th e m ass of
the b ody a nd th e squ are of its veloc ity, whereas th e
potenti al energy is a fun ction of pos ition alone. The
k inet ic energy is zero for a body at rest , but a ga in in
kin etic energy by a b ody in mot ion is exa ctl y equ al to
Table 9.

Free space diffusion

coefficient

Diffusion
T, ° C

-20
-15
- 10
5
0
5
10
15
20
25

30
35
40
45
50

60
70

80
90

100

and

0 .20

0 .10
OOOL---------------=--0.00 OJO 020 030

040

0.50

0.60

070

080

090

1.00

Snow density, Ps , gm cm- 3

7 . R elationship betwee n snow porosity and
snow de nsity at 0 °C.

F IGURE

compressibility of water vapor. All values at 1 atm pt"essure.

coefficient

Compressibility

of w ater vapor in air 1,
D.. cm ~ sec - 1

, ,t,,

(d imensionless )

0.194
0 .201
0 .208
0 .216
0.223
0.230
0 .238
0 .246
0.253
0.261
0.269
0.277
0.286
0.294
0.302
0.319
0.337
0.355
0.373
0.392
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over water

over ice

0.9998
0.9998
0 .9997
0.9996
0.9995
0 .9994
0 .9992
0 .9990
0.9988
0.9985
0 .9982
0 .9978
0.9973
0.9968
0.9962
0.9948

0.9999
0.9998
0 .9997
0.9996
0.9995

Table
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Specific heat and thermal conductivity of ice and latent heat of sublimation of ice and snow at 1
atm pressure.

Specifit heat

1

Ai

Cpi

cal gm -

T, °C

-2 '0
-15
-10
- 5
0
1

Based on c,,;

Table

=

11.

1

0

c- 1

cal cm - 1 sec -

+

1

°C-

Ls
cal gm -

1

0.001863T.

Density, specific volume, and molar volume of ice at 1 atm pressure .

Molar volume

Density

T, ° C

-20
-15
-10

-

5
0

Pi
gm cm-

3

=

dq

+

dw

+

P6.V

cm ': mole ·- I

1.093259
l .092484
l.091709
1.090934
l.090159

19 .695433
19 .681471
19 .667509
19.653547
19.639585

10.00

5.00

~
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(theoretlcat ; air containing snow aystait)

where U is th e total int ernal energy, q is heat , and w is
wo rk . All gains of energy to a system a re denot ed as
positive , and losses are denoted as negative . The first
law of ther modynamic s, expr essed in equation [4],
merely states that the total energy in a given system
remains constant.
The hea t content in a system, or the enthalp y (H),
is defined as

6.H = 6.U

Vi'

Specific volume
cm 3 gm- 1

0 .914 696
0 .915345
0.915995
0.916646
0.917297

the heat energy and any other for m of energy possessed
by the system. Since absol ute total energy cannot be
measured , we a re restricted to calculations of energy
cha nge betw een two states of a sy~tem, wherein one
stat e is chosen arbitr ar ily as a standard refe rence state.
For exa mpl e, in water relatio ns researc h the interna l
energy of a volume of water is ex pre ssed as ·the difference between it a nd the internal energy of pure free
watr (co nvc ntiall y set a t O bar s). Ex pr essio ns of energy
change s are only valid for a specified standard sta te
of so me constant tempera tur e and usually one atmosphere of press ure.
Th e concept of free energy. From the first law of
thermody na mics the differential change in th e internal
energy of a syste m at constant temperature is expr essed
as
dU

1

677 .9
677.7
677 .5
677 .3
677 .0

0.00581
0.00566
0.00554
0.00-544
0 .00535

0 .4 684
0.4778
0 .4871
0.4964
0.5057

0 .5057

Latent heat of
sublimation

Thermal conductivity

o.Ot
L---,

0,-0 ---.020--030=---:
Snow density

o"'AO,----,,°""c:-:----,-,os-c-o--:,:o
_,=o---::,o.ao·

om cm - 3

8. Co mp arison of typical experimental and
theoretical values of the relations hip of snow ther mal
co nductivity and snow density .
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at constant temperature and pressure. Since w
and D-U= q + w, then
tH

=

q

=

PD.V,

[6)

where q is the heat absorbed or evolved (endothemic
or exotherm ic) during a phase transition (e.g., liquid
to vapor, solid to liquid or vapor, etc.).
The second law of thermodynamics states that all
forms of energy may be converted into heat, but that
heat cannot be completely converted to other forms of
energy. Thus, there is a continual increase in the total
heat energy at the expense of other forms of energy.
The first law establishes that the total amount of energy
in the universe is constant, whereas the second law
establishes the conditions under which the various forms
of energy may be converted. From the Principle of
Clausius it can be concluded that heat cannot spontaneously flow from a lower to a higher temperature
without the expenditure of work on the system . It is
from these principles and the second law that the concept of entropy arises , used to describe the spontaneity
or randomness of a system . As a system proceeds from
a mor e orderly to a less orderly stat e, or as its randomness increases, its entropy increases. Therefore, the
second law of thermodynamics can be restated in terms
of entropy: the energy of the universe is constant, and
because there is a continual increase in heat energy
produced at the expense of other forms of energy, the
entropy approaches a maximum.
Entropy, unlike U and H, has the dimensions of
energy per degree , and is the heat energy dissipated at
a particular temperature . When multiplied by temperature the units become energy, wherein entropy is a
capacity factor of heat energy, and temperature i3 the
intensity factor. The second law of thermodynamics
may be stated as,

ts=

S

T

[ 7]

where S is the entropy . Equation [7 ] gives the heat
energy per degree that is unavailable for useful work at
constant temperature , which is equal to the heat absorbed or evolved reversibly, divided by the absolute
temperature at which the process occurs. Also l!nlike
U and H, absolute entropies can be calculated . Absolute entropies are calculated using the third law of
thermodynamics, which states that the entropy of a substance in its normal crystalline state is zero at the absolute zero of temperature. At 0 °K it is assumed that
all motion ceases, hence maximum orderline&s is
achieved.
Despite the fact that entropy is useful as a measure
of spontaneity, the practical difficulties of measuring
reversible changes in a system and its surroundings
make it inconvenient. A more useful criterion of spontaneity at constant temperature and pressure is the
Gibbs free energy change, defined by

[8]
tG = tH - TtS
where G is the Gibbs free energy. Free ene rgy has the

property of a potential, wherein, when differentiated
with respect to displacment, it provides the force tending to return a system to equilibrium. Stated in other
terms, D.G is the maximum useful work that can be
done in excess of PV work. If we make use of the
relationship suggested by equation [ 5] that H = U
+ PY, and combine it with equation [8], we can differentiate to obtain
dG

=

dU

+

d(PV)

- d(TS)

[9)

which can be expanded to
dG = dU

+

+

PdV

VdP - TdS - SdT

[10)

For reversible changes, where equation [7] holds, equaticm [ 10] is simplified to

[ll]
= VdP - SdT
When D.G is negative the system loses free energy
(energonic), and the reaction will proceed spontaneously. When ~G is positive the system is gaining free energy
(endergonic) , and a reaction will not proceed spontaneously. A ~G of zero means the system is at equilibrium. In living systems the concept of free energy
chanoe is particularly meaningful, because plants and
anim~ls do not absorb heat from their surroundings to
do mechanical work. The work of living cells depends
on chemical energy obtained from absorbed nutrients
and water, which is related to the concept of free energy
change. Thus, we can write
dG

V

-tG

=

RT ln --2..
V

[12]

l

and
p

-L1G= RT ln -1.
p

[13]

2

wherein , in an isothermal system, the free energy change
can be measured as a function of either volume changes
or pressure changes alone.
Th e chemical potential- Life processes and the
transfer of water in the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum are driven by chemical energy, which is derived
from specific combinations of chemical reactants. The
Gibbs free energy per uQit mass, or specific volume, of
water in a uniform multicomponent system is the most
useful term for expressing the status of water in the
soil-plant-atmosphere continuum.
The soil, plants, and the atmosphere are all multicomponent open systems consisting of gases, solutes,
inert solids, reactive solids, and water. The Gibbs free
energy for any one single chemical species (such as
water) can be determined within a system , in which
case it is called the partial Gibbs free energy , or partial
molar free energy. For such open systems the free
energy is expressed as the differential equation

dG

=

-SdT

+

YdP

+
+

µ dn
l
l

+

µ dn
3
3

+

dT

[14]

=

(!~}
P,n.

dT

aGJ
+ (aP

V,n.

1

+

dP
1

[15]

l (l.Q__)

dn

clniJT,P,n.

[16]

w
where L is the appropriate latent heat (vaporization,
fusion , or sublimation). This equation applies to any
change of state if the correct latent heat is used.
When a solid solute is dissolved in a solvent, certain
properties of the solvent are affected in a way that
strictly depends on the number of solute particles added.
Certain properties of the solvent change in proportion
to the concentration of the solute, and are unrelated to
its .chemical structure, provided that the solute does not
dissociate or associate and thereby produce a change
in the number of solute molecules or particles. These
properties of the solvent, namely the vapor pressure,
boiling point , freezing point, and osmotic pressure, are
the so-called colligative properties .
An ideal solution is one in which the inherent properties of the solvent and solute are not changed by the
presence of new neighbors except as these properties
are affected by the dilution involved. The escaping
tendency of the solvent, or its vapor pressure, is reduced
only to the extent that the solvent molecules are spatially hindered or blocked by the presence of the other
component, the sol ute. In real solutions, however , the
solvent and solute can markedly affect the vapor pressure by altering the forces of attraction between individual mol ec ules and their neighbors. Real solutions
thus depart from ideality with increasing concentration.
The vapor pressure of a component in solution, or
more correctly, its partial vapor pressure, is related to
the chemical pot ential of the component (such as water)
so that
vapor

where µ is the chemical potential, or partial molar free
ene rgy , and n is the number of moles of an individual
component. Since the Gibbs free energy of a component, such as water, is a function of T , P , and the number of mole (ni) of that component, we can write
dG

L
Tt.V

dP

µ dn
2
2

i
J

where ni is the number of moles of chemical species j.
Thus, the chemical potential of a component, such
as water, is equa l to the rate of change in the Gibbs
free energy of the system of n moles of this component,
when the temperature, pressure, and number of moles
of all other components are held constant. Also, the
chemical potential is equal to the partial molar Gibbs
free energy, where P, T, and compos ition are the only
variab les of concern . The difference in chemical potential of a substance in two phases determines the direction in which the substance will sponta neous ly diffuse, and is therefore of considerable int erest in water
relations research.

Properties of solutions. In single-co mpon ent systems (such as water) conditions of equ ilibrium in
changes of state can be described by the Gibbs phase
rule which dete.rmines the general pattern of the socalled phase diagram . The phase diagram for water
shown in Figure 9 is divided into three areas, including
the fields of existence of ice, liquid, and vapor. Within
these sing le-phase areas the system is bivariant, where
pressure and temperature can be independently varied.
The areas are separated by lines at which two phases
can exist at equi librium. At any given temperature, for
insta nce, there is only one pressure at which vapor and
liquid can exist in equilibrium . At the critical point the
liquid phase is no longer distinguishable from the vapor
phase. There are four lines in the diagram: A-C is the
vaporization curve , and is the familiar vapor pressure
curve of water; A-D divides the soil from the liquid
water regio n, and is the fusion curve; A-B is the sublimation curve separating the solid and vapor areas; and
A-E is the vapor pressure curve of supercooled water
which is continuous with A-C. The curves come together at a point A, called the triple point of water,
where solid, liquid , and vapor are simultaneously at
equi librium . This point is achieved only at 273.16 °K
and 4.579 mm Hg pressure.

[17]
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9. Ph ase dia gra m for water showing the triple
point (A), the vapor pressure curve (A-C), the
fusion curve (A-D), the sublimation curve (A-B),
and the vapor pressure curve of supercooled water
(A-E).

FIGURE

The slopes of the lines in the phase diagram are described by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
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where the chemical potential of water in solution is
equal to the chemical potential of water in the vapor
phase.
If µ,0 w is the chemical potential when P = 1 atm,
then
vapor
µw

=

_
sol
- µw

µo
w

+

RT

R..nP

[18]

In this expression µ,0 w is the chemical potential of the
pure component at reference T and P, or for water, the
chemical potential of pure free water at reference T
and P. Equation [ I 8] is rigorously true only when the
vapor behaves as an ideal gas, but the correction for
nonideality is usually small. Activity coefficients rather
than mole fractions or concentrations are used in calculating µ,0 w for electrolyte solutions because they deviate less from ideality (see Appendix III).
The far reaching significance of equation [ 18] to
research in water relations can be appreciated only by
pursuing its further development more rigorously.
From the ideal gas laws it can be shown that
V
w

RT
e

be an infinitesimally shallow pool of pure free water
at atmospheric pressure at a chosen reference elevation.
Under these conditions, 1/Jis equal to zero. We can now
define the total water potential in two ways: the potential for water to do work, or its negative, the work
required to remove water from the state under consideration to the reference state. Our preference here is
for the latter, and since free water has a water potential of zero, water potentials in the soil-plant-atmosphere system are usually negative values. By definition
then, total water potential is the equivalent of potential
energy.
Equation [22], as given, is expressed in units of
ergs mole- 1 . By a simple calculation we can express 1/J
in basic energy units of ergs gm-1,

~ = RT in~

where MwO is the molecular weight of water (18.01534
gm mole- 1) . Furthermore , we can express 1/Jin pressure
units as

[ 19]

~

where e is the partial vapor pressure of water. Similarly,
it can be shown that

e

RT de
e

M V~

[20]

where e is now the saturated vapor pressure of water.
Solving equatiol}- [20] gives
0

in~

e

t •

0

µ

0

=
w

RT

ln

~
e

ln

10-

6

[25]

]

e

By manipulating equation [25] we can solve for ec
for given values of 1/Jand T. Furthermore, by knowing
e') we can compute the vapor pressure, e, and the vapor

We may continue the above discussion by defining
another measure of the energy status of water, the water
potential, as
-

[:! !Jl

and 1/Jis now in units of bars. Water potential as expressed in pressure (energy per unit volume) units is
equivalent to the negative pressure of water (Hayward
1971). Appendix VI lists some appropriate unit conversions useful in water potential computations.

The Concept of Water Potential

= µw

eo

w

[21]

which expresses the chemical potential of water in a
solution as the difference between the chemical potential of pure free water (µ,0 ,__) and of the water in solution
(µ,w), It should be noted that /Lw - µ,0 w is an energy
term which can be converted to pressure units by dividing RT on the right hand side by V w·

~

[ 24 J

R..n-

WW

0

RT

e

RT

= --0

where V'w is the specific volume of water at temperature , T; the product, M 0 V'w is equal to V 0 , the molar
volume of water; and 1/Jis now in terms of ergs cm- 3 ,
where ergs cm- 3 is equivalent to dyne cm - 2 • By multi plying either side of equation [24] by 10- 6 , we have

e

I

[23]
eo

Mo
w

e

density, pv, of the system. Calculations of -,

eo

P•

e, and

are given in Appendix II for various combinations of

[22]

e

1/Jand T. The relationship of 1/Jand -

0

eo

The term "water potential" was apparently first proposed by R. K. Schofield in 1949 (Owen 1952). Acceptance of this terminology gained momentum after
Slatyer and Taylor (1960), Taylor and Slatyer (1960,
1961,) and Aslyng (1963) reiterated the original proposal. The use of water potential necessitates the choice
of a reference state. Although this choice is arbitrary,
for our purposes standard conditions are assumed to

is graphically

represented in Figure 10.
Components of the water potential. The water potential is the sum of a number of component forces
acting on the water in a system that result from the
presence of solutes, hydrostatic pressure, matric surfaces, and other variables. These component variables
may be summarized as
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lj;=I/J

p

+ij; 7T +ij; y +ij; T

ceedings) , we may choose to add V1
1, th e interaction
ter m.
Externa l forc e fields also influ ence th e wat er potential of a sys tem (Bolt and Mill er 1958 , Taylor and
Sla tyer 1960 , Slatyer and Taylor 1960, Taylor and
Slatyer 1961 , Hill el 1971). The total water potential
of an ope n homog eneo us isothermal system can be
written as

[26)

where l/Jr
, l/J,,,l{ly, l{IT are, respectively, the pre ssu re ,
os motic , comp osition , and matric variables.
The pressure component , lpp, descr ibes the effect of
a sys tem bulk pressure eith er greater or less than th e
refe re nc e bulk pre ssure . In plant s this effe ct becom es
the t ur gor pressure and in so ils it is related to the hydraulic or hydrostatic pressure found und er sa turated
conditions. The pr ess ure component of so il water potential may also include the effects of overburden pressure or a diff eren ce in bulk pr ess ur e betw ee n the soil air
.and the free atmo sphere. The osmotic component, l{I,,,
represents th e effec t of di sso lved substanc es and is a
summation of the individual effects of all the i species
present. The compo sition variable, l/Jn is due to the
presence of insoluble or mineralogical substanc es. In
so il water this effect is attributed to textural or bulk
densi ty properties of the soil, and in essence, describes
the ability of the matrix to " hold" water by adsorp tion.
In plants , adsorpt ive effects are due to cell wa lls and
colloid surfaces. The term l{IT has be en termed the
matric component (Taylor 1965) and represents the
water cont en t - water pot ential relationship. In soils
this relationship is th e familiar water retention or water
charact eristic curve, a nd in plants it has b ee n termed
the wa ter-r elease relationship
(Slatyer and Tay lo r
( 1960) . Hill el (1971) and many others have chosen to
co mbin e t/J
y and t/Jriinto one term , l{IT, retaining the
name matric pot ential to de scribe th e combined effect.
Th us, equation f 26 ] becomes
1J; = ljJ
p

+ tJi7T + tJiT

'l' = 1j; + lj;EF = 1j;p

=

RT
Vo

'l' = lj;

p

[28a]

eo

w
1j; = RT
Vo
w

ln. R

[ 28b]

or

[28c]
P•
where RH is relative humidity and -Pv

+

1j;T

+

lj;EF

[ 29 ]

+ij;

7T

+ ij; +ij;
T

g

[30]

where l{I., is the grav itational componfot.
Limitati ons and applications of water potential
measurements. Usi ng hygrometric techniques , the en ~rgy stat us of water in soi l, plants , or the atmosphere
can be ex pr esse d in terms of th e water potential. Under
isot hermal co nditi ons wat er pot ential meas urements can
be used to predict the direction of water movement in
the system under con sideration. If liquid and vapor
phas e conductivities are known as well , rates of water
mov ement can be predicted . Nonisothermal water movement is covered later in thi s paper .
The most important applic ation of water potential
meas ureme nt s lies in the rela tionship between biological
activity and energy status of wat er. Kram er (1969)
states definitively that " the degree of water stress (in
plants) is probabl y best ex pressed in terms of water
pot enti al , be cau se this appea rs to be the mo st closely
related to the physiological a nd biochemical processes
which control grow th. " In natural ecosys tems , particularly where water is limiting, water energy status plays
an import a nt and often critical role in nea rly all energy
and nutrient cycling proc esses.
Thus , in water pot ential meas urements we hav e a
useful tool with which we can pr edict energy , nutrient ,
carbon , a nd water flux es in natural sys tems. It is in
ecosys tem investigation and modelin g that we have the
most promising and pot entially th e most valuable applica tion of water potential measurements .

[27]

ln. ~

1j;n

wh ere l/J
H represents th e int egra ted sum of the effects
_of all ex terna l force fields . Gravity , centrifugal force,
and elect ric al or elec tro static forc e fields are all external forces which can influence th e total water potenti al. In natur e, however , only grav ity is usuall y
import a nt enough to merit atten tion in so il-pl an t-w ater
relations studi es. Thus , th e total water pot ential as applied to the so il-plant-atmosph ere sys tem is often given
as

Slatyer and Denm ea d (1964), Cowan ( 1965 ), and
Hill el (1971) hav e sugge sted that the water pot ential
concept is equally applicab le to the free a tmo sphere,
where in the eq uivalent relationships can be sh own by
ljJ

+

IMPORTANCE OF WATER TO THE
SOIL-PLANT-ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM

is the relative

In discussing the importance of water to soil, plants,
and th e atmosphere, it must be stressed that the three
media are closely linked by an energy continuum. A
continuum, as defined in this paper , is quite analogous
to three people holding a rope at three different points .
A tug by any one person will be felt by one or both of

0

vapor dens ity.
For special cases it is often necessa rv to add additional ter ms to equation [27 ) . In systems where a
matric-o smotic interaction exists (Noy-M eir and Ginz burg 1967) ; Brown , this Proc ee dings ; Mill er, this Pro-
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that ha s been done to date, and to offer new approaches
based on a " total system" or "continuum" point of view ,
one which has been proposed by Philip (1966), Hillel
(1971), and others. In this tot al system approach we
will look at all the possible water flux es that occur in the
natural soil-plant-atmo sphere system and how each is
linked to the others in an ecological context.
The continuu m approach. Ref erring to Figure 11,
the major water storag e compartments in the SPAC are
th e soil and atmosphere. The plant also functions as a
storage compartment, but more importantly the plant is
the biotic or living part of the system. and in this role
has the ability to contr ol the transpiration stream. Three
major interfaces, representing the largest resistances to
water flow, exist in the SPAC. We have defined th ese
as the soil-atmosphere, soil-ro ot , and plant-atmosphere
interfaces . Int er-co mpartm en tal flux es of liquid water
or water vapor occur across these boundaries. Wat er
transfers within a compartment are termed intracompartmental fluxes and involve all thr ee phases of water.
Figure 11 show s the water fluxes that are commonly
thought to occur in the SPAC.
Atmosph eric water movements encompass a wide
variety of different transfers. Of particular interest here
is the movement of water vapor through the boundary
layer at the leaf surface and out of the influence of the

the others. The soil-plant-atmosphere continuum function s in much the same way . Gardner (1960) and
Cowan ( 1965) recognized the dynamic interdependencies of this system, and Philip (1966) introduced the
term "SPA.C," an abbreviation of "soil-plant-atmosphere continuum." Hillel ( 1971) definitively states that
the concept of water pot ential is applicable to all three
components of the SPAC. It is now generally accepted
that water movement th rough the SPAC is a result of
a grad ient of decreasing water pot ential from the soil,
through the plant, and to the atmosphere. Mor eover,
because water is capable of storing heat and carrying
substa nces in either solution or suspension, all or part s
of the continuum may provide a pathway for energy
and nutrient transport, as well as for water transport
alone.
Water

Movement

in the SPAC

The study of water movement through the soilplant-atmosphere continuum is understanda bly a difficult one. Not only is the phenomenon highly complex
and dynamic , its investigation requires that the scientist
delve into numerous disciplines spanning both the physical and biological sciences. The following discussion
will not stress a rigorous mathematical treatment of the
problem ; instead, we shall attempt to collate the work
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driving forces, Xj , which are usually gradients of potential energy. Tn situations where only one force is
acting, equation (31 ] reduces to the flow equation
specific to that force. The specific flow equations are
called phenomenological equations. Those phenomenological relationships which apply to water flow include
Darcy's law and Fick's law of diffusion. The transfer
coefficients, K ,j, become conductivities, permeabilities ,
and diffu sivities , either by dir ec t substitution or by
proper dimensional conversion. If one takes the reciprocal of the tran sfer coefficient, the result is the resistivity or resistance to flow, R "j·
The use of mathematical simulation techniques is
becoming incr eas ingly popular in both the physical and
biological sciences. Philip (1966) and Austin Bourke
( 1970) hav e issued appropriate warnings concerning
th e use of math ematical models to represent various
physical and biological ph enomena.
Digital and analog computers repr esen t potentially
useful tool s in our research of th e SP AC. Math ematical
relationships representing water behavior in any system
are necessarily complex , and electronic computers provide the most efficie nt mea ns by which to manipulate
and solve th ese relationships. Our plan of action in
study ing the SPAC should be to formulate framework
models and sub mod els based upon tried theoretica l relationships. These shou ld be constantly improved upon
by using data from field and laboratory studies , particularly information on flow rates, potential energy
gradients , and resistances o r conductivities before forming any positive conclusions about a model, we must
first be justifiably sat isfied that we und ers tand the
real life behavior of the system we have applied models
to. 1n this sense, models really serve the purpose of
tying together our theoretical and empirical knowledge
of a system. The potential danger inherent in modeling

plant canop y. We are also int erested in the eva poration
of water from so il, and diffusive, convective, and advective water vapor movements in the free atmosphere.
Rasmussen (this Proceedings) has discussed the circulation of water vapor in the troposphere . Another atmospheric water transfer, often overlooked but of occasional hydrologic interest, is the redistribution of snow
by wind . Snow redistribution is of significant hydrologic and hydroecologic importanc e in many ecosystems
(Martinelli 1959, 1965a, 1965b , 1966; Geiger 1966 ;
Bradley 1969 ; Gray 1970 ; McKay 1970).
The total system. The conceptual model shown in
Figure 12 is presented in an attempt to show what happens when a snowpack or water tabl e is injected into
the system of Figure 11. It also serves as a base from
which we can begin to mathematically simulate the
water transfers in the SPAC. Figure 12 does not represent the entire hydrologic cycle. The processes of overland flow , free water surfac e evapora tion , precipitation
falling on free water surfaces, and groundwater movement arc not represented, as they are not processes intimately linked with the soil-plant-atmosphere
system.
The presence of a snowp ack overlying the soil surface further increases the complexity of the basic soilplant-atmosphere
system. Two new interfaces are
cr eated the soil-snow and the snow-a tmosph ere
boundaries. Figure 12 does not show any interactions
between plants and the snowpack. Since this is an area
of research where littl e work has been done, any water
transfers between a plant and a surrounding snow cover
would be highly speculative and no physical or ecological basis for such spec ulati on is known at this time.
The aut hors will concede that energy transfers , primari ly heat, do occ ur in this plant-snow subsystem. Of
some interest here is the transmission of photosynthetiically active radiation and the flux of CO ~ through a
snow cover over lying growing plants.
Modeling the SPAC-Development

of a Physical Basis

Attempts to mathematically model water movement
through the SPAC have involved the use of segmen t
mode ls to describe flow behavior in different parts of
the system (va n den Honert 1948, Slatyer and Denmead 1964 , Cowan 1965, Slatyer and Gardner 1965,
Woo et al. 1966 , Philip 1966 , Slatyer 1967, Cowan and
Milthorpe 1968, Kram er 1969, Hillel 1971). One of
our prime objec tives in so il- and plant-water relations
research should now be to improve these segment
models with the use of expe rim en tal data, and eventually combine them, testing the resultant model with
sim ulatio n techniques.
The flow of water through any medium can be rep resented with a modification of the general flow equation given by Taylor (] 968). For a water transfer
through a cross-sectional area, we have
J

=
W

I KWJ.x.J
.

/

I'

FIGURE 1 l . Water flux pathways in the soil-plantatmcsphere continuum. Solid arrows represent liquid
water fluxes, and broken arrows represent vapor
fluxes.

[31]

J

where K ,j are transfer coefficients corresponding

/

to the
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is the use of far too many assumptions, inaccurate input
data , and inadequat e models , and then being satisfied
that the model has mimicked th e real life situation . This
is the "f irst approximation" syndrome, and a trap many
have fallen into . We hav e th e tools now ; our efforts
in the next five to ten years should he basic data collection and continuous improvement of our models.
Lastly, it needs to be pointed out that , in addition
to water, the SPAC provides a pathway for th e transport of nutrients , gases, and heat. H.:'.nce, the soil-plantatmosphere system becom es a continuum of energy
flow , th e intric acies and complexities of which promise
to provide the inter es ted scientist with an infinite numb er of resear ch ta sks .

Water in natural systems can be expressed in terms
of a capacity factor, such as quantity or amount, or in
terms of an intensity factor, such as its free energy.
We now know that it is the continuous exchange of
energy that link s the individual components of the environment into a complex entity ; inde ed , energy flow
alone is the bridge that intimately ;.mites living organisms with the physical environm ent. In fact, our very
use of the phrase "so il-plant-atmospher e continuum"
intentionally conveys this concept. In large measure,
water movem ent through this continuum or system
occurs along energy gradients; the free energy of water
decreases progressively from th e soil, through the plant,
and out into the atmosphere. In ord er for plant s {o
abso rb water from th e soil, th ey mu st expend sufficient
energy to overcome the forces exerted by th e soil on
water. Likewise , an energy transf er occurs when water
is evapora ted or transpired to the a tmosph ere from the
soil or fro m plants. Thus , it is the energy status of
water, a nd not the quantity of it, that is the crit erion of
truly valid significance to the int erdependen t systems
co mpri sing the nat ural envir onment.
We discussed the relationship between the vapor
press ure of a system and th e energy status of water, or
the water pot ential, an d showed that they are related
quantities (equrttions 122] and 128a l , above). Thus ,
if it is possible to determine the equilibrium vapor
pressure of a system at kn ow n temp erature a nd pr essur e, then the energy statu s of th e water in that system
can easi ly be determined. At present psychrometric technique s offe r the most direct and accurate means of
mea surin g thi s quantit y.

PSYCHROMETRY
IN WATER RELATIONSRESEARCH
In wat er relations research our ultimate objective is
to understand th e ro le of water in the soil-plant-atmo sph ere continuum ; specifically, we wish to und erstand
the mechanisms involved in water stora ge and transf er,
and its role in th e physiological processes of living organisms. To ac hieve the se objectives, we must confront
th e often perplexing problem of how to measure water
in a system in meani ngful terms without introducing
confounding disturbance s.
SNOW
REOISTR18lll10N

VAPOR
FLUXES

Psychrometric Instruments in Common Use

PRECIPITATION

___

SOIL-AJ1!19JPHER
l_

,rm""""

Essen tiall y, a psychrometer is a temperat ur e-se nsing
instrum ent capable of measuring eit her the abso lut e
ma gnitud es of, or th e differential oetween, both the
ambi ent temperature of an atmosphere and th e temperature of a freely evaporati ng moist surface in the sa me
atmo sph ere. Th e vapor pressure is then inf err ed from
these two quantities. The degree of evapora tive cooling occurri ng a t the wet sensor is a function of the
vapor pressure grad ient between it and the surrounding
atmosphere. The drier th e atmo sph ere the mor e rapid
will be the eva por ation rate , and hence the grea ter will
be th e temperature diff ere ntial betw een the wet and
dry sensors. The int erested reader is referre d to the
papc-rs by Tanner and by Rawlins (this Proce edings) ,
and to Ro se ( 1966), Harri son ( 1965), and Tanner
( 1963) for more complete and rigorous di sc ussions of
psychrometric theory .
Th e most common humidity psychrom ete r used in
the open atmosphere consists of two mercur y-in-glass
thermometers; one th ermom eter is used to determin e th e
ambient air temperature (the dry bulb) , and the other
is used to determine the evaporative cooling (the wet
bulb). Th e wet-bulb thermomet er is kept moist with
a muslin wick dipped in a reservoir of distilled water.
Maximum evaporation from the wet bulb is achieved

APOR~ION

SOIL-ATMOSPHERE

1NrERf ACE
- - -

12. Wat er transfer functions and storage
compartments in the soil-plant-atmosphere
continuum
(SPAC). Triangles represent inter compartmental transfers of water , and diamond-shaped
symbols represent intercompartmental
transfers .
Dotted lines refer to storage locations not always
is speculative.

FIGURE
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by artificial ventilation with wind spee ds of up to 4 m
s.::c- 1 (see Tanner, this Proceedings) . However, the
ventilatio
requirement becomes a serious limitation in
small area, where disturbance must be kept to a minimum . Th e thermistor psychrom eter (Richardson, this
Proc ee din ~s), while being an improvem ent for open
atmosphere humidity determinations, still must be artificially ventilated because of the large size of the sensors.
The requirement of full ventilation to reach maximum eva orative cooling for normal psychrometers is
reduced progressively with decreasing size of the sensor
Harrison 1965, Montieth 1954). For particularly accurat e meas ur ement s of vapor pre ssur e in small confined systems, such as required in water relations resea rch , th e th ermocoupl e psychrom eter has been found
most suita b le. Thermocouple junction diam eters of less
than 0.00 cm are readily available. Such a small size
in effec t el iminates the requirement for artificial ventilation and yet permits determinations of vapor pressure
in small relatively undi sturb ed systems.
Essent ially, there are two basic types of th er mocoup le psyc h rometers: I) th e wet and dry sensor type,
wh ich employs two separa te junctions to measure the
wet - and dry-b ulb temperatures, respect ively; and 2)
the water potentia l thermocouple psychrometer, which
employs a sing le thermocoup le junction to meas ure
both the wet- and dry-bulb temperatures. The first type
is commonly used very sim ilarly to the standard mercury -in-gl ass thermometer psyc hrom eters, wh ere in one
sensor is fi tted with a moist ened wick to meas ur e th e
wet -bulb temperature , and the oth er meas ures th e ambient tern crature. Thermocouple psychrometers used
to determi n e the humidity conditions of the open atn1osphere a rc usuall y constructed of rela tively fine wire
(30 to 40 A WG, or 0.025 to 0.0079 cm diam.) . The
sensing ju n ctions are usuall y small enou gh that a very
low ventila t ion rate is required to reach full temp era ture
depress ion (less than 45 cm sec- 1), and are not influenced sig nificantl y by so lar radiation flux es (Caldwell and Ca ldwell 1970 , Brown and Caldwell 1971 ).
Water potential thermocouple psychrom eters , on
the other h a nd , are used to determine th e ener gy status
of water in the tissu es of plant s and animals, so ils, snow,
and other media. Ther e are two basic types of water
potential th ermocoupl e psychrometers;
th e wet-loop
type , first des crib ed by Rich a rd s and O gata ( 1958) ,
a nd the Pel tier type described by Spann er ( 195 l ). The
primary diff erence between these two instruments is the
manner by which water is applied to the thermocouple
junction. The wet-loop psychrom ete r is wetted by
physically placing a drop of wat er in a small silver ring
at the junction of the thermocoupl e (see Boyer , this
Proce eding s ). The Peltier psychrom eter , on the other
hand , is wett ed by passing a Peltier current through the
thermocoupl e junction , causing it to cool below the
dewpoint , resulting in condensation of water vapor on
the sensing junction . Th e wet-loop psychrometer is
thoroughly discussed by Boyer (this Proceedings) and
will not be discussed further here . However, because

the P eltier psychromet er has had such a profound influ ence on water relation s research , we will discuss a
few introductory and ba sic aspects of its theory of operation for the reader requiring more background information as a prelude to the mor e rigorous treatments
of R awlins, Mohsin and Ghildyal , and Koorevaar and
Janse (this Proceedings).

The Peltier Thermocouple Psychrometer

The Se ebeck effect. A thermocouple is formed when
wires of two different metals are joined together (Fifure 13a) . If both ends of the wires are joined together
to form a closed circuit composed of two thermocouple
junctions (Figure 13b), an electrical current will flow
through the wires if th e two junctions are at different
temperatures (T and T + AT) . Since the density of
free electrons of the two metals is different , which is a
tern er
de endent phenomenon , a potential difference is creat ed at their junction. At temperatures
above absolute zero (0 °K) , free electrons diffuse from
the nega tive to the positiv e conductor at the cool junction, a nd from the positiv e to the negative conductor
at the warm junction. On the other hand, conventional
current is said to flow in the opposite direction of free
electron diffusion . Ther efo re, as shown in Figure 13b ,
current flows from the positive to the negative conducto r through the cool junction (T), and from the
nega tiv e to th e positive conductor through warm junction (T + AT). The emf producing this current is
called th e Seebeck emf, and the proc ess of current flow
in th e circuit shown in Figure 13b is called the Seebeck
effect, after T. J . Seebeck who discovered the ph enomenon of th ermoelectricity in 1821.
Th e Seebeck effect is the universal phenomenon
that permits us to make use of the thermocouple for
measurem ents of temperature . One junction of the circuit is maintain ed at a constant temperature and is
called the refer ence junction . The other junction, called
the sensing junction, is used to measure the unknown
temperature of the system being studied (i.e., soil, atmosphere , leaf surface, etc.). A microvoltmeter can be
added to the circuit (Figure 13c) to measure the difference in voltage output between the reference and
sensing junctions, which is a function of their temperature difference. The magnitude of the net emf output
of a Seebeck circuit is zero if both junctions are at the
same temperature, increases above zero as the sensing
junction is warmed about the temperature of the reference junction, and decreases below zero as the sensing
junction is cooled below the temperature of the reference junction. Standard tables are available which list
the emf output (usually in millivolts) vs . temperature
for different kinds of thermocouples (e.g ., Omega Engineering Catalog CT-2). In the environmental sciences
copper-constantan
thermocouples are most commonly
used to measure temperature; with the reference junction at 0 °C, the Seebeck circuit of these two wires has
an output of about 40µV °C- 1 .
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In order to understand this important phenomenon
more clearly , a model of the electrical diagram in Figure 13b is shown in Figure 14. The symbols Ru and R~
represent the resistances of the wires a and b, respectively, and V 1 and V ~ represent the voltage outputs of
ea ch junction at temperature T and T + a T, respectively . From Ohm's law
V

=

it to cool to or below the dewpoint temperature, condensation of water would result on the junction . When
the current was terminated , there would be an immediate tend ency for the condensed watt'lr to evaporate
back into th e surounding atmosphere. Evaporative
cooling would depress th e temp era ture of the thermocouple junction as a function of th e evaporation rate ,
which in turn is a function of the vapor pressure. By
merely knowing the ambient temperature and the
amount of temp era ture depression caused by evaporative cooling, the vapor pressur e of the atmosphere can
be calculated.
The primary factor limiting the use of the Peltier
effect for measurement s of vapor pressure is the magnitud e of junction cooling that can be achieved with the
Peltier current. The degr ee of cooling that the Peltier
effec t is capable of producing is limited , and will increase with the magnitud e of the current used up to the
point at which Joule heating predominates (Spanner
1951 , Do e 1967) . At that point an increase in the
ma~nitude of the current will cause the junction to
hea t rather than cool. Spanner ( 1951) shows that
cooling is a quadratic function of the current, which
reaches a maximum dependent upon the square of the
thermo electric power. H e cct,.-.,ulated the maximum degree of cooling and the optimum current values for
different kinds of thermocoupl es, summarized below:
Spanner ( 1951) show ed that these values are independe nt of the thermocouple size, but that they may be
as much as doubled if th e wires are very short .
The single-junction Peltier psychrometer. Spanner
( 1951) recog nized th e importance and applicability of
the Peltier effect to water relations research , and described the fir st practical Peltier psychrometer to measure the water potential of plant tissue. Spanner's work
in 1951 set the stage for a whole new approach to water
realtions research , and the imp etus it provided is still
stimulating exc itin g adve ntur es throughout the entire
spec trum of the environmental sciences. Although th e
complete history of the development of th e Peltier or
Spanner thermocouple psychrometer from 1951 to the
present is beyond our scope here, th e int eres ted reader
is referred to the pap ers by Spanner. Rawlins, Barrs ,
and Kr a mer (this Proc eedi ngs) . The two decades that
followed Spanner's ( 1951) initial application of the
Peltier effec t to water relations researc h witnessed a
flurr y of research activity on theory , development, design criteria, and applications of P eltier psychrometers
(Rawlins 1964, 1966 ; Rawlins and Dalton 1967; Dalton and Rawlins 1968 , Campbell et al. 1966 , 1968;
Brown 1970; Wiebe et al. 1970 , 1971 ; Peck 1968,
1969; Mohsin and Ghildyal 1970).
Spanner 's original Peltier thermocouple psychrometer circuit has been modified slightly in recent years
to accommodate commercially available components .
Essentially, a typical Peltier psychrometer system consists of three basic components: I) a microvoltmeter;
2) a control unit to supply current for Peltier cooling;
:ind 3) a thermocouple psychrometer (Figure 15a). The

[32]

IR

where V is voltage, I is current (in amperes), and R
is resistance (in ohms). As shown in Figure 14, current flows from the positive to the negative wire through
the cool junction (T) , and from the negative to the
positive wire through the warm junction (T + a T) .
The current flowing through a Seebeck circuit can be
expressed as

V - V
[33]

Thus. if both junctions are at the same temperature,
their voltage outputs v..;:'.:- equal but opposite in sign ,
and no curr en t will flow in the circuit. Likewise, from
Figure 14 and equation J 33], current flow will be positive if T~ is greater than T 1, and negative if T 2 is less
than T 1 •
The Peltier effect. l n the Seebeck circuit described
above, heat ener gy is liberated to the surroundings from
the cool junction (T), and is absorbed by th e warmer
junction (T + ~ T) from the surroundings. The amount
of heat exc hang e at the junctions is a function of the
quantity of electric ity that passe s through them. The
excha nge of heat energy between a thermocoupl e junction and its surroundings is called the Peltier effect,
after Jean C. A. Peltier who first at-served this effect
in 1834 . When current passes through a junction in
one direction heat is absorbed, but when current passes
through it in the opposite direction heat will be liber ated. The mag nitud e of the Peltier effect is computed
as th e product of the absolute temp era ture ( °K) of the
junction and the rate of change of the thermal emf of
the junction. ln a Seebeck thermocouple circuit , the
joule s of heat exchanged by the junctions due to the
Peltier effec t produces no measurable changes in their
temp era tur e if the current passing through them is due
only to thermal emf (Finch 1962). However , by adding a small pow er so urc e to the circuit , a larger current
than that due to thermal emf can be mad e to pass
through it that will cause one junction to cool significantly below ambient temperature , while the other
junctions will become warmer due to Joule heating .
1f an appropriate thermocouple were suspended in
a humid atmosphere with a dewpoint temperature close
enough to the ambient temperature to be reached by
Peltier cooling, the vapor pressure of that atmosphere
could be determined by psychrometric methods using a
single thermocouple junction. 1f an electrical current
were passed through the thermocouple junction causing
0
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FIGURE 13. Diagrams of simple thermocouple circuits: (a) is a thermocouple composed of two different metals
( + and - ) joined together to form a junction; (b) is a diagram of a Seebeck circuit composed of two thermocouples at differ ent temperatures (T and T -I- ~T) . The arrows indicate th e direction of current flow; and
(c) is a Seebeck circuit with a microvoltmeter used to measur e the voltage difference between the two junctions.

c-

most commonly used microvoltmeters now include th e
Keithley Model 155 (Keithley Instrum ents, Inc. , Cleveland, Ohio), and the Hewlett Packard Model 419 A
(Hewlett Packard, Englewood, Colorado). Control units
are available from EMCO (P.O. Box 34, Angola, Indiana 46703) and from Wescor, Inc. (459 S Main ,
Logan, Utah 84321 ). Details of construction and circuit diagrams for control units are described by Brown
(I 970), by Mec uwig, and by Calissendorff and Gardner (this Proceedings).

at the chromel-copper) is exac tly equa l, but opposite in sign, to that generated by the sensin g junction
(about 60 µ,V °C- 1 at the chromel-constantan junction) .
The des ign and operation of the Pelti er thermocouple psychrometer is restricted by th e laws of thermoelectricity. A brief review of thes e "laws" (Finch 1962 1
will help illustrate the design crit eria and operations to
which the Peltier psychrometer is limited . First, the
law of the homogeneous circuit states that an electrical

A typical single-junction Peltier thermocouple psychrometer , shown in Figure 15b , is constructed of
0.0025 cm diameter chromel-constantan thermocouple
wires attached to much larger diameter 26 A WG copper lead wires. It closely resembles a common Seebeck
circuit (Figures 13b and c) except that the Peltier psychrometer consists of two reference junct ions (copperconstantan and chromel-copper) instead of one, together with a sing le sensing junction (chromel-constantan). Like a Seebeck circuit , the Peltier psychrometer
ha s a net output of zero volts when the three junctions
are in thermal eq uilibrium . The sum of the emf's generated per °C at the two reference junctions (about 40
µ,V°C- 1 at th e copper-constantan plus abou t 20 µ,V

Ra

0

1

+

v,

i

+

I

FIGURE 14. An electrical mod el of the Seebeck circuit showing the voltage ·outputs (Y 1 and V 2 ) of
both junctions, the resistances of metal wires (Ru
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J

Peltier
Coefficient (ma)

Maximum
cooling (°C)

iron-constantan

14.47

1.6

41-73

6.3

Pt Jr - Au Pd

11.06

1.0

41-40

2.8

antimony - bismuth

30.0

6.9

25-35

3 .0

29.6

4.9

34-25

1.5

Cd Sb - bismuth

57.0

8.5

63-25

1.9

maganin - constantan

10.0

0.6

41-42

1.7

chrome! - constantan

17.4

1.5

46-41

2.6

Wire
Diameter(µ,)

Optimum
Current(ma)

Thermocouple

bismuth

+

tin - bismuth

current cannot be sustained in a circuit of a single metal
by the application of heat alone. With respect to Peltier
and Seebeck circuits, this law means that the the rmal
emf developed at their junctions is independent oi the
tempreature distribution along the lead wires. Therefore, spatial variations in temperature along the lead
wire·s of a psychrometer under field conditions will not
influence the emf generated at the junctions. Second ,
the law of intermediate metals states that the algebraic
sum of the thermoelctromotiv c forces in a circuit composd of any number of dissimilar metals is zero if all of
the circuit is at a uniform temperature. This is of particular import ance to Pelt ier pyschrometers since they
are composed of three different mc:tals (chrome!, constantan, and copper). This law is analogous to the
second law of thermodynamic s in that current cannot
flow in a syste m that is in thermal equi librium unless
an externa l energy source is used. The law of intermediate meta ls also al lows the introduction of a meter
into the circuit to measure the emf if the junctions of
the meter with the circuit are at the same temperature.
Third, the law of successive or intermediate temperatures states that if a Seebeck thermocouple produc es a
net emfi when the junction s are at temperatures T,
and T~ and a net emf~ when th e junctions are at temperatures T ~ and Ti, then the net emf generated whe n
the junctions arc at T 1 and T 1 will be emf, + emf~.
The three fundam ental laws of thermoelectricity can
b~ summarized in two basic statements (Finch 1962):
"T he algebraic sum of the thermoelectric emf's generated in any given circuit containing any number of dissimilar homogen eo us metals is a function only of the
temperatures of the junctions. lf all but one of the
junctions in such a circuit are maintained at some reference temperature , the emf generated depends only on
the temperature of that one junction and can be used
as a measure of its temperature ."
The Peltier psychrometer is used to infer the water
potential from the equilibrium vapor pressure (equation r28a l) at constant tempe ra ture and pressure. Essentially, the psychrometer is suspended over the freel y
evaporating surface of the tissue, soil, or other system
of interest , and used to measure the vapor pressure tha t
is in equilibrium with that system. This dictates tha t
the psychrometer either be sealed in a vapor tight

chamber with the sample, or that it be placed in intimate
contact with the system for in situ measureme nts (see
Rawlins , Mohsin and Ghildyal, Mccuwig, Campbell
a nd Wilson , Calissendorff and Gardner, this Proc eedings). When vapor pressure and temperature equilibrium have been reached between the psychrometer
and the system being studied, th e water potential may
be measured.
Initially , the output from the psychrometer is determined with the microvoltmeter conected to the circuit
(refer to Figure l Sa) to insure that thermal equilibrium within the psychromcter has been achieved; a
null output, or zero µ,V, should be re::id. A cooling current of about 5 ma (Brown 1970, Dalton and Rawlins
1968) is then passed through the psychrometer for
about 5 to 30 sec from the control unit; the current
flows from the constantan to the chrome! side of th e
sensing junction. Current in this direction causes the
sensing junction to cool due to the Peltier effect, while
the two reference junctions are warmed due to Joule
heating. The heat absorbed by the reference junctions
is rapidly dissipated , however, because of the relatively
large thermal mass of the highly conductive copper
wires. Jn some cases a larger heat sink may be required
(Bingham et al., this Proceedings) to maintain the
temperature of the reference junctions at ambient. The
sensing junction , on the other hand , is cooled below the
dewpoint temperature of the saturated atmosphere surrounding it, thus causing water vapor to condense on
it in liquid form. A thorough discussion of optimum
cooling currents is presented by Dalton and Rawlins
( 1968) , and by Koorevaar and Janse (this Proceedings) . Peck ( 1968) and Rawlins ( 1966 , this Proceedings) discuss heat dissipation along the thermocouple
wires in detail.
When the cooling current from the control unit is
terminated , the condensed water on the sensing junction
will immediately begin to evaporate back into the atmosphere. Evaporative cooling low ers the temperature
of the sensing junction below the ambient temperature
of the surrounding atmosphere by an amount dependent
upon the evaporation rate, which is a function of the
equilibrium vapor pr ess ure or the wat er potential. The
difference in temperature between the reference and
sensing junctions results io an emf output from the
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psy chrom eter which is imm ediately detected as a microvoltage deflection from zero on the microvoltmeter. If
the psychrometer is suspended over a sample at a water
pot e ntial of O bars, the atmosphere surrounding it will
become fully saturated with water vapor (100 % RH),
and no emf output will be geenrated by the psychrometer. However, at water potentials less than O bars
(e.g., less than I 00% RH) evaporation of condensed
water will cool the sensing junction , resulting in an
emf output from the psychrometer.
The diagrams in Figure 16 help to schematically
illustrate the function of the Peltier psychrometer suspended over a sample whose water potential is to be
dc:termincd . When thermal and vapor pressure equilibrium are reached (a) , no net emf is generated by the
psychrometer, and vapor density is uniform throughout
the sample chamber. A cooling current is then passed
through the psychrometer from the control unit (b,
arrows), wherein vapor begins to condense on the sensing junction. Just prior to the termination of the cooling current (c) condensation has reached a maximum.
When the cooling current is ter minated , evaporation of
the condensed water immediately begins (d), and evaporat ive cooling depresses the temperature of the sensing
junction below the ambient temperature as a function
of the vapor pressur e of the atmosphere . A deflection
of the microvoltmet er or recorder needle ocurs immediately when the cooling current is terminated. The
ma gnitude of the maximum deflection in µ,V is a function of the temp erature depress ion of the sensing junction , and is used to infer the water potential of the
s1mple. When nearly all the water ha s eva porated from
the se nsing junction (e) its temperatur e begins to rapidly approach the temperatur e of the reference junctions , a nd the net emf output rapidly approaches zero
and the net emf output rapidly approaches zero (f).
Peltier psychrometers are calibrat ed by determining
the maximum µ,V deflection while they are suspended

oYer a salt solution of known water potential and temperature (Meyn and White, this Proceedings; see Appendix III). A family of curves, each curve for one of
several representative temperatures, is generated relating µ V output and water potential in bars for each
psychrometer. Calibration procedures are rather detailed, and precautions on tech nique and cleanliness are
explain ,e d elsewhere (Brown 1970; Meyn and White,
this Proceedings ; EMCO Bulletin AP-3) . The maximum Peltier cooling that can be achieved under actual
conditioris with chromel-constantan
thermocoup les is
about 0. 6 °C below ambient temperature at 25 °C. This
permits a maximum deflection of 36 µ,V (e.g., 0.6 °C
x 60 µ,V °C- 1), which corresponds to a water potential
of about - 75 bars at 25 °C. Longer cooling periods
than 30 sec may be required at low water potentials,
although a 15 sec period with 5 ma of current is usually
sufficient for water potentials between O and --60 bars
(see Wi be et al. 1971).
Single-junction Peltier thermocouple psychrometers ,
together with the associated instruments and control
unit , are commercially available from EMCO and from
Wescor. Inc.
The double-junction Peltier psychrometer. The primary objections to using single-junction P eltier psychrometers for in situ me asurements of water potential
in the field are 1) their extreme sensitivity to slight
temperature gradients , and 2) the difficulty of determining their ambient temperature . If thermal gradients
occur within a single-junction Peltier psychrometer so
th:it any one of the three junctions is at a slightly different temperature than the other two , a net emf will be
generated that will be detected as either a rapid or
slowly fluctuating deflection on the microvoltmeter.
Under field conditions the magnitud e and frequency of
thermal fluxes is usually quite variable , and it becomes
very difficult to accurately establish a null output for
the psychrometer.
Under thes e conditions, accurate
field measur ements of water potential are not possible .
Also , the single junction psychrometer cannot by itself
be used to meas ure the ambient temperature because 1)
its refer e nce junctions are maintained at the same temperature as the sensing junction, 2) the emf generated by
the reference junctions is equal, but opposite in sign,
to thilt of the sensing junction, and 3) because its two
lead wires are of the same metal (copper). A separate
copper-constantan thermocouple can be placed adjacent
to the single junction psychrometer , but estimates of
temperature are then not made at exactly the same point
in the system where the water potential is measured.
This could lead to serious errors since both water potential and psychrometer outputs are temperature dependent.
The double-junction Peltier psychrometer, such as
that descr ibed by Meeuwig and by Ca lissendorff and
Gardner (this Proceedings), has effectively eliminated
the difficulti es associated with sing le-junction models
under fie ld conditions. We feel that the double-j unction
psychrometer described by Meeuwig particu larly will
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15. A Peltier thermocouple
psychrometer
and R1o), and the direction of current flow (I).
system used to measure water potential consisting of
(a) a microvoltmeter , control unit , an dthe thermocouple psychrometer; (b) is a single-junction Peltier thermocouple psychrometer illustrated in detail.
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revolutionize field measurements of water potential.
This ps:,ichrometer (Figure 17) consists of two chromelconstantan thermocouples , the two constantan wires of
which are both attached to a common constantan lead ,
and the two chrome! wires are attached to separate
copper leads. The psychrometer contains two reference
junctions (chromel-copper) and two sensing junctions
(chromel-constantan) that oppose each other. One sensing junction is cooled by means of a Peltier current
(5 ma) from the control unit , wherein the cooling current passes from the constantan to the chrome! wire of
one of the junctions. When the cooling current is terminated , the net emf output of the psychrometer is read
between the two copper leads . Thus, the net output
represents the difference betwe en the emf's produced
by both sensing junctions . A null output is readily maintained by this psychrometer in even rapidly changing
thermal environment s (e.g., leaf surface, soil surface)
because the emf generated at one junction is compensated for by an opposing emf in the other junction.
Perhaps the most ben eficial feature of the doublejunction psychrometer described by Meeuwig is its capability of sensing ambient temp era tur e at the same
point at which the water potential is measured. A 0 °C
reference junction cell in the control unit permits measurements of ambient temp era tur e to be made between
the constantan and one of the copper leads of the
psychrometer. By a not so fortuitou5 circumstance in
design , the temperature is read in the circuit of one of
the thermocoupl es as if it were copper-constantan. The
ambient temperatur e is actually sensed as the difference
betwe en the output of the sensing junction (emf of
about 60 µ,V C- 1 ) and the output of its reference
junction (emf of about 20 µY °C - 1). The net difference is identic al to that of a coppcr-constantan thermocouple with an output of about 40 µ V °C- 1 .
At the present time , double-junction Peltier psychrometers such as these, together with the control unit,
are commercially available only from EMCO.
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FIGURE 16. Functions of the Peltier thermocouple psychrometer suspended in a sea led chamber over a sample
of leaf tissue. (a) represents the condition when vapor (dots) and temperature equilibr ium exist. No net emf is
produced , the needle on the microvoltmeter (above) is on zero, and the tracing on a str ip-ch art (0 sec) recorder
(below) will also read zero. When a cooling current (arrows) is passed through the thermocouple (beginning
at 15 sec) (b) , water begins to condense on the junction; the circuit is short ed out, and no emf is read. In
(c), maximum cooling and condensation have been reached at 30 sec . After cooling for 15 sec (at the end of
30 sec total elapsed time) the cooling current is termi natecl (d) and an emf is read as a needle deflection on both
the microvoltmeter and strip-chart recorder. After maximum evaporative cooling occurs (e), the junction
slowly approaches ambient temperature (f). Total elapsed time of (a) to (f) is 45 sec.
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PLANTS, WATER,AND SOME OTHERTOPICS

D. C. Spanner

me with a des ire to work on translocation ; but he was
also keen on water relation s. A remark of his ( which I
can still almost hear) to the effect that "of course, the
best way of measuring a tissue 's suction pressur e would
be by observations on the vapor in equilibrium with it"
provided th e impulse for looking for some way of doing
it. I cannot remember when the idea of using the Peltier
effe ct occurred, and I fancy we are often mor e indebted
to others than we realize ; but obscure physical effects
hav e always intrigu ed me , and I shall mention another
one I worked on later. When I graduated I was given a
research st udentship , and I set to work to try and make
th e Pelti er effect useful. In the cramped po st-war world.
one had to m ake do with what was available , but fortunately we had a very good galvanometer
(a Dutch
Kipp Zernicke) and not much else was needed. With a
certain mathematical training acquired during my do :::kyard days, I had all I needed for my resea rch . Eventually the 1951 pap er came out (Spanner 1951) , and toget her with another the following year (Spanner 1952)
in the Annals of Botany, formed my doctoral thesis. By
th at time I had been taken on the staff as an Assistant
Lecturer and was h eav ily engaged in developing muchneeded plant physiology courses. This was large ly responsib le for my dropping the water relat ion s work, for
1 h ave never found it easy to do two things at once, and
the reorganization
in physiolo gy teac hing was rather
urgent. In the event I nev er resumed it.
Before I leave this extremely brief reference to the
work, may I mention an American book from which I
received an enormous amount of help and pleasure.
This was Strong 's ( 1945) " Modern Phy sical Laboratory
Practic e". From this I learned about the Taylor process
for drawing very fine wires. This is es pecially easy with
low-melting point met a ls. All one does is to suck molten
metal up into a piece of thick-walled soda glass tubing
and let it so lidify. Thi s tubing is then supported in a
simple coil of heated nichrom e wire until the glass melts .
It can then be drawn out. Of course, the metal is drawn
out too, and can easily be freed from the glass by dissolving the latter away in dilute hydrofluoric acid. This
yields the metal cores as beautiful, bright , smooth wires
of diameter almost as fine as one can name; I have certainly used them down to 5 p,m.
About this time , I obtained a copy of de Groot 's
book ( I 951). This interested me enormously, though
I was often quite out of my depth in it. It was from this
that I first heard of the Dufour effect. If two gases at

To say that I regard it as an honor to have been
invited to address you at this opening meeting of the
Symposium might sound conventional , but it would be
the plain truth. No one could hav e been more surprised
than I when I received a very gracious lett er from the
organizer, Ray W. Brown, asking me if I would be willing to come and give the Keynote Address. I was surprised because I had no idea that the application of th e
thermocouple psychrometer had grown to anything like
the extent it has , nor that I 'had had any hand in fostering
it. I have long kept up an interest in plant-water relations, but it has not been my m a in preocupation
for
almost twenty years. Consequently,
although I haw
acc umul ated some of the literature on the subject, I haw
never really digested it or kept up-to-date. I am bound
to regard my presence her e, therefore , as being due to
what would commonly be called a " luck y acci dent ,"
attributable more to the ability and hard work of others
than to my own.
I was give n a very free hand in choosing what I say
during this open ing address, so I am including a number
of miscellaneous topics which we re ei th er suggested to
me, or which ocurred to me as I was studying so me of
the literature with which I ought to have been familiar.
Perhaps an out lin e of what l have to say will put matters
in perspective. First, I shall tell yo u how the Peltier
thermocouple came to be tried out , and its sub sequent
history ( or rather, lack of hi story) in the department
wher e I worked. Then I would lik e to share with yo u
so m e impressions I h ave formed of sub sequent work in
the theoretical field. Finally, J would lik e to let you
know about my present work , and perhaps put the riddl e
of the mechanism of phloem tran sport to you in such a
way as to aro us e your interest. Many workers today ,
including myself, hav e thought long about this enigma,
and as a conse quence have ground themselves into a
rut. Someone over here may be able to pull us out!
It was my goo d fortune to study botany under that
remarkable and very lovable man , Profe ssor F. G. Gregory. As a matt er of fact, I went up to Imp er ial College,
London , as a chemist, after having served four years as a
shipwright apprentice in the Royal Navy Dockyard at
Chatham. I was so intrigued by my first contact with
botany at college, that I changed over in my seco nd
year , and I would have graduated in 1940 had not the
War intervened and put the event off till six years later.
It was while listening to Professor Gregory that his enthusiasm ( he was enthusiastic about everything) infected
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the same temperature are allowed to diffuse into each
other, there develops over the region of interdiffusion a
remarkable difference of temperature. In the case of
hydrogen diffusing into nitrogen a difference of 8°C can
result. It seemed to me that this property might be used
in following stomata! behavior , so I constructed an experimental porometer which had a small electrically
operated hydrogen valve facing the upper surface of the
leaf (Spanner 1953). Immediately opposite it was an
extremely fine (5 I'm) thermocouple with its free junction about 1 mm from the leaf. This was connected to a
quick-response galvanometer. On depressing the key
for a fraction of a second the galvanometer registered a
very rapid momentary deflection as the hydrogen front
diffused through, and this deflection changed markedly
as the stomata opened or closed. The advantages of the
instrument were that it left the leaf virtually untrammelled, and that its indication dep ended on the diffusive
conductance of the stomata, and not on their conductance to viscous flow. Its disadvantage at the time !av in
the fact that it needed a very rapid-response galvanometer (of period about 0.1 sec) and that there was no
commercial instrument on the market with the required
sensitivity. (I was fortunate enough to get an instrument from Professor A. V . Hill's assistant, Mr. Downing.) I fancy that with the development of chopperamplified solid-state circuits, this objection could now
be easily met, especially if newer high-power semi-conductor thermocouples were used. The most suitable
leaves on which to use the instrument are those with
more or less equal numbers of stomata on both sides,
such as cereal leaves; but a student of mine had some
preliminary success with leaves having stomata on one
side only . I am afraid that l have not done any further
work on this instrument either.
I was asked to express my opinion on the work that
has been done so far with the thermocouple psychrometer. To do this would, I think, savor of presumption. I
feel I have little claim to comment because of my blindness in not foreseeing its potential usefulness, for l am
afraid that is the plain truth. 1 did have another bee
buzzing in my bonnet at the time , but 1 am sure many
workers happily manage a whole hive. What does
gratify me is that it has evidently proved possible, as a
number of workers have shown, to use the instrument in
situations without close temperature control. This seems
to widen its scope enormously, and after I have told you
something of my present interest in long-distance transport processes in plants , I shall suggest a way in which
thermocouple psychrometers might be used to obtain
some quite crucial evidence on a highly controversial
point. Perhaps I may be able to persuade some one here
to tackle the work involved.
The compensated thermocouple of Calissendorff and
Gardner (this Proceedings) seems to promise a further
increase in the ease and accuracy in the non-thermostatted context. Perhaps it might improve the usefulness
of this even more to make it possible for the measuring
and compensating thermocouples to be alternatively

thrown into series in circumstance .s where the temperature was steady enough. This would double the sensitivity and might improve the reproducibility. Two further modifications which occur to me and which may
well have been tried already are the plating of the junction with a precious metal by vacuum evaporation, and
the substitution of chromel-constantan leads for the copper ones. This latter would lighten the head assembly ,
and more importantly, enable the working junction to
record temperature as well as depression . This might
be helpful when working with trees.
No doubt another important advance has been the
development of electronic instruments to replace the
older galvanometer. Nostalgic as I feel about the latter
-for
it served me well-I
am sure the solid-state
instrument is more practicable and versatile.
I would now like to leave practical matters and share
with you what I can only describe as musings on some
theoretical issues, which have come to me since I began
thinking about this conference. I hope the senior members will forgive me if some of the points I raise seem
elementary.
THE DEFINITION

OF WATER POTENTIAL

When a gallon of water is thrown into the sea , the
volume of the latter does not increase by precisely one
gallon. This is, of course, because volume is not one of
the properties subject to conservation . In the case of
soil or other systems , this fact leads us to define what is
called the partial molar volume (V") of water for the
system. This is usually very nearly equal to the molar
volume of pure water (V, / ) but is never precisely the
same. In defining the water potential (t/1) in terms of
the fundamental chemical potential difference (µ,11 -µ," 0 )
and then relating it to the pressure (t/Jp) on the soil
system , and to the osmotic potential (t/1..) of the soil
solution, it is the partial molar volume ( V w) which puts
in an·appearance:
V (1/J - \jJ )
w p
'TT

[ 1]

where I have omitted the matric term for simplicity .
Choosing to work with pressure units rather than energies per mole, we divide through by a molar volume ,
and it is natural that this should be V" rather than
V" 0 since this leaves us with a simple t]JP - t/J.. on the
right hand side. However , this has the disadvantage
that i/J defined in this way is no longer precisely the
determinant of water equilibrium. This honor, of course,
belongs to 6.1-' and for two phases (a) and ( /l) in
equilibrium,

[2]
Naturally, this equality ceases to hold if we divide each
side by its own respective partial molar volume, for in
general V " a and V,,/l will not be equal. If we use the
constant molar (strictly, we should define the tempera-

and when it is accompanied by the 'matric potential'
( which surely suggests the potential of the matrix), then
I feel we are heading for trouble. I know that not all
writers use the term "potential" here; many refer to the
much less objectionable osmotic "component" and matric "component"; but personally I still find these uncomfortable, rather like sitting on a stool which is upside down. I shall refer to them when I have to a~
osmotic and matric "terms", though I shall suggest that
perhaps there is a better analysis of the overall water
potential that avoids them.

ture , but since we presuppose isothermal conditions
there is little necessity at the moment to do so; also ,
pressure is involved) volume of pure water (V, / ) howeve r, we shall overcome this difficulty , and the water
potential defined <inthis way,

1/J= ~
Vo

[3]

w

will be the exact criterion of equilibrium. However, it
will then cease to be quite so simply related to lpp
and l/J,,.
; in fact we shall have
V
-3.. (1/J - 1/J)

1/J= Vo

-p

THE ANALYSIS OF WATER POTENTIAL

I now want to discuss the analysis of the components
of water potential . It has become widely accepted that
this can be done in terms of three elements which originate respectively in the bulk pressure on the system
(by bulk pressure I mean pressure which is taken
account of as such), in the pres ence of solutes, and in
the interaction of the water with a colloidal matrix. This
scheme is usually written

[ 4]

if

w

The problem of whether to use Vw or V,/ in the
definition of water potential is one on which authorities differ . Slayter ( 1967) used V", Noy-Meir and
Ginzburg (1967) V,/ .The point is not of great practical importance , especially in view of some suggestion s
I sha ll make later, but it is all the better for being
brought out into the open. My ow n preference ! think
is for V w making l/Jan exact thermodynamic crit erion .

ijJ

+

0

,

(water potential)
(osmotic term)+

ijJ

if

s

1/Jp (pressure
term)
1/J (matric term).
if

In a careful paper, Noy-Meir and Ginzburg ( 1967) hav e
shown that there is an ambiguity how ever, in the way in
which t/; is dissected into these terms. This is not a
practical matter but a theo retical one , and it seems to
suggest that the analysis is somehow a bit out-of-joint.
It h as the advantage of being easily visualized , but the
disadvantages of first involvin g an elem ent of unde sirable arbit rariness, and second of not always lendin g
itself readily to pr actical use . Thinking abo ut the matter has suggested a rather different approac h which I
would like to put to you. It leads to a subdivi sio n which,
while it ca nnot be visualized in quite such concrete
fashio n, seems nevertheless to be theoretically soun der
and practically of mo re straight forward value . It leads
to results which, moreover , are not too dissimilar to the
accep ted analysis to require drastic rethinking, or to
lose altogether the virtue of easy intelligibility.
It seems that the matric term has been thought of
mainly in two ways. Either it arises from the capillarity
of the soil ( or other system) which dictat es that the
water in the soil crevices is under a pres sure lower than
the ambient pressure, or it ar ises from molecular im-·
bibitional forces exe rted by the soil colloids. In this
case, one thinks of the colloids as sequeste ring or binding some of the water, and so rendering it unavailable
as solvent. Thus the matric effect is medicated either by
enforcing a reduction of pressure below that allowed for
in calculating the pressure term (l/Jp). or by enforcing
an increase in solute concentration above that aJiowed
for in the osmotic term (l/J,,.). Whichev er viewpoint is
appropriate in a given situation, it is clear that the effect
we are discussing is essentially an "e nergetic" one, by
which I mean that the water is being seized by actual
Newtonian forces (capillary or imbibitional) and liter-

THE QUESTION OF TERMINOLOGY

I must confess at this point that 1 still have a preference as a plant physiologist for the concept of suction
potential rather than its negative , water pot enti al. The
latter may, I believe, be successfully defended as the
better concept ~or so il physicists , but then our professional attitudes are essen tially different. The so il physicist is inter ested in the pow er of the soil to give water ,
the physiolo gist in the power of the plant to get it.
"Wat er potenti al" is thu s the logical choice for the former , though its awkwa rd negative sign ca n eas ily lead to
ambig uities; "one psychromet er . con sistently measured
larger wat er potential s than the other," was a sentence
[ had to think twice abo ut (t he mean ing w3.s num erically larger) . On the other hand , "s uction potential "
seems to me such a gra phic , vivid, and eminentl y correct term for the plant ph ysiologist , that I should be
loth to give it up. It already carri es the implication of
its own datum line, as it were, and it ha s no tendency to
upset the well-es tabli shed mean ings of other wo rds. 1
am thinkin g of what has happened in one or two physiology texts where osmo tic potentials ha ve sudd en ly acquired negative signs to enab le them to particip ate on
eq ual terms in the water potential eq uation , alas often
expres sed in the form,
Water potential = pr essure pot enti al + osmotic potential + matric potential.
My expe rience as a teacher is that stud ents find it extraordi nar ily difficult to get these abstrn,ct notion s correct ;
the whole of the Kr ebs cycle is ma ster ed far mor e eas ily.
When 'osmotic' pot ential no longer indicat es the propert y of a system , but become s attached to a single component , and at the sa me time acquires a negativ e sign,
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ally dragg ed in. Correspondingly , where the matric effect
operates a heat evolution will be present.
Th e osmotic component , however , works differe ntly.
Osmosis does not depend on liter al Newtonian forces ;
in fact they can be entir ely absent , for an ideal gas system can exert an osmotic pressure. What und erlies the
ph enom enon is the randomi zing tcndenc y·of molecular
Browni an movem ent. It is tru e that a heat of dilution
may also be involved , but in so far as this is the case ,
we can argue that the phen omenon is not pur ely os moti c,
but partake s to some extent of the nature of imbibition .
It is becau se of its fund amentally differ ent basis th at
osmosis idea lly would cease at the abso lute zero temperatur e; imbibition or capillarity would not. The difference between the two situ ation s can be put succ inctl y
like this: whereas imbibiti on and capillarity arc esse ntially energetic proc esses, osmosi s is essentially entro pic .
Now you hardly need me to remind you that the free
energy change ( ~G) in a proc ess is composed of two
distinct terms :

6G = 6H -

ms

[ 5]

where Hi s enthalpy , Tis temp era tur e, and Si s entrop y.
Further , these two terms have ju st the respective characte rs that I have been discussing. Th e first meas ur es
the tendenc y of the proc ess to decrea se the energy of the
,;ystcm, the seco nd the tendency to increase its entr opy .
This suggests that a better subdivi sion of the water potential would be into an energy term and an entrop y one.
I implied ea rlier that no actual cases of imbibiti on or osmosis are ever pur e exa mples of the se thermod ynamic
categories ; neverth eless they arc often predominantly
one or the other, so much so that if we redraw our dividing lines therm odynamic ally, we shall not have altered
the map beyond recog nition. Th e prop osa l I wish to
make , therefore , is th at the analysis of the water potenti al be mad e on these more exact lines. As l hope to
show in a moment , this will, I think , have pr act ical advantages as well as theo retical ones. The scheme could
be worked out in a genera l way as follows; for an arbitrary system abso rbin g water (the resultant change
being signified by ~) we may write

nated, and the analysi s is unequivocal.
PRACTICAL USEFULNESS OF THE
NEW CLASSIFICATION

lt rem ains to be shown that the new classification is
practicall y workable. That this is so depend s on the applicabilit y to water relation s of a well-known equation ,
the Gibbs-Helmh olL equation, which app lied to a reversible cell takes tht>form ,

E.

r6.H + T ~
ar

[8]

where F is the Faraday and E the emf.
Now a partiall y saturat ed system is analog ous to a battery. Jts water- donating power (measured by 0) correspo nds to th e charge-donatin g powe r ( meas ured by E)
of the battery. The Gibbs-Helmholz equati on, so well
known in its application to reversible ce lls, thus prove s
relevant here also It can be writt en more gener ally as,

6G = 6H + T ~T 6G

[ 9]

We may rega rd ~G as corresponding to the tran sfer to
the syste m from the pure liquid in bulk of a small qu antity (~n" moles) of water. Thi s enabl es us to write

6G

[ 10]
0

whereµ, " andµ, " arc the chemical po tentials of water
in the soil and free state, respectiv ely, V,/ is the molar
volume of water , and t/J is the water potential of the
system . Differ entiatin g [ IO I at constant pressure and
composition gives

1.._ 6G = v 0 6n ~
aT
w
w aT

[ll]

In serting this and f I OJ into [9 j, rea rranging and proceedin g to the limit, we get

6 G = 6H - T6S = P6V + 6U - T6S
or

6 G = P + 6U _
V
V

ms

[ 6]

V

where P is the pressure, V is volume , and U is internal
energy. This suggests
1jJ = ljJP

+ iµenergetic

+ ljientropic

[?]

where the energy term has itself been split into two obvious components. In this scheme 1/;" has the same
means as befo re; t/Jcntropic ha s roughly the same
items as t/J,,, and tlienergetic roughly the sa me as
1/;1r, The arbitrary element has , however, been elimi-

ljJ =

(Hw - Hw0 )
Vo
w

+

T

l..:i!.

[12]

aT

where H ,, is the partial molar enthalp y of water in the
system , and H ,/ the molar enthalp y of pure liquid
water.
This form of the Gibbs-Helmholz eq uat ion gives us
a practic al method for separating the energy a11d entropy terms. The program would be as follows. Measurem t'nts of t/J would be mad e for a moist sample over
a ran ge of temperatures , taking care to compute them

zero and the water potential depencJ_swholly on the entropic factor as it should do . For pure water under
pressure the energetic term (barring compressibility
effects) is simply eq ual to the pressure and therefore
independent of the temperature . Equation [ 12 1 consistently with this makes the entropic term zero.
In actuality, solutions always manifest, to some extent, a heat of dilution; and on the other hand , colloids
always show a heat of wetting which changes with temperature. The predominant entropic and energetic natures of the respec tive phenomena are therefore not
pure, and this underlin es the fact that the new classification is not exactly coincident with th e old. Its relationship can be summarized as in Table 1.
Before I pass on to my next topic may l suggest that
it might prove worthwhile to investigate soils systematically on these lines. Carried out at different water content leve ls, and aifter the addition of ionic and non-ionic
solutes, the analysis might lead to valuable insights into
the sub-microscopic constitution of the soil and into the
state of its solutes. The theory wou ld need to be further
developed , and might be useful also to the plant physiologist.

from the best available data for the so lutions used in
instrument calibration. In particular , the experimentally-found temperature-dependence
of the water potential of the calibrating solutions would be used , not the
approximate ideal dependence . From these observations
~if,
T ~T would then be calculated as the entrophy component ; subtraction of this from t/Jyields f (H_,.0 - Hw0 )
V " 0 ] as the energy contribution.
In principle, (H " - R / ) could also be measured
calorimetrically , but in practice I suspect this would be
extremely difficult. It would involve adding a small
amount of water to a soil samp le and noting the heat
evolution ; though this sounds simple, th e nec essity of
very thorough mixing and of waiting for equilibrium between one soil crumb and another to be attained would
probably make the final measurement highly inaccurate.
Even with reve rsible cells , where a colloidal matrix is
absent, the heat changes are known more accurately
from free energy data than from direct ·me as ur ement,
and I suspect this would -be even mor e so here . Howeve r, it remains as a possibility that ought to be explored , if only to test the soundness of the as sumption s
underlying the theory .
In ext reme cas es, it is worth noting that th e analysis
indicat ed by equation [ 12 ] works out correctly. Thu s
for an ideal solution (for which we can writ e t/J= RT
x concentration) the second ter m on the right proves
to be equal to ~'- Th e energ etic term is accordingly
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and soil. To what extent can the free energy function,
or the water potential , be used in these situations? The
problem arises because the free energy function is designed for use in isothermal contexts. Outside of constant temperature, free energy differences have no definite numerical value in classical thermodynamics; even
beyond this they cease in the context of non-uniform
temperature to have the "necessary and sufficient" quality we are accustom ed to . Let me deal with these two
points in turn.
The free energy of a system is defined by the equation:

G = H - TS

widely different , as for insrance in the case of the devitrification of a piece of glass and •its temperature equilibration with hot water. When there is a wide disparity in
rates, we may, without being misled , disregard the slower
processes altogether and consider only the faster ones.
Consideration of these will satisfactorily enable us to
predict the way things will go.
The considerations apply to the case of a tall tree
in the following way. In the microscopic world of the
rootlet and soil particle, movement of water is conditioned to a comparable extent by all the forces we have
been considering: osmotic, pressure, and imbibitional
Moreover, in this small world temperature is uniform.
The thermodynamic free energy criteria are therefore
both necessary and sufficient for defining the direction
of water movement. The sam e is true of movement between the leaf-cells and the air cavities of the leaf_ But
over the long stretches of the xylem vessels movement
under pressure is so very much more rapid than movement under the entropic processes of diffusion and
thermal conduction that the latter can be overlooked.
Here, therefore, we no longer apply the thermodynamic
criterion to see which way water moves ; the simpler
mechanical criterion of pressure gradient is entirely adequate . Even in· this case, therefore ( of a tall tree), we
are using the free energy (or t/J)data only in an isothermal context; we fall back on mechanical data over
that portion of the path where temperature differences
insinuate themselves . Entropy , the main complicating
factor, has virtually ceased to matter.
The point is so interesting that I venture to amplify
it with a simple illustration. Consider two open vessels
placed side-by-side in a closed space , one containing
pure water and the other solution .
Referring to Figure 1, we may say that so long as
the vessels are at the same temperature water will distil
over from the pure liquid to the solution (a). This process may, however , be offset by slightly raising the
temperature of the solution. We suppose that this ha s
been done and that all net movement has ceased (b).
At this point we bring the two containers laterally together and imagine the common wall to be replaced by a
permeable membrane ( c) . What we find is that , in general , the liquids are no longer balanced , but that there is
a net movement across the membrane , in which direction we cannot yet predict. It all depends on the membrane . Why this is so we can see by considering the
statistical distribution of thermal kinetic energies among
the water molecules (Figure 2) . These follow the pattern shown for the two temperatures T and (T + .:lT).
Every membrane poses a potential energy barrier to
molecules attempting to diffuse across it. If the height
of_this is set on the diagram ( at E) the rate of crossing
will be measured by the area of the tail of the curve beyond it, multiplied by the number of molecules per unit
volume. In the case of the balanced movement obtained
at first through the vapor phase ( where E is represented
by the latent heat) the larger area of the tail for the curve
at (T + llT) is offset by the lower concentration of

[13]

where the symbols have the usual meanings. Of the
quantitie~ in this equation, all except T are undefined
to the extent of an additive constant , somewhat like
gravitational potential. This does not matter· as a rule
because we are only interested in change s of free energy ,
when the additive term cancels out ; at least it does when
the temperature remains the same. In general , between
two states 1 and 2 we can write :

Gl = Hl - TlSl'
and

G2 = H2 - T2S2
so that

~G

= G2 - G1 = (H2 - H1) - (T2S2- T1S1)

[ 14]
This shows , unfortunately, that the temperature-entropy
term cannot be evaluated unless T 1 = T :!, for only then
does the difference (S 2 - S 1 ) appear exclusively . Of
course , absolute values of the entropy may in principle
be obtainable from other physical discipline s, ju st .as
cosmolog y might indicate a cosmic cent er of gravity for
absolute gravitational potentials , though such values
are likely to be quite inaccessible to the soil physici st.
Nevertheless , an even more fundamental objection exists
to the simple application of free energy data in a nonisothermal situation . This is that free energy differences
cease to be the sole determinants of the direction of
water movement. Granted we know absolute entropies ,
so that llG becomes numerically definite , its sign no
longer tells us which way things will move - that is, unless the system is isothermal. This conclusion may be
puzzling in the light of the fact that we can quite successfully predict whether water will move from soil to
atmosphere through a tall three , and often do so, on th(.
basis of a knowledge of the water potentials in soil and
air , notwithstanding that the two may be at widely different temperatures. How can this possibility be reconciled with the statement that the difference in waterpotentials at top and bottom is in fact undefined and in
theory inadequate?
The answer to this question is interesting. Processes
of many different sort occur in nature; processes such as
diffusion, flow under pressure, chemical reaction, and
so on. The rates at which these processes occur may be
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characteristics of the pathway, or that it is such that
simple , mechanical considerations are adequate for our
purpose. The latter is the case with long distance movement in the xylem .

TEMP£RATI..RE T

THE PROBLEM OF TRANSLOCATION
T+

l>

T

In the closing paragraphs of this address I would like
to turn my attention to the problem of translocation in
the phloem in the hope that I might arouse your interest
in it. In case there are any soil physicists here who have
never met the problem may I first briefly outline it.
The organic foodstuffs that nourish the plant body
are manufactured in the leaves by photosynthesis from
inorganic raw materials . From there they have to be
transported , mainly as sucrose to all the growing points .
This means that in a tree (to focus our attention) there
must be a considerable movement of assimilates down
the trunk from the leaves to the growing roots . It was
long suspected , and may now be said to have been conclusively proved, that this movement takes place in a
very thin cylindrical sheet of cells a few millimeters in
from the external surface of the trunk . This layer of
the inner bark is about 0.2 to 0 .3 mm thick , and, besides containing storage and strengthening elements , is
composed of elongated cells laid end-to-end like earthenware drainpipes . These cells are the famous sieve elements , and the longitudinal files constitute the sieve
tubes . They are called sieve tubes because where one
element joins the next , the lumen is not wide open but
crossed by the fused end walls which are pierced with
small holes. forming what is very aptly called a "sieve
plate." (Figure 3) . The sieve tubes are narrow and
short , typically about 20 to 40 _µm (0.02 to 0.04 mm)
in diameter , and about ten times as long (say 0.25 mm).
The holes in the sieve plates are small , about 1 _µm in
diameter. The sieve tubes are living cells, unlike the
xylem vessels, but their cytoplasm is extreme ly sparse,
occupying only a thin peripheral layer. However, they
contain also a very characteristic and rather unique pro-
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FIGURE 2.- An illustration of the statistical distribution
of th erm al kinetic energie s amon g water molecule s.
water molecules consequent on the presence of solute .
In the light of this it should be clear th at acros s an alternativ e pathwa y with a different valu e of E (say E 1 )
the balance will no longer hold and there will be a net
movement. If the potential energy barri er is higher it
will favor movement from the hotter side; if it is lower ,
from the colder. What this mean s is that in the presenc e
of a temperature difference, the thermodynamic properties of the two phases no longer determine , by themselves, the direction of water movement. One has to
know also the nature of the pathway between. This is a
problem within the province of the thermodynamics of
irreversible processes, which characterizes the membrane by what is called its "heat of transfer. " This in
fact measures the effect of its potential energy barrier.
To summarize, what we need to remember is that
over a nonisothennal region movement of water passes
out of the unchallenged control of thermodynamic potentials. We are required to know either the detailed
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tein substance historically called the "slime", and I shall
enlarge on this in a moment. Through the sieve tubes
the assimilate stream, containing mainly 10 to 25 %
sugar, moves at the rapid rate of 50 to 100 cm per hour,
carrying it down a sieve element in about one second.
The problem of translocation is this: how does the
assimilate stream move? What is the motive force propelling it? This problem has been pondered for many
years, but no agreed solution is yet in sight. That it is a
problem can be seen by simple mechanical considerations; for the application of Poiseuille 's equation for viscous flow in a cylindrical pipe shows that, neglecting
the sieve plates, a pressure gradient of (in one examp le)
0.25 bar s per meter would be required to promote the
known flow rate. Taking into account the sieve plates
raises this to 1 bar per meter, and over a reasonablysized tree ( remembering that transport has to be provided to the root tips) , this already suggests a difficulty .
However, the matter has been made far worse by the
revelations of the electron microscope, that the so-called
slime of the sieve tubes is a protein material of very definite, well-characterized, fibrous form (Figure 4), and
that in mature functioning sieve tubes it seems to occupy symmetrically and densely , the sieve plate pores. If
this indicati on is to be taken at its face value it increases
the necessary pressure gradient enormously, in fact, into
the quite prohibitive region of 100 to 500 bars per
meter. Seeing that the osmotic potential of sieve tube sap
is only about -20 to -30 bars all told, the difficulty
can be readily appreciated.

This has led to fierce discussion on the meaning of
the evidence shown in electron micrographs. Do they
represent artifacts? It has to be remembered that the
sieve tubes are long columns under a rather high internal
turgor pressure. Any attempt to cut into them or otherwise interfere with their vital semipermeable cytoplasmic
membrane almost inevitably causes longitudinal surg es.
Granted the presence of fibrous protein in the lumens, it
is argued that it is these inevitab le surges that carry it
into the pores during processing. What we are seeing
is not the functioning state; the pores in the sieve plate
in the functioning state are really open. However, even
if this were so, the main theory of mechanism ( that
movement is simply due to a pressure gradient) is, as
we have seen, still very questionably able to cope. Moreover , there are very strong arguments for maintaining
that what we are seeing is not an artifact. It does not
look like one, especially when compared with purposelyengineered effects. It is too well-structured , it turns up
far too often, and it persists in spite of all procedure s
designed to avoid surges. For instance, close simultaneous double-cutting of the axis before fixing, prior wilting, or the plunging of thin stems into boiling water
usually show the material occupying the pores. Procedures involving freezing at liquid nitrogen temperatures, or the examination of special small 'closed circuit' types of phloem which occur in cultural tissu e,
still indicate it.
.
Is there any possibility of evading the difficulty
otherwise? Could, for instance , the P-protein (as it is

3.-Sieve plate from the hypocotyl of Helianthus annuus. Note the pores. filled with fibrill ar protein (slime) material. x 18,000 . (Courtesy of A.
W- Siddiqui.)

4.-P-protein
("slime ") from the sieve tubes of
the stolen of Saxifraga sarmentosa. x 160,000.
(Courtesy of R. L. Jones .)

FIGURE

FIGURE
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destructively ( improving on the pressure bomb technique) , but also of getting to grips with the situation in
the phloem. The sieve tubes and the xylem vessels are
so exposed to each other that it is hardly likely that their
water potentials could be very different. Measurement
of one would therefore provide information on the other,
and the same holds for cortical parenchyma cells a.t the
same level. If the waterproof layer of the bark were
carefully removed, and a fine thermocouple supported
near the surface of the exposed living cells and adequately insulated with spray -on foam , we should have a
system which could be used to continuously monit c r
the water potential at that level, and provide knowledge
of the local temperature. In addition, we should know
the composition of the sieve tube sap , and this could b ::
obtained by incisions a little further round the trunk, but
at the same level. Sap is commonly exuded from i,1cisions and can be caught in microcapillaries and subjected to freezing-point determination. The sum of the
osmotic potential of the sieve tube sap and the psychrometrically-measured water potential would give the hydrostatic pressure in the sieve tubes , and clearly the
measurement could be elaborated to give the gradient.
Clearly its determination could well prove decisive one
way or the other for the pressure flow hypothesis . You
can see how interesting this problem is already: if the
conclusion of Scholander et al. ( 1962) that mangroves
habitually have a tension in their xylem of 35 to 60 atm.
can be corroborated, what is the likelihood that, mangroves at any rate, have high turgor pressures in t~eir
sieve tubes? Sixty atmospheres would balance twicemolar sugar and leave nothing over for turgor, let alone
enough to allow a high gradient, as the theory requires.
Of course mangroves may have sp~cial sieve tube sap;
whether that is so or not , psychrometry offers an exciting opportunity of gaining some decisive information.
I would dearly like to try it myself, but I hardly expect
to be in a position to do so for some appreciable time.

now called) be in the pores but not stationary there ,
i.e. could it be moving with the stream? The answer to
these question s seems to be definit ely 'No'; and while I
would not claim that the matter is settled, and that it
has been proved that the pore s; are normally occluded
with a well-strnctured plug of fibrils ( others would
strongly contest this claim) , I believe that such is the
case, and that any theory of mechanism must take
account of it.
My own theory of translocation is based on the very
interesting phenomenon of electroosmosis. It not only
allows, but actually requires that the sieve plate pores
be densely occluded . It also proposes a fundamental
role of major importance for potassium , which as you
will remember is one of the mineral elements needed
in large quantities by plants , but for which no adequate
function has ever been substantiated. The mechanism is
illustrated in Figure 5. The process is assumed to start
with the active uptake of the potassium ion into the sieve
tube above the sieve plate. This uptak e is mediated by
high energy compounds SI.\Chas ATP present at higher
concentration than the average in this position. The
potassium ion then moves down an electrical gradient
(I have suggested 50 mV) across the plate. The fibrillar plug is assumed to bear fixed negative charges.
These exclude anions from the pore and give the protein
an electroosmotic framework. Thus the unaccompanied
potassium ions transv ersing the plate drag neutral molecules like water and sugar with them; the whole sieve
plate in fact becomes a staging pump. Calculation, so
far as it is possible at the moment, seems to indicate one
main difficulty ; the potassium current needs to be rather
high , in fact , from 0.1 to I amp per cm~ of lumen. There
may be ways of meeting this objection, and I believe
there are. At the moment th e electroosmotic theory
seems the principal serious rival to the classical pressure
flow theory.
This is where I would like to leave this problem
with you. When Scholand er et al. ( I 962) investigated
the salt balance in mangroves they wrote that while it
would be "of pivotal interest to be able to measure negative sap pressure" it was "still beyond the wits of man "
to do so. Yet within three years they had perfected the
pressure bomb technique and found the negative pressure in the xylem of mangroves to be always between 35
and 60 atm. What I would like to suggest is that we
have in the thermocouple psychrometer a technique nvc
only for measuring xylem potentials accurately and non-

I think that brings me to the end of what I wish to
say. Little as I relish traveling , I am vefJ gratefu) indeed fr.r your kind invitation to address this Symposmm.
It has prodded me into thinking about the problem of
water potential , to my own advantage, and it has given
me the chance of enlisting your help in my own problem .
Beyond that , it has brought me into touch with many
who before were mere names - and that can always be
one of the major blessings of Me.
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the absence of ATP. Micrograph courtesy of A.
W. Siddiqui. x 14,000. (Used by permission of
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York:)
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THERMOCOUPLE
PSYCHROMETRY
IN ECOSYSTEMRESEARCH

D. A Jameson

Since the International Biological Program is one of
the co-sponsors of the Symposium on Thermocouple
Psychrometers, it is appropri ate to take a few paragraphs to explain the interest of the IBP in such research.
The theme of the International Biological Program is
productivity in human welfare. A major portion of the
U.S. effort towards this theme has been in the Analysis
of Ecosystems . The approach in the Analysis of Ecosystems program has been to develop a more thorough
understanding of biological systems from a total system
point-of-view, so that questions of productivity may be
asked from the standpoint of their effect on total system
performance rather than on the basis of production alone
or on the basis of performance of only a portion of the
system . Major programs have been launched in the
Grassland, Desert, Deciduous Forest , Coniferous Forest
and Tundra biomes.
Of the major ecological viewpoints, the one that appears to have the most impact on procedures in the
Analysis of Ecosystems program has been that of trophic
ecology. Trophic ecology is that viewpoint in ecology
which considers that ecological systems are those living
systems through which energy flows and nutrients cycle
( Lindemann 1942). This quickly leads to a total systems point-of-view. As one is tracing energy or some
particular nutrient through the system , no major part
of the system can be omitted. It is also fortuitous that
many of the more powerful mathematical procedures ,
such as modeling systems of differential equations, are
most conveniently used for flow systems (Forrester
1968). Thus the nutrient being studied can be followed
not only biologically and experimentally through the
systems but also mathematically.
Although there is some slight difference from one
section of the total IBP effort to another, major emphasis in the ecosystem analysis portion of the total program deals with the cycling of water, carbon , nitrogen
and phosphorus. In all biomes these are key nutrients .
In some biomes, such as the Coniferous Forest, water
is of particular interest because it is also a major product
of the biome. In other biomes, such as the Desert and

Grassland , water is perhaps of interest because it is generally limiting and therefore controls the cycling of other
nutrients.
It is perhaps in the control function that thermocouple psychrometry comes into perspective as a most
important tool. If we are studying the water cycle alone ,
we need to know the rate at which water is transformed
from one compartment of the ecosystem to another.
Such transfer rates have long been studied in the field
of hydrology. They include such things as precipitation
rate, infiltration rate , runoff rate, transpiration rate s,
evaporation rates, etc. It's mathematically inconvenient ,
however, to think of these rates as controlling other
biological phenomena such as carbon cycling, and it is
also difficult biologically to consider that rates of water
movement control rates of carbon movement. It is perhaps most correct biologically , and certainly easier
mathematically , to think that the amounts of water in
various states control the rate of carbon movement ,
especially when water is critical.
More careful examination , however, reveals that it
is not exactly the total amount of water which controls
carbon cycling through various processes such as photosynthesis , translocation , decomposition, etc., but rather
the potential with which the water is held in various
compartments such as soil and plant tissue. It is also
true that water potential controls various rates in the
water cycle itself.
Soil and plant water potentials, then, are the primary criteria by which we can relate the water cycle to
the carbon cycle. Thus for a total understanding of ecosystem function, particularly in the Grassland and
Desert Biomes, it is of vital importance that fields such
as thermocouple psychrometry, which can show the
interrelationships between cycles of various nutrients,
are developed to a point that they can be fully and
easily used in a variety of experimental conditions.
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USE OF THERMOCOUPLE
PSYCHROMETE
RS IN FORESTRY

Paul E. Packer

atmospheric environment. Before liquid water in the
soil can be transferred as vapor to the atmosphere, two
conditions must be met: energy must be supplied to
convert water from a liquid to a gas and a mechanism
of transfer must be operative.
Energy Source: The sun is the original source of energy
involved in the conversion of liquid water to vapor.
After the energy that is reflected and radiated back to
space is accounted for, the net radiation which is absorbed either by the plant tissues or the soil surface is
channeled toward (1) heating air, (2) heating soil, or
( 3) evaporating water. The manner by which this absorbed energy is channeled depends largely upon the
amount of water available in the soil for evaporation
and transpiration. If soil water is not readily available,
a large part of the absorbed energy adds heat to the
air and soil. On the other hand , if soil water is readily
available, a large share of the absorbed radian t energy
(approximately 580 calories per gram) will go toward
converting liquid water to vapor either through evaporation or transpiration.
Transfer Mechanisms: The transfe.r of water from the
soil to the atmosp here can be considered as taking place
in two sequential steps: ( 1) water in liquid or gaseous
form is transported directly to the soil surface from its
location within the_ soil mass or through plants to leaf
surfac es, and (2) water vapor from these surfaces is
transported into the atmosphere. Water that has entered
the soil either increases s2il water content or, if the soil
is already wet, drains through it. · If the soil is dry ,
incoming water wets successively deeper layers to field
capacity (the water cont ent to which each layer must
be raised before water can drain through). The rate at
which soil dries where plants are growing depend s
upon the degree to which roots occupy the soil, the
amount of water in the soil, and the ability of plants
to extract water from it. For inst ance, sandy soils have
a low water-holding capacity , but easily release most
of what th ey do hold . On the other hand , clayey soils
have a high-water-holding capacity , but release most
of it far less readily . As the wet soil dries , the capillary
flow of liquid water to the surface through pores between soil particles is initially sufficient to meet the
evaporative demand of above-ground atmospheric conditions. However, with continued drying , liquid flow
due to capillarity_gradually gives way to vapor flow
through- the empty pores . Vapo rf low is much slower

Annually, about 30 inches of precipitation fall over
the United States as a whole. Approximately 9 inches
of this pr ecipi tation are returned to the oceans as runoff in streams; the other 21 inches are returned to the
atmosphere through the processe s of evaporation and
transpiration. The magnitude of thes e two processes
ar~ difficult to separate and mea sure precisely . Hydrol0¥1sts have estimate d their collective magnitude indirectly from meas urement of soil water depletion ,
changes in lysimeter weights, comp utation s of the energy balance, infrared gas analysis, estim ates of sap
flow in stems by timing the velocity of heat impulses,
a_nd computations of the difference between precipitat10n and runoff from entir e watersheds. Such investigations have con tributed to better understanding of
the effects of manipulating forest ·and range vegetation
on evapora tion processes. However, a major shortcomi ng has been lack of accurate direct measurements
of evaporation and transpiration for comparison with
and interpretation of est imated va lues of these processes. Accordingly , hydro logists seek to understand
the physical operation of these process e~ so as to mor e
intelligent ly regulate them for the betterment of all
life. It is important that new research recognize the
dynamic nature of the ene rgy transfer processes involved in evaporation and transpiration. In the past
several years, instrumentation for research has been
tre mendou sly improved, but even so, better instrumentation is still badly needed in the fields of forest hydro logy and forest meteorology. One of the better recent
improvements in instrument at ion for researc h in these
two fields is the thermocouple psychrometer, with
which a direct measure may be obta ined of the energy
required for plant s to remove water from the soil and
for the atmosphere to remove water from soil and plant s
under varying enviro nmental conditions. In order to
readily under sta nd the role of thermocouple psychrometry in connection with plant-soil-water relations , a
brief review of energy source and water transfer mechanisms is in order.
ENERGY SOURCE AND
WATER TRANSFERMECHANISMS
The loss of water from the soil through di rcct
evaporation or plant transpiration depends on two related phenomena - the amount of water available in
the soil and the evaporative demand created by the
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than liquid flow and results in a slower rate of water
movement to the soil surface.
The ability of water to rise by capillarity in small
wettable tubes importantly affects the retention and
movement of water in soil and the availability of water
to plants. Water enters plants through the roots, ascends
through a series of small passages, and is lost by evaporation from the leaves. If the air at the upper surface
of water columns that end in the leaves has a relative
humidity of 99 percent or less, a water column up to 430
feet ( 131 meters) in height and having a tension of
200 lbs. per square inch (14.1 kilograms per sq. centimeter, or about -13.8 bars) can be supported. The
equilibrium between liquid water in the small capillary
passages of the leaves and water vapor at leaf surfaces
supplies the tension force necessary to maintain such a
column.
Once water reaches soil or plant surfaces, its evaporation is not only influenced by the energy aspects of
radiation and temperature, but also by the winc:!_and
the relative humidity of the air. When evaporation is
taking place at the soil or leaf surfaces, the high humidity, or water vapor content of the air, at those surfaces declines as distance from them increases. The
theory of turbulent transport postulates that the rate of
transport of '!Vater vapor from the soil or plant leaves
depends on the roughness of the surfaces involved, and
purposes that the rate of mixing and the transfer of
heat and water vapor are determined by wind speed
which varies with height above the ground.
The plants that live in dry environments have
evolved diverse structural modifications to protect them
against inadequate water supplies. In the whole chain
of processes that govern the movement of water into ,
through , and out of plants, the greatest controlling
pressures are those that govern the movement of water
from the air spaces in plants into the surrounding air.
These pressures are many times greater than those governing water movement into and through plants. Most
structural or functional modifications of plants for protection against water shortages involve control of transpiration, usually by partially blocking the pathways
along which diffusion of water occurs from leaf inter-

spaces into the externa l atmosphere.
THE ROLEOF PSYCHROMETRY
Thermocouple psychrometry has been used for
nearly 20 years to measure the water potentials of soils,
excised plant materials, and, to a limited extent, the atmosphere. Initially, this technique was restricted to the
laboratory because of the necessity for precise temperature control. Recently, however, improved psychrometer design and better supporting electronic instrumentation have greatly expanded the use of psychrometers
for quick and non-destructive field measurements of
water potential in intact soil and plant systems. For
example, the thermocouple psychrometer now permits
us to determine, in the same terms, the water potential
status of both s~and
plants · situ.
Where water is not readily available throughout the
growing season, a thorough analysis of ( l) the magnitude of fluctuation of various micro-environmental factors (including soil and atmospheric water potentials)
and (2) the physiological tolerance limits of plants to
environmental stresses (including those from deficient
moisture) can provide an accurate and dependable basis
for revegetation of drastically disturbed or harsh sites.
Plant species of known tolerances to water potential
stresses can be matched with environments that exhibit
water potential stresses of known magnitude.
In recent years throughout the world, and especially
in the United States, there has been a great upsurge of
interest in environmental quality. This is particularly
true where water resources are concerned. Many federal and state agencies, as well as universities, are engaged in research on various aspects of the hydrologic
cycle. Knowledge concerning the physiology and internal water relations of plants in relation to soils and
the atmosphere is essential to the determination of
evaporation and transpiration behavior of forest and
range lands. Consequently, it is vital that the various
techniques and aspects of thermocouple psychrometry
brought to this Symposium be developed for better use
in research and for monitoring the many fo,rest processes in which the water potentials of soils, plants , or
the atmosphere are of prime concern.

PART II: THEORY OF THERMOCOUPLE PSYCROMETERS
Moderator:

G. S. Cam pb ell

THEORY OF THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS FOR
MEASURING PLANT AND SOI L WATER POTENTIAL

S. L. Rawlins

eter design is ideal; and those errors that are introduced
as a result of the psychrometer and its sample deviating:
from this ideal design .

Miniature
thermocouple
psychrometers
are now
routinely used for measuring relative humidity ( e/e 0 )
in soil or plants , from whic water potential ( tJ;) can be
accurately inferred from the Kelvin equation,
\jJ = RT
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IDEA L PSYCHROMETER

Rawlins ( 1966) developed equations to describe the
output of a psychrometer as a function of temperature,
pressure , and geometry. His psychrometer was cylindrical , though the analysis is similar , and, in some ways ,
is more easily understood if it is considered to be
spherical. For our purposes, the ideal psychrometer will
consist of a spherical chamber of radius (r,.) with a
spherical wet junction of radius (ri) positioned at its
center by two thermocouple wires of radius (rw). The
relative values of re, ri, and rw are such that the psychrometer output is independent of geometry as explained below. Sample material at the temperature oi'
the chamber wall is assumed to cover the entire interi o r
surface of the psychrometer chamber, and vapor flow
from it to the chamber is unimpeded by any barrier.
The chamber dimensions are sufficiently small that he:1t
transport from the wet junction to the sample by convection is negligible . The emissivity of the sample is
considered to be the same as that of the wet junction.
For such a psyc hrometer, heat flows to the wet junction from the sample by radiation , by conduction
through the thermocouple wires, and by conduction
through the air in the chamber. At steady state, the
heat flow to the wet junction is ba lanced by evaporation of water, which lowers the junction temperature.
Rawlins ( 1966) deve loped equations for each of
these modes of heat flow and equated them to arrive
at an overall expression of temperature de pression of
the wet junction (Td-T,,) as a func tio n of th e p arameters included in the heat and vapor flow equ ations.
T his eq uation was simil ar to ,

[1 ]
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where R is the ideal gas constant , T is the absolute temperature , and V,/ is the molar volume of pure water.
The development of a psychrometer that measures the
rel ative humidity in equilibrium with a porous sample
as opposed to a vapor pressure osmometer that measures
th e vapor pre ssure depression of a liquid sample began
with Sp anner ( 1951) . Subsequent dev elopments have
been primarily empirical, designed to improve accuracy
and reliability, and to simplify construction and measurement. During this development , it has become apparent that factors other than the water potential of
the sample influence the reading obtained with thermocouple psychrometers. For example , Klute and Richards ( 1962) found psychrometer sensitivity to depend
on temperature; Richards , Low , and Decker ( 1964)
found their sen sitivity to vary with atmosphenc pressure; Rawlins ( 1964) suggested the vapor permeability
of the sample could introduce systematic error; and
Barrs ( 1964) found that heat of respiration could influence psychrometer readings. The possibility of these
factors as well as variations in chamber and sample
geometry introducing systematic error into psychrometer
readings led some investigators to analyze the theoretical
basis on which the psychrometer operated so that 'the
range of error could be predicted. It is convenient to
divide these possible sources of systematic error into
two classes: those that result from changes in temperature , pressure , or geometry even though the psyc hrom-
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held at standard conditions. These standard conditions
were 25 °C temperatur e, 1 bar pressure , rj = 0. 1 om, r,.
= 1 cm, and rw = 0 .0012 5 cm. Setting (T <1T ,J =
emf a, where a is the therm oelectric power of the thermocouple , the emf ( electromotive force) of a chromela
constantan thermocouple from equation [2] is given by
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where ,\" and An are the thermal conductivities of the
wire and the air; D is the diffusivity of water vapor in
air at pressur e (P); Lv is the latent heat of vaporization
c,f water; cTs is the saturation specific humidity; ti." is
the slope of the curve of C-r5 with temp era tur e; a is the
Stefan-Bolt zmann constant; exp (Vw0 t/J/ R T) is e/ e.,
substituted from the Kelvin equation [ l ] and ( is a
combination of paramete rs given by ,
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The dimensions are approximately those of the Richards
psychrometers used at the U.S. Salinity Laboratory.
The solid line in Figure I is a plot of this equation for
t/; from O to - I 00 bars. The broken line is straight
with a slope of -0.560 I-'-V bar - 1 , which is the slope of
the solid line at -1 bar water potential. This slope is
defined as the psychrom eter sensitivity , s. It compares
with the measured values for psychrometer sensitivity in
µ,V bar - 1 of -0.562, -0.56 8, -0.570, and -0 .576
( Richard s and Ogata 1958); -0 .69 (Richard s and
Ogata 1960); -0.547 (Klute and Richard s 1962); between -0.51 and -0.58
(E hlig 1962) ; and -0.598
( Rich ards et al. 1964).
Figure 2 shows psychrometer sensitivity, s, as a
function of temperature from equation [2 j . The data
were determined experimentally by Klut e and Richards
( 1962) at 5, 25 , and 40°C.
Figure 3 shows s as a function of pressure from
equa tion [2 ]. The data were obtained by Rich ards
et al. ( 1964). The differences between the theoretical
curve and the exper imenta l point s in this figure are
fully accou nted for by the unusually high sensitivity of
the psychrometer used in this experiment. If its sensitivity had been -0.560 I-'-V bar - 1 as assumed for the
theoretical curve , rath er than -0 .598 I-'-V bar - 1 , the experimenta l points would have fallen on the theoretical
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In equa tion [2] the dependence of (T,1-T,J on psychrom ete r geometry is included explicitl y in th e r" , r,.
and ri fac tors , and implicitly in '- Temperature appears
in the equation explicitly in T as well as implicitly
th rough the factors , D , L, ., c-rS, " " and ti.w; all of which
vary with temperature as given in handbooks . The depend ence of (Tc1-T") on pressure·, P, is solely through
th e factor D , which at any temperature is given by D =
D 0 P o IP, where D 0 is the diffu sion constant at pressure P The dependence of (T,1-T__.
) on t/Jis includ ed
explicitly in the equatio n .
To test equation [2 ], it was compared with ava ilable experi menta l data where all variable s but one were
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FIGURE 2. Theor etical psychrometer sensitivity (,)
versus temperature from equation [2] at P = 1
bar for a Richards psychrometer . The points
marked by circles were determined experimentally
by Klute and Richards (1962) at 5, 25 , and 40 °C.
(From Rawlins 1966).

FIGURE 1. Th eoretical psychrom eter electromotive force
emf versus sample water potential for a Rich ards
psychrometer. The broken line is straight with a
slope of -0 .560 µV bar - 1 , which is the slop e of the
curved solid line at ~, = -1 bar. (Adapted from
Rawlins 1966.)
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constant pressure, and setting Ka = D for convection
dominated transfer, equation [5] becomes identical tC1
equation [3.23] of Slatyer and Mcilroy (1961) , the
equation for a fully-ventilated psychrometer. Thus, th e
theory of operation of psychrometers used for water
potential measurement differs from that for aspirated
psychrometers only by the absence of the convection
term. The important factor in use of either psychrometer is to insure that heat transfer through the air is
entirely convective or entirely conductive. In eith er
case, the calibration of the psychrometer will be predictable.
It is also instructive to use equation [2] to predict
the effect of variations in the psychrometer dimensions
on the psychrometer sensitivity . For simplicity, the
co.rnponents of equation [2] can be denoted as
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FIGURE 3. Theoretical psychrometer sensitivity (,)
versus pressure from equation [2] at T = 25 °C
for a Richards psychrometer. The points marked
by circles are psychrometer sensitivity in µ,V bar - 1
at 1, 6, 11, and 16 bars pre ssure determin ed by
Richard s et al. (1964). (.from Rawlins 1966 .)
curve . Th e curve is not extended to pressures below 1
ba r becau se the effect of pressure on the thermal conductivity of air , which is significant at low pre ssure s,
was not taken into account.
Th e psychrometers used for these experimental results cont ained a droplet of water held within a short
silver ring at the wet junction. The samp le co nsisted of
a sa lt solution supported on filter paper , completely
lining the chamber wall, includin g an annulu s of filter
paper enclosing the top . Th e close agreement between
theory and experiment suggests that the major factor s
affecting psychrometer output are acco unted for in
equation [2] . Specifically , the agreement support s the
assu mpti on th at convection can be ignored wit~ psychromete rs of thi s size. It also engenders confidence
that any sysfematic change in psychrometer sensitivity
~ntroduced by temperatur e or pressure can be fully accounted for by well known Jaws of heat and vapor flow
within the psychrom eter chamber.
With the fact esta blished that convection can be
ignored , the question of ventilation of the wet bul? ,
once th e subject of some concern, is unimp ortant. It 1s
instructiv e, however, to carry the development of equ ation (2] further to see how it compares with equations
used for aspirated psychrometers .1 If r" is small and
the radiat ion term is negligible, dividing both numerator
and denominator of equation f 2 ] by [DLA rjre/ (re rj) ] leads to
)._
[5)
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If G and H in equation [ 6] are small enough compared
to I to be ignored, the remaining factors in F and I t~at
depend upon psychrometer geometry cancel, leavmg
(T<1-Tw) independent of the dimen sions of the psychrom eter. The ideal psychrometer has dimensions that
make G + H < <I. G accounts for heat flow to the wet
junction by direct radiation and thus , at any given tem perature varies with r/. If re>> rj, G can be made
small in comparison to I by reducing rj because in such
a case I varies linearly with ri· H is somewhat more
complicated because it accounts for heat flow to the wet
junction by direct conduction along the wires as we_ll
as by radiation and conduction of heat through the air
to the wires and then to the wet junction . Thus , it depends on re and r" . How ever , for dimensions of ex!sting
psychrometers, H is rather insensitive to changes m re.
As an exa mple , increasing re from 1 to 3 cm, for
the psychrometer fqr which data are given above, res~lts
in no sionificant differenc e in any of the theoretic al
curves shown . Rawlin s ( 1966) showed that the length
of the thermocouple wires could be reduced from 1 cm
to about 0.1 cm before any significant change in H resulted. Since H decreases as r w decreases , and I does
not depend upon r ", H can be made negligibly small
compared to I by decreasing rw.
When G + H
I at 25 °C and 1 bar pressure, the
ideal theoretical psychrometer sensitivity is -0.596
µ,V bar - 1 . This compares with -0.560 µ,V bar - 1 for
the Richards psychrometer desc ribed above . Thus , by
decreasing the size of the wet junction and the thermocouple wires , the increase in psychrometer sensitivity is
theor etically -0.036 µ,V bar - 1 . This small increase in
sensitivity in itself undoubtedly would not justify the increased difficulty in construction to make the psychrometer ideal . However, the fact that the ideal psychrometer
would be insensitive to geometrical factors could possibly justify the extra inconvenience. Because psychrometer sensitivity has been shown to be relatively insensitive to changes in re, and because for a given psychrof!leter rw would not change, the only remaining dimen-
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V

Substituting K :1C 11 for A.2 , where K,.,is the thermal diffusivity of air and c11 is the specific heat of the air at
lThis con;parison was made anonymously by a reviewer of
the manus cript for the publication by Rawlin ,s (1966) .
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sion that could possibly cause variation m a given
psychrometer's sei'isitlvity is variation in ri resulting
from different sized drops. Figure 4 of Rawlins ( 1966)
shows s vs. ri for the Richards psychrometer described
above. The optimum wet junction radius for rw =
0.00125 cm was shown to be 0.06 cm.
THE REAL PSYCHROMETER

The number of ways a real psychrometer can differ
from the ideal is of course infinite. No attempt will be
made here to catalogue all of the various problems that
arise from deviations of psychrometer design from the
ideal, but four of the more outstanding problem areas
will be considered. These are ( 1) variation of the wet
junction size or shape, (2) vapor pressure gradient s
within the psychrometer , (3) temperature grad ients
within the psychrometer, and ( 4) temperature change s
with time. Any deviation from the ideal design or from
the ideal environmental conditions can cause significant
changes in the psychrometer sensitivity from that of the
ideal psychrometer, but this does not always lead to
systematic error in meas'urement of water potential.
Psychrometers are usually calibrated with salt solutions
of known water potential supported on filter paper lining the psychrometer chamber. The only conditions that
lead to systematic error are those that cause the psychrometer sensitivity to be different during a measurement than it was during its calibration. Primary emphasis
will be placed on conditions that cause such systematic
errors.
Wet Junction Size and Shape

In a previous section, the conclusion that psychrometer sensitivity was independent of dimensions when
G + H << I was based on the assumption that the wet
junction is spherical , with free evaporation from its
entire surface. If this is the case , and if sample materi al
completely surrounds the wet junction , heat and vapor
transfer occur to and from the same surfaces by processes that depend on psychrometer dimensions in
identical ways. Rawlins ( 1966) and Peck ( 1968) point
out that water condensed by Peltier cooling does not
constitute a spherical wet bulb , but rather the wet area
of the junction varies in size and shape depending upon
the duration of cooling and the time elapsed following
the cooling cycle . Peck ( 1968) clearly points out how
the sensitivity of the Spanner psychrometer should vary
with the size and shape of the wetted area of the thermocouple junction. It is essentia l that the cool ing period
and the time at which a reading is taken following cooling be precisely the same during a measurement as it
was during calibration. The precision of timing required ,
of course, depends on the shape of the emf vs, time curve
following cooling. Both water potential and length of
cooling period affeq the shape of this curve, and shou ld
be taken into account in establishing a measuring technique. The other problem that arises from va~iation in
the wet junction size and shape is a change in the wettability of the junction caused by contamination (Merrill
and Rawlins , in press). This causes a long-term drift in

the sensitivity of Spanner psychrometers introducing
error that can only be eliminated by frequent cleaning
and/or recalibration. Merrill and Rawlins (in press)
found this drift to be less in sealed ceramic cups than in
unsealed psychrometer chambers.
Vapor Pressure Gradients

Within the Psychrometer

The ideal psychrometer is at uniform temperature
and the chamber is completely covered with uniform
sample having no barrier between it and the chamber.
Vapor pressure gradients that occur solely as the result
of temperature gradients will be considered in the following section. The other factors that can cause vapor
pressure gradients are ( 1) extraneous sources of water,
(2) sinks for water in the psychrometer chamber, and
( 3) barriers to water vapor diffusion between the sample
and the chamber.
Extraneous sources of water. The only source of
water within a psychrometer other than that in the
sample is the water placed on the wet junction of a
Richards psychrometer. It should be clear that the
Spanner-type psychrometer does not introduce extran eous water , because its junction is wet by condensation
of the water already in the chamb er. Rawlins (1964)
called attention to the fact that evap oration from the wet
junction of a Richards psychrometer could cause error in
water potential measurements . The error would occur
only if there were a barrier to water vapor diffusion
from the wet junction to the sample that was significantly
greater than that existing during calibration. This error
results from the gradient in vapor pressure across the
barrier , allowing the relative humidity in the chamber,
which is measured by the psychrometer, to rise significantly higher than that in the sample. It is also possible that with an extremely small sample or one that exhibits a large change in water potential per unit change
in water content that water evaporated from the wet
junction of a Richards psychrometer could actually increase the water potential of the sample. Because the
amount of water evaporated is extremely small, this
would be rare .
Where a Richards psychrometer is used , the error
caused by the extraneous source of water at the wet
junction can also be avoided by using the isopiestic
technique developed by Boyer and Knipling (1965)
and Boyer ( 1966). The technique uses a series of osmotic solutions on the wet junction and determines by
extrapolation the concentration that would result in zero
wet-bulb depression. At this concentration, there would
be no evaporation from the wet junction. The water
potential of the samp le is then assumed to be the same
as water potential of this solution.
The existence of temperature changes with time (see
below) can also cause systematic error similar to that
caused by introduction of an extraneous source of water
if vapor condensation occurs during the temperature excursion. Although no e-xtraneous water occurs in the
chamber, separation of the samp le water into droplets
that can occ ur near the wet junction causes considerable

error in wa ter potential measureme nts. Conditions tha t
cause condensation should be avoided under all circumstances .
Barr s and Kramer (1969) point out another case
where water from within the sample can act as an extraneous source of water. By releasing the vacuolar contents
of leaf cells, for example by slicing, they argue that the
salt is abso rb ed by surround ing cells by active uptake,
leaving the water behind to be passively absorbed. Such
water does indeed serve as an effective extraneous source
of water in turgid leaves and causes erroneous ly high
water potentials where the increase in turgor potential
caused by absorption of the water from cut cells is
greater than the decrease in osmotic potential caused by
absorption of the so lutes. On the other hand, with
flaccid leaf cells, the uptake of water would cause only
slight changes in turgor potential, but the uptake of
solute would cause the same change in osmotic potential as it did in the turgid case. In this case, the
measured water potential would be erroneous ly low.
Sinks for water vapor in the psychrometer chamber.
Sinks for water vapor within the psychrometer chamber
of course cause the same kind of error, but of the opposite sign as extraneous sources for water vapor. Like
sources for water vapor , sinks are particularly serious
when a low permeability diffusion barrier exists between the sample and the chamber. Rawlins ( 1964.
1966) and Lambert and van Schilfgaardc ( 1965) draw
special attention to physical adsorption on the chamber
walls as we ll as to formation of so luti ons with contaminating solutes. Klepper and Barr s ( I 968) point out
that salt secretion from leaves can also constitute a sizable sink for water vapor. If the sinks for water vapor
arc confined to the walls of the chamber , their effect
can be largely eliminated by surround ing the wet junction with the sample sufficiently well that the junction is
effectively sh ielded from the walls. Peck ( 1969) works
out the requirements for such shie ldin g for two sample
arrangem ent s, one with the wet junction enclosed in a
tube of sample , the other with the wet junction positioned between two discs of sample. If the externa l surface of the leaf itself is a sink for water vapor, the error
is not eliminated by such shielding. This can occur not
only when salts are deposited on the external surfaces
of leaves , but also when the leaf is in equi librium with
a much lower relative humidity before it is placed in the
psychrometer chamber. This normally dry surface must
be brought to equ ilibrium with the wet internal surfaces
of the leaf before the chamber humidity can rise to that
of the inner leaf. Pre-equilibrating both the sample nncl
the chamber at some high er relative humidity as discussed by Peck ( 1968) may help considerably _iQ such
cases to decrease the time required for equi libr ation.
Long equilibration times can cause serious systematic
error by allowing the water potential of the sa mple ( particularly if it is living) to change, and by making it ap pear as though eq uilibrium is achieved when it has not
been.
Vapor pressure grad ients in the chamber caused by

sinks for water vapor affect the equilibrium between the
sample and th e air whose relative humidity is measured
by the psychrometer. This causes a systematic error that
cannot be eliminated by any improvement in the technique for measuring the relative humidity of the air.
Barriers to water vapo r diffusion. The primary barrier to water vapor diffusion is the epidermis of leav es .
Particularly in the darkened, closed eq uilibration chamber, stomates close tightly because of darkn ess as well
as because of co~ buildup. Except for cutting the
epidermis , which can cause errors as the result of the
release of cell constituents, there is little that can be
done to avoid this barrier. The only alternat ive is to
reduce as far as possible the quantity of water that must
move across the barriers to achieve equilibrium. This
includes designing chambers with minimum volume
from nonabsorptive mat er ial, and using as lar ge an area
of sample as practical. Pre-equilibration of sa mple and
chamber ( or even pre-washing and blotting) can help
to satisfy the major sinks for water vapor outside the
leaf and thereby reduce the quantity of water that must
move from the leaf to bring abo ut equilibr ium . Sample
barrier effects other than with plant leaves have not
been reported.
Temperature

Gradients

Temperature
gradients within the psychrometer
arise from such obvious sources as temperature gradients
in the environment, but they can also arise from heat
produced by respiration of the sample, heating of the
reference junctfons and therm '.lcouple wires of Spanner
psychrometers by the cooling operation, and radiation
absorbed by the chamber or the sample. Temperature
gradients can introduce systematic error either by causing the water potential of the air measured by the psychrometer to be different from that of the samp le ( as
the result of their temperatures being different), or by
causing temperature-induced
emf's within the thermocoup le measuring circuit. Because the latter kind of
error is easiest to cope with, it will be dealth with first.
Measuring circuit errors. Any difference in temperature between the reference junction and the wet
junction of a psychrometer is included in the measurement of the wet junction temperature depression. With
the Spanner psychrometer, this difference can be measured immediately prior to cooling the wet junction . If
the temperature difference is stable with time , the emf
prior to cooling need only be subtracted from that following cooling to eliminate it from the measurement of
water potential. Most psychromet ers with a permanently wet junction do not offer this possibility for correction. A technique described by Kreeb ( 1965) whereby
the permanently wet junction is covered between measurements with a vapor tight cup that can be manipulated
remotely does permit temperature gradient corrections
to be made with permanently wet junctions.
An obvious solution to the problem of temperature
difference between junctions is to place the measuring
junction and the reference junction close enough to-
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gether that they are always in the same thermal environment. This has been impractical with the original Richards psychrometer design because the reference junction
includes the copper leads to the switching and voltage
measuring circuit. Because copper is such a good thermal conductor, it is impossible to isolate the reference
junction completely from the lead wire temperature.
The use of wires at the reference junction that have the
same thermoelectric properties as copper, but have considerably lower thermal conductivities, as proposed by
Millar , Lang , and Gardner ( 1970) , may eliminate this
difficulty for Richards-type psychrometers. In principle , the psychrometer used by Millar et al. is the Richards type except that it includes these new typ e wires
and also has an additional Peltier thermocouple junction
incorporated for wetting the junction remotely.
It is even less practical to place the reference junction of a standard Spanner psychrometer close to the
measuring junction , because the heat absorbed at the
wet junction must be dissipated at the reference junction. This requires special provisions , among which
are increasing the heat capacity of the referenc e junctions . Dalton and Rawlins ( 1968) and Peck ( 1968 )
discuss the importance of and the requirem ents for dissipating the heat at these junction s. Hsieh and Hungat e
( 1970) and Calissendorff ( 1970) modified the Spanner psychrometer by placing two chromel-constantan
junctions in the chamber and using one of them as a
reference rather than using the copper-chrome! and
copper-constantan jun ctions as referenc es. As in the
case of the psychrometer of Millar et al. (1970) heat
generated during the cooling proc ess is not dissipated
at the refer ence junctions .
The heat generated at the reference junctions of a
Spanner psychrometer during cooling can , if the junc tions do not provide for its dissipation , cause a thermally-induc ed emf in the measurement. Howev er, this
lead s to systematic error in the measurement of water
pot ential only if the heat dissipation is different durin g
the mea ~urement than during the calibration. Particu larly where the psychrometer can be ca librated in the
same environment in which it is to be used , it should
be possible to avoid this error. Where the copper wire s
are, for examp le, in air during the calibration , but arcburied in the soil during the measurement, th e differ ence in heat dissipation from the reference junctions
could be sufficiently different to cause systematic error.
Peck ( 1968) also points out that heating of the air by
current flow through the thermocouple wires can significantly change the chamber temperature from its
initial level. Again, if all conditions are the same during
calibration as during measurement , no systematic error
should be introduced.
Errors caused by differences between chamber anrl
samp le temperature. Bec ause the psychrometer measure s the relative humidity of the air in equilibrium with
the sampl e, any difference in temperature between th e
samp le and the chamber air will introduce systematic
error unless this temperature difference is measured .

The error results from the fact that the chamber and
the samp le come to the same vapor pressure , not the
same relative humidity . The error in water potential
introduced is of the order of a bar per 0.0 I °C tempera ture difference.
Sample temp erat ure can be increased above that of
the air in the chamber by heat of respiration within the
sample ( Slatyer and McJlroy 1961, Barrs 1964) or by
absorption of radia nt energy by the sample (Lamber :
and van Schilfgaarde 1965, Hoffman and Splinter 1968 ,
Calissendorff 1970). Rawlins (1966) and Peck ( 1969)
show that the error resulting from heat of respiration
in the sample can be eliminated by enclos ing the wet
junction sufficiently that the air immediately surround ing it is essentially at the leaf temperature . Others
( Campbell, Zollinger, and Taylor 1966, Boyer 1966)
attempted to eliminate the problem by making intimate
contact between the sample and the wall of the chamber
as a means of dissipating the heat produced. Barrs
( 1964) demonstrated that the error cou ld also be eliminated by replacing the oxygen in the chamber with
nitrogen , though this has not been done for routine
measurements.
The problem of sample temperature increasing as
the result of absorption of radiation arises primarily
where measur eme nt of water potenti,al on int act leaves
is attempted. Here it is impractical in most cases to
surround the wet junction with the sample. Shading
helps eliminate temperature differenc es, but it appears
that where the psychrometer chamb er cannot be made
sufficiently small, of sufficiently low heat cap acity, and
be sufficiently well insulated from the environment to
stay in temperature eq uilibrium with the leaf, the temperatLirc difference between the leaf and the chamber
~ill have to be measur ed and put into the calculations
to obtain leaf water potential. This is the echnique
used by Ca lissendorff (1970).
Temperature

Change

with

Time

Temperatures fluctuating with time can induce temperature gradients in the psychrometer as the result of
differing heat capacities and conductivities of its parts,
but in addition they can cause another probl em. Rawlins and Dalton (1967) point out that as air is heated
its water vapor holding capacity increases. This causes
a decrease in relative humidit y unless suffici nt water
enters the air during heating to compensat e for this
increased water-vapor holding capacity. If a chamber
were sealed so that water vapor could neither enter nor
leave, the error in water pot entia l resulting from changes
in temperature of the chamber would be of the order
of 1 bar pr 0.01 °C. If, on the other hand, vapor were
free to move between the chamber and the si:mple , the
erro r would be less. The error will be least in the case
where the wet junction is completely surrounded by a
samp le with a wet surface, and where heat flow down
the thermocouple wires to the chamber can be neglected. Under such conditions, the chamber temperature can change only as the sample temperatu re changes.
0
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But a change in sample temperature also causes a
change in the vapor pressure within the sample. Thus ,
both heat and water vapor flow to and from the chamber along the same pathways as a result of temperature
changes iii the sample.
Rawlins and Dalton ( 1967) argue that if the latent
heat of vaporization for water in the sample is the same
as that for pure water, the relative humidity adjacent to
the sample should be invariant with temperature. Avail
able data (see for example Mooney, Keenan and Wood
1952) show that for relative humidities above about
0.95, the latent heat of vaporization of water adsorbed
on clays is essentially the same as that for pure water.
The s<1;meholds true for solutions of salts commonly
found in soils that are sufficiently dilute to maintain an
equilibrium relative humidity above 0.95.
If, contrary to the assumption made above, there is
a resistance to water movement between the chamber
and the sample, significant errors in measurement of
water potential could result from changes in temperature, The change in vapor concentration in the chamber
necessary to maintain constant relative humidity at
25 °C can be shown to be about 1.3 µgm cm-: ' for each
degree change in temperature. The resistance to water
flow between the chamber and the sample must be kept
lo wenough that this flow of water does not result in a
significant potential drop. For a spherical chamber of
1 cm radius , whose wall separates the sample from the
chamber interior , the flux of water per unit area through
this wall necessary to maintain equilibrium will be about
0.4 dT / dt (µ.gm cm - 2 hr - 1 ) , where dT/dt is the rate
of temperature change (°C hr - 1 ) . To maintain a water
potential difference of less than 0. 1 bar between the
chamber and the sample , the conductivity of this wall
must be at least 4 µ.gm cm - 2 bar - 1 hr - 1 for each degree per hour change in temperature . The saturated
conductivity of porous ceramic used in tensiometers ,
which is similar to that used in soil psychromcters, is
about six orders of magnitude greater than this. Thus,
even for high rates of temperature change , no significant difference in water potential should occur across
such a chamber wall. But, if the contact between a
ceramic-enclosed soil psychrometer and the soil is poor,
or if the psychrometer is used in the air , as was the case
rei:)Orted by Brown ( 1970), the vapor diffusion resistance and capacitance offered by the ceramic can
cause considerable lag. Wiebe et al. ( I 970) show that
ceramic-enclosed psychrometers immersed in salt solutions exhibited an average error of only 0.3 bar when
subjected to temperature changes as rapid as 4 °C hr. - 1

problem remaining for many cases is that of bringing
the air measured by the psychrometer into equilibrium
with the sample. Several techniques for helping to
achieve this have been discussed, and the best solution
seems to be to surround the wet junction with the sample. This is easily done with soil samples, but with plant
leaves, the problem is more difficult. It is usually impossible for measurements of water potential on intact
leaves . Intact leaf psychrometers are very much on
the outside looking in, so to speak. Because of the
epidermal barrier to vapor diffusion, the relative humidity measured by the psychrometer can be far different
than that in the leaf. Elimination of errors in this case
will depend on our ability to miniaturize psychrometers ,
eliminate water vapor sinks, and maintain the psychrometer chamber as close to leaf temperature as possible in
order to minimize the quantity of water required to
pass the barrier to achieve equilibrium.

0
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USE OF ISOPIESTIC TECHNIQUE IN THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETRY. I. THEORY

J. S. Boyer

wh ich eva porat es water to the chamber air afte r Peltie r
coo ling ha s cond ensed wat er onto the thermocoupl e,
and the Richards and Ogata ring psychrometer (Richard s and Ogata I 958), which holds a drop of water that
eva porat es continually to the chamber air. In both
typ es, eva poration cools the thermoco uple junction and
the degree of cooling is a function of the if1of the tissue
or so il. Th e syste m is usually calibrated by using solutions of known if1 in place of the plant tissue or soil.
Although the psychrom eters are influenced primaril y by
the \Jl of the so il or tissue , R awlins ( 1964 ), in a paper
of considerable insight , ha s pointed out that the Rich ards
and Ogata psychrometer could be in error when measuring plant tissue because the diffu sive resistance of the
tissue would reduce the rate of evapora tion from the
thermocouple in such a way that the calibration procedur e no longer would apply. Actually , both typ es of
psychrometer s involve eva porati on and it seems likely
th at both might he subj ect to the same kind of error .
There is evidence that this is tru e Boyer and Kniplin g
( 1965), although the Spanner psychrometer app ea rs to
be somew hat less affected by resistance error th an the
Richards and Ogata psychrometer.

Th e development of thermocoupl e psychrometr y
has allowed the water status of soils and plants to be
measur ed more easily and accurately th an ever before.
The meth ods has the advantage s of being highly versatile, req uirin g small samples, and permitting meas urements to be mad e rapidly , often with the po ssibility of
autom atic data acquisition. Consequently , thermocoupl e
psychrometers are being incr easi ngly used with excised
plant tissue and with sampl es of soil and , recently , with
intact tissue and with soil in situ . Tw o rece nt reviews
of the technique hav e bee n written (Barrs 1968 , Boyer
1969) .
Th e technique depends on the thermodyna mic princip le th at vapor in equilibrium with liquid at the same
temperat ur e will hav e the same chemical pote nti al (f).)
as the liquid . Thus , if plant tissue or soil is enclo sed in
a chamber, the vapor pr essure of water in the air reflects the water stat us of th e liquid water in the system.
The water status of soil or plant tissue may then be related to the che mica l potenti al of the water in the system , which is gene rally described (Slatyc r and T aylor
1960) in terms of wate r potential ( if1) accordi ng to :
µ
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w
where R is the gas co nsta nt ( cm'1 bar s mole ' deg 1 k),
T is the Kelvin temp era tur e, V, ,° is the parti al molal
volume of pure water ( cm=i mole 1 ), e is the vapor
pressur e of the system, and e., and fJ.,, are the vapor
pressure and the chemical pot enti al of the reference ,
respectively , which is pur e, free watr at atmospheric
pressure and at the same tempera tur e as the water in
the system. The water pote ntial of the refe rence is zero
and , since water in soils and plant tissue genera lly has a
water potential ( and vapor pr essur e) below th at of pur e
water, if1 is usually negative, Water potential is an
energy term and , as described in equa tion f I ], it has
units of pr essure . For purpose s of convenience , the
pressur e units are usually stated as the bar ( I OG ergs
cm - :i) or the atmos ph ere ( 1.013 bar) .
Th e vapor pre ssur e of th e chamb er conte nt s is genera lly detected with a therm ocouple in a system with
control led temperatur e or in which unwanted temp erature effects have little influ ence on the determination .
Th two most popular types of thermocou ple psychromete rs are the Spanner psychrom eter (Spann er 1951)

In principle , the error due to the diffu sive resistanc e
of the system could be eliminated if the wate r on the
thermoco uple had the same if1 as th at of the tissue and
chamber air. Then the ent ire system would be at equilibrium , the vapor pr essure at the thermocoupl e would
be the sa me as that of the tissue , there would be no net
diffusive tra nsfer, and consequ ently no diffus ion error.
These crit eria are met if one uses a solution instead of
water on the Rich ards and Ogata psychrom eter and
chooses the solution such that thermocoup le output is
zero. Such a solution would be con sidered to be the
isopiestic solution, i.e. the solution having the same
vapor pr essure as the tissue, and would produc e no
thermocouple ou tput. An analogous technique having a
similar name is used for vapor pre ssure determinations
by ph ysica l chemists . In a practical sense, the isopie stic
soluti on represents the null point for the system.
Th e isopiestic value is advantageous beca use it is insensitive to chamber conformation , arran gement of the
tissue withi n the chamber , diffusive resistance of the
tissue, or calibration of the thermocouple. It there fore
free s th e investigator from many of the probl ems of in-
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where A is c,S, v° i AcA i/ RT (tAcre + A1rJ, and is
constant for a given sample of plant tissue in the
chamber. Equation [4 ] represents a straight line of
slope A determined by r and the phy sical properties of
the instrument (A c, A 1 , ra, 0. The tissue resistanc e
(r, will affect (dM j dt) diff . at all points except when
ijJ iso equals l/J,which represent the isopi esti c value .
The point at which the se two potentials are equal may
be det ermined by measuring thermocouple outp ut when
ijJ is changed . A thermocouple output zero indicat es
no tran sfer.
Equation [4 ] suggests a simple means of finding
the isop iestic value since it is not actua lly necessary to
place a solution on the thermocouple h aving a water
potential equal to that of the tissue. Eq uatio n [4 ]
is the eq utaion of a straight line, and the slope may be
determined by a minimum of two different potentials at
the thermocouple and extrapola ted to the isopiestic
value. In pract ice, pure water is often used for one of the
determinations and a solution having a water potential
close to that of the tissue is used for the other. Highest
precision is obtained when the solution has a potential
which is clost:: to thal of the tissue.
Figure 1 shows a thermocouple and chamber assembly for making isopiestic determi nations. Th e thermocouple , which is mounted on a he at sink-plunger , can

. stab ility in psychrom eter measurements. The techniqu e
has the same degre e of accuracy at high water potential s
as at low water potent ials and is limited only by the
range of water potentials of solutions which is availab le.

0

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
Nevert heless , isopiest ic measurements becom e impractica l if the investigator has to search blindly for a
solution which will produce no output on a thermocouple in the pres ence of a sample having unknown '11.
One characteristic of the Richard s and Ogata psychrometer is that , regard less of calibration, thermocouple
output is linearly proportional to the vapor pressure difference betw een the ther mocoup le and the material
being measured. The resistance of the diffusion pathway affects the proportionality and this principl e can
be utilized to find the isopiest ic va lue in simple fashion.
This may be illustrat ed by dividing the diffusion
pathway into two segment s : the air between the thermocouple and leaf surface , and the air between the leaf
surface and the liquid phase within the leaf . Steadysta te vapor transfer for the entir e diffusion path may
then be shown to be (Boyer and Knipling 1965)
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=
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dt
whe re dMr diff represe nts the rate of vapor movement
from the drop (gm sec - 1 ); c,i is the vapor concentration of water or a solution on the thermocoup le at the
temperature of the water bath (gm cm - :1 ); i is a proportion ality constant which corrects c,i for the temper ature of the thermocouple relative to that of the water
bath ( the vapor concenration at the thermocouple is
0.32 that of water at bath temperature due to coo ling
of the thermocouple by evaporation) ; c,.I is the vapor
concentration at the liquid surface insid e the leaf (gm
cm - 3 ); A, is the geometri c mea n area for transport in
the psychrometer cha mber ( cm 2 ); A, is the area of the
tissue; r and ri are the diff usive resistances to vapor
transfer in the air and leaf , respectively (sec cm - 1 ).
For wat er potentials high er th an -200 bars , equation [2 ] may be restated in term s of wate r potential as
(Boyer and Knipling 1965)
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wheer c,j V ,/ / RT is a coefficient which converts water
potentials to vapor concentration . This eq uation descri bes steady-state diffusion between a ring therm ocouple and plant tissue. It may be represented by

dMv]
[ dt diff.

= -A( ~ - ~)
I

FIGURE l . T hermocouple for maki ng isopiestic determinations . The psychrometer chamber and bar rel
are made of brass and are submer ged in a constant -temp erat ur e water bath below the point. A.
Key to symbol s: barrel, A; Plexiglas tube; B ; plunger hea t sink , P; diagramm atic repres entation of 0ring seal ( coated with stopcock grease) for chamber and seal of stopcock grease for plunger , S;
thermo co uple with ring junct ion , T.

[ 4]
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be rapidly removed from the chamber and replaced with
ano th er one bearing a droplet with a different water
potenti a l. Leaf wa ter potential is meas ur ed by first
allowing the rate of vapor transfer between water on the
thermocouple junction an d th e leaf tissue to reach the
stea dy sta te. After the steady stat e ha s been established,
the plun ger is remove d and rapidly replaced by a second
thermocouple-plunger
assembly bearing a solution of
differe nt potential on th e thermocoupl e junction , and a
seco nd steady-s tate meas urem ent is made. Figure 2
shows that the seco nd mea sur ement usually approaches
the steady sta te mu ch mor e rapidly th an the first. If
the tissue h as a part icularl y low pot ential or req uir es a
Ion gtime to reach stea dy stat e, .it may be desirable to
sta rt wit h a soluti on or a dr y thermocoupl e instead of
wate r. In thi s way, the amount of water transferred
fro m the thermocouple may be kept small enough so
that >1'is not altere d. Figure 3 shows an isopie stic det er min ation made with a ser ies of soluti ons an d water on
thermocouple junctions. Any two of the meas ur ement s
_ wo uld have served to locate the isop iestic valu e.
In order to determine whether er ror due to diffusive re sistance of the tissue is present in Spanner and
Rich ards an d Ogata techn iqu es, the isop iestic value was
co mpar ed with determinations of IJt using Spanner and
Richard s and Ogata psychrometers in several plant
species. The same tissye sample was used for comparing
all thre e techniques and the tissue was kept within the
psychrometcr ch amb er in the wate r bath between each
determinatio n . All meas ur ement s were correc ted for
heat of res pi ration ( Barrs 1965) . Table 1, sh ows that
a range of resistance error occurr ed from 2 .5 to 7:5 %
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Th eo ret ically, the isop iest ic determination should b(:
free of resistance error , but an ex per iment to confirm
thi s idea has been conducted with leaf tissue of known
it, ( Boyer 1966). Figure 4 shows that leaf tissue from
sunflower (H elianthus Annus L.) , equi librate d in chambets at controlled temp erat ur e over so lution s of known
water potential , gave isopiestic values for the thermocouple psychrom eter which were clo se to tho se of th e
tissue. For thi s experiment , no determinations were
made at high it, value. It is difficult to obtain plant
tissu e at thi s pot ential even after prolonged soaking in
pure water due to the tendency for the cells to enlarge.
During ce ll enlargement, it, remains below zero (Boyer
1968) . R ecently , however , we hav e found that the
tissue at th e ba se of soybean ( Glycine max L. Merr . var
Wayne) hypocotyls grow onl y slowly , if at all, in water.
The water pot ential of this tissue approaches zero in the
psychromet er , as expected (R. F . Meyer and J. S. Boyer _.
unpublished data).
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for the Spanner syste m and from 4.5 to 12.0 7c for th e
Ri chards an d Ogata syste m . Errors as high as 30 %
have occas ionally been fou nd in , w9ody species such
as rhododendron ( Rh ododendron rose um R ehd .) with
the Ri chards and Ogata technique. Similar est imates of
error have also been obtained from ind epe nden t measurements of the diffu sive resistance of th e tissue ( Bo yer
and Knipling 1965) .
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FIGURE 3. Tsopiestic meas ur eme nt of the water potential of privet leaf tissue . The isopiestic value,
-3.9 bars , is shown by a determination at the Xintercept with a sucro se solution of -3.9 bars on th e
thermocouple. The output at the y-int erce pt corresponds to a Rich ards and Ogata deter mination
wath water on th e thermocouple ( calibration of
ga lvanomete r= 1.0 cm bar - 1 to give ,i, of -3.6
bars for the Rich ard s and Oga ta meas ur ement) .
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FIGURE 2. The effect of removing the plunger on the
steady-state output of the thermocouple shown in
Figur e 1 with privet leaf tissu e (Ligustrum japonicum Thunb.) in the psychrom eter chamber. The
initi al approach to the steady state is shown at A
with wa ter on the thermocoupl e. The plunger
was then removed for 15 sec and repl aced at B, C ,
andD .
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TABLE 1
Water Potential of Leaf Tissue Measured by lsopiestic,
Spanner, and Richards Techniques on the
Same Tissue Sample*

Plant

Spanner

lsopiestic
bars

Privet

-20 .9
-17 .3
-13.3
-7 .7
-4.4

-21.8
-18.1
-13.7
-8 .3
-4.6
--3.9
-8.2
-7.7
-8 .5
-6.5
-2.2

Geranium
Tomato
Magnolia
Philodendron

Error,%

bars

4.1
4.4
2.9
7.2
4.4

- ---

-7 .8
-7.5

4 .9
2.6

------·---

bars

Richards
Error%

-19 .2
-16 .0
-12.6
-7.3
---4.2
-3 .6
-8.0
-7.7
-7 .9
-6.0
-2.1

11.9
11.6
8.0
12.1
8.7
7.7
2.4
0
7.1
7.7
4.5

*Species used: privet, Ligustnun japonicum Thunb.; geranium Pelargonium zonale L.; tomato, Lycopersicon esculentum MiU.; magnolia, Magnolia grandifora L. ; phiodendron, Phiodendron hastatum C . Kock>a nd Sel!lo.

pressure osrnomet er for determining the osmotic potential of solutions and requires samples that are only
2 to 5 l'-1in volum e (Boyer1965).

Th e isopiestic technique therefor e provides a method
of determining the t/; of plant tissue without error due
to the diffusive resistance of the tissue. Osmotic ( Ehlig
1962) and matric potentials ( Boyer 1968) of plant
tissue may also be measured with the technique , and
. pressure potentials may usually be calculated from these
data. The instrument may also be used as a vapor
WATER

POTENTIAL

OF TISSUE
- 15

CONCLUSIONS

It is desirable that any technique for measuring
water potential should be accurate, reliable, and simple
to use. Because of the null principle that is employed ,
routine laboratory measurements using the isopiestic
technique have shown that the system requires little calibration or attention, since, in effect, each measurement serves to calibrate the instrument. Variability due
to resistanc e error , tissue arrangement in the psychrometer chamber , and moderate changes in thermocouple
output are avoided , and cons equently the isopiestic
technique has several advantages which save time over
the long term. Nev erth eless, more time is required for
individual determinations ( about 45 milliltes.) than in
Spanner or Richards and Ogata systems and the technique is not readily adaptable to automatic measure ment s over a period of days or weeks. But for work
requiring precision , the extra time is relatively unimportant since the approach to the steady state is long by
comparison , and the additional manipulations require
only two or three minutes by the investigator.
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tion yet to be answered is - does the sample begin to
evaporate to the chamber atmosphere as water vapor is
being condensed on the thermocouple junction during
cooling? During cooling, water vapor moves toward the
junction , whereas immediately following cooling, water
vapor is moving away from the junction. The larger the
thermocouple junction, the greater the quantity of water
vapor removed from the atmosphere, hence the greater
the potential error. A ngligibly small junction would
reduce these errors, however.
B. E. Michel asked Boyer to comment on his use
of just two points for his calibration procedure.
Boyer indicated that pure water could be used on
the junction first during equilibration , followed by use
of progressively drier solutions. When plotted these
points are found to form a straight line which can be
extrapolated through the isopiestic point. He noted that
the use of water is valid since it is but one member of a
family of solutions used to find the isopiestic point.
However , in an attempt to eliminate as much water
vapor as possible from the system , pure water should be
used only for short periods of time. An equilibration
solution of known osmotic potential should be used in
the place of water if very dry tissue is in the chamber.
G. W. Gee asked Boyer to comment on the observatio nmade H . D. Barrs that the Richards-type psychrometer results in higher water potentials than the Spanner
type because the tissue absorbs water from the atmosphere in the Richards type.
Boyer indicated that Barrs had published this observation at about the same time he (Boyer) had published on the isopiestic technique . Whereas Barrs used
different tissue samples in comparing the two types of
psychrometers, Boyer used the same tissue sample and
had less sample variation. Boyer found, as a result ,
that the two techniques gave water pot ential values on
the same side of the true water potential value and that
ab sorption of water from he amosphere could not explain the results . Barrs based his reasoning on the
assumption that the Spanner psychrometer, if affected
by the resistance of the tissue , would give water potentials which would be too dry. In view of the measurements by Boyer, this is not the case , and the comparison
of psychrometers made by Barrs may have led to an
invalid conclusion.

DISCUSSION
S. L. Rawlins commented that he feels the isopiestic
technique probably circumvents most of the problems
of a water source affecting the sample water potential in
the traditional wet-loop psychrometer. He asked Boyer
to comment on his feelings concerning the sources and
sinks of water vapor in both the isopiestic chamber and
in the Spanner psychrometer. Rawlins added that it was
his understanding that the only source of water vapor
in a Spanner psychrometer originated from the sample
within the chamber, and that any water vapor removed
fro mthe chamber atmosphere during cooling was replaced following cooling.
J. S. Boyer indicated that the question regarding
water sources and sinks in the isopiestic chamber is
answered in his second paper (Boyer II, this Proceedings). With respect to the Spanner psychrometer,
however , Boyer indicated that during the cooling phase
water vapor is being with-drawn from the atmosphere
surrounding the thermocouple and sample. The ques-
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CALIBRATION OF THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS: A SUGGESTED
PROCEDURE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A RELIABLE PREDICTIVE MODEL

R. L. Meyn and R. S. White

Spanner-type thermocouple psychrom eters have
been used increasingly as a device for measuring the
free energy stat us of water in the soil-plant-atmosphere
system. Papers concerned with theory (Peck 1968 ,
1969: Rawlins (1964), design criteria (Box 1965, Brown
1970, Dalton and Rawlins 1968 , Hoffman and Herkelwrath 1968) and treatment of theoretical errors ( Barr s
1964, Rawlins 1964 , Rawlins and Dalton 1967) have
contributed to bringing the psychrometric method into
acceptance.
Calibration procedures have not been adequately
covered in the literature . In particular , the effect of
different ambient temperatures on psychrom etric emf
needs darification. Also , procedures , for calibrating
large numbers of psychrometers , particularly for fieldapplied situations, have not been suggested . Box
(1965), Korven and Tay lor ( 1959), and Montieth
and Owen 1958) report calibration procedures for
thermocouple psychromet ers, but the effect of differ ent
ambient temperatures was not fully investigat ed. Box
( 1965) gives data from the calibration of three thermocouple psychrometers over aqueous sulfuric acid solutions at tempera tur es of I 0.0, 24.8, and 50.0 °C. He
found satisfactory regression relationships at l 0.0 and
24.8 °C but his data for 50.0 °C were qu estionabl e.
Too few psychrometers and limited data prevented any
meaningful conclusions from being made with regard
to the effect of ambient temperature on psychrometric
response .
Temperature correction coefficients for adjusting
psychrometric emf, as reported by Wiebe et al. ( 1970)
and Brown (1970) , allow water potentials to be determined at temperatures other than · the standard 25°C.
Apparently these correction coefficients were develop ed
for water potentials corresponding to osmotic solutions
of 0 .5 molal KCl (R. W. Brown , personal communication). As will be shown later , this correction technique does not provide for adjustment of psychrometric
emf over a wide range of calibration solution s.
This paper, in part, is a result of laboratory work
to provide improved calibration relations for a Ph .D.
research project by the senior author, concerning soiland plant-water relations of high elevation Engelmann
spruce-s ub alpine fir, at Utah State University. The
results will help clarify the relationship between water
potential , temperature, and psychrometric emf for

soil psychrometers calibrated in the laboratory and installed in the field. A procedure will be suggested for
developing a reliable predictive model which , in tum,
will enable water potential to be predicted for all possible combinations of temperature and psychrometric
emf for the given field-applied situation.
METHODS
Basic Equipment Used

The thermocouple psychrometer design used in this
study is presented in Figure I. The procedure for construction of these psychrometers, as outlined in Brown
(1970), was carefully followed to insure uniformity .
Absolute dimensions varied somewhat from that shown
in Figure 1, but were as consistent as was possible with
manual construction . A total of 27 psychrometers were
available ; eight were chosen at random and calibrated
to develop a predictive model.
The measuring junction for each psychrometer was
obtain ed by arc-welding 0.0025 cm diameter chrome!
and constantan wires in vegetable oil. The resulting
junctions were fairly uniform , being two to three times
the diameter of the wires from which they were welded .
Befor e welding, the measuring junction wires were
soldered with high silver content solder to 26-A WG
copper lead wires (Beldon #8640). In order to measure the ambient temperature of each psychrometer,
copper - constantan thermocouple wire (24-AWG)
was twisted togeth er and fused with silver solder; the
resulting thermocouple junction was imbedded in epoxy
resin along the top half of a Teflon plug (Figure 1).
The insulated copper lead wires , together with the
copper - constantan thermocouple wires, were encased
in a Tygon tubing jacket (approximately 10.0 cm long)
and fixed with epoxy resin.
A modified Keithley 155 microvoltmeter (Wescor
Inc., Model MJ55) was used to measure psychrometric
emf from the psychrometers . The Keithley unit was
equipped with a 4.5 ma cooling circuit and an electrical
0°C reference junction. It proved to be a dependabie,
accurate voltmeter, enab ling readings to be made to the
nearest 0.1 11-V.The ent ire unit was plac ed in an openfaced 1/4-inch plywood box provided with approximately
2.0 cm of styrofoam insulation on all inside surfaces.
The styrofoam provided not only physical protection
to the instrument but also served to reduce rapid tern-
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to provide 0.1, 0.3 , 0.5, and I .Om solutions. Care was
taken to prevent contamination of the solutions, and
any possible change in osmotic concentration during
the calibration period was prevented by tightly sealing
the solution containers with rubber stoppers.
The thermocouple psychrometers were prepared for
calibration as follows: Kimax test tubes (13 X 100
mm) were lined with filter paper to within 1 cm of the
open end. Six to eight drops of NaCl solution were
added to the tubes with an eye dropper. The solution
rapidly and uniformly wetted the filter paper. Each
psychrometer, fitted with a "00" stopper, was then
firmly, but not tightly, inserted into a test tube. The
stoppers were care.fully inserted to prevent pressures
greater than atmospheric from developing. Because the
rubber stoppers were not tightly in place , it was necessary to seal the junction between the test tube and
rubber stopper with RTV silicone sealant. The psychrometer assemblies were handled carefully before and
after the RTV set to prevent the seals from failing in
the water bath .
Copper lead wire and copper - constantan thermocouple wires were connected externally to the microvoltmeter with alligator clips to facilitate rapid measurements Each alligator clip was wound with six or
more revolutions of wire to reduce parasitic emf's resulting from the junction of the clips with the psychrometer leads. Figur e 2 shows a block diagram of the
wiring circuitry used .

perature fluctuations durin g use in the open air.
The electrical 0°C reference junction provided with
the Keithl ey unit was neither reliable for measurements
of temperature in the laboratory nor reliable for meauremen ts in the field. Apparently, temperatur e fluctuation caused the referenc e point to deviate from
0 °C; the cause was not evident. In place of the electrical 0 °C reference, an ice-water reference was used .
A one-pint Thermos bottle , attached to the voltmeter
box, provided a convenient container for holding and
maintaining the reference junction at 0°C. By using
the 1 mV scale and a copper - constantan thermocouple, temperature could be read to the nearest 0.01
mV (0.25 C) .
Preparation

of Equipment

for Calibration

Reagent grade NaCl was dissolved in distilled water

Tygontubing jacket

Psychrometric Measurements

Insulated lead wire

------Epoxy
..,~----Copper

A rigorous procedure was adopted when taking
psychrometric measurements to provide a ba sis for
analyzing and reducing experimental error. While the
water bath was equilibrating, the psychrom eters were
pr epared and sealed in calibration tubes as previously
described. One-haJf hour was allowed for the RTV to
set ; afterwards , the psychrometers were placed in a wire
test tube rack and lower ed into th e bath . Ten psychrometers could be placed in the bath at one time. The lead
wires of the psychrometers , except for the last 30 cm,
were bound together and fashioned so that they were
completely covered with bath water. The styrofoam
cover of the bath was then positioned so that the trailing ends of the psychrometers were external to the bath
and exposed to the room environment. After 15 minutes , the ambient temperatures of the psychrometer
chambers were checked and the bath water was heated ,
if necessary. Once the desired bath temperature 'was
reached, the water bath was allowed to mix for a period
of at lea st two hours . Bath temperature was attained
to within ± 0.25 °C of the desired calibration temp era ture for each replication. After the two-hour period ,
several psychrometers were checked for temperature
gradients or irregularities.
Once the proper bath temperature was achieved
and temperature gradients removed, the psychrometers
were ready to read. For each psychrometer, the lead
wires were connected to the microvoltmeter , and the
needle was zeroed with the microvoltmeter in the "on"

resin
lead wire
Copper - constantan
thermocouple

1.6cm
Chromel · constantan
thermocouple
Screen cage
I
I

L _____

I
J

jE-o.scm4
FrGURE 1. Median longitudinal section of a screen enclosed thermocouple psychrometer.
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RESULTS

position . The cooling switch was depressed for a specified period of time and released , and the maximum or
plateau emf was recorded . A variable cooling period
gave a better emf response pattern for the range of
osmotic solutions tested. Cooling time was varied according to the molality of the NaCl solution, and ranged
from 10 sec to 0.1 m to 30 sec for l .Om. Wh en
measurements were complete for a group of psychrometers, the water bath was allowed to mix for an additional 15 min. The steps mentioned above were then
repeated until three sets of independent measurements
were completed for a given temperature and osmotic
solution. The purpose for taking three measurements
was two-fold : (I) rapidly falling readings indicated
that a test tube was leaking and (2), the average of
three measurements gave a more reliable · measure of the
true emf .
The water bath mixers, both built-in and electricallydriven propeller, were shut off during actual measurements. It appeared that if they were left on an AC
electromotive field caus ed stray emf's making it difficult to obtain consistent readings.

Analysis of Calibration
Predictive Model

Data a·nd Development of a

After calibration of eight samp le psychrometers was
completed at 8, 14, 20, and 26 °C over osmotic solution of 0 .1, 0.3, 0 .5, and I.Om, psychrometric emf
vs. water potential was plotted (Figure 3). Linear regression curves were computed for each of the four
calibration temperatures. As expected, correlation coefficients were high. Although the analysis was made
with only three degrees of freedom , r 2 values from 0.992
to 1.000 were highly significant. Standard error of the
estimate (s,., ) varied from 0.21 to 0.75 bars. This is
similar to the results of Lang ( 1968) who found Si- x
equal to 45 J kg - 1 (approximatel y 0.5 bars) for seven
temperatures ranging from 5 to 35 ° using 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, and 0.8 m NaCl solutions.
If calibration data are plotted as in Figure 3 for each
psychrometer , the resulting curves will give excellent
predictive relations . Frequently, however, in the field
and / or in the laboratory , there is a problem of interpolating ·between curves and reducing large numbers of
temperature and emf outputs to predicted water potential . This problem led to development of a predicMicrovoltmeter
tive model capable of interpolating between calibration
Ref. Cool
relations and lending itself to computer application.
Using calibration data from each of eight sample
psychrometers, three-dimensional graphs were constructed with water potential (bars) on the ordinate
scale and psychrometric emf and temperature on the
two abscissae. Visual inspection indicated that the
© I c pper + onstanta
three-dimensional graphs did not differ greatly among
the eight sample psychrometers. This suggested that a
multiple-variable equation could be fitted to the threedimensional surface representing water potential at
ICE-WATERREFERECE
various emf's and temperatures. This ei~ht-psychrometer model will hereafter be referred to as the general
psychrometer model.
An IBM Model 360 digital computer and stepwise
multiple regression program were employed to develop
a predictive equation for water potential. The_ appearance of the three-dimensional graphs ( see Figure 4)
suggested a five-independent-variable model wit~ water
potential (bars) as a function of psychrometnc emf
constantan
(,N's) temperature (°C), quadratic effects of emf and
chromel
temperature, and an interaction between emf and temperature. Table 1 gives the analysis of varian~e of the
dependent variable, water potential, for the five-ter~,
SOIL PSYCHROMETER
constantan
general psychrometer model. Two ind:pende~t vanaSOIL.THERMOCOUPLE bles emf and the emf X temperature mteract1on were
2
h1'::,
ohly sionificant
e
· The r value for this analysis was
FIGURE 2 . Block diagram of microvoltmeter - ther0.9623. The predictive moder was:
mocouple circuitry. Temperature thermocouple is
2
2
drawn separately from the psychrometer thermoY
= boXo + b1X1 + b 2X1 + b3X2 + b4X2
couple to clearly show the circuitry, when in reality
these junctions are placed in close proximity to
+ b5X1X2
each other. Both temperature and psychrometer
[1]
junctions cannot be connected to the voltmeter at
one time; they must be read separately.

_j_

•

•
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the two significant independent variables was

where:
Y = predicted water potential (bars) ,
Xo = dummy variable equal to 1,
X 1 = emf (/LV),
X2 = temperature (°C),
X 1 2 = quadratic efcct of microvolts,
2
X2
= quadratic effect of temperature,
X1X2 = emf X temperature interaction ,
and the constants b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 , and b 5 were equal
to 0.10617, -4 .6283 , - 0.0076 , 0.0778 , -0.0075,
and 0.1036, respectively.
Figure 4 shows values of water potential calculated
from the general psychrometer model for a range of 1
to 20 /LV and 5 to 30°C. Th e range of the indep endent
variables has been extended somewhat from actual calibration data to give a clearer picture of the predictive
model. Th e interaction between emf and temperature
is indicated by the changing slope along the abscissae,
and the quadratic effec ts are shown by the non-linearit y
of the surface. This is also evident in Figure 3 as indicated by the intersection of curves for emf vs. water
potential.
The stepwise regression procedure indicated that
some independent var iables could be deleted from the
predictiv e model without materially reducing the r~
value. A simp lified predict :ve equatio n utilizing only

y = boXo + b1X1 + b 2X1X2

[ 2]

where,

X 0 = dummy variable equal to 1,
X 1 = emf (µ.V),
X1X2 = emf X temperature interaction,
and constants- b 0 , bi, and b 2 were equal to 0.1860 ,
and constants b 0 , bi, and b 2 were equal to 0. 1860,
and 0.0840 , respectively . The r 2 value for
-4.3986,
this predictive equation was 0.9606, only slightly less
TABLE 1. Analysis of varianc e of water potential for
the five-independent-variable model derived from
eight psychrometers.
Source of
Degrees of
variation
freedom
Total
127
E mf
1
Temperature
1
Emf X emf
1
Emf X Temp.
1
Temp . X Temp.
1
Model
5
Error
122

I

..

Mean
sauare

F-te st
value

229.00
5592.37
0.84
,5.59
926 .37
8.76
5597.43
8.98

622.68* *
0.09
0.62
103. 15* ~·
0.98

'·"''S1gruf1cant at the 1% level
I
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Psychrometric emf vs. water potential for unit #3-4
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at various temperatures.

Su

0.21
0.75
0.52
0.75

d.f.
3
3
3
3

og-

system, and e0 is the vapor pressure of pure free water.
Values of water potential for osmotic solutions and
temperatures were take:1 from Lang ( 1967). Predicted
water potential for both models was computed from the
respective five-indepen:lent-variable equations. Deviation (bars) was computed as the difference between
the known and predi:ted values. As expected, the
model derived specific;:lly for unit #3-4 was a better
predictor of water po:ential than the general model
derived from eight psychrometers. Because calibration
points were used, deviations (bars) also represent deviations from the regression surface.
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Comparison of Water Potential Values Predicted from
General Model with Independent Psychrometric Data

..

To test the applicability of the general model and
to show that the derive-0 mathematical equation was not
solely a function of the reported calibration data, . independently determined values of osmotic potential and
corresponding emf and temperature were obtained . Psychrometric emf from twelve screen enclosed thermocouple psychrometers were entered into the five-independent-variable equat ion and the predicted water potentials were compared with the known water potentials
of the calibration solut ions . Appendix I represents predicted water potential and deviation of predicted from
known water potentials for four ambient temperatures.
All predicted water potentials were reasonably close to
the known water potentials excluding the 35 °C data
which was well beyond the temperature range of our
proposed model. In general , the data presented in
Appendix I, although not complete for a wide range
of water potentials, demonstrates that for a particular
design of psychrometers, an equation of five independent variables can be developed which will predict water
potential within the magnitude of a few bars.
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4. Thr ee-dim ensional graph of th e relationship between water potential, temperature, and psychrom etric emf ( as gener ated by the five-termpredictiv e model developed from eight psychr ometers).
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DISCUSSION
Importance of Ambient Temperature
Psychrometric Work

than the r 2 value for the five-term model.
To test maximum predictability of the propo sed five
independent-variable model , stepwise regression analysis
was applied to calibration dat a from one psychromete .r
(unit #3-4) . This psychrometer represented an average psychrometer in terms of response to temp erature
and water potential . Table 2 gives a comparison of
predicted water potentials from the single and general
psychrometer models. Known water potential (bars)
was that determined by the Kelvin equation (Brown
1970, and others) ,
1/J = RT

ln ~

Vo

eo

in

Rawlins and Dalton (1967) give a good account of
the identification and correction of possible errors in
psychrometric work. Thermocouple psychrometers, of
the design used in this study, eliminate most of the
potential errors, particularly those related to temperature. However, even with the most precisely constructed
psychrometers, calibration curves are inadequate unless
the effect of different ambient temperatures is considered.
During the course of the study, copper - constantan
thermocouples with an ice-water reference enabled
chamber temperature to be measured to the nearest
0.25 °C. Accuracy of this magnitude was sufficient
since an ambient temperature of ±0.5 °C from the desired temperature did not significantly effect psychrometric emf for a given osmotic solution . From Figure
3 it can be seen that deviations from the regression
lines are greater in magnitude than that respresented by
a shift of ±0.5°C.

[ 3]

w

where 1/Jis the water potential (bars), R is the universal
gas constant, T is absolute temperature (°K), V°_, is
partial molar volume of pure water (18 .015 cm 3
mole - 1 ), e is the actual vapor pressure of water in the
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TABLE 2 .

Comparison of known and predicted water potential (bars) for single and general psychrometer models.

General psychrometer model
Water potential

Single psychrometer model
Water potential
Molality

1.0

0.5

0.3

0.1

Temperature
{°C)
8.0
14.0
20.0
26.0
8.0
14.0
20.0
26.0
8.0
14.0
20.0
26.0
8.0
]4.0
20.0
26.0

(Bars)
Known
-43.28
-44.40
-45.52
-46.64
-21.41
-21.91
-22.41
-22.91
-12.87
-13.16
-13.45
-13.74
-4.36
- 4.45
-4.54
-4.63

(Bars)
nPredicted
-41.64
-44 .37
-46.49
-46.28
-22.02
-24 .37
-22.29
-22.36
-12.76
-12.18
-12.67
-13 .80
-5 .33
-3.50
-3.97
-5.65

. In both cases, pre.dieted water potential
are for one psychrometer , unit No. 3-4.

TABLE 3 .

was calculated

(Bars)
Deviations
-1.37
+0.57
+ 1-37
-0.65
+ 1.63
+3.98
+ 1.60
+1.07
+ 0.86
+ 0.29
+0 .43
+0 .94
+ 1.68
-0.35
-0.57
-0.12

model. Both sets of data

Comparison between emf adjusted with a temperature correction factor and emf obtained at
the standard 25 °C at different water potentials.

(81025 °)
bars
43 .28 - 46.40
21.41 - 22 .81
12.87 - 13.68
4.63
4.36 -

Correction factor =
"Correction factor =
cCorrection factor =
0

(Bars)
.Predicted
-41.91
-44.97
-46.89
-45.99
-23.04
-25.89
-24.01
-23.98
-13.73
-13.45
-13.88
-14.68
-6.04
-4.10
-3.97
-4.51

(Bars)
Known
-43.28
-44.40
-45 .52
-46.64
-21.41
-21.91
-22.41
-22.91
-12.87
-13.16
-13.45
-13.74
-4.36
-4.45
-4.54
-4.63

with the complete, five -independent-va.iable

Water potential
range
Molalitv
1.0
0.5
0.3
0.1

(Bars)
Deviaitons
-1.64
-0 .03
+0.97
-0.36
-0 .6 1
+2 .46
-0.12
-0 .55
-0.11
-0.98
-0.78
+ 0 .06
+ 0.97
-0.95
-0.57
+ 1.02

(11-V)

(11-V)

25 °C
20.8
10.8
6.2
1.5

8°C
10.7
5.6
4 .6
1.7

,.Corrected

~Corrected

aCorrected
8°C

(/J.V)

14 °C

(/J.V)

(11-V)

14 °C
13.6
7.3
4 .5
1.5

(/J.V)

(20 °)

r,,v;

19.3
10.4
6.4
2.1

16.9
8.2
5.2
1.5

19.6
9.5
6.0
I. 7

19.8
10.4
8.5
3.1

(20 ' )

1.85
1.42
1.16

.

As a result of previous calibration work (Wiebe et
al. 1970), temperature correction coefficients were proposed to correct psychrometric emf at any temperature
to an emf that would be expected at 25 °C. Calibration
needed only to be done at 25°C; the resulting calibration equation could therefore be used at other ambient
temperatures encountered during psychrometer use .
Data obtained from our study strongly suggest that a
temperature correction coeffici ent is not only a function of temperature but also water potential.
Figure 3 shows the relation between psychrometric
emf (11-V) and water potential (bars) for temperatures
ranging from 8 to 26 °C. It is clear that by increasing
the temperature, the slopes of the calibration curves are
increased . A correction coefficient having a tempera-

ture variable alone cannot correct an emf to a standard
temperature for a wide range of water potentials. For
exa mple , a correction factor applied to 8°C at -21 bars
water potential would not be adequate for 8°C at -40
bars since the distance between 8°C and other temperatures becomes greater with decreasing water potential.
At -7 bars water potential, psychrometric emf was independent of temperature, hence there would be nq.correction at all. Clearly, a valid temperature correction
factor would have to include water potential as well as
temperature.
A comparison between emf adjusted with a temperature correction factor and emf obtained at the standard
25 °C temperature for osmotic solutions of NaCl is presented in Table 3. The correction factor applied was
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that reported by Brown ( 1970),

1

CF=

(0.027T

serving procedures are necessary. For example, if 100
psychrometers need to be calibrated with an accuracy
of ± 0 .5 bar, the following procedure might be attempted:
1. Calibrate a proportion of psychrometers , say
10 % , as intensively as needed to obtain a
± 0.5 bar accuracy.
2. Determine, with multiple regression analysis, a
predictive model for the 10% sample of psychrometers. Care should be taken to assure that
these are as uniform as possible in terms of emf
response to temperature and osmotic potential.
3. The remaini ng psychrometers may then be calibrated for one portion of the general model ,
that is, at one osmotic solution and range of
temperatures.
4. For a given psychrometer calibrated in step 3,
the partial calibration relation could then be
compared to the corresponding section of thegeneral model and statistical tests could be employed. If the partial relation fit the general
model, one could assume that the remaining portion of the calibration relations, yet to be determined , would fit the general model as well.
If the partial calibrat ion relation deviated from
the general model, the psychrometer could be
set aside and combined with other psychrometers having the same response characteristics .
In the maner described above large numbers of
psychrometers could be calibrated in a reasonable period of time and one to several models could be developed with a high degree of predictability.
The last remaining point to be emphasized is the
case for uniformly-c onstruct ed psychrom etcrs. With the
further improvement of the construction process, i.e.
precision cutting of part§; a§§£ffiQ!y !ine technique s)
etc., psychrometers might be constructed so that one
predictiv e model would suffice for predicting water potentials with a high degree of accuracy. In this way, the
calibration problem will no longer be a limiting factor
in the psychrometric method for determining water
potential.

[ 4]

+ 0.325)

where T equals known psychrometer temperature (°C).
Emf is best adjuste d for a water potenti al range corresponding to the 0.5 NaCl solution. Emf is underadjusted for the 1.0 m solution and over-adjusted for
the 0.3 and 0.1 m solutions. This agrees with curves
shown in Figure 3. The greatest error appears to be for
low water potentials, where the adjusted value is too
low, particularly when temperatures were much lower
than 25 °C.
Suggestions for Efficient Calibration
Thermocouple Psychrometers

of

To this point, the problem of calibrating large numbers of thermocouple psychrometers has been avoided.
In many cases, one is faced with too little data , the
result being that conclusions based on such data necessarily must be limited.
The first question to be answered in solving thi s
problem is : What degree of accuracy is needed in the
given investigation? For some research concerning
biological processe s, such as plant growth, plant photosynthesis seedling emergence, etc., it may be imperative to predict water potential within ± 0.5 bar or less
of the tru e water potential. For other investigation s,
soil water movement for instance , it may be only necessary to know water potential within a magnitud e of
several bars of the true water potential. Therefor <', the
degree of accuracy in predicting water potential has important beari ng on the intensiveness of calibration. For
rest'arch where small changes in water potential need
to be detected , one has no alternative but tq calibrate
each psychrometer at a range of water pot entia ls and
ambient temperatures . It has already been shown that
such a calibration procedure and use of a multipl e
variable pr edictive equation will enab le water pot enti al
to be measured with an apparent accuracy of ± 1 bar
or less.
To determine the optional predictive model for a
given situat ion , one must evaluate the best combination
of desir ed predictability and computation time . A model
such as the five-independent-variable equation proposed
earlier is recommended if there is easy access to a highspeed computer. If such an installation is not available ,
a simplified predictive equation [equation 2 ] can give
satisfactory results.
Once the degree of accuracy is decided upon , the
problem of calibrating large numbers of psychrometers
must still be considered. Calibration procedures as reported in this paper are extremely time consuming and
are a serious limiting factor to efficient use of the psychrometric method in field or laboratory studies. For
some purposes, a general predictive model would suffice for hundreds or more psychrometers which were
uniformly constructed and built with the same material s.
If more accurate calibration is needed , some time •con-

CONCLUSIONS

Eight Spanner-type thermocouple psychrometers ,
designed for field use , were calibrated at 8, 14, 20 , a.nd
26 °C over osmotic solutions of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0
m. Three-dimensional graphs were constructed with
water potential on the ordinate scale and psychrometric
emf and temperature on the two abscissae. Graphs for
individual psychrometers did not differ significan tly
from each other. This suggested that a multiple variable
equation could be fitted to the three-dimensional surface representing water potential at various emf's and
temperatures. With multiple regression techniques, a
five-term mathematical equation was developed with an
r 2 value equal to 0.9623 and an ability to predict water
potential within ± 1.0 bar or less of the calibration
solution water potential. The equation was also a good
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predictor of water potential for independently-determined values of emf and temperature (for pyschrometers of the same design).
Previously reported temperature correction coefficients , for adjusting psychrometric emf at known temperatures to an emf at 25 °C, were inadequate for a
wide range of water potentials.
A case of precise and careful calibration should be
made : The true characteristics of a psychrometer can
only be quantified during the calibration process itself.
Careful calibration is a necessary prerequisite for accurate and dependable field use of thermocouple psychrometers.
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APPENDIX

I

I.

Unit
No .
1
3
4
5
9
14
22
23
24
30
37
50

Comparison of known with predicted water pot ential obtained by entering independently- obtained psychrometric data into the general
five term model.

emf
(µ.V)
6.8
7.4
7.2
7.1
7.1
8.2
7.4
7.1
6.6
7.6
7.1
7.6

J0 °C

20°c

2s c

Water Potential
(bars)

Water Potential
(bars)

Water Potential
(bars)

Known
-21.6
-21.6
-21.6
-21.6
-21.6
-21.6
-21.6
-21.6
-21.6
-21.6
-2 1.6
-21.6

Pred.
-23.7
-25.9
-25 .2
-24.8
-24 .8
-2 8.9
- 25.9
-24.8
-22 .9
-26.6
-24 .8
-26 .6

Dev.
+2.1
+4.3
+3.6
+3.2
+3 .2
+ 7.3
+ 4.3
+3-2
+ 1.3
+ 5.0
+ 3.2
+ 5.0

emf
(µ.V)
17.2
15.6
19.6
17.3
17.9
19.0
16.7
14.7
14.2
19.2
16.9
19.0

Known
-45 .5
-45 .5
-45.5
-45.5
-45.5
-45.5
-45.5
-45.5
-45 .5
-45.5
-45.5
-45 .5

Pred.
-46.6
-42 .1
-53.4
-46.7
-48.6
-51.7
-45.2
-39.6
-38.2
-52 .3
-45.8
-51.7

35 °c

0

Dev.
+ 1.1
-3.4
+ 7.9
+ 1-2
+ 3.1
+6.2
-0 .3
-5.9
-7 .3
+6.8
+0. 3
+6-2

emf
foV)
4.7
4.7
4.7
5.8
4.2
6.6
5.6
4.1
4.3
5.6
4.3
6.8

Kncrwn
-13.7
-13.7
-13.7
-13.7
-13.7
-13.7
-13.7
-13 .7
-13.7
-13 .7
-13.7
-13 .7

Pred .
-11.4
-1 1.4
~11.4
-13 .8
-10.4
-15 .5
-13 .3
-10 .2
-10.6
-13.3
-10 .6
-15.9

Dev.
-2.3
-2.3
-2.3
+ O.l
-3 .3
+ 1.8
-0.4
-3 .5
-3.l
-0.4
-3.1 .
+ 2.2 j

Water Potential
(bars)
Dev.
Kncrwn Pred.

(µ.V)
emf
21.0 -45 .9
23.3 -45.9
25.5 -45.9

-29.8
-32.8
-35.9

+ 16.1
-13.1
-10.1

26.5

-45.9

-37 .3

-

26.0
22.5
14.0
26.5
25.4
26.4

-45.9
-45.9
-45.9
-45.9
-45.9
-45.9

-36.6
-31. 8
-33.9
-37.3
-35.8
-37.2

9.3
-14-1
-10.0
- 8.6
-10.1
- 8.7
-

8.6

PART Ill.CONSTRUCTION
AND DESIGN
CRITERIA OF
THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERES
Moderator:

S. L. Rawlins

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN CRITERIA
OF THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS

H. D. Barrs

profound, but still vitally import ant technical problems
have also to be considered because the electrical output
from the conventional thermocouple psychrometer is so
low, a few microvolts representing the entire water potential range of agricultural and horticultural intere st.
It is perhaps not surprising that the development of
thermocouple psychrometry largely reflects the trend of
biological science today , since it is such a contemporary
field of endeavor. This can be seen when one follows
through just one strand in the story, for instance the
possibility first mooted in 1958 by Monteith and Owen
that evapora tion of water vapor from the wet bulb of
a thermocouple psychrometer could lead to a build -up
of humidity within the equilibration chamber. This in
turn would lead to a reduction in evapora tion from the
wet bulb and to a decline in psychrometer output, ther eby under estima ting the water potential of the sample
being measured. Montieth and Owen's suggestion essentially postulated the pr esence of a feed-back situation,
and as a consequence could only be dealt with by an
important development, new to thermocouple psychrometry, phy sical modelling and analysis of the whole system . Their suggestion seemed particularly relevant to the
dropl et psychrometer, also devised in 1958 by Richards
and Ogata. Consequently, it was not surpri sing th at this
approach was first applied to the droplet psychrometer
(Rawlins 1964), subsequently being exten ded to the
Peltier-cooled psychrometer (Rawlins 1966; Peck 1968,
1969). It is interesting to note how such an approach
has been developed contemporaneously in related, but
more fundam ental areas of research such as the diffu sive

The basic criterion in the design and construction of
thermocouple psychrometers for studies of the soil-plantatmosphere continuum is one not new to biology, or
indeed to science generally. 1t comes down to overcoming the old, old difficulty , inherent in the scientific
method, that the very act of measur ement may disturb
the system being measured. Perhaps in the present stage
of evolution of thermocouple psychrom et ry we are just
on the fringe of this problem, which may be thought of
as a sort of biological version of Heisenberg 's uncertainty
principle. One can imagine such a principle would become strong ly manifest at the biological level should
sensor s be developed capable of measuring water potential or its components in, say, different regions of a
cell in an attached leaf, such as the mesophyll wall surface, the enclosed protoplast , or in organelles within the
protoplast. While such measurements may seem fanciful
today, there is no doubt they would be most interesting
and useful, for instance in studies of automatic cyclic
oscillations of stomata! apertures and leaf water potential, if they could be realized.
Because of the possibility of interaction between the
psychrometer and the sample, the development of sound
constructio n and design criteria for thermocouple psychrometry turns out to involve a surprisingly wide area
of research. Thus, ther e is a need to understand not only
the salient features of the biological system we wish to
study, but also the physics of heat and water vapor
flow underlying thermocoupl e psychrom etry, as well as
the new system which is set up when the biological system and the psychrom eter are brought together. Less
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exchange of water vapor and carbon dioxide by leaves
(Gaastra 1959), or the movemen tof water through the
soil-plant-atmosphere continuum ( Cowan 1965). There
is no doubt that this approach via mcdelling has had
and is still having an enormous impact on current research. This can be. seen from the fact that the first
three papers presented to this Symposium describe such
approaches and their very real practical importance in
leading to theoretically sound design criteria for thermocouple psychrometers, elimination of measurement
errors, and to a speeding-up of calibration procedures .
I feel that such modelling is the correct and necessary approach for elucidating many problems in thermocouple
psychrometry, since the system, even when it includes
the sample ,is still a manageable proposition, unlike , say
the seven-stage simulation models of ecosystems which
de Wit (1970) has pointed out are impossibly large and
detailed .
However , modelling is by no means the limit of endeavor in the field of improvement of thermocoupl e
psychrometry. Current research seems to be expanding
in two main directions. First , there is the interesting
work which seeks to increase the area of usefulness of
thermocoupl e psychrometers from the rather specialized
and restricted conditions where dry-bulb temperature is
precisely controlled to more realistic situations in which
dry-bulb temperature is allowed to fluctuate. This ha s
~he very important advantage that continuous, non-destructive, in situ monitoring of water potentials can be
made under more practical conditions than , say , those
used by Hoffman and Splinter ( 1968) . First steps in
this direction were made by Rawlins and Dalton ( 1967) ,
who used a conventional Peltier-cooled psychrom eter,
with massive heat sinks, to monitor soil water potential
in situ. More recently, novel 4-terminal psychrometers
have been proposed and constructed (Millar et al. 1970 ,
Hsieh et al. 1970) to permit in situ measur ements on
attached leaves where dry-bulb temperarnre fluctuations
wil be much more severe than within the soil. It is interesting to note that in this Symposium the latter author
(Hsieh et al.) has reported the logical step of exploiting
this type of psychrometer for field soil water potential
measurement. Once again the author and his colleagues
stress the need for sound design criteria. The second
direction in which psychrometer research is expanding
is concerned with the more technical but largely inescapable problems arising from the typically low signal levels
associated with thermocouple psychrometers. There are
two main difficulties: Firstly, the accurate measurement
and recording of these microvolt signals; secondly, if,
as is usually the case, more than one psychrometer is
being used, one must be able to multiplex these lowlevel signals without error creeping in. This is necessary
since all signals typically require amplification by an expensive, high-grade amplifier. Again, useful contributions have been made to the Symposium on these rather
hardy perennials, which are almost invariably bound up
with the problem of automating the reading and recording of low outputs (Schimmelpfennig, Merva and Kilic,
Hoffman et al.; this Proceedings) .

There is no doubt that low signal levels are an
inherent drawback to the therrrocuple psychrometer
technique. However, to attempt t~ overcome this difficulty does not appear to be poptlar. Thus, only Dove
::md Bottoms (1969) seem to ha ,e successfully undertaken the logical step of constructng a thermopile psychrometer. It seems rather sur-p-ising in this era of
micro-electronic circuitry , that no t more attempts in this
direction have been made . An 1lternative, first tried
by Kreeb ( 1965) and Richards ( 1965), is to replace
the thermocouple by a thermisbr. In this correction
the paper on a pulsed thermistor p;ychrometer presented
to the Symposium by Kitchen and Thames reports an interesting development. I was gla:l to see that the organizers included this paper, e~en though the Symposium was on thermocouple psy<hrometers.
There is perhaps a moral in his, in that all instrumentation is basically a means to an end, hence we
must not become obsessed by , particular approach,
such as thermocouple psychrome ty offers. Hence, at the
next symposium on water potennal measurements perhaps we shall see an even wider rmge of instrumentation
designed to this end, such as the ngePious use of a P-N
junction diode to measure soil natric potential in situ
(Pheneetal.
1971).
As I hope this brief introducton has shown, the subject of construction and design criteria of thermocouple
psychrometers used in water rehtions research in fact
covers a wide range of research activities. It therefore
came as no surprise to me that the session of the Symposium dealing with this topic vas in fact the longest.
The organizers are to be congntulated on having assembled such an interesting anc comprehensive range
of papers in this widespread field
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DESIGN CRITERIAOF THERMOCOUPU:PSYCHROMETERS
FOR
WATER POTENTIALMEASUREMENTSIN PLANTS

M. A. Mohsin and B. P. Ghildyal

ported in the literature , range from 0.008 cm (Montieth and Owen 1958 , Barrs and Slayter 1965) to
0.00127 cm (Waster 1963, Manohar 1966, Campbell
et al. 1966, Hoffman and Herkelrath 1968, Hoffman
and Splinter 1968a). Rawlins ( 1966) showed that the
smaller the radius of the wires, other parameters remaining the samt:, the greater is the output from the
psychrometer.
The length of the thermocoup le wires should be as
smali as convenient. Tni s increases the speed of response and reduces the disturbing effect of the junction
on the surrounding moist atmo sph ere (Spanner 1Q5 I) .
The length will also depend on the radius of the psychrometer chamb er and will assume a value almost equal
to the radius for a spherical chamber.

During the last few years increasing use has been
made of thermocouple psychrometers for measuring
the energy status of water in plants and soils. Most
of these instruments were developed on an empirical
basis. Subsequemly, efforts were made to evolve theories
which govern the behavior of miniature thermocouples
used as psychrometers ( Rawlins 1966 ; Dalton and
Rawlins 1968; Peck 1968,- 1969).
While assembling a Peltier-type thermocouple psychrometer system, it was observed that there were many
design problems involved which should be considered
before the system could be used to measure . the water
potential of plant leaves within certain limits of accuracy. These may be enumerated as: 1) types of wires
used for thermocouple, 2) making of thermocouple
junctions , 3) mat erial and ge om etry of psychrometer
chamber, 4) magnitude of cooling curren~, 5) mass of
heat sink material , 6) precision in temperatur e control,
and 7) sensitivity of the output measuring device. Th ese
problems will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

CONSTRUCTING

THE THERMOCOUPLE JUNCTIONS

Hand-soldering and welding techniques have generally been used for making thermoco uple ju nction s.
In addition, comme rcially available welded junctions
have also been used by some researchers. Waister
( J 963) obtained junctions by wtlding the thermocouple wires under oil to avoid oxidation by use of a
radio high-tension battery and cond enser. Low thermal
emf solder (75% cadmium and ?5% tin) and an acid
flux were used by Barrs and Slayter ( 1965). Hoffman
and Herk elrath (1968) used both hand- soldered and
commercially welded junctions with succes s Recentl y,
a simple welding technique has been proposed by Campbell et al ( 1968) . These workers compared (;Ommercially welded, soldered and loc ally welde~ junctions.
Locally welded and soldered junction s were found to be
more sensitive than com r11ercialy available junctions.
Korven and Taylor ( 1959) opined that the most clifficult phase in the construction of a reliable thermocouple
was the removal of the excess flux (a saturdted solution
of zinc chloride). A spray of distilled water from a
plastic squeeze bottle and soaking in several (;hanges of
distilled water and detergent spray seemed to be satisfactory for cleaning the tliermocouples.

TYPES OF WIRES USED FOR THERMOCOUPLES

Spanner (1951) used bismuth and an alloy of bismuth with 5% tin for thermocoupl e wires. The advantages of this combination were : 1) high thermoelectric power, 2) wires easily drawn, 3) easily soldered
or welded by cond enser discharge , and 4) stable in moist
air. However, with the introduction of chromel-P and
comtantan wire , all the recent thermocouple psychrometers have been constructed with :~ese wires (Montieth and Owen 1958, Waister 1963, Lang and Tricket
1965, Lambert and van Shilfgaarde J 965 , Rawlins
1966, Rawlins and Dalton 1967, Hoffm an and Splinter
1968a Hofman and Herkelrath 1968). Chromel-P is
an alloy having the composition Ni 00 Cr 10 . The thermoelectr ic power of a chromel-P platinum thermocouple
is higher than that of any other readily available thermocouple (Finch 1966). Constantan is an alloy of copper
and nickel of an approximate composition of Cu 57 Ni 4 :i·
The advantages of chromel-constantan thermocouples
are: 1) very good emf stability over the working range,
and 2) thermoelectric power is the highest of the commonly used thermocouples. The latter characteristic of
these thermocouples make them useful especially for
differential temperature measurements since the greater
generated emf allows for easier amplification.
The radius of the thermocouple wires used, as re-

MATERIAL AND GEOMETRY OF
PSYCHROMETER CHAMBER

Th e psychrom cter chamber or the equi libration
chamber is the volume of air immediately surrounding
the measuring junction that must be in water vapor
pressur e and temperature equilibrium with the salt
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Dalton and Rawlins, and was found to be 83.21 x J0 - 4
watt cm - ~ °C - 1, as against 12.4 X JO--I watt cm - ~
c - i, report ed by Spanner ( 195 ~ ) . A comparison of
the various experimentally determined optimum cooling current values reported in the literature and tho se
calculated from the equations reported by Hoffman
( 1966) and Dalton and Rawlins ( 1968) , has been
shown in Table I . It appears from the tabl e that the
equation develo;Jed by Dalton and R awlins approximates the experimentally determin ed values . Hoffman 's
equ ation with Spanner 's value for the heat transfer coefficient gives very low value s for the current. But
when the value of the hea t tran sfer coeff icient reported
by D alton and Rawli n~ is substituted in Hoffm an 's
equation , the values for the current incr ease ap preciably and are found to approximate those calculated using
the equatio n of Dalton and Rawlin s.

solution or plant leaf material. The material and geometry of the chamber should be such that quick and
reliable equi libration may take place. Some desirable
features of the chamber arc: I) air tight design - capable of immersion in the water bath , 2) all component s
reach temp era ture r quilibrium quickly, 3) small as
practi r:able to reduce the time taken to establish vapor
pre ssure eq uilibrium within il.
Lambert and van Schilfga arde ( 1965) tested the
desirability of nine mater ials for chamber construction.
Brass and copper were found to be the mo st desirable
opaque materials and pur e T eflon th e most desirable
tra nslucen t mat erial. Hoffman and Herb·lrat h ( 1968)
performed stud ies on bra ss, copper , and Teflon, and
found th at all requ ired abo ut the same length of tim e
to reach equilibrium , which was less than two hours.
However, Teflon was easiest to clea n, and copp er began
to oxidize after several tests.
For best result s, the equilibration chamber should
be as small as possible. The miniaturization limit, however, is controlled further by the reduc tion in the water
vapor pressure due to condens<1tion of water on the
measuring junction . l-loffman and Hcrk clrath ( 1908)
worked with two vo!Emes of equilibra tioi1 chamber.
namely '.2.69 cm:i and 0.04 cm'l and found that the difference in the output rca dif"\gs from these chamber s
was less than the errors involved in thL measurement.
Jn dynamic measurement s of water potential the
!ow water vapor permeability of leaves nrny cause some
time lag. Because of this the ratio of measuring area
to equilibration cha mber volume is critica l. A hemispherical chamber geo metry wou ld be ideal For case of
con ~truction, Hoffman and Herk r:lrath ( 1968) used a
cylindric al geometry which gave a ratio of 5.0 fur the
measu ring area to the chamber volume . A 5 mm diameu.:r hemi sph ere would yield a ratio of 6.0. The ratio
for detac hed leaf measurements made by Rawli'ls et al.
( 1960) was 5.9, assuming that both surfa ces of the
leaf were contributing to the mea surin g area
MAGNITUDE

0

MASS OF HEAT SINK MATERIAL

In order to mainta in the bound ary condition of no
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Eq uations have been rep or ted in the literature
(Spanner 1951, J.Joffman 1966, Dalton and Rawlin s
1968) which can be uscu for the determ ina tion of the
optimum cooli ng curre nt for Peltier-type psych romcter s.
Spanner 's calculations arc based or, a rcquir cmeri, that
the ratio or the radii of wires of the psychromctc be
sorn.. constant. A similar constrain t was placed on the
length of the wires . Since present daJ psychr ometers
are usually constr ucted with thermoc oup le wires of the
same dimension s, his equat ions can no longe1 be used .
Hoffman ( 1966 ) deriv ed an expression for the determination of the opti mum cooling curre nt ~or thermocouples made from wires of eq ual diameters . A more
elaborate expre ssion has been report ed by Dalton and
R awlins ( 1968). This equation was compu ted on an
IBM l 620 computer for different values of the radiu s
and length of the wires at 25, JS, and 45 °C. Th e results
~ave been plotted in Figure 1. Th e value for the heat
tran sfer coefficient was experim entally determined by
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FIGURE 1. Optimum cooling current as a functi 0n of
wire length for chromei-constantan thermocouples
of various radii at rh1ee ambient temperatures .
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Table 1.

Comparison of experimentally determined optimum cooling current values reported in the l~erature
with those calculated from the equations of Hoffman (1966} and Dalton and Rawlins (1968 ).

Cooling current, ma
Thermocouple wire
Length
Radius
cm
cm
Montieth and Owen ( 1958)
Waister (1963)
Box (1965)
Barrs and Slatyer (1965)
Lambert and van Schilfgaarde (1965)
Manohar (1966)
Campbell et al. (1966)
Hoffman and Herkelrath ( 1968)
Rawlins and Dalton (1967)
Hoffman and Splinter ( 1968a)
Brix and Kramer**
Mohsin (1970)

0.8
0.1
0.8
0.8

0.008
0.00127
0.004
0.008
0.004
0.00127
0.00121
0.00127
0.00127
0.00127
0.005
0.00127

*Length of the thermocouple wire not reported. From Figure
approximately 0.25 cm .
,:'''Cited from Dalton and Rawlins (l 968).

*

0.5
0.2
0.4
0.8
0.4
0 .8
0.4

K It

= ___E__
c 6T

K,,=
12.4xJ0-•

47.25
7.81
13-97
47.25

37.97
7.38
9.87
37.97

55.96
8.03
17.80
55.96

2.40
4.19
2.64
2.18
2.64
20 .50
2.64

1.62
3.73
1.96
1.15
1.96
15.19
1.96

3.13
4.57
3.28
3.02
3.28
25.50
3.28

1, the length for optimum

Expe rimentally
Deter m ined
30
2
15
30
35
6
5
3.5
3
7
20
5

cooling current using 35 ma wou-ld be

responding relative humidity being 99.24%. For a
dewpoint depression of 1°C , therefore, the osmotic
pressure would be about 80 bars . This shows that, theoretically, dew could easily be condensed in an atmosphere of even quite strong physiological solutions . On
the other hand, it is clear that if water potential is to be
measured to, say , ±0.1 bar , the apparatus must be
capable of distinguishing dewpoint or wet-bulb temperature to a very fine precision, i.e . of the order of
± 0.001 °C or so. Preci se temperature control is the
most difficult part of the measurement of relative pressure of water vapor near saturation.

temperature change at the reference junction, the heat
liberated as a result of the cooling of the measuring
junction must be dissipated. For this purpose , heat
sinks having a high thermal conductivity are required
at the reference junction. The minimum mass of the
heat sink material required can be calculated from the
following equation modified from Dalton and Rawlins
(1968):
M

K1i=

83.13xJ0-4

l'rom
Dalton
and
Rawlins
Eqn.

Calculated
From Hoffman's Eqn.

[l]

p

where M is the mass in gm ; K 11 is the Peltier coefficient
in volts ; t is the time for which the current (I) flows,
in sec; Cp is the specific heat of the heat sink material
in J g111- 1 ; and AT is the allowed temperature change
at the reference junctions.
It has been shown by Peck ( 1968) that the geometry of the heat sink material is also important. It
should be such that the thermal gradients within the
material should be minimum. An ideal shape suggested
by Peck is a spher e with the junction at its center . The
least efficient shape apparent ly is the long thin rod with
the junction at its end , which is the form used by Waister ( 1963), Monohar (1966), Rawlins ( 1966) , and
others. In such cases, the volume of copper may seem
adeq uat e, but thermal gradients within the copper may
be appreciable for quite long periods , which might
resu lt in anomalously large voltages as observed by
Rawlins ( 1966).

Various type s of precisely controlled temperatur e
baths have been reported in the literature ( J . S. Boyer ,
unpublished ; Kijne and Taylor 1963 ; Klute and Richards 1962 ; Richards I 965a , b; Spanner 1951 ; and
others) . Rawlins and Dalton (1967) have discussed
the possibilities of minimizing the effects of temperature changes on psychrometric measurements and hav e
suggested a system for soil water potential measurement
without any temperature control. Hoffman and Splinter
( 1968a , b) applied the psychrometric technique on an
intact plant-soil system successfu lly, but they also had
no alternative but to control the temperature of the r
whole plant-soil system with a _precision of ± 0 .00 I C.
0

SENSITIVITY OF THE OUTPUT
MEASURING DEVICE

Assuming a thermocouple has a thermoelectric
power of 60µ.V °C - 1, the circuit then must be capable
of detecting 0. 12,,.V in order to be capable of measuring a water potential difference of ±0. 1 bar . Allowing
I mm on the galvanometer scale for this incr eme nt and
assuming that the resistance of the thermocouple is appreciably less than that of the galvanometer , the sensi-

PRECISION IN TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Spanner ( 1951) has shown that for a solution with
an osmotic pressure of 10 bars the depression of the
dewpoint comes to about 0.124 °C at 25 °C, the cor-
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percent increase in psychromet er sens1t1v1tywith the
increase in the radius of the wet junction, the equation
develop ed by Rawlin s ( 1966) was solved for various
values of the radius of the junction . The percent increase in the sensitivity over that of a psychrom eter
with a meas uring junction radius of 0.003 cm was then
calculated . The results have been plotted in Figure 2.
For an increase in the wet junction radius from 0 .004
cm to 0.007 cm , the corre sponding increase in the
sensitivity of the psychrometer was about 17%. Ther efor e, it appears that the heat dissipation at the reference junction and the improp er standardization of the
galvanometer , as pointed out by Rawlins , might hwe
contributed more toward s the higher sensitivity obtained
than the increase in the wet junction radius.

t1v1ty required for the latter is I mm per 0. I 21'V , or
about 8 mm l'v - 1 . The period of the galvanometer
should preferably be lower than 2 to 3 seconds.
It is interesting to note that since the measurement
of the output is not necessarily to be taken in absolute
voltage units , the ouput measuring circuit need only
be in a position to sense the output voltage . This simplifies the problem a great deal and any typ e of electronic or optical voltage amplifier can be used for this
purpose without going through the process of calibraing the output signal in absolute unit s. Thi s is becaus e
the defle ctions have to be calibrated in terms of water
potential which is easily done by using solution s of pure
salts of known molality .
Th e most versatile potentiometri c arrang ement for
measuring the output is the one described by Teel e and
Schuhmann (1939) which has been successfully used
by Rich ards and Og ata ( 1958) . This circuit , however ,
cannot be used with Peltier-t ype psychrometers because
of th e transient natur e of the output from these psychrom eters. With the ava il<1.
bility of a portable electronic
nanovoltmeter as used by Rich ards ( 1965a ), R awlins
and Dalton ( 1967), and Hoffm an and Splinter ( 1968a),
the output measurement no longer remains a problem.
Simpl e galvanometers of average sensitiv ity have also
been used by many workers (Boyer 1967, Kram er and
Brix 1965, Spanner 1951, Montieth and Owen 1958,
Waister 1963, Monohar 1966). Lang and Tr icket
( 1965) and Hoffman et al ( 1969) have developed automatic systems for recordi ng the ou tpu t from the Peltiertype psychrometers. The system is comprised of a scanner , amplif ier, peak voltmeter, and a mult ipoint potentiomet ric recorder. R ecently, Barrs ( I 969) has devised
a simple automatic scannin g and recording system for
wet-loop psychrometers.
PSYCHROMETER OUTPUT AS A FUNCTION
DESIGN PARAMETERS

THEORETICAL VS. EXPERIMENTAL
PSYCHROMETER SENSITIVITIES

Keeping these design crit eria in mind , a thermocouple psychromet er was designed and calibrated using
sodium chloride solutions of known molalit y. The theoretical ( calculated on the basis of R awlins equation)
and the experimental values were plott ed as shown in
Figure 3. Th e sensitivit y of the psychrometer as predicted by the theory was 0.376 l'V bar - 1 while that
ob tain ed experi men tally was abo ut 8% higher (0.4052
µ.V bar - 1 ). If the cause of the increase in sensitivity is
the increase effect ive wet junction radius, from Figure
2 it appears that the effec tive wet junction rad ius might
have assumed a value of 0.004 cm instead of 0.003 cm .
In genera l, however, there seems to be fairly good
agree ment between theory and practice for the Peltiertyp psychro meter.
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OF

Within the limits of temperature contro l, the psychrometer outp ut, due to the wet-b ulb depression , is a
function of the relative vapor pressure of the mater ial
in the psychrometer chambe r and the design parameter s
of the psychrometer. R awlins ( 1966) has derived an
expression relating the psychrometer emf to the psych romc ter design parameters for a psychromcter whose
spherical chamber has a radius of less than 4 cm and a
wet-bu lb depression not exceed ing I C. The steadystate theory developed by Rawlin s has been found to
agree well with the results obtained with wet-loop
psychrometers. With Peltier-typ e psychrometers , Rawlins found the sensitivity to be 60% grea ter than that
pr ed icted by the theory. Peck ( 1968) opined tha t ther e
ma y be two causes of the incr ease in sensitivit y: l) the
increase in the wet junction radiu s because of dew
formation, and 2) the increase in the ap par ent temperature depression of the mea surin g junction as a result
of the heat dissipation at the ma ssive referenc e junctions. In his analysis, Peck has shown that for a dry
junction of radius 0 .004 cm the effective or wetted
radius could be about 0.007 cm. In order to find the

CONCLUSIONS

T he design problems encount ered while assem bling
a thermoco uple psychrometer system for water p ote ntial
measurement s in plants have been discussed. The theory
advoca ted by R awlins ( 1966) for the theore tical values
of the output from the psychrometer on the basis of
the design parameter s was found to agree fairly well
with the experim ental results. H owever, empiric al calibration of the instrument seems always essential.
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SOME DESIGN CRITERIAOF THERMOCOUPLE
PSYCHROMETERS

P. Koorevaar and A. R. P- Janse

where R is the ideal gas constant (erg °K - 1 mole- 1 ), T
is the Kelvin temperature (°K), c is the concentration
of water vapor in the atmosphere (gm cm - 3 ), and cv°
is the vapor concentration at saturation at temperature
K (gm cm - 3 ). Thus at equilibrium one finds directly ,

The reality of this meeting shows the rapidly growing interest in techniques with which the free energy of
water can be determined. From a historical point of
view this fact seems to be of much importance. In the
past the water content of materials was the parameter
used, suggesting that , physically, the mass was of primary importance. Presently the thermodynamically defined suction or potential concept relates to energy
levels. This is essentially independent of the formerly
used parameter. The choice of the psychrometer as a
measuring device is justified by the presence of a practically perfect semipermeable layer: the surface from
which the water mole.cules diffuse into the atmosphere.
Due to this phenomenon the total free energy of the
water of the aquous solution is determined. The recent
papers of Rawlins (1966) and Oster et al. (1969)
demonstrate the possibilities for a subdivision into components of the total water potential when soil water systems are to be considered. In the following we will deal
with some characteristics of the thermocouple psychrometer environment. The influence of wire thicknesses
and of measuring volume will be described. Some special
remarks will be made regarding the thermal environment
ns determined by the construction of the bath and stirrer ,
and with respect to the accuracy of temperature measurement.

,
T

W

ln c

6

o

-10 Vw'T (erg mole

-1

)

V

0

V

=

aT

+

[ 4]

b

where T is for the range of 293 °K to 303 °K, a is
0.0562 and bis 28.4061. This range is chosen as being
attractive, as follows from Rawlin s (1966), Figure 2),
and desirable with respect to natural conditions of
sample materials. Introducing the dewpoint temperature
T"v of the atmosphere above the soil sample one may
write,
C

ln --20
C

=

0.0562

[ 5]

(T - Td)p

V

combining equation [ 5] with equation [3] yields

U[).der equilibrium conditions of a wet soil sample
in contact with its atmosphere, the water potentials of
both phases are equal. The soil water potential can be
expressed as
=

[3]

From existing tables (Hodgman 1963) one can derive
the simple relationship between the absolute temperature
and the concentration of the water vapor at saturation
as,

THE RELATION BETWEEN TOTAL SUCTION OF
SOIL WATER AND WATER VAPOR
CONCENTRATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE

\jiliq

RT
CV
ln - (bars)
106Vo
co

= - --

'T

=

0.0562

R!
10

v

0

w

(T - Td)

[6 ]

p

with introduction of the numerical values: R = 8.315
x 107 (erg mole - 1 °K - 1 ), T = 298 (°K), and
V,,.° = 18 (cm - 3 mole - 1 ), one finds ,

[la]

{6a]

or as
6 0

10 Vw'T
(erg
18.015

-1

Employing the data as cited by Rawlins ( 1966, Table
I ) , the theoretical sensitivity of a constantan-chromel
thermocouple at 25 °C, for " = 60.5 1.,V °K - 1, would
emf
= 0.78 µ, V bar - 1 . In fact, this value
yields = --

[lb]

gm )

where V,,.° is the specific molar volume of water (cm 3
mole - 1 ) and T
= total suction ( matric + osmotic,
bars).
T
The water potential of the atmosphere in equilibrium
with the soil sample is
C
-1
[2]
,1,
- RT ln --2 (erg mole
)
'+'vap o
C

T

T

cannot be reached as a consequence of the thermal
properties of the wires and the atmosphere. Under
forced air conditions this value becomes more reasonable.

V
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6 0

DIMENSIONING THE THERMOCOUPLE IN RELATION
TO THE SIZE OF THE PSYCHROMETER CHAMBER

Beginning with an energy balance, Rawlins ( 1966)
derived some equations related to the different fluxes.
It appears to be worthwhile to reconsider the given
equations and therefore we will rewrite them with some
comments. Supposing steady-state conditions, the heat
flux toward the wet junction by conduction through the
surrounding atmosphere leads to,

C

- r

CV [exp

(-

RT

W

TT)]

Combining equation 10, [ 11 ] and [ 14], one derives,

4nr r.DL c
CJ

r

C

6 0

0

10 V

[l - exp (- --RT

V V

- r

j

w

j

2 3

TT)

(15]
For values of T smaller than 20 bars this equation can
be written in a simplified form following the introduction
of,

were ri and re represent the radii of the wet junction
and of the chamber, respectively. Jt is clear, that the
real meaning of ri is questionable ; it cannot be measured.
The influence of water vapor on the conductivity of the
air Aa is practically negligible ( 1% ) . (T<1- Tw) is
the depression of the junction temperature relative to
the temperature of the system. The heat flux by radiation toward the wet junction can be given as,
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r
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r
where once again the uncertainty of ri must be mentioned. The heat flux along the wires to the wet junction
can be written in a somewhat different form as,
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[17]
After introduction
equation yields ;

The heal losses through evaporation from the wet junction follow from,
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or in series development,

=
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In case of maximum sensitivity(s) the sum of the
second and third terms of the denominator should be
minimal. Under the conditions in which this sum becomes zero, the theoretical maximum sensitivity of
0 .596 µ,V per bar would be found. The relative importance of the wire radius, the size of the wet junction expressed in an equivalent radius, and the influence of
the dimensions of the psychrometer chamber , also expressed in an equivalent radius , can now be computed.
This has been performed for a number of cases shown
in Table I and Figure 1.
From the data in Table 1, one may conclude that in
case of the use of small wires the loss of sensitivity is

W

~ c [1 - a(T

1.07

bi (r C r)W

(18]

Making use of eq uation [ 4] and with the analogous notation one finds,

.

a

of the numerical data at 25°C this

LV ~

qh

VJ

J) +
C

W

+ 8r WW
A oT

C

~

d

- T )]
W

where (T d - Tw) is very small.
From equation (3] it now follows that,
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Table

1.

Theoretical

103
(cm)

re

fw X

ri

1.0

1.25

1.5
0.5

1.0

1.5

1.5
0.5

1.0

2.0

1.5
0.5

1.0

2.5

1.5
0.5
1.-0
1.5

5.0

.56

1
I ,/41
.D

for different

)

values of r__.,re and r,..

x 102 (cm)

2.0
0.526
0.528
0.529
0.514
0.516
0.518
0.491
0.494
0.496
0.469
0.473
0.475
0.379
0.385
0.388

3.0
0.544
0.545
0.545
0.535
0.536
0.537
0.519
0.520
0.521
0.503
0.504
0.506
0.431
0.434
0.437

4.0
0.552
0.552
0.552
0 .546
0.546
0.546
0 .533
0.533
0 .534
0.520
0.521
0.522
0.461
0.464
0.465

5.0
0.556
0 .555
0.555
0.551
0.550
0.550
0.541
0.540
0.540
0 .530
0.530
0.530
0.482
0.482
0.483

7.5
0.559
0.557
0.557
0.556
0.554
0 .553
0.549
0.547
0.547
0.543
0.540
0.540
o.509
0.507
0.507

10.0
0.559
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0.548
0.547
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Cl)

0.475
0.479
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0.456
0.460
0.436
0.420
0.425
0.429
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0.395
0.398
0.277
0.285
0.290
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_,..,,,,,

.52
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0.397
0.403
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0.369
0.376
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A graphical
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( ri) .

rel at ively unimportant. Of more importance is the size
of the juncti o n. In practice , due to the weak mechanical
stren gth , it is impossible to construct large junctions. The
curves of Figure I show a maximum depending on the
wire thickness and on the ratio of the radii of the junction to th e psychrometer chamber . With thicker wires
the maximum shifts toward larger junction diameters.
It appears, too, that for sma ll diameters the infl ucnce of the chamber size, at least at chamber diameters
larger than I cm, becomes negligible . This minimum
i ncrcases with increasing wire thicknesses .
We constructed different types of junctions. To inc rease the junction diameter silver was deposit ed around
the junction of a few th e rmocoupl es. Notwithstanding
so me ot her advantages their mechanical weakness interkred with regular us e.
As can be seen from Tabl e 2 given by Spanner
( 1951) it would be very fruitful to enhance the sensitivity if one could us e bismuth with bi smuth-tin wires.
The Laboratories of Philips produc ed w ires of different
diameters and different techniques of preparation which
we tried . Up till now they all appeared to be very
fragile. Those that worked for so me time possessed
markedly hi gher sens itivities .
COOLING

nK
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tl1e value of $ becomes independent of r. In practice ,
the thermocouples
are made of wires of equal radius
( rw). In that case,
I(r
- r
)( >.. >.. )0. 5
= _____ E..._1
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?_____
_
1_w..,r.
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CURRENT

In 1951 Spanner published a derivation to formulate the optim um cooling current. In these formulae a
number of ass umption s are m ade. In a n article of Dalton and Rawlin s ( 1968) an analo gous approac h is given
concerning this current. With a slightly different notation they arr ive at the following equation for th e temperature difference / (6T)j / at the junction.
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I
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where $ 1 and $~ a re proportionality
constants for heat
condition down wires I and 2, respectively; KP is the
Peltier coefficient; I is current, r 1.: 1 and Ere the specific electrical resistances of wires I and 2, respectively;
A-,,i and " "~ are the thermal conductivities of wires 1
and 2, respectively; K 11 is the heat transfer coefficient ;
and r 11. 1 and r"'~ a re the radii of wires 1 and 2, respectively . This seems a simple equation of second order
relative to I, but in fact $i and $~ vary proportionately
with I (Spanner 1951). From equation / 19 ] the parameters $1 and $z can be eliminat ed:

value for

E1

enw1 )0 • 5 +

r

E2

(2>..
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) 0• 5

[23]

and therefore

[(,t)jlmax"
1K:1/j4[rE/Aw1)0.s
[24]
+
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rE 2 ( >.. )0.5][(>..
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W2

If one knows the heat transfer coefficient, K11, the optimum cooling current can be calculated. In practice, the
heat exchange between the wire and the moist air, that
is the relative contributions of radiation, conduction , and
convection , cannot be computed. Dalton and Rawlins
( 1968) , using a thermocouple with wire radii of 12. 7
,,.m, observed that a current of 5-90 x 10 - ~a did not
change the temperature at the junction. From equation
122 1 it follows that ,

1

= O]

[ (l 1T).

( ;\
E2

)

w2

o.s]

2

1f one introduces the numerical values for a chromelconstantan thermocouple at 25 °C: K" = I 8 .0 x 10 - ::
V; ,\\\! = 0.22 W °C - 1 ; cm - 1 ; ""~ = 0.20 W°C - I
cm - 1 ; rE 1 = 49.0 x 10- ,; n cm ; r 1.:~ = 70.6 x 10- i;
n cm; and! (~T); = 5.90 x 10-~ a , (r " = 1.27 x 10 - ~
1
78.8 X 10-• w cm - ~ 0
value diff ers from
• This
that given by Dalton and Rawlins ( 1968) mainly due
to their use of an incorrect value of f 1 • Replacing the
symbols by the numerical valu es one finds , using
cq uations 123 j and [2 4 ],

c-

opt

= 65.2(r

w

) o. 3 a

[26]

and (~ T)i '""' = 1.62 °C. For an ideal thermocouple
of wir es whose radii are in the optimum ratio ;
rwl

r

w2

= \rE 1]0.3
r
\_

I

opt

- 72 1
-

·

(1951 , equations

[7 1 and [8J)I,

then

5 a·
(rw1 3 ,o.
)
'

( 6T ).

J

max

=

l . 63°C

In this case the optimum cooling current is roughly
I 0 % higher than in the former case. In Figure 2, for
both cases, one finds the optimum cooling current for
chromcl-constantan
thermocouples as a function of th eir
wire thicknesses. For a thermocouple whose wire radii
are 1.25 x Io - :: cm the optimum cooling current will
be 2 -88 ma . Beginning with equation [ 4] of Spanner
( 1951) , together with equation (211 one finds for the
temperature of the constantan wire;

J1

=

+ r

E2

w1

)o.s

E1

( >- )o.sJ
w2

2 [(>-

w1

)o.s

w1

+

)o.s

(>- )o.s
w2

!

1

exp

[27]
The equation for the temperature of the chrome! wire
can be found directly by interchanging the indices I
and 2. Introducing the numerical values, one deduces:
(~T),, 1 = 2.95 exp (-7 .57 1" 1) -1.33,
and (~T)w~
3.54 exp (- 7.94 l " 1) - 1.33. The temperature
distribution along the wires is depicted in Figure 3.
The chrome! wire reaches a higher temperature than
the constantan wire due to its higher specific resistance.
We repeat that the validity of the given equations is
d[(~T)wl
limited to the boundary condition --~o as

dlw
I" - x. This means that the wires should be long with
respect to their radii . Dalton and Rawlins ( 1967) concluded that for cases in which the product of the length

2K11°c}
and the factor----

=

is larger than 5, this condition,
0 is practically fulfilled. For wire radii

dlw

hence

(fl.T).

E2

- ----

E2

!from Spanner

r (;\ l/l4[r(;\

[25]

+ r

I

+

K2[\2r
(>- )o.s
p
E1 w1

+

of 1.25 x 10 - :i cm, this corresponds to
const > 0.63
cm. Spanner ( 1951) concluded that shorter wires should
be preferred for larg er temperature depressions, corresponding with lower relative vapor concentrations.
ELECTRONIC THERMOMETER WITH A
TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY OF 10 - ' °C.

In his publication of 1963 Pallett concluded that ,
assuming that the collector current ( I, ) remains unchanged , the voltage between the base and the emitter
of a transistor ( V,,..) must vary proportional to temperature. Plotting the voltage V, ,.. versus temperature , a
straight line with a slope of about -2.5
mV T - 1 is
found . Pallett appl ied his findings to construct a thermometer for the range - I 00°C to + C. Starting from
the principle suggested above , we constructed an electronic thermometer circuit with a much higher sensitivity and stab ility. If carefully constructed, one may obtain full sca le deflection for 0.1 °C. A schematic diagram
of the developed circuit is drawn in Figure 4. The temperature se nsor, transistor V 1 ( a germanium pnp), is
connected as a first stage of a feedback direct current
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along the wires during cooling.

-1.92

100

amplifier. A part of the collector voltage of this transistor is compared with a part of the supp ly voltage, being present between the resistors R 8 and Ru. When, due
to a temperature increase, the collector current.of V 1 increases, the change in voltage will be amp lified by the
differential amp lifier formed by the transistors V 2 , V 3 ,
v~,and V,. This results in a decrease of the voltage over
Rio and Rii, and consequently the Vb,· of the transistor
Y1 will diminish too. This prevents the increase of the
collector current of V 1 . This very effective feedback
stabilizes the collector current of V 1 within very narrow
limits assuming that the gain of the differential amplifier
(V 2 -V 5 ) is high enough. The change in voltage at the
emitter of VGcorresponds now with,

RlO + Rll
::::

Rll

R~, R, , Rv, R 10 , and Ri i must also be insensitive to
temperature changes; the use of new types of metal-foil
resistors make this possible at relatively low costs.
The value of the capacitor, C, has been calc ulat ed
in such a way that high frequency oscillations are suppressed. It should be suggested that the stability of the
first differential amplifier is not very cri tic al, as a consequence of the effective feedback.
Some experiments are now pursued with integrated
circuits in analogous circuitry. With the given ranges
for R 1 ~, Ri :;, and R 14 , the zero reading of the instrument
can be shifted between 24.5 and 25.5 °C by means cif
the I 0-tum potentiometer , Ria. In this way, a relatively cheap and reliab le instrument was obtained that
was thoroughly checked by different ways of testing,
not to be dealt with in detail here. Another adjoining
remark can be made. If available , a good temperature
control can also be achieved by the use of a straingauge measuring bridge . Instead of the strain gauges,
copper wire resistors ( or better., platinum resistors) of
120 !1 can be used. Our experiences with this method
proved to be very good , and sensitivities of 0.001 °C
per scale division ( :::: 2 µ strain) can be detected. Most
of the modern bridges have recording facilities.

x 2.5 mV °K- l

or after substitution of the values for Rio and Ri i , with
-85 mV °K - 1 . This voltage can be amplified by a second differential amplifier. If connected with a suitable
microammeter , a change in temperature of Vi will lead
to a different reading of this microammeter. A change
of 0.00 1 °C appears to correspond with one scale division. 1f desired, the output voltage of the second differential amp lifier can also be recorded.
Some remarks should be made on the stability of the
circuitry. First , the power supp ly shou ld meet strong
exigencies with respect to stabi lity, and should especially
be practically independent of variations in temperature.
There are some commercially available power supplies
that possess these properties. Next, the resistors Ri,
· - -----

THE MEASUREMENT OF THE
THERMOCOUPLE VOLTAGE

Not everyone can afford the costly microvoltmeters
such as the Keithley Model 148. We performed a series
of measurements with a different technique that proved
to be very practical. The circuit is shown in Figure 5.
The thermocouple voltage feeds a galvanometer. The

,
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The schematic diagram for the co nstruction of the electronic th ermo m eter.
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L DR 's

lated cooling, but daily variations of about 0.5 °C were
found . We returned to a system based on commercially
available baths with an energy regulated heater. It appeared that under controlled circumstances no larger
variations than 0.02 °C could be obtained.
It seems useful to make some remarks concerning
stirring and regulation of temperature. By stirring, heat
will be developed. The amount depends on the number
of revolutions ( n) of the stirrer per unit of time and the
viscosity of the liquid. The properties of the heated
boundary layers are very difficult to calculate. With
this lack of information, preliminary considerations
should lead to acceptable conditions. After many trials,
we stuck to a helical screw having a draught tube of
quite larg e size with respect to -the geometry of the bath ,
the stirrer , and the sample holders. The synchronous
motor with reduction gear is connected to a hollow
plastic rod that greatly limits the heat transfer by conduction to the helical screw . As was found in the literature ( Hoogendoorn and den Hartog 1967) the flow
behavior of a stirrer can be related to the Reynolds
number R ,. = pnd ,2/ 71, from which the relative importance of the stirrer diameter ( ds) follows directly .
To decide whether the mixing occur s at the lowest
possible power , the criterion should be laid , as the
author s prove , at a level of a Reynolds number in
which the stirring speed has been eliminated. Th ey
introduced th e following notation :

resistors of 150 and 250 n, respectively, assure a periodic damping. The light spot originates from a light
source, a square diaphragm, and a lens. The change in
position of the mirror of the galvanometer is followed
by two light dependent resistors (LDR) in such a way
that in neutral position half of each of them is illuminated. Both LDR's are connected to a Wheatstone
bridge, together with two stable and fixed resistors. With
a change in position the resistance of the more completely lightd LDR diminishes; the resistance of the
other one increases. Th e bridge voltage is fed to a
common recorder (250 mV full scale). By an accurate
and especially short-time, stable power supply for the
light source and suitable resistors, a sensitivity of 1 µ, V
full scale could be achieved with very small drift ( less
than 10 n V min - 1 ) and with a very good linearity. It
goes without saying that the influence of mechanical
vibrations should be very small.
Electronically speaking, the circuit has some marked
advantages , especially due to its insensitivity to noise
level. The calibration and control of the linearity can
simply be performed by means of a resistor of ln.
The current in this resistor can be regulated in an
accurate wa) with the switch , Sw 1.
THE THERMOSTATIC BATH

It follow s dir ectly from the very small tcmperatµre
depr ession s at the cold wet junction of the thermocouple
that the max imum temperature variations of the environment should be of the same order of magnitude. In
fact, 0 .00 I °C corresponds practically with 0 .1 bar.
We tried di fferent systems, e. g. a proportionat ely regu-
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tK
[28]
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psychrometer

read-out system.

in which tK represents the relative mixing time constant
for complete mixing and expressed as a percentage , and
d is the diameter of the vessel. This value should be
considered in relation to the power, as expressed by the
factor tK 2 µ/ ,J3.It now appears from their experiments
that this relationship is most favorable for the helical
screw with a draught tube .
An adequate solution to mee t the temperature stability exigencies was reached with the system shown in
Figure 6. Two baths , each of 9 I, at 19 and 25 °C, respective ly ( ±0.01 °C), were placed in series. Through
a spiraled copper tube of 1.0 m length , tap water passes
(9 to 11 °C) continuously with a rate of 200 cm,:
min - 1 . The pump of the first bath , which rates 5 I per
minute, is connected with a spiral copper tube in the

second bath. The switching can be regulated in such
a way that the on-off periods are practically equal. The
pump of the second bath tran sfers the water into the
portion of the main bath, which is constructed with
PVC plates and well-insulated by Styropor, a plastic
foam. Adjusting-flap s in this outer bath, resulting in an
intensive mixing , limits the temperature variations to
± 0.002 °C. The coupling of the inner to the outer
bath occurs by means of a small series of massive copper bars ; they are externally insulated. These bars conduct heat and favor hc.1t exchange, the lack of which is
often due to the presence of stagnant zones. The inner
bath is thoroughly mixed by the helical screw. To prevent evaporation of water from the inner bath a thin
layer of mineral oil is used.

Motor

rs:]o,
c,.
0

Constant t.,,..,atur•
tllJ r is tor -

••I"lated

llatt, •ltll
IIHtin9

al•m•nt

FIGURE 6.

The arrangement of the baths.
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A MICROWELDER FOR THE CONSTRUCTION

OF THERMOCOUPLE JUNCTIONS

OF PELTIER EFFECT THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS

W. Lopushinsky

1<:g

Thermocouple junctions in Peltier-cool ed psyc hrometers used to measure water potential in plants or soi ls
are either soldered or welded ( Barrs 1968). Welded
junctions are preferable because they arc more uniform
in response and their calibration more stable over time
than soldered junctions ( Campbell et al. 1968). A technique for weld ing fine-wire thermocouples with a miniature arc welder has been described by Campbell et al.
( 1968). Junctions made by this method consist of a
twisted portion of the two wires terminating in a bead
several time s the diameter of the wire. Merrill ct al.
( 1968) described a method modified from that of
Campbell ct al. ( 1968) in which welding was accomplished in a sma ll chamber filled with nitrogen gas to
minimiz e oxidation of the juncti o n during arcing. Oxidation can a lso be avo ided by weld ing the junction under
oil ( Waister 1963). Proccdu res for welding fine thermocouple w ires have also been described by Gelb et al.
( 1964) , Hart ct al. ( 1964) , Kiernan ( 1955 ) , Stover
( I 960), and Wcck slcr ( 1963).
The pre se nt p aper describe s an improved jig for
we lding bead-type thermocouples. The method is rapid,
produces bead s of relatively uniform size, and can be
used to mak e junction s without the twi sted portion of
wire .

e

m

FIGURE 1.- J ig for constructing welded thermocouples
(a) wire identification
m a rk , (b) positiot1ing
hole, (c) lucite wire hold er, (cl) tap e, (e) twist ed
junction s, (f) po sitioning pe g, (g) copper post
electrode , 3-mm diameter, ( h) graphite electrode .
mechanical penci l lead , (i) alligator clip , (j) guide
rod , (k) tapped aluminum block , (I) lead to condenser . ( m) coil spring.
welding jig , and the twisted portion of the wire was
rccut with small scissors until only about six twists remained . The graphite electrode wa s then advanced to
within a few millimeters of the juncti on , and the copper
electrode was advanced to make contact with the wires.
A cross peg through the copper electrode maintained
correct vertical alignment of the junction. A final adju stment of the position of the juncti on was made with
a dissecting needle to assure th at contact would be made
with the graph ite. The lid of th e box was closed, and
the sys tem flushed rapidly with technical grade nitrogen. Flow rate through th e box vas reduced to about
I liter min - 1 a nd maintained during welding . The junction was we lded by advancing th e graphite to contact th e
twisted wire. One or two arci ngs u sua lly were sufficient
to produce a bead of sa ti sfac tory size. Further arcing
was avoided because it caused formation of deposits on
the surface of the bead. The best procedure was to increase the voltage input to the condenser to a level where
a large bead could be produc ed by a single arcing.
The use of a new graphite electrode of ten cau sed
junctions to be burned back without forming beads .

THERMOCOUPLE CONSTRUCTION

The jig used to construct the thermocouple consists
of a copper post electrode and a graphite electrode , each
mounted in front of a thr eade d bolt projecting through a
tapped aluminum block so that th e electrodes can be
moved toward each other during the welding operation
( Figure I ) . The elec trod es were connected to the condenser syste m described by Campbe ll et al. ( 1968).
The jig is enclosed in a transparent styrene box with a
hin ged cover so that welding can be done under nitrog en.
Prior to welding, chrome] a nd constantan wires were
placed about l cm apart, parallel to each other on th e
laboratory tab le , and taped to two small, rectangular
pieces of lucite (Figure I , c) spaced abo ut 3.5 cm apart.
The chrome! wire was marked with fingernail polish for
identification. Two adjacent wire holders were rotated
by hand about a dozen times to twist a portion of the
wire between them and then pulled apart gently but
firmly to set the twist. The twist was then cut in half
to obtain two twisted junctions (Figure 1, e) . A wire
holder was then placed on the positioning peg of the
84
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FIGURE 3-O utput versus time curves for the thermocouples shown in Figure 2 , test ed in KC I solutions using a 3 m a cooling current for 30 seconds
(-13.5
bar) or45 seconds (-44.5
bar).
dens ation and evaporation of water may have occurred
both at the junction and alo ng the wires leading to the
junction. Conversely , the shorter plat eau and distinct
and rapid drying observed with the laboratory constructed junctions suggest that conden sa tion and evaporation occurred mainly at th e bead. Becau se of its
relatively la rge size, th e bead would tend to ac t as a heat
sink durin _g Peltier coolin g. In addition , the o utput of
the commerc ial thermocoupl e was less than that of the
lar ge r be ad typ e at low water potenti als, res ulting in reduc ed sens itivit y . Similar res ult s with commercially
we lded thermocouples h ave been reported by Campbell
et al ( I 968), who observed red uced sens itivity at all
water potentials.
A calibration curve fo r the sa me th e rm oco upl es is
show n in Figure 4. Th e cu rves for the commercia lly
\\'Cldcd and for th e untwi sted and no n-twi sted labora to ry
co nstru cted th er moco uple s we re ide ntic a l at water potential s g rea ter th an -30
bars. At lowe r water po tentia ls, th e co mm e rcia lly we lded therm oco upl es showe d
rrd uccd se nsitivity, as menti o ned ear lier.
Pr elimin a ry tests indic a ted that ce rami c bulb psych romcters with th e type of junction show n in Figure
2, ct, were more uniform in o utput than psychrometers
with jun ctions which we re unt wisted to th e bead. Conse quently ,a g roup o f 25 psyc hrom ctc rs utili zing th e type

FIGURE 2- Thermocouples
made from 0.025-mm diameter chrome! and constantan
wire -( a) commercially welded , ot her s were made with the welding jig , (b) welded with twist remaining , (c)
we lded and untwi sted , ( d) welded without twist.
Previously used and pitted electrodes consistently produced bea ds at the junctions. Consequently, new graphite electrodes were conditioned before ac tual use by repe a tedly arcing them with a twisted junction until consistent be ad formation was obtained .
The be st psychrometer
performance
after Peltier
cooling was obtained with junction s containing no
twisted portion of wire. At first , after the wires were
fused , the junctions we re untwisted to the bead (Figure
2 , c) by slowly advancing the copp er electrode while
supp or tin g a nd guiding the junction with a very small
ring of fine wire. Subsequently it was found that, with
ce rt a in pr ecau tio ns junctions could be welded so th at
no twi sts remained ( Figure 2, d). These juncti o ns were
made in the following way . The juncti o ns were twist ed ,
cu t, and mounted on th e we ld er :is described above, care
being taken to firml y set the twist by pulling. A tight
twist is important b ecau se it pe rmit s cutting the twist
close to th e confluence of the wires. Th e twist ed portion of wire was then carefully recut so that about two
twists rem ai ned. The junction was aligned , and the
co pper pos t elec trode was advanced to b arely contact
but not sprea d the wires. Th e junction wa s th en arced
as described above .
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Th er moco upl es constructed
o n the jig d esc ribed
above and co mm erc ially welded therm oco upl es were
suldered to shielded copper lea d wire s. sca led int o small
ceramic bulbs ( Rawlins and Dalton I 967 J and ca librated in KC I so lutions at 25 ± 0 .00 I C. The ou tput
of the thermocouple s in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3.
These outputs are typical of many thermoc o uple s te sted .
All thre e types of thermocouple s junction s showed the
we t-bulb effect ( plateau) requir ed in Pe ltier psychrometers . However , the curve for the commercia lly welded
thermocouple showed a more rap id a nd prolonged decline in the wet bulb plateau than th e curves for junctions c and d. The prolonged decline suggests that con-
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FIGURE 4-Caiibration
· curves for the commercially
we lded and laborator y welded
thermocouples
shown in Figure 2, a, c, and d, respectively.
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of junction shown in Figure 2,d were assembl ed to det ermine the degree of uniformity of output betw een individu al, carefully constructed p sychromet ers.
Thermocouples were selected for uniform size of
junction ( five to six time s the diameter of th e wire).
The leng th of the th ermocoupl e wire betw een the junction and the point of conn ection to the lea d wires was
8 mm . Th e junctions were washed thorou ghly and sea led
into ceramic bulbs which had be en selec ted for uniformity of size (le ngth 28 mm , outside di ameter 7.7 mm , wall
thickne ss 0.7 mm) .
A comparison of the output curves of the psychromcters showed that some curves had an initi al peak
which dec reased rapidly and was followed by the typical
slowly declining wet-bulb plat ea u. When max imum
recorder deflection was take n as the reading , ave rag e
out put of th e units at a water pot ential of -13.5
bar s
(25°C) was 6.42 µ,V ::t:: 0.30 µ,V, equivalent to ::t:: 0 .6
bar ( SD = 0. 16 µ,V). When outputs were obtained by
ex trapolatin g the straight line portion of the wet-bulb
platea u back to th e vertical, th ereby avoiding the initial
pea k in th e curve, the ave rage output was 6.34 µ,V
::t:: 0.18 µ,V, equiv ale nt to ::t:: 0.4 bar (SD = 0.11 µ,V) .
A calibr ation curve, based on values obtained by extr apol ation , is shown in Figure 5. At -4 4.5 bar s, the
rang e of var iation between psychromct ers was ::t:: 0 .6
µ,V, equivalent to ::t:: 1.5 bars . The overall uniformity of
the psychrometer s then was about ::t:: 0.5 bar at the lower
and mid-portion of the range and ::t:: 1.5 bar s at the

upp er end of the range. The cur was linear to a water
potenti al of about -30 bar s and became slightly curvilinear at low er pot entials.
The result s of these tests show that the size and configuration of the th er mocouple Junction are important
facto rs affect ing the sensitivit y a d uniformity of output
of Peltier psychrome ters. Hi gh est output at low water
potentia ls was obtai ned from relatively larg e junctions.
For the be st overall performance , th e junction probably
sho uld be five or more times the diameter of the wire .
Good uniformit y betw een p sychro meters was obtained
when ther mo co upl es were made with no twisted wire
at the junction and selected for uniform size of junction .

CONCLUSIONS
A numb er of adv antages for th e use of the welding
jig described above h ave been n ted . Welding the junctions was relati vely fast and easy. The frequent burning
away , metal di sco lora tion , and dirty appearanc e of bead s
noted when welding was carriec out in air were eliminate d by fusing the junction in an atmosphere of nitr ogen. Junction s could be made s that the bead form ed
at the first co nt act point of the wires. Mounting th e
thermocouples individually on wire hold ers permitted
selection of junction s of unifor m size and configuration
an d resu lted in relativ ely uni form output betwee n individu al psychrometers.
DISCUSSION
M. A. Moh sin asked ( I) why some psychromet ers
yield spik e- like pe aks afte r coo ling while others give
flat curves , and ( 2) if a flat curve is not observed , wh ere
the peak should be int erpret ed as occurring?
Lopu shin sky indic ated that the spiked peak can be
avoided by using a lower magn itude cooling current. If
a spik e is obse rved, however , the " true pe ak" ca n be
found by extrap olatin g back from th e flat portion of the
curve to the vert ical displacement portion of the curve.
Moh sin made the observation that he feels the spik ed
peak represents the tru e dew point , whereas the flat
portion of the curve is th e wet bulb reading .
Rawlins sugges ted that th e curves shou ld be read at
the same place during measurements of unkn own water
potential as during calibration .
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INFLUENCE OF HEAT SINK DESIGN ON THERMOCOUPLE
PSYCHROMETER RESPONSE

G. E. Bingham, M. N. Johnson, and E. R. Lemon

temperature environment. Some of the water in the
sample evaporates until equilibrium is established between the partial pressure of water vapor in the air and
the vapor pressure of the sample . The ratio of the vapor
pressure of this equilibrium to the vapor pressure of
pure, free water at the same temperature ( e/e 0 ) forms
the basis of water potential measurement through the
following relationship,

Spanner's (19 51) development of the Peltier thermocouple psychrometer for the measurement of water
potential made possible quantitative investigation of the
energy status of water in soil and biological systems.
While this original work laid an excellent theoretical
foundation for the future development of the instrument, much of the development still was empirical. As
a result , the ability of early psychrometer system to
accurately describe the water potential of a given sample depended largely on how well the calibration conditions were duplicated during sample measur ement.
Papers by Rawlins (1966) and Peck (1968, 1969) did
much to eliminate many of the errors found in some
early designs. One design weakness was the size and
shape of the heat sink at the thermocouple reference
junctions . Spanner 's original paper merely states that
the small thermocouple " . .. wires shou ld be short and
connected to relatively massive copper leads. . ." No
mention is made of maintaining the reference junctions
at a nearly coQ.stant temperature. Many early workers
followed Spanner's development , while some de signers
still continue to ignore thi s reference junction problem.
l n thi s theoretical discussion of the Peltier-type psychrometer , Peck ( 1968) remark ed that mu ch of the
data obtained with Spann er psychrom etcr s hav e been
influ enced by the nature of the heat sink at the reference junction. ft is still a confusing task for some to
develop a thermocouple psychrometcr system from information in the literature.
This paper is presented to clarify the question of
proper heat sinks. In particular how valid are the results obtained with psychrometers lacking sufficient
heat sinks? Secondly , what is the effect of elimin ating
the heat sink? A psychrometer having theoretically adequate heat sink s is large, complex, and expensive to
manufacture. There are many reasons for not including
the theor etically required mass especially in view of
the present effort to develop a psychrometer for the
in situ measurement of leaf water potential. Considering their lower cost and simplicity of manufacture, psychromctcr s without heat sinks are especially attractive
when several instruments are required.

1jJ = µ

=
w

RT

ln ~

Vo

eo

[]]

w

wher e t/Jis the water potential; µ " and fl,wO are the
chemical potentials of the wate r in the sample and that
of pure, free water , respectively; R is the universal gas
constant, V,,.° is the molar volume of water ; e is the
vapor pressure of the sample; and e0 is the vapor pressure of pure , free water at the Kelvin temperature, T.
The vapor pressure of pure free water, e0 is often called
the sa turation vapor pressure at temperature T. For
many samples , involving biological systems the ratio
c l e,, is usually greater than 0.98.
The vapor pressure e, corresponds to thr saturation
vapor pre ssure at some temperature , Tllp, termed the
dcwpoint temperatur e. If the dr y-b ulb o_r ambient temperature (T") of the chamber is depre ssed to Tc1p
, condens ation will result. If the relative vapor pressure ,
c/ c,,, in the chamber is less than 1.00, any water that
might be in the chamber will immediately begin to
evaporate. A dynamic heat flux to the source of the
water and the resulting evaporative cooling of it is
achieved at T ", the wet-bulb temperature, which is
slight ly higher than Tllp· The thermocouple junction in
the psychromctcr actually measures (T,v).
In the Richards or wet-loop psychrometer (Richards and Ogata 1958) , one junction of the thermocouple is a small metal ( usually silver) ring that supports
a water droplet. Before the psychrometer is assembled
for measurement , a drop of distilled water is placed on
the ring. With the reference junction of the thermocouple maintained at the samp le (dry-bulb) temperature and the wet junction held at the wet-bulb temperature through evaporative cooling of the droplet, an
electromotive force is induced between the two junctions. While the temperature difference cou ld conceivab ly be related to water potential by thermodynamic
and energy balance theory, calibration is usually

THEORY
Let us first examine the basic theory behind the
operation of th e thermocouple psychrometer. A sample whose water potential is to be measured is placed
in a small closed chamber in an approximately constant
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end would not meet these requirements.
Another apparently very promising method of eliminating the reference junction heating problem is described by Millar et al. ( 1970) and Hsieh and Hungate
( 1970). Separate circuits are used to cool the measuring junction and to read the wet-bulb temperature depression. Since the Peltier cooling current does not pass
through the reference junctions of the measuring thermocouple , they are not heated and can remain as small
as necessary to follow the temperature changes of the
sample .
Another possibility is to simply eliminate the heat
sink and make other adjustments. Since the electromotive force (emf) is related to the water potential by
inference from known standard samples, the real error
in the determination of the water potential is incurred
when the change in reference junction temperature is
not the same during the calibration and sample measurement. That is,

achieved by placing samples of known water potential
in the chamber and establishing an empirical relationship between the water potential and the electromotive
force.
Since the wet-bulb junction of the Richards-type
psychrometer is cooled by water already on the junction, the only current in the circuit is that which flows
due to the potential difference bttween the thermocouple junctions. This current is the result of the Seebeck
effect and , while extremely small ( usually less than a
nanoampere in this case) , it has the effect of cooling
the reference junctions rather than heating them. If
heat sinks were the only consideration , this unit would
be ideally suited to miniaturization.
It is, however,
limited by the necessity of constructing a water-storing
loop at the measuring junction.
fn the Spanner psychrometer, the measuring junction is the welded union of two dissimilar metals. Before
the measurement is taken, the measuring junction is in
vapor and thermal equilibrium with its surroundings.
When an electrical current is forced through this junction, it will either heat or cool depending on the direction of current flow. If the polarity is correct , and the
chamber humidity high enough, the measuring junction will cool below the dewpoint and water will begin
to condense on the junction. When the cooling circuit
is opened, the junction will warm to the wet-bulb temperature. The junction will return to ambient temperature after the water has evaporated. For the period of
time that sufficient water remains on the junction, the
thermocouple measures the wet-bulb temperature of the
sample. The Peltier · effect results in heating of the reference junctions with a current more than a million
times as large as the Seebeck current. This heat must
be stored in a large reservoir or rapidly dissipated if the
reference junctions are to be maintained at the dry-bulb

emf = a6T

[2]

where a is the thermoelectric power of the bimetallic
pair. lf ( T"-T"') is the difference between dry-and
wetbulb temperatures, then

6T = (Td - T) + 6T
w
ref

[ 3]

temperature.

and variations in ti.Tn ,r should be much smaller than
6 T,. .1 itself , especially if the ti. T,.cf during calibration
was relatively large. This added Ci.T,.0 r could be beneficial. Differentiating between signal and noise is one
of the problems associated with psychrometer measurements at high water potentials. Adding a constant Ci.T,.er
to the wet-bulb temperature
depression could help
extend the psychrometer to higher potential ranges than
would normally be possible in a non-constant environment.

Any change of reference junction temperature
would lead to erroneous values of water potential. From
Equation [ I I, a change in the vapor pressure ratio of
about 0.0 I at 25 °C corresponds to about 14 bars difference in water potential. It would therefore be, necessary to limit the change in reference junction temperature to about 0 .00 I °C to maintain a precision of 0.1
bar.
A common solution to the problem of maintaining
a constant reference junction temperature is to store the
heat in a large thermal reservoir, usually large pieces
o f copper. The necessary size rfor heat sinks is outlined
by both Dalton and Rawlins ( 1968) and Peck ( 1968),
and is a function of cooling current and cooling time.
These masses (for 0.00254 cm diameter wire) are
typically between l and 20 grams; however, for larger
wires and long cooling times, more than 100 grams are
required. If a large amount of heat is to be dissipated
with a temperature gradient of less than 0.001 °C between wire and heat sink, the connection between them
must occupy maximum area and the conducting region
of the heat sink be as large as possible. Clearly, a long,
thin cylindrical copper rod with the wire soldered to the

METHODS
Several experiments were performed to examine the
po ssibility of beneficial results from increased signal
strength and to investigate the effects of heat sinks of
different designs. Three heat sink designs were tested :
no heat sink (NHS) , where the fine thermocouple wires
were att ached directly to the 0.040 cm diameter ( #26A WG) lead wires; an intermediate heat sink (IRS),
where a brass sleeve was slipped around the individual
lead wires; and a theoretically sufficient heat sink
( TSHS). To test variations in heat sinks , holding as
many other variables as possible constant, a standard
holder was developed which accepted the NHS, and
!HS thermocouples without modification. The thermocouple holder for the TSHS was of necessity longer,
but had the same configuration in the sample chamber.
The heat sink experiments were conducted using
three types of sample chambers. The first design was a
cylindrical brass tube ( 1.27 cm I.D. x 3.08 cm) with
a thermocouple in each end. This design duplicates the
geometry of one of the most commonly found chambers
in experimental work, and allows comparison of two
different psychrometers under identical conditions. The
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the:rmocouple hold ers were fitted with O-ring sea ls and
pui!ihed into each end of the tube. A vent screw was
plmced near the center of the tube to prevent pressure
bu iildup in the chamber during assembly.
The second design was a modification of the revollver sample changer designed by Campbell et al.
( l <966), and is similar to the changer used in our field
sampling system. The revolving samp le changer has
been modified so that it has two thermocouples positio ,ned 180 ° from each other. The thermocouples are
bu:ilt into threaded brass plugs and have a compressiontype O-ring seal on the outside of the changer. This
arrranegment was chosen to determine if massive heat
sirnks are required in the changer system that we use in
the field. This arrangement eliminated the possibility
of thermocouple interference. This six-chamber system
al s o allowed us to investigate responses much more
rapidly than the single samp le system.
Figure I shows the three thermocouple holders used
with the revolving-type chamber. In the NHS variety,
th ee junction between the 0.040 cm diameter ( #26A<GW lead wires and the 25 µ,m diameter thermocouple
Wtres were supported in a piece of 0.96 cm Teflon rod.
ln the IHS design , the Teflon rod was replaced by a
se(Ction of brass rod with a thin Teflon wafer on the
chamber end. Electrical insulation was provided by a
very thin coat of plastic. Si'licon heat sink compound
( GC-8101, transistor Z-5, General Cement-Electronics ,
R (()ckford , Illinois) was applied around the reference
junctions, inside the brass rod, to insure good thermal

of 2.88 cm diameter copper rod, sliced lengthw ise
through the middle. The two halves were put together
and turned in a lathe to 1.57 cm diameter. The lead
and thermocouple wires were then placed in a small
orove milled into the long axis of each heat sink and
:oldered. Cut surfaces were lightly milled to smooth
irregularities in the solder and a piece of Teflon membrane (as used in oxygen electrodes) was put between
the halves and wrapped around the whole assembly.
Then the Teflon-insulated heat sinks were slipp ed into
the brass thermocouple holder . A machined cap with a
hole for the lead wire was slipped into the brass holder
and cemented in place . The thermocouple wires were
fitted through fine holes in a thin Teflon wafer and the
wafer was force-fitted into the bottom of the holder.
The smooth Teflon surface covered most of the area
exposed in the sample chamber. The thermocouple
wires were then twisted together , cut and arc welded
to form a nearly spherical junction. Care was taken in
the cutting and welding process to insure that no more
than one-half twist of wire remained behind the weldedjunction. All thermocouples used in this experiment
were constructed from 25 µ,m diameter chrome! and constantan wire purchased from Omega Engineering , Inc. ,
Springdale , Conn. Measurements were made using a
read-out system similar to that described by Hoffman
and Herkelrath ( 1968) .
Dalton and Rawlins ( 1968) give the optimal cooling currents for TSHS thermocouples and they suggest
that the optimal cooling curr ents would be lower for the
!HS and NHS cases . Since no data arc available to show
the amount of this decrease , the optimal TSHS thermocouple coolin g current s wer e used for all three typ es.
The third sample chamber was similar to the tube
design , but was cho sen to duplic ate conditions ~ommonly found in in situ soil phychrom eter s. It con sisted
of a porous ceramic tube 2.5 cm long and 0.41 cm I.D .
The NHS thermocoupl e was identical to that used by
Wescor , fnc . (Logan, Utah) in their early designs . The
thermocouple with the IHS was similar in shape , with
the Teflon being replaced by a piece of bras s rod . Because of the small size of the tube, TSHS were not tested
in this case ; however , for short cooling periods , the heat
sinks used came very close to satisfying the theoretical
requirements.

contact.

The TSHS design was quite different. Here the

le d and the thermocouple wires were actually soldered
t o, the heat sinks . The heat sinks were made from a piece
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RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The results of the experiment with different sample
holder designs showed no significant differences in response of the various heat sinks. There were s_ome
changes in calibration sensitivity between the des1g_ns,
but these changes were consistent for all three heat smk
types and were attributed to differences in the geom~try
of the sample chambers . Figure 2 show s a companson
of calibration curves for the revolving changer obtained
with KC I solut ions. These curves are typical of the
general response to variations in heat sink size._ Th e
regression for the NHS thermocouple places the mtercept at 0.9 µ,V, with an initial sensitivity (slope) of

Theoretically Sufficient Heat Sink Type
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J. Standard thermocoupl e holders
with the revolving changer.
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-0.38 µ.V bar - 1 • For the IHS case, the zero intercept is
µ.V
at 0.4 µ.Y with an initial sensitivity of -0.405
bar 1• The heat sink of this particular JHS thermocouple
was mo re efficient than some others employing the same
sign. Their results were closer to the NHS thermocouple
resu lts than to that of the TSHS thermocouple. The regressi o n for this TSHS places the intercept at 0.1 µV ,
with a sensitivity of -0.42 µ,V bar - 1 .
Wh en the TSHS thermocouples were properly constructed , their responses were the most consistent from
thermocouple-to-thermocouple
of all three types . The
first TSHS thermocouple , however , gave a response similar to that of the IHS thermocouple. In this case the
therm oco uple wires were butt-soldered to the bottom of
the heat sinks. Apparently , sufficient gradients were
building up at the junction to cause this offset.
The TSHS thermocouples had the lowest zero intercept va riability, followed by the NHS thermocouples.
The in tercepts were quite high , but all° were between
0 6 and 0 .9 µ,V. Some variability exists in the sensitivity
of all thre e type s of thermocouples. This variability is
usua lly less than 10% . It arises because each thermocouple is handmade , and minor irregularities occur from
thermoco uple-to-th ermocouple which affect the shape
and wetting characteristics of the measuring junction.
Not all of the NHS thcrmo::ouple calibration had slopes
less than those of the TSHS thermocouples.
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The effect of the cooling period length was also investigated. Figure 3 shows the calibration curves for a
NHS thermocouple for 4-, I 0- , and 15-sec cooling
periods. For water potentials above -15 bars , the NHS
thermocouple cooled for 4 sec quite closely approximated the curve for the TSHS thermocouple. Below
- 15 bars insufficient water is condensed on the measur ing junction to allow continued linear response . A longer
cooling p eriod allows more water to condense on the
measu ring junction , but further heats the reference junction s, causing the calibration to shift away from th e
"ideal " case. Varying the cooling time to give a rounded
response peak can be used to make the NHS psychrom cte r perfo rm almost as well as the TSHS psychrometer.
Figure 4 shows the results of varying the cooling time .
In practic e this is a difficult procedure . Where a wide
range of water potentials is expected , the effort needed
to insure accuracy is usually well-spent constructing the
proper psychrometer for the task .
The variation in reference junction temperature represents another problem . In our work, which has been
limited largely to constant and semi-constant sample
temperature environments, we have seen nothing that
we can definitely label as differential heating of the reference junctions . The major reason for using the tubetype sample holder was to investigate this possibility .
For both solutions and leaf samples, the difference in
the measur ed water potential between the two psychrometers was not significant. as long as the tube was insulated from sudden temperature changes. The tube,
however , was not subjected to rapid changes in ambient
temperature.
In an effort to satisfy the boundary conditions used
in the theoretical equations by bringing the zero intercept of the TSHS psychrometer exact ly to zero, we built
and tested the design suggested by Peck ( 1968). It is
Dr. Peck 's contention that the Joule-heating of the relatively long length of fine wire , combined with the high
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FIGURE 3. Calibrat ion curves for a no-heat-sink thermocouple with different cooling times.
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The !HS thermocouple had the most variable zero
intercept of the thre e types te sted , with the response of
some thermocouple s closely para 'lleling the NHS type ,
while ot hers gave a fair approximation of the TSHS
type. We believe this varability from thermocoupleto-thermocouple was due to differ ences in the effect iveness of the heat sink. While the brass rod was the same
size in each case , the plastic coating process aroun d the
thermocouple junction was not stand ard, and while
effo rts were made to control its thickness, it remained a
source of variability.
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FIGURE 2. Calibration curves obtained using KC!
solutions for thermocouples with different heat sink
thermocouple with different cooling times .
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FIGURE 4. Calibration curve and simulated recorder
sponse when cooling time is varied with water potential.
thermal diffusivity of the air around it. lead to excessive
:1mounts of heat being conducted to the reference junction . Basically , Peck 's new design eliminates most of
the Joule-heating between the reference and measuring
juncitons by using large diameter wires , of the same
composition as the fine thermocouple wires, for most
of the distance to the measuring junction. Only the final
millimeter or so is made up of the 25 µ,m diameter wire.
While we have not measured any samples ( other than
solutions) using this design , construction is actually
much simpler than our TSHS psychrometer, and the
results with solutions look very promising. Figure 5
shows the comparison of the Peck TSHS thermocouple
with a NHS model of the same type.
CONCLUSIONS

For a standard laboratory psychrometer,
where
maximum sensitivity and repeatability over a wide range
of water potential values is desired, the TSHS psychromcter will provide the most reliable data . For measurement of high water potentials in laboratory or other environments where the temperature is not constant, the
larger signal of the NHS psychrometer will prove beneficial to the investigator. Both types of psychrometers
,eem to yield reliable data in variable temperature environments where heat loss from the reference junctions
closely approximates that found during calibration. It
should be possible to extend the use of NHS psychrometers to variable temperature environments by providing current to the measuring junction with a separate
thermally isolated circuit , or by calibrating the NHS
psychrometer under condit ions similar to those in which
it will eventually be used. Varying the cooling period
to correspond with the water potential is one method of
making the NHS psychrometer approximate the response of the TSHS psychrometer. This me th od, however, adds variabi lity to the measur ing system and is
on ly as reliable- as the judg ment and patience of the operator.
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of calibration curves of Pecktype thermocouples, with and without theoreticallysufficient heat sinks.
The inclusion of a theoretically-sufficient mass in the
reference junctions of a psychrometer does not yield
ideal results. The sensitivity difference between TSHS
and NHS osychromctcrs is of the same order of magnitude as the variability of individually constructed
thermocouples.
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VAPOR SINK AND THERMAL GRADIENT EFFECTS ON
PSYCHROMETER CALIBRATION

E. C. Campbell

/

The study of thermal gradients and vapor sink
effects on psychrometer calibration first requires a
theoretical definition of water potential as it relates to
the system being used as a measuring device . Three
components of water potential , i.e., matric, osmotic,
and pressure potentials have been discu ssed and adequately defined ( Brown 1970) . For the purpos e of thi s
study, an additional component can be defined as "t hermal water potential. " It -would be correct to lab el thjs
as kinetic energy per unit mass of water; however, it
is mor e convenient to treat this energy as anoth er component of water potential l/Jsince it can be expressed
in the same terms and ha s similar effects on water flow
in a given system. Throughout the remainder of thi s
paper~, will be considered to have a thermal compon ent ,
wherein a zero •J,reference point will requir e definition
of temperature .
One reason for dividing total water potential into
these categories lies in the application of the theory to
water flow problem s of various types. For example, in
a system made up of a matrix of particl es to which
liquid water will adhere, and where there is no restriction to flow of solut es ( osmotic pot ential is uniform) ,
spatial variations in the matric potential will cause water
to flow . If a semipermeable membrane is added to the
system, flow of water through the membran e would be
a result of the combination of the matric and osmotic
components of water potential. In a system where
water is transferr ed by evaporation and recondensation ,
as in a psychrometer chamber , the matric, osmotic, and
thermal components of water potential will have an
effect on water flow.
Since thermal water potential is generally not of interest in a soil-plant system, and since the psychrometer
is sensitive to thermal potential differences between the
thermocouple junction and the surrounding evaporating
surface, either a correction or a compensation should
be made for the effect of this potential difference .
In order to gain a better understanding of the process that takes place within a psychrometer chamber ,
some simplifying assumptions can be made as follows:
1- Water potential can be described in the same
units and in the same way for any position
within the chamber whether water exists at that
position as a liquid or a vapor, even on nonevaporating surfaces where there is not a sig-

nificant amount of water in a liquid state.
2. The only significant resistance to water tr ·ansfer

is in the evaporation and condensation rates; in
other words, the rate of vapor diffusion is a
negligibl e factor .
As a result of these assumptions, it can be concluded that water potential at any point in the volume
is a function of the temperature at that point and the
surface integral ( average water pot ential) over the surrounding surface of the water potential, divided by th e
surface area. In other words,

t =

f(T)

x

½ /t

8

dA

[l]

where l/J
, = water potential at the surface of the chamber.
The psychrometer can now be analyzed in te rm s of
two independent cons iderations, one being the measurement of water potential at a point in the volume , and
the ot her being the analysis of the surface integral of
water potential.
VAPOR

SINK EFFECTS

When th e Wescor Model C-51 Sampl e C hamber
Psychro meter was being designed, one of th e first considera tions was vapor eq uilib ration. Of the two considerations previously mentioned, thi s dealt only with
the analysis of the surface integra l of water potential.
It was known that th e ideal condition would be to completely surround the chamber with the sample , however,
thi s would hav e mad e sample preparation and insertion
very difficult . The alternative was to use the sample
for as much of the chamber int erior surface as was
practical , and select a material for the remaining surface
area that would absorb or adsorb a minimal amount of
water vapor and thereby come to the same water potential as the sample as soon as possible after the chamber
was sealed.
A determination of vapor sink effects of various
mat erials was made in the following way. Di stilled water
was placed at one end of a tube (Figure 1) having an
inner surface of th e materi al to be studied. Water
potential of the vapor in the tube was det er mined after
2 minute equilibration time using a th er mocouple which
wa s mounted inside the tube . R esult s of the first series
of tests indicated a considerable incon sistency ; however ,
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of psychrometer outputs using
a -35 bar solution where the thermocouple was
clean and where it was contaminated by washing
it in a 0.3m NaCl solution.

MATERIAL
WITH UNKNOWN
VAPOR SINK CHARACTERISTIC

FIGURE 1. Vapor sink test unit consisting of a tube of
the material to be tested with a thermocouple inserted from one end and pure water exposed at the
open end.

tion becomes more diluted. The reading is never as
high as that of the clean junction since the vapor pressu;e of the solution is lower than that of pure water.
After cooling is complete, the reading of the contaminated junction immediately starts to decline. This is
due to the increasing concentration of the solution as
water evaporates from the junction.
With the clean junction , the evaporation from the
junction remains constant until the junction is no longer
completely covered with water at which time the decline
becomes very rapid.
Another effect of the contaminated junction which
has since been adopted as a test for contamination on
the Wescor C-51 Sample Chamber was first observed
quite by accident. When a sample of pure water was
inserted benea th a contaminated thermocouple, water
immeditately started to condense on the junction as a
result of the extremely low water potential of a dry contaminant such as NaCl. As shown in Figure 3, when
this occurs, heat of condensation raises the temperature
of the junction resulting in a negative reading. If the
water is then removed, and the thermocouple is exposed
to a sample of dry air , the water evaporates causing the
positive reading as shown .
[t can be c0ncluded that effects of contaminants on
the thermocouple junction include reduction of sensitivity as well as an increased difficulty in taking the
r..:ading since the plateau in the output curve no longer
exists. For best results, extreme care in cleaning the
thermocouple as well as the chamber should be used.
l t is suggested that in cleaning the thermocouples , they
first be rinsed in a high grade acetone. An air gun is
used to blow off excess acetone so that a minimal
amount actually evaporates leaving deposits . This process is then repeated using cool distilled water. Boiling
distilled water has not worked as well since the evaporation rate was high resulting in more deposits .

after thorough cleaning of the tubes used, the tests were
repeated, this time with much better consistency as
shown in Table 1.
Result s of this experiment indicate that vapor-sink
effects are minimal where materials such as Teflon,
polyethylene , or metals are used as chamber walls and
where extreme care is taken in cleaning the surfaces.
Contrary to popular belief , brass did not react as a
vapor sink , however , it is much more difficult to keep
clean due to the high rate of corrosion .
THERMOCOUPLE CONTAMINATION

EFFECTS

A vapor sink effect which does not pertain to the
previously mentioned surface integral consideration,
has been observed by many in the form of the effec t of
contamination on the thermocouple junction.
This effect as shown in Figure 2, where a clean
junction response is compared to the response of a contan1inated junction , can be expla ined as follows; when
the contaminated junction is cooled , water condenses ,
:rnd the contaminating substance dissolves in the water.
As more water is condensed , the solution on the juncTable

1.

Water potential of vapor in the vapor sink
test unit after 2 minute equilibration
for
various chamber wall materials.

Equilibration Time (bars)
Average Surf acc. Water
Potential After Two Min .
Materials
Brass
Stainless Steel
Nickel
Glass
Tygon
Polyeth ylene
Teflon
Paraffin
Rubber Cement
Axle Grease
Vaseline

24
25
24
-···
35
24
24
24

THERMAL GRADIENT EFFECTS

After receiving reports of apparent inconsistencies
in the calibration of Wescor Model P-51 Soil Psychrometer, some preliminary tests of a qualitative nature revealed that there was a significant offset in the calibration caused by thermal gradients directed along the
length of the psychrometer . This effect was verified by
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FIGURE 4. Soil psychrometer modified to reduce error s due to thermal gradients by using an additional
non-evaporating surface in the chamber.
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This conclusion first prompted the total elimination
of the non-evaporating surface, but such a configuration posed a problem of psychrometer construction .
Further consideration of this conclusion led to the realization that the effect was not apparent when the thermal
gradients were directed perpendicular to the psychrometer length. Thi s indicated that the effect could be eliminated by placing the non-evaporating surface in a position such that its average surface temperature is equal
to the average temperature of the evaporating surface.
Also , the thermocouple must be placed in the center
so that its temperature will be the same as the average
surface temperature .
This was done by placing a non- evaporating surface
in the end of the ceramic cup as shown in Figure 4.
The apparatus shown in Figure 5 was used with 4 conventional P-51 Psychrometers and 4 psychrometers
modifi ed accordingly immersed in the -25 bar NaCl
solution . Results are shown in Figure 6.

20

( SECONDS)

FIGURE 3. Comparison of clean and contaminated
thermocouple response to insertion and removal of
pure water into and from the sample chamber.
Rawlins and Merrill (1970). J::-vidence that calibration
was affected only by thermal gradients directed along
the length of the psychrometer was observed in the form
of improved consistency in those psychrometers that
were placed in a horizontal position, perpendicular to
existing thermal gradients in the field.
In analyzing this effect , the previously mentioned
considerations which included the measurement of water
potential at a point in the volume enclosed by the psychrometer and the analysis of the surface integral of
water pot ential taken over the interior surface of the
psychromet er are used . First considering the surface
integral, or what may be called the average water potential of the interior surface, it becomes evident that
there is a distinct difference between evaporating surfaces and non-evaporating surfaces. The difference is
that water potential at an evaporating surface is in part
what has previously been defined as thermal water potential and is, therefore, subject to change by change
in temperature, whereas at a non-evaporating surface
temperature has no effect on the water potential. In the
volume , near an evaporating surface where an increase
of the gaseous volume will increase the water potential
of the wet bulb being used as a zero water potential
reference and thereby offset the effect of the thermal
water potential increase at the surface. Where a nonevaporating surface is present, it has an effect on the
temperature of the zero water potential reference without having the compensating effect on the water potential of the volume, and hence, an error in the form
of offset where the temperatures of the two surfaces
differ. A conclusion that can be drawn from this analysis is that ideally, the temperature at the point in the
volume at which the water potential is being measured
shou ld be the same as the average temperature of the
evaporating surface .
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FIGURE 5. The-apparatus used to test soil psychrometers for effects due to thermal gradient s.
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M. L. Wheeler asked how the heat sinks in Wescor ,
lnc . psychrometers are constructed.
Campbell explained that while originally the lead
wires served as heat sinks, Wescor , Inc . now uses gold
plated brass pins .
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Results of test for thermal gradients .

USE OF ISOPIESTIC TECHNIQUE IN THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETRY
II. CONSTRUCTION

J. S. Boyer

Methods of measuring the water status of plant tissue, to be most useful, should be simple to operate and
require little attention . Isopiestic technique (Boyer
1971, this Proceedings; Boyer and Knipling 1965) ,
which is a modified psychrometer method using Rich~
ards and Ogata (19 5 8) thermocouples , basically is a
null method for measuring water potential (If,) and
depends on the balancing of vapor pres sures. Since null
methods are usually less subject to variability due to
instrument changes, this approach provide s a technique
which is relatively stable and uses a minimum of equipment. The continuous output of the thermocouples also
permits simple electrical circuitry to be used, which
leads to low cost.
The major requir ements for the method are thermocouples having uniform outputs (within approximately
I 0 % of each other) and a means of controlling the
temperatur e of the tissue to be measured (generally to
0.001 °C) or of avoiding effects due to changing temperature s. Isopiestic measurements have generally involved temperatur e control , but there are other methods
of avoiding temperature effects, some of which are presented at this Symposium.

The bath consists of a 15 gallon ( 57 1) aquarium insulated on sides and bottom with styrofoam sheet. Since
little heat tran sfer takes place through the insulated
walls, the major heat exchange for temperature control is
at the water surface . Slow cooling occurs largely due to
evaporation and keeps the bath 2 to 3 ° C below ambient
TO RELAY

-

M --·

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

Figure I shows the water bath which we have used
for temperature control during isopiestic measurements.

w

FIGURE 2.-Mercury-in-glass thermoregulator for temperature bath shown in Figure 1. Key to symbols :
capillary, C; electrodes, E; mercury, M; platinum
wire in glass seal. PG ; stopcock, S. Bath temperature is set by adjusting volume of mercury in large
bulb with stopcock. Fine adjustment of bath temperature may be obtained with threaded screw which
holds center electrode.

FIGURE 1.-Water bath for control of temperature for
isopiestic measurements . Key to symbols : light
bulb heaters, H; insulation, I; stirrer , S; psychrometer support, T; thermoregulator, TR; water, W;
thermocouple-chamber assembly, TC. Light bulb
next to thermo-regulator has unblackened windowwhich permits light to strike thermoregulator and
brings about rapid cycling of heater circuit.

98

bulb s to change 0.001 °C, temperature regulation is considerably better than required by the thermocouples.
Water in the bath is kept agitated with a stirrer and
mercury is generally placed in the water to inhibit growth
of microorganisms .

temperatures if no heat is provided. The bath is kept
at ambient temperature (about 26°C) by injecting small
quantities of heat with two blackened 60-watt light bulbs
that are turned on and off by a thermoregulator-relay
circuit . The bulbs have a low heat capacity so that there
is little thermal overshoot after the bulbs have been
turned off.
The temperature of the bath is sensed with a large
volume, mercury-in-glass thermoregulator (Figure 2).
Triple-distillea mercury makes contact with a tungsten
electrode in the capillary of the center arm of the
thermore gulator , shorting the input of a resistance-sensing relay , or increasing the capacity of the input for a
capacity-sensing relay (see Appendix I). One of the
bulbs is placed close to the thermoregulator and . a portion of the bulb is left unblackened so that light hits the
thermorcgulator when the heaters are on. This rapid
input of energy to the thermoregulator causes it to cycle
with heating intervals of 1 to 2 sec. Since the water
bath requir es about 10 sec. of heating with the light

r

THERMOCOUPLES

Thermocouples (Figure 3) are constructed of constantan and chromel-P wire having a diameter of 0.0102
cm (B and S gauge 38, see Appendix I). The relatively heavy wire permits easy cleaning of the thermocouple between each determination . The reference junction is kept at bath temperature by the large brass heat
sink which forms the plunger. Two heavy copper wires
( B and S gauge 18) , insulated with plastic, are twisted
around each other and sealed with epoxy resin into a
central hole in the heat sink. The reference junctior: is
formed by soldering the constantan and chromel-P to
the heavy copper wire just below the face of the plunger.
A longitudinal groove in the plunger provides a vent for
escape of air when the thermocouple is inserted into the
chamber. The end of the plunger is greased to provide
an air-tight seal when the thermocouple is in place in
the psychrometer chamber, and to close the vent. Two
insulat ed copper lead wires are attached to the heavy
copper wires protruding from the upper end of the heat
sink, and lead away from the thermocouple assembJy
through a Plexiglass tube which forms a thermally insulated handle.

ALVANOMETEA
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The measuring junction of the thermocouple is constructed by wrapping each side of a silver ring (2.4 mm
O .D . x 2.0 mm T.D. x 0.5 mm high) with one loop of
the thermocouple wire ( cons tan tan on one side, chromelp on the other) and placing solder on the outside of the
ring. After construction, thermocouple junctions are
cleaned by scraping away excess flux, then rinsing briefly
in xylene, acetone, ethanol, and water. The epoxy su_rfaces which are exposed at the plunger face are covered
with paraffin to reduce sorption of water vapor. Between each use, the thermocouples are rinsed in distilled water and dried in a stream of clean air.
For measurement of heat of respiration (Barrs
1965) , a dry thermocouple is inserted into the psychrometer chamber and the steady-state output is added
to outputs of the wet junction with water or a solution on
the thermocoupl e. For continuous measurement of heat
of respiration , a double thermocouple can be made, one
ring of which is kept dry while the other bears water or
a solution. The plunger assembly is usually built with a
larger diameter than that shown in Figure 3 and two
identical thermocouple circuits are constructed so that
the thermocouples are side-by-side below the face of
the plunger. The output of the wet thermocouple can
then be corrected according to the output of the dry
thermocouple . Figure 4 shows that a depression in out put of the dry thermocouple causes an identical depression in output of the wet thermocouple so that the two
outputs are additive .
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3.-Details of construction of isopiestic thermocouples. Entire assembly represents a plunger which
may be quickly exchanged for another plunger in
psychrometer chambers for either intact or excised
tissue. Key to symbols: brass heat sink, B ; constant in wire, Con; Chromel-P wire, C-P ; epoxy for
embedding he_avy copper wire, E; copper thermocouple leads , L ; Plexiglass handle , P ; silver ring , R ;
vent slot, V; paraffin , W.
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FIGURE 4.-Depression
of output of wet thermocouple
losing water to calibrating so lution that has been
heated with a miniature heater inserted in the solution. The heated sol ution covered the walls and bottom of the psychrometer chamber and represents
plant tissue warmed by the h eat of respiration. The
solution was heated enough to cause a depression in
dry-bulb output of 0.4 µ,V. The wet bulb responded
by dropping in 0utput 0.4 µ,V throughout the calibration range.

LEAF PETIOLE

LEAF Bl.ADE

FIGURE 5.-Thermocouple
psychrometer chamber for
me asuring water potentials of intact leaves. The
top of the chamber is coat ed with melted and resolidified petrolatum and the petiole is sealed in the
chamber with petrolatum. Water from a constant
temp erature bath (Figure I) is circulated through
the water jacket for temp era ture control.

PSYCHROMETER CHAMBERS

Two types of psychrometer chambers have been suc cessfu lly used (Boyer 1968, Boyer and Knipling 1965) ;
one for excised plant tissue (Boyer 1971 , this Proceedings ; Boyer and Knipling 1965) and one for intact leaves
( Figure 5). Both are constructed of brass, and materials such as rubber , glass, and plastics are avoided
wherever pos sible because of their tendency to take up
large quantitie s of water (Table 1). If small amounts of
the latter materials are unavoidable, th e surfaces are
coated with stopcock grease. Although the dimensions
of the chambers and the position of the tissue in the
chambers alters thermocouple output, this is relatively
unimportant in isopiestic work so that chamber size and
shape are arbit rary .
The quantity of exposed wall in the psychrometer
chambe r is important (Boyer 1967) because all substa nce s which we have tested display an abi lity for water
sorp tion (Table 1) . Thus, a measur ement mad e with a
small amount of tissue but a large quantity of exposed
wall will be affected by th e tendency for a fraction of
the vapor transfer to occur between the wall and the
'thermocouple. The larg er the sorptive forces (which are
particularly large if the walls are contaminated with
hydrophilic foreign material ( Rawlins 1966) the larger
is sorption error due to the wall. Figure 6 shows that
so rption is negligible in the chamber designed for excised
tissue if the side walls are coated with melted and resolidified petroleum and the tissue sample is a disc covering the bottom.
The chamber designed for intact leaves is also subj~ct to similar problems due to sorption (Figure 5,). If

the top is coated with melt ed and re solidified petrolatum,
su rption becomes negligibl e when leaf tissues covers half

Table 1. Effect of Construction Material on Output of
Wet Thermocouple Evaporating to Dry Psychrometer Chamber .
Thermocouple Output
After One Hour*

Rubber
Most Plastics
Glass or Teflon
Brass or Sainless Steel
Ticonium
Chrome Plated Brass
Silicone on Brass
Paraffin or Petrolatum on Brass
Melted and Resolidified Petrolatum
on Brass

25µV
25
10'-25
5
5
4.5
4
3

2

*Output will vary according to drying prehistory
of
material. All comparisons were m~de by drying similarly in air stream.
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eter with excellent results. We use a good quality,
multiple-throw thermocouple switch to switch between
thermocouples, and quick connectors to link thermocouples to the switch (see Appendix 1).
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The basic thermocouple psychrometer, exclusive of
labor for constructing chambers and thermocouples,
costs about .i,550 with galvanometer readout. Maintenance is minor and is associated primarily with the
thermoregulator, which requires cleaning of the meniscus
every few months. This procedure may be done rapidly
enough to allow servicing without interrupting a determination . The simple circuitry and null principle employed for determinations makes the system stable for
long periods and amenable for use with students or
technical assistants.
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6.-The effect of a coating of melted and resolidified petroleum on the wall of a psychrometer
chamber f'or excised tissue when water covers the
bottom of the chamber ( representing a disc of tissue on the bottom) and water is present on the
thermocouple. A positive galvanometer deflection
indicates that water is evaporating from the thermo:.
couple and is being taken up by the chamber walls.
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the area or more of the chamber bottom. The chamber
resembles that for excised leaves except that I) the system is jacketed for the circulation of water from the con,ta nt temperature bath, 2) the chamber is large enough
to accommodate a whole leaf, and 3) the side of the
chamber has a hole through which the petiole passes and
which can be sea led with petrolatum. Table 2 shows a
comparison between "1 measure d with the thermocouple p, ychrometer for intact leaves of sunflower
( Helianth11 .1· annuus L.) and 1/Jmeasured from a subsample of the same leaves with a thermocouple psychrometer for excised tissue . The two instruments give
values which agree within 0.3 bar.

DISCUSSION
MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT

S. L. Rawlins asked if Boyer felt that the sample
chamber temperature was the same as the temperature
of the leaf, and if his system corresponded to the theoretical system described by Peck ( J 969).
Boyer answered that the measurements reported
here were mad e prior to the public'ation of the shielding
requirements and were made by heating only the bottom of the calibrating solution in the chamber. Hence
he could not do justice to this question.
Rawlins made the observation that if the tissue sample completely surrounds the psychrometer in the chamber, errors due to heat of respiration are much less
than if the tissue is just a disk in the bottom of the
chamber.
G. E. Bingham indicated that he was surprised that
Teflon was such a pronounced vapor sink, and asked
Boyer to comment on this .
Boyer said that he had compared the psychrometer
output using both a Teflon cup and the brass chamber
coated with petrolatum. The Teflon system produced
outputs at least four times as great as the coated brass

Measu rement of thermocouple output involves placing the voltage-measuring device between the two leads
of the thermncou ple . A sensitive galvanometer provides
an inexpensive and reliable readout , but an ampliiferrecorder system may be used in place of the galvanomTable 2 . Comparison of Water Potentials of Sunflower Leaves Measured With Intact- and
excised-Leaf Thermocouple Psychrometers by
lsopiestic Technique
Intact

Excised

Bors

Bars

-1.4
-3.5
-7.5
-7.8
-8.2
-9.6

-1.5
-3.6
-7.4
-7.9
-8.5
-9.9
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system. The surface of Teflon cups . had been milled and
then smoothed by hand using steel wool.
Bingham asked if the additional steps involved in
using the isopiestic technique justified its use in view
of the relatively simple procedure allowed by the Spanner psychrometer.
Boyer indicated that using a Spanner psychrometer
with thick le athery leaves one can expect an error of
at least 3 to 7 7c, and as high as 7 % , of the true water
potential . Comparisons of the isopiestic and standard
Richards-type psychrom eters with thick leaves showed
that the Richards psychrometer yielded errors of as great
as 20 %
Rawlins comm ented that Peck 's analysis shows that
for a sufficiently large Peltier-type psychrometer chamber the thermoc oup le senses the vapor pressures of the

atmosphere uniquely . Over the short time period that
cooling is taking place at the thermocouple junction ,
there is no significant flow of vapor to or from the sample. Therefore , if thelea f is in vapor pressure equilibrium with the air in the chamber there should be no error
introduc ed by making the measurem ent. He concluded
that major errors can be introduced by vapor sinks in
the chamber and that in psychrometry work, "cleanliness is next to godliness." Rawlins asked if anyone
would care to comment on the vapor sink effects of
oxidized metal surfaces.
C. D. Ripple commented that probably all materials
act as vapor sinks to some degree and that plastic products are certainly not perfect. However , the degree
to which a surface acts as a vapor sink depends, at
least in part , on how well it has been machined and
how clean it is maintained.

A PELTIER COOLED THERMOCOUPLE DEWPOINT HYGROMETER
FOR IN SITU MEASUREMENT OF WATER POTENTIALS

H. H. Neumann and G. W. Thurtell

This report describes a hygrometer designed for the
reliable in situ measurement of water potentials in soils
and on intact plants. It detects the dewpoint depression
rather than the wet bulb depression measured with other
similar devices and is. designed to be used without temperature-controlled water baths. A configuration for
use on intact corn (Zea mays) leaves is described in detail as are results of experiments to test its capabilities.

equation r3], this formula is used to give the actual
vapor pressure in terms of the dewpoint temperature ,
Tup (°C). The simultaneous solution of the se equations yields the expression,

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

for the dewpoint temperature depression .l Tap(°C) in
terms of the temperature and water potential. This relationship, written to show the source of terms, can be
expressed in either Celsius or Kelvin. Figure 1, illustrating equation [4) for 10°C, 20 °C and 30 °C, shows
that at constant temperature the relations.hip is practically linear in the range shown. At a fixed water potential, the temperaure dependence of the dewpoint depression is only 5 % for a l0 °C departure from 20°C.
Equation [ 1] is derived for water vapor, but it is
the water potential of a sample containing liquid water
that is of interest. Under isothermal conditions, the potentials of the sample and the vapor in equilibrium with
it are equal; however, this no longer applies if the vapor
is at a temperature different from that of the sample ,
alt hough the equilibrium vapor pressure in the system
will still be uniform and determined by the temperature
and water potential of the sample. If equation [ l ] is

11 - (1.893

This instrument detects the dewpoint temperature
depression of water vapor within the sample chamber
and henc e the title, dewpoint hygrometer, in contrast
to the thermocouple psychrometer ( Spanner 1951, Richards and Ogata 1958) which responds to the wet-bulb
temperature. A dewpoint measurement is preferable
to the wet-bulb measurement in the determination of
water potentials since with the former, no net water exchange occurs at the wet junction allowing the measurement to be made without disturbing the vapor equilibrium within the chamber. In addition, the dewpoint
measurement is relatively insensitive to factors such as
the size and shape of the wet surface at the junction ,
which affect the rate of vapor exchange.
The dewpoint depression at a given temperatures
can be uniquely related to water potential using the expres sions:
1jJ =
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Equat ion [ 1] relates the water potential, ljJ (bars),
to the universal gas constant, R (ergs X 10- 6 °K-I
gram-molecuJe - 1 ); the temperature, T (°K); the partial molar volume of water, Vw (cm 3 gram-molecule-I);
the actual vapor pressure, e (mb); and the saturated
vapor pressure , e0 (mb) at T. Equation [2] is the emperical formula of Tetens ( 1930) for the variation of
saturated vapor pressure with temperature T (°C). In
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1.

Conversion of dewpoint depression to
water potential.

now used to find the water potential of the sample, the
parameters T and e0 must become the sample temperature and the saturated vapor pressure at this temperature. In the dewpoint depression technique, this requirement is satisfied if the dewpoint temperature depression
is directly measured relative to the sample temperature,
whereas in psychrometric determinations the allowance
for temperature difference between the sample and the
environment of the wet junction can not be made as
directly. The wet-bulb temperature depression measured
by a thermocouple psychrometer is a function of the
difference between the actual and the saturated vapor
pressure of the air near the junction and so can only
provide a measure of the water potential at air temperature . But , if in equation [ 1], T is assumed to be
the same for the air and the sample, the difference in
water potential arising from the temperature gradient
can be ascribed to the variation of saturation vapor
pressure with temperature. By using equation [2] it
can be shown that if the temperature difference is represented by ~ T rlj, and the water potential difference by 1/1,
the relationship between the two is given by equation
[4] . At 20°C the correction amounts to 1 bar per
0.012 °C temperature difference between air and sample.
Four-terminal Peltier-cooled thermocouples are employed to measure the dewpoint temperature depression. A similar configuration was used in thermocouple
psychrometers by MiJlar et al. (1970).
With this arrangement it is possible to measur e the
temperature depr ession and cooling current simultaneously. In Figure 2, the extended (upper) curve represents a typica l response curve of junction temperature
depression versus current for a chromel-constantan junction in a dry environment. The curve is parabolic
because the Peltier cooling increases directly with current while the opposing resistive heating of the currentcarryi ng wires is proportional to the current squared.

If the same junction is operated in a moist environment
so that it is initially cooled below the dewpoint and a
water droplet forms on the junction , the subsequent latent heat exchange will alter the response as illustrated
for a junction while wet in an atmosphere of -9 bar s
water potential. In the portion of the wet curve to the
right of the dewpoint curve , the junction has been cooled
below the dewpoint and the latent hea released by
water condensing on the junction keeps the wet junction warmer than the junction in the dry environment
for the same cooling current. If the current is lowered
so that the wet-junction temperature rises above the
dewpoint , latent heat loss due to evaporation maintains
he wet junction cooler than the dry junction, as represened by the portion of the wet curve to the left of the
dewpoint curve . At the intersection of the curves the
wet and dry junctions are at the same temperature, indicating the latent heat contribution to be zero and the
wet junction to be at the dewpoint temperaure.
The Y-intercept of the wet-curve in Figure 2 repr esents the measur ement that would be made by a psychrometer and is determined by the slope of the wet
curve since the intersection point of the wet and dr y
curves is fixed by the dewpoint temperature . The slope
of the wet curve will be altered by factors affecting the
rate at which water can evaporate from the wet bulb .
Hence , psychrometric measurements of water potential
are influenced by the wetting characteristics of the junction and the size and shape of the water droplet formed
on the junction, whereas the dewpoint technique should
be relatively independent of these factors .
MATERIALSAND METHODS
Chrome! and constantan wires (Sigmund Cohn
Corp. , Mount Vernon, N .Y .) of 2.54 X 10 - 3 cm diameter were cross-welded with an Ewald Model WHD15
welder (Ewald Inst. Corp., Kent, Conn.) to form the
junctions . Prior to welding, the wires were taped in
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FIGURE2. Typical response curves for the dewpoint hygrometers iri dry air and in an atmospher e at -9
bars water potential.

VIEW B

FIGURE 3. Arrangement of thermocouple wires on
cards prior to welding: View A, configuration for
double-junotion thermocouples; View B, configuratio n for single-junction thermocouples. In View
A, the wires will be trimmed after welding as indicated by the dashed lines .

25.4 mm

tion to provide the cooling and to sense the temperature.
[n our earlier work we used double-junction thermocouples , and found the individual junctions needed to be
less than one wire diameter apart if significant temperature differences between them were to be avoided;
however if direct electrical contact between the two
chrom l wires was not prevented a spurious signal in the
output was produced. Accordingly, the double-junction thermocouples, which were considerably more difficult to construct than the single-weld junctions, were
abandoned. The performance of the single junction was
complicated by the presence of current flow in the sensing junction . As a result of the electrical resistance of
the junction, the cooling current usually produced an
emf across the junction which appeared in the output .
The emf produced depends on the weld, and for different
junctions can be small or large , or even of opposite
sign, and must be corrected for.
The main body of the leaf hygrometer (Figures 4
and 5) was formed from sections of a rectangular copper bar. The volume of the cavity (A) containing the
thermocouple ( B) was intentionally made small relative
to the size of the copper blocks. The thermocouple was
mounted in the cavity by crimping it in slots which have
been cut across the tops of the supporting posts (C)
with a razor blade. These supporting posts are 24 A WG
(0.05 I cm diameter) wires. In the sensing circuit the
posts are copper. In the cooling circuit a chrome! post
is used for the chrome! lead of the thermocouple and a
con stantan post for the constantan lead. To facilitate
thermocoupl e mounting , the cavity-containing section of
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FIGURE 4. Cro~s-section view of leaf hygrometer: A,
cavity; B, thermocouple; C, pos,ts supporting thermocouple; D, faceplate, E, cavity containing section; F, base plate.
position on appropriately punched cards (Figure 3).
Two configurations of wires were used. View A shows
:1 four-terminal
thermocouple formed by welding two
chrome! wires to one constantan wire and trimming away
the excess leads at the arrows . This results in a double
junction in which one junction is used to sense the
temperature depression produced by passing the cooling
current through the other junction. The individual
junctions are separated by less than one wire diameter.
The simpler construction in View B uses the same junc-

F
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E -----.J

FIGURE 5. Overall view of leaf hygrometer: G, vertical section; H, bolts in base plate; I, thumbscrews; remainder
of symbols as in Figure 4. The hygrometer is shown inverted from its normal operating position in order that
the diagram remains in proper perspective.
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the hygrometer has been formed from two separable
pieces, a thin faceplate (D) and a main section (E) ,
which are held together by four bolts.
The extension of the posts through slots cut across
the interior surface of the face plate forms the lead
wires. Th e wires are held in the slots by epoxy cement
(Hysol A4309 , Dexter Corp ., Olean, N.Y.). The wires
are led up the sides of the cavity section (E), and then
after being folded several times across the top of the
hygrometer , they are held in contact with the copper
body by masking tape befor e being led out to be conm:cted with the external circuitry. ~at
conduction
along the hygrometer leads to the post s in the cavity is
thus reduced. This is an important consideration beca use the reference junction for the thermocouple occurs
at the connection of the thermocouple leads to the copper posts.
Copper is used in the construction of the hygrometer
because of its high therm al conductivit y. The base plate
(F) and the vertical section (G) ensur e th at the entir e
unit , including the enclosed sample , stays uniform in
temperature. The leaf sample is placed flat aginst the
face plate (D) and across the opening to the cavity .
The bolts in the base plate (F) fit into slots in the vertical section ( G). The base plate is brought firmly
against the lower surface of the leaf and held in place
by tightening thumb screws on the ends of the bolts.
In this way, a hygrometer can be clamped on an intact
corn leaf. To ensure a vapor seal and improve thermal
contact , the surface s of the hygromet er which contact
the leaf are coated with Apiezon M vacuum grease. The
relatively large mass of the copper blocks forming the
hygromete r, combined with relatively large area of contact between leaf and copper , are intended to keep the
cavity walls and the section of leaf across th e opening
at the same temperature. If vert ical temperature grad ients shou ld occur along the walls of the cavity, the
temperature of the copper po sts forming the reference
junctions should be closer to leaf temp era ture than to
wall tempera tur es since the copper wires hav e ·been led
in along the face plat e which is in contact with the leaf.
T he lead wires were not mounte d along the outer surface of the faceplate even though this would have
brou ght them in con tact with the leaf, because we found
that the organic solvents used in cleaning the hygrometers destroy ed the bonding of the epoxy cement used
to hold the wires in place.
Absolute temperature control of the assembly is not
necessa ry if internal temperature gradients are small
and if overa ll temperature fluctuations are not so rapid
as to preclude the maint enance of vapor equi librium
between the sample and the air in the cavity . To damp
out rapid temperature fluctuations and help reduc e any
internal gradients , a 12 mm . layer of Styrofoam insulation was placed aro und the closed hygrometer. Aluminized mylar tape (Scotch brand) was placed over the
exterior surface of the insulation. The temperature
stab ility of an insulat ed hygrometer was monitor ed in a
ventilated laborator y. Air temperatur es in the labora-

tory varied between 20 °C and 24 °C in a diurnal cycle .
Th e outp ut of the hygrometer for zero current was monitored continuous ly for several periods ranging up to
60 hour s. The maximum recorded departure from zero
output was less than 0.001 °C.
R esponse curves for the hygrometers were drawn
out directly by an X-Y recorder (model 550, Honeywell Corp. , Denver , Col.). The cooling current was provided by a 1.4 volt mercury cell and controlled by adjusting the 10-turn potentiomet er in the circuit shown in
Figure 6. The resistor s E, F and G can be switched in
or out to adjust the maximum value of the cooling cur rent. By limiting this maximum to the range corresponding to the magnitude of the water potential s that are to
be measured, the conrol of he current by the poeniometer is more precise in the area of intere st. The inclusion of the polarity reversing switch (C) allows for
both cooling and heating of the junction . The cooling
current is monitored by measuring the voltage across the
series I 00 ohm resistor (H). Th is signal is used as the
input for the X axis of the recorder. Th e sensir:ig leads
of the hygrometer are connected to an electronic voltmeter (mode l 148, Keithley Inst. Inc. , Cleveland, Ohio)
and the out put signal from the voltmeter is used to drive
the Y axis of the recorder. The ent ire parabolic dry
curve shown in Figure 2 is not required. Only the
initial portion corresponding to coo ling currents up to
1.5 ma , was used because this permitt ed measureme nts
of water potentials down to -25 b ars. Th e measurin g
procedure is to first draw the dry curve for the particular hydrom eter to be used as the bas e against which
wet responses will be compared. After a sample is inserted , the hygrometer is allowed to reach thermal stability, indicated by a zero current output variat ion of
less th an 0.001 °C. The cooling curre nt is increased to
form a droplet on the junction and then dec~eased until
the wet respon se equals the dry response. At this point
the outp ut may drift slowly downward for a few minut es
as the wet junction adju sts to the new temperatur e
regime at the reduced current. The coo ling current is

FIGURE 6 . Cooling circuit for thermocouple hygrom eters; A , two mercury cells ( 1.4V); B, DPDT
switch center off) for eith er 1.4 V or 2.8 V; C,
DPDT switch for current reversal; D , 500 ohm, 10
turn pot entiometer; resistors; E, ( 56 ohm), F ,
(3 90 ohm) and G, (2.2 K ohm) to control current
range ; H, 100 ohm 5 % resistor for monitoring current ; I , output to X-axis of X-Y recorder ; J, output
to hygrometer.
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For single-junction
thermocouples , a correction
factor usually is required as indicated for one such
thermocouple
in Table 1. The computed correction
factor in this case does not appear to be independent
of the water potential of the calibrating solution at water
potentials greater than -13.5
bars. At these higher
water potentials, both the magnitude of the correction
required and the cooling current at the intersection point
become small. Hence the calculated correction factor
becomes sensitive to small errors. lf it is assumed that
this output has been determined only to an accuracy
of ±0.1 µ,V, the discrepancies of water pot entials greater
than -13.5 bars from the value of 1.7 µ,V ma - 1 arc
within the uncertainty of the measurements. A correction factor of 1.7 µ,V ma gives water potentials to within
0.2 bar of the values listed for the solutions for the
entire range, suggesting that the correction factor can
be reliably obtained using only one solution with a water
potential of less than -13.5 bars. In practice, hygrometers were calibrated using solutions of -9.0
and
-18.0 bars.
The correction factors varied considerably from hygrometer to hygrometer as is indicated by Table 2.
Visual inspection under a binocular microscope revealed
that the sign and magnitude of the factors were related
to the sha pe of the individual junctions. lf the wires at
the junction tended to remain one above the other, the
correction factor was positive and its magnitude increased with the degree to which the wires tended to
remain separate. For junctions at which the wires were
fused into one plane, correction factors were negative .
These observations can be reconciled with the view that
the_ correction factor results from a junction electrical
resistance. For junctions of the first type, the current
flow during cooling is from constantan to chromel for
the entir e junction. This will produce a voltage across
the sensing leads that is of the same sign as that produced by the temperature depression. For junctions of
the second type, current flow will be from constantan
to chrome[ on the cooling side of the junction, but from
chromel to constantan on the sensing side. In this case
t~e voltage due to the current flow will be of opposite
sign to that produced by the cooling of the junction.

readjusted . until a stable intersection of wet and dry
respo~se 1s found. At this _point the output in microvolts 1s re corded. If a junction resistance correction is
to be m a de, the current is also noted. The microvolt
ou_tput is converted to dewpoint temperature depression
usmg the thermocouple coefficient ( 60 µ,v c - 1 for
chromel-constantan).
The water potential corresponding to this dewpoint depression is then abstracted from
Figure 1.
0

CALIBRATION

:o

determine the nature and magnitude of any corrections required, the calibrations of the hygrometers
were checked using sodium chloride solutions of known
molality. These were prepared at molalities of 0.05 , 0.1 ,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. The osmotic potentials of these
solutions ar_e obtainable directly from tables ( Lang
1967). A disk of paper towelling , 0.63 cm . diameter,
was thoroughly wetted with one of the solutions and
then placed in the depression in the base plate that is
apparent in the cross-section view of Figure 4. This depression is used exclusively for calibration purposes .
For use on_leaves , the opposite face of the base plate is
placed against the leaf . The hygromet e r is closed and
the procedure already outlined is used to obtain an uncorrected microvolt output for the solution. A "co rrect "
output_ is ~alcul_ated for the solution by using the water
p_otential listed m the tables to obtain a dcwpoint depression from Figure I. The correction factor is computed
by subtracting the "co rrect" output from the observed
output and dividing the difference by the observed current to give microvolts per milliampere. In subsequent
determinations this correction factor times the observed
current, is subtracted from the obs~rvcd output before
the dewpoint depression is calculated. The correction
factor has units corresponding to electrical resistance
and if it is completely due to the electrical resi stanc~
of the junction , it should be independent of the actual
output and stable with time. If the correction factor
does reflect only the electrical resistance of the junction,
the double-junction
thermocouples that were first developed should require no correction since no current
is flowing in the sensing junction; measurements of solutions using these junctions were consistently within 0.2
bar of the value listed in the tables without applying
any corrections.
Table 1.

Calibration of thermocouple hygrometer No. 1

Molality of
NaCl solution

0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

EQUILIBRATION TIMES

Vapor equilibrium for cavities of the size used in the

Water
Potential
bars

-2.3
-4.6
-9.0
-13.4
-18.0
-22.4

p.V

Cooling
Current,
ma

1.7
3.7
7.2
10.8
14.2
18.0

0.10
0.215
0.43
0.65
0.83
1.13

Output,

Correct
dewpoint
depression,

oc

.0268
.0535
.107
;161
.214
.26
107

Correct
output,
µV

1.6
3.2
6.4
9.7
12.8
16.0

Correction
factor,
µVma- 1

Difference,
observed correct
outputs; µV

0.1
0.5
0.8
1.1
1.4
1.9

1.0
2.3
1.9
1.7
1.7
1.7

Table 2.

Determination

Hygrometer
No.
2

3
4

5

of correction factors for thermocouple

Water potential,
bars

hygrometers

Output ,

Cooling current,

Correction
factor,

p,V

ma

p,V ma- 1

13.7
6.8
12.2
6.15
12.25
6.0
12.8
6.4

0.86
0.41
0.89
0.43
0.92
0.43
0.86
0.43

1.0
1.0
-0.7
-0.7
-0.7
-1.0
0
0

-18.0
-9.0
-18.0
-9.0
-18.0
-9.0
-18.0
-9.0

hygrometers · should be attained rapidly above sample
with no surface resistance to diffusion if no adsorption
of water is ocurring within the chamber. Following
the analysis of Lamber and Schilfgaadre (1965), equilibrium in a chamber of height 0.63 cm . should be established in less than 10 seconds. Observed times over
solutions on paper towelling for the copper cavities of
the hygrometers ranged from 20 minutes at low water
potentials to several hours at higher water potentials.
Adsorption on the walls of the cavities and on the posts
supporting the thermocouple appears to have produced
this delay in reaching equilibrium. To reduce surface
adsorption the interior walls and posts of the hygrometers were coated with resolidified paraffin wax . This
was accomplished by raising the temperature of the
hygrometers above the melting point for paraffin and
placing small pieces of wax on the walls and posts of
the cavity until the cavity was approximately half filled
with molten wax. The wax shrunk considerably once it
was resolidified so that the empty volume wrthin a
treated cavity became about three-quarters that of an
untreated cavity . Vapor equilibration over solutions on
towelling appeared to be rapid with the waxed cavities.
During the introduction of the sample, the handling of
the hygrometers disturbed their temperature equilibrium. After closing the hygrometers , it required from
5 to lO minutes for thermal stability to be re-established.
By this time the waxed cavities were always at vapor
equilibrium with the solutions.
Inspite of the wax treatment, equilibration times on
washed corn leaves remained very long. The effect of
the cuticular resistance to vapor diffusion can be calculated assuming no adsorption within the cavity. The
time constant for equilibration is the diffusion resistance
in sec. cm - 1 multiplied by the height of the chamber
in centimeters. For a cuticular resistance of I 00 sec
cm - \ the time constant would be 63 seconds. However observed equilibration times ranged from several
hours to nearly a day . This made it impossible to follow
rapid changes in leaf water potential. To increase the
rate of equilibration, it became neces sary to reduc e the
diffusive resistance of the leaf samples. This could hav e
been accomplished by promoting stomata! opening or
lowering cuticular resistance.

A hygrometer with the cavity section made of glass
was constructed so that the enclosed leaf section might
be illuminated to open the stoma tes. The temperature
gradients in the cavity produced by the light wou ld not
invalidate the measurement if the dewpoint depression
were measured relative to the sample temperature; in
fact, the heating of the glass chamber walls would reduce
the adsorption effects. It was fount.I that rapid vapor
equilibration was achieved above illuminated leaf
samples . Measured potentials were not reliable and in
some cases apparent positive potentials were measured.
The errors probably arose from either improper referencing to leaf temperature or temperature gradients
across the leaf, even though the leaf was sealed to a
copper block with heat conducting grease . Both of
these are engineering problems which might be overcome. This approach was halted when it was found that
the proper use of an organic solvent would greatly reduce cuticular resistance by removing the leaf surface
wax.

Several organic solvents appeared to remove the surface wax in corn leaves , but, in general, the treatments
damag ed the underlying leaf tissue. We found that
xylene, an excellent solvent for waxes that is not extremely volatile , should be used as described below .
A cloth was moistened with xylene and then allowed to
dry until the wetted area was barely visib le. This area
was used to gently wipe the leaf surface. This treatment
produced large reductions in cuticular resistance. A
plant in the laboratory had leaf resistances that were too
large to be successfully measured with a diffusion porometer of the type described by Kanemasu et al (1969).
Resistances in an area treated with xylene dropped to 2
or 3 sec cm - 1 . Before placing an intact leaf in a hygrometer , a section of the leaf only slightly larger than the
cavity was treated (approximately 1.2 cm in diameter).
Vapor equi librium over such leaves was esta bli shed by
the time thermal stab ility had been reac hed. Leaves
treated in this way have been left in hygrometers for
periods of up to one week and have shown no visible
damage in the trea ted area when the hygrometers were
reopened. This treatment then enabled in situ measurement s of corn leaf water potentials to be made successfully.
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The performance of the hygrometers was tested in
severa l expe rim ents on intact corn plants. These exper iments were conducted only to evaluate the capabilities
of the hygrometers and not to collect new biological information. Measurements were conducted on plants
grown in a growth room and transferred to a grow th
chamber for the experiments. The chamber thermostat
sett ing was left at 25 °C during the experiments , but the
temperature at a height of I ½ meters, as measur ed by
a suspended mercury thermometer, rose to 28 ± 1°C
while the_ lights were_ on in the chamber. This lighting
was provided by a mixture of fluorescent and incandescent lamps. The plants were growing in 25 cm diameter
fiber pots and were 6 to 8 weeks old. The hygrometers
were mounted on leaves in the mid-portions of the
plants, usually on the fifth or sixth leaf from the base.
Up to four hygrometers were mounted on a plant, but
these were positioned only on two consecutive leaves.
A single hygrometer on a leaf was placed about midway
between th e base and the tip of the leaf. If two or three
hygrometers were mour1Led on one leaf, they were
spaced evenly along the leaf.
Leaf water potentials were measured on two plants
as the soil in the pots was allowed to dry out in Experiments I and 2 . Results are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
The gaps in the plotted result s represent times during
which no readings of water potential were taken.
In Experiment 1 (Figure 7) there was an initial illuminated period of 35 hours followed by a dark period
of 13.5 hours . A final two hours of illumination ended
the experiment. During the first interval , measured
water potentials declined quite steadily from -5 .9 bars
to -13.4
bars. Some fluctuations appeared to be imposed on this trend. The results as shown are only for
one of the hygrometers. The measurements made by the
?ther thre e hygromet ers on the plant were very similar ,
in that at any one time the readings were no more than
1.5 bars apart. The observed fluctuations appeared to
~ccur simultan eously at the different hygrometer positions. The measured water potential responded within
a few minutes to the reduction in transpiration rate produced by turning off the lights in the chamber. The initial rapid rate of increase declined gradually with time.
After 13.5 hours the water potential had risen to -3
bars. Upon re-illumination the rate of decrease was even
faster. Water potentials droped to - 14 bars within one
hour and then became relatively steady.
The results for Experiment 2, as shown in Figure 8,
are quite similar to those of the first experime nt. In this
case the plant did not become as highly stressed. The
fluctuations about the mean trend were more obvious in
these result s because the readings were made at shorter
ti_me intervals. Once aga in the fluctuations appeared
simultaneously at the four hygrometer positions. It is not
obvious from the first two experiments whether th e
measured fluctuations repr esented actual changes in
leaf water potentials or if they were artifacts produced
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RESULTS OF IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF
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FIGURE 7. Measured water potentials of a corn leaf
during drying period: Experiment 1.
by the h ygrome ter s in response to changes in the overall
conditions within the growth chamber such as air temperature fluctuations. The source of the fluctuations was
better revealed in the next experiment.
In Experiment 3, leaf water potentials were measured at the midpoints of two consecutive leaves of a
corn plant. Transpiration from the lower leaf was prevented by enclosing it in aluminized mylar tape. Results for the experiment are shown in Fig. 9. The experiment was performed with the chamber lights on, but
in the preceding period the lights were off and hence
initial values of water potential are relatively high.
Measured water potentials for both leaves declined
steadi ly for the first 1.5 hours of the experiment, but
those of the freely transpiring leaf fell more rapidly.
The differences in the rates of decline were associated
with the water storage within the enclosed leaf and the
water potenial drop between the transpiring leaf and
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FIGURE 8. Measured water potentials of a corn leaf
during drying period: Experiment 2.
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the stalk. A distinct knee appeared in the response of
the transpiring leaf after its water potential had dropped
to -10 bars. This likely represented the point at which
stomata] closure, in response to diminishing leaf water
content , became effective in limiting transpiration .
About 40 minutes later, marked fluctuations became
evident in the measured potentials. These were apparent in the measurements on both leaves, but those
for the enclosed leaf were considerably damped and
lagged for five minutes in phase. This difference in
the behaviour for the two leaves was again attributed to
the storage within the enclosed leaf and the water potential drop between the transpiring leaf and the stalk.
The hygrometers on the two leaves were similarly exposed to the environment of the growth chamber , and
so the fluctuations, if due to external effects acting on
the hygrometers , should have been of the same magnitude and phase for both leaves . Since the responses
were different in a way that was consistent with effects
associated with the differenecs in transpiration rate between the leaves, we believe that the hygrometers were
measuring real fluctuations in leaf water potentials.
A final series of experiments were performed to determine if rapid changes in leaf water potentials could
be successfully followed using the hygrometers. The
procedure was to allow the test plants to deplete their
soil water supply until leaf water potentials had dropped
to relatively low values. Then a rapid rise in the leaf
water potentials was produced in two ways. In Experiments 4 and 5 the leaf was bent so that the section near
the stalk lay in a beaker of water; then the leaf was
severed under water. In Experiment 6 the pot containing the plant was rapidly flooded so that the base
of the stalk could be cut off and placed in a beaker
of water without the cut surface being exposed to the
air. Figure 10 shows results for Experiments 4, 5 and
6. In all these experiments, the measured recovery of
water potentials after cutting is quite rapid . A new

equilibrium is established within 10 minutes after rises
of from 9 to 12 bars in water potential. The response
appeared to be equally fast for cutting at the base of the
leaf and for cutting at the base of the stalk. This similarity was not expected ; it might have suggested that
the time-response was being controlled by the limitations of the hygrometer system in adjusting to changes
in leaf water potential and that the leaves were actually
responding more rapidly. However, an independent
measurement of leaf water content using a Beta gauge
in the experiment yielded a similar time response.
A comparison of Beta gauge results and hygrometer
measurements from Experiment 6 are shown in Figure
11. The Beta gauge used a technetium source (T c 99 ,
activity 1.34 µ,C) mounted 0.6 cm . from the GeigerMueller tube (halogen quenched, thin end window
model HBM-1, Electronics Associates Ltd., Downsview,
Ontario). The Beta gauge results were obtained using a
ratemeter (Tracermatic Ratemeter model SC79, Tracelab Inc. , Waltham, Mass.) connected to a strip chart
recorder. The counts per minute of the Beta gauge are
plotted on a logarithmic scale in Figure 11 . In this
scale they should be inversely proportional to the relative water content of leaf. The relative water content
is expected to be approximately linearly , elated to the
water potential ras was found for corn leaves at water
potentials greater than -10 bars by Shinn and Lemon
( 1968) ] . Hence, the results of the Beta gauge as plotted
should represent the response of leaf water potential.
The curves for the Beta gauge and the hygrometer are
fairly similar. The time constant (i.e. time required for
63 % of the change) for the Beta gauge curve is 160 sec
and for the hygrometer curve , 1 l O sec. The Beta gauge
results include a 40 sec time constant for the output
filter of the ratemeter. If allowance is made for this in
the time constant of the results , the hygrometer and
Beta gauge appear to have been responding with almost
equal rapidity, and, if anything, the hygrometer may
have been slightly faster. Thus, it appears that the
hygrometer response was not limiting the time response
of the results .
TIME AFTER CUTTING (MIN)
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FIGURE9. Measured water potentials for two consecutive leaves on one corn plant : the upper leaf is
normally exposed, but the lower is enclosed in aluminized mylar tape.

FIGURE 10. Measured response of corn leaf water potentials after cutting either base of leaf or base ?f
stalk in water. Curves represent results from different plants .
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sensing junction until_it is in equilibrium with the vapor
within the chamber. In the isopiestic technique, the
vapor pressure of the dropl et is adjusted by changing its
osmotic potential. With the dewpoint hygrometer, the
vapor pressure is regulated by controlling the temperature of the droplet. Both methods are free of those errors
in normal psychrometric determinations of water potential which arise because of the net vapor exchange
occurring at the droplet.
The principle of the dewpoint hygrometer could be
used for measurements of the water potentials of both
soils and plants . In situ measurements on plants seemed
to be the more difficult problem, and so a hygrometer
for use on intact com leaves has been developed. The
use of an insulated copper chamber made absolute temperature control of the unit unnecessary . In the laboratory, water potentials of calibrating solutions have been
consistently measured to within 0.2 bar of tabulated
values. In order to reduce the adsorptive effects within
the chamber, it was found necess,ary to coat the interior
surfaces of the hygrometer s with resolidified paraffin
wax. On intact leaves it was also necessary to carefully
remove the cuticular wax with xylene in order to reduce
vapor equilibration times to acceptable values. The se
treatments permitted hygrometers to successfully measure rapid changes in leaf water potential s.
If thermal equilibrium is maintained within the hygrometer, the sensitivity of the measurem ent to temperature change can be theoreticalJy predicted. At a constant
water potential , a temperatur e change of ten degrees
from 20 °C will produc e only a 5% change in the dewpoint temperature depression . Abrupt changes in the
external environment may produce ero rrs by disturbing
the thermal equilibrium. It was found in a growth
chamber that after turning the lights either off or on ,
erro rs of up to 0.5 bar in water potential could arise.
A sudden change in the chamber temperature from 25 °C
to 30 °C was accompanied by abrupt shifts of 0.5 to
0.75 bar in measured leaf water pot entials although
some of the effect was later attributed to voltmeter drift.
It is felt that these effects can be reduc ed by further
improv ements in the design of the hygrometers .
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11. Hygrometer measurements of water potential and Beta gauge resp onse for the same com
leaf after cutting base of stalk in water .

FIGURE

The absolute accuracy of the in situ measurements
in the growth chamb er has not been definitely determined. The hygrom eters appear to be somewhat sensitive to abrupt changes in their external environment.
The output for no cooling current was found to depart
slightly from zero for peri ods of a few hours after the
chamber lights were eithe r turned on or off. The maximum departure amo unted to 0.005 °C, which would
cor respond to an error of 0.5 bar water potential. During a dark period in one of the earlier exper imen ts, the
therrr.osta t was reset from 25 °C to 30°C for a period of
45 min. This produced an initial rapid shift downward
of O 5 to 0.75 bar in the measured leaf water potential
and a comparable increase was observed when the temperature setting was return ed to 25 °C. The 5°C change
in tcmperatL!rc produced an uncertainty of 0.5 to 0.75
bar in the measured wate r potent ials. Some of the uncerta inty arises from a zero shift in the output of the
electronic voltmeter which was located within the
growth chamb er. During the expe riments the zero of the
voltmeter was not monitored , but it was later determined
that shifts from 0.25 to 0.1 fl-,V were produced by rapid
5°C chan ges in temperature. Thi s would hav e introduced errors of 0.08 to 0.3 bar in measured water potential that were in the same dir ection as the changes
observed in leaf water pot ential in response to rapid
temperature change. Henc e, error s resulting from disruption of thermal equilibrium within the hygrometers
were likely less than the observed uncertainty of 0 .5 to
0.75 bar.
Durin g more gra dual environmental changes it was
felt that the relative accuracy of the in situ measurements
was comparabl e to that obtained in the laboratory
measurem ents on solutions where errors remained less
than 0.2 bar.
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PULSED THERMISTOR PSYCHROMETERFOR
MEASURING VAPOR PRESSUREDIFFERENTIAL

J. H. Kitchen and J. L. Thames

dQ(evap) = dQ(rad)

The measurement of water potential using thermoelectric devic es has primarily evolved from work with
thermocouple psychrometers by Spanner ( 1951) and
Richards and Ogata (19 5 8). The device developed by
Spanner used Peltier cooling which condenses water on
one junction forming a wet bulb . The wet-loop psychrometer developed by Richards and Ogata required that
the junction be manually wetted with a drop of water.
Both types of psychrometers have been succes sfully used
in the laborat ory and field .
The th ermistor is som etimes pref err ed over the
thermocoupl e as a temp eratur e sensor becau se it is a
rugged elem ent which has a grea ter response to temperatur e than other tran sduc ers. Th ermistors are commercially avail able co ated with T eflon or imbedd ed in glass
making them desirabl e for use in corro sive environm ents
or with electrically conductiv e solution s.
Several types o f psychrom etcrs cap able of making
pr ecise diff erential vapor pr ess ure measur ements hav e
been developed using the rmistors. Most of these use a
matched pai r of thermistor s in a whea tstone brid ge circuit as described by Fa rm and Bru ckenstein ( 196 8).
The brid ge circuit operat es as a differential resistance
detector which app arently can cels the effect of self-heating. How ever, if the differential brid ge a rrangement is
not used , only very small brid ge voltages must be applied to red uce instability cau sed by self-heatin g.
The pul sed electronic psychrom eter (PEP) constructed for this stud y does not requir e match ed thermistors nor is it affected by self-h eating. Measur ements
are made with a single thermistor and are not dep endent
on unbalanc e condition s ch aract eristic of bridg e circuit s,
but are the result of mea surin g th e actual re sistanc e
change of the sensor. Self-h eating problems are eliminated by using con stant current puls es of short duration.

dt

dt

+ dQ(wire) + dQ(cond)
dt

[l]

dt

where Q is the quantity of heat and t is time . The individual heat flow terms wer e then an alyzed to produce
an equation relating emf to If· The equation is,

79611 - exp (7.26

emf=

X

10- 4w)J

[2]

wher e t/1is the wat er potential.
Th e PE P describ ed here differ s from the wet-loop
thermocoupl e psychr ometer in the mea sur ement signal.
H owever, it is also possible to derive a theoretical equ ation for th e PEP relatin g the oi.:tput, M 1:: and t/1 that
is similar to equ ation (2) . Th e following development
produ ces such an equ ation .
Th e relationship ,

[ 3]
describ es the vari ation in resistance r1-: of a thermistor
1
1
with temperatur e, T , where T 1 is (- - -), r1~ is the

T

To

resistanc e at the reference temperatur e T o, and B is
the chara cteri stic con stant of the thermistor. Temperatur e is in Kelvin degrees. Equation [3 ) solved for
T1 gives

1

T

1

= -B ln

rE

[ 4]

o

rE

The relationship
0

rE = rE + L'irE

THEORY

[5]

where ME is the change in resistance going from temperature To to temperature T .is substituted into equation [4] which gives

The the ory for the wet-loop thermocouple psychrometer relatin 5 the output electromotiv e force ( emf) to
temperature, pressure, psychrometer geometry, and
water potent ial has been develop ed by Rawlins ( 1967) .
He assumed for steady-state conditions that heat flow
into the sensor by radiation , conduction through the air ,
and conduct:.on through the wires was balanced by
evaporative cooling and wrote,
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The Clausius-Clapeyron
form

=

T
1

R

equation can be written in tihe

ln (1 - Ni)

1V

[7]

vapor pressur e and saturated vapor press ure of water,
respectively.
The basic thermodynamic equ ation which describ es
t/Jas a function of a vapor pressure ratio is

ln ~

1/1= RT

Vo

where R is the universal gas constant, Lv is the latent
heat of vaporization of water, and Ni is the mole fraction of the solute , i. The equation describes the conc~tration of the solution as a function of T 1 . Equations [4] and [7] can be combined to give

where V "
tionships

R

N

1

6rE

ln (1 - N.) = - ln (1 + -)

-L
V

B

1

[15)

eo

w

[8)

0

=

i

0

is the molar volume of water. Th e rela-

1 - N

[16)

s

and

rE

Solving for (1 - Ni) yields,

(1- Ni) (1+ L',r!]

exp

=

(~J

N

[17]

s.

[ 9]

when combined yiel d

rE

[18)

The right hand side of equation [9 ] has the form
or
(1

+

~)n

[10)

a

N.

1

This form can be expanded by a power series to
1

+ n ~ + n(n -

1) (~) 2

2!

a

a

+ ...

[11)

=
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+
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o

0
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E
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=

=

p N
0

S

[14)

where p is the vapor pre~sure developed over a solution
the vapor pressure of the pure solvent , and N :
1s th~ mole fraction of the solvent. For an ideal aqueous
solution , Rauolt's law is modified to give

po is

e = e N

0 W

E

= -- 0

L

V

[

1

-

exp

[·:~]

l

[20]

This equation is identical in form to the one developed
by Rawlins (1967) for the wet-loop thermocoupl e psychrometer. The quantity B is a constant and is calculated from [3 ] in the temperature range which the device is being operated. Th e sensitivity of the instrument which is related to the value of the quantity
rEoRB
--is governed by the value of rEo and B, both of
Lv
which must be chosen as large as possible.

The equation describes the change in resistance of the
thermistor as a function of the mole fraction of the
solute which must be related to water potential (i/1) of
the solution . Raoult 's law described vapor pressure lowering as
p

[19)

Finally we substitut e equati ons [ 13 l and [ 18a ] into
[ 19] which yields

All terms beyond the second term are very small and
can be ignor ed.
Solving equation [ 12 J for ME yields

6r

1/IV
ol
RT
[

~=exp_}!!_

e

1

[18a]
0

for idea] aqueous solutions .
Solving equation [ 15] for e/ ~0 yields

which when applied to equa tion [9] yields
(1 - N.)

e
e

= 1

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
CALIBRATION

The PEP was constructed as a laboratory instrument
to measure the water potential of solutions, soils, and
biological mat erials. The sensor in the PEP probe is a
miniature glass bead thermistor moistened by the wet-

[14a]

where N" is the m_olefraction of water, e and e., are the
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Block diagram of the PEP.
cuit. Th e circuit is shown in Figure 2. The gain control
is an operational amplifier arranged in a non-inverting
mode where the output voltage of the amplifi er can be
adjusted acco rdin g to the relationship

loop technique . The dry bulb or reference temperature
is established by the temperature of the surroundings.
The resistance change of the thermistor due to wet-bulb
depression is indirectly measured as a change in voltage.
The temperature depressions must be measured with a
large degree of resolut ion .
The currert through the thermistor causes it to heat.
However , any significant errors which would result from
Joule heating were eliminated by use of a short du ration
pulse. In order to accurately measure the amplitude of
the pulse an oscilloscope is required .
The PEP is composed of seven components (Figure
1.). They are, 1) a pulse generator , 2) pulse amplifier
with its 3) gain control , 4) differential amplifier control for the constant current pulse circuit , 5) constant
current pulse circuit , 6) thermistor prob e assembly; and
7) an oscilloscope.
The pulse generator, a mono stabl e multivibrator ,
gcnerat c's the pulse which activitatcs the system. When
the pulse generator is activitated by a switch it remains
on for a pres et time. The "on time " can be varied from
5 to 100 m sec with a variable resistor.
Th e puls e amp lifier and its gain control consists of
an operat ional amplifier and a transistor switchin g cir-

E

out

= Ein

[Ro
R:R]

[21)

where E i11the inpu t voltage is a pair of batteries in series
forming a constant 3.0 VDC input , R o and R 1 make up
the feedback resistor network for the amp lifier, and E
out is the output voltage. For equation [21] it can be
seen that the output voltag e is contro lled by the value
which R., is adju sted , since Ei11and R 1 are constants.
The output voltage from the gain control amp lifier
is gated to the pulse amplifier which is a transistor
switching circuit. A pulse at the base of the PNP transistor switches the output of the gain control amp lifier in
the constant current circuit (Figure 3).
The differential amp lifier in the constant current
pulse circuit is an FET: ( field effect transistor) input
operational amplifier. Its output is connected to the
gate of the current controlling FET. The FET acting
as a valve in th e line supplying current to the thermisitor
controls the magnitude of the pulse. The constant current pulse circuit is activated by a 4-volt pulse from the

Ro

+ 30V DC
T

THERMISTOR
IN PROBE

3.0

voe
COMMON
FROM
PULSE
GENERATOR

PNP
----.

TO
DIFFERENTIAL
AMPLIFIER

COMMON

COMMON

FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 3.

Pulse amplifier and gain control.
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Constant current pulse circuit.

pulse amplifier in the previous stage. The pulse upsets
the voltage balance between the two inputs of the differentia l amp lifier cau sing a difference voltage at the gate
of the FET. This drives the FET into a conducting
mode for the duration of the pulse.
Current flowing through the FET also flows throu gh
the thermistor and the 4000 n resistor R,.. When the
current through the FET reaches 1 ma, 4 volts is developed across Re and is fed back to the negative input
of the differential amp lifier forcing both inputs to the
same potential. The curre nt will then stabilize at I ma .
At the end of the pulse, the positive input of the different ial amplifier returns to 0 volts causing the output
to drive th e FET back into a non-conducting mode.
Feedback voltage across Re returns to zero holding the
FET in this mode .
The amplitude of the current flowing through the
thermistor is regulat ed by the voltage developed across
Re and is independent of the resistance . in the seriesconnected probe.
The volt age pulse is displayed on an osci lloscope
screen as a negative-going square wave whose amplitude
is determined by the temperature of tl1e bath, the magnitude of the wet-bulb depression , and the magnitude of
the current passing through the thermistor. A 1 ma
pulse was adap ted as a standard to fac ilitate calcu lations. Using the 1 ma current pulse the height of the
voltage pulse is 1 volt for each l 000 n of thermistor
resistance.
The oscilloscope is equipped with a differential amplifier plug-in unit with an internal reference voltage
which allows the position of a trace to be raised or
lowered. The sensitivity range of the oscilloscope varies
from 5 volts cm - 1 to 1 mV cm ~ 1 . Using the most
sensitive sca le a pulse with a nominal value of 4 volts
is represented as a pulse 4000 cm high. The internal
reference is used to raise the pulse until the bottom 6
cm are visible.
Any arbitrary refe rence level can be set and maintained with the system. A 1 cm change in pulse height
from refer~nce is equivalent to a 1 n change in the
thermistor. It is easily possible to resolve changes of
0.1 cm which reflect a temperature depression of
0.001 C 0 •

LEAD WIRES

RUBBER STOPPER

~

GLASS TUBE SEALED
WITH SIL!CONERUBBER

i--t----

~ -c :~~

TEST TUBE

- -

RUBBER STOPPER USED
AS A GUIDE
THERMISTOR
WIRE LOOP TO HOLD
WATER DROP
FILTER PAPER LINING
WALL OF TEST TUBE
KCL

FIGURE

4.

SOLUTION

Calibration apparat us .

further change in voltage was detected, where it was
assumed that maximum cooling had occurred (Figure
5). The voltage at maxim um cooling was used to develop calibration relationships of water potentia l lfJ to
the wet bulb depression (T.i-T").
The performance of the Rawlins ( 1967) th ermocouple psychrometer and the PEP can be compared by
changing th e dependent variable in equ ation [2] and
[20]. Figure [6] shows tjJ as a function of T for both
instruments. Although both equa tions pr edict a slight
curvature at low tjJ, th e relationship is essen tially linear.
There appears to be no difference between th e PEP and
the Rawlins psychrometer. Both operate at less than
maximum efficiency as shown by th e departure from the
theor etical relationship pr edicted from the ClausiusClapyreon equation.

CALIBRATION

The PEP was tested to determine if the relationship
predicted by equation [2 ] could be obtained . Tests
were mad e ove r a ser ies of pot assium chlorid e (KCL)
solutions with a probe assem bly similar to that described
by Korven and Taylor (1959), (Figure 4) .
A cooling curve was determined for eac h KCL solution used. Pri or to a set of mea sur ement s th e test chamber was lined with filter pap er to increase the wetted surface are a. The tes t chamber was sealed and plac ed in a
constant tem pera ture bath for 24 hours . The wire loop
of the probe assembly was then filled with a water droplet and sealed in the chamber. Measurements were taken
at 5 min intervals thereafter. Vo-ltage mea surements
were plotted against time for each solution until· no
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50

believed that the PEP would be useful in studying this
phenomenon.
A soil column was constructed to be used with the
PEP as shown in Figure [7 ] . Th e soil column container
was Plexiglass tubing 5 cm ID and 15 cm long. Two
ports were drilled 5 cm apart for inserting the PEP
probes. Each port was fitted with a screen cage 1 cm in
diameter and 4 cm long , in order to fonn two small
chambers inside the soil column. The column was then
packed with fine , clean silica sand and fitted with a
porous plate at each end.
The PEP probes were machined to fit the ports and
equipped with an 0-ring vapor seal. The probes were
constructed to position the thermistor in the center of
th e soil column . A sketch of the probe is shown in Figure 7. A switch allowed th e probes to be read indep endently . The switch circuit contain ed a set of variable resi sto rs for correcting inherent variation between
thermistors and to set the re sistance of each probe to an
initi al value. Th e correction did not cause errors in
meas ur ement , since thermistors track very close to each
other ov er a small temp era ture range.
Flow through the soil column was maint ained using
leveling bo ttle s similar to those described by Nielsen and
Biggar ( 1961). The flow rate was set by adjusting the
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Time to equilibrium for the PEP with 5 KCl solutions.

The soi l probe rel ationship shown in Figure [ 6] was
di.:veloped for a probe us ed in a mi scib le displacement
stu dy . The probe, built to b.:: inse rt ed in a soil column,
was dipp ed into paraffin to protect and h old the thennistor in place. The paraffin b:::came a pathwa y for heat
co nducti o n , causing a sm aller temp erature depression at
the wet sensor. The result is reflected in a low er slop e,
an d a somew h at less eff icient probe .

LEAD WIRES

WIRE LOOP TO
HOLD WATER

AN APPLICATION OF THE PEP

The PEP was used in a laboratory stud y of miscible
displacen1ent. Miscibl e di sp lace ment is involved in th e
invasion of one fluid by another fluid mov ing thr oug h a
po ro us medium. Ph e~o mena such as leac hin g so ils,
mov ement of fertilizer int o the root zo ne of pl ant s, and
salt wat er intru sion into aquif e rs ca n all be interpreted
wit h mi scib le displacement theory. The movement of
the invadin g so lution coupled with th e action of diffusion
ca uses the sh a rp int erface between the invading so lution
and the resi dent so luti o n to become blurr ed. 1t was

FIGURE 7.

Soil column assembly and PEP probe.

10

suction at input and output ends of th e column. The
flow rate was measured at the output end as th e volume
of effl uent versus time .
Prior to a run , th e soil column was placed in a co nstant temper ature bath. The system was allowed to run
for two day s while th e temp era ture and water flow rates
equilibrated, after which the probes were wetted and
installed in the column. The probes were then adjusted
so that th e absolute value of · resistance of each was
identical.
A run was initiated by replacing the fresh water input to the soil column with a 1 M KCL solution. Measurements were immediately made with each probe and
continued thereafter until both probes had reached
their maximum resistance, or their maximum voltage
deflection.
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Relationship of water potential to wet
bulb depression.
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RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The distri but ion of salt with distance and time in a
soil column as measured with the PEP are sliown in
Figures 10 and 11. The points are plotted for d = 5
cm and d = 10 cm for two runs . A simp le and expand ed model for predictin g br eak- through cu rves during miscibl e displacement were pr esented by Ni elsen and
Biggar ( 1962). Th e models are statistical and are solutions to the diffusion equation .
The simple model is,

c

co

=2

[erfc(

z - vt

C

=

14Dt

exp

----===-g:gggif

QQQ3

z : 5c m

09

D= AS SHO WN

08
07
06

C!C0 o 5
04
03

l22J

[z- vt]
[erfc

0

z

V:

02

14 Dt }]

where v is the average velocity of the salt front, c 0 is
the initial concentration of th e invadin g solution, c is
the concentration of th e invading solution at some distance d and t , and D is th e dispersion factor. Th e expanded model is,
C

o~ooooe

10

vz f c [z
+ vt]~
14Dt

1Der

[23]

The second ter m of equation [23) would significantly
affect bre akt hrough curves only at velocities greatly less
than tho se measure d in the study . Thus , only the simple
mod el was examined.
In equ atio ns [22 ) and [23 ], D and t are constants.
However , it was not possible to maintain cons tant
velocity for eithe r run during the· study . The effect of
a changing velocity on breakthrough curves is shown
in Figure 8. Velocity ha s the effect of translating th e
curves to the right as it decreas es and to th e left as it
increases. The effect of D is shown in Figure 9. As it
is incr eased th e curve is rotated about its mid point to
the right. The valu e of D ~as det ermined by trial and
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Theoretical breakthrough curves for
3 diffusiviti es.

error to be 0.0003 . Thi s value was used in all solutions .
The initial flow rate for run 1 was 0 .76 ml/ rnin- 1
and the final rate 0.85 ml/min. - 1 The breakthr ough
curves predicted by equation f 22 ) for the initial flow
velocity is sho wn in Figure l 0. Durin g the ear ly stages
of the run the velocity was low and the data closely resemble th e analy tical soution. As time goes on, the solution deviates to the right of the data and has a lower
slop e. Bot h characteristics s•Jggests a decreasing velocity. The analytic solution grea tly departs from the
data in the latter portion s of the run.
The solution is plotted for the final flow rate of 0.85
ml/ min - 1 is shown in Figure 11. During the early stages
of the run . data from run I are to the right of the analytical solution . This effect is expected since the flow
rate of run I had not yet reached the velocity determined
by a flow rat e of 0.85 ml/m in - 1 • In the latter phases
thP solution followed closely to run 1.
The initial a nd final flow rates for run 2 were 0.75
ml/ min - 1 to 1.0 ml/min - 1 • Solution s ba sed on their
velocities behaved in an identical manner to thos e of
run I. Despite th e inability to mainta in a constant
velocity durin g a run, when solut ions were adjusted to
account for veloc ities, data obtai ned with the PEP were
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operated . Development along these lines would significantly advance miniature psychrometry instrumentation.
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FIGURE

closely predicted by the theoretical ·model. The PEP
shows promise as a new instrument for measuring water
pctc-ntial. This was demo;,strated by successfully measurin g the br eakthrough curves in the miscible displacement study .
CONCLUSIONS

An imporatnt point about the instrument is that the
sensor , a thermistor , is a single rugged element. The
wide array of thermistor sizes and shapes can ease design consid erations when constructing probes and
sampl e chambers. Further improv ement of the instrument could result in PEP instrum entation being used
under comput er control .as it is electronic and pulse
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETER READOUT

H. Schimmelpfennig

A microvoltm eter is the basic instrum ent needed to
read the output of Pelti er typ e psychrometers . Accessory equipm ent ma y be as simple as a four-pole doublethrow switch (Rawlins and Dalton 1967) or as complex as a multi-ch a nnel, automated system (Hoffman
et al. 1969). R ecently improved comme rcial operationa l ampl ifiers make it possible to incorporat e both a
microvoltm eter and th e periph eral equipment into a
single unit. This pap er desc rib es a portable psychrometer- readout system which automatically cools the th ermoc oupl e junction for a given tim e and indicates th e
peak voltage on a panel meter. Th e readout system
will accommodate not only several conventional 2terminal-typ e psychrom eters but 3- and 4-terminal typ es
as well (Millar et al. 1970 , Calissendorff 1970) . In
addition , a th ermoc o upl e reference junction ha s been
incorporat ed into the design and the temperatur e (°C)
is read dir ectly from the meter.

BL OCK

I K

REGULATED

sr,Rr

•lO V
5 . 45
SEC

READ

PEAK

-lOV

©

TRACK

HOLD

FIGURE 2.-Sys tem block diagra m.
displayed on a pan el meter calibrated in microvolts .
The ma nually va riab le timin g cycle consists of a 5- to
45- sec coo ling per iod follow ed by a one and a half-sec
delay to allow false voltage peaks to decay before
switchin g in the peak reader (Hoffman et al. 1969 ,
Lang and Trickett 1965) . An audibl e signal indicates
the end of the timing period .
T he low leve l amp lifier (Fig ure 3) consists of two
opera tiona l ampl ifier stages with a fixed overa ll gain of
IO·. The first stage amp lifier is a low drift , low nois e,
non-inverting, chopper amplifier (see Appendix ] , A) .
Its input is prot ecte d from overvoltag e b y a diode clamp
and from pow er line interference by a twin-te e filter.
T he second stage is an integra ted-circuit instrum entation
amplifi er (see App endi x l , B). Th e psychrometer zerooffset control , RS , is loca ted o n the instrum ent pan el.
Th e peak rea der (Figure 4) holds the maximum
value of E until it is manually rese t. The first amplifier
(Appendix 1, C) acts as a switch , passing only th e
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Th e psyc hrom eter readout (Figure 1) is housed in
a gaskete d, aluminum carrying case for protection. The
interior of the case is insulated with urethane foam to
reduce errors caused by thermal gradien ts.
Overa ll ope rati on of the instrument is shown in the
block dia gra m (Figure 2). A psychrom eter connected
to the input bindin g p osts is alternately switch ed between th e cooling-current generator and a mplifi er input
by the READ-COOL relay. Th e TRACK-PEAK relay
enabl es or di sa bles th e peak read er, and the output is
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FIGURE 3.- Low leve l amp lifier schematic .
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positive inputs to charge polycarbonate capacitor, Cl1 .
The second amplifier (Appendix ] , D) is a high input
resistance voltage follower which reads the peak voltage
stored on Cl 1. With the TRACK-PEAK relay in the
TRACK position, the circuit acts as a unit y gain inverter
and not as a peak reader.
The timer (Figure 5) controls the cooling cycle and
drives the READ-COOL and TRACK-PEAK latching
relays. Programmable unijunction transistors, Q3 (D13T2) and Q5 (D 13T 1), are the timing elements. Silicon controlled rectifiers (SMR), Q4 and Q8 drive and
relay coils, and SCR5s Q 1 and Q5 control silicon PNP
tdnsistors, Q2 and Q6, which energies various parts of
the timer circuitry.
The two full-scale ranges are achieved by changing
the value of the range resistor in series with the microammeter. This method of range adjustment prevents the
loss of readings when the psychrometer output voltage
exceeds the preset full-scale range as would occur by
changing the amplifier gain.
The ± 10 volt dual power supply (Figure 6) consists of two voltage regulators (Appendix l , E) and two
l 8-volt zinc-carbon batteries. Total current drain is
15 ma .
The addition of a thermocouple reference junction
provides a temperature measurement with a copperconstantan thermocouple and is read directly in degrees
on the 0-50 scale.

+l

18 · 12.5 V

• +10 V

r

i
V

6.- Dual power supply schematic and block
diagram.

FIGURE

PERFORMANCE
The overall accuracy depends on both the meter and
the amplifier (Table I ). The maximum error is 1%
full scale plus 0.1 µV; this results in an error of ± 0.3
µV (± 0.7 bar) and ± 0.6 µV (+ 1.5 bars) on the 20and 50-µV ranges , respectively. Experimenta l values
are consistent wi·th the calculated accuracy. The input
noise limits precision to ± 0.1 µV (± 0.25 bar).
A 20 °C step change in the ambient temperature
causes a negligible drift of 0.05 µ V per minute . Fluctuating temperatures at the input terminals, however, cannot be tolerated.

1.

Psychrometer

readout

spe.cifkatiol)s.

PANEL METER
Type: I 00 µa taut band
Accuracy: + 0.5 full scale
Resolution: ± 0.25 % full scale
AMPLIFIER AND PEAK READER
Accuracy: + 0.25% of reading (with 0.025%
feed-back resistors)
Input noise: ± 0.1 µV
Rise time to within .1 µ V of final reading: 2 sec.
Initial turn-on warm-up drift: 0 .05 µ V min - 1
Peak; reader drift at 25 °C: 0.005 µ V min - 1
System drift in a l0 °C gradient: 0.02 µ V min - 1
System drift in a 20 °C gradient: 0.05 µV min - 1

"'
"

RE 5.-Cooling
schematic.
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~------------10

Table

FIG

G
G

current timer and relay driver
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APPENDIX I
An alog Devic es, Inc . 221 Fifth Street , Cambridge ,
Mass. 02142. (Model 260K).
Fairchild Semiconductor , 313 Fairchild Drive ,
Mountain View , Calif. 94040. (Model µ,A 725C) .
Fairchild Semic onductor (Model µ,A714C).
Analog Devices (Model AD503J).
Fairchild Semiconductor (µ,A 723).

AUTOMATEDMEASUREMENTOF WATER POTENTIALAND ITS COMPONENTS
USING THERMOCOUPLE
PSYCHROMETERS

G. J. H offman , J. D. Oster , and S. D. Merrill

At temperature and water vapor equilibrium, water
pote ntial can be measured with Pelti er-effect th er mocoup le psychrometers by determining the difference b etween their initial emf and the emf after water has been
con d ensed on the measuring juncti o n. The difference
in e mf between thes e two readings is calibrated at known
water potentials. H owever, th e time a nd lab or requirements for making manual psychrometcr measurements
can be a ser ious limit ation.
To facilitate water potential measurements , an automatic psychrometcr reader was built (H offman, et al.
1969a) With this automa tic system , both soi l (Merrill
and Rawlins 1971) and leaf (Hoffman ct al. 1971; Hoffman and Rawlin s, 1971) water potentials and their
co mpon ents have been measured a ut o matica lly. Here
we describe the a utomatic system , review results obtained from field d eterminations of soi l water potential
and from leaf disk measurem e nts of water and osmo tic
potentials , and discuss me th ods for determining the
component s of so il water potential. Throughout
the
art icle, tec hniqu es fo llowed in obtaining these results
will be described.

th e circuit diagram for th e co nt ro llin g circuitry, which
is housed in a seco nd box. The controlling circuitry
cons ists of an as tabl e multivibrator (flip-flop) that operates latching rela y 2. The flip-flop is switched from
one state to th e o th er by two adjustable unijunction
transistor relaxa tion osc illa tor s (timers).
As shown in Figure I , th e th er mocou ple psychromcter s are sw itched from one circuit to another by a 26contact , I 0-level steppin g switch. The switch contacts
are go ld-pl ated , and all connections in the low vo ltage
circuits are mad e with cadmium-tin so lder , which ha s
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AUTOMATED READING SYSTEM
The automated system reads as many as six Pe ltiereffect thermocouple psychrometers
(TCP's) simu lta neous ly. T he system cons ists of a scanner , cooling circuits , capacitors , microvoltmeter , and a reco rd er or
data acquisition syste m (DAS) . It operates as follows:
first , eac h psychrometer is sw itch ed by the scan ner , in
turn , to a microvoltmeter where its initial emf is amplified. The amp lified outputs arc th en stored so th ey can
be read by the DAS. To cons e rve time, eac h psychromete r is switc hed to a cooling circuit imm ediat ely after
its initi a l e mf is stor ed. Then , in turn , th e psychromete rs are swi tch ed back to th e microvoltm eter where
th eir cmf' s a rc again amplified; stor ed and read by th e
DAS. The 'measuring junctions are dried after each
reading so new rea dings can be taken . By staggering the
starting tim e for th e ps ychrom eter cooling period s, six
psychrom eters can be read in about 2 minut es if each
TCP is cooled for 30 sec.
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SCANNER
Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of the stepping
switch, th e cooling and heating circuits , and the capacitors, which are all contained in one box . Figure 2 gives

FIGURE 1.-C ircuit diagram of the stepping switch , the
cooling and heating circuits , and the capacitors for
the scanner. ( Adapted from Hoffman et al. 1969a)
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sistor is placed in the circuit to prevent overloading the
meter , and the I 000 n variable resistor permits adjustments of the cooling current. The current meter can be
placed in any of the desired cooling circults by depr essing the appropriate meter switc h. The heating circuit
consists of a 1.5-volt battery and 6 resistors. The polarity of the battery is the reverse of that of th e cooling
circuit battery. The heat generated by 10 ma for 10
sec quickly evaporates any water condensed on the
measuring junction making it possible to read a given
TCP at frequent intervals (as often as eve ry 12 min.).
Two minor items were added to the sca nner circuits
to perfect their operation. First, because capacitors are
destroyed by a negative voltage , a diode (see Figure ])
was placed between the voltmeter outp ut and th e capac'itors. Second , because the diode requires a sma ll
voltage to function properly , a bias voltage circuit (see
Figure 2) was added to the shorted input of the voltmeter. A bias voltage of approximately 10 µ,V was
necessary to prevent the voltmeter from "overs hootin g"
the initial emf during switching .
An additional problem was the conduction of heat
from the coil of the stepping switch through its brass
frame to the soldered contacts. This caused a difference
in the psychrometer emfs that was dependent on the
psychrometer 's position on the stepping switch. This
problem was eliminated by activating the stepping
switch with an externally located coil and placing a short
nylon rod for heat insulation in the mechanical linkage.
Capacitors

~ ---~

Manual Push Burton

,---

~---'-

PCC

l
B1os

Vo ll oge Cirtu11
1.5V

O ff · Nor mo l
Con lo c:r

F"untl!Of\
Sw11t h

Manua l
Automot1t

IOK11

FIGURE 2.- Control ling circuit diagram for the scanner.
(Adapted from Hoffman et al. 1969a)
a low thermal emf with respect to copper. The stepping
switch is advanced automatically by the control circuit.
The scanner is inactive until it is started manually or
by an electrica l signal from the DAS. For manual starts,
the start switch (refer to Figure 2) is moved to the manual position and the manual push button is depressed .
For automatic measurements , the scanner is ac tivated by
a programmable contact closure (PCC) , which is activated on command from the program tape that operates
the DAS. Either procedure act ivates relay I, which
supplies voltage to the stepping switch relay coil. Once
the stepping switch has moved off the last contact position , the off-normal contact closes and remains closed,
supplying voltage to the flip-flop and tim ers until the
stepp ing switch returns to the last position. Once the
stepping switch leaves the last position, it is adva nced
automatically by the operation of latchin g relay 2, which
is controlled by the timers. The timers -are adjustable
over a range of a few seconds to severa l minutes. In our
present arrangement, the timers cause the stepping
switch to be on any give n position 5 sec. The stepping
switch coil is on for 2.5 sec and off for 2.5 sec. For
complete manual operation, both the function and start
switc hes must be in the manual position. The stepping
switch then can be advanced only by depressing the
manual push button .

Capacitors

To record th ermocouple psychrometer outputs on a
data acquisition system , it is desirable to store the amplified TCP outputs until all of the values can be read
at once. This storage requirement is satisfied with a capacitor for each psychrometer.
Each capacitor is first shorted (see Figure 1) and
then connected to the psychrometer (M). After all of
the capacitors have been charged , they are quickly read
(R). This reading is the initial emf. Then, just before
the cooling period for each psychrometer ends, the capacitors are again shorted. Following the cooling period,
the final emf for each psychrometer is stored on th e
capacitors (M). The capacitors are read (R) immediate ly after all of the capacitors ha ve been charged. When
the ·voltm eter is not connected to a psychrometer, it is
shor ted (S) to prevent drift of the voltme ter output.
The timing for the final charging portion of the circuit is critical. As reported by Box (1965), Lang and
Trickett (1965) , and Merrill and Rawlins (1971) , the
o utput from the psychrometers immediately after the
cooling period is variable. Within I to 5 sec after disconnecting the cooling circuit , however, the output is
stable enoug h to obtain reproducible results . This recording problem is overcome by not connecting the
capacitor to the psychrometer until the second stepping
switch contact following the coo lin g period.

Also contained in the scanner circuitry (see Figure
I) are the coo ling and heating circuits (see stepping

positions in Figure I marked C and H) and the capacitors. T he cooling circuit consist of a 1 .5-volt battery ,
6 sets of resistors , and a current meter. Each psychrometer has its own set of resistors, so the cooling current
can be individually adjusted. The fixed 300 n re-
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The critical spec ification s for the capacitor s are a
slow lea k rate a nd a fast charge tim e (less than 3 sec).
Since six capacitors are charged befo re any are read,
the le;ak rat e mu st be low enough tha t th e voltage does
not dirop significantly for at leas t 30 sec. After testing
severa l types (Hoffman et al. 1969a), solid tantalum ,
f capacitors f Sprague Products Co., North Adams ,
I0-J.L
Mass .., Typ e CS I 3BE I 06K I were found to work well
and we re inexpe nsive. It is des irab le to match the six
capacitors so that any psyc hromet er ma y be read on a
differ e nt steppi ng switch position th an th e one on which
it was ca librat ed. We selected capacitors th at were within 0 .5 % of IO µf and had discharge rates within 5 %
of 60 µ V sec - 1 when the capacitors were charged to 0.5
V. These selected capacitors gave a maximum error of
2 .5 % from changing the step pin g switch position of a
psychrnmeter at a water potential of -44 bars.

a utomatic readings of 0 .5 bar. Based on these results
th e automatic system can make psychrometer measuremen ts as ac curat ely as can be made manually .
INCREASING

RECORDER

The da ta acqu isition syste m may be programmed to
;nitiatc water potent ia l readings at any desired interval.
If a read ing is des ired, the program ac tivates the programmable co ntact closure (sec Figure 2) that starts
the scanne r . When all of the capacitors have been
charg d , the DAS is signa led (R) as indicated in F igure
I. Each capacitor is then read through lead wires connected at the poi nt s marked I to 6 in Fig ur e 1. The
DAS reads the vo ltage of all six capacitors in less than
I sec. The data are punched into paper tape, which is
run through a comp uter da iiy to co nvert the readings to
water potentia l.
T he data acq uisition system co uld be rep laced with
eit her a multi -po int or a sing le-channel recorder. A
cam timer wou ld be required to initiate th e scan ner and
turn th e recorder on and off . If a single-c ha nnel recorder were used , an add itiona l timing mechanism
wou ld be required to connect the capacitors , in turn ,
to the recorder.
PERFORMANCE

OF AUTOMATED

SCANNER CAPACITY

The capa cit y of the sca nner can eas ily be increased.
By using additional stepping switch es to conn ect additional groups of six psychrometers to the scanner, as
many as 150 psychrometers can be read in 1 hr. Alterna tively. because the hea tin g circuit in the devic e
dri es th e wet junction after eac h rea din g, the same
psychrometers can be read eve ry 12 min.
To en large the capacit y of our scann er , we hav e
added two steppi ng switch es and two timers to the system. Figure 3 shows a bloc k diagra m of our pr ese nt system. The periods during which the psyc hrom eters are
to be read are set on the field tim er for th e soil psychrom eters or on th e lab timer fo r leaf psychrom eters.
The initiation of the sca nn er's rea din g cycle and the
connection of the psychrom eter gro up s to th e sca nn er is
timed by the DAS. The lab stepp ing sw itch ha s ten levels
of contacts with 26 contacts per leve l. In our present
config urati on, both lead wires of five TCP's are connected to the sa me row of contacts on the ten leve ls.
Thus, on ly five of the scanner 's six positions arc being
used. Leaf psyc hrom etcrs (Hoff man a nd Herkelrath
( 1968) are presently connected to seven of the eight
rows of contacts now used . The eighth co ntact on eac h
leve l is con nected to the field stepp ing swi tch. T he field
switc h utilizes eig ht leve ls and ten contac ts on eac h leve l.
At present we have 40 so il psychrometers co nnected to
the field sw itch wi th four TC P'ti one eac h row of contacts. Thus , curr ent ly we are reading 75 psychrometcrs
automat ical ly at any desired interval. If we wished to
read add itiona l psyc hrom etcrs, we co uld add TCP's to
unused rows of contacts or co nnect add itional stepp ing
switc hes to the lab stepp ing switch.
Field
Stepping
Switch

SYSTEM

As reported by Hoffman et al. ( 196 9a), the automatic sys tem was tested by calibra tin g thr ee soi l ther mocoup le psychrometers simil ar in design to th ose reported
by R awi ins and Dalton ( 1967) and three leaf ther moco uple psychrometers (Hoffm an and H erkc lrath 1968)
simult aneo usly. The calibration curves for the TCP's
were linear and th e mean sa mpl e standar d deviation of
the difference in the initial and final emf' s for all six
psychrometers was ±0.0 44 µV . Thu s, if m eas ur ements
were made on the same sca nn er position as that used for
calibration, then an average erro r of 0 . 1 bar could be
ex pect ed , Sinc e th e ave rag e TCP sensitivity is 0.4 µ V
bar - 1 . The effec t of changing a psychrom eter from one
position to another on the scanner was also determin ed
a nd measu rements were within 0.5 bar regardless of the
sca nner po sition on which th e psychrometer was calibrated .
A compari son of manual and automatic measurements of soil wat er pot ential report ed in the same reference showed a maximum variation between manual and
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AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT
OF SOIL WATER POTENTIAL

From April to Dece mb er, 1970 , P eltier-effec t
therm ocouple psychrom eters in nin e field plots were
read a utom at ically (M errill and Rawlin s 1971) . Th e
TCP 's were the sea led- cup type described b y Campbell
et al. ( 1968) and ar e ava ilabl e commercially from Wescor , Tnc., Logan , U tah. Four TCP 's were installed at
depths of 25 , 35 , 45 , an d 55 cm , near the center in each
of nin e 4 m by 4 m alfalfa plot s. The p!cts and field
switch were located 200 m from the sca nner and DAS .
The field switch succ ess ively directed the signal from
each set of fo ur TCP 's through a multichannel line to
the scanner and microvoltmeter (see Figure 3. For
these TC P's the cooling current was 3.3 ma for 30 sec,
and the heating curr ent was 10 ma for IO sec. Th e
TCP 's were calibrated by imm ers ing th em in various
concentration s of KC I sol ution . Ambient temperatures
needed to correct for the ap pro ximat ely 2 % incr ease in
TCP outp ut per degree Celsius temperature increase
were obtained from thermistors contained . in salinit y
sensors (Richard s 1966), which we re buried at the same
depth and close to the TCP 's.
The use of the a utomated reading system permitted
multiple readings and thus an impro vement in accuracy
of meas urement. The ave rage stan dard deviation of the
means for a set of thr ee measurements is 0.16 bar at
25 °C for a so il water pote nti al range of -2.5 to -15
bars. Figure 4 illu strates the data obta ined and represents 360 indi vidu al meas ur ements. The daily water
pot enti als shown in this figure are an average of six
measurements. Beca use of thi s, it may ap pear that th e
TCP respond ed to an irri gation before it was app lied.
The res ponse of the TCP '1:oan irrigation at this depth ,
however , was so rapid that meas urements severa l h ours
after the irrigation indicated a significa nt change in
water pote ntial. Th e solid line shows the so il water potenti al at a depth of 35 cm through two irrigation cycles
wh ere water of low salinit y (- 1 bar) was app lied. The
dashed line represents the soil water potential at a dept h
of 35 cm through two irrigation cycles where highl y
J uly
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saline water (-6 bars) was used.
Co nfinin g noise to a range of 0 . 1 fLV necessary for
the accuracy to be wit hin 0.2 bar , through a complicated sys tem of many electr ica l connections and
t!1rough circuits 200 m long has proved possible with
reasonable precautions. The precautions we took consisted of using ( I) tin-cadmium , low-th erm al solder
throughout ; (2) switches with gold-p lated contacts; (3)
gold-pl ated plu g-i n contacts; (4) moderate amounts of
thermal insulati on at any electr ical connection to prevent temperature differences from arising between the
two memb ers (meta l chassis boxes provided a suitable
environment for connections located within); (5) identica l construction of thermally exposed afferent and efferent circuits; (6) switches thermally isolat ed from th e
CP circuit s; and (7) shielded wire , with all components of shieldin g and chassis grounds linked in such a
manner that no loops existed. R equirement (4) was
satisfactorily met with any insulation material that is
wrapped in aluminum foil where exposed to sunlight.
We also found th at control circuits passing in parallel
with microvolt circ uit s in a multi-channel conductor
must not carry direct current power from more than
one rectified source; very low frequency noise resu lt ed
from differences in ripple configuration, and was picked
up by the amplifier even th o ugh the channels were individually shield ed .
Two types of sensors were used in our field stud y
of soi l water potential; the sea led-cup type mentioned
above a nd an access-tube type descr ibed by Ingvalson
et al. (1970) and discussed in a later sect ion. (The
access- tub e type used for field measurements did not
have built-in sal init y sensors, however.) Diurnal heat
flux in the soil profile did not appreciab ly interfere with
operation of· the access-t ub e TCP 's, but did affect th e
sea led-cup TCP's. When no crop canopy was present ,
the thermal gradie nt generated by heat flu x produced a
diurnal artifact resulting in 20 to 50% var iation in th e
water potential measured by the sea led-c up sensors.
T his effect was dependent on the orientation of the
TCP 's in the profile: it was on ly significant when the
senso rs were verticall y aligned. To overcome thi s problem we would reco mmend that sea led-up TCP's intended for use in the top 40 cm of the profile b e
installed horizon tall y. Furthermore, 5 to 10 cm of lead
wire immediat ely adjacent to the TCP bod y should b e
horizo ntall y orie nted . This can be co nven iently acco mpani ed by taping th e wire into horizontal _ folds. A_nother method of minimi zing th e effec ts of diurnal vanation is to reco rd rea dings from TCP 's twic e a day , at
12-hr. int erva ls, and take th e average of these reading s
to arrive at a mor e accurate dail y rea ding.
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AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF LEAF WATER
AND OSMOTrC POTENTIALS

-16
-18

t

t

The scanner has now been used for over two years to
determine leaf water and osmotic potentials . During
this time over 10,000 leaf water potential mea surements
have been mad e.

FIGURE 4.- ln situ soil water potentials through two
irrigation cycles where water of low ( -1 bar) and
high ( -6 bar) salinity were applied.
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Currently 35 thermocouple psychrometers of the design of Hoffman and Herkelrath (1968) are used to
measure the water and osmotic potential on detached
leaf samples I cm in diameter. The samp les are taken
when the air temperature is 25°C and a-re placed in the
calibration chambers of the thermocouple psychrometers. The thermocouple psychrometers are held in a
25 °C water bath and readings are taken automatically
2 to 3 hours after samp ling. After the leaf water potential has been determined, the leaf osmotic potential
is measured on the same sample using the same psychrometers after dipping the leaf disk in liquid nitrogen
to destroy the cell membrane.
Figure 5 is an example of the measurements that
have been made. These results are from a study on the
effect of salinity and at mospheric relative humidity on
the growth of root crops (Hoffman and Rawlins 1971).
The data points are the averages of between three and
five samp les taken from each treatment each day for
several days. The measurements were made on 7-weekold garden beet , 3-wek-old radish , and 16-week-old
onion plants. Standard deviations of both leaf water
and osmotic potential varied from 0.6 to 2 .7 bars with
the greatest deviations occurring at the lowest potentials.
Generally , the water potentials had larger deviations
than their corresponding osmotic potentials. Figure 5
shows the linear relationships found between leaf water
and osmotic potentials and the osmotic potential of the
root medium for all three crops. Except at low values
of the root medium osmotic potential, the leaf water and
osmotic potentials were lower at 45 % relative humidity
than at 90 % relative humidity.

sensor of the type developed by Richards (1966) have
been combined in a single ceramic body. The salinity
sensor measures the elect rical conductivity of soil solutions (Oster and Ingvalson 1967). This combination
unit permits the measurement of soil water and osmotic
potential at the same location. Elimi nating spatia l variation thus makes it possible to estimat e matric potential as the difference between water and osmotic potentials.
The reliability of combination units was tested in a
plant-soil system consisting of cotton plants ( Gossypium
hirs11tum L.) growing in Pachappa sandy loam soil.
One unit was placed IO cm below the soil surface, the
other unit 18 cm. The soil container was 23.6 cm in
diameter and 20.3 cm deep. The plants were grown in
the microenvironmental chamber developed by Hoffman et al. (1969b). Temperature was controlled at 25
± 0.2 °C, relative humidity at 78% ± l % , and co~
concentration at 400 ± IO ppm. The four cotton plants
were a llowed to become well established by irrigating
when necessary with nutrient solution. The plants were
then irrigated several times with distilled water to remove salts. This was followed by three irrigations with
half-strength Hoagland solution , to which sufficient
NaC I had been added to lower its osmotic potential to
-3.5 bars. The accumulated salt was then leached from
the soil profile with several irrigations of distilled water.
Throughout the experiment (51 days). the output from
each unit was read three to six times each day.
Figure 6 shows water and osmotic potential values
measured with the combination unit at the l O cm depth
from day IO to day 51 of the experiment. The osmotic
potential data in Figure 6 clearly reflect the increase in
soluble salt concentration between the 13th and 20th
days due to application of saline irrigation water. This
is followed by a general increase in osmotic potential between day 20 and 49 due to leaching with nonsaline
water. The water potential data , however , show a different pattern due to the variability of the matric potential in addition to the osmotic potential changes during: the irrigation cycles.
One of the reasons for the development of this type
of instrument was to determine how plants integrate the
osmotic and matric potentials within the plant root system. The data in Table I show water, osmotic, and
matric potentials at the end of four irrigation cycles.
The osmotic potential values have been corrected for
sensor desaturation (Ingvalson et al. 1970), which is
appreciable at matric potentials below -2 bars. The
matric potentials in Table l were obtained by subtracting the corrected osmot ic potential from the matching
water potential. For both the 10 cm and 18 cm depths,
the water potentials at the end of any given irrigation
cycle reported in Table 1 tend to be the same although
salinity at these depths during the irrigation cycle differed considerably. For exa mpl e, the data for day 16 in
Table 1 result from an irrigation cycle where the salinity
decreased with dep th within the root zone. Apparently
the plants extracted water from the zone of lowest salini-

MEASUREMENTOF SOIL WATER
POTENTIALCOMPONENTS
Combined ThermocotJple Psychrometer and Salinity
Sensor.

A thermocouple psychrometer similar to that developed by Rawlins and Dalton ( 1967) and a saliinty
Osmotic Potential of Root Media,
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FIGURE 5.-The effect of salinity and relative humidity
on leaf water and osmotic potential s for garden
beet, onion , and radish. (From Hoffman and Rawlins 1971) .
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ty , which caused the matric potential to be lowest at the
18 cm depth. In contrast to salinity decreasing with
depth , the data for day 26 resulted from an irrigation .
cycle where salinity incr ease d with depth. Again it appears the plant ex tracted water from the zone of lowest
salinity since the lowest matric potentia l at th e end of
this irrigation cycle occurred at th e 10 cm depth . These
observations arc in agreement with those of Wadleigh
et al. _(1947), nam ely, that plants ex tract water from
nonsaline zones of the soil more readil y than from salin e
zones. tending to result in a uniform water potential
with depth at the end of a drying cycle.
FIGURE

Independent Measurement
Potentials.

of Soil Matric and Osmotic

A second technique for determining soil matric and
osmot ic potentials has been deve loped by Oster et al.
( 1969) using a thermocouple psychrometer and a porous
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·
plate apparatus. The thermocouple psychrometer
is
similar to those described by Rawlins and Dalton
( 1967) except that the porous ceramic bulb has a
bubbling pressure of 15 bar s and is vented to the atmosphc rc. The psychromcter is mounted through the wall
of a pre ss ur e chamber, which is packed with soil. After
the ceramic bulb attains equilibrium with the soil, th e
psychromct;.er measures the soi l water po tent ial. Because
the inside of the ceramic bulb is always at atmospheric
pressure. and because changes in elevation are not invo lvcd, the water potential measured by th e psychromcte r is the sum of the osmotic and matric potentials.
Osmotic and matric pot entials are separated by the
fol lowing procedure. By increasing the air pressur e inside the soil chamber, the water potential of the so il is
increas ed (with reference to the atmospheric pressure
insid e the ceramic bulb) by a fixed amount. A>sum-

at the end of irrigation cycles at the 10 cm and 18 cm depths .

18 cm depth

10 cm depth
Water
potential

Osmotic
potential

Matric
potential

Water
potential

Osmotic
potential

Matric
potential

bar

bar

bar

bar

bar

bar

13

-6.7

-0.1

-6 .6

-6.5

-0.5

-6 .0

16

-8 .2

-4.1

-4 -1

-9.9

-1.2

-8.7

19

-12 .1

-7 .2

-4.9

-1 2.8

-6.6

-6.2

26

-11.4

-8 . 1

-3 .3

-10.0

-8.3

-1.7

Day

I
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ing soil water potential is not pressure dependent, the
water potential measured by the psychrometer will increase by an amount equal to the increase in pressure
potential in th e soil. When the pr ess ure potential is
numerically equal to the matric potential of the soil, a
solution in equilibrium with the soil solution at zero
matric potential will exist on the inside surface of the
ceramic bulb . At this pressur e, the psychrometer meas-

Air Pressure - bars
4
2

0

-2

-4

ures the osmotic potential of the solution. Further increases in press ure will caus e solution to flow into the
ceramic bulb , but the osmotic pot ential of this solution
will remain constant if the amount of solution moved is
small. Thus , a plot of water pot ential versus applied
pressure should hav e an abrupt change in slope at the
pressure at which th e matric potential is exactly balanced
by the applied pressure. Th e matric potential of the soil
water is eq ual to th e negativ e of this pres sure.
Figure 7 shows soil wat er pot ential as a function of
the air pressure applied to thr ee soi l samples. Curves
I , 2, and 3 correspond to samples of Na Gila soil mixed
with NaCl solutions having osmotic pot entials of -1 ,
-2, and -6 bars, respe ctiv ely. The curves confirm the
hypoth esis that ther e is an abrupt change in slope at
so me applied pressure. The water potentials plotted in
Figure 7 are averages of thr ee meas urem en ts except at
a ir pr essures of 1.5 and 5.5 bars , where the potentials
a rc averages of two measurements. The brackets about
eac h point indic ate the standard error of est imat e obtained from the linea r regression analysis of the sloping
portion of the curves . This value varied between 0 .03
a nd 0.04 bar.
The measured osmotic potentials shown in Figure 7
for curves I , 2, and 3 are -2. 19, -5 .45, a nd - I 0.07
bars . These are lower by 1.19, 3.45, and 4.07 bar s than
the - 1, -2, and -6 bar solution s that were initially
added . Two ex planations for these differences are possible: I) disso lution of so il min era ls (Rhoades ct al.
1968) between the tim e the soi l wa s prepared and the
co nclu sio of the experi ment , or 2) negat ive adsorption
of anions causing sa lt excl usion an d consequent de crease in the osmotic potential. It is unlik ely th at the
first exp lana tion fully ex plain s the lower values, since
the di ssolution of so il min era ls would hav e to add approximate :y 30 mcq 1- 1 to th e concentration of the
-1 bar solution and approximately four time s that
amount t th e -6 bar solution. Rhoades et al. (1968)
report a rr.aximum increase in so il concentration res uhing from dissolution of soil minerals of about 5 meq .
I - 1 . Negrtive adsorption of anions or salt exclusion
(Bolt and Warkentin 1958, DeHaan and Bolt 1963)
results fro m a deficit in anion concentration clos e to the
surface of ,oil particles caus ed by th e negativ ely charged
particle strface. This decr ease in anion concentration
results in salt exclusion near particle surfaces with a
resulting ir.crease in the conc entration of the soil further
from these surfaces. The concentration of the solution in
the cerami :::bulb , which is in equilibrium with th e soil
solution , ould r1lso be incr ease d . Oster et al. (1969)
verified that sa lt exclusion could account for the differ-
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7 .-Soi l water potential as a function of the air
pressure app lied to the soil. (From Oster et al.
1969 .)
ence between the measured osmo tic potentials of th e
soil soluti ons and thos e of the added solutions. Salt
ex clusion and dis solution are likely both occurring at
the sa me tim e with the relativ e importanc e of salt exclusion incr eas ing with dec reasing osmotic potentials .
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DISCUSSION

I. S. Boyer indicated that he was surprised at the
large changes in plant yield with only slight changes in
leaf water potential. Boyer said that he finds that leaf
enlargement is also correlated with slight changes in leaf
water potential. Boyer asked Hoffman if he had noticed
a change in leaf area with changes in leaf water potential, and were the leaf area changes in terms of phot~
synthetic area or leaf surface .
Hoffman answered that the reduction in yield was
due mainly to salinity and that salinity decreases photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area in some crops but not
others.
J. E . Pallas asked for further explanation of the
statement that "the plant does everything to maintain
its optimum leaf water potential ."
Hoffman remarked that in arid conditions he has
noticed that plants will have larger root systems than
plants in humid areas, and that such plants will be
stunted in size. This adaptation to the environment
allows the plant to maintain a high water potential.
Pallas felt that crhanges in plant size are merely
responses of the plant to its environment , and th.at the
plant has no alternative course.
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A LOW-COST THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETER RECORDING SYSTEM

R. 0. Meeuwig

Cortstan.tan..

The thermocouple psychrometer recording system
described in this paper was designed to meet requirements of portability, battery operation, and minimum
cost consistent with reliability and accuracy. There are
three main components in this system (Figure 1): a
microvoltmet er (Keithley 1955), a battery-powered recorder (Rustrak 288), and an automatic switchbox
(home made). At current prices, parts for the switchbox cost about $250, and the total cost of the system
shou ld not exceed $1 ,000. No external power is required; the recorder and the switchbox operate on 5
telephone batteries and the microvoltmeter uses its internal batteries.
Although adaptable to single-junction psychrometers, this system was designed primarily for use with
the double-junction psychrometer diagrammed in Figure 2. Cooling curr ent is applied to lead wires N and
T, cooling the left chromel-constantan junction. Psychromet er output, the difference between the two junctions, is read between N and P. The use of constantan
in lead wire T allows the determination of temperature
within the psychrometer chamber by measurement of
t'1e output between T a nd P. Ther e are two junctions
in the T-P circuit; the chromel-constantan
junction

Chrome

Chrome I

I

Teflon..

T

N
Copper

lead wire

Constantan

lead wire

p
Copper
lead wire

FIGURE 2.-Double-junction
psychrometer with integral
thermocouple .
within the psychromet er chamber, and the junction be:.·Neen the chrome! wire and the copper lead wire. The
output of this circuit is equiva lent to that of a copperconstantan thermocouple .
At a predetermined time interval , the system selects
each of 12 psychrometers in turn and records initial
output of the N and P leads , app lies cooling current
to the N and T leads, records the output of the N and
P leads . The psychrometer output is the difference between the first and second readings of the N and P
leads. Temperature is determined from the output of
the T and P leads .
The system can be set to operate continuously,
reading each psychrometer every 12 minutes if a 15
second cooling period is used; or the system can be set
to cycle at intervals up to about 2 hours .
FIGURE 1.- The thermocouple psychrometer
system assembled in an insulated box.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

recording

The schematic diagram of the automatic switchbox
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is shown in Figure 3 . The major components are: 2
steppin g sw itch es, 3 relays, and 3 large capacitors.
Stepping sw itch SI is a 3-pole , 12 position switch driven
by a rotary so lenoid. One switch deck (SJ A) is part
of th e timin g and recorder control circuits to be described later. The other two decks are connected
.throug h bindin g posts to the T an d P leads of the 12
psychromctcrs. The N leads of the J2 psychrometers
arc connected thr oug h bindin g posts to a common point
lab eled "N" in the schematic .
S2 is a 6 pole , 4 position solenoid-driv en switch.
fts function is to step through the 4 operations (read,
cool , read , temp era tur e) on eac h psychrom eter and
th en signa l SI to ste p to the next psychrom eter. Stepping impuls es for S2 are generated by RL2 , R2 , and
C2. As curr ent flows throug h the coil of relay RL 2
and pot entiom e ter R2, a charge build s up in capacit o:·
C2 inducing an opposing voltag e and , consequently , a
lower voltage ac ross the coil of RL2. When the voltage
across its coi l diminish es to about 1.5 volts , RL2 releases and close s th e circuit between C2 and th e coil
of S2. C2 discharg es through the coil of S2 causing it
to step to the next position . The dwell time betw een
stepping impuls es can be adjust ed up to about 60 seconds by mea ns of potentiometer R2 and should be set
to the desired cooling time , usually about 15 secon ds.
When S2 is in position 1, the P and N leads ar e
connected to the microvoltm eter terminals through
switch section s Sl C and S2E to provide the initial output rea din g. Wh en S2 is in position 2, 6 ma. cooling
current is ap plied to the N and T leads by B2 through

R7 , SIB , a nd S2C. Switch section S2B inter rupt s pow er
to the recorder during the cooling period so that th e recorder traces of the initial and cooled psychrom etcr
read ings will be adjace nt to each other and their differences easi ly determined . H owever, whe n S l is in position 12, the recorder remains on d urin g the cooling
period to provide the zero point reading neede d to calculate temperature. Po sition 3 provides a reco rd of the
coo led psychrometer o utput.
Temperature is recorded when switch S2 is in po sition 4. The constantan lead (T) is connected to the
refere nce junction (RJ) throu gh SfB and S2C. A volt:igc divider (R8 and R9) is rc cessary heca use the micro voltmeter is set on th e 30 µ,Y ran ge and the thermocoup le o utput may excee d 2 mY . The voltag e divid er
is connected to the P lead and the microvoltm eter terminal s through SLC and S2E. Since some zero drift can
be expected , espe cially if amb ient temperature varies,
the microvoltm cter reading with null input is recorded
once during each cycle to estab lish a zero reference on
the chart.
Switch section S2A supplies the stepping impulse to
SI to adva nce to the next psychrom eter. C3 charges
through R3 whens 2 is in position s 2, 3, a nd 4 . When
S2 steps aro und to position I, C3 discharges through
the solenoid coi l of S I, cau sing SI to step to th e next
position.
When rea din gs on the twelfth psychromet er are completed and S l advances to position l , Sl A clo ses the
circuit allowin g C l , which has charg ed throu gh R 1, to
discharg e through the coil of impulse relay RL I. This
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relay switches from one contact to the other when energized and holds its last position when de-energized.
As a result of the pulse through the coil of RL I, power
is applied to RL3 and removed from RL2. At this point
the system stops recording and begins the interval timing cycle. Switch S2 remains in position l until the
system returns to recording mode .
As current flows through the coil of RL3 , a charge
builds up in C3, reducing the . voltage across the relay
coil. When the coil voltage decrease s to 1.5 volts, the
re lay drops ou t allowing C3 to discharge through the coil
of SI which advances one step. This cycle is repeated
until SI has stepped all the way around to position I
again. When position l is reached Cl discharges through
the coil of RLl , restoring the system to recording mode.
lf switch Sw2 is open, the time interval between
steps of SI is about 9 minutes and a full rotation of 12
steps requir es about 108 minutes . If the cooling interval
is 15 seconds, 12 minutes are required to · complete the
recording cycle. Thus, the total interval between readings of a particular psychromet er would be about 120
minutes .
A shorter time int erva l betw ee n readings can be obtain ed by closing Sw2. The rate at which C3 charges
then depends on the setting of RS , which can be adjusted for time intervals from about 30 minutes to about
90 minut es.
The system will remain in recording mod e continuo usly if Sw I is switc hed to po sit ion 2; thus, it will read
each psychrometer once eve ry twelve minut es if a 15second cooling period is used. If the cooling period is
reduced to IO seconds , eac h psychromctcr will be read
every eig ht minutes.
All parts (sec Appendix) except the stepping
switches are available from most electronic supply
house s. The steppi ng switches can be obtai ned from
Ledex Division , Ledcx Inc. , 123 Webster Street, Dayton, Ohio 45405. When ordering stepp ing switches,
specify that the shaft exte nd 1/:! inch beyond the switch
decks so that a 1/ 1-inc h knob can be placed on the
end. The knobs are nec essary to indicate switc h position
and to a llow manual operation of the switches. Goldplated contacts on these switc he s arc desirable but not
esse nti al. It is impor tant that the contacts on S2 are of
the non-shorting type.
The reference _junction in thi s circuit consists of the
thermistor, B3 , and RIO through R 14. The compensation acc uracy of the reference juncti ons we built is
±½ °C from 0°C to 35 °C but accuracy deter iorates
rapidl y as temperatures rises above 35 °C. A commercia l refere nc e junction should be substituted if instrument temp era tures in excess of 35 °C are ex pected.

4. - lnterior view of the automatic switchbox.
Relays, batteries and one capacitor are mounted
on th e bottom panel. The two 28,000 mfd. capacitor s are on the back panel. The other components,
including the reference junction , are mounted on
the top panel. The shafts of the stepping switches
exte nd through the top p anel.

FIGURE

cuits be kept short and as remote from the relays and
rotary solenoids as practical. If available , thermal-free
so lder should be used on all connections to the bindin g
posts, to sw itch sec tions SIC and S2E, and to R9. Constantan wir e is used to connect switch deck SIC to the
T binding pos ts and to switch sect ion S2C. The connec tion between S2C and the reference junction is also
constantan wire.
Capacitors C2 and C3 should reach a peak voltage
of at least 6 volts to operate the rotary solenoids relia bl y.
Since the total voltage is 7 % volts, the drop-out voltage
of RL2 and RL3 sho uld not exceed 1% volts. The
unu sed (normally-open) contact s of RL2 and RL3
sho uld be adjusted so that they remain open when the
coil is energ ized. If th e drop-out voltage of th ese relays
still exceeds 11; 2 volts after this adjustment, the springt ~nsion on the armature should be adjusted to obtain
the desired drop-out voltage.
Connections and Adjustments
The connections to the automatic switchbox , the
microvoltmeter, and the recor der are shown in the block
diagram ,Figure 5). Shielded leads are used between the
microvoltm eter and the switchbox. The microvoltmeter
is a standard Keithley Model 155 . The recorder is a
Ru strak Model 288 with a l 00 1-'-a galvanometer, a
6VDC 10RPM drive motor and a #6 gearbox. The
I 00 1-'-arecor der is preferable to a 1 volt recorder because it pr<;>Videsmore latitude for adjustment and draws
much less current from the microvoltmeter batteries.
Recorder adjustment. Attach the recorder to the microvoltmeter output terminals through the l OK resistor
(R 15) and the I OK potentiometer (R 16) . Switch the
microvoltmeter to "zero check " and 30 I-'-V. Ad just the
meter to full sca le (30 fJ,Y) with the :zero knob. Adjust

CONSTRUCTION
Figure 4 shows the general layout of the automatic
swi tchbox . The shafts of SI and S2 extend through the
top of the cabinet and hav e knobs attached as shown
in Figur e I . Placem ent of parts is not critical but it is
de sirable that leads in the psychrom eter measuring cir-
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± 10 µ V and occasionally more . Since this recording
system has no provision for automatic zeroing, it is
necessary to adjust the microvoltmeter to read about
±IO µ V at null input so that the microvoltmeter output
is less likely to drive the recorder off scale. This adjustment does not reduce accuracy.
Psychrometer output is taken as the difference between the initial and cooled readings, each µa on the
recorder being equivalent to 0 .5 µ V psychrometer output. The temperature reading is the difference between
the recordr reading at null input to the microvoltmeter
(recorded during the cooling cycle of the twelfth psychrometer) and the reading when S2 is in position 4;
each µa on the recorder represents 1°C if R9 has been
ad justed as outlined.
A recording cycle can be initiated at any time by
manually switching Sl to position l , providing Cl has
had sufficient time to recharg e .
The switchbox can be operated manually to read
~ny of the 12 inputs . The recorder and B 1 need not be
connected. However, S2 should be restored to position
I afterward because the automatic interval timing circuit will function only when S2 is in position 1. When
the instrument is not in use, S2 should be in position 1
to avoid drain on B2 or B3.
During unattended operation , the microvoltmeter is
on continuously. Its internal batteries will operate continuously for about two months. The telephone batteries (B 1) wi II operat e for at least two months also .
All batteries except the mercury cell (B3) should be
replaced annually or after two months of accumulated
operation , which ever occurs sooner.

Output-

JHi
!Lo

MICR.OVOLTMETER

R..1.5"

Input-

+

SWITCHBOX

+
output

Recorder
Power

FIGURE 5--Block diagram of connections between recorder, microvoltmeter and switchbox.
the potentiometer so that the recorder needle indicates
60 µa . Recorder scale is now 0 to 50 µ V.
Reference junction adjustment . Place a thermocouple
psychrometer in a 0 °C bath such as wet crushed ice
and attach its leads to a set of binding posts on the
switch box. Switch SI to that set of binding posts and
switch S2 to position 4 . Adjust RIO to obtain null output to the microvoltmeter. During this adjustment the
switchbox should be close to its expected operating
temperature.
Temperature scale adjustment . The following procedure
is one way that temperature scale can be adjusted; the
individual user may develop procedures and scales more
suitable to his requirements. Place a thermocouple psychrometer in a 40 °C bath . With SI switched to that
unit and S2 in position 4 , adjust R9 to obtain 20 µ V
output to the microvoltmeter. With this adjustment, a
change of 1°C produces a change of 0 .5 µ V on the
microvoltmeter and a chang e of 1 µa on the recorder.
Coolint? period adjustment. The cooling time is adjusted
by changing the setting of potentiometer R2. Usually, a
15-second cooling period is sufficient.
Interval adjustment . The interval between readings is
determined by the positions of switches Swl, Sw2, and
the settings of potentiometers RS and R2. The operation of these is described in the last three paragraphs in
the Circuit Description.

Modifications

This system can be modifi ed to meet particular requir ements. For exampl e, if 24 inputs are needed instea d of 12 simply use a 3 pol e, 24 position rotary
stepping switch for SI.
Single junction psychrom eters with separate copperconstantan thermocouples can be connected to the
switchbox as follows . Connect the lead wire from the
chrome] side of th e junction to the N binding post.
Connect the constantan lead wire from the thermocouple
to the T binding post. Connect the other two leads to
the P binding post. Th e system will operate satisfactorily
with the psychrometers attached in this way without
modification . However, if the system will be used exclusively with single-junction psychrometers , the circuit
should be changed slightly. R 7 should be attached to
the second contact of the unused section of S2 rather
than to the second contact of S2C. The rotary contact
of this new section should be attached to the rotary
contact of SIC .
The Rustrak recorder chart is only 2-5 / 16 inches
(5.9 cm) wide. A wider chart may be preferred for
some applications. The Esterline-Angus Tl 71B rotary
servo recorder is battery-operated and has a chart width
of 6 inches (15 .2 cm). The switchbox will supply sufficient power to operate this recorder if R6 is replaced

Installation and Operation

For field use, the system should be housed in a wellinsulated box to keep temperature variation to a minimum. Psychrometer leads should be shielded from s9lar
radiation as much as practical to minimize temperature
gradients. Leaf psychrometers are particularly prone to
variations caused by solar radiations because of their exposure. In the case of soil psychrometers, it helps to
bury as much of the lead as possible as deep as, or
deeper than, the psychrometer chamber. The psychrometer should be so oriented that the two junctions are
at eq~al depths below the soil surface.
Often, in spite of all precautions, the initial psychrometer reading is not zero but varies as much as
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with a single I½ volt telephone battery. Connections
are as shown in Figure 5 except the lOK resistor (R15)
and the lOK potentiometer (R16) are omitte'd . The
recorder should be set to the 2 volt range with zero
center and the microvoltmeter adjusted to read -20 µ,V
at null input; this provides a recording range from -10
to +50 µ,V.
If AC power is available, most laboratory recorders
may also be used in this system . AC-powered recorders
can be controlled by a relay, such as the one used for
R52, connected to the recorder power output of the
automatic switchbox.

Bl
B2
B3
01
C2, C3
RLI

RL2
RL3
Rl
R2
R3 , R7
R4
R:5, R16
R6
RS
R9 , RlO

DISCUSSION

R:11, R:12
R1•3
R14
Rl '5
Swl

S. L. Rawlins concluded this session of the Symposium with some general comments. He indicated that
thermocouple psychrometers were now being designed
and used under both laboratory and field conditions.
Under laboratory conditions the Richards-type psychrometer may have several advantages, one of which
is a permanently wet junction that does ont depend in
the wetting properties of the thermocouple junction . A
disadvantage, however , is that it does not permit separate measurement of parasitic emf's in the circuit. Under
field conditions, where temperature control is lacking ,
the Spanner psychrometer has some very real advantages . Ideally , we should know what the minimum requirements are for the unit that we intend to use.

Sw2
Sl
S2
Th

APPEN DIX
1-½ volt telephone batteries (5 ea.)
I-½ volt flashlight cell
I .4 volt mercury cell (Mallory RM 12)
I 0,000 uf IOVDC capacitor
2&,000 uf l OVDC capacitor (2 ea.)
6VDC impulse relay (Potter and Brumfield
PCll<D)
Plate-circuit re lay (Sigma 4F-1000-S / SIL)
Extra-sensitivity relay (Sigma 5F5-000-S / SIL)
3.9K 10% resistor
I K potentiometer
2'.20-ohm 10% resistor (2 ea .)
I K I 0 % resistor
I OK potentiometer (2 ea.)
}3 ohm I 0% resistor
47K 10% resistor
5K 15-turn potentiometer (Bourns 3067-S) (2 ea.)
4 ohm I % resistor (2 ea.)
2200 ohm l % resistor
I 00 ohm 5 % resistor
!OK 10% resistor
SPDT toggle switch
SPST toggle switch
3Pl2T 6VDC rotary stepping switch (Ledex 250423-9Jil)
6P4T 6VDC rotary stepping switch (Ledex 250142-01'1)
Thermistor IK @ 2•5°C (Fenwal KA3 l LI or
General Electi-ic I D203)

Cabinet 12" x 7" x 4" (Bud CU-2 1H I-A)
Binding posts, gold-pl'ated (38 ea.)
Miscellaneous hardware including:
Knobs for Sl and S2
Mounting brackets for C2 and C3
Holders for B2 and B3
Connectors for BI and recorder
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PART IV : APPLICATION

OF

TH'ERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS
DETERMINATIONS

TO

OF WATER

POTENTIAL IN SOIL AND OTHER MEDIA
Moderator:

R . J. Hanks

THE USEFULNESS OF WATER POTEN TIAL M EASUREMENTS
IN SOIL AND RELATED MED IA

J. W. Cary and R. J. Hanks

As p syc hrom eters for meas urin g so il water pot ential
become readily available, scientists are incr eas ingly interested in utilizing the technique . Our purpose in the
following pa ges is to suggest so me useful applications of
thi s method for st ud ying th e prop erties of soi l and related systems. We will also point out some of the present
limit at ion s so that perso ns beginning work in thi s area
may mak e the best po ssible use of their initial effo rts.
There are three general areas in which psyc hrom et er
measurements of so il wate r potenti al may be useful:
(I) the analysis of water flow, (2) characterizing th e
sta te of the soil-wat er syste m through thermod ynamic s,
and ( 3) water potential correlation with observations
of biological responses. Beca use of the inform ation
already ava ilabl e, it is particul arly important that careful
planning pr ecede experimental work on soil water flow
and soil thermodynamics . Considerably less is known
about the correlation of soil water potential and biological activities in soil. Exper iments in this area cannot be planned as objectively , but should still be based
upon all the principle s and related responses that are
presently recognized.

change in tota l free energy of a system resultin g from a
change in water content as all other quantities and variables remain const ant:

UJ

clG

µw

=a;-

w

where I-'" is the chemical potenti al of soil water, G is the
free ener gy of the soi l, and n" is th e water content in
moles. It is not possible to assign a uniqu e numerical
value to 1-'w, but difference s in chemical potential may
be eva luate d by using the psychrom eter and the approximate relation ,
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where R is the gas constant, T the temperature in °K ,
and e th e vapor pressure . Beca use of the rather loose
nom enclature of soil water energy or soil water potential ,
th e quantity !:l0 " is sometimes erroneously thought of
as the diff erence in free energy between water molecules in the soil and molecules in pure water. From the
definition ( equation [ l ] ) , this physical interpretation
is obviously incorr ect since the free energy of the system
includes not only the change in the energy of the water

W ATER POTEN TIA L A N D SOM E G ENERAL
EFFECTS O F SOIL VARIABLE S

Soil water chem ical potentia _l, by definition, is the
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molecules added to the system, but also changes in the
energy of surface interfaces , dissolved molecules and
ions, and all other entities in the soil whose energy
state are affected by chang es in the water content (Cary
et al. 1964) .
Th e soil water energy or potential may or may not
include a gravitational potential compon ent , depending
on the conv enience of the investigator. How ever, it always includ es osmotic contributions from dissolved material, interfacial energy contributions from the airwater and solid-w ater interfac es, and the contribution of
ambient pr essure. The temperature of /J-w and /J-w0 is
necessa rily taken as const ant ( equation [21). The potential changes from interface ph enom ena are called
matric potenti al, and can be. me asured with ten siometers
or pr essure plates. Chan ges from dissolved comp onents
are called osmotic potential , and can be estim ate d from
elect rical conductivity measure me nts and chemical analysis (Rose 1966).
The effec ts of common variables on soil water potential are genera lly similar, but not exaotly th e same as
their effec ts on pur e wa ter. For exa mple, increasing the
ambient pr essure in soil incr eases the soil wat er pot ential. Adding soluble salt to the soil dec reas es the soil
water potential. How ever, the amount of decr ease ma y
be different from that of a pur e water system because
of the possibilities of precipitation effects from other
sa lts already in the soil, and of soil particle dispersion
or flocc ulation which ca n ch ange the mat ric component.
Adding water to soil increases the water pot entia l, but
the relationshi!J between soil water content and soil
water potential is not un iqu e, showing significant hysteresis ove r the whole range of soil water conte nts. Increas ing the temperature of pur e water decreases its
chemica l potential. No such simp le relationship exists
for changing the temperature of the soil wa ter syste m
beca use temperature also affects the surf ace tension of
the soil solution , the volume of any entrap ped air, and
the solubilit y of salts ( Childs 1969, H agan et al 1967,
Hill el 197 l , Rose 1966). The time required to reach
complete eq uilibrium in soil may be a decep tive factor
when attempting to mak e exac ting measurements of the
effec ts of changes in these vari ables . The large surface
area of so il, the ac tivity of microor ganis ms, and the slow
rate of some chemical react ion s, particu lar ly with silica,
may create conditions which require weeks for tru e
equilibrium to develop .

( equation [2b]) , it is apparent that psychrometer measurements alone will not indicate the amount of water
flow or even the dir ection of net move ment. Additional
information on matric or osmotic potentials is always
neede d ( H aga n et al. 1967).
Liquid water flow under co nstant temperature conditions generall y obeys D arcy's law in one dimension
(Childs 1969 , Hill el 1971, R ose 1966).

[3]

where Q" is the flux of water , K the hydraulic or capillary conductivity , 'PTthe matric potential (in cm· wat er),
i/;~is the gravi tat iona l potential (cm water) , and z the
depth. Tw o ther mocou ple psychrometers spaced vertically in the profile will allow est imat ion of rJi/;T/rJzonly
if the salt content of the soil solution causes a negligible
osmoti c potential, i.e. less than 5% of the total water
potential. In this case if the temperature is uniform, th e
direction of liquid flow ca n be determined. The flow
rate ca nnot be calculated unless the hydraulic conductivity is known.
When flow rates are relative ly large, th e soil water
co ntents are near sat uration and the matric potential
near zero. Most instances of important flow durin g infiltration are in response to sma ll values of ai/;T/rJz. To
measur e this gradient accura tely, with a spacin g of IO
cm between meas urement points , requires a matr-ic potent ial acc uracy of -50 cm of water (0 .05 bars ), which
is beyond the capabi lity of present thermoc ouple psychrom eters.
When the values of the matric potential gradients
are relative ly large, such as durin g soil drainage and
drying, the flow rates are quite small. T he water contents are lower and the hydrau lic co nductiviti es are very
small and difficult to measur e. Thus the calculated flow
rates may be quite inaccurate even th ough the value of
'ai/;T
/ az is acc urat ely mea,sured. The psychrometer ma y
/ az under some of these
be useful in meas urin g aif;T
cond itions when the matric pote ntial is less th an - l bar
and tensiometers cannot be used . Psychrometer data
must , of cour se, be suppl emen ted by simultan eous meas urements of the osmotic pote ntial in order to arrive at
values fo r 'aif;T
/ az. ln gvalson et al. (1970) hav e dev eloped an instrument where the thermocouple psychro-meter is combined with a salinity sensor. This allows
for estimati on of the wa ter potential and osmotic po tential at the same loca tion , which may prove helpful
in thi s type of situation .
In genera l, it app ea rs doubtful that thermocouple
psychrom eters will be as useful as tensiometers in measuring liquid water flow under isothermal conditions unless some significant breakthrough develops which improves their accuracy by an order of magnitude. P5ychrometers may be used to indicate the direction of
li9uid water flow beyo nd the range of tensiometers provided the salt content of the soil solution is known from

WATER FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA

Wat er flows through soil in both liquid and vapor
ph ases. Flow in the vapor ph ase is by diffu sion along
vapor pr essure gradients , or by viscous flow of soil-air
along ambient pr essure gradients . Liquid ph ase flow
may arise in varying degrees from gradients of matric
pot ential , gravitational force, temperature diHerence,s,
and osmotic gradients. Since the psychrometer measures
the water vapor pres sure in the soil, which may be interpr eted as the sum of matric and osmotic potentials
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independent measurements , and the temperature is uniform.
An equation often used to characterize water vapor
flow in one dimension is:
q

v

= -D

[ 3p
3z

v]+

p

v

V,.

a

[4]

where q,, is the vapor flux, D the effective water vapor
diffusion coefficient in soil, p,. the water vapor density ,
and Va is the average velocity of the soil air. Thermocouple psychrometers , in theory, may provide measurements of 3p,./ 3z and p,.. However, over the range of
soil water potentials where psychrometers function well,
the change in water vapor pressure is relatively small.
Significant water vapor flow occurs in soils through the
soil surface where water potentials may be as low as
-1000 bars , well beyond the range of present thermocouple psychrometer s. Sinc e the water vapor density of
so il air is exp ~;,entia lly dep endent on temperature, the
vapor flow in response to temperature gradients that
normally occur in soils is generally much larger than
flow under isot herm al conditions in th e psychrometer
range. For examp le, a temperature differ ence of 0.2 °C
will cause a vapor density gradient equivalent to a
water potential difference of 15 bars. It is obvious that
psychrometers that are accurate in the very dry soil
range need to be developed and used in conjunction with
temperature measurements to arr ive at the values of Pv
needed for equation [ 4 ] . Hygrometers, which do not
function well in the thermocouple psychrometer range ,
may prove useful in the dry soi l range (Campbell et al.
197 1, Ri chards and Decker 1963).
To bring the preceding discussion into perspective,
one should be aware of the relative magnitude of soil
water flow under various conditions . Four divisions may
be conveniently considered: infiltration of surfac e water,
flow to plant roots , flow in drier soil, and flow in frozen
soil.
Infiltrati on rates of water into soils may vary from
as much as 100 cm hr - 1 to as low as 0.01 cm hr - 1
with the most common soi ls grouped around I cm hr - 1 .
Water flow above the wetting front is predominantly in
the liquid phase , responding to the sum of the matric and
gravitationa l potentials.
During infiltration the soil
water content near the surface is usually near saturation,
wit h relatively large hydraulic conductivities and hydraulic head gradients approaching 1.0 cm of water per
cm of depth .
Water uptake rates by plant roots are normally much
less than infiltration rates. The combined water uptake
by the root system of a complete plant cover will normally be less than I cm day - 1 • If a water tabl e exists near
the plant roots , or the soil water contents are high,
liquid water flow to the plant roots in response to matric
potential gradients will be the principal transfer mechanism. If no water tabl e or restricting soil layer exists,
water will redistribute within two or thre e days after
irrigation to the so-called "fie ld capacity " condition.
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The liquid water flow thereafter may be quite low, in
the neighborhood of a millimeter or less per day. Water
flow to plant roots will then occur over only short distances of a few centimeters, but for several weeks plants
may transpire water at rates near that of free water
evaporation from the surface, provided the roots are well
distributed throughout the profile . Even if roots are not
well distributed , root growth into moist soil may be sufficiently great to keep up with the evaporative demands
of the atmosphere.
Water flow through the soil becomes less than 0.1
mm day - 1 in the drier range at soil water potentials
below those need ed to maintain transpiration at a rate
near the demand of climatic conditions. This breaking
point dep ends on th e soil physical properties, and may
occur at -0.5 bar matric potential in sands to as low as
-5 bars matric potential in clays. However, even when
the soil is dry, water flow in the top 15 cm near the
su rface may be quite act ive under some microclimatic
conditions. Water will mov e out of this region as a
vapor in response to larg e water vapor density gradients
and ambi ent pressure fluctuations arising from air turbulence across the so il surface . This may occur alono
high water potential gradie nts of the order of 100 bar~
1
cm - . The total water flow by this mechanism can be
relatively large over a yea r, depending on the frequency
of wetting and drying cycles. With one wetting and
drying cycle, total water flow from the so il to the atmosphere m ay be aro und 2 cm in many sit uat ions (Hagan
et al 1967, Hillel 1971 , Ros e 1996) .
Water flow in frozen so il may be significa nt , varying
from less than a 0.1 mm per day to as much as 1.0 cm
per night under so me spec ial short term conditions. The
flow occurs primarily in the liquid phase , moving in unfrozen films along temperature gradients into the coldest
areas. Tee freezes out of the soil solution in a pure
state , and since its vapor pressure is lower than that of
supercool ed water, the ice determines the water vapor
pressure in the soil. As ice crystals form in the soil pore
spaces , the solubl e salts are concentrated in the unfrozen films which soon fall to the same vapor pressure
as pure ice. While the water potential in frozen soil is
important in determining flow , it is eas ier to obtain from
accurate temp erature measurements
and handbook
values of ice vapor pressure than from psychrometers
(Hoeckstra 1966 , Cary and Mayland I 971).
DETERMINING THE STATE OF THE SOIL WATER
SYSTEM FROM THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS

The potential use of psychrometers to determine
soil thermodynamic functions appears to be exte nsive
particularly as refinements are mad~ that increase th ~
range and accuracy of vapor pressure measurements .
One area of interest rises from the Gibbs-Duhem relation:

-n

w

Since the psychrom eter is ca pabl e of measuring th e
chemic al pot ential of 5oil water , equation [ 5 ] suggest s
a number of po ssibiliti es for arrivin g at the ch emical
pot enti al and activiti es of ionic species dissolved in the
soil water system . Such inform ation is needed in studi es
of solubility and equilibrium con stants , as well as for
reaction rat es and kin etjcs. Of cour se th e psychrom et er
is already used to measur e osmotic pot ential s of solution s and to infer th e conc entrati ons of th ese solution s.
Becau se the ch ange in chemical pot ential with tempera tur e gives th e negativ e of th e parti al molar entropy ,
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where S is th e parti al molar entr opy of the soil water,
a numb er of th erm od ynamic function s can be eva lu ated .
On ce the diff erenti al ent ro py is calcul ated, chan ges in
enth alpy follow from
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where Hw is th e p artial molar enth alpy of the soil wa ter.
Whil e the psychrom et er may be used dir ectly in calcu latin g th ese quantiti es, it might also be used indir ectl y
throu gh equ ation l5 ] to assist in th e calculati on of dif f_
erenti al entropi es and enth alpi es of other ch emical
sp ecies in th e system (Gug genh eim 1957).
P artial molar val ues of entr opi es and enth alpi es calcul ated from equ ations [6 J and (7 ] ar e djfficult to
interpr et in term s of a phy sical mod el. They are , by
definjtion, slopes of a line at a pa rticul ar poin t and do
not give any infor mation about th e average magnitud e
of th e ent rop y :::,· en th alpy of the system. Th e best u se
of th ese qu antiti es m ay eventu ally com e in testing partition functi ons develop ed from stati stic al mechanic al
mod els of soil wate r films ( Eisenbe rg and Kauzmann
1969) .
Mor e useful qu antiti es, in term s of physic al int erpr etation , are int egra l entropi es and enth alpie s. Int egral
quantiti es may be ca lculated fro m the Gibb s' surf ace
exc ess equ ation and vapor pr essur e me asurement s of th e
soil system at varying wat er cont ents :

,PA = RT
0

r;;'
de

[ 8]

where <I>
A is often called th e sur face p otenti al, and w is
water cont ent by weight. Thi s functi on may then be
used in combination with either heat of wettin g dat a as
affected by water cont ent , or vapor pr essur e data as
affect ed by temp eratur e, in simpl e equ ations to calculate integral valu es of entropy and enth alpy. Th ese
valu es give som e idea of th e average valu e of enthalp y
and entropy and the structure of the surface film . Whil e
int egral qu antitie s are easier to interpret in terms of
phy sical properti es of th e soil wat er solution , a numb er
of assumptions are involv ed conc erning the inertness of

oth er compon ent s in the syst em , leaving ample room
for futur e th eo retica l and exp erim ental development
( Ca ry et al. 1964 , Kohl et al. 1964 ).
It h as been kn own for many years tha t th e concentrations cf solut es at th e air-wa ter int erfa ce are not the
sc1me as their co ncentr ations in the bul k solution. Thi s
co ncentration in th e interface is genera lly called the
sur face excess and is a funct ion of the ch emical po tential and the sur face tension:

r
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T
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where f' is th e surfac e excess, and a is the surfac e tension. Beca use of th e large air-w ate r interface are a in
un sat ura ted soil, it is likelv th at both sur face excess and
su rface tension affect , as ·least indir ectly, mo st physical
and biolog ical p roc esse5 in th e soil. Since th ey are
uniqu ely related to th e chemic al potenti al of water in
th e system, th e psychro meter offers un explored potential. Th e psych ro meter ma y also prov e u seful in the
stud y of some of th e other rath er special th ermodyn amjc
co ncept s in surf ace chemistry, such as ch anges in the
energy, ent ro py, and enth alpy of the surf ace phas e.
Some th eoretica l deve lopm ent in thi s a rea is alr eady
ava ilable, and o f co ur se the chemica l pote nti al of the
wa ter is involved in these relat ions ( Adam son 1960) .
Tn general, th e use of psych ro metery in soil th ermodyn8mics is largely unexplored at the pr ese nt time . It
is an area in which significa nt scientific advanc ement
app ea rs possible both in the deve lopm ent of theory and
experim ent ::il techniqu es ( Ad amson 1960 , Cary et al.
1964 , Kohl et a l. 1964 , Mars h all 19 64 ).
CORRELATION OF WATER POTENTIAL W '.TH
OTHER OBSERVED QUANTITIES

Th ere arc, o f co urse, an infinit e numb er of studi es
that o ne might do with psychr ometers in soil and related
medi a, in which va rious para meters are varied and the
pote nti 31 ch anges reco rded . F ro m th e prnceding di scussio n, it is obvi ous that thi s type of "s hotgun" ap proa ch will p rob ably not be very fru itful in yielding new
know ledge co nce rnin g ch anges in th e soil physical system . Ex perim ent s involving such variabl es as temp eratur e, water co ntent , density, pr essure , and salt concent ra tions should be well plann ed in accord with the
k now n principl es and theo retic al relation s already available . On th e oth er hand , much less is kn own about responses of biol og ical systems such as plant root growth ,
seed germin ation, and soil o rga nisms to change s in
wa ter potential. It may be necess a ry to carry out some
pr eliminary exp erim ents to ga in som e insight of how
th ese entitie s respond to chan ges in soil water potential.
Still it appear s th at no fund ament al pro gress will be
made with wat er pot ential as a single parameter approach in th e obviously complex soil system. Before
makin g wat er pot enti al measur ements, every effort
should be made to develop a th eoretical hypothesis
which includ es other related vari ables such as temper-

ature, pressur e, salt concentration, specific ion effects ,
etc. which might affect the system (Russell 1961 , Slayter 1967, Toussou n et al. 1970).
FUTURE OF SOIL
PSYCHROMETER MEASUREMENTS

Much remains to be done. Progress to the present
time has been mainly in developing psychrom eter hardware which is capable of making water potential measurements in soil. The most significant results from
these first me asurem ents have been in the area of separating osmotic and matric potential components. This
has led to some preliminary information on the effect
of these components on biological systems and on soil
water movement. Increasing the range of vapor pressure
measurements of the psychromet er will lead to better
understanding of water flow, particularly in the vapor
phase. It will also be used with matric potential or osmotic potential measurements in studies of unsaturated
liquid phase flow. Many interesting things remain to be
learned conce,~ing the thermodynamic functions and
physical state of the soil water system, and psychrometry may well play a major role. Psychrometers will
also be important in developing meaningful models of
the respons e of the biologic al systems to soil water po tential. Th e use of psychrometry to indirectly aid in the
determining of the activities of dissolved components
may prove important. It is obvious, how ever, that the
psychrometer cannot be used as a single tool nor the
water potenti al as a single parameter to evaluate biological response , soil water movement, or other physical
changes und er the natural field conditions. Simultaneous
measurements of other properties must be made and experimental work carefully planed to utilize our existing
body of knowledge.
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WATER POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS OF SOIL SAMPLES

G. S. Campbell

An imp orta nt app lication of thermocouple psychrometers is the measurement of soil water potential.
Both the Spanner psychrometer (Spanner 19 51) and the
Richards psychrometer (Richards and Ogata 1958)
have been widely used for this purpose, and both are
capable of providing accurate water potey,tial measuremen ts if used properly.
Both types of psychrometers are used to infer sample
water potential by sensing the pressure of the water
vapor in equilibrium with the sample. This is done by
measuring the cooling of the thermocoup le due to
evaporation of water from it. The measuring junction
of the Spanner psychrometer is cooled by means of the
Peltier effect to condense water on its surface. The
Richards psychrometer has a tiny silver loop attached
to the measuring junction in which a droplet of water
is suspended. Obviously, both techniques disturb the
equilibrium of the system to some extent, the Richards
toward wetter readings and the Spanner toward drier
readings.
This paper discusses the use of both type of psychromct ers for measuring soil water potential and the
precautions necessary to minimize measurement errors .
Sample handling techniques and effects of sampling pro-

FIGURE

an d A . M. Wilson

cedures on the readings obtained are show n . A method
for measuring very low water potentials is presented in
detail, and methods used to determine the components
of soi l water potential are reviewed.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND
PSYCHROMETER CALIBRATION

The Spanner psychrometer has been used for measuring soil water potential either in a single sa mpl e arrangement (Montieth and Owen 1958), in a sample
chang er such as is shown in Figure I (Campbell et al.
1966) or in the commercially available samp le device
shown in Figure 2 (Wescor Inc. , Logan, Utah). The
Richards psychrometcr has been used in sing le samp le
hold e;-s (Richards and Ogata 1958) and in the sample
changer (Zollinger , et al. 1966). The sample changer
is useful for making precise comparisons between water
potentials of difforent samp les or of samples and standard solutions , and facilitates calibration of the psychrom 'eter. The Wescor psychrometer equilibrates rapidly so that readings on soils or solutions may be taken at
about 2-minut e intervals and is self contained , requiring
no external constant temp erature bath .
With th e earlier work it was generally assumed that

I-Sample
changer similar to that of Campbell et al. (1966)
well as successive readings on six samples.

bu capable of providing simultaneous

as

FIGURE 2-Commercial
samp le chamber psychrometer for making water potential measurements
Three types of sample holder are shown.
precise temperature control of the psychrometer and
sample was required for accurate water potential
measurements. Rawlins and Dalton (1967), however,
indicate that satisfactory measurements can be made
using field psychrometers with ambient temperature
drifing more than 5°C per day. Subsequent experiments
1vith sample changers have shown that they also work
well without precise temperature control as long as the
temperature changes slowly enough to maintain temperat ure and vapor pressure equilibrium inside the
sample chambers. Suitable insulation and heat sinks
make a constant temperature bath unnecessary. One
must , however, have calibration curves which corres-·
pond to the temperature at which readings are made.
The Wescor psychrometer is constructed with the
thermal mass and insulation as an integral part of the
sample holder. The manufacturer suggests that this is
adequate for most uses , but additiona l styrofoam insulation may be required in the field where severe ambient
temperature fluctuations are encounternd.
Calibration of psychromters is accomplished by suspending KC I or NaC I solutions on filter paper appro ximating the sample geometry, and determining psychrometer output over these solutions. Water potentials
of these solutions at different concentrations and temperatures are given by Campbell and Gardner (1971),
and Lang ( 1967). Chamber size has been shown to
affec t psychrometer output (Rawlins 1966, Peck 1968)
so the filter paper for calibration should be as nearly
like the samp le geometry as possible.

on single samples.

mining water retention curves of soil samples. With
field soil samples it is important that the measured water
potential represent the water potential of the samp le
while in the field. Thus the effect on water potential of
temperature and bulk density changes must be understood. and samples must be handled in such a way as to
minimize water loss.
Samples at different depths in the field !11aybe obtained using standard sampling techniques . Samples
should be enclosed quickly in an airtight container to
prevent water loss. With large samples (several hundred grams) the water loss problem becomes less critical. Rapid cooling of the sample containers should be
prevented to avoid condensation from the samp le on
the walls of the container.
Techniques for sample handling are somewhat critical. Sample vapor pressures are near saturation while
laboratory atmospheric vapor pressures are usually well
below the saturation value. The large difference in vapor
pressures between the samp le and surrounding air resu lts in rapid water loss from the sample when exposed
to the laboratory atmosphere. Water loss can be reduced to a negligible amo unt if the samp le chambers
are loaded inside a humid chamber. A convenient
chamber may be constructed with tran sparen t top, access holes for the hands, and with wetted blotter paper
around the sides.
Examples of water potential measurements of field
sa mpl es are show n in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 compares water potentials in ad jacent so il profiles in a soil
complex. Figure 4 is taken from Papendick et al.
( 1971) and shows the water potential distribution in
the root one of wheat 6 weeks prior to and following
harv est. These data illustrate the use of psychrometry
to indicate the one of water use and the water poten-

ROUTINE WATER POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS
OF SOIL SAMPLES

Thermocouple psychrometers are used for measuring water potentia ls of field soi l samples and for deter-
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tials at which water becomes unavailabl e to the wheat
plant.
Studie s reported by Campbell and Gardner ( 1971)
indicate that for most sampling conditions tempera tur es
and bulk density changes, which occur when samples
are brought into the laboratory from the field, hav e
negligible effec ts on the reading. Errors resulting from
large temp eratur e chang es in dry soils, or lar ge bulk
density changes in clay soils or wet soils may be significant. For example , bulk densit y changes of samples
taken where overburden pres sures are larg e ma y result
in wat er potential changes of 20 bars or mor e. Brownell
(1971) reported that water pot entials of coarse strata
from a well were -6 bars while samples from adjacent
strata with high silt and clay cont ent were -30 bars .
Differences in water pot entials of adjacent strata should
have been much smaller than this . It is argued that the
differ ences observed resulted from the effect of releasing
overburden pressur e and decreasing the bulk density of
the finer strata before wat er potentials were determin ed.
Water retention curve s for soil samples are determined by wetting or dr ying sub sampl es to various water
content of the subsamples. A major problem is that
of obtaining a sample which has approached the desired
water content on either a sorption or deso rption curve.
Zolling er et al. ( 1966) and Campb ell et al. ( I 966 )
mixed crushed ice with cold soil to obtain sorption
samples, and dri ed thin , stirred layers of soil from saturation to the desired water cont ent to obtain deso rption
samples. Richards and Ogata ( 1961) obtained desorption samples by equilibrating soil on pressur e membran es and then measurin g the water potential using the
thermoc ouple psychrometer . Sorption sampl es also have
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FIGURE 4-Soil water potential profiles from a site near
Pullm an, Washington, 6 weeks befo re (6/25), and
following (8/2 0 ) wheat harvest. D ata points are
the mea n of 12 samples ( afte r Pap endick et al.
1971).
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FIGURE 3-Companson
ot wat er potentials of samples
from adjacent profiles in a soil complex . Th e
Asotin soil was quite permeable to water , while the
Weissenfels soil was an eroded Solodized Solonetz
with a clay layer near the surface which was quite
impermeable to water . Both profiles had been wet
by storms within a few days of the sampling time.

been obtained by spray ing water on stirred, thin layers
of soil, or by allowing the sample to take up water from
salt soluti ons across a vapo r gap (Wilson and Harri s
1968). Sorpti on and desorption curves (from Campbell et al. 1966) for Millvill e silt loam are shown in
Figur e 5.
Th e accuracy with which soil water pot ential is determin ed depends on a number of factors includin g the
effec t of the psychrom eter on the meas urement, sample
geometry , variability of psychrom eter readings, and
variation of water potential from sample-to-sample .
Zolling er et al. (l 966) found that the Richards psychrometer increased wat er potential read ings of dry
samples (-50 bar s) by as much as 15 bars in some
cases , but point ed out that incr eas ing the surface area of
the sample would reduce this effect appr eciably. The
original psychromet er of Richards and Ogata ( 1958)
was designed with a much larger sample surfac e ar ea
than was used by Zollinger et al. (1966), and would
therefore be expected to show a much smaller effect of
water addition on sample water potenti al. Zollinger
et al. (1966) points out that the Spanner psychrometer
could influenc e the reading becaus e of con ensed water
from the sample chamb er atmosphere. H owever , their
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Table 1.

Water Content ( g /g)
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Effects of water potential on the synthesis
of adenosine triphosphate (ATP, nmoles
per gm dry weight) in crested wheatgrass
seeds (after Wilson 1970).

Treatment

1

ATP

-5

•

'00
m

Oesorptton

-10

~

c

~

44
51
90

I Seeds

were i•ncub ated for 6 days at 23 °C and a.t the indicated water potenti als befo re adenosine triph osp hate (ATP)
measurements were mad e.

ii:;

0
3:

shows ATP production in crest ed wheatgrass seeds
which had been incubat ed for six days at different wat er
pot entials (Wilson 1970). Tabl e 2 taken from Nelson et
al. ( 1970) shows the reduction of ATP content in
crested wheatgrass seeds initially wet and then subj ected
to low soil water potentials .
At water pot ential s below about -80 bars, it becomes difficult to condense water on the conventional
chromel-constantan junction by Peltier cooling. To wet
the junction for meas ur ements of lower water potentials
Wilson and Harris ( 1968) coo led the thermocouple over
a -10 bar KC 1 solution in one chamber of the samp le
cha nger (Figure 1), then rotated the changer to place
the thermocouple over the sample and obtain a reading .
Typical coo ling curves obtai ned with this techniqu e are
shown in Figure 6. A coo ling tim e of 20 min. was used.
The peak on the -300 a nd - 100 bar curves results
from exposure of the th ermocouple to drier air as the
changer is rotat ed. A reading which is indep endent of
this effect is obta ined by extrapolat ing the ~traig ht part
of the curv e following the peak back to zero time.
A typ ical calibration curve rela ting thermocouple
output to wat er potential betw een -50 and - 1000
bars is shown in F igur e 7. T he average standard deviation of 5 readings at eac h water potentia l was 4 .6 % . The
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5-Water retention curves fo r Millville silt loam
obt ained using the sa mpl e changer ( after Campbell , et al. 1966).

FIGURE

calc ula tions indic a te th at this effec t is probably negligible. Subsequent experiments by G. S. Campbe ll (unpublished) with cha mb ers ha ving vo lumes of only a few
mm ~ have fai led to sh ow any drying effec t of the Spanner psychrometer .
MEASUREMENT OF LOW WATER POTENTIALS

M ost soi l-p lan t-wa ter studies require water potentia l
informat ion in the 0 to -80 bars rang e which is within
the capability of the conventional thermocouple psychrometer. However, some st udies have shown metabo lic activity in seeds (Wilson 1970) and in certai n soil
fung i (Cook and Papendick 1970) at water potentials
cons iderab ly below these values . For exa mpl e, Table 1

Table 2 .

Effects of precipitation (cm) and soil water potential (bars) on adenosine triphosphate synthesis (ATP,
nmoles per gm dry weight) in crested wheatgrass seeds (after Nelson et al. 1970) .

Experimental
period 1
0
3
9
17
1

0
Trace

Air-dry seeds
-190 bars
-130 bars
bars
-100
-40 bars

• Sorpt1on

to
to
to
to

2 days
8 days
16 days
32 days

Precipitation
0
0 .79
0.58
0.71

Soil suriace
Water
potential
ATP
-3 00
- 500
-1
- 800

0
0
60
16

Seeds planted in March, 1968, on break s of Snake River, Asotinn County, Washington.
phas e (ATP) were measured on the last da y of each experimental period .
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1-inch depth
Water
potential
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7-Typical
calibration curves for the sample
changer and Wescor psychrometer for water potentials between -50 and -1000 bars. Points are
the average of 5 readings taken over a period of several days. Ambient temperature was near 25°C.
The thermocouple was positioned over -10
bar
KCl and cooled with a 5 ma current for 20 min.
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6- Typical cooling curves at three water potentials obtained by cooiing a thermocoupl e in a
sample changer over -10 bar KC! for 20 min .
and then rotating the changer to bring the thermo couple over the calibrating solution .

FIGURE

is also shown in Figure 7. The average standard deviation for 5 readings at each water potential was 1.4% .
The mean and standard deviation of read:ngs from 6
soil samples equi librated in water vapor at -300 bars
was 120 :±: 3.9 µ,V. In the Wescor psychrometer, readings are taken almost immediately after the sample is

mean and standard deviation of readings from 6 soil
samp les equi librat ed in water vapor at -300 bars was
120 :±: 1.4 µ,V.
Optimum cooling current for the thermocouple is
shown in Figure 8. The thermocouple was cooled over
-10 bar KC! for 20 min. at the current shown , and
readings were taken over - 1000 bars LiC I. A cooling
current of 4 to 6 ma appears ideal.
Figure 9 shows the rapadity of equilibration at these
water potentials . Starting the 20 minute cooling of the
junction IO minutes after the samp le was placed in the
water bath resulted in readings that were not significantly different from those obtained later.
Calibration of the psychrometer is accomplished by
using standard solution s of LiC I (Robinson and Stoke s
1949) . Concentrations required for various water potentials at 25 °C are shown in Table 3. The solutions are
quite corrosive , so sma ll parafilm cups were used to hold
the calibrating solution in the sample chambers. During
long periods , concentrated solutions also creep up the
walls of the chamber and into adjacent chambers if used
without the parafilm liners. Chambers ad jac ent to the
-10 bar KC! solution are left emp ty since the high
water potential solution influences readings of samples
plac ed next to it.
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At very low water potentials, sma ll changes in soi l
water content result in large water potential changes.
Since it is difficult to adjust the humidit y of a humid
box to approach that of the sample, exposure of th e
sample to the atmosphere should be extremely brief and
under conditions which minimiz e water loss .
The calibration curve for the Wescor psychrometer

2
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8
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Milliamperes

8-Thcrmocouple
output over -1000
bar
LiC 1 as a function of the cooling current used. Thermocouples of the sample changer and Wescor psychrometer were placed over -10
bar KC I and
cooled for 20 min.
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tion. This technique was used by Richards and Ogata
(1961) .
O ster et al. (1969) used a combination thermocouple psychrometer-pressure
membr ane apparatus to
determine the osmotic and matric potentials of soil
sa mpl es. A simplified drawin g of the apparatus is shown
in Figure l 0. The total soil water potential is determined with soil at atmosph eric pressure. Then the
pre ss ure on the soil is increa sed until further increases
in pr essure do not change the psychrom eter reading .
Th e psychrometer reading then indic ates . the osmotic
pot ential of the soil solution. The matric potential is
obta ined by taking th e difference between the total and
osmotic potentials. A typic al set of readings is shown
in Figur e 11. R esults of experiments using thi s apparatus indicate that the osmotic and matric pot ential s are
not ind ependent . and that inferrences of osmotic pot entials of unsaturated soils from osmotic potentials of the
ex tract ed soil solution are in error. Th e techniqu e of
Oster et al. ( 1969) appears to be the most accurate
techniqu e presently available for evaluating these two
components of the soil water pot ential.
Ingvalson et al. ( 1970) has used the thermocoupl e
psychromet er in conjunction with a sali nity sensor to
infer component s of soil wat er pot enti al. Osmotic potential s accurat e to ± 10% are obtainable using the sa linit y sensor, and the ma tric potential is obtain ed from
th e diff erence between th e water pot ential and the osmotic potential.
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FIGURE 9-Time required for equilibration of a -100
bar sample in th e samp le changer. Th e 20 min.
cooling phase was started at the tim es shown on
th e abscissa.
placed in th e sa mpl e hold er. Ther efo re, 1t 1s imp or tant
that the temp erature of the soil and the sa mpl e hold er
be near that of th e psychrom eter.
Psychrom eter output as a function of cooling current for the Wescor psychrom etcr is shown in Figure 8 .
Psychrometer output is appare ntly equally high when a
coo ling current of 14 to 10 ma is used .
OSMOTIC AND MATRIC
POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS

To this point , we have discussed only the meas urement of tota l soi l water potential. 1n some cases it may
be imp ortant to deter min e the matric a nd osmotic components of the water potential. It is possible to estim ate
the osmo tic co mp one nt from measure ment of the osmo tic po tent ial of ext rac ted soil soluti on. The matric
co mpo nents may be determined with the pressure membrane , or inferred from the diffe rence betw een the water
potential of the or iginal sa mpl e and that of the soil sol uTable

3.
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THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROME TRY FO R THE STUDY OF
WATER RELATIONS OF SOIL MICROORGANISMS

W. R. Gardner , F. N. Dalton, and R. F . Harris

The study of the water relations of soil microorganisms offers special problems not encountered in the
study of high er plants , but is otherwise in so me respec ts
less difficult. Of the various experimental techniques
deve loped for the study of higher plant-water relations ,
the psychrometer app ears to be the most valuable for
work with microorganisms . Lack of a good experiment proc edur e is probably the principal rc::~on that th e
quantitative characterization of the water relation s of
low er organisms has lagged b ehind that for the higher
pla nts. Because of the inh ere nt simplicti y and the
smaller size of the experimental systems used with
microor ganisms , this situation may soo n change . Infor mation gained with such studies may add insight to our
und erstanding of higher plant s, but it is already obvious that th ere are important and significant differences
betwe en the two.
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FIGURE 1. Graph of water pot ential of fre shly prep are d aga r gels versus agar concentration.

THE STATE OF WATER IN AGAR GEL

Figure I shows th e water pot ent ial of freshly prepared Bacto agar gel as a function of agar concentration , as reported by Dalton ( 1970) . This is interpreted
to be a n osmo tic potential since the water potent ial of
the soi l and the gel were found to be the same . As the
agar concentration of a gel is increased by removal of
\;ater by evaporatio n, the potential sh o uld decreas e in
a svstematic way if the only contribution is os mot ic.
Fig.ure 2 show s that at concentrations of agar above
about .10 gra ms of agar per gra m of water the potential drops mor e rapi dly than th at estimat ed by ex trapolating the osmotic curve . Thi s is presumed to be

Agar ge l has been widely used as a sub strat e fo r
microbi al studi es for many reasons , an import ant on e
being convenience. Not the least of these reasons. so
far ;s so il scientists are co ncern ed , is that one ca n observe the growt h of a fungal or other cu ltur e optica lly
and non-d es tructiv ely in such a system, whereas soi l
syste ms usually require destructiv e techniques. In or der
to relate growt h in th e agar gel system to growth in a
so il substrat e one must have so me under sta ndin g of th e
water relati ons of the gel as well as of the soil. These
have bee n reviewed in som detail by Dalton ( 1970)
and onlv one or two of the mor e releva nt point s will be
repeated here. Usual method s for meas uring th e water
content-water pot ential relation s of a bio-colloid such
as agar gelatin often do not consider how th e components of the potential may be partitioned. This rai ses
questi ons as to the validity of the techniqu e. Wiebe
( 1966) presents a matric pot ential-water cont ent curv e
for agar using standard pressur e plat e techniques. Richards and Ogata (1961) show ed that the matric potential of a soil, as measured by the pr ess ure membran e,
could be added to the osmotic potential , as inferr ed
from the solution concentration . to give a measur e of
the total potential ; these resu lts agr eed very well with
psychrometer measurements of the total potential-that
a similar resu lt shou ld be expected for agar gel does
not follow.
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FIGURE 2. Water potential of agar gel showing th e
effect on the potential when agar concentration is increased by evaporation of water.
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evidence of a matric contribution enter ing in.
Attempts by Dalton (1970) to relat e the wat er content of the aga r to the matric pot ential indicated that
this is almost impos sible to do in a pr ecise quantitativ e
manner. Th ere is considerable hyster esis in the system.
A gel which has been dried by evaporation will rehydrat e rather readily when in contact with liquid water ,
but only slowly from the vapor pha se. Drying the gel
to a pre-determined water potential is more reliable
than wetting, but below about -10 bar s the slope of the
retention curve is so steep that it is very difficult to
control the water pote ntial throu gh the water content
of the substra te.
A serious error can occur when the pr essure membran e is used to determine the matric potential of agar.
The membrane in the pressure membran e app ara tu s
must pass the solutes freely if it is to meas ur e only the
matric contr ibuti on. It is not always realized that th e
samp le must also do the same . Except in clay syste ms,
most soils do not restrict solute movement sufficiently
to give cause for conce rn . Thus, when hydra ulic equilibrium is achieved on the membra ne one can assum e
that he has a measure of matric potential. In the case of
clay systems, and also in the case of agar gel, salt movement is sufficie ntly restricted to add an osmotic contribution to the matric. The pressure membrane responds to an indeterminate combination of the two .
Ion agar, which is relatively free of solu tes, does not
show an appreciab le effect, but Bacto agar exhibits
considerable salt sieving (Dalton 1970) . Sommers
(1969) also found that shrinkage of the agar while
during extraction in the membrane apparatus caused
considerable difficulty in achieving even a hydraulic
equilibrium.
Figure 3 shows the water potential versus wate r content of an agar gel as measured by Dalton ( 1970)
using both the pressure plate and the psychrometer.
Psychrometer data for both the wetting and the drying
limbs of the water potential-water content relation are
given . Eq uilibration was through the vapor phase in
both cases, but in the liquid phase for the pressure plate .
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FIGURE 3. Water potential versus water con tent of
agar gels, equilibrated three different ways.
water potential of the soil surrounding a plant root
system at any desired water potential. On the other
hand there is reason to hope that one can do reasonably
well in the control of water potential of substra tes for
microbial growth . A proc edure devised by H arr is et al.
(1970) is shown in Figure 4. This system is similar
to that sometim es used for the eq uilibration of plant
leaves at known water pot entia ls, in that an osmotic
solution of known vapor pr essure is used to control the
water potential , as shown in the upper part of the figure. In the new system the vapor pressure control is
achieved by an agar gel in which the agar concentration is sufficiently low (2 % ) so that there is no appreciable matric potential. Pota ssium chloride (KC I) or
sodium chloride (NaCl) sales are incorporated into the
gel to give the desired vapor pr essure. Thi s control
can be suspended above and in close proximity to the
sample substrate which is a gel with no salts. The substrat e is initially adjusted approximately to the desir ed
water potential by evaporating to an appropriate water
content. While careful temperatur e control is necessar y,
great precision is not required.
It can be shown that at any reasonable rate of water
uptake by the organisms water vapor can diffuse

It is our concl usion that use of the pres sure membrane for establishment of or determination of water
potential of agar gel was unsatisfactory and that the
thermocouple psychrometer is the most reliable tool
presently availa ble.
CONTROL OF SUBSTRATE
. WATER POTENTIAL

On e of the major differences betwee n the water
relations of lower and higher organisms is that lower
organisms are more nearly in equilibrium with their
environment. There are two main reason s for this . The
first is size, which has an influence on the respons e
time of the organisms to changes in its env ironment.
The other, and more important in the case of water, is
the fact that there is nothing in the microorganism water
relations comparable to the water transpi red by higher
plants . It has proven virtually impossible to control the
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FIGURE 5. Growth rate as a function of substrate
water potential for P. cinnamoni for thre e different
soil textures.

through the air phase of the system at a sufficient rate
to maintain the surface on which the organisms are
grown at the desired water potential. Thus, the substrate supplies the matric pot ential , but the control section uses an osmotic solution to control that pot ential.
At any time during the sa mpl e ·incubati on, the vapor
pressure of the sample can be mea sured by replacing the
control lid by one in which a psychrometer is mount ed.
In this way correct control of th e water potential can
be verified.

osmotic, and there appears to be an effect of soil textur e. The reason for this we do not know. Similar
data for Alternaria tenuis, which is considerably more
tolerant, is given in Figure 6. ·Growth on the osmotic
substrate continued on beyond -80 bars . The curves
for the silt loam and sand are similar to those for the
P. cinnamoni except that it continued down to about
-60 bars rather than the -30 bars in Figure 5. The
difference betw een the osmotic and the matric curves is
felt to be related to the uptake of nutrients and their
influence upon the water potential. It is of considerable
interest to note the maxima which appears in several
of the curves at about -10 bars. This is well beyond
the range for optimum growth of higher plants and
raises questions concerning the actual influence of water
potential on the growth processes. It also holds implication with respect to location of the organism in nature .
It may not be relevant , but these results do not contradict the suggestion that the first effect upon growth in
higher plants shows up in the photo~ynthetic process.

FUNGAL GROWTH RESPONSE
TO LOW WATER POTENTIAL

The procedure described above has been used by
Adebayo and Harris ( 1971) to study the influenc e of
osmotic and matric potential upon the growth of a number of fungi. In addition to agar substrates, they also
employed samples of soils at different textures. For
details of the experiments the reader should refer to
their paper. Figure 5 shows the rate of growth of
Phytophethora cinnamoni as a function of both matric
and osmotic potentials. It can be seen that the osmotic
curves are similar for the three soil textures with 50 %
reduction in growth at about -22 bars and cessation at
-40 bars. In the case of matric potential growth reduction occurred at higher potential values than for the
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was taken as the turgor potential or pressure. Growth
rates were also measured during the incubation period.
Growth response of both organisms was similar to
those shown in Figures 5 and 6. There was an optimum
rate at some water potential below the basal substrate
concentration followed by a gradual decline with decreasing water potential. For M. hiemalis the optimum
was at about -6 bars with appreciable inhibition at
-31 bars. The turgor pressure was lowest (4 bars) in the
basal medium and rose progressively in both sucrose
and KCl systems to about 11 bars at -31 bars water
potential. The optimum water potential for A. wentii
was -31 bars, and little adverse effect of water stress
was shown until -60 bars. The turgor pressure showed
little change, varying between about 13 and 18 bars in
the water potential range -6 to -30 bars. Beyond
-30
bars water potential, turgor pressure measurements were not feasible because of the detection limit
of the psychrometer system.
Implications of these findings will not be discussed
here . The point to be stressed is that the thermocouple
psychrometer has proven to be a very valuable adjunct
of the vapor pressure control system and provides a
necessary check on the reliability of the water potential
control. It is also to be hoped that in the future workers
will take care not only to measure the water potential
more precisely, but to adopt a system of terms and concepts which is consistent and unambiguous . More widespread use of psychrometric measurements would certainly lead in that direction.
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FIGURE 6. Growth rate as a function of substrate
water potential for A. tenuis for two different soil
textures.
TURGOR PRESSURE OF FUNGAL MYCELIA

In higher plants reduction in growth rate is strongly
correlated with leaf turgor pressure when water deficiencies are present ( Millar et al. 1971). This fact, together with the differences between the responses of
lower and higher organisms to water potential suggested
an examination of the effect of both osmoti c and turgor
potential upon the turgor pressure of fungal mycelia .
This led to a study of turgor pres sure in Mu cor hiema/i s
and Aspergillus wentii , the details of which are given
by Adebayo et al. (1971). The total water potential
was controlled as described above . The fungi were
grown on cheesecloth pressed down into the surface of
a set of KCl amended agar plates . At the time of
analysis the cheesecloth was stripped from the agar
surface and placed in a small chamber immersed in dry
ice. After freezing, the brittle frozen mycelia was
scraped off into a pre-cooled psychrometer chamber.
After thawing , the chamber and sample were thermally
equilibrated and the vapor pressure measured with the
psychrometer. It was assumed that this reading represented the osmotic potential of the disrupted cells, and
that there was sufficient water so that the matric effects
could be neglected. The difference between the initial
equilibrium water potential and the osmotic potential
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APPLICATION OF TEMPERATURE-COMPENSATED PSYCHROMETERS
TO THE MEASUREMENT OF WATER POTENTIAL GRADIENTS

J. J.C. Hsieh, C. G. Enfield, and F. P. Hungate

Water potential gradient measurements have numerous applications for water movement in the soil-plantatmosphere continuum and in other water transport
studies, since the water potential gradient indicates the
direction and the magnitude of the driving force causing
water movement under isothermal conditions. Spanner
(1951) described the first laboratory Peltier thermocouple psychrometer. With recent impro' .'ement upon
psychrometric methodology, it has been possible to
measure with reasonable accuracy the water potential
of soil and plant sampfes (Barrs 1965, Box 1965, Boyer
and Knipling 1965, Campbell et al. 1966, Ehlig 1962,
Hsieh et al. 1972). However, the conventional psychrometric measurement may be in great error if ambient temperature fluctuates rapidly. For example a
small rapid temperature fluctuation of ± 0.062 °C could
introduce an error of water potential interpretation of
up to -10 7 ergs gm - 1 which is equivalent to a water potential of about -10 bars.
Rawlins and Dalton ( 1967) have developed a porous cup soil psychrometer capable of measuring in situ
water potential in soil subject to diurnal temperature
changes of several degrees. Rawlins et al. ( 1968) used
this type of psychrometer to measure soil water stress
over several cycles of irrigation with a growing pepper
plant. In both instances, because of the insulation effect
of surrounding soil, the rate of temperature change at the
point of measurement was reduced to relatively slow
and sma ll changes during the measurement.
This paper briefly reports: 1) some of the designs
of the Peltier psychrometer having built-in thermal compensation. (Such a temperature-compensated psychrometer permits measurement of water potential when the
temperature is relatively stable, and significant ly improves the measuremen t accuracy when abrupt temperature changes occur); 2) preliminary design criteria
of a micro transducer for measuring water potential
gradients using a fast response temp era ture-compensated psychrometer ; 3) field measurements of soil water
potential gradients for the eva luation of water transport
under desert environments.
TEMPERATURE
COMPENSATEDTHERMOCOUPLE
PSYCHROMETER
The basic design of the thermal-compensated psychrometer (Hsieh and Hungate 1970), reviewed here ,
consists of two identical thermocouples made of con-

stantan-chromel wire of 25 µ,m diameter inside a Teflon cavity about 6 mm l.D . Each of the thermocouples
has two external lead wires which may either be used
separately as individual psychrometers or may be connected together to obtain the temperature-compensation
effect (Figure 1A). When the thermocouples are connected with the polarity in opposition, most of the extraneous current due to ambient temperature fluctuations is automatically canceled.
A temperature-compensated
psychrometer (TCP)
was used to measure the in situ water potential of cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum L.) and KCl stock solution of
-50 bars, and the results were compared with those obtained using conventional psychrometers. (Hsieh and
Hungate 1970). The TCP was attached with grafting
wax to a leaf of a cheatgrass plant growing in a growth
chamber, and was shaded from direct light with aluminum foil. Air temperature inside the growth chamber ,
controlled to 20.5 ± 0.5 °C, was measured with a small
glass-coated thermistor. Seven sets of consecutive measurements were made, each set consisted of two noncompensated and two thermal-compensated measurements using the same psychrometer assembly at the
same position of the cheatgrass leaf. As discus,ed
earlier, a 4-wire temperature-compensated psychrometer
can be used either in the non-compensated or compensated mode, depending on the connection of the fourterminal lead wires.
A similar psychrometer assembly was fastened to a
microscopic cover glass with warm grafting wax. A disk
of filter paper pre-wetted with -50 bars KCl stock
solution was enclosed inside the cover glass. The psychrometer was protected from direct radiation as with
cheatgrass in the above case. A series of water potential
measurements was obtained in a similar manner as with
th·e cheatgrass leaf, but with the growth chamber temperature controlled at 24 ± 0.5 °C.
Results of these tests are reported in Table 1. A
twofold reduction in the variation of measured cheatgrass water potentials was achieved by using the temperature-compensated model. If the total emf variation of the -50 bar KCl solution is expressed in terms
of the corresponding water potential , the conventional
psychrometer variation is about 7 .6 bars while the
variations in the temperature-compensated-type
psychrometer was about 2.8 bars (i.e. approximately a
threefold improvement) .
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I. Temperature-compensated Peltier psychrometer assemblies. (A) This complete assembly can be used
either as a conventional psychrometer or as a thermally-compensated one depending on the connections of the
four externa l lead wires. Th e copper wire winding acts as a heat sink, however it may not be essential. (B) A
simplified temperature-compensated
psychrometer with only two external lead wires. ( C) Top view diagram
of (B) psychrometer (after Hsieh and Hungate 197(!).
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in the temperature-compensated mod e. Thi s simplified
model still ach ieves the same accuracy in wat er potential
measurement.
Calissendorff and Gardner add ed differ ential temperature measure ment and further improv ed this type
of built-in temp era ture-comp ensat ed psychrometer by
simp lifying the construct ion and making ot her changes
so as to ob tain a more precise in situ water potential.

Figures 1B and l C illustrate the simp lified mod el
obtained by reducing the original four leadwire s to two
(Hsieh and H ungate 1970). Since a current passes
through both the active and temp era tur e-comp ensa ting
junction simultaneously, the unit at all times operates
Table

1. Psychrometric variation due to small cyclic
temperature fluctuations of ± 0.5 ° C in a
growth chamber . Tests were on a cheatgrass
leaf and filter paper saturated with -50
bar KCl solution (after Hsieh and Hungate

PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A MICRO-TRANSDUCER
FOR WATER POTENTIAL GRADIENT MEASUREMENT

1970).
Therm ally Compensated
Psychromet er Model

Because of the limitation of th e minimal size of
eac h individual psychrometer , spati al resolution problems exist. For exampl e, the s(\il nea r the surfac e of a
soil column generally has a larg e water pot ential gra dient due to eva poration. It is difficult to obtain accurate
and detailed information under these circumstances

Conven tiona
Psychrometer

Cheatgrass leaf
19.2 ± 0.9 µV* 19.3 ± 1.7 µV
-50 bar KCl Solution 21.3 ± 0.6 µV 21.1 ± 1.6 µV
*± One Standard Deviation
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using a ceramic cup soil psychrometer because of its
large physical size.
Several micro-transducers for water potential gradient measurements were constructed for a soil surface
evaporation study. The basic design of this type of
laboratory transducer is shown in Figure 2. The top
view shows 3 slots (0.9 mm x 5 mm) spaced I mm
apart The number of slots or their dimensions made
in the Teflon casing can be varied according to the
need. Each slot houses a temperature-compensated psychrometer (wiring diagram, Figure 2). Since there is
practically no working space inside the slot , the lead
wire terminals have to be pushed out of the Teflon
casing during thermocouple construction , and pulled
back in after construction, making sure that the junctions are not in contact with the Teflon casing. The
external view of the assembled transducer is shown in
the top drawing of Figure 3.
Holes were drilled into the wall of a soil container
to accommodate the transducers, and identically-sized
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3. The top drawing shows the external view of
the assembled laboratory transducer for water
potential gradients measurement, while the lower
drawing shows the external view of the field transducer. A thin ceramic plate of 0.3 to 0.5 mm is
cemented to the Teflon casing to protect the thermocouple from contamination.
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dummy transducers were inserted into the holes before
the soil was packed. Any time after wetting the soil
column , the dummy may be replaced with the functional
unit taking care to insure that there is intimate contact
with the wetted soil surface. This procedure reduces
the danger of contaminating the delicate thermocouples .
The water potential can then be measured and gradients
calculated. For example , a water potential gradient
transducer was used in preliminary work on measuring
hydraulic conductivity of Hanford soi l. The center of
the middle psychrometer slot was 1.3 cm below on
evaporat ing soil sutiace. The water potentials measured
at the bottom, middl e, and top psychrometers were
-24.8, -30.8 , and -38.5 bars, respectively. With the
distance between the psychrometer centers being 0.21
cm , water potential gradients were calculated to be 28.6
and 36.7 bars cm - 1 . One may, however , prefer to plot
the water potential against the dep th and obtain the
tangent of the water potential curve as a determination
of the water potential gradients at th e point of mterest.
Needless to say , the interpretation of the data is always
difficult.
The advantages of the above descri bed transducer
are: 1) physical size of eac h single psychrometer can
be reduced to a minimum , 2) the fixed spacing between
individual psychrometers is always known (this simplifies the subsequent installation procedure), and 3)
since there is no physical obstacle between the soil surface and the thermocouple junction , water vapor can
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2. Preliminary design of a micro-transducer
for laboratory measurement of water potential
gradient. Top view shows 3 slits (0.9 x 5 mm)
in the Teflon casing. Lower left diagram shows the
cross section at A - A axis of the transducer. Each
of the three component units of a transducer has
a temperature-compensated
psychrometer. The
lower right diagram shows the cross section at B B axis. The wiring diagram shows the connections
of 9 lead wire terminals to the 3 temperature-compensated psychrometers of a transducer. This transducer has 5 shielded cables.
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diffuse freely in the system. The tim e lag is, thus , reduced to a minimum.
If ther e is a danger of contaminating th e unprotected thermocouple , one may cement a thin ceramic
plate over the slot as shown in the bottom illu stration of
Figure 3. Also, th e bonding strength will be enhanced
if severa l small holes or slits are cut in th e Teflon surface befo re cementing th e cera mic plate to the Teflon .
A simple way to prepare the thin ceramic plate is
to dip a piece of a pur e cellulose filter paper into clay
slip of the proper consistency , and to fire the claycoated filter paper after it is air-dried. It is necessa ry
to wrap the green clay objects in ashestos cloth during
firing to avo id curling of the thin ceramic plat e. Plates
of 0.3 to 0.5 mrr, thickness are suitable for the purpose.
This method has been used by the authors to make small
diameter ceramic tubing to simulate root-hair walls.

were taken periodically for nearly one year. Figure 4
shows the water potential versus depth for May 21 ,
August 7, September 14, October 13, 1970, and February 11, 1971. During the period from May through
August the soil profile continued to dry . This drying
trend was reversed during the onset of cool night temperatures, beginning in September there was an increase
in the water content observed at about 60 cm below the
soil surface. During this time period, there was no precipitation except trace amounts . There is evidence to
support that this net accumulation of water, as shown
by the psychrometer readings, is due to condensation of
water vapor by a series of cold fronts created by cold
night temperatures. Again in October there was ari
increase in water content, this time closer to the surface
due to rainfall. However, there was still a drier layer
remaining between these water layers . As the rainy
season progressed the entire upper soil profile was
nearly saturated as shown in the data of February 11,
1971.
The above shows that the thermocouple psychrometer can be effective, particularly for arid lands , in
measuring the water potential at any point in the soil
profile (Figure 4). With such measurements , it is possible both to infer the direction of the flow and to determine the wat er potential gradient as a function of soil
depth at a particular time . Table 2 shows the calculated
water potential gradient on August 7, 1970 , for various
depths in the soil profile . With additional information
on diffusivity hydraulic conductivity, one may calculat e
the instantaneous water flux for the soil profile.

FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF SOIL WATER
POTENTIAL GRADIENTS
Interest in the penetration and redistribution of
water in soil profiles has increased because of presentday water conservation and groundwater pollution problems . Early investigators (Alway and McDole I 917 ,
Israelson J 918, Schoffield and Wright 1928 , Viehmeyer
and Hendrickson 1931) considered the soil as a reservo ir for water storage and did a great deal of work
studying water content before an d after heavy applications of water. Their procedures are still in common
use today , although analysis procedures based upon
Darcy 's eq uation for unsaturated soil water movement
have been available for decades. Relatively few investiga tors are using measured or calculated values of hydraulic conductivity with measured values of hydraulic
gra dient s to desc ribe soil/water response. Recently ,
Nielson ct al. (1964), Ros e et al. (J 965), van Bavel et al.
(1968), and Davidson et al. (1969) reported hydraulic
conductiivty and soil water potential measurements for
various soil depths. These measurements, limited to
relatively moist soils, point out the feasibility of using
hydraulic conductivity and water potential gradients to
eva luat e the movement of soil water.
The purpose of our investigation was to evaluate the
effectivene ss of the th ermocouple psychrometer in determinin g so il wat er potential gradients for use in dynamic water mov ement studies in desert environments,
where conv entional neutron and gravimetric techniques
have not been satisfactory. In the field measurement
program instrumentation cable with thermocouple psychrometers and diode temperature transducers at 7.5 ,
15, 30.5 , 61, 91.5 , 152 .5, 229,305,381,
and 440 centimeters was placed in a relatively uniform loamy sand
profile where the predominant vegetative cover was
sagebrush ( A rtemisia tridentata L.) and cheatgrass
( Bromus tectorum L.) Five meters of lead cable was
used at this installation to avoid disturbing the site
during data collection . Natural grass vegetation had fully
recovered at the site in the latter part of June, 1970.
Soil water potential and temperature measurements
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Table 2.

.

Soil Depth
(Centimeters)

7.5
15.0
30.5
61.0
91.5
152.5
229.0
305.0
381.0
440.0
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A MULTICHANNEL FACILITY FOR STUDYING
WATER POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE ROOT
ZONE UNDER SIMULATED FIELD CONDITIONS

G. E. Merva and N. Kilic

Agricultural scientists hav e long realized the neces sity of studying the physiological responses of plants
under changing enviro nm ental condit ions. A significant
contribution to the study of the effects of changing
environmental p aramete rs on the physiological responses
of plants occurred with the development of greenhouse s
and growth chambers . Although these facilities permit
year round production of and research on selec ted crops ,
the need for more accurate control of env ironmental
parameters led to the development of env ironm enta l
control chambers, and, more recently , Phytotrons
(Downs 1969 ) . Phytotron s particularly provide for
effective control and manipulation of environm ental
parameters with a range of climatic co nditions from
tropical rainforest to arid desert. The need for defining
and fulf illing the controlled enviro nm ental needs of the
researc her has led to the determination of criteria, formulation of techniques, and the development of controlled-en vironment facilities. Kluetcr et al ( 1967) reported on the development of one such faci lity for
studyi ng the effects of maj or environmenta l facto rs on
plant growt h .
The diverse nature of problems encountered by agricultur al scientists, together with the development of
sop histicated instrumentation , requires improved environmental control techniques. A most important recent development is the Peltier-eff ect thermocouple
psychrometer which has been used by num ero us researc hers. Hoffman an d Splinter ( 1968) desc ribed a
modification to me asu re the water potential of intact
soil and plant systems. Their instrumentation required
quite precise tempera:ure control. Rawlin s and Dalton
( 1967) showed that temperatul'e control is not critica l.
M ore recently, new developments , as reported by Millar
et al. (1970) , have result ed in sensors which can tolerate temperature fluctuations of ±0.5 C. However, the
need for relative ly good temperature stabqit y is still
present when using Peltier-effect thermoco upl e psychrom eters in studies of water potential in the plant
environme nt.
The best possibility for obtaining the temperature
control necessary for studie s of plant water sta tus appears to be the grow th chamber. Severa l problems
exist with th e use of growth chambers as environmental
control units. Aside from the obvious probl ems of light
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quality and intensity , the major difficulty app ea rs to
be the lack of environme ntal control in the root zone ,
which may be critical in the overa ll physiological respo nse of the plant. Mo st often, a lar ge number of
plants are grown in relatively sma ll containers in a
single growth chamber where the aboveground parameters are contro lled . Under such conditions the tempera tur e env ironment of the root zone is allowed to
fluctuate with th e temperatur e of the crown , a situation
quite unlike field conditions. It has been suggested
(Papadakis 1966) that total soil volume and temperature of the root zone may share eq ually with light and
photosynthesis as being important in regulating growth
and production of plants. All parts of the soil-plantatmosphere continuum must be monitored before the
effect of any one euv ironmental param ete r can be rea listically eva luated . This concept is in agreement with
recent revie\vs of transport processes in the soil-plantatmosphere continuum (e.g. Millington and Peters
1970).
Tt is felt that the use of small pots exposed to severe
temperature fluctuations probably cannot provid e information immediately applicable to field conditions.
Clearly , a need exists for an environmental simulation
unit which can be used for water status studi es of plants
under fie ld conditions in which the need environmental control can be attained and which insures repeatability of conditions . The work of Hoffman ct al. ( 1969)
is a step toward fulfilling this need . The present paper
describes such a simulation facility constructed of commerc ially available components with only relativ ely
P1inor modifications.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
SIMULATION UNIT

The basic unit is a Percival Model MB 60 growth
chamber supplied without temperature and h;midit y
control equipment. Th e standard lighting package , consisting of cool-white fluore scent lights suppl ement ed
with incandescent lights and controlled by thr ee tim e
clock s, was obtained with the growth chamber and is
being used as the radiation source. The construction of
the cabin et allows for easy removal of the standard
radiation source and replacement with other sources
such as mercury or xenon arc lamps which can produce
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FIGURE I. Block diagram of the environmental control system for maintaining and repeating environmen tal conditions separately in the above-groun d and below-ground environments of a plant.
radiation of a quality and intensity more similar to sunlight if desired. The added cost of such sources preclude their use at th e present time.
As shown in Figure 1, the basic chamber is separated into two compartments which serve as the aboveground and below-ground controlled-environm ental
units . To minimie the effects of external temp era tur e
fluctuations and obtain more uniform temperature control in the below-ground environmental control chamber, an additional lining of two-inch styrofoam wa~
provided along the four sides of the below-ground
chamber. This was extended across the top to separate
the chambers . In the access area, which would becom e
exposed to the room conditions when the door to the
chamber is opened, special barriers of two-inch styrofoam with double plexiglass viewing ports were provided. These must be removed to gain direct access
to the individual chamber; however, the lower compartment barrier is fitted with an access glove to permit
adjustments of the soil balance weighing mechanism
without disturbing the environmental conditions.
Temperature, relative humidity, and carbon dioxide
controls are provided in the above- and below-ground
environments. A 1-Hp, Aminco-Aire unit equipped

with a Taylor Time Schedule Recording Fulscope Controll er is used to control the temperature and relative
humidit y of the air suppli ed to the aboveground environmental chamber. Since only conditions relatively favorable to plant growth are desired, the aboveground environmental temperatur e can be varied between l S°C
and 40 °C, with relativ e humidities rangin~ up to 89%
during nighttime hours and 80% during daylight hours .
Sensible heat from the radiation source limits the relative humidity attainable during daytim e conditions.
Temperature and relative humidity conditions approaching those experienced in the field can be simulat ed by
cutting cams for the controller, which regulate the drybulb and wet-bulb temperatures of th e air as it passes
through the Aminco-Aire unit. Figure 2 indicates a
typical trace of temperature and relative hum idity in the
aboveground chamb er of the environmental control
unit for a 24 period.
The wet-bulb temperatures are sensed within the
Aminco-Aire unit , but the dry-bulb sensor is located
within the aboveground chamb er at the position of
the plant. Although such an arrangement compensates
somewhat for the sensible heat generated by the radiation source, some overshoot of the control system is ex-
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FIGURE2. Temperature at the plant location and relative humidity of the air leaving the above-ground chamber of
the environmental control unit.
and 92 % relative humidity. These parameters are
perienced due to the separation between the heating
manually controlled inasmuch as the damping effect of
elements in th Aminco unit and the sensor. This is
about l °C when the average airflow across the plant
the soil system does not permit the abrupt temperature
is 36 cm sec - 1 . It has a period of about 3 to 4 min dechanges which may be experienced above ground.
pending upon rate of sensible heat addition and airflow.
Temperature and relative humidity are measured
The airflow rate through the Aminco-Aire unit is
with Hygrodynamics temperature and humidity sensing
determined by the size of the orifice on th e blower and,
equipment at the inlet and outlet of both chambers.
as supplied by the manufactur er, can be adjusted to
In addition, CO ~ determinations are made of the air in
provide either 36 cm or sec - 1 or l 8 cm sec - 1 across the
plant. It should be noted that it is possible to replace
the blower motor with a variable speed unit to obtain
a wider range of airflow should this become desirable .
Air entering the aboveground chamber is passed into a
buffer chamber then through a damping grid (consisting
of two sheets of perforated hardboard spaced about 4
cm apart) before proc eeding across the plant chamber.
The below-ground portion of the plant environment
includes a container of soil locat ed in the lower chamber of the modified cabinet. To provide a volume of
soil that would simulate that available to the young
TOP VIEW OF SOIL DRUM
developing plant, one-half of a standard drum containing 100 1 of soil was used. The cleaned container was
+
+
+
+
painted with inert epoxy.
Twenty-four thermocouple psychrom ete rs are buried
+
+
+
+
+
in the soil at depths of 2, 7, l 2, and 17 cm on two
+
planes which intersect at the center of the drum near
the vertical axis of the developing plant root system as
~4 cm
shown in Figure 3. With this arrangement, threedimensional mappings of the water potential distribution can be obtained. To provide the thermal stability
for the below-ground environment, a second I Hp
Aminco-Aire unit is used to establish a constant temFIGURE 3. Locations of the 24 thermocouple psyperature and relative humidity environment. At present,
chrometers in the soil mass. The symbo l " +" _dethe below-ground environment is maintained at ·25 °C
notes thermocouple psychrometer location.

L ~____.

the system. A Beckman Infared detector is used with
an arrangement of solenoid valves and pumps to monitor either the absolute CO 2 level of the air entering
each chamber, or the differential rate of production or
withdrawal depending on the gas used in the reference
cell and the sensitivity range of the instrument. A single
CO2 determination requires approximately 3 minutes
to purge the supply lines, introduce the proper reference
gas, pump air from the sample location into the input
cell, and obtain a stable reading. The entire CO 2 mechanism is controlled by a master time clock and the results are recorded on a chart. In the future, the output
of the CO 2 equipment will also be stored on punched
' paper tape , along with temperature and relative humidity readings. At present, however, these are being read
manually . A limit switch on the CO 2 recorder can be
used to control a solenoid to add CO 2 when the level
in the system drops below a predetermined level.
The air recirculation technique directs the outlet air
from the below-ground environment through the manually controlled air conditioning unit to become the inlet
air for the above-ground environment. Similarly, the
outlet air from the upper chamber is conditioned and
used as inlet air for the lower chamber. Thus, a closed
air system is established in which the CO 2 produced
below ground is utilied as a CO 2 source for photosynthesis above ground.
SOIL WATER CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT

A perforated coil of Tygon tubing in the bottom of
the soil container suplies water to approximately 5 cm
of coarse sand below the Hillsdale sandy loam soil
mass . Water flow into the system is through a constant
head device so that the movement of water into and
through the soil mass is controlled by the capillary
rise through the sand layer. By proper manipulation of
the constant head device, however, the water table in
the soil system can be maintainecl at any desired level.
The mass of the soil-plant system rests upon a
modified platform scale on which the overall weight is
tared . Weights of up to 1000 gm are sensed by a Daytronics load cell connected to a Daytronics amplifier.
At present the unit is read manually ; however, in the future the output will be monitored and automatically
recorded on punched paper tape.
The 24 Wescor thermocouple psychrometers are
read with a recording system consisting of 1) a cycling
unit , 2) a Keithley microvoltmeter, 3) an A/D converter , and 4) a paper tape punch , all of which are
activated by a master time clock. With the stepping
switch in the first position, the initial value of the first
thermocouple psychrometer is read and the output amplified by the internal amplifier of the Keithle y microvoltmeter. The output from the amplifier enters a 6channel scanner and passes into a Systron-Donner A/D
converter. An adjustable time delay activated by a relay
allows approximately 6 initial value readings to be
taken at one-half second intervals and recorded on
punched paper tape. At the end of the delay period ,

relays are activated which disconnect the Keithley amplifier from the psychrometer circuit and connect the
cooling current through the thermocouple junction. A
second time delay limits the cooling period as desired.
Upon completion of the cooling period, the amplifier
is reconnected into the circuit and the A/D unit is activated to record 6 to 12 readings of the wet-bulb temperature at one-half second intervals. The completion
of the reading operation closes a relay which activates
the stepping switch bringing the second psychrometer
into the circuit and the entire operation is repeated. The
complete set of 24 psychrometers can be read very six
minutes ; however , at present , hourly readings are being
taken.
The punched paper tape is analyzed and all data
reduced by computer. The initial soil water potential
readings are averaged to obtain the zero point for a
given psychrometer. The final readings are searched by
the computer and the peak value used as the final reading. The difference between initial and final readings
is calculated and the proper calibration curve used to
determine the soil water potential for the point being
read. The complete set of 24 psychrometer responses
are thus determined and the resulting data printed out
as a mapping of grid points . A mapping is obtained
for each horizontal layer of physchrometers and also
for each of the two vertical planes passing through the
axis of the root zone. An example of the output is
given in Figure 4 which shows the iso-water potential
lines in the rooting zone of a kidney bean plant at incipient wilting, approximately 3 weeks after emergence.
Water was applied to the soil near the plant stem about
five days prior to the time the readings were taken.
Figure 5 shows a similar mapping under a second
bean plant 3 weeks after emergence . In this case the
soil mass was saturated by raising the water table . The
water table was then lowered to 48 cm below the soil
surface.
Because the plant had not grown tall enough its stem
could not be sealed at the floor level of the upper
chamber. Instead the seal was made with a block of
unicellular foam rubber between the soil bin and the
bottom of the horizontal barrier separating the two
chambers. No satisfactory trace of weight change with
time was therefore obtained when the mapping in Figure 5 was made. The foam rubber also prevented water
loss through the soil surface near the stem of the plant.
A single mapping is shown but it is understood that
similar mapping could be obtained hourly if desired.
CONCLUSIONS

Commercially available components were used to
fabricate a controlled euvironmental unit to simulate
field conditions in a repeatable mann er for detailed
laboratory analysis of environmental effects upon plant
physiological response. The simulation unit described
provides for measurement and control of above -and
below-ground parameters of temperature , relative humidity, and both the actual amount and differential
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FIGURE 4. Mappings of the water potential distribution (in bars) under a bean plant at incipient wilting. The plant was watered near its stem several
days prior to measurement.
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FIGURE 5. Mappings of the water potential distribution under a 3 week old bean plant watered by
capillary rise.

rates of production or withdrawal of CO 2 . Continuous
mass changes of the soil-plant system are obtained
through a technique of measuring weights up to 1000
gm.
The application of the system to investigate water
potential distributions in the developing root one of a
kidney bean plant is presented. A 100 1 container is
used as the soil environmen t. Twenty-four thermocouple
psychrometers are read automatically by a specially desioned recording device and the output recorded on
p~nched paper tape for computer analysis. The information thus obtained is used for mapping the water potential distributions in the rooting system of a developing plant.
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APPENDIX

CO 2 MeasureModel #215A
(Infrared Analyzer)

Beckman Inst. , Inc.
25511 Southfield Road
Southfield, Mich. 48075

Time Clocks-

Paragon Electric Co ., Inc.
1600 Twelfth St.
Two Rivers , Wisconsin 54241

Microvolt AmmeterModel #l50B

Keithley Inst.
28775 Aurora Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44139

Load CellSeries 152A

Daytronics Corp.
2875 Culver Avenue
Dayton , Ohio 45429

Transducer. Amp . Ind.Model 300D

same as above

Taylor Time Schedule Recorder-

Taylor Inst.
Sybron Corp.
95 Ames Street
Rochest er, New York 14601

Growth ChamberModel MB60

Percival Refrigeration and Mfg. Co.
Box 589
Boone , Iowa

Relative HumidityWide Range Sensing Element

Hygrodynamics , Inc .
949 Selim Road
Silver Spring , Maryland 20910

Aminco-Aire Unit-

American Inst. Co. , Inc.
8030 Georgia Ave.
Silver Spring , Maryland 20910

Thermocouple PsychrometersModel PT 51

Wescor, Inc.
459 South Main Street
Logan , Utah 84321

Model 1234
A/D Converter-

Systron-Donner Corp .
One Systron Dr.
Concord, Calif . 94520

Paper Tape Punch-

Tally Corp.
8301 So. 180th St.
Kent , Washington 98031

A/D Scanner-

S. Sterling, Co.
17500 W. McNicbols Road
Detroit, Michigan 48235

THE FIELD USE OF THERMOCOUPLEPSYCHROMETERSIN DESERT SOILS

R. T. Moore and M. M. Caldwell

Within the last decade the development of techniques for simple and rapid determinations of soil water
potential by thermocouple psychromet ers (Spanner
1951, Richards and Ogata 1958 , Rawlins 1965, Rawlins and Dalton 1967) and plant water stress by psychrometers (Hoffman and Splinter 1968, Rawlins et al.
1968) and by pressure bomb (Scholander et al. 1965,
Waring and Cleary 1967) has led to numerous investigations of plant water relations. Most of these studies,
however , have involved agronomic or forest species.
In contrast to the environment' of cultivated crops
where the soil water potential is normally above - 15 or
-20 bars , many native plants , particularly° those of
desert environments, must be able to endure and grow
in soils where the water pot ential is seldom that high .
Waisel and Pollak (1969), for exam ple, have shown that
under field conditions several halophytic species of
Israel were able to grow at soil water potentials of -35
to -50 bars.
We have examined the water relatio ns of two cold
desert halophytes , A tripl ex co nf ertifo lia (Torr. and
Frem.) S. Wats (shadscale) and Eurotia lanata (Pursh)
Moq. ( winterfat), in Curlew Valley in northw estern
Utah.
STUDY AREA

The site of this study is north of the northwestern
tip of the Great Salt Lake at approximat ely 1350 m
elevation. Dominant vegetation of the site is A. co nfertifolia and £. lanata in pure or mixed communities
with widely scattered stands of A rtemista tridentala
Nutt. Sitanion hystri x (Nutt.) J. G . Smith is quite
abundant within the pure and mixed A. confertifolia
communities but absent in the pure £. lanala stands .
Data were collect ed within a mixed stand of A triplex
and Eurotia.
Soils of the site are lacustrin e deposits of reasonably
uniform silt to sandy loam texture and lacking in significant organic matter content below the surface 2 cm
layer. At depths greater than 60 cm the soils ar e quite
saline. Descriptions of the chemical and physical properties of these soils in relation to the distribution of
plant communities have been presented by Gates et al.
(1956) and Mitchell et al. (1966) .
The harsh environment is well characterized by an
annual precipitation of 250 mm with about 150 mm
during the growing season (April throu gh October),
and air temperatures which range from below 0°C to
above 40 °C during the growing season.

METHODS
Equipment

Soil water potential (t/1) was measured with Spanner-type thermocouple psychrometers coupled to a
switch box and a Keithley Model 155 microvoltmeter.
A pressure bomb similar to that used by Waring and
Cleary (1967) (P .M.S. Instrument Co. , Corvallis, Oregon) was used to determine plant water stress (PWS).
Salt content of the soils was derived from measurements
with a Beckman conductivity bridge .
Construction

Screen-covered thermocouple psychrometers were
constructed with 50 A WG (0.0025 cm diameter)
Omeg a chromel-constantan
thermocouples . These
thermocouples were silver soldered to the ends of 20
A WG (0.0813 cm. diameter) copper lead wires which
had been inserted through holes in a Teflon plug
(0.0475 cm. diameter rod cut to approximately 0.7 cm
length). The leads and attached thermocouple were
then pulled back until the thermocouple junction was
about 0.3 cm from the surface of the plug . A stainless
steel screen cage was then cemented over the assembly
resulting in a t7nit very similar to the one described by
Brown (1970). During the cementing process , however ,
the junction of a copper-constantan thermocouple was
embedded immediately behind the Teflon plug for measurement of soil temperature in the immediate vicinity of
the psychrometer .
Calibration

Calibrations were carried out as described by Brown
(1970) using various NaC 1 solutions (Lang 1967).
Three or four point calibration curves at 25 °C were
constructed for each psychrometer in the range from
-13 to - 71 bars . For one or more points along the
curve readings were also taken at water bath temperatures of 15°C and 35 °C.
Regression equations were calculated for each psychrometer to predict water potential at a given temperature; r 2 values ranged from 0. 797 to 0 .990 with 20
of the 24 calibrations having r 2 values greater than 0.90.
A temperature correction factor was derived for these
psychrometers similar to that of Wiebe et al. (1970):

CF =

1

0.037T + 0.075

[1]

where CF is multiplied by the psychrometer reading in
µV at the psychrometer temperature, T (°C).
To help eliminate errors due to changes in the effective wet junction area as discussed by Rawlins (1966)
and Peck (1968), the junction was always uniformly
cooled for 15 sec at 5 ma. Readings were taken at the
first "plateau" as the needle returned to zero.
Installation

Due to the nature and homogeneity of the soils in
the Curlew Valley study area, no serious difficulties
were encountered during installation. The soils vary
from sandy loam to silt loam without larger particles or
rocks . In most instances a metal rod of 0.94 cm (3/8
inch) diameter was driven into the soil to the desired
depth , removed, and the psychrometer lowered into the
resulting hole. The rod was then driven part way down
alongside the psychrometer to form a tight soil seal
around the wire leads.
While installation of the psychrometers was quite
simplified removal of these units at a later date was frequently not as easy, especially at depths greater than 45
cm where the psychrom eters often became tightly
wedged by the fine textured soil. To facilitate installation and removal in such cases, some psychromet ers
were installed in perforated stainless steel tubes (Figure
1) with excellent results . P sychrometer damage during
removal was eliminated, installation was simplified, and
there was no apparent effect on the water potential
measurements.

The tubes were pointed at the lower end with numerous small holes drilled into the tube from about 2 cm
to 4 cm above the tip. These perforations were covered
with the same type of stainless steel screen 2s was used
in the psychrometer construction. The psychrometer was
prepared by sanding off or adding to the epoxy adhesive of the psychrometer until it would just fit into
the tube. The sanded epoxy surface was coated lightly
with Dow Corning silicone rubber sealer to insure a
tight seal and the unit was then forced into the tube until
the psychrometer was within the perforation zone. Rubber sealant was again used at the upper end of the tub~
to seal around the protruding wire leads .
To test the possible errors introduced by the steel
tubes, a regular psychrometer was inserted into the soil
about 15 cm from each psychrometer enclosed in an
insertion tube. Soil temperatures were also measured
5 to 10 cm away from the insertion tube at the same
depth as the psychrometers . Temp erature and water
potential measurements did not show a consistant or
significant difference between the psychrom eters within
and those adjacent to the insertion tubes during the
earlier part of the field season. As a percautionary measure, however , the tubes were not used during July and
August when the soil temp era ture gra dient was at its
maximum. Th e use of rigid plastic tubing , in place of the
stainless steel, could effectively eliminate thermal conductivity problems while providing the desired rigidity
and protection for the psychrometer.
Maintenance

Careful cleaning, as recommended by Brown
(1970), was carried out between calibrations, prior to
installation , and whenever the psychrometers were
moved to new locations . Toward the end of the seaso n
an ultrasonic cleaner with a 50% ethanol solution was
found to be rapid and very effective.
About halfway through the field season the psychrometers were all removed and recalibrat ed. Most of
the units showed a slight increase in the slope of the
calibration curve ; the intersection with the earlier curve
usually being in the lower portion of the range. One unit ,
however displayed a slight vertical displac ement of the
entire curve with little chang e in slope, and another
showed a slight decrease in slope.

',

,,

..

SILVER
SOLOER

FIGURE 1. Cross section of thermocouple psychrometer encased in stajnless steel insertion tube .
(Shown without the accompanying soil temperature thermocouple).

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Soil water potentials at all depths began decreasing
rapidly about mid-May and continued to decrease, with
the exception of the 1 5 cm depth, until mid-August
(Figure 2). At that time the curves started to level off
at approximately -65 to -80 bars. This probably
represents the range of minimum potential at which the
plants were able to withdraw significant quantities of
water from the soil. Laboratory studies with potted
A triplex and Eurotia plants similarly indicate that m?st
individuals of the two species are able to carry on active
photosynthesis and transpiration at water potentials
down to - 70 to -80 bars (R. T. Moore, R. S. White,
and M. M . Caldwell, unpublished data).
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FIGURE 2. Soil temperatures at several depths, plant
water stress of Atriplex confertifolia and Eurotia
lanata, and soil water potential at several depths
throughout the growing season. Precipitation for
the same period is shown on the graph.
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The psychrometers at 15 cm were very responsive to
precipitation during the August to October period (Figure 2). The water potentials encountered at 15 cm are
higher than one might expect because the major root
zone of the perennial vegetation of the site is located
between 20 cm and 50 cm depth.
Figure 3 shows curves of soil temperatures and t/J
(as absolute values) at various depths along with PWS
measurements from the two species being studied during two days. On both dates t/Jexhibited little change
throughout the day except for a slight decrease at the
15 and 30 cm depths on July 28. With the exception of
the 15 cm depth, there was also little change in soil
temperatures . As might be expected, temperatures at
the l 5 cm depth incr ease d during the morning and ap-·
peared to reach a ma ,_:mum at about 1500 hours. The
plant water stress exhibits a marked increase until mid
afternoon on both dates. Since t/J remained essentially
constant throughout the day, this pronounced increase
in PWS is probably a reflection of the increased atmospheric stress during the day.
From soil salinity, texture; and gravimetric water
determinations (Figure 4) on samples from various
depths throughout the season, it is possible to estimate
the magnitud e of the osmotic component of t/Jin specific instances (Table 1). The water potentials included
in Table 1 were measured in a psychrometer sample
changer ( Campbell et al. 1966) on subsamples of the
same soils used for salinity and water content determinations (Figur e 5).
Soil texture at 15, 60, and 90 cm depths varied only
a few percent for each particle size class at any given

FIGURE 3. Soil water potential and soil temperatures
at several depths and plant water stress for A triplex
confertifolia and Eurotia lanata during July 28
(top) and October 1 (bottom).

~ocation and soil organic matter was essentially negligible . Therefore, when percent water content was the
same at two depths, it can be assumed that the matric
potentials were approximately the same. On this basis
~e difference in if; between these two depths was attributed to an increased osmotic potential (if;,,.).
. From these estimates of the increase in if;.,,.
, it is quite
evident that at depths of 60 cm and greater, the salt
content of these soils becomes an important component
of the total soil water potential. Osmotic potential may
well be th e primary factor restricting root growth at
these depths.
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FIGURE 4. Soil water content and total soluble salts
(TSS) at several depths . Precipitation during the
same period is shown on the graph for the soil
surface level (0 cm).
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Table 1.

Estimated Decreases in Osmotic Potential With Increasing Soil Salinity and Depth.

!)ate

Location

Depth
(cm)

A

5/ 1

Water
Content

TSS

(%)

(%)

(Bars)

.14

-6

.19

-20

.14

-8

.44

-21

.14

-20

.83

-50

.14

-15

.94

-45

.14

-52

.40

-71

.14

-61

.50

-88

.14

-57

.38

-65

15

12.2

60

11.0

15

11.4

60

12.1

15

8.4

90

10.3

15

9.8

90

11.4

15

6.3

90

6.8

15

7.4

90

7.4

45

4.4

60

4.8

<

t/J

De crease in tf!"
(Bars)

10
B

<

15
5/ 29

A

<

35

B

<

35
6/29

A

B

<
<

20

27
9/16

A

<

10

dates that correspond with the lower values on the 15
cm water potential curve.
Th ere is also good agreement between the abovementioned data and the water content determinations
made with a neutron probe and sca lar (Figure 6). Although the neutron probe tubes were some distance
away from the area where soil samples were taken for
gravimetric determinations , and the sampling depths
were not directly equivalent, the general profile of the
curves is very similar. Both methods of water content
measurement show substantial depletion of soil water
down to about 60 to 80 cm with almost no change in
water content at lower depths. Neutron probe determinations made by Gasto (1969) during 1967 and
1968 for the same set of sampling tubes indicate th at
the data present ed here are quite typical for the area. He
also found little change in the water content at depth s of
90 cm and deeper, with severe depletion at the shallower
depths.
Comparison of the soil water potential curves and
plant water stress for the two species being ~tudi ed
(Figure 2) also shows close correlation of the two methods. As was shown ear lier in Figure 3, the pressur e
bomb determinations on the two species agree quit e
closely in ma gnitud e with t/; during early morning and
late evening with a PWS peak absolute durin g midday .

Psychrometer readings throughout the season correspond very well with determinations of soil water
content, soil salinity, and plant water stress by other
methods. The curves in Figure 4 illustrating water content tend to show th e same general pattern and points
of inflection as do the psychrometer- curves for the 30,
45, and 60 cm depths. The water content determinations at 15 cm do not appear to be as responsive to
water changes as are the psychrometer readings. This
discrepancy, however, can be largely explai ned by the
difference in frequency of sampling dates by the two
methods . The gravimetric determinations were taken on
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5. Soil water potential during the growing season at various depths as determined in the laboratory with a psychromet er sample changer.
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FIGURE 6. Soil water content during the growing season as determined with a neutron probe .

For the PWS curve (Figure 2) aJJ determinations were
made as near sunrise as feasible while the plant is presumed to be in equilibrium with the atmospheric and
soil water stres ses. Th e very close relationship between
the absolute pressure bomb and t/; values throughout
most of the season is exce llent evidence in itself that
this equilibrium requirement was met in most of the
measureme nts. Love and West (unpublished data )
studied the same two spec ies during 1968 and 1969 but
ob tained quit e different plant water stress curves, although the range of values for their data is about the
,a mc. It ap pears that the general profile of the PWS
curve is stron gly influenced by the qu antity and pattern
of precipitatio n during the growing season.
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DISCUSSION

R. J. Hanks asked if he had an idea what the evapotranspiration was on the desert relative to soil water potential.
Moore answered that the data were not yet available.
How ever, the available information does indicate that
plant transpiration is quit e responsive to changes in soil
water potential. The transpiration process in desert
plants apparently continues well beyond the traditi onal
concept of the permanent wilting point.
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PSYCHROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF WATER POTENTIAL
UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS

M. L. Wheeler, H. K. Qashu, and D. D. Evans
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Under desert conditions, soil water potential values
can be expected to be substantially below -1 bar during
most of the year. Desert plants grow and thrive in thcs;::
conditions, employing a variety of mechanisms to obtain water from the soil. Until recently little work has
been done in identifying these mechanisms , and the
majority of that work relates to agricultural plants growing under irrigated conditions (Gardne r 1962 , Cowan
1965) . This study is intended to determine the app licability of thermocouple psychrometers to the investigation of the nature of soil water uptake by desert plants.
The study was divided into three phases : first, laboratory calibration of psychrometer units and the determination of transfer coefficients for soil samples from a
desert field site ; second , measurement of soil water potentials within a plot-of bare ground at the field site ; and
third , measurement of water potential gradients and
changes in the vicinity of the root systems of desert
plants.
LABORATORY
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1. Typical calibration
couple psychrometer.
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curves

for thermo-

after about 12 hours of immersion in the calibration
solution. Extensive soaking and rinsing of the units
failed to rehabilitate them . The malfunction of the
unit s is attributed to the leakage of the salt solution
into the porous cup, corroding or contaminating the
thermocouple junctions. This leakage may be due to
faulty sealing of the units or to nonuniformities in cup
porosity. The response of the functioning psychrometers
varied considerably, some producing a constant voltage
output for 5 to 10 sec after a 20 sec cooling period ,
others barely evidencing a constant output. Thus , it
was difficult to obtain high precision in the measured
vo ltage output, and the resultant calibration curves are
only considered reliable to within ±0 .5 bar. Calibration
values for different units vary by as much as 4 bars at
25 °C in the -4 0 bar range. The temperature dep endency of the psychrometer units is itself temperatur edependent, and a single bivariate eq uation could not be
fitted to the calibration data. Therefore, graphical calibration curves were constructed, as shown in Figure 1.
Several alternative calibration procedures were used
to eliminate the problem of solution leakage into the
porous cups. The most successful one employed a vibrator to splash solution onto the units inside a sealed
container. The units were suspended about 1 cm above

PROCEDURES

Potassium chloride (KC!) was utilized to obtain
aq ueou s solutions of known osmotic potentials at various temperature
(Campbell and Ga rdn er 1971).
Commercially manufactured psychrometers (Wescor ,
Type PT51-10) were immersed in a solut ion inside
a sealed container. The container was then placed
in a bath capable of maintaining constant temperatures
from 5°C to 50 °C within ±0.5 °C. Measurements of
the psychrometer output voltage were made at l 0,
20 , 30, and 40 °C for each of five solution s, ranging
in water potential from -6.5 to -47.0 bars.
Immersion times of four to six hours were required
to obtain consistent values of the measured output voltage at each temperature. This required immersion of
the units for up to 18 hours in each solution in order to
obtain readings at all four temperatures. After calibration in a given solution , the units were rinsed with distilled water, and then air-dried before placing them in
the next solution .
Several problems arose during the calibration procedure. About 30% of the units ceased to function
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FIGURE 2.

Desert field site selected for study.

the solution , permitting thorough wetting without immersion (C. G. Enfield , personal communication). This
technique appears to be superior to the immersion
method.

withdrawn and the psychrometer was placed in the hole ,
with the lead wires encased in a 0.375 in (0.95 cm)
O.D. polyethylene tube. The soil extracted from the
hole was then replaced and tamped with a 0.375 in
(0.95 cm) I.D . plastic pipe .
Core samples of the soil were taken at depths of 30,
60 , and 90 cm and placed in sea led containers . The
samples will be used to determine soil water diffusivity
and sorption-d esor ption curv es for the field soil.
Temperature and water potential measureme ts were
made over a two-month period for the units at 180 and
90 cm and for a shorter period for the other units . Two
or three measurements were mad e for each unit on
any given day , at about one-hour intervals. Th e values
were then averaged to obtain a single measurement for
both water potential and temp erature for that day. Continuous records of precipitation and air temperature
were obtained from a rain-gauge and thermograph, located about 25m from the field plot.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Data obtained during the two-month period are
summaricd in Table I. No precipitation was recorded
at the site for three months prior to the psychrometer
installations. The absence of vegetation on the plot
effect ively precluded transpiration losses from the site .
The ground surface of the plot is essentially horizontal.
Thus it was reasonable to expect that the s ii water
potential values at a give n depth would initially be fairly
uniform. This is borne out by the data , partic larly at
the 90 cm depth. In fact, the measured water pote ntial
for five of the units was within ± 2 bars of the average
on January l , one week after installation. Psychrometer
P-2 has given anom alous readings throughout the study,
this being at tribut ed to faulty installation .
The precipitation which occurred on January 5 and
February 20 produced similar water potential increases
in all three units at the 90 cm depth. It should be noted
that the data obtained prior to January 19 are somewhat approximate. Changes in the temperature of the
microvoltmeter Wescor (Psychrometric Microv oltmeter ,
Model MJ-55) were affecting the built-in electronic zero
temperature reference, causing an error in the measured
soil temp erat ures. These tempratur e errors resulted in
erro noeus determinations of the water pot c:'.'!!ials corresponding to the measured psychrometer voltage outputs .
Subsequent laboratory calibration of micro voltmeter
indicates that the measured water potential values are
from 2 to 4 bars too low . This error, although significant , does not totally invalidate the data recorded prior
to January 19. Since that date an ice bath and thermocouple have been used as a zero reference for temperature measurement.
The data indicate that the responses of two of the
units at 180 cm , P-8 and P-9 , are nearly identical during
the two-month period. Unit P-3, at 90 cm, and adjacent
sha llower units all indicate higher water potentials following the February 20 precipitation event than do the
other units at comparable depths. This is attributed to

FIELD PROCEDURES

A plot of ground essentiaily free of vegetation was
selected at a desert field site , shown in Figure 2. The
plot has an area of about 5 m 2 • Three psychrometer
units were installed within the plot at each of two depths ,
180 and 90 cm , on December 23, 1970. Two pairs of
units were install ed at depths of 60 and 30 cm, respectively, on February 17, 1971, and two more units at
15 cm on February 27. The relativ e positions of these
units within the plot are shown in Figure 3.
Instalation was accomplished by driving a. 0.75 in
(1 .9 cm) O .D. pip e to the desired depth. The pipe was
PSYCHROMETER
DEPTH

•

1

180 cm.

• 90cm .
.6. 60 cm.

• 30 cm.
1

ONE METER

P-13

••

•

P-2

••

P-11

P-7 .6.
P-12

•

P-8

P-3 .6.

P-14

•

P-9

FIGURE 3. Relative position of psychrometers within
study plot.
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Table

1.

Soil water potentials and soil temperatures
in January, February, and March, 1971.

Depth, cm.
Date
1971

Precip.

Mean

cm.

air

·c

I.I

oc

·1

t/1

90
l

1/J

P

t7insta

1

1/J

P-11

P-7
90

P-3
90

P-1

·1

1/J

Units P-2, P-8, P 9, p I, P-',

5

1-1

P-9
180

180

T

µ.
bars

temp.

1-5

P-8

P-2
180

Psych. No.

for the 30, 60, 90, and 180 cm depths for selected days

t/1

T

30

30

l/J

T

t/1

P-14

P-13

T

t/1

T

led ,2.2,3. 0

-27.0

17

-39.0

20 -43.0

20

-40.0

14 -40.0

13

-40.0

15

1
30

-27.0

16

-41.5

16 -4'5.0

16

-n.o

1-3' -27.0

13

-32.0

13

L-26

20

-29.0

16

-42.5

16 -4'5.5

16

-34.0

115 -29.5

15

-33.0

15

1-31

25

-26.5

16

-41.0

16 -43.5

16

-30.0

15 -27.5

15

-33.0

115

2-17

115

-28.5

16

-42.5

16 -4'5.0

16 -32.0

1,5 -27.5

1'5 -32.5

15

2.4

T

t/1

1-19

2·20

P-12
60

60

1

U1 its P-1 I, p 12, p 13, ~-14

inst: hled

1

2-24

15

-28.0

16

-43.0

16 -44.5

16

-2 2.0

14 -26.0

14

-30.5

14 - 5.0

12

11 0.0

7

0.0

7

2-27

10

-27.0

16

-4'3.0

16 -44.0

16 -30.0

13 -25.0

Ji3 -31.0

13 -1,8.5

13 -29.5

1,2

0.0

9

0.0

10

3-5

20

-28.0

16 -43.0

16 -45.0

16

-215.5

1'3 -22.0

13

13 -22.5

13 -28.5

1'3 0.0

14

0.0

15

1

down-hole movement of water rather than the water
potential at the respective depths. However, soil water
conditions had become more stable by February 27.
It is felt that the values recorded on and after that date
are indicative of the true status of soil water potential.
Water potential measurements at the 15-cm depth,
units P--16 and P-17, were made for the first time on
March 5. Both units indicate a decrease in water potential from the 30 cm to 15 cm depth, most likely due
to surface evaporation.

spatial variability of the soil. The values given for the
soil water potential at the 30-cm depth after February
22 indicate a value of approximately zero at that depth,
±0.5 bars.
Changes in temperature and water potential values
at various depths are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
The water potential values measured by units P-1 l,
P-12 , and P-1 on February 22 may be slightly in error.
The relatively high water potential va lues may reflect
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Soil water diffusivity and sorption-desorption curves
have not yet been obtained for the soils at the field site.
Until these quantitative parameters are available, interpretation of the field data must be limited to qualitative analysis, with respect to soil water flux.

Cowan, I. R. 1965 . Transport of water in the soil-plantatmosphere system. J . Appl. Ecology 2:221-239.
Gardner, W. R. 1962. The relation of external evaporative conditions to the drying of soils. J. Geophys.
Res . 67:4319-4325.

CONCLUSIONS
Thermocouple psychrometers, properly installed at
field sites, can be used to measure actual soil water potentials to within ±0.5 bars. The response of the units
to climatic variables is predictable in a qualitative sense.
Quan.titative analysis of soil water movement should be
possible when soil water diffusivity values have been
measured.
Water potential values at a· giv:::n depth seem to be
most uniform during drying or quasi-stable conditions .
The water potential values obtained during a wetting
period are less reliable, due to variations in soil parameters and the possibility of water movement within the
installation hole.
The precision of the psychrometer units, as measured by the uniformity in response, is sufficient to
warrant initiation of the third phase of the study. Psychrometer units installed adjacent to the root systems
of desert plants can be used to define water potential
gradients within the soil. These gradients, in conjunction
with transfer coefficients and sorption-desorption
curves, can be used to determine the nature and amount
of soil water uptake by desert plants.

DISCUSSION
D . J. Sykes asked Wheeler to comment on the installation of psychrometers in non-uniform soils, in view
of his experience with installation in uniform soils.
Wheeler felt that he was unqualified to comment on
this problem, but indicated that disturbance should be
kept to a minimum.
G. E. Bingham suggested using a half-inch diameter
rod sharpened on one end and driven into the soil as a
possible means for access in rocky soils. He pointed out
that there is a possibility of forcing lead-wire down such
a hole while the thermocouple junction portion of the
psychrometer becomes lodged on a rock at some depth
below the surface other than that desired. He indicated
that the psychrometer could be lowered into the soil
inside a steel or· other tube to the desired depth. Then
soil can be tamped in around the psychrometcr, the tube
removed, and then soil can be packed around the lead
wires up to the soil surface. In this manner, the psychrometer will be buried at the desired depth.
G. S. Campbell mad e the observation that one of
the current problems for field use is to find a valid temperature correction factor for psychrometers (Editors
Note: see Meyn and White, this Proceedings). He asked
Wheeler if he had any experience with a uniform temperature correction factor that could be used in place of
calibration data for each psychrometer.
Wheeler used individual psychrometer calibration
data throughout the study, and has not used any temperature correction factors.
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BIOLOGIC FLUID OSMO ·LAR STUDIES USING A THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETER

D. T. Hunter and E. C. Campbell

For many years medical scientists and clinicians
have placed great importance on the measurement of
serum and urine osmolality. Although in some instances
quantitative osmolar data is diagnostic of certain diseased states, in the main the information is vital in dictating replacement therapy. To illustrate only two possible situations, a dehydrated patient with normal or
increased serum and/or urine osmolality would be
administered intravenous glucose, while a patient with
decreased osmolality would receive hypertonic saline .
Replacement therapy without foreknowledge of the
patient's osmotic state could only aggravate the patient's
electrolyte imbalance with serious consequences.
Numerous approaches to osmolality analyses have
been proposed including: specific gravity estimation
(Brughera-Jones 1970); total solid estimation by refractometry (Hunter and Shurtliff 1967); actual assay
of the numerous electrolytes responsible for osmotic
effect (Henry et al. 1964); total acid or base calculation
by titration (Scribner et al. 1950) ; specific electrode
measurement (Walker 1971); conductivity (Fidel 1970);
freezing point depression (Holmes 1962); and vapor
pressure observation (Faulkner and King 1970).
Each of these , while possessing certain advantage s,
incorporates one or more disadvantag es that limit its
respective usefulness.
1. Specific gravity testing is simple and economic
to perform, yet it is the least accurate and most imprecis1; of the test methods available.
2. Refractometry is valueless in providing osmolar
data on serum. The protein masks changes in osmolality . Refractometric study of urine represents a slight
improvement over specific gravity.
3. Composite assay of individual electrolytes provides information of value relative to sodium and potassium, the two main cations, but when cost, analysis
time , and technical effort was weighed, this approach
falls short.
4. Total base estimation by titration is time consuming, inaccurate, and imprecise . While titration has
largely been discarded , acid or base calculation by specific electrodes is still in the experimental stage.
5. Conductivity measurements fail to sense nonionized particles. The aggregate of polar compounds
may fall short of the true osmolar effect.
6. Freezing point depression, while highly accurate
and precise, involves a prolong ed cool down cycle and

costly equipment.
Because of these apparent disadvantages, we explored the feasibility of performing osmolarity determinations by vapor pressure measurement. Since it incorporates a high degree of accuracy and precision, the
freezing point depression technique was used as the reference procedure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Model C-51 Sample Chamber Psychrom eter
(Wescor, Logan, Utah) was used in these experimental
studies . The QF Osmometer (Fiske , Uxbridge, Mass)
was employed as a reference instrument in the freezing
point depression study . Commercial and prepared primary sodium chloride aquous standards were used for
preliminary comparative studies and for calibration .
Forty (40) normal subjects were tested to establish
normal ranges, and one hundred (100) patients with
suspected electrolyte abnormalities were tested to demonstrate clinical feasibility of the vapor pressure system
on a comparative basis.
Experimental studies, in addition included standardization of procedure , replicate studies to determine
accuracy and precision, and parallel studies with the
referenc e technique to calculate the correlation coefficient of the new approach (Henry 1969).
Various maneuvers were employed to ascertain the
effects of different ambient conditions. The effects of
thermocouple contamination were explored . Serial
studies were performed with the psychrometer connected to a strip chart recorder to define the characteristics of the functional curve.
RESULTS

The operation of the Model C-51 Sample Chamber
Psychrometer was found to be quite simple. Except for
specimens of greater than 1000 m0sm,kg - 1 , the 10 p.V
range was used . The 3 µ,V range could be used for most
serium specimens, while highly concentrated urine specimens required reading on the 30 µ,V scale.
A small 5 mm circular filter pad was saturated with
specimen and placed on the specimen carriage. The size
and consistency of the filter material was not critical.
Pure liquid could be placed on the carriage, but equilibration was slower and the risk of thermoco uple contamination was greater. Once the filter paper was inoculated , the chamber should be immediately sealed to
avoid evaporation.
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Equilibration time varied inversely with solute concentration. For spec imens as low as 100m0sm 30
seconds was required to reach equi librium . However , for
most physiologic samples, 10 to 15 seconds was adequate.
The cool cycle time was not critical for most biologic
specimens. Five (5) sec in most instances achieved
maximum effect. Specimens with exceptionally high
osmolar properties in th e 2000 m0sm range required at
least 10 sec of cooling to ac hieve a steady state.
The return to base line was rapid in the case of
high readi ngs; however, low read ings were followed by
a lag of 4 to 5 min (see Figure 1). Opening the chamber
would immediately null the system. In general , about
45 sec was req uired to complete the test.
Primary standards of varying streng ths up to 2000
m0sm were tested. Linearity was achieved from zero
through the highest standard (see Figure 2). The slope
of this dilution curve was shown to be sensitive to ambient temperature. Observed voltage changes paralleled
temp era ture shifts. Humidity within the range of 20 to
70% did not appear to to influence observed readings.
Becau se of the temperature effect, it was necess ary to
include at least one standard in each test run . A 300
m0sm standard was optimal for serum testing while a
900 m0sm was adv isable for urine testing. The zero
setting was stable; howev er, as a routine it was reset
each time the apparatus was standardized .
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Replicate studies using primary standards provided
a coefficient of variance of 4.8 % (see Table ]) . A
comparison of two technique s of det ermini ng osmolality
estimated 2 % of this was due to scale increm en t spread;
another 1 % was attributable to system noise . The remaining 1.8% was largely due to incon siste nt timed
readings. Comparable additive studies indicated a somewhat mor e accurate recovery was shown with the psychromet er than with the freezing point depression apparatus. The correlation coefficient of the two techniques
was quite high (see Figure 3). The differences observed
were within the exper iment al errors of the two technique s.
The normal values observed for serum by the vapor
pressure technique (sec Table 2) were comparab le to
those reported in the literat ure (Lindmann et al.
1960) . The urin e osmolar levels, however , appeared
slightly higher . In the patient series osmo lar levels were
seen as low as 265 m0sm to as high as 322 mOsm for
serum , and between 175 m0sm and 1550 m0sm for
urine . These results correlated with the pati ents' clinical
states and were supported by other tests .
DISCUSSION
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Increasing demands are placed on clinical laboratories for more testing at greater speed and less cost to
the patient (Bauer 1967). To satisfy these demands
new apparatus are continually being brought into clinical
service. Although a slight sacrific e in precision must be
sustained through the adoption of th e thermo coupl e
psychrometer , the gains in comparable accuracy, speed,
and econom y more than offset this minor disadva ntag e.
Table

1.

Comparison of two techniques of determining osmolality .

TEST SYSTEM

I' nermocoup,e psychrometer
Freezin g Point Depressio n

COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE

4.8%
less than 1 %
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FIGURE 3. Th ~ solid line represents perfect correlation
between the two test systems. The slight difference
observed is within the experimental accuracy of
the two procedures.
Table

2.

Normal ranges of serum and urine osmolality as determined by the thermocouple psychrometer and freezing
point depress ;on
techniques.

TEST SYSTEM
Thermocouple psychrometer
Freezing Point Depression

NURMAL RANGEm0sm kg-I
SERUM
URINE

284-315
289-308

720-1100
855-1335

In most test systems a variance of 5 % or less is acceptable .
An area in which the psychromcter may have great
merit is in the routine urinalysis. Th e osmolar content of
urine is conv entionally tested for by the specific gravity
determination. This reads total solids which exceeds
by considerable magnitude the ionic content of normal
and pathologic urine .
At present only a few lar ge institutions have apparatus capable of performing osmolar testing. Through
the avai labi lity of an economic, simp ly operated device
wide -spread osmolar testing can be performed with significant benefit accruing to enhanced patient care.
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DISCUSSION

R. J. Hanks commented that the work of Hunter
represented a new and very interesting app lication of
psychrometry. He indicated that it was quite gratifying
to see scientists in other fields emp loying th ermoco uple
psychrometers in their research, and was pleased to find
that Hunter could obtain the degree of accuracy with
them that was reported.

MEASUREMENTSOF RELATIVEVAPOR PRESSUREIN SNOW
WITH THERMOCOUPLEPSYCHROMETERS

B. P. Van Haveren
E,

Interest in studying the phenomenon of water vapor
movement in snow arose from the need to understand
snow avalanches and the strength properties of snow.
Pi oneering research consisted of the work of Bader et al.
(1939), Kondrateva (1954) , Yosida (1955), and de
Quervain (1958).
Vapor transfer in snow can be discussed at two
levels: macroscopic and microscopic. Vapor movement
at the microscopic level involves a translocation of mass
and consequent reshaping of individual :;;·,ow crystals
due to differences in surface free energy of the crystal.
Figur e I shows how a typical snow crystal is reduc ed
to a nearly spherica l ice grain. The symbols E 1 and E~
repr esent surface free energies, where E 1 is greater than

D

D

FIGURE 1. Diagrammatical representation of individual snow crystal metamorphism . E 1 and E ~ represent surface free energies, where E 1 > E~.

E2.
Structural changes in snow crystals may result from
microscopic and macroscopic vapor transfer meltin g
and refreezing, or overburden pressures. These changes
will influ ence the physical and mechanical properties of
the snow cover. The phenomenon of snow crystal reshaping is termed snow metamorphi sm. The reader is
referred to Sommerfe ld a nd LaChapelle ( 1970) for a
detailed treatment of the phenomenon of snow metamorphism.
Macroscopic vapor movem ent involves the gross
transf er of water vapor both within and from the snow
cover. The se movements are genera lly the result of
temperature gradients in the snow. Yosida (1955)
showed that transport of mass and heat ca n occ ur under
conditions of water vapor moving in response to negative temperature gradie nts in the snowpack (i.e., surface
layers colder than bottom layers) . The process was described as a '' hand -to-hand " passage of vapor from one
void to the next. Snow layers immediately adjacent to
the soil lose mass to higher laye rs of the snowpack as a
resu lt of favorable temperature gradie nts. This net loss
of ma ss often results in a structur ally instable layer composed of pyra mid-shap ed crystals and termed depth
hoar. In a labora tory experiment, de Quervain ( 1958)
confirm ed that depth hoar formation was the result of
vapor movement from warm to cold regions of a snow
sample. Gidding s and LaChapelle ( 1962) proposed
a model which pr edicted rates of depth hoar formation
from snow temperatur e and snow type criteria. Their
calculated rates agreed reas onably well with observed
rates .

The air above a snow cover, particularly in our interio r mountain ranges, can serve as a substan tial sink
for water vapor leav ing a snow cover. Bergen (1963)
demonstrated that vapor moving from within a dry
mountain snowpack to the atmosp here cou ld be a substantia l part of the total loss of mass from snow to
atmosphere . It is a lso of interest to note that Yen
(1963, 1965) found ventilated snow samples to have
higher water vapor diffusivities than unventilated
sample s.
The results of the study reported in this brief paper
are meant to be of a preliminary nature only. and represent a portion of a continuing investigation by the author
of the water balance of the soil-snow-a tm osphere system. This particular phase of the investigation was
designed to evaluate the potential usefu lness of the
thermocouple psychrometer in snow research.
OPERATION AND CALIBRATION OF
THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS AT
LOW TEMPERATURES

The Keithley micro voltmeter used in this study was
subjected to air temperatur es as low as -l8 °C (0°F)
and yet perform ed satisfactorily und er thes e conditions.
The electronic 0°C reference junction included in Wescor's modified microvoltm eter did not perform well at
cold temperatures (i.e. below about -10 °C) . The
author used a precision mercury thermom eter to check
the reliability of the copper-constantan th ermocouples
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0.3 m NaCl

T=-8.1°C

T=9.7°C

a

b

[2J

0

where e; is vapor pressure over ice, e; is the saturation
vapor pressure over ice, and V;° is the molar volume of
ice. Psychrometer sensitivity can now be expressed in
terms of the relative \'.apor pressure, and thus s = 0 .2 t7
µ,V bar - 1 = 0.217 µ,V per 0.00 I unit of relative vapor
pressure at 0°C. With the equipment used in this study,
it was possible to read psychrometer outputs with a reso0.0005 units of e;
.
lution of 0.1 µ,V or

0 .5 m NaCl

T= -1.7°C
C

~

~i°

T = 22.2°C
d

A laboratory calibration procedure was developed to
investigate psychrometer sensitivities at temperatures
below 0°C. The procedure was a modification of that
used by Brown (1970) and Meyn and White (this Pro ceedings) for screen psychrometers. Instead of test
tubes, small vials, 1.2 cm ID by 3.5 cm long , were lined
with filter paper saturated with a NaC I solution of
known water potential. Each psychrometer head assembly was sealed into a vial with RTV silicone sealant. The
vials were then placed in thermos bottl e~ filled with
ethylene glycol. The thermos bottles were all set in a
well-insulated constant temperature bath filled with ice
water. Ethylene glycol was stored at -20 °C. To obtain
the desired calibration temperature , the cold ethylene
glycol was mixed with calculated amounts of ethylene
glycol stored at room temperature.
Theory predicts that upon freezing a salt solution
will undergo a change characterized by solutes migrating
away from ice crystals, leaving pure ice. If this pure ice
is interfaced with an atmosphere, it is logical to assume
that the atmosphere will eventually take on a saturated
vapor pressure with respect to ice. However , psychrometer readings taken over salt solutions well below their
freezing points showed the atmosphere to be undersaturated. Moreover, the psychrometer outputs correspond
to those predicted by extrapo lating calibration data for
temperatures above the freezing point. This phenomenon
r~mains a puzzle - one possible explanation would be
that the water potential of the salt solution at the freezing point was actually "frozen" in place . This condition
would be possible over a short time span due to the
decreased water vapor diffusivity at the low temperatures. Figure 3 is a set of calibration curves for one of
the psychrometers used in this study.

I
"{1.0,.v:
~

I

1

I
I

'

2. Typical response curves of a screen-type
thermocouple psychrometer exposed to salt solutions of 0.3 m (a, b) and 0.5 m (c, d) at temp eratures below (a c) and above (b , d) 0 °C. Chart
speed is approximately 180 mm min - 1 •

FIGURE

and found them to be in error by as much as ±2 °C.
For cold temperature measurements, a suggested alternative to thermocouples would be thermistors. Thermistors are reliable under cold conditions and are compatible with automatic data acquisition systems.
Thermocouple psychrometers behave normally at
temperatures below 0°C. Figure 2 shows typical output curves of a screen-type psychrometer expos~cl to
0 .3 m and 0.5 m NaCl solutions at temperatures above
and below o·c.
Thermocouple psychrometers are capable of measuring relative vapor pressures with a high degree of
precision. At 0°C, psychrometer sensitivity, s, is calculated to be -0.217 µ,V bar - 1 from psychrometer calibration data. Water potential, t/J,expressed in bars, is
related to the relative vapor pressure, e/e .,, by the Kelvin
equation,
ljJ

=

RT

.R..n~

Vo

[la]

eo

w

where R is the universal gas constant, T the temperature
in °K, and V w the molar volume of pure water. Solving for e/e 0 , we then have
0

1/!Vo
J

~=exp
e
0

~j

METHODS AND RESULTSOF
PRELIMINARY INVEiTIGATIONS

Measurements of the relative vapor pressure (e;/
e;°) of snowpack void air were taken in three different
snow cover types during the early and late spring of
1970 and 1971. Thermocouple psychrometers were
constructed using a design similar to that suggested by
Brown (1970). This design , using 200-mesh stainless
steel screen to enclose the sensing junction , was found

[lb]

[ RT

Where water exists only in the solid and vapor phases,
equation [lb] may hP-modified to give
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level after boring a hole of the same cimensions as the
probe. Figures Sa and Sb show one cf the three snow
trenches used in this study.
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Study Sites # 1 and #2:
Northern Wasatch Mountains,
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FIGURE 3. Cold temperature calibration curves for a
typical screen-type therm ocouple psychro meter.
to be ideally suited for this study. Since water vapor
diffusivities significantly decrease with decreasing temperature, resistance to vapor exchange between the
sample and sensor must be kept to a minimum in cold
temperature work. Each psychromet er was equiped
with a copper-constantan thermocouple for measurin g
ambient temperature. Each unit was built into a probe
assembly constructed from a piece of acrylic tubing 1.27
cm OD and 60 cm long. The thermocouple psychrometer probe is illustrated in Figure 4.
At two of the three study sites snow trench es were
excavated to the soil surface . At the other site the trench
was excavated to a deph of 75 cm, the estimat ed depth
to soil surface being 5 m. The trenches were approximately 0 .5 m wide and 2 .0 m long. The north-facin g
wall of each snow trench was used for measurements of
relative vapor pressure, temperature , and density of the
snowpack. Each thermocouple psychrometer probe was
inserted horizontall y into the trench wall at the desired

Utah

Site # l was located in an uneve n-aged overmature
stand of Engelmann spruce (Picea erge/mannii Parry)
and subalpine fir (A bies lasiocarp a f utt.) at 2580 m
(8500 ft) elevation in the Cache Natimal Forest, upper
Logan River drainage. Data were colected over a sixhour period on May 20, 1970. The d:pth of the snowpack was 162 cm. Three snow demity samples were
taken at each sampling point. Alumimm cylinders, 100
cm3 in volume , were used to extract amples from the
trench wall; the samples were sealed ii plastic bags and
weighed at a later time. The samplng points chosen
were at the 40, 70 , J 00, 130, and 1(0 cm levels, with
the soil surface at the O cm level and the snow surface
at the 162 cm level. A thermocouple sychrometer was
inserted at each of the sampling poirts and allowed to
equilibrate one hour before readings were begun. The
psychrometers were monitored with amodified Keithley
microvoltmeter (Wescor Model MJ 55). Temperature
and density profiles for the snowpack at Site # 1 are
shown in Figure 6a. Relative vapor ressure is plotted
as a function of depth in Figure 6b. Void air near the
air-snow interface was decidedly drirr than that at the
snow-soil interface . A sensor was aso placed on top
of the snow so that the sensing thernocouple junction
was approximately 3 mm above the smw surface. Under
very stable air movement and air ttmperature conditions readings were taken with thii sensor. Relative
vapor pressures averaged 0.97 with little variation over
time. Normally , however, the thermccouple psychrometer cannot be used in the free ttmosphere, since
ambient temperatures must be held to within 0.001 °C
during the 30 to 40 secon d measur ene nt period.
.-----Insulated
lead wire

Epoxy resin
---RTV

--Copper lead wire
Copper--<:onstantan
the mocouple rChromel-constantan
thermocouple

silicone sealant

• ~-"
------}1.m
~--Acrylic

Teflon

tubing

E_;creen

cage

"""l<--1.Gcm----'l>l>I

60 cm ---------------~

FIGURE 4. Thermocouple
void air.

psychrometer probe assembly used for measuring relative vapor pressure of snowpack
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F IGURE 5a and 5B. Snow trench at Site # I , upp~r
Logan R iver drainage , northern Utah. Snowpack
depth is 162 cm. Psychrometer probe s extend 60
cm into the trench wall.
winter snow and climatic conditions prevai led at the
Colorado site and spring conditions at the Utah sites.

Site #2 was near an extensive snow cornice on the
Ice side of a northwest-facing ridge. The site was in a
small mounta in meadow at 2430 m (7950 ft) elevation,
approximate ly 300 m southwest of Bear Lake Summit ,
U.S. Highway 89, northern Utah . A 75 cm trench was
excavated in the meadow snowpack, where snow windblown from the cornice formed a deep snowfield approximately 0.4 hectare ( 1.0 acre) in area and 5 m
deep. Density, snow temperature, and relative vapor
pressure profi les were determined in the same manner
as discussed above for Site # 1; these data are shown in
Figures 7a and 7b. and represent measurem,.ents taken
on June 3-4 , 1970 .

Two snow trenches were excavated IO days apart
in the same snowdrift of approximately 0.04 hectare
(0.1 acre). The snowdrift was bounded on three sides
by a stand of lodgepole pine ( Pi nus contort a Doug!.)
approximately 9 m (30 feet) in height. Air movement
at the snow surface was substantial with no prevai ling
direction throughout both sampling periods. The snowpack was laced with ice lenses, and considerable depth
hoar was found in the bottom layers. Figures 8, 9a, and
9b show snow temperatures and densities , snowpack
stratigraphy, and relative vapor pressure as a function
of depth for two sampling dates , February 27 and March
10-11, 1971.

Study Site # 3 : Pingree Park, Colorado

Site # 3 was locat ed at Pingree Park in the northern
Front Range of Colorado at 2800 m (9200 ft) elevation.
Both snow and climatic conditions were drastically different from those at eit her of the other sites. In general.
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FIGURE 7a. Snowpack temperature and snow density
vs. dep th at Site #2 , Bear Lake Summit , Uta h.

FIGURE7b. R elative va por pressure of snowpack void
air vs. depth at Site #2 , Bear Lake, Summit, Utah.

Data from all three study sites show und ersat urati on
of the surfac e layers to some de gree (Figures 6b, 7b , 8,
and 9b). Undersaturated air in the voids of surface
snow layers is po stulat ed to be evidence of atmosph~ric
ai r mixin g with the void ai r. Thi s mixin g proc ess could
be due to wind shear forces at the surfac e, resultin g in
airflow benea th the surface. Seligma n ( 1962) , in a ttemptin g to explain wind packin g of a snow surfac e,
sugges ted that windflow over a snow cover could produc e pressure fluctu ation s at the air-snow interface an d
cau se th e surface snow layers to actually "br eat he" a ir;
this suggests that air exchan ge between at mosphere and
snow void s is entirely possible. Yen ( 1962 , l 963, 1965)
hypo thes ized that natural air ventila tion in surface snow
laye rs tend ed to incr ease effec tive water vapor diffusivities, spee din g up convective tran sfer of hea t a nd ma ss.
Our a et al. ( 1966) . in a wind tunn el exper iment , measured airfl ows 0.5 cm. below a snow samp le surf ace with
a hotwire ane mometer. Airflow below the surface was

found to be stro ngly related to airflow at 15 cm above
the surface. Airflow rates as high as 65 cm sec - 1
( 1.4 mph) were meas ured below the surface. In a
stud y analogous to the problem of airflow over snow
surfac es, Beave rs and Joseph (1967) pa ssed two differen t fluid s over two kind s of porou s material. Flow
within the porous mat erial was assumed to be governed
by the Darc y eq uation . How ever, a boundary layer region was identified between the fluid-porous medium
interface a nd the upp er part of the region characterized
by Darc y flow. Shear effects ap peare d to be transmitted
thro ugh thi s boundar y region and velocity gradients were
steep. Th e authors failed to discuss whether flows in
this region were of a lamin a r or turbul ent natur e. It
is thought that the vertical exte nt of this bound ary region and the velocities characteristic of it would be de pendent upon the rectilinear flow at the interface as well
as the nature of the interfac e and various physical and
structural prop er ties of the poro us medi ·um .
A substantial amount of litera tur e exis ts on the ph enom enon of gas exchan ge in so il (e.g. see Fukuda 1955 ,
Scotter et al. 1967 , Scott er and Roat s 1969 , Kimball
a nd Lemon 1969, 1970 , 1971) . Hank s and Woodruff
( 1958) state that the "fluctuation of wind at the soil
surface would be expected to speed up gaseous movement because of greater inixing 9f gases within the soil
due to pressur e changes ." Farrell et al. (1966) suggested that increased turbul ence in the air above the soil
would substantially increase the effective coefficient of
vapor diffusion through mulches. These authors predicted that for a windspeed of 15 mph (6.7 m sec - 1)
surface air could penetrate coarse soil and crop residue
mulches to a depth of several centimeters .
Kimball and Lemon (197 J) found that the effects of
air turbulence on gas exchange in porous media increase
with pore size. Likewise , it is expected that relative
vapor pressure of the snowpack void air near the airsnow interface would be dependent upon snow texture ,
porosity , nature and velocity of air movement , and vapor
densities of the atmosphere above the snowpack.
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is debulk air velocity in the snow. 1 The term -D~
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fined as the diffusive flux of water vapor and pvVn is the
convective flux of water vapor.
The data reported in this paper indicate a possible
enhancement of upward vapor movement through the
snowpack as a result of drier surface void air. Moreover , since soil water potential in a drained soil is ap-
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0 .9237 at 0°C) at the soil surface . If the snow cover
were deposi ted over a soil having a low soil water potential, substantial movement of vapor from snow to
soil could ocur. This "downward flux theory" should
be investigated, since it has obvious importance in the
stud y of depth hoar formation.
CONCLUSIONS

Thermocoupl e psychrometer s were modified and
used to measure the relative vapor pressure of snowpack void air under a variety of snow conditions. Undersaturation of the void air was found in the surface
layers , while the void air nearest the snow-soil interface was apparently saturated. These results are thought
to be evidence of atmospheric air intruding the surface

clp
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Surface snow types at all three study sites were
thought to be unfavorable to atmospheric air intrusion
because of high snow densities and the presence of ice
lenses . In snow covers deposited under windless conditions, air intrusion could be a common phenomenon
in winter or early spring.
The data n Figures 6b, 7b, 8, and 9b show complete
or near-saturation of the void air of the bottom snow
layers . These data represent a significant finding in two
respects. Consider the vapor flow equation,
q

0.9997) at 0°C , a vapor

pressure gradient favoring vapor flow from snow to soil
is possible. under isothermal conditions. On sout h-facing mountain slopes, or beneath vegetation covers which
extract large ~mounts of soil water (such as aspen) , soil

Partially developedIce lense

FIGURE 9a. Snowpack stratigraphy and
vs. depth at Site #3, Pingree Park ,
March 10-11 , 1971. Snow type
scheme is based on that of Canada
search Council (19 54).
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where qv is the mass flux of water vapor (g cm -2
sec - 1 ; D is the apparent water vapor diffusivity (cm 2
sec - 1); P• is the vapor density (g cm - 3 ); z is vertical

1 The effective bulk air velocity is defined as the volumetric
flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area .
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layers of the snow cover and m1xmg with void air.
Vapor movement in snowpacks may be su~stantially enhanced by natural ventilation in three ways: (i) incerasing the water vapor diffusivity, (ii) steepening the
vapor pressure gradient, and (iii) providing for convective transfer of water vapor.
Saturated void air in the region immediately above
the snow-soil interface is a significant finding in that it
suggests the possibility of a downward flux of water
vapor from snow to soil.
Thermocouple psychrometers have been found to
work satisfactorily at temperatures below 0°C. Calibration of psychrometers at these cold temperatures
poses a special problem , however. In genera l, the
thermocouple psychrometer show promis e as an instrument for measuring vapor pressure s in snow and cold
soil.
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DISCUSSION
H. Ferguson asked Van Hav ere n what special procedure one would have to employ to use thermocoupl e
psychromet ers at tempera tures below freez ing.
Van Haveren indicated that his calibrati on data
show that the units operate normall y at tempera tur es
somewhat below 0°C. How ever, the vapor press ures of
standard salt solutions used during calibration must be
recalculated at these low temp era tur es. H e indicat ed
that he uses ethylene glycol for a bath medium ; the
solution is stored at -20 °C, a nd then mixed with room
temp eratur e ethylene glycol to achieve the desired temperature.

PART V: APPLICATION OF THERMO•
COUPLE PSYCHROMETERS
TO DETERMINATIONS OF PLANT
WATER POTENTIAL

Moderator:

CONTRIBUTIONS

W. R. Gardner

OF THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS
TO PLANT SCIENCE

P. J. Kramer

measuring the freezing point depression of small vo lumes of plant sap . The literature dealing with osmotic
measurements was summaried by Crafts et al. ( 1949,
Chap. 7) and Miller ( 1938 , pp . 39-45). These authors
cited numerous studies made in Europe and in the
United States, mostly between 1910 and 1935 , of the
osmotic potential of plant saps.
Those studies indicated that the osmotic potential of
leave s usually is lower than that of roots, lower in trees
than in herbaceous plants , and lower in plants of dry
habitats than in plants of moist habitats, althoug h desert
succulents have low osmotic potentials . Daily and seasonal fluctuations were demonstrated, also decreases in
plants subjected to drought. C la ssica l exa mpl es of measurements of osmo tic potential from Europe are the
studies of Dixon and Atkins, and Fitting, cited by Crafts
et a l. (1949). Examples in the United States were th e
st udy of plants of the Wasatch M ountain s by Korstian
( 1924) a nd the extensive collection of data on osmotic
potentials an d conductivities of plant saps made by Harris a nd collaborators (Harris, l 934). Some measurement s of osmotic gradients in tissues of various organs
were mad e by th e plasmolytic method , but this method
ha s limited usefulness (Crafts et al. 1949 , pp . 81-87, 9798).

The introduction of more efficient or more sensitive
method s of measuring physiological pr ocesse s and conditions usually stimulates research and results in a rapid
increase in information. This occurred fol lowing the introduction of pH meters , infr ared gas ana lyers , radioactiv e trac ers , chromatography , and various other new
tech niqu es used in plant physiology. It promis es to be
equally true for thermocouple psychrometers. Th e importanc e of their contribution to plant science is indicated by the occurrence of this Symposium. Howev er,
it can be mad e even more clear by briefly reviewing the
measurement of plant water stress before thermocouple
psychromt ers became available.

THE HISTORY OF WATER STRESS MEASUREMENTS
Measurement of plant water stress is not a new idea.
During the ea rly part of this century ecologists and
physiologists were aware of th e need for quantitative
measurement of the water stress existing in va rious
kinds of plants and in plants growing in diffe rent habitats . As a result many measurements were made of osmotic potential, mostly by determining the freezing point
depression of expressed sa p. Considerable attent ion was
given to the errors inh ere nt in expressing plant sap and
much ingenuity was exe rcis ed in deve loping methods for
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By 1935 measurements of osmotic pressure were
decreasing in numb er. One reason probably wa s the
incr eas ing unc e rtainty as to wheth e r or not expressed
sap co nstitutes a reli a ble samp le of the vacuolar sap. A
more important reaso n for the decreasing int ere st in
meas ur ement s of osmotic pr ess ur e was incr eas ing emphasi s on the fact that wat e r mov e ment in th e so il-plant
sys tem is not controlled b y osmotic pre ss ur e, but b y
water pot e nti al. In 1915 Renn e r introduc ed th e te rm
" Sau gkraft " or s uction force and in 191 6 Ursprun g and
Blum described a method for meas urin g it. During the
next 20 yea rs th e re was near ly as much a ttention given
to th e terminolog y as to the meas urem ent of the value.
In th e United Sta tes th e ter m " diffu sion pres sur e
deficit ," introduc ed by Me ye r in 1938 a nd populari zed
by the M eye r and Anderson tex tbook ( 1939) , replaced
"s ucti o n forc e" and "suction te nsion. "
ow diffusion
pre ssur e deficit is rapidl y be ing replaced b y th e term
" water pot ential. ' This term apparently was first used
in a public a tio n b y Ow en in 1952 and was introduc ed
to th e field of wa te r relations b y Slat yc r and Taylor
( 1960 ) . Alth o ugh accepted slowly at first it is now genera Hy used.
U nfortun a tel y, during the period from 1915 to 195 8
the re were no generally aceptcd method s available for
me as uring water pot ential. The volumetric and gravimetric me th ods d esc ribed b y early workers in thi s field
were of limited usef uln ess and th e refra ctom ete r method
fir st des crib ed in Eng lish by Ashby and Wo lf ( I 94 7)
was littl e used . Th e dye method was de scr ibed in Ru ssian by Shard ako v in 194 8, but it also was slow to b e
accepted, even after it wa s d esc rib ed in Germ a ny by
Walter and E lle nb erg (1958).
The principle o f th e thcrmoc ~)Uplc ps ychrom eter
was described in 1930 by the E nglish ph ys io log ist Hill ,
a nd Ba Ides ( 1934) also discussed it. Van Andel ( 1952)
used it to meas ur e th e osmotic po te nti a l of root pres sur e
exudate and a numb er o f instrum e nt s using thi s principle
were desc rib ed by c he mi sts for use with so luti o ns. Spanner describ ed th e use o f P e ltie r cool ing in 195 I and
Mont e ith and Ow e n ( 1958) produced a mo re practical version. ln th e sa me yea r Richard s a nd Oga ta published a de scripti o n of another type o f th ermoc o upl e
psychromet er in which a drop of water was plac ed on
the wet junction instead of dep ending on Pelti e r cool ing
to wet the junction by condensin g wat e r vapor from th e
air. This version was ex pected to operate be tt er in
equi libratin g with tissue having a low wat er potenti a l
whe re it is difficult to condense suffici e nt wate r fr o m th e
air by P eltier cooling to we t th e therm ocouple juncti o n .
Both systems can be used for mea sur e ments o f plant
tissue and soi l.
During th e long period of unc ertainty conc e rnin g
me thods of measuring water potential some investigato rs
turned to m eas ur e ment of water saturation
deficit
(Stocker 1929) or relative turgidity (Weatherley 1950) ,
now usuall y termed relative water content. Unfortunately most inves tigat ors ignor ed the problem , and it rea lly
is only sinc e about 1965 that meas ure ment of wa ter po-

tc nti a l by the use of thermocouple psychrometers ha s become routine . Even toda y so me investigators are neglecting th ese esse ntial measurements , with the result
that th ey do not know how seve rely their plant mat e rial
is being stressed.
As a result of the frequent failure to measure the
d eg ree of stress to which plants were subjected much of
the research on plant water relations during the past 50
years has yielded inconclusive or conflicting results . In
many experiments inferences concerning plant water
stress were drawn from soil water content data or from
meteorological measurements . Assumptions concerning
plant wat er stress base d on measurements of soil water
stress or rate of evap o ration can sometimes be very mislea ding. For example, during hot , dry 1·:cather even
plant s gro win g in soil near field capacity often wilt at
noon, but in co ol, cloudy weather plants may develop
little stress eve n in relatively dry soil. Even the p ermanen t wilting perce nt age is not fixed at a given soi l water
po tential , but varies somewhat with the species and the
ra te of transpiration (Slatyer 1957b) . Some years ago
Hagan (l 955) wrote, " This discussion suggests the impossibility o f finding any one relationship betwe en crop
y ields a nd soil moisture depletion . . .". The only reliabl e indicators of plant wat er stress are measur ements
made o n th e plants themselv es . This is true because
on ly th e plants can integrat e a ll of the internal and externa l factors which determin e the amount of str ess
exis tin g at any particul ar tim e. It was not until the lat e
I 950's a nd ea rly I 960's that the necessity for such
measur e ment s began to be reco gnized (Kramer 1959 ,
1963 , Slaty er 1957a).
CRITERIA FOR USEFUL MEASUREMENTS OF
PLANT WATER STRESS
The man y direct and indirect methods of evaluating
the water sta tu s of plants we re summarized by Barr s
( 1968). It is obv ious that only a few of these are genera lly useful for eco logica l and physiological measurement s. Even so, there remains som e unc ertai nt y concerning what constitut es th e best measur e of plant water
str ess. For example, a very exp erienced investigator
recently told th e writer that he b elieves relative water
cont e nt is better corr elat ed with physiological processes
than water pot ential. A few days lat er investigators in
anoth er laboratory stated that after some years exper ie nce the y had abando ned relative water content in favor
of wat e r pot ential. Walter (1963) a nd Kreeb (1967)
co ntinu e to emphasi ze the term " Hydratur" as the contr o llin g factor in th e hydration of the protoplasm a nd
d etermine it from the osmotic potential. The writer
agrees with Walter that hydra tion of th e cytoplasm is
con troll ed by the osmotic pot ential of th e plant sap , but
doubts if use of the term Hydratur is necessary.
There also is some unc er tainty conc e rning the relative importanc e of the terms in the equation for cell
water relations.

[ 1]
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in the sa me physiological condition hav e quite different
osmotic pr ess ur es . For instance , in one set of measur ement s the average osmotic pr ess ur e of trees and shrubs
was 28 a tm , that of per e nnial herbs in th e same area
16 a tm , and winter annuals 15 atm (Miller 1938, p.
42). Also th e osmotic pressur e fluctuates over a somewhat limit ed rang e compar ed to the wat e r pot e ntial
which can vary from zero in turgid plants to a valu e
eq ua l to or even lower than th e osmo tic potential in
wilting plants (sec Kram e r 1969, p. 20).
Water potential is th e only value which is equally
app lic ab le to m eas ur e m en ts of plant and so il water
sta tu s. It a lso can be used o n a wide ra nge of plant
tissues a nd the results a re expressed in unit s und erstood
by sc ie nti sts in various field s.
Methods which require large amo unt s of plant tissue h ave very limited usef uln ess for sma ll plant s a nd
where man y successive sa mpl es mu s t be mea s ur ed .
Cryoscop ic mea sur e ment s o f th e os m o tic potential of
exp ressed sap require considerable
plant tiss ue as do
measurements
of water potential by vapor equi librati on
and the dye met hod. Th e th e rm ocou pl e psyc hrom e ter
m ethod is par ticularl y advantageo us because it req uir es
on ly one relatively sma ll samp le per measurement
and
It also
no prior knowledge of the wa ter potential.
permits m eas urement o f osmo tic potent ial on the same
sample.
Tn su mmar y. it appears that water potential meets
more of the criteria for measuring p lant water sta tu s
than a ny ot her method. A g ive n leve l of wate r potential
h as the same physical s ig ni fica nce in all kinds of systems and appears to have sim ilar physio log ica l s ignificance in a w ide range of plants and plant tissues , alth ough this ne eds further stu dy . H oweve r. a s Wiebe
points o ut in ano th er pap e r in this book, there of ten
is ne ed to measure both wa ter potential and osmotic
;)o tcntial and to ca lcul ate turgor pressu re. These p rohlcms a lso were discus se d in mor e detail by Bo yer
( 1969) and by Kram er ( 1969), Chaps. I and I 0).

H oweve r, thi s important problem is discussed by Wi ebe
in a later paper (this Proceedings).
The criteria proposed by the writer at the Montpcllicr conference in l 962 still seem valid (Kramer and
Brix l 965):
l. There should be a good correlation betw ee n
rates of physiological
processes and ciegre~ of
water stress as measured by the method .

2. A given degree of water stress as measured
by the sele ct ed method should have <imilar
physiological
significance
in a wid e range of
plant materials.
3. The units used to express water str ess and
the m e thod used to measure it should b e applicable to a wide range of plant material and to
so il.
4. The method should require a minimum of
plant tissue for a measurement , and should be
as reliable as possible .
The first requirement is ex trem e ly import a nt ; unl ess
the measurements
arc well correlated with growth and
ph ys iological processes th ey arc useless. It is unlik ely
that any one mea surement will be eq uall y well correlated
with all processes because water stress operates in severa l ways. It causes (a) decrease in turgor which results
in premature closure of s tomata and reduction in ce ll enlargement, (b) interference
directly or indir ect ly with
·major physiological
processes suc h as photosynthesis,
respiration,
and tran slocation , and (c) di sturbanc e of
the course of e nzyme- medi a ted bioch emical processes
s uch as carbo h ydrate and nitrogen metabolism
at th e
cellular le vel. For exa mpl e, sto mat a [ o pe nin g· and cell
e nlargement ce rt a inl y arc controlled by tur gor, but turgo r probably docs not control nitro ge n m e tabolism.
Thus , a ll t rm in eq uat ion 1 1 J arc important , but for
different processes.
On e of the grea t adva nta ges of
the thermocouple ps yc hrom e tcr method is that it permits
measurement
of both water pot ent ial and os motic potent ial on th e sa m e sa mple.

METHODS

OF MEASURING

WATER POTENTIAL

Alt ho ug h this Symposium
deals w ith th e use or
thermoco upl e psychromctcrs . read ers sho uld be reminded that there arc severa l other m e th ods o f measuring water pot e ntial.
The volumetric
method is o ld est (Ursprung
and
Blum 19 16, U rsp run g 1923) but limit ed in app licabilit y
to thin-walled tissues because st rip s of thick- wa lled tiss ue show littl e change in dimensions w ith ga in or loss
of wate r . A numb e r of st rip s of siiml a r tiss ue of known
le ngth arc cut and imm e rsed in a se rie s of sucrose o r
m an nit o l so lution s and it s water p o te ntial is assumed
to be e qu a l to th e os motic potential of th e so lution in
which no change in length occur s. Th e gravimetric
method which depends o n change in weight of pieces
of tissue after imm e rsion in so lution s of known osmo tic
potential a lso has limit ed usef uln ess. It is applicable
on ly to tiss ue from which a lar ge numb er o f blocks or
cylinders c::in be cut. Difficulti es occur in drying pi eces

The seco nd requ ire me nt is particularly imp o rt an t in
respect to relationships
between plant a nd so il water
s tress and in comparing different kinds of plant s. The
re la ti ve water con te nt of plant tissue ma y be closely correlated w ith ce rtain physiological
processes , but it is
unsatisfacto1")
for comparative
purposes
because
it
varies with the species, the age of th e tissue, and the
conditions
under which th e plant is grown. Thus th e
re lativ e wate r co nt e nt of Acacia aneuro is abo ut 88%
at a wa te r pot e nti a l of -20 bar s, but th e re lativ e water
con te nt of to mato is only about 60 % at the same water
potential (Slatyer 1960). Also the wat ::::· content of
sorg hum is 84 % at a water potential of -12.8 bars. but
that of corn is on ly 55 % at the same water potential
(Sanc hez -Dia z and Kramer
1971 ). Use of os motic
pressure or osmotic potential s uffer s from similar defects becau se an osmotic pressur e which is hi g h for
one kind of plant is low for another and diff e rent species
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uniformly bef o re weighing and errors a rc caused by
infiltrat ion of osmoticum into int c rcc llular spaces and
by so lut e exc han ge betw ee n the tiss ue and so lu tion
(As hb y and W olf 1947).
The vapor eq uilibrati on m e th od described b y Slatycr
( 1958) has considerable advantages ove r th e volumetric
and gra vim etric method s. Howe ve r, it is time co nsum ing a nd requir es considerable tissue .
Two other methods which o rigin ated in Ru ss ia arc
usefu l. Both in vo lve immer sion of sa mpl es of the plant
tissue to be tested in a gra ded ser ies of sucr ose so lu tion ,
fo r severa l hour s, af te r which th e change in co nc e ntr ation of th e so luti o ns is measu red. In the m eth od described b y Ashby a nd Wolf ( 1947) and Lcmcc and
Lai snc ( 195 1) th e change in concentration
js de termined from the refrac tive index of th e sol uti on. In the
dye meth od , apparently first descr ibed by Shardako v
( 1948) , the change in con centration is determined by
the change in den sity. The problems connected w ith
this met hod were di sc usse d in detail by Kniplin g
( 1967 ). The dye method ha s b ee n used exte nsive ly
for field m eas ur e ments .
An e ntir ely different met hod of es tim a tin g plant
water potential is th e pressure chamber m eth od introduced by Scholander and his colleagues (Sch o la nd cr
ct a l. 1964 , 1965 ) . Thi s involv es sca lin g an exc ise d
leaf or twi g in a stro ng chamber with th e cut sur face
protruding a nd app lying pr ess ur e until xylem sap appears at the cut surface . The amount of pre ss ur e which
mu st be applied is regar d ed as equal to th e tension
ex ist ing in th e xylem before cutting, and a ppr ox imat ely
eq ual to th e water potential of th e lea f tiss ue in eq uilibrium with the xy lem. M eas ur e ments can be made very
rapidly, a nd , because the appara tu s is portable (Wa ring and C lea ry 1967) , it is b eing used exte nsive ly for
field measurements.
H owever, large discrepancies
occu r in so me kinds of tiss ue bet wee n meas urem e nt s ma de
wi th the pressure chamber and with th er m ocoup le psych ro metc rs (Boye r 196 7, Ka ufmann 1968a). The reliabilit y of thi s. me thod for use with new kinds of tiss ue
sho uld be tested b y comparison· with th erm oco upl e
psychromctcr
meas ur ement s. Accurate
meas ur eme nt s
a lso req uir e knowled ge of th e os motic potential of th e
xyle m sa p if it is lower than - I or -2 bar s. Boy e r
(1969, pp . 360-36 1) also sugge sts that th e pressure
chamber can be used to es timat e osmotic pot ential s of
leaves, the vo lum e of water outside th e protopl as ts, and
th e matric potential.

Several modificati o ns have bee n made to deal with
e rror s inherent in the sys te m , includin g th ose caused by
res ist a nc e of plant tiss ue to diffusion of water vapor.
the he at produ ced by tiss ue res pirati o n, and adsorp.tion
of water o n psychromctcr chamber walls. A sma ll erro r
a lso occurs if th e tissue is sliced int o sma ll pi ece s o r
discs (Barrs a nd Kram e r 1969). The error caused by
res istance to diffusion of water vapo r (Raw lin s 1964)
ca n be elimin ated by the isopicst ic method described by
Boye r ::incl Kniplin g ( 1965) a nd discussed by Boy er
in thi s Symposium. Barr s ( 1964) noted that incr ease
in temperature
caused by respiration of plant tiss ue
produces high water potential readings in droplet-t ype
psyc hr omc tc rs. Wo rk ers in the writer 's laboratory e limina ted thi s so ur ce of erro r by adding a dr y jun ct ion
thermocouple to meas ur e the ac tu a l a ir te mp e ratur e in
th e psychrom eter chamber . In P elti er-ty pe instrum e nts
a read ing can be tak e n b efo re th e coo ling cycle to get
the actual temperature
in the chamber . Adsorption of
water on th e walls caused tr o ubl esome drift s in readin g
in so me of th e ea rly psyc hrom e tcrs. This so urc e of e rror
can be minimi zed by the use of brass or Teflon chambers kept abso lut ely cl ea n , by keeping the walls covered
with leaf mat eria l, a nd by coa tin g th e chamber wa lls
with protrol a tum or silicon e grease to reduce adsorption of water (B oye r 1969) .
Ori ginall y, it was assumed th at extreme ly close
temp era ture control was necessa ry for reliable mea sur ements with th er mocouple psychromcters,
limiting th e
meth od to use in a la borato ry where the psychrometer
chambers can be immersed in a ca refull y controlled
water ba th. H oweve r, Rawlin s a nd Dalton ( 1967) and
Wiebe ct a l. ( 1970) pointed out that slow changes in
temp eratu re can be to lera ted a nd , with th e a id of suitable corrections , me as ur em ent s can be mad e with psy chr o mcters buried in so il or eve n in tree trunks. This
has o pe ned up a new field of measurements which will
be ex tr eme ly usef ul. The lates t vers io n is de scrib ed by
Ca llisscndo rff and Gardner
in thi s Symposium. Th e
proposal of Brown ( I 970) to encl ose thermocoupl es for
so il water pot e ntial meas ur e me nt s in wir e screen instea d of ceramic ma ter ia l sho uld decrease lag in rea ding s. H oweve r, such th erm oco uple s may be mor e sub ject to contamination than encl ose d junctions.
Another recent innovation is a th ermocouple psychromcter which can be slipped over an intact root to
read the roo t water po te nti a l. Dr. E . L. Fiscus has built
and operated a numb e r of th ese root psy chrometers in
o rd er to compare th e water potent ial of roots with that
of th e adjacent so il.
Seve ral attempts ha ve be e n made to a ut omate the
operation of th e thermocoupl e psy chromet e rs so measur e me nts can be made without cont inu a l superv ision
(Barr s 1969) . A relatively simple system was described
by Barr s which can handle up to 15 droplet-type psychromcte rs. This has been use d in our laborato ry for
over three years. Dr. E . L. Fiscus. working in our
laboratory, recently built a simple system to scan and
record reading s from Peltier psy chrom eters. This is

MODIFICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
IN PSYCHROMETERS
It has been int eres tin g to not e th e speed with which
modifications and improv e ment s in thermoc o upl e ps ychromcters have appeared. The se have both increa sed
th e ir accuracy and ex tend ed their usef ulness . So me of
th e modification s are discussed by othe r contributor s
to this Symposium and man y were cited in a rev iew by
Boyer ( 1969).
! 9U

b_e ing used to mea sure roo t and soil wa ter potenti als
s1111ult
aneou sly, and leaf and stem psychrom cters could
also be sca nned if desired.

a ~uick and reliable method for followi :;g changes in
sod water potential in the root zon e.
Perhaps the greatest advanc e in the study of plant
wat er relations would be dev elopm ent of a psychrom eter
which can be easily attached to leaves without injury to
mea sur e leaf water potential und er field conditions.
Several instruments have been describ ed, but most of
th em requir e a cooling system and ar e too bulky for
field work. Howev er, the instrum ent described by Hoffma n a nd Splint er ( l 968a) app ears promising. Anoth er
approach to this probl em is describ ed by Callissenclorff
and Gardn er in thi s Symposium .

CONTRIBUTIONS
OF THERMOCOUPLE
PSYCHROMETERS

. T~ erm ocoupl c psychrom ctcrs ha ve finall y pr ovided
1nvest1gat o rs with a practicable method for cvaluatin a
the wat er statu s of plant s and the soil in which they ar;
grow111
g. A s a result we hav e a few meas urements such
as those of Kaufmann ( 1968 b) and Wiebe ct al. ( 1970)
which provid e simult aneo us determin ations of the water
potential in leaves , stems, ro ots, and soil and the measurements by H offm an and Splint er ( I 968 b) of so il a nd
lea f water pot e ntial of tobacco. Manv more such mea surements a rc needed to provid e a bc.ttcr understandin o
of differenc es in pot ential s and resistances in vario u:
par ts of the so il-plant system.
Th e abilit y to measur e the wa ter potentia l of relative ly small sa mpl es of tissue is making it poss ible to
follow the water potential of tissue used for studv of
physiologica l a nd biochemic al pr ocesses and meas,urcmcnts of grow th . F or exa mple, Mill er ( 1965) needed
to make daily meas urements of wa ter potential in loblo lly pine seedlin gs durin g a stud y of the relationship
be twee n wa ter str ess a nd raclition injur y. Onl y the
small sampl es requ ired for therm ocouple psychrom ctcr
meas urements made this possible without removin o too
la rge a fraction of the total leaf surfac e .
"'
Us ing Spa nner thermoc ouple psychr omctcrs. Bri x
( 1962) made the first stud y of the relationship betwee n
leaf water po ten tial a nd ph otosynth esis and respir a tion
in tomat o and loblolly pin e. M ore recently Boye r
( 1970a) fo und tha t leaf enla rgements was str ongly inhib ited in co rn a nd soybea n and stoppe d in sunflower
at leaf water po tentials of -4 to - 5 ba rs. H oweve r,
photosy nthesis a nd respira tio n were not grea tly red uced
until the wa ter po tential fell much lowe r, indica ting tha t
they a rc less sensitive to small wat er str esses tha n leaf
enlargement . Boye r ( 197 0b ) also determin ed that net
photosynth esis bega n to be reduc ed at a higher leaf
wa ter potentia l in co rn than in soybea n. Bourqu e and
Nay lor ( I 97 1) were able to measure the water potential of single leaves in connection with their stud y of
the relationship betwee n wate r potential and chl oroph yll forma tion in jack bea n.

In co nclu sion, l wish to wa rn tha t more and better
meas urements of plant wat er stress will not by themselves a nswer our qu estion s concernin g the effects of
water stress on plant growth. Failur e to make quantitative meas urements of water stress has not bee n the only
deficiency in our resea rch. F or exa mple, in stud yin"
the rela tionship of wa ter stress to phot osynthesis
need to meas ure stomat a ! a pertur e o r diffu sion resistance as well as lea f water potentia l ,111dca rbon diox ide
upt a ke . Slatycr ( 1969) ju stifiably co mplained tha t our
resea rch has been too narrow in scope. We iia ve studied
effec ts of wa ter stress to growth or on metabolism, but
ra re ly on both at once . Too ofte n we have not onlv
fa iled to specify the degree of water stress, b ut also th::
stage of plant deve lopment at which it occurr ed a nd
its d ura tion. We need more la rge, co mpr ehensive studie s
which include me as urcmcnt of pla nt wa ter stress.
ph ysiologica l processes, grow th and clcvclopmcnt, and
the rela ted soil a nd atmosp heric fac tors.

w;
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THE ROLE OF WATER POTENTIAL AND ITS COMPONENTS
IN PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF PLANTS

H. H. Wiebe

The effects of water stress on plant growth, yield
composition , and physiological processes have bee!l
studied many times. In most of the earlier work the
actual water status of the plant , and even that of the
soil, was not known and the degree of stress had to be
inferred by some measure such as the time elapsed since
the last irrigation . Development of the water potential
psychrometer, and of other techniques. made it possible
to measure the water potetnials of plant leaves and relate
these to plant processes . Such measurements have fortunately become increasingly common dui"ing the last
decade.
Too often , however , reports of these recent studies
infer that, since water potential changes are correlated
with changes in the rate of some particular process, the
water potential itself is directly influencing the proc ess
in question. This is subject to doubt, since changes in the
plant water potential are concomitant with changes in
the component potentials of turgor pressure (i./Jp),osmotic potential (i./11r
), and matric potential Ci./Jr),and
also with variation in non-water potential measure s
such as relative water content. The classical Hofl er

diagram shows their relationship (Figure 1). A decrease in any one of the potentials is accompani ed b y
a concurrent decrease in all of the othe~s. Because of
cell rigidity, the absolute changes in osmot ic potential
is always less than the change in water potential or
turgor pressure, but the relationship is not necessa rily
linear or the same for tissues of differing history. As a
result of these relationships, any process corre lated with
water potential will also be correlated with turgor pressure or with osmotic potential, although the regression
coefficients may differ. A process like cell en largement
that is dependent on turgor pressure , will also be co,·related with water potential , and even with such nonwater potential measures as relative wat er con tent. The
practical success of water potential .measurements is
therefore readily understood.
The component potentials , however , appear to be
more directly involved in specific physiological processes than is water potential itself; a number of these
cases will be reviewed (Oertli 1966 . 1969).
PROCESS INVOLVING WATER POTENTIAL OR
WATER POTENTIAL GRADIENTS

20~----r---~----r---~--~

Water movement across cell membranes , whether
from soil to roots , or between parenchyma and adjacent
xylem eleme.nts , apears to be always in the direction
of decreasing water potential , or decreasing water free
energy. The driving mechanism appear s to be a diffusion process, although a rate limiting mass-flow step in
the membrane itself may be involv ed (Ray 1960).
Unsaturated flow of water in soil also appears mainly to be alon g water potential gradients , at least und er
isothermal conditions (Slatyer 1967) . Since leaf tissues generally have relatively low water potentials ,
movements along cell walls , while perhaps encountering less resistanc e than through the cell Iumena
(Weatherly 1965) , would seem to be by unsaturat ed
flow , and like soil water movement , al ng i.jJgradients.
It seems reasonable to propose tha i the only processes in which water potential is directly involved are
those in which water movement is by '' diffusional "
mechanisms. In all other processes the water potential
components seem to be more directly involved than is
the water potential itself. Water ptoen tial is important
in bringing water to the cell. Once ther e, I/JP
and i./J1r
become important.
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PROCESSESDIRECTLY INVOLVING PRESSUREOR
PRESSUREGRADIENTS

f'...= -16.0

Water movement between the protoplasts or symplast units of adjacent cells probably involves diffusional
movement of water molecules along the t/J gradient
across membranes and may also include a mass flow
movement of solution along t/Jgradients through plasmodesmata . A type of circulation might well be set
up between adjacent cells with differing t/J, tpp, and t/J1r·
values (leaf cells, Figure 2). This movement could be
against the t/Jgradient if the t/11r
of the driving cell is
sufficie ntly low , and its tppis therefore sufficiently high.
The resistances . of the plasmodesmata and of the membranes are apparently sufficiently high to prevent rapid
circ ulation and complete mixing . Although sap movement through plasmodesmata has not been conclusively
demonstrated, the possibility of such movement certainly
remains .
Since plasmodesmata do not occur between the
xylem tracieds or vessels and adjacent paranchyma cells,
the membrane is continuous in the parenchyma side,
and only diffusional movement along t/J gradients is
possible into or out of the xylem. The t/Jgradients will,
of course, be influenced by tppand t/J1r
in the respective
cells.
According to the mass flow hypothesis, water movement in the phloem is also along pressure gradients
(Figure 2). There is, however, considerable question
about wheth er the pressur e gradient is sufficient to overcome resistance in the phloem (Kaufman and Kramer
1967), and other hypothes es have been proposed (Spanner 1971, this Proc eedings). In few areas of plant
physiology is ther e less agreement than on the mechanism of phloem translocation .
Water stress and low turgor pressures would be expected to reduce the translocation rate, and this ha s
been the case in a number of studies (Wie~c and Wihrheim 1962, Hart 1967, Wardlaw 1968) . Tn other studies,
however , the rate of translocation was not affected .
An interesting anomaly arises in that phloem movement is usually against the usual 1./J gradient within
plants, from a low t/Jin the leaves to a high t/Jin the
roots . In the xylem, the water moves down the t/Jgradient, while in the phloem the opposite occurs . This is
entire ly consistent with pressure mediated bulk flow
through phloem sieve tubes and plasmodesmata (Figure
2), although some form of pumping could also move
the sieve tub e contents against a t/Jgradient. The immediate "cause" of movement should be distinguished from
the ultimate cause. The former is a pressure gradient
in the phloem ; the ultimat e cause is diffusion into the
leaf parenchyma and diffusion out of the root parenchyma which create the pressure gradient.
Water movement through the xylem from root to
leaf is undoubtedly the direct cause of pressure gradients. As water moves from a xylem element into the
leaf parenchyma , the turgor pressure of the leaf xylem
becomes more negative, thus pulling water up (Figure
2). Since no membranes are interspersed , and the end
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FIGURE 2. Diagrammatic plant model showing circulation within a plant, based on the Muench pressure
flow hypothesis . Long light arrows - mass flow
solution movement along pressure gradients. Short
He avy arrows "diffusiona l" water movement
along water potential gradients . (Modified after
Bonner and Galston 1952).
walls, where present, are quite porous , mass flow is
possible over the entire distance .
Cell enlargement ·or elongation depends on tension
exerted on the cell wall by turgor pressure in the presence of auxin (Cleland 1971). Auxin-induced softening of the walls of meristematic cells would result in
lower wall and turgor pressures, hence a lower t/Jof the
cell, leading to more rapid water uptake and cell enlargement. Conversely, increased rigidity of the cell wall
would result in higher turgor , higher t/J, and a reduced
t/1gradient between the meristem and the xylem. Cell
elongaton may well be the process that is most sensitive
to water stress (Hsiao et al. 1970); but it is the pressure itself, and not the water potential that is directly
involved in cell enlargement.
Turgor pressure is also the primary factor affecting
the rigidity of herbaceous plant leaves and stems , as
vividly demonstrated by the non-turgid or wilted condition . Two tissu es appear to be primarily involved.
The collenchyma tissue that lies above and below the
conducting tissue gives support when it is turgid . The
collenchyma tissue structure is essentially similar to "I"
beams used in buildings and in bridge structures. The
spiral xylem elements of the leaf probably have no
structural function, and in free hand sections of fresh
leaves , appear quite flexible. The portions of the leaf
betwe en the major veins are rigid because of the turgor
of the upper and lower epidermises, which form a type
of hollow core construction now so familiar in industry
and package cartons . From an engineering standpoint,
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it is noteworthy that th e two epidermises are th e tissues
of the leaf blade that are separated by th e grea test distanc e. Th ey are thus much bett er suited for str uctural
function than eith er the spongy and pallisad e mosophyll s
(with their air spaces) or the xylem (with its spiral
vesse ls). In conifers the epid ermi s forms a cylinder , also
a structurally strong form . H ea vy layers of cutkle supplem ent turgor pre ssure in conif er and broadlc af evergreen leaves rendering them permanentl y rigid .
Stomate opening is directly mediat ed by th e pr essure of the guard cells . Wat er potenti al, water stress,
light , or carbon dioxide concentration, all of which
affect stomata! apertur e, exercise their influ ence throu gh
th e turgor pressure on th e guard cell (Meidner and
M a nsfield 1968) .
PROCESSESINFLUENCEDDIRECTLYBY OSMOTIC
POTENTIALOR BY THE SOLUTEENVIRONMENT
OF THE CYSTOPLASM
All biochemical reactions are probably influenced
by th e osmotic potential and by spec ific ion s in the
solute environment surrounding th e enymes . Salts and
osmotic media are commonly used to withdraw wat er
from protein or enzymes a nd cause pr ecipitation ;
chang es in enzyme hydration will influ ence th eir shape
and activity. Flowers and- Hansen (1969) repo rt an
int egra ted study in which th ey investigat ed the effect s of
various osmotic media on intact tissues , organelles , a nd
isolat ed enzymes . They found reduced enzyme activit y
as the osmotic pot ential of the medium was decreased.
They clea rly demonstrated that this reduction in ac tivit y
was due to reduc ed ijhr and not to reduc ed l/Jby incr easing th e t/JwThis raised th e l/Jto a level equal to that of
di; tilled water at atmospheric pr essur e, but did not enhanc e the reaction rate. Neith er the wat er pot enti a l, the
free energy of water, nor th e pre ssur e (with in th e range
encount erd by plant s) directly influ enced the react ion
rates record ed in their experime nts, whi le l/J
rr did influence th em.
Ex tremely hi gh pressures of 500 to 1500 bars will
influence enzymatic reactions , apparently because many
of these reac tion s involve slight volume changes in the
enzy me-sub strat e complex and therefore become sensitive to pressure (Becker an d Evans 1969) .
The primary inf luence of th e osmotic or so lut e environment on th e hydration an d function of prot eins has
been stressed over the years by Walter (Walter 193 l ,
Walter and Stadelmann 1969 , Oer tli 1968). H e introduc ed the term "hydratur " referring to the water vapor
pr ess ure in a hypoth etical gas vacuole within the cell,
relative to the vapor pressure over pure wat er at th e
sa me pres sure as reference . Walter always inferre d hydratur from the ·osmotic pr ess ure of the cell sap, which
was measured . Th e important point is that th e hydration of enzymes, and therefore th eir functional capacity,
is a function of the osmotic potential rath c:- th an of the
water potential of the cell .
The capacity of colloidal substances such as proteins and cellulose to lower the free energy of water, and

thu s to bind it, is termed ma tric potential. When solut es
a nd colloids are present together, they compete for
water. With increasing solute con centra tion, water is
removed from the colloid , and its matr ic po tenti al is
low ere d . It would perhaps be better to consider enzyme
rea ction rates in terms of the enzy mes' matric pot ential
than in terms of th e surrounding l/JrrThe rates of bioch emical processes in an intact plant
may be influenced indirectly by many fac tors such as
sto mat a! resistance and CO" diffusion in photosynthesis ,
or increased leaf temp erat ure, again induced by increased stomata! resis tanc e and reduced transpiration .
Whe n these factors are accounted for, however, it is
the osmot ic or solut e environment that appe ars to be
significant at the cyt op lasmic an d orga nelle level. Hsiao
( l 970) has suggested that cell wall elongation , di scussed ea rlier, incr eases th e numb er of polysomes that
a re formed from m onoso mes leading to increased protein synth esis. H e fou nd a signific ant d crease in the
numb er of polysomes af ter only 30 minutes of water
stress .Durin g this tim e, lp7r decreased by only about
2 % , probably a n insuffici ent drop to account for the
cha nges in polysome number. A decrease in cell elo ngation pr ece ded the decrea se in polysomes , suggesting that
in elongating cells, enzy me synthesis may be somehow
coupled to elonga tion.
The functi ons of water potential and it: compon ents
can be summ ar ized: water potentia l grad ients influ ence
water mov ement across membranes ; turgor pressure
grad ients influ ence move ment within the xylem and perhap s through plasmoclesmata and sieve tubes; static
turgor pressure influ ences cell en largemen t, leaf rigidit y
a nd stomata ! aper tur e; osmotic pote ntial an d the solute
envi ron men t influ ence bioch emical reac ·ons.
The need for accurat e meas urement of water pote ntial is justly emphasized by many worke rs. At pr esent
it is pro babl y the para mete r which is most acc urately
measured and most eas ily correlated with plant processes or yield. Since the components of wa ter pot ential
are more dir ectly invo lved in certain processes th an is
wat er potentia l as an entit y, it is highlv cl sirabl e to ga in
mor e inform a tion about the component ,. This is most
readily achieved by meas urin g b oth l/Ja nd lp7r which
perm its a n approximati on of the so lu:e environment
a nd an es timat e of turgor press ure (Eh lig 1962). Unfor tun ate ly, since the cells are disrupt ed in lp7rmeasurement , th ere is no ass uranc e that the m~asureme nt accurate ly represe nts the ij1" of the cells. The negative
turgor pressure va lues that are fr equ ently report ed for
leaves at low water potenti als ha ve cast some doubt on
th e methods. Bearse and Kohl ( 1970) recentl y descr ibed a method for measuring osmo tic potential with
minimum preliminar y disturbance of tisrnes.
As mention ed earl ier, l/J
, tf.,rr
, lpp, and relative wate r
content all change in th e sa me dir ecticn more or less
concurrently, so a proc ess correlated wit h one parameter
is generally also correlated with the others. For a better
und ers tandin g of th e physiological processes, however ,
it would be most desirabl e to hav e cata on several

parameters.
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DETERMINATION OF LEAF OSMOTIC POTENTIAL USING
THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS

R. W. Brown

water potential that lowers the free energy of water because of the presence of dissolved solutes in solution.
The pre sence of dissolved solutes lowers the free energy
of water in solution below that of pure free water because their presence increases the entropy of the total
system (see Van Haveren and Brown, this Proceedings) .
The osmotic potential predicted for an ideal solution by the van't Hoff equation, for example, is entirely a product of an entropy increase in the system resulting from the addition of a solute. However, for nonideal solutions of electrolytes and nonelectrolytes an
entropy change alone does not completely describe the
lowering of free energy.
Although lowering of the free energy of water in
osmotic systems is primarily explained by an entropy
change, the question of nonideality is also important.
Arrhenius ' theory shows that electrolyte solutions deviate from the van't Hoff theory because of ion dissociation, while the Debye and Huckel theory shows that
ions in solution do weakly attract each other, despite the
dielectric prop erties of water. The more concentrated
the solution becomes (or, the less ideal) , the closer
neighboring ions approach each other, and the more they
interfere with the vapor pressure and other collegative
properties of the solution.
Thus , a partial contribution to the. osmotic potential, in addition to entropy, is the effect of the presence
of solute ions or molecules themselves . Such electrolytes
as salts ionize in solution and form ion-dipole bonds .
Water molecules orient themselves around the intense
electric field of each ion and partially reduce the kinetic
energy of the water molecules. The intensity of this
orientation is inversely related to distance from the
center of the ion. In concentrated solutions, the layers
of water molecules around each ion overlap water molecule layers surrounding neighboring ions. This overlapping further reduces the kinetic energy of the outer
layers of water. Such nonelectrolyte solutes as sugars,
on the other hand, may have lower solubilities in water
than salts, consequently, their introduction into solution
breaks the hydrogen bonds between water molecules.
The resulting structure of water molecules around these
solutes apparently resembles an " ice-like cage" (Slayter
1967) that is somewhat "tighter" than norma l liquid
water, and so lowers the free energy of the water molecules ( see Van Haveren and Brown, this Proceedings).
Polar portions of organic compounds . actually assume a

The components of leaf water potential are the most
difficult parameters to measure in studies of plant water
relations. These components, namely osmotic, matric ,
and pressure potentials , represent the three principal
forces affecting the energy status of water in plant
tissues . Attempts to evaluate individual magnitudes of
these component forces are frustrated by their complex
interrelations in the living plant, by inadequate research
techniques , and in some cases , by an incomplete understanding of the distribution of them within plant tissues.
Osmotic potential is the most commonly measured
water potential component in plant tissues. Nonpsychrometric techniques of measuring osmotic potential are
reviewed in detail by Crafts et al. ( 1949) , Barrs ( 1968),
Kramer (1969), and Slayter ( 1967). In this paper ,
both wet-loop and Peltier thermocouple psychrometer
methods of determining the osmotic potential will be reviewed. The distribution of water potential components
in plant tissues is also discussed , together with an analysis of the effects of tissue sampling on the magnitude s
of individual components. Finally , the significance of
component potentials to ecophysiological considerations
is discussed.
WATER POTENTIAL COMPONENTS
IN LIVING TISSUE

At equilibrium, the energy status of water in plant
tissues can be described as the algebraic sum of the various components of the total water potential:

1/J=i/JTr +iµ

[l]
p
where of;is the total water potential, ,f;,r is the osmo,tic
is the matric potential, and tJ,P is the
potential , t/1
7
pressure potential. Under some conditions, an additional
component, the gravitational potential ( ,f;g), may need
to be considered (Slatyer 1967) , but its inclusion in
equation [ 1] is usually unnecessary and will be omitted
here for simplicity. An interaction term ( tj,i) can also
be included to emphasize that the terms in equation [ 1]
are not independent of each other. Noy -Meir and Ginzburg (1967) describe the concept of component interaction, which is discussed in some detail below, as well
as by Miller ( this Proceedings) .
T

+ iµ

Osmotic Potentia l ( ,f;,r)

Osmotic potential is that component of the 'total
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hydrogen bonded structure with water, whereas the nonpolar portions are surrounded by the ice-like cages.
These associations of water molecules with solutes ( iondipole bonds, ice-like cages, and hydrogen bonds) reduce the free energy of the water in solution below that
of pure free water. Thus, we can say that the osmotic
potential is a negative quantity.
Within the tissues of living plants, osmotic potential
is the primary cpmponent of total water potential in cell
vacuoles and possibly in portions of the cytoplasm as
well (Noy-Meir and Ginzburg 1967). Altha.ugh solutes
may also occur within the cellulose fibrils constituting
the cell walls, their concentration is usually low and their
effect considered negligible. The osmotic term is also a
small component within the xylem tissue, but can be
the primary component in the phloem.
Matric

Potential

( t/;r)

The matric potential component ongmates from
forces of capillarity, adsorption, and hydration acting on
the surrounding water molecules . As described by Spanner (this Proceedings) these are actually Newtonian
forces which "sieze the water molecules" and pull them
into the matrix surface. According to Warren Wilson
(1967~) capillary forces exist mainly in the intercellular
spaces and at the outer surface of cell walls. Within the
cell wall forces of absorption or imbibition predominate,
and depending upon interpretation , may predominate
also in the colloidal matrix of the cytoplasm. Forces of
hydration , or adsorption ( depending upon interprntation), are responsible for orienting layers of water molecules aro und hydrated proteins and other macromolecules . T~e matric potential is discussed in somewhat
greater detail by Miller (this Proceedings) , Warren Wilson (1967a) , and Noy-Meir and Ginzburg (1967) .
The various forces acting on water molecules by
matric surfaces reduce the free energy of water below
that of pure free water, hence the matric potential is a
negative quantity. The matric potential is by far the
primary component of water potential in the ceJI wall.
It is also important in the cytoplasm because of the high
concentration of colloids in solution. Matric forces may
also be present in the vacuole since it also contains colloids , but their magnitude here is usually considered to
be of minor importance. Slatyer ( 1967) assigns the
forces of adhesion (between water molecules and xylem
walls) in the xylem to the matric component.
Pressure Potential

( t/Jv)

The pressure potential , or turgor pressure, results
from forces of hydrostatic pressure in excess of atmospheric pressure acting outward on the cell walls and internal membranes . Warren Wilson (1967b) makes it
clear that the pressure potential includes only forces resulting from turgor ( or the lack of it) and not those
originating from capillary forces, the matric potential.
It is well known thermodynamically (Van Haveren and
Brown , this Proceedings) that an increase in pressure
increases the free energy of water, whereas a decerase in

pre ssure lowers the free energy of water. The pressure
component in living cells is generally positive, hence it is
usually considered to be a positive component. When
plant tissue wilts, the pressure component decreases to
atmospheric pressure and is usually designated "zero."
As wilting becomes more severe, the pressure potential
may drop below atmospheric pressure, at which point
it is referred to as a "negative" pressure (Warren Wilson 1967b, Noy-Meir and Ginzburg 1967, 1969).
The pressure potential is of primary importance in
the vacuole, cytoplasm, and phloem cells of plants . Hydrostatic forces in the xylem seldom exceed 1 or 2 bars
(Slayter 1967), but it is doubtful that they exceed
atmosp heric pressure in the cell wall.
Interrelations of Leaf Water Potential Components

The partitioning of water potential as the sum of
three components in equation [ 1] clearly demonstrates
that the magnitude of water potential is dependent upon
the sum of the individual components. Although equation [ 1] is mathematically correct, it does not accurately
and completely describe the dynamic relationships
among the components of water potential in the living
cell. As mentioned above, the various components are
not independent of each other, and so are not really
strictly additive quantities. Although the traditional
Hofler diagram (Wiebe, this Proceedings) is often used
to describe the relationships among the terms in equation [ 1], exclusive of t/Jn we are now aware that this
concept is somewhat oversimplified and inaccurate.
Formerly, living tissue was considered in terms of a
simple model composed of a single phas e solution enclosed by elastic walls, in which t/;r could be ignored.
However , for more definitive water relations research,
this model is no longer adequate for the highly heterogeneous tissue encountered in living plants .
Within living tissues under actual growing conditions , the total water potential and its components are in
a constant state of flux. Since it is impossible to measure the individual magnitude of each component on a
microscale within a cell, estimates are based on integrated measurements of tissue samples. At vapor pressure equilibrium, the water potential is uniform throughout the tissue, yet the magnitudes of the individual components vary spatially. A simple hypothetical model will
be developed to help illustrate the interrelations ,-'Jfthe
water potential and its components in a living cell.
Within a single turgid cell in equilibrium with the
surrounding tissue, the water potential of the entire
cell, and hence of the surrounding tissue, is the same
as that of the cell wall, which is equal to the water
potential of the cytoplasm and that of the vacuole. Or,
similar to the suggestion of Oertli ( 1968, 1969), we
oan write:
[ 2]
where the subscripts w, c, and v stand for cell wall,
cytoplasm, and vacuole, respectively. Although the
water potential of the cell and of the surroun ding tissue
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is, as shown in equation [ l ] , a summation of the osmotic, matric, and pressure components, the water
potential of the wall, the cytoplasm, and the vacuole
may be composed of onJy one or two of the components. If we visualize a single turgid cell that has a water
potential of -7 bars, and imp ose a purely hypothetical
set of conditions , these relationships will be more easily
understood.
J. Within the cellulosic fibers of the cell wall, the
water potential is primarily a function of matric
forces, although a minor osmotic term ma y exist if
solutes are present. However , the osmotic component can be -neglected for the first approximation.
Also, the pressure potential in the cell wall can
safely be assumed to be equal to atmospheric pressure , or, by convention , zero. Thus,

(- 7)

+

(0)

ijJ
TT
w

[3]

The numbers in parenthes es represent hypothetical
water and component potentials.in bars.
2. The protoplasmic gel of the cytoplasm cont ains
solutes, colloids, and organe lle bodies , and is bounded by the plasmalemma and tonoplast. Within this
gel the water potential is a function of the osmotic,
matric, and pressure compone nts. In this case , it is
assumed that the osmotic potential is the major
component
[ although Noy-Me ir and Ginzbtirg
(1967) show that there may be local variat ions
within the cytoplasm ] , and that the matric term is
somewhat less important. Th e positive pressure potential , or the hydro static pressure forcing out
against the plasmal emma and the tonoplast membranes , partially ba lances the combined negative
osmotic and matric forces; the net effect is that the
total cytoplasm water potential equals that of the
cell wall.
Thus,
ijJC (-7)
= ijJTT (-10) + ijJ (-3) + ijJ (+6)
C

T

C

This conceptua l model of the distribution of water
potential components in living cells illustrates the
heterogeneous nature of plant tissues . If the hypothetical cell above were to absor b water, resulting in an
increa se in the total water potential , the magnitudes
of each component wou ld adjust so that the relation
in equation [2 ] would be reached at equilibri um. For
exa mple, the matrix surfaces of cell wall fiber s would
become more hydrat ed and the matric potential would
increase. Within the cytoplasm and the vacuole, th e
pressure potential would increase as the water content
increased, but the diluted solution concentrations and
more hydrated colloids in these cell regions would result
in higher (les s negative) osmotic and matric components. Also , it seems reason able that as water content incr eases within the cell, the relative contribution
of the matric term to the water potential in the cytoplasm and in the vacuole would decrease. In other
words, the matric ter m becomes less important in a
highly turgid cell than in a relatively dry cell. If th e
colloids and other matrix surfaces are saturated, the
matric term will disappear completely and cell water
potential will be a function of osmotic and pressure
potentials.
As the hypothetical cell is subjected to a water stress
the absol ute magnitude of the matric term would increase (the matric potential would decreas e), and
would become a more sizeable compone nt of the cell
water potential. Warren Wilson ( 1967a) cites evide nce
that the matric term may (in abso lute terms) approac h
or even exceed the magnitude of the osmotic potential
in the protoplast under severe drying . Under these
conditions, the solute concentrat ion increas es as water
is withdrawn from the cell, and the absolute magnitude
of the osmotic potenti al increases . However , the pressure potential decrease s rapid ly and approaches zero
(atmospheric pressure) or may even fall below (Warren Wilson 1967a, 1967b , Noy-Meir and Ginzburg
1967 , Slatyer I 967). The question _of "negative" pressure potentials is discussed in greater detail below.
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PSYCHROMETRIC
MEASUREMENTSOF LEAF
OSMOTIC POTENTIAL
The osmotic potential of leaves is measured by using
thermocouple psychrometers over tissue samp les th at
have been killed. The most common procedure usu ally
involves:

[4]
3. In the vacuole , surrou nd ed by the tonoplast and
containing mainly dissolved salts, organic acids, and
few colloids , the osmot ic potential is the primary
compo nent of the total water potential. H owever,
the matric term may be present here also (Noy-Meir
and Ginzburg 1967). It is reasonable to assume
that the pressure term in the vacuole is the same
as that in th e cytoplasm ( Slatyer 1967); that it
again partially balances the negative forces of the
osmotic and matric terms in the vacuole, and thus
its water potential is eq ual to the water potential of
the cell wall and the cytop lasm . For the vacuole , we
can write:
(-7) = ijJ
(-12) + ijJ
(-1) + ijJ
(+6)
TT
TV
pV
V

1. measurem ent of the total water pot ential of fresh
tissue;
2. killing the tissue; and
3. remeasurem ent of the total water potential,· assumed to be its osmotic potential.
Using this technique three assumptions are usually
made: 1) th e pr essur e potential component is reduced
to zero following death , 2) the matric potential is of
such a small IT'?.gnitude that it can be ignored , and 3)
the killing proce ss does not alter the remaining osmotic
pot en tial component from that of the living tissue.

[ 5]
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5) the total water potential increases.
Furthermore, evidence suggests that leaf excIS1on
releases the tension of the water columns in xylem conductive tissues and results in an increased water potential. Thus, the pr eva iling evidence indicates that
leaf excision does affect the leaf water potential, cellular structure , and the water potential components.

This technique and the thre e assumptions that qualify it were probably first used for psychrometric measurements of tissue water status by Ehlig (1962) , who
used a wet-loop psychrometer. Many other workers
have since employed this same approach, using either
the wet-loop or the P eltier thermocouple psychrometer
(Boyer 1965, Gardner and Ehlig I 965, Gavande and
Taylor 1967 , Weister 1965) .
Techniques for meas uring the water potential of
fresh tissue are adequately describ ed elsewhere (Barrs
1968, Wiebe 1971 , Rawlins , thi s Proceedings, and
Boyer III , this Proceedings) , and will not be discussed
here. The remainder of this paper will examine the
last two steps in the psychrometric procedure for measuring osmotic potential and will evaluate qualifying assumption s in view of current theory. Also of importance will be an evalaution of the various techniques
employed during sampling, killing , and measurement of
the water status, and the possible influences of such
techniques on the magnitude and distribution of water
potential components.
Detached

Methods

of Killing Plant Tissue

The method of killing must insure that the tissue
sample will remain within a sealed chamber to prevent
loss of water vapor. The method should also effectively
kill tissue as rapidly as possible by thoroughly disrupting the cell contents to insure that the pressure potential is eliminated. Several methods have been used by
various workers, including heating, ether vapor, and
freezing . Slavik ( 1963) immersed the enclosed tissue
in boiling water , but this could result in the hydrolysis
of g]ycosides, which would have obvious effects on the
osmotic potential. Noy-Meir and Ginzburg ( 1969)
used an ether vapor to kill the tissue , but this method
disturbs the equilibrium water vapor pressure around
the sample. Freezing at very low temperatures is the
most widely used technique to kill plant tissue (Ehlig
1962, Boyer 1965, Gardner and Ehlig 1965, Gavandc
and Taylor I 967 , Millar ct al. 1971). Although freezing may resu lt in some alterations in the distribution
of the water potential components (other than the
obvious effects on pressure potential) , the extent of this
alteration is not precisely known (Warren Wilson
1967a). The influence of fre ezing on the matric and
osmotic components will be discussed below in greater
detail.

Tissue Samples

One of the most serious limitations of the current
psychrometric techniqu e for meas uring osmotic potential and other components is the nece ssity of det aching
tissue sample s from the intact plant. Although it is
now possible to measure the total leaf water pot ential
in situ ( Calisscndorff and Gardner , this Proceedings) ,
we hav e not yet reached this degree of sophistication
with respect to the water potential components. When
a detached leaf sampl e is used , we assume that removal
from the plant do es not affect its total water potential
or the water potential components.
How ever, ther e is an abundance of convincing evidence indicating that leaf excision seriously affects cellular structure and water movement within the tissue.
Ragetli ct al. ( 1970a and 1970b) found that leaf excision leads to vacuolation of the cytoplast , rearrangement of chloroplast and nuclear materials , accumulation of cytoplasmic crystals and starch, evagination and
increased perforation of the nucl ea r membrane , and
lysis of the tonoplast. They also found that detached
leaves have a lower rate of water movement than attached leaves and probably undergo an increase in osmotic potential. With changes in cellular hydration,
structur al changes of cells and conformational changes
of macromol ecules result.
In addition , Barrs and Kramer (1969) confirm that
the water potential of sliced leaf tissue is higher than
that of unsliced intact tissue. According to their hypothesis: l) immediately after slicing the tissue the vacuolar and cytoplasm sap is released; 2) the surrounding intact cells actively accumulate the released solutes,
thus decreasing their osmotic potential; 3) the remaining soh:tion, now having a higher water potential, is
passivel y absorbed by the surrounding intact cells; 4)
the pre ssure potential of the intact cells increases, overcompensating for the decrease in osmotic potential; and

Effects of Freezing

on Cell Constituents

Of the various methods available for killing plant
tissues in water relations studies, freezing is by far the
most commonly used . Freezing is rel atively simple, inexpensive, and apparently eliminates the turgor pressure
component effectively if proper precautions are taken.
The effect of the freezing process on the integrity of
cellular membranes and organelles is of primary concern . In view of the magnitude to which cells are inju red during fr eezing, and because of the possible disruption that this injury may cause to the water potential
components within the tissue , the effects of freezing
should be considered before assessing the validity of
psychrometric measurements of leaf osmotic potential.
Methods of freezing . After the initial measurement
of total water potential, the tissue sample can either be
frozen in the same psychrometer chamber or be removed and frozen separately. However, it is advisable
to freeze the intact tissue-chamber-psychrometer system
to prevent vapor losses or gains before , during, and
after freezing . Any condensation that takes place during or after freezing within the sample chamber results
from vapor that was originaJly in equilibrium with the
tissue sample. After thawing and warming have occurred the condensate will reevaporate and should reach
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vapor equilibrium again ( thjs will be discussed in
greater detail below) . The author uses a small Teflon
cup or vial (intern al volum e of 0.75 cm 3 ) witrnn wruch
the tissue sample and thermocoupl e psychrometer are
sealed. Teflon , being somewhat hydrophobic, appears
to promote rapid equilibration of condens ed water back
into vapor after free zing. Similar methods have been
used with equally satisfactory results . For instance,
Millar et al. (1971) froze the tissue with dry ice still
in the psychrometer chamber, and then allowed the
sample to reach room temperature over a desiccant to
prevent the condensate from leaking into the chamber.
For psychrometric measurements of leaf osmotic
pot ential , tissue usu ally is frozen at tempera tur es ranging from -25 °C (deep freeze chest) to -196 °C (liquid
rutrog en) . Some workers freeze the tissue sample and
chamber in dry ice (about -60 °C) or in mixture s of
either dry ice and alcohol or dry ice and acetone
(about -40 °C, Barr s 1968). Low tempera tur es of at
least -25 °C are recommended to reach complete cellular disrnpti on since reformation of cytoplasmic constituents may occur in some tissues following freezing
at high er temp eratur es, as indic ated by Alden and Hermann (1971).
Sakai and Yo shid a ( 1967) and Sakai and Ot suk a
(1967) showed that the rat e and duration of freezing
are important considerations if maximum cellular damage is to be achiev ed. Sakai and Yoshida (1967) report that maximum cellular dama ~c is achieved at cooling rates of between 15 °C and 2000 °C min - 1 • However, as cooling rate increases above 15 °C min - 1, maximum cellular dama ge increasi ngly depends on tne rate
of rewarming. Warming rates of less than 1000 °C
min - 1 were most injurious to the cortical p arenchyma
tissue they studi ed. Maximum cellular ice crystallization
occurred as the tissue was wa rming through the temperature range of -40 °C to -30 °C. Alden and Hermann ( 1971) cite evidenc-: that maximum tissue damage occurs at cooling rates of less than 10 °C min - 1
and over 100 °C min - 1 . Rupture of the plasmal emma,
tonoplast, and cytoplasmic inclu sions occ urr ed within
these ranges. Th e author find s that freezing leaf tissue
within Teflon ch ambers in dr y ice requires about 5
min. , whereas rewarming of the tissue to room temperature take s about 30 min. In all cases the tissue becomes da rk and very flaccid , indicating exten sive internal cellular damage . How ever, as a precaution the
tissue witrnn the T eflon vial should rem ain buried within the dry ice for about 30 min. to insure compl ete
freezing.
Tissu e injur y due to freezing. Although it h as long
been known that the prim ary damage to tissue during
freezing is caused by desicc ation of the protoplast and
and protoplasmic disruption , the sequence of events resulting in cellular death are still in question. Weiser
( 1970) summarizes the following probable sequence
of events during freezing that lead to desiccation, membrane and protoplasmic disruption, and ultimate tissue
death: supercooling of the tissue ~ extracellular freezing of water in the interc ellular spaces ~ propagation

of ice resulting in a substantial release of he at of fusion
( an exotherm) that raises the tissue temperature to
the freezing point of pure water ~ further cooling ~
migration of protoplasmic water from the cells to extracellular ice nucl ei in response to the lower vapor
pressure in the extracellular region ~ a second exotherm , followed by tissue cooling and slow outward
movem ent of cellular water ~ shrinkage of the protoplast, plasmol ysis, and conc entration of cell solutes ~
continued outward movem ent of cell wat er ~ a calorimetric lag indicating that freezing is arrested ~ a third
exotherm ~ protoplasmic granulation ~ death .
Th ere can be little doubt th at seve re intracellular
freezing (by dry ice or liquid nit roge n) ca uses complete disruption of cellular constituents (Alden and
H ermann 1971, Mazur 1969 , Sakai and Otsuka 1967 ,
Sakai and Yo shida 196 7). Alden and Hermann ( 1971)
cite evidence th at durin g the ear ly phas es of freezing,
dehydration shrinks the entire cell, including the cell
wall, and causes loose tissue. D ehydrat ed cytoplasm
contracts around the nucleus and plasmatic strands
break. Some mechanical damage may occur if the intercellular spaces are too small to acco mmoda te all the
ice formed, and cells are crushed or ruptured as a result .
Ex trac ellular ice formation causes protopla st dehydration , but also results in a substa ntial increase in protoplasm ic solute conce nt ration and protein denaturation
( see Levitt J 969, concernin g the sulfh ydryl-disulfid e
hypothesis).
As the freezing proc ess is arrested, intracellular ice
formation causes extens ive mechanical and chemical
damage to the tissue cells (Mazur 1969 , Alden and
Hermann 1971). A lden and Hermann ( J 971) cite
evidence showing that intracellular ice formation can
spread from cell to cell along the plasmodesmata ,
through the cell wall from intercellular spaces , or it can
occur spont aneous ly from cente rs of nucleation witrnn
the protoplasm. As ice forms within the protoplast,
injury results from mechanical disorganization of the
protoplasm by ice cryst als and from irreversible chemical changes. The cell is usually seve rely plasmolyzed
by the time intracellular ice forms. As ice crystals
form , the plasmalemma and tono plast are completely
ruptur ed and disorganized. Such organelles in the cytopla sm as the chloroplasts and mitochondri a becom e
severely disorg anized and may even rupture ; protein
susp ensions become denatur ed , enzymes become inactivated, and the conv ersion of starch to sugars is
halt ed. Alden and H ermann ( 1971) show th e a-amylase and ,B-am ylase degrade and beco me inactive when
th e temperature reaches -40 °C.
It can thus be concluded that severe freezing at low
temp era tures , followed by slow warming, will effectively disrupt or punctur e cellular membrane s and thus
eliminate the turgor pr essure component from plant
tissue samples; that the normal homo geneous and compartmentalized nature of plant cells is complete ly destroyed, and the cellular constitu ents are thoroughly
mixed. Ruptur e of the pla smalemma and tonop last not
only permits constitu ents of the cytoplasm and vacuole

to mix, but also releases solutes and other substances
into the cell wall and intercellular spaces. The effects
of this resulting heterogeneity must have profound consequences on the distribution of matric and osmotic
potential components.

as following freezing. However, the degree of interaction increases after freezing when the vacuolar and
cytoplasmic constituents mix with the cell wall fibers.
It is reasonable to assume that in the living cell solutes
are present in the cell wall and that after freezing, th_e
concentration of these solutes increases. Therefore, 1t
is probable that with rupture of cellular and organelle
membranes , conformational changes in the colloidal
matrix, and leakage of solutes into the cell wall, the
osmotic potential before freezing is not the same as it
is after freezing. However, this is not to say that the
net sum of the matric and osmotic potentials changes;
for this problem we have no quantitative answer as yet.

Distribution of Water Potential Components
After Freezing

The influence of freezing on the distribution and
magnitudes of the osmotic and matric components is
particularly questionable. In the living state, the presence of confining semipermeable membranes and other
biological media influence the distribution of the water
potential components in a highly ordered manner.
Freezing appears to disrupt this order significantly and
to rearrange the distribution of component forces within
the cell.
Following the rupture of the plasmalemma and
tonoplast membranes , the pressure potential decreases
to zero and the contents of the cytoplasm and vacuole
mix. The contents of the protoplasm will also leak into
the cell wall and intercellular spaces. Figure 1 illustrates
the distribution of water potential components in a
portion of a turgid cell be.fore and after freezing. The
decrease in the cell water pote nt ial is obvious after
freezing, and according to the traditional theory most
widely used, this decrease in water potential will exactly
reflect the decrease in the pres sure potential. In other
words, the difference in water potential befor e and
after freezing is caused by the pressure potential. Also,
the water potential after freezing is traditionally taken
to be the tissue osmotic potential , wherein the matric
term is conveniently neglected.
However, a consideration of the structure and constituents of cells and tissues clearly shows that a matric
term does exist in plant cells. Warren Wilson (1967a)
and Noy-Meir and Ginzburg ( 1967) convincingly argue
that measurements of tissue water potential after freezing actually reflect a sum of osmotic + matric potentials, not just osmotic potential. Bolt and Frissel
(1960) and Warren Wilson (1967a) point out that the
boundary between the osmotic and matric potentials
is not always clear , and that their magnitudes are not
independent in a complex system. For example, the
osmotic potential is dependent upon the concentration
of solutes, whereas the matri c potential is a function of
capillarity, adsorption, and hydration force-s. Whether
forces of hydration contribut e to the osmotic or to the
matric potential is a somewhat arbitrary choice.
The discrepancy observed between the total water
potential measured separately and that determined as
the sum of osmotic and matric potentials in the same
system (Bolt and Frissel 1960) concur with the observations cited above. Warren Wilson (1967a) explains that this discrepancy results fi:om the interaction
between solutes and matrix surfaces in the system. This
interaction results from the adsorption of solutes by the
matrix surfaces ( enlargement in Figure 1) . Interaction
effects, of course, are present in the living cell as well

The Question of Negative

Pressure Potentials

An apparent anomalous result of measuring osmotic
potentials ( actually t/J,,. + t/lr) using the technjque
described here is the almost ubiquitous occurrence of
negative pressure potentials in severely stressed tissue.
In the turgid state, the pressure potential is a positive
hydrostatic force pushing out against the cell membranes. As the water potential in the cell decreases,
however , the pressure potential decreases toward zero.
Ideally, at the physiological point of wilting, the pressure potential reaches zero and the tissue becomes
flaccid. In xerophytic plants , however, it is not uncommon to observe relatively large negative pressure
potentials as the total water potential continues to decline (Warren Wilson 1967b , Noy-Meir and Ginzburg
1969, Brown 1973).
Using the wet-loop thermocouple psychrometer ,
Ehlig (1962) , Gavande and Taylor (1967), and Boyer
(1965) have observed slight negative pressure potentials. The author has measured negative pressure
potentials of as low as -12 bars using a Peltier thermocouple psychromet er . However , observation of this
phenomenon is not restricted to psychrom etric techniques. Slatyer (1957) observed it using a vapor exchange techniqu e, and Kreeb (1960) and Kreeb and
Onal (1961) observed it using solution exchange methods. Attempts have been made to disclaim this phenomenon in plants (Gardner and Ehlig 1965, Begg et
al. 1964 , Slatyer 1967) , and a review of this controversy is discussed by Barrs ( 1968) . Slatyer ( 1967)
feels that it is unlikely that cell walls can resist compression and infolding , but does contend that the protoplast is probably under some tension in the severely
stressed state. He feels that the bulk of the observed
negative turgors in plants are really observations of
matric forces. However , more recent analyses of quantitative data convincingly show that relatively large negative pressure potentials do occur in at least some kinds
of plants.
Warren Wilson ( I 967b) believes that it is unlikely
that negative pressure potentials can be explained in
terms of matric forces, although the degree to which
freezing alters the osmotic + matric components in tissue is unknown. There are at least two arguments that
support the hypothesis that negative pressure potentials
occur in plants:
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1. Diagrammatic representation of the distribution of water potential components in a portion of a mature
mesophyll cell: A , intact living ce ll, and B, same cell after freezing and thawing. The water potential of the
cell wall ( "111), cytop lasm ( lfe) , and vacuo le ( tJ;,.)are in eq uilibr ium. The arrows indicate the direction towards which the component forces are acting on the water molecules. Note the absence of a pressure com ponent following freezing (B).

FIGURE

1. Negative hydro static pres sures are known to occur in some plants (Sc ho lander et al. 1965 , Hayward 1971) , ranging from -4 to -80 bars in the
xylem elements in trees.
2. Evidence by Noy-Meir and Ginzburg ( 1969) ,
shows that negative pressure potentia ls decrease below zero until a minimum is reached; then they
increase agai n to zero.

point " can be determined for plants. ff the hypothesis of Noy-Meir and Ginzburg ( 1969) is correct ,
death ma y occur at th e point where th e pressure
potential term re:1ches zero the second time. However , this must yet be substantiated .
Partitioning

the Water

Potential

into Components

Partitioning the wate r potential ;nto its components
based on measurem ents of killed tissu e sam ple s ma y
be particularly tenuou s. A lth ough the total water potential before and after freezing is th e most accurately
determined parameter , it is normally thought that, of
the wate r potential components , pr ess ur e p otential is
also accurately measured . However , eve n its measured
magnitude ma y be question able. Noy -M eir and Ginzburg ( 1967 , 1969) point out that one must be cautious
in equat ing the difference in water potential before and
after freezing with the pr essu re potential since other
effects could contribute to this difference. There may
be a change in the average osmotic potential due to
mixing of the solutions when the tissue is killed . In
particular , the mixin g of the cytoplasmic proteins and
vacuolar solutes may cau se interactions that affect the
osmotic and matric potentia ls. However , assuming
complete cellular disrupt ion during freezing . estimates
of pressure pot entials are probably th e mo st accurate

The seco nd hypo th esis above deserves critical exam ination because of the far-reaching implic ations it
may have. Noy-Meir and Ginzburg ( 1969) interpret
the collapse of negative turgor as death of cells and the
water potential at which pressure po·tential reaches zero
aga in to be the point of I 00 % tissue damage. If this
hypo thes is and th ese data can -be subs tan tiat ed by further evidenc e, at leas t two hypoth eses can be postulated.
1. That negative pr essur e potentials do ex ist and
could not poss ibly be an art i f::ict caused by matric
forces. If matric forces were responsible for the observations of nega tive pressure potentials , the pr essure potential would continue to becom e mor e
negative.
2 . That in terms of water stre ss, we may finally
have a quantitative method by which a true "death
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lea f wa ter potenti als, the cur ves for " befor e" and "a fte r"
fr eez ing cro ss, thu s indic atin g a pos itive pr ess ur e pot entia l. A t low lea f wat e r pot enti a ls, th e curv es do not
cro ss; th e diff e rence betwee n th em is du e to a neg ative
pr ess ur e pot enti al. Th e ini tial pe riod of vapor pre ssur e
adju stm ent in the chamb ers ( betwee n O and 3 hour s )
reflects a n incr eas ing vapor pre ssur e befor e fr ee zing and
a decr eas ing vapo r pr ess ur e after freez ing. In th e latter
case , the va po r pr ess ur e in th e sa mpl e ch amb ers decr eases as th e co nd ensa te form ed during fr ee zing is read so rb ed by th e tissu e and th e atm osph ere.
It was ex pe cted th at th e ap pa rent osmotic pot enti al
(if;',,.), or th e wa ter potenti al of th e ex pr esse d sap , would
however, da ta in T able I sh ow
be higher th a n i./J,,.+ '-/Jr;
that if;',,.of th e ex pr esse d sap was decid edly lower th an
if;,,.+ r· Thi s res ult is somew hat a no malous and diffi cult
to expl a in . Alth ough Boye r ( I 96 5 ) found very similar
res ult s, also with tissue o f a mes ic pl ant, it can b e
argued that if;',,.is co nta min ated by th e pr ese nce of cell
wa ll m ateria l a nd cyto pl as mic colloid s, and so is not
th e tru e os mo tic pote nti al of th e cell. Whil e it is tru e
th at por tions of th e cell m atri x a re pr ese nt in th e expr esse d sa p, th eir sur faces a re sa tu ra ted with solution ,
so th e ne t effect of th e matri c co mpo nent should b e
neg ligible . Of grea te r imp ort ance a re th e so lut es in th e
sa p itse lf. If th eir co ncentr ations o r th eir co nstitu en ts
were a ltered in a ny way durin g freez ing or ex traction ,
th en it ca n legitim ate ly be arg ued th at if;',,.does not accu ra tely re prese nt if;,,.. How ever , th e ex tent of thi s
possi ble erro r ca nnot yet be asses sed.
Th e poss ibilit y th a t th e lowe r valu e of if;',,.was
ca used by evap oration durin g ex trac tion was minimi zed
b y a dupli ca te extra ction using filt er pap er di sks sa tu rated with N aCl so luti o ns. Th e NaC l solution s were
ex trac ted exac tly the sa me way as th e sap was extract ed
fr om th e leaves , and th eir os mo tic pot enti als re m ained
unc h anged . T he wa ter pote nti als of th e filt er pap er
di sks were the sa me as th ose of th e soluti ons befor e
and af ter extrac tio n. Simila rly, the wa ter pot ential s of
th e m acera ted tissue (Tab le 1) rem a ined relatively un ch a nged fro m th e va lu es of if;',,.. Th e macerated tissue
valu es are no t m atri c potent ia ls since th ey obvi ously
a re cont amin a ted b y solut es.
Th e dat a in T able 1 ar e plotted in Fi gur e 3 to
illu stra te th e relations hip s among so il wa ter pote-ntial ,
lea f wa ter po tenti al, and th e leaf co mpon ent pot enti als.
A s th e soil wa te r potenti a l decr eases, leaf water pot ential and if;,,.+ r and if;',,. decre ases mor e rapidiy . Wh ere
th e cur ves of ijJ a nd i/1,,. + r cro ss, th e pr ess ur e term has
fall en to ze ro, and th e pl ant is at th e ph ysiologic al
point of wilting ( at a soil water p otential of -10 bar s ).
Thi s is not to impl y that the fir st visible signs of wilting
occur when if;11 = 0, sinc e this m ay occur while lfp is
still a pos itiv e va lue. Sinc e t~,,.' is a n unc ert a in valu e, th e
wiltin g point ca lculated at th e point wh ere it cross es if;
is no t reliabl e. Th e diff erence between if;,,. + r and
if;,,.may be clue to a combinati o n of at leas t two fa ctors :
I ) c hanges in th e osmo tic conc entr a tion during fr eezing
or extrac tion , a nd 2) a residu al pr ess ure term not com-

( as ide fro m meas ur ement s of if;).
W ater po tenti a l meas ur ed af te r th e tissue h as been
kill ed rep rese nts a co mpl ex sum of th e os motic and
matri c forces, assum ing no res idu a l pr ess ur e co mp onent
re main s. We can rea rra nge equ a tion [ I ] to repr ese nt
more nea rly th e c1ctu al situ a tion enco unt ere d in killed
tissue sa mples as,

,/, - ,/,
'I'

'I' TI+

T

+

\jJ

p
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wh ere tji,, + r is th e co mpo ne nt co mpri sing th e wat er
po tent ia l ,1fter freez ing , re pr ese nt ing th e sum of th e
os moti c ~nd m atric ter ms. Ho weve r, we c annot say
th at if;" + r is equ a l to ( if;" + if;r) in equ atio n [ 1 l
beca use th e deg ree to which th e killin g proc ess of tissue
alt~rs if;" a nd if;r, toget he r with the ex te nt of th e int eract ion betwee n them , is not know n. Al th ough w" + r
c:1n b e partiti o ned by appr opr iate manipul atio ns (No yMe iur and Ginzb ur g 1967 , Wa rren Wilso n 19 67a,
Mill er , thi s Procee din gs), pres um ab ly into if;" and if;r,
th e::imp licatio n that if;" + r cciuals if;" + if;,,.ca nn ot be
sub ~tanti ated .
Tn simpl e systems co nta ining NaCl so lut io ns sat u ra ting a filter pap 2r ma tri x, the author found th at fre ezing had no measu rab le effect on th~ wa ter potenti al.
Howeve r, since so lutio ns in living tissue are not idea l
os motic sol uti ons , it is not cer tai n that ev idence of thi s
k ind ca n be ext rapo la ted to co nd itio ns in the living cell.
ln tuitively at leas t, it wo uld see m th at if;,,.+ r could
be pa rtitio ned by expr ess ing the sa p fr om th e killed
tissue, and then su btrac tin g the os mot ic pote nti a l of th e
sa p fro m if;,,. + r to ob tai n t~e m atri c te rm . Thi s was
a ttempt ed using lea f tissue of smoo th brom e (Bromus
inermis Lcyss.), whe rein leaf wa ter po,te nt ial and the
co mp onen t term s we re dete rmin ed at so il water potenti a ls ra nging from O to -43 .4 ba rs (Ta ble l ). Th ermoco up le psych ro mcters were used to meas ur e t otal
lea f wat e r po tenti als in sa mpl e ch a ngers ( Ca mp bell et
I. 1966) and scree n-cage psyc hr ometers were used to
meas ur e soil wa ter pote nti a l ( Brow n I 9 70 ). Th e lea ves
we re froze n in d ry ice wh ile still in th e sa mpl e ch angers,
the n thawed , a nd if;,,.+ r meas ur ed at 25 °C. Pr ess ur e
pote nt ial was co mput ed as th e diffe rence betwee n if;
and if;r. + r· Th e sap fro m ea ch tissue sa mpl e was later
ex p ressed in a tissue gr ind e r, a nd it toge ther with th e
m acerated tissue were re pl ace d in th e sa mpl e ch anger s
( in sep arate chamb ers) a nd th e ir wa ter p ot enti als
m easured sep a rately.
Th e tim e requir ed to rea ch va po r equilibrium in
th e T eflo n sa mpl e chamb ers at 2 5 °C, befo re and aft e r
fr eezing in dr y ice, is illu stra ted in Fi gur e 2 . Onl y two
repres entati ve lea f wa ter po tenti a ls are shown, along
with the time requir ed for a 0 .5 m N aCl so lution to
reach vap o r equilibrium , befor e and afte r fr eezing. Th e
NaCl oluti ons reac hed a stabl e vapo r pre ssur e in th e
T eflon ch amb ers ( 0 .7 5 cm'1 volum e ) within 2 hour s,
wh ereas leaves at high wa ter pot e nti als requir ed about
3 ho urs . A s lea f water pot ential dec e ra sed, th e tim e
requir ed to reach vapor equi librium incr eased . At high
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Table

1.

Influence of soil water potential on leaf wat:?r potential (if;), osmotic + matric potential (tf;,,.+r l, apparent osmotic potential (tj;',,.) expressed sap), and macerated tissue water potential of smooth brome.
Each value is the averaga of three determinations (in bars, at 25 ° C).

Soil water
pot ential

0.0
-2.0
-14.0
-16.1
-28 .6
-30 .5
- 38.0
-43.4

Leaf water
potential

Osmotic
plu s
matri c
pot ential

(t/;)

(w,r+r )

Pressure
potential
(f p)

-13.l
-14.2
-21.9
-25 .1
-47.9
-51.3
- 61 .8
-66 .3

-16.5
-16.6
-21.0
-23 .6
-42 .1
-46 .5
-56 .5
-61.5

3.4
2.4
-0 .9
-1.5
-5.8
-4.8
- 5.3
-4.8

TIME
0

0

5

Frozen

(f',r )

Ma cerated
tissue

-16.8
-16 .6
-21.5
-24 .0
-46.4
-48 .6
-60 .0
-64.0

-19.8
-19.0
-21.5
- 25 .2
- 44.8
-49.5
- 59 .2
-63.5

HOURS
20

15

10

-4

Apparent
osmoti c
potential

in

25

dry ice

-8
C/)

0:::

c:x:-12

fV before

freezing
Leaves at

CD

.....J

c:x:-16

flfr.,rofter

/Jigll water potential

freezing

1--

z

w
1-0

a.

-20

0:::

w
1--

-24

c:x:
3::

0

0

Leaves at low water potential

-28
f

before

freezing

-32

-36

2. Time requir ed to reach vapor pressure equilibrium for leaves of smooth brome at two different water
pot ential s ( t/;) before freezin g, and two different osmotic plus matric ( f 1r+ r) potenti als after freezing. Th e
time requir ed for a 0.5 m NaCl solution, before and after freezing , to reach equilibrium is also shown.

FIGURE
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pletely elirrinated during freezing ( although this seems
unlikely).
Thus , esti mates of the magnitud e of leaf matric
pcte ntial are not poss ible. with these data . Similar results obtai ned by other workers have been used to show
that no ev:dence of a significant matric pot ential can
be found in mesic plants . Still , it would seem obvious
that matri c potential in cell walls and perhaps in the
cyto plasm is nev er zero in the living cell. However, .
when th e :issue is killed and the sap extracted, the
matric pot ential and osmotic potential interactions within the ne w system are completely diff ere nt than they
were in the living cell. If a matric potential can be
demonstrat ed in the killed tissue system, its detection
will depen d on the relative proportions of fluid and
matrix. If no significant matric pot ential is found in
the new sy~tem, it really proves very littl e about conditions in the living cell.
Befor e the water potential can be partitioned into
its components with confidence, a great dea l mor e researc h is required. A comparison of results obtained
from vari ot:s techniques of meas urem ent would be useful. Also , we mu st determine the influ ence that killing
of tissue has on the component pot en tials, and indeed,
the influence of removing the tissue from th e plant in
the first pl2ce. When the water potential can be confiden tly partitioned , suc h information will be of farreaching significance to plant physiology and eco logy .

SOIL WATER POTENTIAL, BARS

- 40

- 48

-32

- 24

-16

-8

0

- 8

-16

-24

::E
)>

-i
JTl

;:o

-32

"
0
-i

JTl

-40

z
-i

-48 ~
;:o
(./)

-56

-64

SIGNIFICANCE OF COMPONENT POTENTIALS

The importanc e of the wate-r pot enti al and its components to specific metabolic and growth processes has
been re viewed by Wiebe ( this Pro ceedi ngs), Oertli
( l 968 , l 969), Kramer ( 1969) , and Slatyer (1967).
However , in add ition to physiological processes, the
compo ner.ts of wate r potenti al h ave particular significance to species adaptabi lit y and ot her ecop hysiological
considerations.
There is increas ing evidenc e that a
plant 's ability to grow and survive in environm ents
wh ere wa :er is lacki ng can be exp lai ned qu antit atively
in terms f how the interacting components of wa ter
potential ;espond to stress conditions.
Teoh et al. (] 967) found that the water-retaining
properties of cell wall materia ls are important facto rs
ena blin g drought-r esistant spec ies to endure prolonged
periods C'f water stress. Noy-Meir and Ginzburg
( 1967b) suggest that dr ought tolerance may be of
adaptive ,alue, and that its pheno-typic expres sion is at
least part.ally independent of the enviro nment. They
fou nd th a: the rank of drou ght tolerance, as measured
by the wa :er potential at th e max imum negativ e turgor,
was the same as th e rank of aridity in natural habitat s
for sever al species. Noy-Meir and Gingzburg (1967b)
pos tulate that although low water pot ential can cause
damage a d death to plant cells , damag e results either
from low negative pr essure potentials or increased solute
concentra tions; both damage cell_s, but by different
mechanisns. Th e elast icity of the cell wall has a regulatory effect, dividin g the external "load" of water po -

3. The influence of so il water potential on
tota l leaf water potential ( 9,), osmot ic plu s matric
.. + T) , and the ap parent osmotic potenpotential (i./1
tial (i./J'.. ) of the ex pr esse d sap from smooth bromc.
The diff erence betwee n t/Jand tf,.. + T is th e pressur e
potential , whic h is zero at a so il water pote nti al of
- IO bar s (physiolog ical point of wilt ing).

FIGURE

tential between the osmot ic and pressure components.
In cell walls that are not rigid ( low elast ic modulus),
water stress causes the os motic potential to decrease
sh arpl y and th e pr essure potential to decrease mor e
slowly . In these cells normal meta bolism and protoplast struc tur e a re more sensitive to nega tive pre ssur e
pot entia ls. However , in tissues with rigid wall s (high
elastic modulus) protopla sts can probably withstand
high negative turgors , but are mor e sensitive to solute
concentration.
Sinc e th e point of physiological wilting (defined
as the water potential at which turgor pressure
fined as the water pot ential at which turgor pressure
reaches zero) is, in larg e meas ure , dependent on environmental conditions, the entire range of water potential s at which wilting will occur can be determined .
These data can be used to evaluate the differences between species in terms of their "ability" to postpone
wilting to lower water potentials. Where it is necessary
t-o revegetate arid sites , or areas on which the availa-
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bility of water is limitin g during the growing season,
species selection can be based on quantit ative evaluations of their abilit y to resist wilting.
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CONCLUSIONS

Th e immense difficulti es in evaluatin g the relative
magnitude s of water potential compon ents in plant tissues pr eclude any simple and dir ect technique currently
ava ilable. One is tempt ed to reexa mine the traditional
phy sical model of the water pot ential components,
which conceptually explains observable phenom ena in
plant tissues, but ma y hav e some shortcomings from
the standpoint of techniqu es. Th e easily visualized concept s of osmotic, matric , and pressure pot enti als are
difficult to abandon , and yet, it is clear that our pr esent
techniques are inc ap able of analy zing them. While we
need furth er research on techniques , it is also tim e th at
our whole concept of the water potential components
be critically reexamined. Spanner's suggestion (this
Proceedings) that the model be placed on a thermodynamic basi s, rather than a purely phy sical one, seems
particul arly ap pealing. If the water potential components can be prac tica lly evaluated in terms of energetic,
entropic , and pressur e term s, then the anomaly is near
solution. Certainly, the single most important problem
to be solved in plant-water relation s would seem to be
the quantitative evaluation of the components of leaf
water potential.
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DISCUSSION

J. S. Boyer comme nted that wo rkers in his labora-

tory have made similar measurements of leaf osmotic
potentia l, and hav e found similar data . Howev er, comparisons between pressure bomb and ther mocouple
psychromctcr data using frozen-and-thawed tissue indicate that psychromctric values yie ld higher osmotic potentials. Boyer has attempted to measure the volume
of water outs ide the cells in tissue, and has found that
the percentage water outs ide the cc-lls is about the same
as the cliffcrcncc in values obt ained when comparing
pressure bomb with psychromctric meas urem ents. The
osmotic potential of wa ter exte rnal to cells in leaf tissue
is quite high, perhaps -0.5 bar. He indicated that by
freezing the leaf tissue , wate r in the cell wall dilutes
cytoplasmic and vacuo lar water. thus increasing the apparent osmotic 'potential.
Brown reiterated this latter point , and feels that it
po ssibly explains th e ,q,parcnt discrepancy between total
leaf wakr potent ial ,rnd osmotic potential und er extreme
stre ss conditions. Hn\l'eve r, just how much of this cliscrepanC). \\'hich re,ults in large apparent negative tugor
pressures. can be expla ined in terms of cell solute dilution :ind matri c component cannot be definitively ascertai ned at this time. Brown made the point that Levitt
had already po inted out severa l years ago that water
\\'ithin cells doc s inde ed move out into the cell walls
during freezing.
J . Levitt commented that he feels that water in the
cell wal l or intcrcellular spaces is in wate r potential
equ ilibrium with water in the cell, and therefore, there
shou ld be no dilution effect eve n though the solutions
mix following freezing.
Brown feels that water potential eq uilibrium docs
indeed exist bet\\'cen the ce ll and the cell wall in intact
tissue. However . after freezing. the tur gor pressure
component within the cell lns been presumably eliminated clue to membrane d i~ruption, and thu s a water
potential equi libriu m no longer exists. The resulting
mixing of the soluti ons cou ld reduce the concentration
of the cel l solution by both simple diluti on and by adsorption of solut es on the cell wall matrix.

MEANS OF ESTIMATION AND MATRIC POTENTIALS IN PLANTS:
ECO-PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

L. N . Miller

solut es (ijJ,,) , matri x (1pr) pr essur e (ijlp), int eraction s
a mong these (1p 1), and gravit y (ijJ);). Th e int eraction
te rm (ijl1) is often exclud ed fro m stat ements definin g
the wa ter po tenti al as the sum of severa l compon ents .
Such exclu sion would b e appropriat e if ea ch compon ent
ac ted ind epend entl y of all oth er compon ents. Unfortunately thi s is not the case. As describ ed in the following paragra ph s, individu al wa ter mol ecul es are often influ enced simult aneou sly by int eracting matric and
os motic for ces, and distorti on of th e cell wall in a turgid
ce ll may alte r matric forc es in the wall . Becaus e of
such int erac tions, the comp onent pot enti als a re actuall y
non-co mmut at ive (Bolt a nd F rissel 1960 ). Inclusion of
the int eract io n te rm in an arithm etic statement of th e
wate r potenti a l add s to its compl eteness, and begin s to
sugges t the p ro blems to be enco unt ered in attemptin g to
meas ure th e contributi ons of individu al terms in th e
eq uation.
r) res ult s from int erTh e matri c co mp onent CiJl
ac tions be twee n wa ter molecul es and colloidal surfa ces.
In plant ce lls as in soils, m atric for ces a rising from adso rpti on or sur face tension effect s parti ally immobiliz e
the wa ter. T he matri c fo rce field decr eases gra duall y
with dista nce fr om a surf ace, and there is no sharp di stin ction be twee n those wa ter molec ules which are
" bound " to th e surface and those which are not (Walt er
1955. C rafts et a l. 1949, C urri er 1967) . Th e water
held by mat ric forces is only ro ughl y equi va lent to th e
" bo und " wa ter which has bee n est imat ed by a vari ety of
meth ods in th e pas t (Cra fts et al. 1949, Kr amer 1955 ,
D aint y I 963, Warr en-Wil so n 1967a ).
Matri c fo rces in pla nt ce lls ma y arise in several
p laces , and the ir contributi on to the total water potential va ries in eac h ph ase of a cell. Th e vac uole cont ains
so me co lloida l particl es, but th eir conc ent ra tion is usually min or. Vac uolar collo ids may be appr eciabl e in a
few species, and incr eased coloration of cell sap in
\Yater-stresse d pla nts may indicat e incr ease d colloid content (Hellmuth and Gri eve I 9 70 , Mi ga hid 1961) . Colloidal particl es are abund ant in the cytopl asm , where the
ac tivit y of water ma y be significantlv reduc ed by adso rption on th e surfac es of prot eins and or gan elles. Perhaps 50 % of the water in the cytoplasm is bound at
least partiall y by colloids (Noy-Meir and Ginzburg
1967) . Solut es are abundant in the cytopla sm , and the
fr ee energy of a given wat er mol ecul e is influ enced both

Th e energy statu s of wa ter in plant tissues is jointl y
affe ct ed b y so lut es di sso lved in the wat er, by forces of
att ra cti o n b etwee n wa ter molec ules and co lloidal surfaces, a nd by pr ess ures develo ped in cell s. Pl ant wat er
potenti al is th e res ult of th ese int eractin g influ ences.
In mos t di scu ssio ns of plant water po tenti a l, th e os motic
and press ur e co mp onents ar e emph as ized (Cra fts et al.
1949. Scholand cr ct a l. I 964, Bar rs 1968 , H ellmuth
1968). Th e matric co mp onent has been di scu ssed in
so me tex ts a nd resea rch papers, bu t its mag nitud e is
usua lly co nsidered to be negligible (Craft s et al. 194 9,
Benn et t-C la rk 1959 , K ra mer 1969, Gardn er a nd E hlig
1965). Of ten th e matri c potenti a l is ignored . or it is
trea ted as pa rt of the osmotic or press ure potenti al (Salisb ury a nd Ross 1969 , No bel 1970, Bri ggs 196 7).
Recent studi es ind ica te tha t matric fo rces may be
,·csponsibl c for a significa nt frac tion of the total water
po ten tial in so me p la nts, espec ially when tissue water
co ntent is low (Wa rr en-Wil so n 1967c , Boye r 1967 ,
Noy- M ei r a nd G inzb urg 1969, Spo mer 196 9 . T hese
findin gs suggest th a t a full int crpr ::ta tion of changes in
pla nt wa ter po tenti a l may requir e a n estim a te of its
mat ric co mpo nen t. Meth ods for ob ta inin g such estimates a rc summ ar ized in thi s paper, and th e physio log ica l a nd eco log ica l imp lica tions of existin g estim a tes a re
d iscussed.
HOW

AND

WHERE MATRIC

FORCES ARISE

Befo re a ttemptin g to meas ur e any physiolog ica l
para meter , it is imp ortant to have a n und erstandin g of
the qu a nti ty being meas ur ed. T he choice of appro pri a te
tec hniqu es fo r meas urin g pla nt matri c potential requir es ,
in pa rti cula r , a n und erstandin g of the influ ence of tissue
heteroge neity on th e fo rces responsible for thi s component of wa ter potenti a l. Th e pro blems res ultin g from
heteroge neity ca n best be appr eciat ed fr om a co nsidera tion o f a ll co mp onent s of wa ter potenti al. F or convenience, a co mpl ete statement of the effect s of fact ors
modif ying th e free energ y of wat er is comm only writt en
in a rithm etic form , simila r to the following .
ijJ =

ijJ
TI

+

ijJ
T

+

ijJ

p

+

ijJ

I

+

ijJ

g

[l]

wh ere ~1 is th e total wat er pot enti al of a plant tissue (the
diff erenc e in free energy per unit volum e of water in
th e tissue a nd pur e free wat er at the sam e temp eratur e),
a nd its comp onnt s a re identifi ed as the effects of
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1/; __ One involves mea~urcme nts on dcso rbing o r ad-
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Both dir ect a nd indir ect estim ate~ of mat ric potentials have been at tempt ed, and severa l of the approa ches
lend themselves to the use of ther moco uple psychromcters.

sm bing cell wa ll mat eria l obta ined from hom ogenized
tissue th at has been was hed free of solutes. In the second method. wa ter content is meas ured in whole killed
tissue aft er it has been brou ght to a known water potential by equilibr ation with gas und er pr ess ure.
I) Using the first method. Teoh ct a l. ( 1967) deve loped so rpti on-clcsorpt ion cur ves for ce ll wa ll matrix materia ls fro m the roots of four species . Ca lcium- saturated comp ressed disks of solute-free pulv erized cells
were broug ht to various wate r contents by equilibration
with the \';por pha se ove r salt so lutions for periods of
up to 18 da ys. Th eir semi-log plots of the sorpti ondcso rption isother ms (Figure 2) strong ly rese mble many
other such cu rves for cotton a nd wood fibers. protein s,
a nd ot her co lloida l mat erial s. All such curve s exhibit
hysteresis. which probab ly reflects cha nges in the
physica l state of the matri x (Babbitt 1942, Stamm
1952. Kelsey 1957 , Tay lor and Sla tycr 1962, Slatycr
1967). Hysteresis and other phenome na assoc iated with
irreve rsible work prc~cnt prob lems of interpr etat ion in
a ll sche mes for estimating 1/
J.. Th ese probl ems rema in
to be so lved (Tay lor and Slatycr 1962) .
Matri c potential s a lso have been es tima ted in homoge nized leaf tissues. Noy-Me ir -and Gin zbur g ( 1969)
reduc ed the poss ibility of including cytop lasmic fragments in thci1· ,a mplcs by free1ing an d thaw ing the tissue
before homogeniza tion. Hytcrcsis appeared in their sorption-clcso rpti on curve~ only in the O to - 50 bar rang e.

---VACUOLE----+

1. Schematic representation of the water content s and water potenti:11 comp onent s in three
phase s of a plant cell. Wat er con ten t of each ph ase
(w) is repre sented by a horizonta l arrow ; the associated os motic pote ntial l/J,,.and matric potential
1/;T arc rep resented by vert ica l arrows. Pres sure
potent ial l/;,, is assu med to be zero. Th e brok en
line represent s one mode l of possible va riation in
the cytop lasm. ( R edra wn from
oy-Meir and
Ginzburg 196 7)

FIGURE

by matric forces a nd by the loca l concentration of
-.,olutes. Ch a rged a reas of matri x will concentrate ions,
increasing the attr ac tion for water molec ules (Salisb ury
~ind Ross 1969 , Slatycr 196 7).
In cell walls , water is adsorbed to cellulo se micro fibril s a nd a morph o us con stitu ents in spaces
100 A
in diamet er. Surface tension at air-water interfaces
holds wat er in larger , irregular po res up to 1000 A in
diameter (Pre ston 1952, Siege l 1962 , C urri er 1967 ,
Kra mer 1969). Geometr ic changes in the wal l structure durin g changes in cell water content affect the intcrfibrillar distance s in the wa ll ma trix , a nd probabl y cau se
variation s in the matric potential (Wea therly 1965).
Beca use solutes a rc ac tively ab sorbed by the proto plast,
the ce ll wa ll so lution is dilut e, a nd most of the forc es
holding wat er in the wal l a rc matric forces.
Noy- Meir an d Gi nburg ( 1967) have visua lized this
d istributi on of mat ric a nd osmotic forces in a typical
ce ll when the pressure potent ia l is zero (F igure I). The
rati o of matric pote ntia l (l/;T) to osmotic potential
(lh) incr eases from vacuo le to cytop lasm to cell wall ,
with local variat ions bein g most pronounced in the cytoplasm. Obvi ously, any increase in the proportion of cell
wal l volume relativ e to protop last volume will increase
the importance of matric forces in the ce ll as a whole.
Lar ge wal l to prot opla st ratio s may occ ur either in cells
with thick cell wa lls, or in tissues with small , closelypacked cells.
Several method s of estimatin g the magnitude s of
water pot entia l components requir e the disruption of
cell membran es. Thi s procedur e allows water and solutes
from all cell pha ses to mix freely. Even without such
mixin g, grad ients and discontinuities of so lute and matrix con centrati on mak e it impo ssible to separate completely the effec ts of solute s, matri x and solut e-matri x
interactions. Consequently , at best we can only hope
to ob tain a first-ord er approximation of the matric
potential in tissue.
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2 . Sorption-de sorption isotherm s for calciumsaturated, pulv erized , compressed root cell wall
preparations at 20 °C. Solid symbols: desorpti on ;
open symbols: so rpti on. D, Salicorniu oustra lis; o ,
Ehrharta calyci na; 11, Tritirnm vu/gore. R ed rawn
from Teoh et al . 1967)
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WATER CONTENT

From studi es of live tissue. they determined that tf!T
cont ribut ed an increasing fraction of the total water
pot ential as leaves dri ed .
Thi s appro ac h to the estimat ion of tpr provides no
information about matric forces in the protoplast. Beca use the es timate is based on that pha se of the cell in
which 111atric forces predominate, it will probably result in an over-estimate of the magnitude of the ave rage
1/JT in cel ls. Th e influenc e of solutes and of changes in
the matrix structure after homogenization also arc not
evaluated by this method. Psychromctcrs would be useful in thi s approach for ver ifying the water potcnital of
the matrix pr eparation after vapo r equilibration.
2) Returnin g to equati on [ I [, if 1/J" is negligible (as
in sma ll plants in th e laborator y), tf1 is ignored temporarily (or included in 41,,and tf11'is brought to ze ro by
disrupting cell membrane s, we arc left with.
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where tfl' is the water potential of tissue in which membran es arc disrupted by free zing and thawing. For such
tissue . so lute s have no effect on water retention when
the tissue is placed under pressur e (,cc Boyer 1969) .
Two wo rk ers have utili zed this fact in 111akingestimates
of matric pote ntial s in tissue und er clcsorption conditions on ly.
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3. Matric potential isotherm s for frozen-andthaw cd succulent plant tissues and other colloidal
materi als. Water content was meas ured in each
samp le after equilibration with gas under pres sure
in a pre ssure membrane app ara tus. Plant tissues
includ ed both pr otein s ;incl cellul ose cell walls.
o, Cellulo se matrix ( filter paper) ; ti. Protein matrix
(agar ge l) ; [1. potato tub er ; x, asparagus shoot.
apical segment ; V , mang e I root. ( Redrnwn from
Wiebe 1966)

FIGURE

Wieb e ( 1966) estimated wT in succulent tissues of
mange! roots. potato tubers and asparagus shoo ts. He
froz; and thaw ed these tissues, and e4uilibratcd them
with gas pre ssures in a pr ess ure membrane apparatu s
for 4 8 hours. The water content of each was mea sured
after equil ibrati on at a number of different_ pressure s.
Again. psychrometers would have been useful 111 ~en fying the water potential and osmo tic potential ol the
..-quilibratcd tissue.
.
.
A , in the studi es with iso lated matrix material .
WicbL· found no sharp breaks in his desorption curves,
:tltholl!.!h the tis, ues included both proteins and cellulo se
(Fi!~ur: 3). Sep:1rate mea sureme nts on protein gels and
cellul ose filter paper had shown that these materials
differ in de sm ption cha ,·acteristics. tpr amou nted to
u. I ha1· in tissues ha ving os motic potentials of -10
to - '.:5 b:11,. It app~ar s th:1t tf,. is relativel y unimportant
in such succul ent tissue.
Boyer ( 1967) used a Scholander xylem pressure
appar atus to expre ss sap from frozen-and-thawed whole
leaves . He found small matric pot ential s 111 mcsomorphou s leaves, but sclerop hyllou~ lcav,:s had larger matric
putentia ls (Figure 4). 1/JT accou nted for on ly 4 to 6 %
of tot al water potential in live sunflower and yew leave s
when these lca\'es had water potentials in the - 7 to
_ 1O bar range. 1n rhododendron, if!, accounted for
25 % of~, in the - I to -3 bar range. The magnitude
of t/JT increased in all ..three species as leaf water content
dccr c scd. From interspccific comparisons of 1/1r and
cell wall volu111c
s. Hoyer concluded that most of the
matric potentiaL in these leaves was attributable to cell
walls .

Indirect Estimation of 1/1
r

Several workers ha ve attempted to estimat e tpT indi rectly. In these methods. tf1T is obtained by subtraction or it is ba sed on the non-idea l behavior of leaf
cell so lutions during tissue deha ydration.
From equation - 12 [ it is evident that the average
1/1 could be estimated by subtra ct ion of 1/1
" from measurements of 1f/ on froze n-and-tha wed tissue. Bo ye r
( 1968) used thi s fact in de vising a cleve r means for
es timatin g 1/J. from a single psychrom ctri c rn.::asuremcnt.
He removed a leaf disk from a frozen-and-thawed leaf
and placed it in a psychrometcr chamber ; sap expre ssed from the remainder of the leaf was placed in th e
rin g of the psyc hrom ctcr mea suring junction. Assuming that tf!rr of the leaf disk was balanced by 1/1"of the
sap dropl et. he obta ined a thermocouple o utput that
The
directly measur ed the difference between 1//and t/11r·
matric potential meas ured by this technique was found
to be negligib le in sunflower tissue.
The osmotic potential of expressed sap ma y differ
from if!" in the intact leaf: exp ression of sap remove s it
from the influ ence of matrix forces, a nd allows mixin g
of so lutions from vac uol e, cytoplasm , and cell wall.
" or tf!'T based on measur ements
Estimat es of ei ther 1/J
of ex pre ssed sap ma y be unreali stic if matri x-so lute interactions (1/11) and mixing effects arc not negligible.
7
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papers is that non-idea l behav ior of cell sap solJtions
mig;ht be acco unted for by matri x immobili zation of a
po; tion of the wa ter in leaves . Thi s co nclu sim was
1-cachcd by Spomer ( 1969), who a ttribut ed all f the
dev iation from idea lity in Chrysan th emum lea~es to
mat ric po tential ( Figure 5). In contr ast with rest1ts for
other meso ph ytic plants. Spomer's study indic atd that
1v acco unted for a significan t portion ( I 4%) ol total
wate r pote ntia l at t/1 = - 18 ba rs.
Wa rren-Wilso n ( : 967a) ob ta ined estim ates of V'r
in the leaves of seve ral spec ies by excludi ng ound
water fro m the equ at ion for ideal solution behavior.
If B is the fraction of cell wate r which is matrix ound
a nd w, is the relative water co ntent, then (wr·B) is
the fraction of ce ll wa te r ava ilable for osmotic exchange .
Assumin g idea l so lution beh avior,
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FIGURE 4. M,1tric po tentia l isotherms for frozen-andthawed leaves, as meas ured by equilib ration with
gas und er pressure in a xylem pr essure app aratu s.
Wate r co ntents (ex pressed as percent of maximum ) were determin ed from volume of sap expressed . Intcrspccific differences in ifn co rrelated
well with perce ntage of leaf water volum e in cell
walls (s unl! owc r : 9 % ; yew: 11%; rhodode nd ron :
2 6 '7c) . (R edraw n fro m Boyer 1967)
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where the supersc rip t tp refe rs to the co nditi n 0f full
tur gor.
RELATIVE WATER CONTENT (%)

In a11 " idea l" d ilute soluti on, the osmotic po tentia l of the so lution is inversely pro portioned to the concentr ation of water. Sma ll variations fro m this idea l
solution behav ior may occ ur with pa rticula r solut es
(Rob inson an d Stokes 1959). M eas urements of v, in
leaves should a lso exhibit such idea l bclnv inr in relation to lcr1f wa ter co ntent if ch anges in water co ntent
affect on ly t/1". T hus a plot of relative wa ter co ntent
aga inst the rec iproca l of tV will yield a stra ight line if
~1
t/1". From equat ion 2, we sec tha t this eq ua lity
will he ld on ly if v,
1, -- 0 a nd t/J.,,. 0. Ga rdner and E hJig ( 1965) found this rela tions hip to ho ld true for four
species, indicatin g the ab sence of any matri c pote ntial.
In some plant tissue, however, a departur e from
idea l solution behav ior is observed; t/J"decreases mor e
rapidl y tha n vi as wat er conte nt falls. For exampl e.
Spome r ( 1969) fo und a deviatio n of 2.5 ba rs between v,
and
(ca lculate d ) in Chryso nth emum lea ves at a
wat er potenti a l o, - 18 bar s (Figure 5) . Slaty er ( 1962)
found that v, in A cocia w u: 1ira phyllodes also behav ed
non-id ea lly. He fe lt tha t the departur e from idealit y
(- 60 bar s) was too great to be account ed for by negative hydro static press ures (Slatyer 1967) , although
smaller negative s value s of t/1
1, have often been report ed
( Warren-Wil son 1967 b, Noy- Meir and Ginzbur g 1969 ,
Sla tyer 1957, Hellmuth 1969, G rieve and H ellmuth
1970).
Slatyer suggested tha t some of the discrepanc y between V'" a nd t/Jmight be due to misca lcula tion of the
am ount of wat er actuall y functionin g as part of the cell
so lution . If a porti on of the leaf wat er cont ent is immobili zed , it may be unavailable for participation in
osmotic wat er exchang e. Slavik ( 1963) had estimated
that 20 to 30 % of the wa ter in tobacc o leaves is unavailable for exch a nge. The implicati on from the se
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FIGURE 5. Co mp arison of water potenti al isotherm
("o bserved behavior") for C!trysa nt!te11wn m orifolium leaves with isotherm expected when all
ch anges in water potential are ascrib ed to concentra tion of cell solutions (" idea l so lutirn behavior" ) . A deviati on from " idea l" beha vio· ~a s first
notic ea ble at tjJ = - l O bars. Th e dev iation. which
amount ed to 2 .5 bars when tjJ reached - I 8 bar s,
was attribut ed to matrie pot ential. • = pressure
potenti al ( tf!r); o = total water potental of live
lea ves ( tjJ) ; 6 = osmotic potential ( t/J,); D =
expected values for t/Jif t/J ,.-::t/J"and !e_if sap behav es as ideal olution. ( Red rawn fro m Spomer
1969)
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If the ma trix is assum ed to affect tiss ue vapor pressure in the sa me mann e r as so lutes. the sum of t/J
,, and
l/J T can be subst itut ed for t/J
,, in equ a tion [ 31. Assum111
g furth er that B d ocs not change as the tissue dri es .
then gt p - - B. Equation 131 can then be restated as
fol lows,

(~'TT +

~ )(w
T

r

-

S)

B)

[4]
Th e paramctci- s 0 11 the right of this equa lity arc constants. Since w, 1P I. the constants (t/J,,1P + 1
!i/ 1 and
B can be ob tain ed from meas urement s of water co 11tcnt
a nd wa ter potentia l in frozen-and-thawed
leaf disks.
Recog nizing that (t/J,, r i/1r) and w,. arc not indepe ndent, Wa rren-Wilso n deve loped two es timat es of th e
co nstant s from success ive regress ions of (ijJ,, + 1/1r) on
w, and of w, on (~1,, + 1/1r)Wa rrcn-\\ 1ilso11·s dat a fo r rape ( Br (/.\siu1 11c1pus)
a rc pre sented in Figure 6. In thi s figure. pair, of estimat es fo r the , um of (~J,, t-- i/1r l arc cn mp ,11cd with
estimat es of 1~,, a lone. ass umin g idc,il so luti o n behavior
with no matric compo nent in the latter case. The divergence of the se two pairs of est ima tes is a meas ure of
B. Thi s technique pro duc ed est imat es of B ranging between O and 0.37 for nine specie s. ag ree ing with va lues
ob tain ed by other met hods of cst im:Hing bound water
(Kramer 19:i:i). \Varren-Wil so n felt that his app roac h
ma y umkrL'Stima tc B. howeve r, in cases where ~J,, and
tjJT chang e b: simila r a mo unt s as wa ter content decreases.
This method docs not account for po s.tula tcd
changes in bound wa ter content as w,. varies, and probably produces aw rage values for B. Th e assumpti ons
requir ed for the development of equati o n 141ar c ba sed
0 11 a ,i mplc model fo r th e distributi on of ma trie and
so lute effec ts, in which each is considered to be co nfined to a separa te phase of the cell. Dependin g 011thL'
ex tent of solute and matrix mixing in real tissue, estimate s of ~'r derived from this mod el ma y divcr 0 e fru111
rea lity in varyi ng deg rees.
"'
Us ing this simplifi ed model. Warr en Wi l,0 11fnund
that , in agreement wit h Boyer's ( 1967) conclusio ns, th..:
import ance of r./J
, incr eases as tissue dehydrates. /\t low
water contents t/1r approached or cv~n excee ded 1µ,,. Fur
r accounted for 70 % of ~, in
ex ampl e, at w, - O.:i. '-/J
rape leaves. This mode l predicts that dominance of t/J,
uver 1/1
,, in total leaf wa ter potent ial will occur at higher
water contents as bo und water content incr eases.
3) A third indir ec t aproach was used by Noy-Meir
;1nd Gin zburg ( 1969) to estimate v1Tin leaves. The y
partiti oned lea f water content int o osmo tica lly-bound
and colloidall y-bound fractions. and then calculat ed t/J,,
and ~J r from these water contents (F igure 7). The y
argued that heterog eneity of so lute and matrix distribution in cells produces differ ent errors in estimate s of v,
,,
and !/J
r when matrix a nd so luti on are separa ted from
eac h other. Consequent ly different esti mates of th e
component potentials would result , dep endin g upon
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FIGURE 6. Co mp;1riso n of ca lculated water potenti al
isother ms fo r froze n-and-thaw ed Brn .1.1ica rwpu s
leaves, ass umin g pre sence (solid lines) of absence
( brok en lines) of matric potenti al (if;,,). Actual
mea sur ements (po int s) conform well with model
including if;,,. Curves were dev eloped from equation s basc:d on idea l so lution beha vior fo r if;. Equations for solid lines exclud ed " bound· ' wa te r from
the calculation ; tho se for brok en lines did not.
Curves mark ed X arc ba sed on regrc ,s ion s of w,.
µ,, + t/JT) ; curves marked Y o n rcQre,s ion s of
on ( 1
( if;,, + if;d on w,.. (Redrawn fro m Wa; rcn-Wil son
1967a)
wh ether ~J,, was obtain ed by subtra ctio n of !/J
r from
ijJ' (t/J,,meas ured on iso la ted ma trix (or t/JT was obta ined by Boye r's ( 1968) method of subtractin g t/J,,
fro m tjJ' (t/J,, meas ured on exp ressed sa p). No te that
their method substitut es o ne set of non-c ommutati ve
properties for another; the wate r in the matrix is not
complete ly separ a te from water in the so luti o n.
In thr ee eco logicall y diff erent spec ies, Noy-Meir and
Gin zbur g ( 1969) found that matri x wa ter accounted for
7 to 26 % of both the total wat er cont ent and the water
potential a t ijJ = -20 atm. Gaff and Carr ( 196 1) have
estim ated that as much as 40 % of the cel l wa ter conte nt
ma y be found in Eurnlyptus g lo b11/us cell wa lls. As in
the studies menti oned pr ev io usly, th e relative effect of
matrix wat e r incre ased as total wa ter content decreased.
The subtraction of matri x wat er fro m total water
cont ent did not completel y elimin ate the de viation from
ideal so luti on behavior in Noy-Meir and Ginzburg 's
study. A deviation of 7 to 16 % was sti ll evide nt when
1~,, reach ed -20
atm. This deviation could result from
errors in their met hods , but it may als o indicate solute matrix interactions or the pres ence of la rge polar
molecule s (e.g. prot ein) in the cell solution.
ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

We now hav e several pieces of evidence suggesting

WATER CONTENT, w
(gm/gm dry weight)
0
0

total water pot ential increased as leaves clchaydrat cd.
Together, these results point to the co nclusion that
lar ge ce ll wall to vac uo le rati os in xerophy tes ma y be
respons ible for adding meas urabl e and oftc quit e lar ge
matri c components to the water pot ential. fhc addition
of' an incr easingl y larger matric com;1oncnt causcs water
potential to fall mo re rapidly in xcro mor phic plants than
in meso morph s as they lose equal fracti ns of their
water contents. Stated another wa y, th<.'.slope of the
dtjf
deso rption curve , --,
incr eases as the ccntribution of
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t/1T incr eases. Stiff ce ll wa lls ma y produc e a similar increase in the slope of' the de so rpti o n curv..! (Noy- Mei r
and Gin zburg 1969, C rafts ct al. 1949) . Three con sequences may follow fro m this effect :
I. Rapid lowering of the water potcn:ial in leave,
steepen s the wate r potent ial gradirnt from so il
to leaves, incr eas ing the driving Llrce for ,o il
wa tcr uptake.
2. As a leaf drie ,. the rc111aining water is more
tightl y held. and thi s incr ease in :h~ tightne ss or
water-holding occurs soo ner (i.~. at a higher
water conte nt) in the xcro111orphic than in the
mcsomo rphic leaf .
3 Stomata! clos ure 111a
y occ ur at a higher water
content in plant s with stee p desorption curves
than in plants with shall ow dcs,lrption curves ,
prov ided th at closur e is initi :1tcd at the sam e t/J
in both types of plant s.

t3:

-50 '-------------------1-50

7. Matric potential determination ba sed 011
partitioning or water content into '·colloidally bound'' and "os moticall y-bo und " fractions. At
each water potential (t//) on desorption curve for
froze n-and-thawed tissue (A), th e soluti on water
con tent (wr.-) is obtained by subtract ion of' matrix
wa ter content (wT) from total water content (w').
I Values for w T arc obta ined from dcsoption cur w
for so lute-free hom oge nized cell wa ll preparation
at the same water potential s (1}/). I A series of w.,,.
values determines the solution isoth erm (B). Vertical distanc e betwee n so lut ion iso ther m and origin
Matric potential
is tak en as os motic pot ential (t/J.,,-).
(1/1) is then obta ined by subt ra ct ion of t~.,,-from
total wate r potential (t/i'). (Red rawn from Noy Meir and Gin zburg 1967)

FIG U RE

Th e ev idrnc c wo uld see m to indicat e tn· t 1/1r ma y bc
an important compo nent of adaptatior s for avoidin g
wate r strc,, in sume p lant s. Man y more Cll!llp ar isons or
matric potenti,tls in speci es from wct aid dr y habitat s
arc needed bdore th i, h :>pothc, i, can be cstab lishcd
firml y. Although ,l· ,·eral st udies h:tvc already show11
that a gradu,tl , teq x ning of desorption curves 111a
y be
co1Tclatcd with increa,ing habit at aridit y (Tyurina 1957,
Sia tyc r I Sl62. Jarvi s and Jar vis 1963 b Ga vand c and
Ta ylor 1967. Co nnor and Tun stall 1968), increa sing
tissue or plant age (Millar ct al. 1970, Knipling 1967),
:tnd wit h drou ght hardenin g (Jar vis an d Jarvis 1963a ,
Shepherd I 96-+. K 11ipl ing 196 7). evalua tion of the impo: tancc of t/ic in these eco logicall y sign ficant phen o mena ha s rarel y been atte mpt ed .
Asses sment of the 111a
gn itud c or natric pot ential
may a lso lead to impro ved under stan ding of the influenc e of plant wat er statu s on ph y~iol(gical processes.
Man y delet erious ph ysiological change ~ arc known to
occur in plant s subj ec ted to increas ing drought severity.
A rc thc sl' chan ges du e to direct cffcc:s of incr eas ing
so lute concentration, o r to the reduc ed chemical activity
of water in the cytopla sm? To distinguis1 between these
a lternati ve 111
odcs of influ ence, accurat l measures of t/J
and 1/1
.,,.in the cytoplasm would be usd ul. A realistic
estimate of even th e average cel lular th is not possibl e
in some specie s if changes in t/;.,,.ar c not differentiated
from changes in 1/; r ,

that I) 1/,T ma y constitute a significant portion of the
water pot ential in so me plants, but not in others. 2)
that its magnitud e is largel y. but not exclusively , associ ated with the amount of cell wall material , and 3) that
its importanc e increases as lea f water content decreases.
Th ese generali zati o ns have seve ral implication s in botlt
eco logical and ph ys io logical studie s.
In attempts at und erstanding the array of adapta tions which allow plants to surviv e in xcric habitats , the
imp o rtanc e of' matric force s ma y ha, ·e bee n overlooked.
The res ults of studies by both Teoh ct al. ( 1967) and
Noy-Meir and Ginzburg ( 1969) have suggested that
cell wa lls have a tighter structur e in xerop hytes than in
ot her plant s. Several studie s indicate that the nonidea l behavior of lea f cell solutions can be part ly ,tttributcd to matric pot ential in xeroph ytes: the cell sap or
most mcsoph ytes behaves ideall y, indicating that matrie
forces are negligible. Both Warren -Wilson ( 1967) and
Boyer (1967) showed that matric potential contribut es
significantly to total water pot entia l in sclerophyl lous
leave s or in leaves with large quantities of bound water,
but not in mcsomorphous species. In all of the investigations of t/JT, the contribut ion of matric pot ential to
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Eva lua tion of th e ro le of cell wall water as a buffer
against cytopl asmic water content changes (Gaff and
Ca rr 1961) will a lso req uire impr oved knowledge of
matric forces in the cell wall and impro ved estimat es of
the pe rmeab ility of plasma mem bra nes. Beca use ijJT is
the major component of water potential in cell walls, its
ma ;:,nitud c is highly significa nt in any consideration of
the- drivin o forces of water movement in the cell wall
pathway.
~

COME

CAUTIONS

AND

CONCLUSIONS

Since Tay lor and Sla tycr's ( 196 1) detailed expos ition of the matric pot ential in pla nts, on ly limited progress has bee n made towa rd ga ining :111estimat e of the
importanc e of this component of wa ter potentia l. A few
estimat es of ~J r a rc now availab le, but the estimate s arc
difficult to interp re t. Rapid deve lop ment of psychrometric me thods for meas urin g water potentia l and its
components will hopefull y lead to more work o n matric
po tential s. In the partitioning of wat er potential. however, it is important that the assumptions und erlying
ex isting models be· thoro ughly understood , and eventually pr ove n to be valid or rejected.
For instancc, we might question some of the ass umptions a s follows : How docs the isolation of cell wa ll materials affect thc matrix st ructur e? To what ex tent will
the apparent matric potential be in erro r when estimates
include only that fracti on in ce ll wall s? How do mixing
effects, tiss ue and cell heteroge ne ity, a nd ma tri x-so lute
interacti ons affec t cstim:itcs of matri c potentials? How
do tf;,,. a nd ijJT in the cytop las m and cell wall diff er from
average values for the se potentials? What fraction of
thc cells in a leaf disk remain intac t when the tissue is
fro zen a nd thawed? Docs freez ing an d tha wing cha nge
the matri x structur e? Do so lute co ntents and bound
wate r contents cha nge as tissue dchvdratcs? If so, how
du they c hange? Can ce ll soluti ~ns legitimate ly be
treated as idea l so lutions, even after corrections for
bou nd water a rc includ ed in the ca lculations?
Eva luation of the eco logica l a nd physiological impo rtance of matric potentials must rema in tentative until
these qu estio ns ca n be a nswere d . Soi-nc of the answers
must await the dcvc lop111
c 11tof more direct method s for
n1easuri11g eac h of thr, co mponents of wa ter potential.
T his shou ld not det er attempt s at est imatin g matric potent ial in a wide variety of species which differ in
physiology , morphology , and habit a t prefe rence. Pro;!rcss in this work will be possible only throu gh the application of c,ucf ul psychrom ctric meas urements to the
pa rtitioning of water potential isotherm s for many diverse plant tissues.
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DISCUSSION

S. L. Rawlins stressed that some caution should be
exercised in defining precisely what is meant by 'matric
potential' in the cell. If the cell wall , cytoplasm, and
vacuole are considered to be at the same water potential, then the matric potential within the vacuole is probably zero in most cases. Because the cytoplasm contains
considerably less solute and is at the same pressure as
the vacuole, the lower osmotic potential of the vacuole
is probably balanced by the matric potential forces in
the cytoplasm. Similarly, the cell wall contains less
solute than the vacuole or cytoplasm , and is at atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the difference in the osmotic
and pressure potentials within the protoplast must be
balanced primarily by matric potential in the cell wall.
For this reason, then, the major water potential component measured by the psychrometer is matric, though
of course this is equal to the water potential of the
protoplast if the cell wall is in equilibrium with it. Thus,
it would be highly misleading to imply that the matric

potential of a cell is zero unless the portion of the cell
being considered is precisely defined. Most investigators probably refer to the vacuole when considering cell
water relations. However, when the cell membranes
are destroyed the vacuolar fluid mixes with the cytoplasm and cell wall material, and whether the matric
potential is now zero or not depends upon the relative
proportions of solution and matrix present. When the
cell is no longer in the intact state very little can be
inferred about the distribution of component potentials
as they existed in the living cell.
W. R. Gardner stressed that he would be extremely
reluctant to see the term "matric potential" used to
describe these phenomena. The psychrometer measures
an equilibrium water potential which is made up of differing component potentials in the plant tissues. He
feels that it would place us in a very awkward position
if we thought of these measurements as representing
measures of matric potential.

USE OF ISOPIESTIC TECHNIQUE IN THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETRY.
Ill. APPLICATION TO PLANTS

J . S. B oye r

Pl a nt ti ssue co nsists of a th ree dim ensional a rr ay of
ce lls which gene ra lly has co mpl ex gradi e nt s in wa ter pote nt ia l a rra nged ove r dista nces which a rc often mic rosco pic in size . It wo uld be hi ghl y des ira bl e to h ave a
p ro b e of simil a r dim ensions for eva luatin g water potentia l. Unfo rtun a te ly, such a n instrum ent has not yet bee n
des igned . Thu s, o ur measur ement s of wa ter potential
a re confin ed to de te rm ina tions mad e while gradi ent s
pers ist, o r made a fte r gradient s have bee n a llowed to
disa pp ear and th e tissue is a t eq uili br iu m . Water pote nti a ls m ade whil e gra dient s a rc pr ese nt a re difficult
to int erp re t beca use of th e poss ibilit y th at one gro up of
ce lls may influ e nc e th e dete rmin a tion more th a n a noth er
gro up of cells. Equil ibr ium meas ur ement s, o n the oth er
hand , p rov ide less a mbi guo us de termin a tio ns since a ll
cells ha ve th e sa me wa ter potenti al.
EQUILIBRIUM MEASUREMENTS

Th e iso pics tic techniqu e is a null method of measuring th e wat er po tenti a l (ijl) of pla nt tissue with a th er moco upl e psyc hro metc r (Boyer a nd Kni p lin g I 965). M os t
iso picstic meas ure ment s arc made whe n th e tissue is a t
equilibrium (Boye r I 966, Boye r a nd Kiplin g I 96 5) .
Since a n isopics tic meas ure ment es tima tes th e wa ter pote nti a l o f a so luti o n o n th e therm oco upl e which pro duc es
no va po r t ra nsfer , the entir e sys tem re pr ese nt s a clo se
appr ox ima tion to equilibrium , not only within the tissue
but betwee n th e tiss ue and the rmocoupl e a s well. For
pl a nt tissue , excise d sa mpl es ar e usua lly use d so th at th e
sa mpl e has no wat er suppl y and loses no wat er. Th e
neg ligible wa ter tran sport a llows gradi e nt s in ljJ to
graduall y di sa pp ea r and th erm ocoupl e output a pproach es a stea dy value with tim e. Und e r con stant condition s, re pea ted iso pie stic determin a tion s of ijJ of th e
sam e sunflo wer ( H elianthu s an nus L.) lea f gave similar value s (T a ble 1) . Thu s, tissue brought to equilibrium app ea rs to provid e a highly reproducibl e measur e of ijl.
Example s of th e vari ability of ijJund er exp erimental
conditions (Bo yer 1970 ) a re given in Figure 1 for sunflow er. Leaf enlarg ement , which is aff ected by 1/Jclos e
to ze ro , ma y be det e rmin ed with little sc a tter in th e data
when the leav es h ave the same po sition on the plant,
same age and de gree of development, and th e sam e
growth condition s. Net photosynthesis
measured in
whol e pl ants but at considerably lower ijJshows a similar
degree of variabiilty.

1. Reproducibility

Table

of leaf water potentials of
excised sunflower leaves measured with the
. f!C t ech niaue
.
1soi:i1es
.

Lea f l
Sampl e 1
2

Wat er Pot ential
-3.9 bars

- 3.8
-3.8
-3.8
-3.9

3
4
5
L eaf 2
Sampl e 1
2
L ea f 3
Sample l
2

-6.2
-5 .9

-3.7
-3.9

F o r very dr y tissue, th e iso pies tic techniqu e of ten
is used with two sucrose so luti o ns rat her th an wate r and
a sucro se solution (Boye r 1971 , I this Proce edings).
Th e use of sucrose soluti o ns kee p s th e water pot enti a l
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I. Lea f enla rge m ent and net photosynth esis
in sunflow er leave s having various leaf water potentials. L eaf enlargement was measured as an increase in leaf ar ea during a 24 hour p eriod. Leaf
water potential was held const a nt during this period
by placing the plants in a dark , humid chamber .
Net photosynthesis
was measured on attached
shoots with an infrared gas analyzer in a semi-open
assimilation chamber. Leaf water potentials were
changed by withholding water from the soil for
various lengths of time .

FIGUR E

difference small betwee n the tissue and the thermocouple, and assures that tra nsfer of water vapor from th e
thermocouple will not alter the ljJ of the tissu e. For
tissue which is slow to reach the stea dy state, this approach is particul ar ly beneficial. Another techniqu e
with tissue havin g a slow approach to steady state is to
begin with a dry thermocouple, permitting the tissue to
equilibrat e before proceeding with isop iestic meas urement s.
Th e hea t of respirati on (Barr s 1965) is usually small
in leaf tissu e so that a disk on the bottom of the psychrom eter chamber will contribute on ly enough hea t to
change wet-bulb temp eratu re an equival ent of 0.25 to
0.5 bar. With roo t tips, hypocotyls , or other rapidly
respiring tissu e, how ever, the he at of respiration has a
co nsid erably larger effect and doub le thermocouples
(one wet and one dr y) are desirable for continually
monitoring ljJ and heat of respiratio n (Boyer 1971. II
this Proceedin gs).
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FIGURE 2. Water uptake and changes in water potential meas ured simultaneously on a sunflower lea£
reco vering from a water deficit while the leaf
blad e was in the psychrometer chamber for intact
leaves. Leaf area was 80 cm. Transpiration was
negligible during the experim ent . Th e leaf water
pot ential did not rise to zero because of leaf enlargement , which also resulted in steady water
uptake.

MEASUREMENTS

Richard s and Ogata ( 1958) psychrometers such as
those used for isopiestic measurem ents are suitable for
continuous meas ur ements of tissu e water potential under some nonequilibrium
conditions. A lthou gh the
wa ter potential indi cated bv the instrument is more difficult
int erpr et because of the presence of gradie nts,
the continuous output of the ring-type psychrometer
permits ra pid changes in water potential to be followed .
The int act leaf chamber, which a llows the petiole of
the leaf to remain intact (Boyer 1968, 1971, lI this
Proceedings) ha s been used to follow t/; during cell enlargeme nt (Boyer 1968, 1970) and during recovery
fro m water defici ts (Boyer 1969). Since water enter s
the leaf durin g these measurements , grad ient s in water
pot ential must be pr ese nt. However, when a growi ng
sun.flowe r leaf is excised in the psychrometer chamber,
interrupti ng the uptake of water , th ere is little chan ge
in ljJ (Bo yer 1968) . T his obse rvation suggests that ,
under the se experimen ta l conditions (ljl of - 1.5 to
-2.5 bars), t/; measured when small gradie nts are present is clos e to that measured at eq uilibrium . How ever,
when a sunflower leaf which is rec over ing rapidly from a
low wa ter pot enti al ("1of - IO bars) is excised from the
plant an d the petiole is subsequ ently plugged, ljJ continues to change for several minut es, suggest ing that noneq uilibrium mea sureme nts made when large gradients
are present ma y not be the same as equilibrium measurm ents . The psychro mete r chamb er used for intact
leaves ha s a short tim e-co nstant (30 sec) and th erefor e,
the chang e in ljJ after excision is pr obabl y not an artifact du e to lag in the instrum ent.
A means of studying the effec t of gradients is available to us becaus e the change in ljJ as water enters a
leaf (Figure 2) may be pr edicted as a function of tim e
(Boyer 1969). If a desiccated leaf is excised under
degassed water while the bl ade is insid e the intact-leaf
psychrometer chamb er, ljJ begins to rise very rapid ly
(withi n 2 to 3 sec (Figu re 3) and, in sunf lower, reaches

a new steady water potential after abo ut an ho ur. Wat er
upt ake during this period is rapid and· Figure 3 shows
that the recovery in potential follows the equa tion for
a plane sheet (Cra nk 1956).
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where the subscri pt s t, cc , an d o represent ljJ at tim e t,
infinite time, and zero time, respectively , Di: is the diffusivity for free energy (cm" sec - 1 ), t is the time (sec) ,
and I is th e pathlength, which is hal f the average leaf
thickne ss during recovery (cm). This eq uation applies
to a sheet that is initially at uniform water pot ential
throu ghout with tra nspor t occurring accord ing to the
boundary conditions .
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The surfac e X = 0 occurs at the upp er and lower epidermis and X = ± I at either side of the vascular plane
in the center of th e lea f. Equation [ 1] for a plane
sheet is on ly satisfied if the psychrom eter reads an average water pot ential (t/;) durin g recov ery that is described by,
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Correlation between times for leaf tissue
to reach the steady state in thermocouple
psychrometer chambers and half-times for
recovery of leaves from water deficits.*
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FIGURE 3. Rise in leaf water pot ential when petiole of
desiccated leaf is cut under degassed water. Points
on curve indicate values of leaf water potential
predicted by equation [I] at various multiples
of the half-time. Water potential was measured
while the leaf blade was in a thermocouple psychrometer chamber for intact leaves. Values of
)e.af . wa_ter potential shown by the line represent
1sop1est1cvalues determined with water on the thermocouple by measuring error due to diffusive
resistances before cutting and correcting all subsequent values for this error. The percentage error
does not change during the recovery period.

where t/Jxis the water potential at any X . Thus, it appears that the thermocouple psychrometer indicates an
average for leaf tissue which approximat es a distance
average and whic h requires that cells that are well below the tissue surfac e contribute to the vapor flux which
reaches the thermocouple .
It is apparent from th ese observations that the time
required before equi librium measurements can be made
will be dependent on the time taken for gradients to
eq uali ze within the tissue acco rding to eq uat ions [ l l
and [2]. Indeed. the time to reach the steady state in a
chamber is related to the time required for the tissue
to recover from a water deficit (Table 2). Therefore ,
it is probable that one of the larg est factors determining
the time requir ed for steady readings in a thermocouple
psychrometer chamber is the ability of the tissue to
conduct water.
COMPONENT

spaces in the leaf. The mor e rapidly leaf tissue cond~ct~ wat er, the more rapidly gradients in tj, equa lize
w1thm the leaf and permit equilibrium measurements.
The time required for equilibration of leaf tissue is 1.5
hours or longer, depending on the species.
where tj,.,,.and tj,P represent osmotic and pressure components , respectively . Freezing and thawing the tissue
th en eliminates tj,p; hence tj,.,,. = tj, (Ehlig 1962).
In reality, equation [3 ] should also show matric
effects tj,, which are generally small but can be substantial for some tissues (Boyer 1967) . These may be
estimated after extracting sap from a parallel sample of
frozen and thawed tissue and placing the sap on the
thermocouple junction (Btoyer 1968). Thermocouple
output then indicates only tj,T since tj,.,,.at th e thermocouple is the same as that at the tissue and tj," = O.
The major source of error in measurements of tj,1r
is caused by dilution of cell contents by wall water during freezing and thawing. The water in the wall is considerably mor e dilute than th at in th e cells and disruption of the cell membrane s causes mixing (Bo yer 1967).
Osmotic pot entia ls are therefore highe r than th ey should
be, but they may be corrected if th e vo lum e of water
in the wall is known. (J. S. Boyer and J. R . Potter , unpublish ed data .)
CONCLUSIONS

The isopiestic technique provides values of tj, for
plant tissue which are highly reproducible und er a variety of experim ental conditions. Measurements made
when the tissue is at equi librium appear less ambiguous
than those mad e when it is not. When gradients in tj,
are sma ll in the tissu e, equi librium and non equi librium
v_alues are close , but when gradients are larg e, equilibnum and nonequilibrium values do not appear to be the
same.
The kinetics of change in tj, when water is being
absorbed by des iccated leav es indicate that thermocouple psychrometers
sense cell water potentials
throughout leaf tissue . This probably occurs because of
rapid movement of water vapor through intercellular

POTENTIALS

The osmotic potential of plant tissue may be estimated with thermocouple psychrometers if it is assumed
that ,
ljJ=ljJ

1T

+iµ

p
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DISCUSSION
M. R. Kaufmann asked Boyer to comment on the
problems he has experienced with respect to achieving
water potential equilibrium within psychrometer chambers. Kaufmann said that his experi ence showed that at
least one hour was required to reach equilibrium , and
yet some contributo :s to this Proc eedings claim equilibrium times of only several minutes .

Boyer indicated that at least an hour is required to
reach water potential equilibrium in his system. A comparison of Wescor psychrometers and his system showed
that equilibrium times were very· similar. Since Wescor
psychrometers are smaller than the psychrometers used
by Boyer, an attempt was made to determine the time
required for vapor transfer from the sample to the psychrometer . This was done by using solutions of known
water potential. A solution was allowed to reach temperature and vapor equilibrium within the chamber; then
a different solution at the same temperature was injected. The time required for the psychrometer to react to this change in water potential had a half-time of
30 sec.
J. L. Pa llus asked Boyer if he had ever observed a
change in leaf water potential immediately after severing the leaf.
Boyer said that as long as there was a steady state
output no change was observed.
Pallus indicated that he would expect a water potential change to be evident immediately after cutting a
leaf due to the release of tension on the water columns in
the xylem tissue.
E. J. Kinbacker asked if Boyer had ever measured
water potentials of leaves correlated with stomata
closure.
Boyer answered that since the leaf is in a dark
humid chamber the assumption can be made that the
stomata are either closed, or nearly so. The diffusive
resistance calculated from the same attached leaf in
consecutive measurements always yields the same value.
However, different leaves from the same plant will
exhibit different diffusive resistances. On live sunflower
leaf tissue, the stomata appear to close when leaf water
potential reaches - 7 or -8 bars.

A TEMPERATURE-COMPENSATED LEAF PSYCHROMETER FOR
IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF WATER POTENTIAL

C. Calissendorff and W. H . Gardner

Reflecti119
Aluminum Foil

Factors governing water flux in soi l, through the
plant , and into the atmo sphere cou ld be better understood if accurate meas ure ment s of water potential
throughout the syct~m we re avai lable. P sychromet ry
has been used successfu lly to suppl y part of th e needed
measurements , but accurate in situ measurements at the
leaf , where need is critica l, have not been possible because of fluctuatin g temperatur es enco unt ered a t leaf
surfaces a nd th e existence of temperature gradients in
th e psychromet er ca vity . Part ia l temperature compensation has bee n ac h ieved by Hsieh and Hun gate ( 1970 )
a nd by Mill er et a l. ( 1970) , and measurements have
been made under cons ta nt temperatur e conditions by
H off ma n and Splinte r ( 1968) and by Lambert and
van Schilfgaarde ( 1965) . N um ero us meas ur ement s have
been made on exc ised leaf sa mpl es, but th e relevance
of th ese meas ur emen ts is uncer ta in becaus e of th e
unkn ow n effec t of exc isio n a nd remo va l from th e
pl a nt a nd th e effec t of broken cells on th e sub sequ ent
meas ur emen t. T echniqu es involvin g pr ecision control
of th e te mp era tu re in clo sed env iron men ts impose severe limit a tions upon the kinds of growing cond itions
und er which meas u~ements can be made. The psychrometer techniqu e d esc ribed her e permits in situ
measur e ment und er nat ura l conditions .
The wet a nd dr y juncti ons of th e psyc hrom eter are
similar in size a nd located in th e sa me hea t e15chang e
e nvironm ent within th e psyc hr ometer chamber which
is att ac hed to an int act leaf. The psychrometer output
is th erefore proportional only to wet-bulb temp eratur e
depr ession and is not sensitive to a mbi ent temperatur e
fluctu a tio ns. Then , sinc e temperature gradi ent s are inherent in a system res pons ive to environ mental temperatur e change, the resulting tem pera ture differential
betwee n th e leaf surface a nd th e psyc hrometer junctions
is meas ur ed , and its influ enc e up on water potential is
tak en into account in th e calibration.
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FIGURE 1. Di agra m showi ng the temperature compensate d leaf psych ro meter and meas uring c ircuit. The
da sh ed lin es represent constantan th ermo co upl e
wire and th e dott ed lines chrom e!.
temperature correction, a nd is placed with one junction
agai nst the leaf and th e ot her nea r the p sychrometer
junctions , so as to prov ide a measurement of the tempera tur e diff erenti a l between lea f a nd junctions . Small
diameter lead wires are so ldere d to the hea t sinks. Th e
hea t sink s and lea d wire juncti ons are held firmly to the
psyc hrom eter bod y with epo xy and th e e ntire unit is
th en inca sed in a thin la yer of a insulating foam as
shown in Fi gur e I . A sma ll wir e clip and a waterproof contact adhesive, made from adhesive scraped
fr om a comm ercial stick y tap e (C-505 Adhesive Tape,
Arno Adh es ive Tap es, Michi ga n City , Indiana 46360),
a nd mixed with a sma ll a mount of petroleum jelly , is
used to fast en th e p sychrom eter to the leaf. An insulating disk about twice th e diam eter of the psychrometer
body, made from soft foam pla stic and aluminum foil,
is placed on th e leaf opposite th e ps ychrometer to re duc e the influ enc e of radiation and evaporation upon

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

The psychrom eter is con structed using two sets of
chromel-constantan
th ermocouple s made from 0.025
mm diam eter wire and pr ess fft against 6 mm lengths of
0 .64 mm diameter copp er heat sinks in a Teflon psychromet er body . The psychrom eter body is shaped to
form a cylindrical cavity about 6 mm in diameter as
shown in Figur e 1. One set of thermocouples forms the
psychrometer and th e second set provides means. for
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FIGURE

2. Circuit diagram for automatic reading of the temperature compensated leaf psychrometer.
surcment of ambient temperature by means of a 1OK
thermistor located in the base of the unit. Typical
recorder traces during measurement are shown in Figure 3 for cases where the leaf temperatures is uniformly
higher and uniformly lower than the temperature at the
psychrometer junctions. The psychrometer reading is
corrected by means of a calibration curve for the temperature differential between leaf and junctions, as
measured immediately prior to switching to the psychrometer. As may be noted in Figure 3 the atmosphere surrounding the psychrometer junctions is cooled
during the period of Peltier cooling. This affects the
evaporation rate, but its influence is included in the
calibration correction applied for the temperature differential. This temperature differential is again measured after the influence of Peltier and evaporative cooling is essentially dissipated following the psychrometer
reading. However, since it is not used in the psychrometric measurement this step in the automation
sequence is not needed except as it supplies information
on the nature of temperature gradients produced in the

the temperature of the leaf near the psychrometer. The
thermocouple junctions arc made by welding twisted
thermocouple wire (Campbell et al. 1968) under nitrogen, followed by untwisting to eliminate secondary
junctions.
A de current is passed through one of the junctions
to cool it and condense water on the surface. To avoid
heating the adjacent dry reference junction, current is
passed through only the wet junction. Cooling current
used is usually 4 ma for 20 secs. Although readings
may be made manually (Figure I) our measurements
usually are automated (Figure 2). The automation circuit involves 6 20-sec. intervals and begins with (1)
measurement of the emf across the dry psychrometer
junctions (zero output), followed in sequence by (2)
measurement of the temperature differential with simultaneous Peltier cooling of the wet junction, (3) psychrometric measurement during evaporative cooling,
(4) temperature differential repeated, (5) temperature
differential the rmocouples shorted out to provide a base
from which to measure the differential, and (6) mea-
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FIGURE 3. Typical recorder traces (solid lines) during
automatic measurement of leaf water potentials.
The psychrometer reading is· corrected for the differential temperature between the leaf surface and
the psychrometer junctions using a calibra-tion
curve.
psychrometer cavity under various natural conditions
where the unit is used.
CALIBRATION

Calibration of the unit described here is achieved
using filter paper saturated with an osmotic solution of
KC I (Campbell and Gardner 1971) . The filter paper
is used in place of the leaf, and is covered with a glass
slide cover so as to be vapor tight. The unit then is
placed in a controlled temperature bath at different
calibrating temperatures and psychrometer readings are
taken. Variation in temperature depression of the wetbulb with temperature for two different water potentials ,
-20 and -35 bars , as determined experimentally, is
shown in Figure 4. These curves , and others for the
same temperature range obtained from tabulated data
for ventilated psychrometers, extrapolate linearly back
at -20 °C at zero temperature depression. This is of
practical importance in making temperature calibrations,
considering the tedious nature of the calibration process,
particularly at lower temperatures . Although not linear
all the way back to -20 °C, the range of interest in psychrometry is well within the linear portion of the
curves.
Correction for ihe temperature differential between
the leaf and the psychrometer junctions is accomplished
by placing a Peltier cooling or heating unit against or

FIGURE4. Variation in temperature depression of the
wet bulb with temperature for water potentials of
-20 and -35 bars as determined experimentally.
The curves are not linear at lower temperatures,
but these values, as well as other tabulated data for
ventilated psychrometers in the same temperature
range, extrapolate to zero at -20 C.
near the glass covering the psychrometer, with the filter
paper in place of the leaf as before. The temperature
of the Peltier unit is changed incrementally to provide
a series of temperature differentials between the filter
paper and the psychrometer junctions . Differential
temperatures and water potentials are measured using
calibration osmotic solutions having different water
potentials, and curves like those of Figure 5 are produced.
The correction for differential temperature is almost
linear and ranges from about -8.7 bars o .1°c- 1 at
l0 °C to -8.0 bars 0.l °C - 1 at 30 °C (the value changing
at about 0.4 % per degree of temperature difference
from any given measured value .) The differential temperature is tak en as negativ e if the junction temperature
is above leaf temperature so that the correction is positive. This is added to the negative water potential
giving a wetter reading . A positive temperature differential exists if the junction temperature is below that of
the leaf temperature, resulting in a negative correction
to be added to the negative water potential , giving a
dryer reading (see Figure 3). Because of the difficulty
associated with locating the differential thermocouples
in exactly the right plac e, measured temperature differentials can be in error. This error results in the experimentally determined correction factor deviating slightly
from the theoretical value of about -8.4 bars 0.l °C - 1 .
For the present it appears that each psychrometer should
be calibrated individually for best results.
DISCUSSION

Three requirements exist for obtaining accurate leaf
water potentials: (1) the emf measured must be due
solely to evaporative cooling , (2) the water potential at
the leaf must be in equilibrium with that of the psychrometer cavity at the location of the wet bulb , and (3)
the psychrometer must not influence the water potential
of the leaf at the point of measurement. The first requirement is essen tially met by locating the wet and dry
bulbs in the same position with respect to the leaf, and
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FIGURE 5. Uncorrected psychrometer readings obtained with different temperature differentials between the leaf and psychrometer junctions at two
different values of water potential simulated using
filter paper and osmotic solutions. The slope of
these curves gives the correction required for differential temperatures.
by using heat sinks in close proximity to each other
where junction wires join the lead wires. However,
minor differences still may exist because of the geometry
of the unit, lack of perfect insulation , and because of uncontrollable exposure to variable heat fluxes in the
vicinity of leaves. Measured differences between the two
junctions when both are dry are of the order of 0.01 °C
over the time interval when measurements are made .
This could introduce an error of about 0.8 bar. The
seco nd requirement, that the water potential at the
measuring junctions be in equilibrium with that at the
leaf , is not met. Such an equilibrium would require uniform temperatures, whereas temperature differentials of
±0.4 °C between the psychrometer junctions and the
leaf surfac e are measured in the field. However, measurement of th ese temperature differentials permits correction insofar as the differentials are accurate and hold
consistently during the reading. Some error in measurement of temperature differentials results from temperatur e differences which can occur at the junctions of the
thermocoupl e wires with the lead wires. Experimental
errors due to temperature fluctuation s during measurement , have amounted to about ±2 bars under simulated
field conditions. These errors were determined using
psychrom etric calibration
procedures
as described
above.
Apart from temperature considerations equilibrium

requires that good vapor contact exist between the psychrometer cup and the substomatal cavity . Although
difficult to evaluate because of the small dimensions of
the stomata and substomatal cavity, it is observed that
the leaf psychrometer responds rapidly to changes in
evaporation at adjacent leaf surfaces.
The third requirement , that the psychrometer unit
not influence the system, cannot be definitively checked
because of lack of other reliable data on what the water
potential should be . Evaporation in the region of the
psychrom eter cup is elimin ated, but this is a necessary
condition for measurement if the steep energy gradient
at the evaporative surface is to be avoided. However,
it appears reasonable to conclude that the measurement
is a valid measurement of the water potential near the
liquid-vapor interface which is involved in transpiration
in nearby tissues.
Comparison with measurement s on punched leaf
samples have produced unc ertain results. Differences
obtained depend significantly upon the state of the plant
at time of measur emen t. An illustration of one type of
differ ence obtained is shown in Figure 6 where a corn
leaf (Zea mays L.) having a water potential of -67 bars
measured in situ is sampled with a conventional leaf
punch and placed immediately into a sa mple chamber
which rap idly comes to temperature eq uilibrium (Model
C-51, Wescor Inc., Logan, Utah 84321). The water
potential increased immediately and continued to rise
over a period of many hours. At the same time as the
leaf punch sa mpl e was taken the circular leaf section on
which the in situ psychrometer was locat ed was cut out
and quickly placed in a plastic bag in the dark to eliminate evaporat ion . The water pote1Hial of this section
increased quickly and leve led off within 40 minutes to a
water potential lower than that of the leaf in the sample
chamber. After severa l hour s the psychrometer and leaf
section were removed from the plastic bag and placed
in the light ed growth chamber where eva poration could
tak e place. The water pot ential then decreased within
several minutes to a lower value than existed prior to
cutting.
M echanical damage to tissues at the point of attachment of the psychrometer sometimes has been observed
on tender leaves. Such damag e could influence measurements . However, as long as the psychrometer reacts
rapidly to changing conditions it is not thought to have
an appreciable effect.
The tem peratur e-compensat ed leaf psychrometer has
been used to follow water potential s in corn leaves growing outside during parts of two summers. A typical
record for a 3-hour period is shown in Figure 7 as an
illustration of its use . Here, temperature differentials
as large as 0.4 °C are observed, within the psychrometer
cavity, with the leaf both warmer and cooler than the
region of the psychrometer junctions. Without correction for this differential temperatur e, changes in water
potential would be greatly distorted.
CONCLUSION

Lack of definitive information on what in situ water
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7. Water potentials meas ured on a corn leaf·
growing outs ide. U ncorr ecte d data and va lues af ter
correction for diff erential temperatures, t.T, between the leaf surface and the psychrometer junctions both are shown.

FIGURE

potential values should be in plant leaves makes eva luation of mea sure ments difficult. H owever, it appears
that the use of this temperature-compensated
psychrometc r involv es fewer assumptions and fewer limitations
th an other methods . Thus, measurements made with it
are at least as reliable as any others and probably are
more directly ap plicabl e to conditions existing in int act
plants. Although developed primarily for use on plant
leaves where the temperature enviro nm ent is highly variable, the principles are eq ually applicable to other measurements where temperature fluctuations make conventional psychrometry difficult.
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DISCUSSION
Ca lisse ndorff made the comment that the in situ
leaf psychromctcr is in apparent eq uilibrium with the
vapor pressure of the intercellular spaces of the living
tissue. Consequently, the leaf psychrometer is measuring the water potential of the intercellular spaces of
intact leav es.
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GRASS SEEDLING EMERGENCE AS INFLUENCED BY
SOIL WATER POTENTIAL

W. T. McDonough

25 °C. Water potential measur ements were taken at
25°C. Seeds of four grass species. smooth brome
(Bromus inermis Leyss .), crested wheatgrass [Agropyron desertorum (Fisch.) Schult. ), intermediate wheatgrass [Ag ropyron intermedium (Host) Beauv . l, and
Russian wildrye ( Elymus junceus Sisch.), were obtained
from a commercial source. Tests were replicated four
times using 25 seeds per species and treatment. Variance
ana lysis and Studentized range tests were used to evaluate the significance of differences at the 5 % level.

Availability of soil water during germi nation , emergence, and early growth is an important env ironmental
factor affecting the successful establishment of seeded
range grasse s. Consequently, the effect of different soil
drying rates or ranges of soil water potential on the
emergence of seed lings of severa l such species was of
interest . Previous research on the effect of soil water
potential generally has been concern ed with ge mination
rather than emergence from normal planting depths.
Constant soil water potentials were obtained by using
a pressure membrane apparatus or by eq uilibration of
small soil volumes in cellulose acetate containers with
osmotic solutions (Kaufmann 1969). Tadmorc ct al.
( 1968) reviewed the literature on the influences of
osmotic and matric potential on seed germinat ion and
early seedling growth and determined their effects on a
number of dryland grasses and forbs.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Eight-day germination percentages of seeds of all
spec ies in petri dishes were high (93 % to 97% ).
Germination was half completed by the third or fourth
day and essentially completed by the fifth or sixth day.
The rate of germination was significantly higher for
intermediate wheatgrass and lower for Russian wildrye,
than for the other two species . Therefore, germi native
capacity was not a limiting factor in emergence determinations.
Emergence percentages over 8 clays at slow, moderate, and rapid soil-drying rates arc shown in Figure 1.
Soil water potentials during the period of peak emergence (fourth to sevent h day) were -0.6 to --1.2 bars,
-0.8 to -3.0 bars, and -1.6 to -4.2 bars, respectively (Figure I , A to C). Response to the varying
changes in soil water potentials was sim ilar for each of
the four species; th e final emergence percentages were
approx imatel y halved and the onset of emergence delayed I day at progressively greater drying rates. The
trend toward more rapid emergence of intermediate
wheatgrass and slower emergence of Russian wildrye
compared to the other species probably refl ects differen_ces in germination rates. Recovery of seeds after 8
days of expos ure to rapid and moderate drying rates
showed that an additional 20% to 40% had germinated,
but seedlings had not emerged.

METHODS
For seed germination tests , 25 seeds were placed
between pieces of Whatman # I filter paper in 9 cm
petri dishes. The papers were wetted with 3 ml of distilled water for optimum water availability and the
dishe s exa mined daily for visible root protrusion, an
indication of germination.
For seed ling emergence tests , loam to psoil was collected from an aspen range on the Cache National Forest in northern Utah , passed through a # 18 sieve, and
mixed thoroughly. Plastic dishes 14 cm in diameter
and 2.4 cm in depth were used for the plantings. In
preliminary work with deeper containers. results were
difficult to -evaluate because seeds germinated initially
by root growth. Uncmergent seed lings were obtaining
soil water from deeper soi l layers upon which the drying rates had little or no effec t. Sufficient soil was
added to provide a layer 1 cm deep in the plastic dishes.
A screen thermocouple psychrometer (Brown 1970)
and 25 sreds uniformly spaced around it were placed
just below the soil surfac e and additional soil, 1 cm
deep , was adde d for cover. Finally, sufficient water
was added to bring the soi l. water potential within 0.0
and -0.3 bar. Three soil-drying rates were obtained by
keeping the dishes covered or uncovered for varying
periods of time.
All germination and emergence experiments were
conducted in a laboratory at temperatures of 23 to

Recent findings on the limits for germination or
emergence of other species from superficial planting
depths (1 to 2 mm) at low and constant soil water
potentials include citrus, lettuce, and sunflower, -4 to
-8 bars (Kaufmann 1969); wheat, -8 bars (Kaufmann
and Ross 1970); subterranean clover, -6 bars (Young
et al. 1970); and Oryzopsis holc ifo rmis, -10
bars
(Tadmor et al. 1968). Emergence of grasses from a 1 cm
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FIGURE 1. Emergence percentages of smooth brome
(0-0), crested wheatgrass (X-X) , intermediate
wheatgrass ( .-. ) and Russian wildrye (A-A) during 8 days after planting. Different ranges of soil
water pot entials ( •-• ) are obtained by slow (A),
moderate (B), and rapid (C) drying of the soil.

depth was much more sensitive to water potential levels
than was emerge nce of any species listed above. However, emergence from a depth of I cm requires considerably more grow th and hence ava ilabl e soil water
for a longer time than does germination or emerge nce
from shall ow plantings . Therefore, emergence percent ages from deep plantings can be expec ted to be lower
under any suboptimal range of soil water potentials.
Differences in seed morphology [ e.g., size and
shape, characteristics of covering parts (lemma, palea)],
and hydrophyllic colloid content were expected to result
in greater differences in emergence percentages. From
the results , it is apparent that differences in properties
affecting the uptake and retention of water for germination and emergence are minimal under these experi mental conditions .
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GROWTH

RATES OF NATIVE GRASSES AND SOIL WATER POTENTIAL AS
MEASURED WITH THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS

L. E. Eddleman and T. J. Nimlos

The grazing lands of western Montana include a
number of species which show pronounc ed differences
in site requirements. Their position in various habi tats
sugge sts that soil water is at least a major causal factor
in their abundance and dominance.
Much effort has gone into th e study of relative and
actual water requir ements of grasses (Briggs and Shant z
1914. Shant ancl Piemcisel 1927 , Sprague ancl Graber
1938, Bailey 1940 , Keller 1953 , Burton et al. 1957 ,
Hunt 1962). Becaus e of technical limitations , however,
little could be lea rned about the relationship between
soi l water stress and growth response prior to the development of the thermocouple psychrometer technique.
Hoffman and Splinter (1968) and Lang ( 1968) have
found the techniqu e suitable for meas urin g soi l water
potential.
The objective of this study was to determine the
growth respons e, includin g death , of four native coolseason plants to decreas ing so il water potential under
high and low atmospheric stress.
MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Thi s st udy of thre e grasses and one sedge native to
the northern R ocky Mount a ins was co nduct ed in controll ed enviro nm ent grow th chambers. The species investiga ted we re bluebunch wheatgrass ( A gropyron
spica tum ( Pur sh.) and Scribn. and Smith) , rough fescue
(Festuca scab rella Torr.), bluejoint reedgrass (Calamagros tis rnnadensis ( Michx.) Beauv .) and elksedge
(Carex geye ri Boott. ) Table I gives the general habitat
of each spec ies . Individual plants collected nea r Missoula . Montana , were grown in approximately 3 kg of
air-dry san ely loam soil ( 66 % sa nd , 20% silt, 10%
'clay) contained in seven-inch (17.7 cm) plastic pots.
Treatments (Table 2) included two levels of atmospheric stress, one a high stress atmosphere (HSA)
and one a low stress atmosphere (LSA).
Growth rate was determined by measuring five stems
once every 24 hours near the end of the light period.
Total elongation of the leaf blade , sheath , and stem
internod e were determined fo r each stem. Data for the
five stems wer e averaged and the result used in calculating e<lch plant's rate of growth. We det ermined
leaf death by change in leaf surface color and flexibility.
The regr ess ion of grow th on soil water potential was
calc ula ted and comparisons made. All stati stical calculat ion s are after Freese ( 1967) .

Table

1

General

habitat

Habitat

Species
Bluebunch wheatgrass
(Agropyron spicatum)
R ough fescue
(Festuca scabre lla)
Bluejoint reedgrass
( Calamogustis junceus)

Elk sedge
( Carex geyeri)

of the test species.

a dominant
Grassland found on hot , dry, south exposures.
a domanint
Grassland found on cool-moist , north
exposures ,
, wet
Swamps , marshes
a
meadows and parks frequent dominant cool-wet
environments.
Forest - a codominant of
open to full canopy on well
drained so ils.

Following a two-week active growth period the soil
was saturated with water and the surface covered with
paraffin to prevent evapora tion . No additional water
was given to the test plants and, as they transpired the
original water supply , drought conditions developed.
Ob; erva tions were terminated with the death of the
foliage .
Control plants were grown at a high soil water potential by frequ ent watering. Th ese plants were used
as indicators of normal growth under conditions of high
soil wat er potential.
Daily measurements of soil water potential were
taken near the end of the light period with thermocoupl e psychromet ers. Psychrometer techniques used
follow those of Brown (1970) and Nimlos et al.
( 197 1). Two thermocouple psychrometers were placed
in each pot, one at a soil depth of 3 .8 cm and the second
at a depth of 7.6 cm .
J mmediately following death of the foliage the pots
were resaturated and new growth allowed to develop
for a few days . Pots were then broken open and root
distribution determined. In our ana lysis the soil water
potential from the psychrometer nearest the main root
mass was used for all calculations .
RESULTS

Growth

Our thermoco upl e psychrometers proved to be insuff icien tly sensi tive , and the growth rates of the plants
too irregular, at soil water potentials of greater than -1

Table 2. Study design.

Treatment
A.

B.

High Stress Atmosphere
(warm-dry)
(3l°C) day temperature
(2 l °C) night temperature
10 % relative humidity day and night
16-hour light period

Replications ·

Species

1. Bluebunch wheatgrass
2. Rough fescue
3. Blue joint reedgrass (immature)
Bluejoint reed grass (mature)
4. Elk sedge

4
4
4
4
4

pots
pots
pots
pots
pots

4
2
2
4

pots
pots
pots
pots

Low Stress Atmosphere
( cool-moist)
(21 °C) day temperature
(l0 °C) night temperature
80 % relative humidity-night
50% relative humidity-day
l 6-hour light period

l.
2.
3.
4.

Blu ebunc h wheatgrass
Rough fescue
Bluejoint reedgrass
Elk sedge

bar to permit any correlation. However when the soil
water potential reached - I bar and lower both soil
water potential and growth rate responded in a consistent manner. Because of this variation , all regressions
calculated for plant growth are based on soil water
potentials of - I bar and lower.
Blu ebunnch wheatgrass grew faster in the HSA than
in the LSA at soil water potentials grea ter than -3.5
bars (Figure 1). When the soil water potential fell
below -3.5 bars the growth rate became greater in the
LSA than in the HSA.

4

3

;n

_.,
C

3
3

The HSA produced the most rapid decline in growth
rate with decreasing soil water potential than did the
LSA. Bluebunch wheatgrass grow n in the HSA ceased
growt h at -5.0 bars of soil water potential but when
grown in the LSA ceased growth at - I 2.5 bars.
Roug h fcscue grew faster in the LSA than in the
HSA at a ll leve ls of soil water potential (Figure 2).
Foliar elongation ceased at - 8.5 ba rs und er the HSA
and at -12.5 bars und er the LSA .
Blu ejoint reedgrass grew qu ite rapidly in this experiment (Figure 3). It became apparent part way
through the expe rim ent that blu ejo int reedgrass plants
under the HSA were responding differently dependin g
on their leaf stage. The growth rate of plants in the
third and fourth leaf stages decreased very markedly
with decreased soil water pot ential , ~hil e thos e plants
in the seventh and eighth leaf stages were much less influ enced by soil drought. Consequently we classified
the former as immatur e plants and the later as mature
plants . Th ose plants in the LSA were all in their seventh
and eighth leaf stages and therefore were classified as
mature .
Growth rate of bluejoint reedgrass declined more
rapidly under the HSA than the LSA. The most marked
reduction in growth rate due to decreasing soil water
pot ential occurred with immature plants in the HSA
where growth ceased at -2 .0 bars. The mature plants
however, continued to grow under both the HSA and

lDw Stress Atmos~--------
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--- ---

~~~-~~-~-~~-~-~~-~~o
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-2

~

Soil Water Potential, Bars

I . Growth rate respo nse of bluebunch wheatgrass to decre as ing soil water pot ential: High Stress
Atmosphere Y = 4 099 - 5.797 Log [X ], r 2 =
0 .53, Low Stress Atmosphere Y = 1.848 - 1.685
Log [X], r 2 = 0.40.

FIGURE

the LSA to -12.5 and -27.0 bars of soil water potential , respectively.
Elk sedge is very difficult to transplant because of
a high rate of mortality and , although Klock (1969)
found it could be transpl anted , we were relatively unsuccessful. Its growth rates wer e generally low and
sporadic under greenhouse and growth chamber conditions.
Under the LSA , growth and death were so var iable
betwe en stems and replications that no analysis was
made. Those plants grown in the HSA , howeve r, responded by a rapid decline in growth rate as soil water
potential decreased and growth ceased at -55
bars
(Figure 4) .
The daily growth rate in respon se to decreasing soil
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FIGURE 2 . Growth rate response of rough fescue to
decreas ing so il water potential: High Stress Atmospher e Y = 0.9 14 - 0.983 Log [X l, r 2 =
0 .70, Low Stre ss Atmo sp here Y = 2.9 18 - 2.633
Log [X ], r 2 = 0.23.

a.

water pot ential (level or elevat ion of the regression lin e)
is significantly different betwee n all spec ies and treatments (Tab le 3). For examp le rough fesc uc under the
LSA grew at a faster dail y rate at all soil water potentia ls th a n und er the HSA .
The ra tc of grow th dee! i ne in response to decreas ing so il water potential (slope of th e regression line s)
was sign ificantl y different be tween mo st spec ies and
trea tm en ts. Those not significantly different are 2:iven
in Table 2 . Fo r examp le blueblunch wheatgrass~ and
rou!?h fcscuc grown under the LSA yie lded regressions
wit h slopes that were app rox imate ly. the ame~
The r 2 va lues ra nged from 0.23 up to 0.8 J. Les s
than 50 % of the var iation in growth was accounted for
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Analysis of differences in slope (rate of
decline in growth) and level (rate of growth
at a given soil water potential). Significant ( *) dnd non-significant (NS) difference
at the 95% probability level.

Speci es/ Atmospheric Stress
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-13

(LSA).

Slope

Level

4

Blu ebu nch wheatgrass (LSA)
Rou gh fescue (LSA)
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*

Bluebunch whcatgrass ( LSA)
Rough fescue (HSA)

ns

*

Blu ejoin t reedgrass (immature) (HSA)
Blu ejoint reedgras s (mature) (HSA)

ns

*

Elk sedge ( HSA)
Rough fescue (HSA)

ns

*

All other regressions of growth
on soil w ater poten tial

*

*
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In each spec ies leaf death takes place ove r a wide
range of soil water potential (Tab le 4). It a pp ears that
blucjoint reedgrass foliage dies at a higher soil water
po te nti a l than docs the foliag e of the other thr ee spec ies.
This characteristic is primari ly exp ressed b y th e immature grow th stage which in thi s exper iment di ed at
-3.5 to -4.5 bars.
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Leaf Death

I

Calomogrostis

-4

by soil water potential in blueblunch wheatgrass
rough fescue (LSA), and elk sedge (HSA ).
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FIGURE 4. Growth rate resp onse of elk sedge to decreasing so il water pot enti al: High Str ess Atmospher e Y = 2.736 -- 3.746 Log [X], r 2 = 0.31-
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FIGURE 3. Growth rate re spo nse of bluejoint reedgrass
to decreasin g soil water pot ential: High Stre ss Atmos ph e re matur e plants Y = I I .730 I 0 .720
log IX ], r:.! = 0. 72 , Low-Stress Atmosphere mature plants Y = 14.543 - 10.070 log [X ], r:.!
0 .54 , Hign Stress Atmosphere immature plants Y
2.488 - 9.491 log [X J, r:.!= 0 .81.
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Table

4.

Soil water

potentials

at which growth

cea1ed and death occurred (bars).

Growth Arrest
Low Stress
High Stress
Atmosphere

Species
Bluebunch wheatgrass

-5.0

-12.5

Rough fescue

-8.5

-12.5

Bluejoint reedgrass
immature culms

-2.0

-

mature culms

-12.5

-27.0

-5.5

Elk sedge

-

Death Point Range
High Stress -Low Str ess
Atmosphere
*(-55)
to -69)
(-40)
(-37to-63)
(-4)
(-3.5 to -4.5)

** (-40

(-31)
(-25 to -38)
(-43)
(-36 to -48)

(-61)
( - 31 to -82)
(-58)
(-34 to - 67)
-

(-36

(-46)
to --57)
-

*Average
**Range
With the exception of the immature plants leaf
death occurred at soil water potentials ranging from
-25
to -69 bars in the HSA and -31 to -82 bars
in the LSA.
Bluebunch wheatgrass and rough fescue grow in a
habitat subjected to severe drought in late July and
August , therefore these species should show an adaptation to desiccation . When we watered individual plants ,
after leaf death had occurred, all plants initiated new
root and leaf growth. In several instances continuation
of growth ocurred in the newest leaves. Th ese young
leaves were not mature at the time growth stopped and,
although the exposed leaf tip had died, the meristem at
the bas e of the blade, which was prot ected by the sheath
of the next older leaf, continued its growth when the
plant was suppli ed with adequate water.
Bluejoint reedgrass and elk sedge grow in habitats
where drou ght is moderate or may not occur at all.
These two species succumbed as the result of desiccation. When the leaf tissue died the entire plant was
dead.
Water

Potential

Variation

Although we used the thermocouple psychrometer
surrounded by the greatest root mass (usually the lower
thermocouple) for calculation of soil water potentialgrowth relationships , variations in the soil water potential from place to place in the pot occurred. Soil water
potential decreased more rapidly in the upper portion
of the pot than in the lower portion. Minimum measurable water potential was reached first by the upp er psychrometer and last by the lower psychrometer. Frequently the upper psychrometer went off scale prior to
leaf death altho ugh the lower psychrometer conti nu ed
to function. When leaf death occurred the upper psychrometer genera lly indicated a soil water potential of
about 10 bars lower than the lower psychrom eter.
DISCUSSION

These data sh9w that there are inters pecific differences in growth rate, growth arrest, and leaf death of

four plant species when grown under decreasing soil
water potential and two levels of atmospheric stress.
The response of bluebunch wheatgrass and rough fescue
to the two atmospheric stresses and decreasing soil ·
water potential predictably reflects their habitat preference. When soil water potential was high bluebunch
wheatgrass grew fastest in the warm temperature of
the HSA while rough fescue grew fastest in the cool
temperature of the LSA.
Mature plants of bluejoint reedgrass, on the other
hand, which would be expected to stop growth at a
higher so il water potential than the other two grasses
since it is a water-loving species, continued growth to
a lower soi l water potential th an the other species. However comparison between the species studied may be
difficult from the standpoint of plant maturity as it may
be impossible to determine comparable stages of development for different plants.
Mu cller-D omboi s and Simms (1966) found that
plant spec ies react differe ntl y to varyi ng soil water content when they arc isolated than when grown in competition. Thu s, behavior of the spec ies studi ed here
may not be th e sa me when they are grown together or
in a community. Also, these species may react differently under artificial conditions than they would in their
natural habitat.
It is apparent from the data that water was available at water potentials far lower than - 15 bars for the
spec ies studied here , and , as Gardner and Nieman
(1964) have pointed out, -15 bars of soil water potential does not represent the lower limit of avai lable
water.
Pot studies of the kind used in this exper iment have
limitations. An important consideration is the distribution of roots within the pot. The critical or most active
root zone is difficult to locate; profiles of increasing
soil water potential develop from the top to the bottom
of the pot , and only point estimates of soil water
potential can be made with the thermocouple psychrometers.
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There is a possibility that aeration was reduced by
the paraffin cover on the so il surfac e. However, th e
drain holes in the pot and the incompl ete cover by paraffin around th e base of the plant sho uld have provided
adeq uate aeration.
An unknown in this study was the variation contributed by the population. Certainlv genetic variability
between individual s must influence the response to environmenta l stress.
CONCLUSIONS

Growth rate, growt h arrest, and leaf death varied
between spec ies (bluebunch wheatgrass, rough fescue ,
bluejoint reedgrass, and elk sedge) and treatments (low
and high stress atmosphere and mi l water stress).
Growth rate of the st udy plants declined rapidly as soil
water potential decreased below - I bar. In all species
studied growth continued at lower soil water potentials
in the low stress atmosp here than in the high stress atmosp here. Growth ceased at soil water potentials of
-2.0 to -12.5 bars in the high stress atmosphere and
at water potentials of -12.5 to -27 .0 in the low stress
atmosphere. Death of the leaf tissue occurred at soil
water potentials ranging from -3.5 to -69 bars under
the high stress atmosphere and from -3 I to - 82 bars
under the low stress atmosphere .
Limitations observed in this kind of study include
the ar tifici al environment, transplanting affects specifically observed in elk sedge , point samp ling of soi l water
potential, and low accuracy of the thermocouple psychrometer at soil water potentials greater than -1.0
bar.
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DISCUSSION

W. R. Ga rdn er made the comment

that he was
pleased to hear that some brave souls have ventured
off beyond the "edge of the world " into the realm of
soi l water potentials below -15 bars (Editor's Note: see
W. R. Ga rdner, this proceedings).
G. E. Bingham asked that since root aerat ion influenced water absorptio n, was any provision mad e to
aerate the sealed pots?
Nim los responded that they were not satisf ied with
this design in the study, and that future work would
allow for root aeration.
E. J. Kinbacher commented that there is a basic
problem with terminology in water re lati ons research,
particularly with respect to terms like "soi l tens ion"
a nd "wilting point." He feels that a uniform terminology for both p lant and soil researchers would be desira bl e (Editor's Note: see Spanner, and Van Hav ere n
and Brown , thi s Proceedings).
W. Lopushinsky made the observa tion that he has
observed la rge variations in soil water potential within
pots which were supporting rooted coniferous tree s. At
an average soi l water potential of -15 bar s, th e variability within th e pot may be as great as 5 to 10 bars.
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He asked Nimlos how a quantitative determination of
the "death point" of a plant can be determined.
Nimlos explained that as the leaves of blucbunch
wheatgrass die, the tissue changes color. This allows
for a reasonably good ·estimate of the death point .

However , with elk sedge , the leaf tips do not die back
as would be expected. Leaf color changes from one
shade of green to another, hence identification of the
death point is most difficult.

COMMENTS ON THE "FIELD CAPACITY" AND "PERMANENT
WILTING POINT" CONCEPTS

W. R. Gardner

I should like to append a brief comment concerning
the so-ca lled "so il moisture constants." It has been
pointed out by a number of people th a t th e field capacity concep t has serious limitations, a nd the belief
that a soi l profile will drain to - I /3 bar in one or two
days is usually wrong. More relevant to this Symposium
is the uncertain value of the permanent wilting point in
soi l-pl ant-water studies. It see ms quite clear that th e
water content at the wilting point does not represent
the low e r limit of anything. Plant growth is -serio usly
retarded we ll before this point is reached. The region
beyond - 15 bars is sometimes viewed as analogous to
bey ond the edge of the earth - an unidentified nonexistence. However , plants do exist, transpire, and some
even grow a bit beyond this point. This is particularly
true of prairi e and desert plants. One must realize that
empirica l concepts derived to suit the needs of irrigation agricu ltur e of 50 years ago cannot be expected to
lend th emselves automatically to an ecological context
today. One could define the terms , but this leads to
confusion. We arc already convinced eno ugh of the
differ ence in the meaning of field capacity between the
western United States and certain nations in Northern
Europe. It sce m5' better to limit their use to those situa tions where it may be justified.
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PART VI: APPLICATION OF
PSYCHROMETRY TO

MICROMETERROLOGY
Moderator : C. B . Tanner

PSYCHROMETERS IN MICROMETEOROLOGY

C. B . Tanner

ab ly secure relation between the temperat ure measurements and humidity (equation [3 ] given later) for a
wide variety of psychrom eter configurations , provided
"appropriate operating cond itions" are met. We will
discuss the implication of appropriate operating conditions later. Secondly, the psychrometer is subject to
erorr ana lysis . The disadvantages are, firstly, that the
psychrometer formu la is complicated and requires either
a compu ter , with programmed saturati on vapor pressure
curve, psychrometric tables, or nomograms for easy reduction of data . Secondly, related to the first disadvantage , the wet-bulb temperature is coupled with the drybulb which causes coupling of errors in a complicated
way for some measur ements. Thirdly , "appropriate operating conditions" cannot always be met easi ly, particularly when wet-bulb temperatures fall below zero
°C. The approxi mat~ limiting dry-bulb temperatures at
var ious humidities for zero Celsius wet-bulb temperatures are given in Table 1.

Humidity meas urements have various uses in meteorology: to define the general humidity fea tur es of the
climat e, the humidity structure of the atmosphere via
ground meas urem ents and balloon asc ents , the measurement of either vertical or horizontal humidity differences ("gradients") in the surface layer , and the measurement of humidity fluctuation s for eddy correlation
analysis . Humidity measurements also are used in relat ed investiga tions of latent hea t transfer from organisms and inanimat e objects (cuvettes and chambers)
and in environmental measurement and control. Wexler ( 1970) gives a succinct and exce llent review of the
various humidity sensors and their capabilities. He
operis his review with a statement to which all of us
must subscri be: "Th e needs of the meteorologist for
making humidity measurements in the free atmosp here
near the surface of the earth cannot be met by a single
instrument. " This stat ement should not be restricted to
the surface layer ot the atmosphere; it applies also to
the total atmosphere and to environmental measurements generally.
Accepting that psychrometers will not serve as " the"
optimum instrument for all mea surements, we can discuss their advantages and disadvantages; how ever, to do
so relative to -other hygrome ter s would be an endless
task. Accordingly , we will consider their virtues and
weaknesses without reference to other instruments. Before discus sing the psychromet er, it is worthwhile noting
that when any hygrom eters are compared, several key
questions are important: (l) Is the abso lut e humidity
or the relative humidity the key measurement? (2) Is a
differe nce ("gradient ") or ambient required? (3) What
is the required accuracy? (4) What are the responsetime requirements?
The major vir tue of a psych rome ter is th e reason-

Table 1.

R.H. ,%
e, mb
Ta, °C

Dry-bulb temperatures
wet-bulb temperatures
ties at P = 1000 mb.

0
0.1
10

20
1.3
6.5

40
2.5
4.5

producing zero ° C
at various humidi-

1

100
80
60
6.1
3.7 1 5.0
0
3.0
1.5

Other appropriate operating conditions relate to
ventilation, radiation, and extraneous heat input s. These
will be discussed later.
PSYCHROMETER EQUATIONS

AND ERROR

The theory of a wet bulb given here may be found
in Stewart (1963) , in various publications of Wylie
cited in the references, and other sources .
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+ C (d, K , Re) , Grant and Kronauer ( 1962) can be consulted (d = diameter , I = length, K = diffusivity, and
R e = R ey nolds number).

A simplified energy balance of a wet-bulb under
forced ventilation equates the latent (EJ, sensible (H,),
and thermal radiation (R 4 ) heat flux densities :

E

v

=

L K (e
vm

Rs=

~(Td

0

w

-

e)

=

L K (e
vm

0

w

-

Re

0

d

)

[la]

Table 2 .

[lb]

- Tw)

K" x 10' (cal sec - 1 cm - ~K- 1 ) for v in cm sec- 1
d, cm
v= 30
V= lOO
v = 300
v= lOOO
0.1
15
26
43
79
0.3
8.3
14
25
46
1.0
4.3
7.9
14
27
3.0
2.5
4.6
8.5
18
Interpolations of K 11 may be made using the above P
and T relations; K, for full wet-bulb depression may be
found from equation f 6 ] and K 11.
For the foregoing pressure and temperature relations,

and

1\ =

~(Td

- Tw)

[le]

where T" and Tt1 are the wet-bulb and dry-bulb temperatures, e ,/ and e/ are the saturation vapor pressures
corresponding to T" and Tt1, e is th e ambient vapor
pressure, R is the fractional relative humidity, L,. is the
latent hea t of vaporization, Km is the convective mass
transport coefficient , K 11 is the convective heat transport
coefficient, and K1. is the thermal radiation transport
coefficient.
Neglecting stem conduction and dissipative heating,
the psychrometer equation is,

L K (e o - e)
V

m

W

=

(K_
-h

+

K )(Td

1

- T )
W

11

0

e
w

~

-

K

p0,25T0,16,

Pa =

K

a:

~

-

K

a:

air density)

p-0,75T0,16,

p

m

Y = 6.67

~
K

- Re

0

d

= yP(T d - T)w

[3]

coefficient yP is,

[ 4]

m

It is of int erest that the best theoretical evaluation of
(K,,/L,.K11,) when K i. is negligible , results in a psychrometer coefficient which is about I 0% lower than experimental values for fully-ventilated , clean, fabric wicks.
The theory considers bulk flow due to the vapor source,
th ermo-diffusion , temperature effec ts on diffu sivity and
density , distortions of the velocity field du e to density
and viscosity variation and due to diffusion of heat and
vapor. and energy flux of different molecular species .
Wylie ( 1968c) believes increased sensible heat transfer
from dry, single fibers protruding from the wick accounts For half to two-th irds of th e discrepancy and an
accommodation coefficient for water (proportion of incident vapor molecules which remain at th e wic k surface) accounts fo r the remainder, but this is a subject
of controv ersy .
Two experimental values of the psychrometric constant , y, for fabric wick s about 5-mm diameter, uncorrected for radiation, and determined at full wet-bulb
depressions, are used freq uentl y.

At constant p:1V,

and

0

w

L K
V

m

a nd

e

+ ~)

(Kh

yP =

m

At constant pav2 (Pilot
pressure;

=

where the psychrometer

p

a:

e

[ 2]

The transport coefficients und er adequate venti lation depend very littl e on eit her temperature or vapor
pressure. They do depend approximately
upon barometric pressure, P, and Kelvin T = (Td + T ")/ 2 as
follows (e.g. Wylie, 1968a):
At constant ventilation ve locit y, v,

and

Transfer coefficient Kh for trans verse flow,
P = 1000 mb, T = (Tw + Td)/2 = 283 ° K
(Wylie 1968a).

X

10- 4c-l

x

10- 4 ( 1 + o.oonsT

[Sa]

an d
a:

p

y

=

6.60

Y

=

1~ P (6.30

)c-

1

[Sb]

w
The two values of y in f 5a ] and f 5b ] produce absolute
R .H. diff ere nce of + 0.5% to --0.25 % in the range of
0 < R .H . < 100 and 0 °C < T " < 50 °C, and absolute errors in e from O to 0.6 mb over the same range.
When corrected for radiation [ 5a] gives

m

Wylie ( 1968a) lists K1, as shown in Table 2 for transverse flow at P = 1000 mb and T = 383K and for
Reynolds numbers in the range of 20 < Re < 20,000;
these are calculated from data in McAdams ( 1954).
For smaller wet -bulb s and Re, where Kh = f 1 ( d, 1, K)

V
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m

±

o.03)

x

10- 4 c-1

[6]

The vapor pressure in air differs from that in the
absence of air and when tables relat ing e/ to pure
vapor are used a corr ection of 1.005 is called for; however, this correction is within experimental error.
The errors commonly associa ted with steady-state
psychrometry using the conventional 'Y in [ 5] result
from:
(1) Inadequate ve ntilation ,
(2) Inaccurate thermometry,
(3) Radiation error ,
(4) Inadequate wetting of the wet-bulb, contaminated or dirty wick, contaminated water , inadequa te or excess ive water feed.
In addition to th e above, there are errors which may be
classed as blunders , either advertent or inadvert e nt , such
as (a) allowing insufficient time for eq uilibrium ; (b)
omission of pressur e corr ection ; and (c) location near
local vapor sources, including th e operator interaction.
Inadequate

z
0

Ventilation

The transport coefficient s K 1, and K 111 depend upon
ventilation and geometry in the same way , and at Re
> 50,

~'

Km ii:

(i}°.s

To

80

85·~
0...!....'.:'.'..._---'----o:!,o'""o,---------'--------,2.l-o;;:;o--..__-____,_30ko~-.J
VENTILATION,cm/sec .

(7)

Figur e 1. We t-bulb depr ess ion as a function of ventilation.
where ~T = Tc1- T __.and c,.w is th e slope of the saturation vapor pres sur e curve at Tw. The error in e for
small changes in yP is found from ,

where v is th e veloc ity and d is th e characteristic climension of th e wet-bulb (diameter in tran sverse flow).
venti lation and wet-bulb depression affect (Kh/Km)
very littl e since the diffusiviti es of hea t and water vapor
differ less than 20 % a nd th e wet-bulb vapor pr ess ur e
usually is small comp ared with atmospheric pr ess ur e.
F igure I (Wyli e 1962) illustrate s the wet -bulb depression of th ermom ete rs of various diameters in transverse flow . R ela tive wet-bulb d epr ess ion s less than
unity ma y b e int erpre ted in te rm s of a psychrometer
coeff icient , y, grea te r than 6.67 X I 0 - • sinc e yP and
T (a nd e ,.°) adjust , as indic ated in [8 j below to ma inta in a balance in eq uation [3 J at con stant c and T d.
Virtua lly a ll of the de partur e at low a irsp eeds is du e to
incr eased imp or tanc e of K,. relati ve to K 11 (see r4 ] );
KL is ind epe nd ent of velocity and K11 and K111
decrease
with decreas ing ventilation . With larg er wet -bulb s
( K 11 + K,./ K 1, can vary from about l .5 at low velocity
to 1.05 und e r fu ll depress ion. Also at very low venti lation, free convection is important and the transf er coeffici ent s dep e nd ambiguous ly on (T 11 - T __.
), ventilation, and geometry.
Sinc e th e ch ange of p syc hromet er co efficient with
ve ntilation is grea t at low veloc ities, significant error
can be introduced with sma ll change s in ventilation.
Consequently operation at full ve ntil ation (depression)
is de sirabl e. For small changes in ventilation , th e relative chang e in depr ess ion per relativ e change in coefficie nt is,
a11T/LlT

ay/y

=

FULL DEPRESSION=5C

~

yP

-yP
+ ti w

cle
cl( yP)

=

T )

(Td

w

[ 9]

To obtain full depr ess ion , so that a uniform coeffici ent is applicable, ve ntilation rates must increas e
with size. As a con seq uence wet-bulbs are usually
force-ventilated . Under natural winds, a small wetbulb must be used; how eve r, th e rapid response of
small er we t-bulb s (higher transport
coeffiic ent and
smaJler th ermal mass) must be reckon ed with in sam plin g, depending on end use of the meas urem e nt.
If ex tran eo us heat , H( , ex pres sed as a flux density
per unit area of wet-bulb , is introduced through stem
flow or solar radiation, the change (error) in wet-bulb
temp era ture is expressed as

H

€

=

(K_ +

=

K oT
t w

-h

K.__

-L

+ L1
L K ) oT
w V m
w

[10a]

or
H

€

At high ventilation

[10b]
whe n KL < < K11and 'Y is cons,tant,

K = [(yP + ti )/yP]
t

(11)

w
Again it is clear from [ 7 ] and [ 10] that large v and
small d minimi ze changes in T w via extraneous heat .
Wh en flow is axial rather than transverse , some advantage obtains by placing a sharp-edged orifice upstream to "spoi l" th e flow (Wylie 1949) . The thermom-

[8]
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eter position is then adjusted for the optimum turbulence ; if too far downstream , the turbul ence dies and if
too close to the orifice, turbulenc e will not be sufficiently developed . This arrangement permits lower flow
rates than without turbulence.
Inaccurate Thermometry

Error may arise from several sources. Firstly , if T ct
and T w are measured by separate thermometers, matching error may occur. Thermometer calibration slope,
zero offsets, and resolution of the reading may be limiting, particularly at low temperatures when depr essions
are small . The dry-bulb and wet-bulb should be placed
with the dry-bulb ahead of the wet-bulb in ventilation
stream . The wicking should be in intimate thermal contact with the sensor.
For small temperature displacements (errors) , error s
in R = % R.H. /100 and e can be calculated from the
following equations for constant yP :

(_aR/aTd)T = -(yP + ~d)/e~

T

R.H.

10
20
30
40

%
100
54
30
17

·c

Table 4 .

[12a]

w

T

oc

(aR/aT )T = -IaR/a(Td
w d

- Tw)]Td
0

= (yP + tiw)/ed

[12b]

Absolute error in R.H. for a ± 1 ° C error
at R.H. = 40% at 25 ° C.

Table 3.

10
20
30
40

8Tc1= l °C
8T,..= 0
12
6.2
3.3
1.8

8Tw= l °C 8T w= l°C
8LlT- 0
8Tct= 0
u
12
1.2
7.4
1.4
4 .6
1.2
3.0

Absolute error in vapor pressure, mb, for
a ± 1 ° C error at R.H. = 40% at 25 ° C.

e
mb
12
23
42
73

8T ct= l°C
8T w= 0
0 .67
0 .67
0.67
0.67

8T w= l °C
8Tct= 0
1.50
1.75
1.95
2.20

8T w= 1°C
86.T= 0
0 .80
1.10
1.30
1.55

(aR/aTw)tiT = (aR/aTd)tiT

= (tiw-~d)/ed

0

[12c]

= -yP

(ae/aTd)T

[13a]

w

(ae/aT )T = -[ae/a(tiT)]T
w d

d

(yP + 6)

w

(ae/aTw)tiT = (ae/aT) tiT = 6w

[13b]
[13c]

vection of heat via the water feed. The guard section
shou ld be located downstream to avoid changing the
humidit y of the airs tream past the active pertion of the
sensor. Although stem heat flow errors can be estimated, a test with a differential psychrometer is desirable (guard length on one element is varied). The
error in T " caus ed by stem heat flow is given by [ 10]
and [ 11] an d empha size the value of ventilation.
Radiation Error

where A,1 is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure
curve at Td; ~ T = T rt - T". and other terms have been
defined previously.
The error in relative humidity or vapor pressure introduced by a 1°C error · in T c1 (T w correct), in
T.., or depression (Ta correct) , and in either T w or
Tc1(T - T " = ~ T correct) is given in Tables 3 and 4
for the particular case of R.H . = 40% at T c1= 25 °C
and constant yP and vapor pressure at all Tc1and R.H .
It is clear that an accurate measurement of (Tt1 - T w) is
mor e important than the measurement of either Tt1 or
T ", and can be measured directly with a thermocouple .
Heat conduction through, the stem is a common
source of error that can be avoided by design. The
stem should have small total conductance , and a portion of the stem should be covered with wick as a guard .
Even fine-wire wet bulbs should be guarded. When
water is fed through the wick guarding the stem it is
brought to wet-bulb temperature , thus avoiding ad-

Thermomet ers either should be shielded from solar
radiation or should be small. The temperatur e error of
the dry-bulb from solar radiation is,

oTd =

'\a R/¾
8

[14]

and of the wet-bulb, is from [9],

oTw =

A_

-~

a R

s s

/Kt

[15]

where R s is the flux density of solar radiation, a. is the
absorptivity, and AR is the ratio of the area normal to
incident radiation to the total wet-bulb area. We see
from [7] and [ 10] the virtue of a small bulb and high
velocity.
When the thermometers are aspirated it is convenient to shield them from solar radiation . Foam insulation coated externally with white paint or aluminized
Mylar usualy is convenient and quite satisfactory. If
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feeds are adequate. Wylie (1968b) has reported on
three types of wick: standard cotton sleeving, cotton
yarn wound closely around the bulb , and white filter
pap er. He found via differential wet-bulbs, the psychrometer coefficients to vary as y (Sleeve) y paper =
1.004 and y (Sleeve)/y
(yarn) = 1.012. Wylie
( 1968c) found with woven sleeving at 1 cm water tension, the spaces between threads were water-filled and
water was readily visible; at 5 cm, relatively little water
was between threads although water was visible under
magnification ; at higher tensions water was largely
within the threads .
Wylie ( 1968b) also reported that as the appearance
of woven sleeving or pap er changed from "glossy to fully
matt ' the psychrom eter coefficient changed only
±0.4%; when glistening was observed under good illumination, wetting was adequate. From Wylie's observations it appears that reliable capillary water feeds prefably should provide tensions less than 1 to 2 cm
if only to maintain adequate conductivity. If higher
tensions are used, a thick, conductive wick can carry
water to the stem where it can be joined to a regular
wick . If the wick must travel a long , horizontal distance it should be shielded from evaporation. If shoe
wick should be boiled in detergen t solution containing
laces or standard cotton thread is used for wicking, the
Na 2 CO:i to remove sizing and then boiled in clean water
for rinsing. Facial tissue mak es an excellent wick and
provides easy replacement. Moist tissue can be wrapped
conveniently about a feed wick and the bulb two layers
thick. Moist fac ial tissue will remain in good contact
under high ventilation.
Feed for fin e-wire elements is troubl esome but the
wick can be connected by larger cotton threads to a
large, close-by feeding wick ; the main feed wick is best
placed above the fine wire element. An exa mpl e of a
successfu l fine-wire wet-bulb is that described by Dyer
and Mah er ( 1965) and illustrated in Figure 2A (a
large feed wick to the threads at the top of the element
is not shown). The pl atinum resistance wire (0.025
mm) wound with cotton fiber is shown in Figure 2B;
the wetbulb diamet er is about 0.18 mm .
Variations of ceramic elements hav e been used
und er larger tensions than possible with fabric wicks.
They can be used also under pressure provid ed the
excess water is wasted down strea m. Some care is required to avo id stem hea t-flow error. Also, if Wylie's
c0njecture is correct, a ceramic wet-bulb should be carefully calibrated , preferably with differential psychrometry, to determin e the coefficient. Mineral and organic
contamination also ma y affect the ceramics differently
than the fabrics.
Gravity or forced water feeds have been employed
satisfactorily and have th e advantage of more secure
feeding and some flushin g of contaminants. CSIRO
Division of Meteorological Physics has developed reliable psychrom eters through many years of experience
(Collins 1965) , and find s positive feed most reliable .
The CSIRO model uses val ve-controlled gravity feed

ventilated by natural winds, a shade is necessary since
unshaded wet-bulbs should be of the order of 0.1 mm
to avoid serious radiation errors.
Th e thermal radiation transport coefficent in [ le ]
varies as

[16]
where T = (Tw + TE)/ is the mea n of the wet-bulb
temperature and the effective radiation temperature of
the environment, and the emissivity, f = 0.95 . When
the wet-bulb is in an aspirated, insulated shield, TE =
Tct; even though the internal walls of a. tubular shield
have low emissivity, the duct effectively 1s a black-body
unless the solid angles of inlet and exit apertures are
large from the thermometer view. Although the rad(ation transport coefficient varies with wet-bulb and air
temperature s, it is small compared with K1i at f~ll
ventilation. Corrections for K L can be made readily
when needed and a fixed, mean K 1, can be used with
only a small residual error in A provided K1i is large,
as shown in Table 5.
Table 5 .

Values ( 1OOK1/ K1,) for various thermometer size s and ventilation in transverse flow
10 mb (Wylie
when Td = 20 ° C and e
1968a)

=

t

lO0KdK1i

d
cm
0.1
0.3
1.0
3.0

0 .2m/sec
8.2
15
29
50

l.0m/sec
4.8
8.8
16
27

3.0m/sec
2.9
5.0
9.1
15

lOm/sec
1.6
2.7
4.6
7.0

The Wet-Bulb

Although contaminated water and solu te accumu lation on wicks are sourc es of error , the grea test practical
problem is maintaining adequa te water feed over a wide
range of amb ient temperatures and humiditi es without
excessive feeding. Excess feed carries heat and can result in water spreadi ng in the airduct ahead of the wetbulb.
Wylie (1968b) investiga ted the effec t of monomolecular films of oleic acid and films of grease from
hum an skin spr ead thinly on water in which the wick
was dipp ed; small quantities of the bulk ac id or grease
were added at the edge of a beaker and spread by surface forces. The oleic acid affected the psychromet er
coefficient less than 1.4%, whereas grease caused
changes as great as 18 % . Wh en the wet bulb s wer e
flood ed with clean water that dropped from the free
end, the performanc e was restored. The large effect
of grease indicates clea rly the risk of hand contact when
replacing wicks .
Many water-fed systems hav e been proposed and it
is impossible to discuss them ; however , some general
description can be given. Capillary feeds are most common and, if the wick has suitable capillarity, capillary
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from a reservoir above the psychrometer.
The wick
leads horizo nt al ly to th e feed lin e through a thin tub e ;
part of th e tube nea r, but downstr ea m from th e thermometer , is guarded with a wet wick to bring the wa ter
to wet-bulb temperature .
.
Excess water from a posit ive fee d can b e wa sted
as illustrated in Figure 3: the design sh ou ld prevent
escape of wat er into the ventil at ion duct. Alt hou gh thi s
arra nge ment is for ax ial ve ntil atio n , a sm aller a rrange ment is possibl e w ith transver se flow with small cha nges
in geo metry. Wasting ex cess feed helps prevent the
build-up of surface films an d , wi th transverse flow , permits easy floodin g since water wast es beyond th e end
of the wet-bulb. With fine -wire wicks which a re not
enclosed , a small exce ss can b e fed along th e sensor

Water
A ir duct
(shield)

ad ded

Wicki ng

Thermometer
stem
or support

The~~limeter

\. Exces s water

(sensor)

Figure

3.

drained

Force-fed

wet-bulb

with axial ventilation.

stem provided flow rate is contro lled and th e water obtains wet-bulb tem perat ur e before reaching the sensor;
a path b eyo nd the se nsor should be provided to prevent lar ge drops forming in th e region of th e sensor.
It is of inertest that P eltie r coo lin g and condensation o n a 0.025 mm wet-bulb has be en used in psychrometer bound ary layer reserach (Doe 1967). Squarewa ve hea tin g and coo ling current were employ ed with
rea d,)ut in an int e rva l with no current. Sati sfac tory operation to a maximum wet-bulb depr ess ion of about
3 ° C was claimed.

TIME CONSTANT
Wh en th e we t-bulb adjusts to a new temperature,
th e respons e eq uation can be approximated
reasonably
we ll assu ming iso th er mal conditions in the wet-bul b :

H

n

2A.

E

v
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- H

s

-C

wb

(dT/dt)

[17a]

wh ere H 11 is th e net transi ent hea t flux density and Cwb
is th e hea t capacity per unit area of wet-bulb. This is
written as ,
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[17b]
wh ere T' w is the tr ans ient wet-bu lb temperature
and
e'__.- T. A similar equation hold s for the dry-bulb .
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[18]

If th e trans ien t T' w is not far from T ,., th en,
0
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w
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wher e e " a nd T " a re th e eq uil ibrium wet-bulb
pr ess ur e a nd temperatur e. Using [ 19 ] in [ 17 ].
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From [3 ] and [ 4 ] with [2 0 ],

Hn = -cwb (dT/ dt)
Figure

2B.

Fine-wire

=

(0 . 18 mm) wet bulb.
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L K (yP +
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[21a]

where

or in a form analogous to [ 17],

-Cwb(dT/dt)

(~ +

MT
oyP + M w
w
<P =
+~
yP + t,
w
w

= [(yP + t,w)/yP]
~)(T

- Tw)

[21b]

[25a]

and

F o r Cw11 = C.11 i · th e wet -bulb responds ( 1 + t:i.,JyP)
times fa ste r than th e dry-bulb . The time constants for
the wet-bulb and dr y-b ulb are respectively,

[22a]
and.

[25b]
[22b]
The relativ e e rror in !:i.w for an error in Tw is fo und from
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation ,

Sampling

Usua lly th e psychrom etcr mea surem e nts a re used to
cons truct a mea n relativ e humidit y or vapor pre ss ure.
As an app rox imation , a th ermome ter of time constant ,
t, wi ll res pond prim a rily to fluctuations with periods
lon ger than 4t ; respons e to sho rte r periods is great ly
a tte nuat ed , be ing about 15 % a t per iods equal t. If th e
thermometer is samp led at periods of 2t, sa mplin g is
adeq uate to cons truct an appropria te mea n te mperatur e.
If a small , fast sensor is used , the signa l can be filter ed
electrica lly to decrease the sa mpli:1g period to twice
that of th e fi lter. Since in the psychrometer , Cw0 vs
T " is non linear , averag ing Tc1 and T " for long period s
befor e calculating e or R is permissibl e on ly if cha nges
in T ,1a nd T ". a re sma ll over th e sa mplin g pe riod.

M
_d

t,d

(2/T ) JoT
W

[26]

W

=

o6e/t:.e =

<P

+ ¢yP(t:.T/6e)

[27)

It is clear that when the vapor can be sampled with a
differ enti a l psychrometer with t:i.T--c)0, the error s a re
minimized .
Bowen's Ratio

In energy b alanc e meas ur e ment s of eva porati on ,
psychrom eters are frequ ently used at two or mor e elevations in th e field to measur e Bowe n's ratio , f3 = yP
t:i.T d/ t..e. T he relative error in f3is,

Pr ev io usly we have bee n conc e rn ed wit h errors in R
and in c generated by e rrors in yP, T , and T"". Psychromet e rs have been used wide ly tl) meas ur e t..e = C~
- c 1 betwee n inlet a nd o utlet a ir in cuvcttes a nd environn,c:nta l chambers and also betw ee n two leve ls in
the atmosphere. lf [3 ] is written in differential form
where th e two wet-bu lbs arc aproximate ly th e same tenperatur e

+ 6w/ yP) 6Tw + 6TdJ

-

where L, is th e late nt hea t (cal gm- 1 K - 1 ) , R v 0.110
cal gm - 1, an d T w = °K . We see that th e re lative error
in t:i.efor relative errors in th e measur ements and yP is,

DIFFERENTIAL VAPOR PRESSURE

~e = yPJ(l

r (L V /R VTW2 )

=

08/8 = (oyP/yP) + (o6Td/6Td)
-

<P -

¢8

[28a]

or

[28b]

08/8 = (1 + 6)(-¢)

[23)

which reduces to the form used by Fuchs and Tanner
(19 70) when oyP = 0.
If a differenti al psychromet er i:s used to meas ure
t:i.e (with LlTd = 0 in the p syc hrom eter) and LlTd in th e
atmosphere is measur ed independently,

where t..T" = T ".~ - T w1 , t:i.Td= T d~ - T ,11,and t:i.w is
the s lope of th e vap or pressure curve. at T w1 + T w2)/2.
Alth o ugh 123 1 calls for on ly t..Tw and t:i.T.
1 eith er th e
wet-bulb or th e dr y-b ulb temp era tur es must be meas ur ed
to find t..w. If T " 1 and T "~ diff e r sufficiently that Llw,._,
T w cannot be used , t..w is replaced by f(Tw1, T w2).

[29a]

Errors in t:i.e

The compl exity of th e psychrometer equation obviates simpl e expr ess ion s for error in t:i.e clue to error
in LlT" , t:i.T r1,yP , .and t.."'. A relativ ely convenient form
of error, o.!le, in t:i.e du e to relative errors in yP ,
t:i.,n LlTw, an t:i.T is,

o6e = ¢6e + ¢yP6T

and when errors in yP can be neglected,

08/6 = o~Td/6Td - o6w/(yP + 6w)
- o~T /t,T
w w

[24)

as given by Fuchs and Tann er (1970).
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[29b]
In this instance

the relative error is less., no longer being proportional
to (1 + /J) .
Fuchs and Tann er (I 970) discuss further the errors
in the energy balanc e-Bowen ratio method due to psychrometry, which can be large at large /3. It shou ld be
noted that their equation [3] should be written.

where ew0 is in mb , T'w is wet-bulb temperature in °C
a= 7.5 and b = 237 .3 C. This can be conv erted to the
exponential form (Murray 1967) ,

e: = 6.108 exp[a(Tw - 273.16)
/(T

oEv/Ev

=

(6Rn

w

- b)]

[30b]

+ 6~)/IRn
-~[+ os1[1+s[

and

where T w is in K elvin , a = 17.269388 and b = 35 .86,
Murray discusses the Teten formula for either ice or
water and comp ares it with the Goff and Gratch formula. Dilley ( 1968) outlines useful machine procedure
for psychromet er calculation.

6Ks/Ks = (6Rn + 6~ )/IRn
CONCLUSIONS

-~1+ os/[s<1+ s)I
VAPOR PRESSURE CALCULATIONS

Although saturation vapor pr essur es can be calculated with modifications of the Clausius-Clap eyro n
equation , a simple empirical pow er formu la of Teten
( 1930) is faster on a computer and adequ ately accurate.
With T w abov e fre ezing,

log 10 e: = log
(6,108)
10

+ aT'/(T'
w

w

+ b)

[30a]

Psychrom eters have the princip al advant age of reasonably simple construction and fairly uniform behavio r und er adequ ate ventilation. They have th e disadvant age of a non-linea r relation between the me asured
temperatures and either vapor pressure or relative humidity. The nonJinearity complicates sa mpling under
changing ambient humidit y.
Th e simpler feat ur es of the psychrom eter theory and
errors associa ted with the common psychrometric
measure ments have been indicate d, and some design
featur es have been descr ibed. The adv ant age of different ial psychrometry for testing psychro meters for ventilation, radiati on errors, and stem heat flow are indicated by the error equ ations.
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DISTRIBUTION AND IMPORTANCE

OF WATER IN THE ATMOSPHERE

J. L. Ra sm ussen

The purpose of this short pap er is to provide an
overview of water in the atmosp here . Such a discussion
is appropriate in this Proceedings since the advancement
of our knowledge of the quanttty and roles played by
water in the atmosp here is advanced through the improvem ent of the measurement of wat er vapor. This
paper is not mea nt to give a thorough description of all
as pects of water in the atmosphere but rather a description of the ro les of water in the global circulation and
heat balance.
THE MASS OF WATER IN THE
EARTH-ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM

A variety of estimat es have be en made conc erning
th e distribution of water mass on earth and in the atmosphere (Sellers 1965), Barry and Chor ley 1970). Th e
total water mass is heavily balanc ed in favor of saltwater with 97% of the tot a l water being saline and 3 %
freshwater. Of the freshwat er, only a relative ly sma ll
frac tion active ly circulates through the hydro logic cycle.
Considering the freshwat er alone, 7 5 % is locked in ice
shee ts and glac iers and approximately 14% is held in
terrestrial water deep (> 750m) in the earth's surface
laye rs. The remaining l I % is large ly held in gro und water suppli es (> l 0% ), with the small rema inin g fraction of fres hwater divid ed betw ee n lakes (0.3 % ), rivers
(0.03 % ), soi l water (0.06% ), and finally the atmospher e with 0.04 %. The direct implic ai ton of thi s budg et
of wat er mas s is that the great ocea nic rese rvoir sup ports the act ive portion of the hydro logic cycle (that
is, act ive with respect to time sca les of a decad e or less).
THE HYDROLOGIC

CYCLE

In its simplest model the hydro logic cycl e is one of
eva poration grea ter than precipitation over ocea ns, and
pr eciptiation greater than eva poration over the contin ents with the balance occurring through runoff from
the land to th e oceans. Quantitativ ely, the following
picture evo lves. Cons ideri ng 100 units of water denote the worldwid e totals of pr ec ipt ation and evapora tion , respectively , let us first consider precipitation .
Of the 100 total unit s, 75 occur over oceans and 25
over land . Convers ely, of the 100 unit s of eva p ora tion ,
84 occur over the oceans and 16 occur over the continents . Th e ex cess of precipit ation over evaporation
on th e continents results in the 9 unit s of runoff from
the contin ents to the oceans . It further follows that a
net transport of 9 unit s must be advected in the atmos-

pher e from the oceans to land, thus comp let ing the cycle.
Th e word "net" above is emphasized since the total
at mosph er ic water vapor transport over any location far
exceeds th e precipitation that occurs at that location a facet of th e problem that will be discussed shor tly.
In the context of th e partition of total water mass
discussed above , we concern ourselves now with a continual exc hange between surface waters and the relatively small quantity of atmospheric water. Th e latter is
agai n partitioned into th e thre e phases: vapor, liquid ,
and ice . Water in the vapor phase is dominant with only
a few perce nt of th e tota l atmospheric water mass
pr ese nt at any time in th e liquid or ice phase (Pa lmen
1967 , Reitan 1960).
If one cond ensed all th e water vapor in the atmos phere it would cover the eart h's surface with a laye r of
water 2 .5 cm average depth. Th e average annual precipitation ove r the earth's surfac e is about 100 cm (Sellers 1965) . It follows that the water mas s in the at mosph ere mu st be dep leted and resupplied about 40 time s
in the course of a year. The mean residence tim e of
water in the atmosphere is therefore on the order of 10
days. Considering the typical mot ions in the atmosphere, the distance sca les assoc iated with the a tmospheric branch of the hydro logic cycle are indeed large.
The effec ts of loca l so urce s (e.g., evaporat ion from irri ga ted fields) on the hydro logic cycle cannot be expec ted
to be realized in the imm ediat e surroundings.
The water in th e atmosphere is heav ily weighted
towa rd th e lower layers. For example, Figure 1 shows
the average vertica l dis tributi on of water vapor over
Portland , Main e, for both summ er a nd winter cases.
Over 90% of the water mass is conc entrated in th e
lower half of the atmospheric mass, below 500 mb , with
a profile of spec ific humidity decr eas ing upward , allowing for a net upward transport by vertica l mixing.
T he horizontal transport then tak es place in a ra ther
deep lay er of atmosphere.
THE WATER BALANCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE

The longitudin ally- averaged annual precipitation
and evaporatio n are plotted in Figure 2 from data in
Sellers (1965). This picture evo lves in respons e to the
general circulation of the at mo sphere. The annual pr ecipitation distribution is one with a ma ximum just north
of the equator in the zo ne of converging northeast tradewinds of th e north ern hemisph ere and south eas t trade-

both north and south from the subtronical latitudes.
The methods of tran sport that the · atmosp here utilizes are different for the equatorward and poleward
branch es of the tran sport links. The cq uatorward transport is realiz ed through the steady cq uatorwar d flow of
the tradewin ds (Loren 1967). This transp ort proc es:s
is a stea dy and spatially continuou s process interr1Jpted
on ly by the relative ly infrequ ent tropica l cyclones. Evidence of this steady transport is realiz ed in tbe precipi tation distributi ons on mountain ous islands :n the tradewind belts . A good exa mple is the precipit ation distribution on the Hawaiian Islands , with stn:ng maxima
on the windw ard sides and exceedingly dr y regions 011
the leeward sides of the l slands (Riehl ! 054). 'f he
polewa rd branch of the transport is accompl is heel by a
qui te differe nt process . The alternati ng :::o.1ddr y and
warm-mo ist air mas~cs that arc cha racteris tic of the
extratropic s arc systematicall y ordere d such tlrnt on, the
ave rage , the moist a ir moves polewa rd and the dry air
move s cqua torwa rd in the temperate latitude s. The result is a net tra nsport of water vapo r northwar d with no
net exc hange of mass (Lo renz 1967).
Wit hin the rat her genera lized pictur e dc~cribcd
above , perturba tions due to topo gra phic irregula rities
a nd lan d-sea distribution s exist. ft is beyond the scope
of this paper to describe each such variation. T he net
effect of these perturb at ions is to loca lly extend the
norma l cast-west zones further nor th or so uth than is
describ ed in the longitudin ally average picture above.
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FIGURE I . Vertical profiles of average water vapor
content at Portland, Maine. Data sou rce: R eita n
( I 960) and Ba rry and Charley ( 1970).
winds of the south ern hemisph ere. A secondary maximum is found in the tccmpera tc !attitud es of each
hemisphere in the region of frequ ent cxtra tropic a l cy-·
clon es. The an nual evaporat ion distrib ution has a
max imum in the subtropical latitudes where the dry
subsidin g a!r and ex tensive ocea n surfac e results in a
high eva pora tion rate. The annual evaporat ion excee ds
the a nnu a l precipitation over these subtr opica l latitudes
a nd balances the excess of precipitation ovc:r eva poration in the equ atoria l and temperate regions. T he one
req uirement necessary to maintain the observed distribution is tha t the atmosphere must trans port wa ter vapor

THE ENERGY BALANCE

T he immediate considerations one take s concern ing
the role of water vapor in the structure of the hydrologic
cycle run para llel to the ro le played by water vapor in
the hea t ba lance of the atmo sphere. Two distinct role s
a rc played by water in this context. Wat er is fundamen tal in the radiation budget of the atmosphere as well
as in the heat ba lance thr ough the transport and relea se
of hea t in late nt form (Budyko 1956), Bud yko and Kondratiev 1964 , H ess 1959).
The radi a tion bud get of the eart h and atmosp here
can be illut srat ed as shown in F igure 3. Of particular
note is the ro le played by water and wa ter vapor in thi s
bala nce. T he planetar y a lbedo of 30 % is large ly due
to the reflection of solar (shortwave) radiation from
clouds. T he sma ll absorption of sola r rad iation in the
tropo sphere is largely du e to water vapor absorp tion .
The absorption of the infrar ed portion of the ea rth 's
longwave radiatio n by the atmosp here and the rera diation back to earth is the dominant featur e of the radiation budg et of the sun-ear th-atm osphere system. This
featur e, often described somewhat mislea dingly as the
"greenhous e effect," a llows_the earth 's surface temperatur e to reac h J 5 °C, a value much higher than that which
would result from a simple radiati on balanc e at the
ear th's surfac e. Without this "greenhouse effect ," due
to the pres ence of wa ter vapor and carbon dioxid e, th e
ear th's surfac e temperatur e would attain a temperatur e
mor e like -40 °C.
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FIGURE

The second major role played by water in th e atmosphere is through the release of latent heat in the
precipitation
process. The net effect of this mode of
heat transport is to remove heat from the earth's surface, distribute it through a deep layer in the troposphere, and transport the heat great horizontal distances.
The re sult of th is latent heat energy released within
the atmosp h ere is to produce a heat source resulting in
a vertica l temperature
gradient (6.5 ° C Km- 1 ) much
less than what would be observed in a completely dry
a tm osp h ere ( 10 ° C Km - 1 ). This effect leads to a more
stabl e a tm osphere in genera l, with the large vertical ex changes of mass occurri ng o nl y within saturated ascent
towers (the well-known phenomenon of cumulus convection) or in dynamic weather systems (cyclo nes)
where the lifting is forced.
The broad-brush · p ictures pre se nted above, of
course , are not eas ily reso lved as two separate ro les.
Water vapor a nd clouds a re fundamental in both th e
radiation balance and th e h ea t balance of the atmos-

pherc . The system is a complex interaction full of feedback links. Knowledge of these comp lexi ties · is fundamental to the advancement of our understanding of the
role that water plays in our atmosphere. T he searc h for
this know ledge is a chall enge before us, a nd better
measurements are the foundation for the study.
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ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF CERAMIC WICK
THERMOCOUPLE PSYCHROMETERS

L. W. Gay

The temperature and the concentration of water
vapor are two parameters that define the state of the
atmosphere at the earth's surface. Measurements may
be crude for climatological purposes, but they must
necessarily be precise for micrometeorological profile
analyses that seek to evaluate the transfer of energy at
the earth -atmo sphere interface.
Wet-bulb psychrometry has remained the most common technique for evaluating atmospheric moisture
under the conditions normally encou ntered in micrometeorology. A variety of designs has proven useful
in the field. In I 967, Fred J. Lourence described a new
thermocouple psychrometer that combines to an unusual degree the attributes of precision, simplicity, ruggedness, and portability (Lourence 1967, Lourence and
Pruitt 1969). A unique feature of this psychrometer
is a porous ceramic wick as the wet-bulb element. The
simp licity of construction of this design also enhances
its application in micrometeorological studies. Surprisingly, despite its many attractive features, confirming
reports on the use of the Lourence psychrometer have
not appeared elsewhere.
The objectives of this paper are to describe this
writer's experience in the construction of the Lourence
psychrometer , along with observations on its use in the
field . Some modifications have been made in the original design. These, however, are primarily for convenience and to provide flexibility in use.
THE PSYCHROMETER
SYSTEM
To operate in the field, the psychrometers must be
combined with supporting components. The components of a self-contained system include psychrometers,
a reference junction for the dry-bulb thermopiles, cables
and connectors, instrument supports, and an appropriate
recorder. Assembly of the components into a system
invariably restricts the flexibility that is desirable for
field use.
The number and spacing of psychrometers in a field
study may change with the objectives of the research
and with the nature of the experimental site. For example, Figure 1 shows the psychrometers in place above
a forest canopy; the deployment of sensors here differs
markedly from that needed over crops or other low
vegetation. Ideally, a portable system will meet the requirements of many different sites. The system described has evolved with the goal of combining high

accuracy with convenience in field use. The specifications and characteristics of the system components will
be discussed and evaluated.
The Psychrometer

The specific design and construction details of the
Lourence psychrometer have been described elsewhere
by Lourence (I 967) and Lourence and Pruitt (1969),
so only a summary need be given her e to point out
modifications introduced in the construction described
here.
The basic structure is of standard, I-inch (2.54
cm), polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. This material is
light and strong , and the fittings that are available make
friction joints that can easily be disassembled for servicing. The PVC pipe that connects the psychrometer
and the aspiration fan also serves as the main support
arm for the instrument. In Figure 1, the water reservoirs are mounted vertically, and the dry- and wet-bulb

FIGURE 1.
opy.
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Psychrometers mounted above a forest can-

elements are contained within a cylindrical sunshield,
oriented horizontally.
The dry- and wet-bulb design is straightforward.
The arrangement and dimensions of Lourence's thermopil e are shown in Figure 2. The thermopiles in our
unit are made of 36 A WG, copper-constantan thermocoupel wire with nylon insulation on each wire, and
a nover- all nylon sheath. The two-junction, dry-bulb
thermopile is referenced against a heated (65 °C) junction that may be locat ed some distance from the psychromet er. A second thermopile, but containing four
junctions, is wound between the dry bulb and the wet
bulb, so that the wet-bulb depr ession is read directly.
All thermocouple wires run within the tubes that support the dry bulb and the wet bulb. The cables leading
from each psychrometer thus include two copp er-constantan pairs to connect the dry-bulb junctions with the
reference junction, and one copper-copper pair to carry
the output signal from the wet- and dry-bulb thermopile .
The respec tive outputs of the writer's dr y bulb and
wet bulb are about 80 and 160µ,V °C - 1 • This reduc ed
output is a factor to be considered when selecting a
recorder for the psychrom eters. The reduction in junc tions in the writer's psychrom eters is not intended to
make construction easier, but rather to facilitate interconnection between the dry-bulb thermocoupl es and the
system refere nce junction .
The thermocouple junctions must be carefully insulated from each other. This sometimes bec omes a problem in the wet-bulb element. The most satisfactory
techniqu e is to insulate each junction separat ely with a
short length of the nylon insulation sheath ; this sheath
is then fused with a match (Tanner 1963) to give a
water-resistant seal. The junction s can be bundl ed into
one compact mass using an over-all sheath of shrinkabl e
tubing . We pr efer not to use silastic sealing compounds
on the wet-bulb thermopile because of possibl e contaminati on of the porous ceramic wick . The dry-bulb
junctions are encap sulated with epoxy within a 0. 79
cm stainless steel sleeve.
The porous ceramic wet-bulb element is connected
directly to th e water reservoir by tubing. Th e water
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reservoir is an integral part of the psychrometer in our
construction and its 150 ml capacity is adequate for
daily operation in the field. Because it is mounted above
the element , a positive head is app lied at all times.
The ceramic wicks are easi ly removed for cleaning or
replacement; they are inexpensive and readily availab le (see Appendix 1, A).
Th e dry-bulb time constant (time to achieve about
63 % of a step-change in tempera tur e) averaged 58
sec. This compares with a wet-bulb time constant of
72 sec. Surpri singly, these constants are only about V3
as large as those reported b y Lourence and Pruitt
(1969) despite our lar ger (0.79 cm) dr y-bulb sleeve.
The phase relation between the dr y and wet elements
was judged satisfactory for the evaluation of timeaverage d temperatur e and vapor profiles.
The entir e psychrometer unit can be removed from
the main support pipe. As sh ow n in Figure 3, the
thermocouple elements also unplug from the horizontal
radiation shield to ex pose the ceramic wick for inspection or replac eme nt. The simpl e but effective radiation
shield is constructed of polystyrene foam, 2.54 cm in
thickness; the outer surfac e is covered with aluminized
mylar tape for max imum rejection of radiant energy
(Fuchs and Tanner I 965). The cylindric al shield is
mounted on a 30.5 cm length of PVC tubing that has
been lined with aluminum foil tape to minimiz e radiative transf er to the cooled wet-bulb eleme nt. A similar
foam shield also reduces hea tin g and cooling of the
water reservo ir. Connectors for the signal cables are
mounted beneath the water reservoir.
Aspiration can be achieved with a variety of suitable
blowers. The writer used surplu s 28 VAC squirrelcage blow ers with a #2 hou sing, cemented to a PVC
pipe flan ge which serves as a convenient connector .
Twenty volts maintains an aspiration velocity of 6 m
sec - 1 which is well above the required minimum of
about 4 m sec - 1 • Voltage drop along the blower power
cable mu st be con sider ed with long cable runs . Th e
low voltage reduces the shock hazard to personnel working with the psychromet ers in the field .
In summary, the psychrometer construction described here differs from Lourence 's design in the following respect s: use of a lightwei ght foam radiation
shield; an int egral wat er supply with a positive head;
connectors for the dry-bulb and wet-bulb circuits; fewer
circuits in each thermopile (a qualified disadvantage);
and a larger dry bulb for a longer time constant .
The Reference Junction

An electrically heated reference junction offers several advantages over the traditional ice-bath reference .
The major advantages are: the ability to operate for
extended periods in a field environment where an ice
supply and requisite cleanliness may not be available;
and, the ease with which thermocouple circuits may be
combined , terminated , and changed by the gold-plated
screw terminals provided on the heated junction . The
disadvantages include the need for power , and, possibly,

ALUMINUMSLEEVEOVER tRT.l!lJLI Tll£1U10f'ILI! 0 .D.• .US<• (l i t i• .I
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FIGURE2 . A cutaway view of Lourence 's ceramic-wick
design (from Lourence 1967).
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FIGURE 3.

The wet- and dry-bulb sensors with removable sunshield.

some reduction in reference temperature stability.
The Pace (Appendix 1, B) reference junction pictured in Figure 4 will accept 24 separate , shielded copper-constantan thermocouple circuits , and thus accommodate up to 12 psychrometers. The junction cost is
about $500. The nominal operating temperature of
150 °F can be set down to 149 °F , which is equal to
65 ° C. The junction heater draws a maximum of 180 W
at 120 VAC. The specifications are ±.05 °C for longterm stability and for the spatial variability on the terminal board. Our experience verifies this value for
long-term stability, but suggests that the spatial variability is no more than 0 .01 °C.
Such a heated junction can be enclosed in an insulated, weatherproof case and operated near the psychrometers, with only copper-copper lines necessary to
carry the signal back to the recorder. However, the
reference temperature has maximum stability when the
junction is housed with the recorder. This may require
a long run with the thermocouple cable and special attention to the thermocouple cables and connectors.

be weatherproof, and yet not degrade the signal quality.
The requirements for shielding will vary, yet most of
the modern digital data loggers benefit when the individual signal pairs are twisted and shielded. The connectors should provide continuity of the individual
shields , and the connector pins should be gold- or silverplated to minimize thermal offsets.
The basic cabling design provides for multiconductor cables to run from the recorder to the vicinity of the
psychrometer mast. From that point individual pairs of
wires run to each instrument. There are small connectors that link the signal cables to the recorder, large
connectors that link the multiconductor cables to the
bundle of individual signal pairs, and, again, small connectors at each instrument. The multiconductor cables
are made up in 77 mm lengths for convenience; they
may be ext ended by additional jumper cables as needed.
The basic design groups six instruments per set of
cables. The grouping into multiples of six is for convenience; any number of instruments within the capacity
of the system can actually be deployed.
The dry-bulb thermocouple cable system has 12
shielded pairs of copper-constantan wire to connect 6
psychrometers to the heated reference junction. Inter-

Cable s a nd Connectors

T he cables and connectors must provide flexibility
for a variety of experimental setups, be easy to lay out,
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A rack-mounted, heated reference junction for 24 thermocouples.
Figure 5 is of a typical configuration for micro-meteorological investigations over low vegetation or bare soil.
The light , guyed mast of I-inch pipe is similar to that
described by Lourence (1967). The key feature is an
inexpensive, "spli t-rail cross" clamp (Appendix 1, E)
that grips the psychrometers at right angles to the upright mast. The psychrometers may be placed anywhere
on the mast with these clamps.

connection between the multiconductor cab le and the
individual pairs is made in a weathertight junction box
containin g a copper-constantan terminal strip (Appendix l, C). A pair of standard copper-constantan
jack plugs conccts the thermocouple cables to the drybulb circuits at each psychrometer. Although these connectors are not weather resistant, they can be made so
by wrapping with tape.
The wet-bulb thermopiles are linked to the recorder
through multi -cond uctor cables that contain 6-shielded
copper-copper pairs. Connections to the individual
cables , and at the psychrometers, are made with standard , weatherproof, Amphenol connectors of appropriate size (Appendix l , D) . Potting these connectors has
provided adequate weather protection. The multiconductor signal cables are terminated with small connectors at the recorder.

The temperature and vapor profiles above a forest
must be samp led on a different scale from that of bar e
soil or low vegetation. The support mast shown in
Figure I over a lodgepole pine forest in central Oregon
is a standard TV antenna tower (Appendix 1, F),
erected in 10-foot sections. Two of the "sp lit-rail cross"
clamps hold each of 6 psychrometers to one face of the
triangular tower. The tower also provides access for replenishment of the water supply and for maintenance.

The main cables are easily spooled in and out with
a simple cable winding drum . The cable system is easy
to set up and take down, anp conforms to standard
recommendations for shields and connectors.

The psychrometers can be readily deployed for
measurements of temperature and vapor concentration
at only two levels as required in Bowen ratio analyses.
The supports are inexpensive roof-top antenna tripods.
The distance above the canopy or between psychrometers can be varied. Three such tripods (6 psychrometers) can be accommodated by each set of cables.

Instrument Supports

The instrument support system must also provide
for a variety of instrument configurations . The 6-unit
mast pictured at a pumice site in central Oregon in
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con verted to temp eratur e (in '°C) by the followin g cubic
equation:

Td = I(0.0438(emf)d/nd

- 0.4377)(emf)

d/nd + 22.7](emf)d/nd

+ Tr

{l]

where n<1is the numb er of thermocoupl e circuit s in the
dr y-bulb thermopil e, and T ,. is the temp eratur e (in °C)
of the reference junction . In the writ er's system, nc1= 2
a nd T ,. = 65 °C. Equati on [ l ] is a regres sion relation
derived fro m the standard copp er-c onst antan output
tables, but ba sed on a referenc e temperatur e of 65 °C
instead of 0 °C.
Th e wet bulb is referenced aga inst the dr y bulb , and ,
beca use the wet bulb is ordinarily at a low er temperatur e than the dr y bulb , the output of this thermop ile is
nega tive. T he electric al output of th e wet-bulb thermopile (emfw), expr essed in mV, can be combin ed with the
dr y-bulb output to evaluat e wet-bulb temp eratur e (°C)
by a modi fica tion of equati on [ 1].

Tw = {(0.0438((emf)d/nd
- 0.4377) ((emf)ind

+ 22.7]((emf)d/nd

5. A 6-un it psyc hro meter mast at the pumi ce
test site.

FI GURE

+ (emf)w/nw)

+ (emf)w/nw)

[2]

+ (emf)w/nw) + Tr

where nw is the numb er of circuits in the wet-bulb
th erm opile. In the writ er's system, n". = 4.
T he d ry-b ulb a nd wet-bulb tempera tur e may thu s be
calc ula ted for a system of copper-constanta n thermo piles with a hea ted refere nce juncti on, if the numb er of
therm oco uples is known for each therm opile, the electri ca l o utput is meas ured , and the refere nce temperatur e
is kn ow n or meas ured. Before appl ying equ ation [ I ],
howeve r, one should co nfirm that the copp er-co nstantan
wire co nfor ms to the standard output tables.

The Recorder

Th e requir ements for meas urement precis ion a nd for
ease in data handlin g virtually dictat e that some type of
digital data logge r be used with the psychrom eter system. Th e Vidar data logge r (Appendix I , G) in the
writer's system has a capacity of 100 cha nnels, a sampling speed of 5 cha nnels per second , a nd a resoluti on of
0. 1 µV . Exce llent noise rejection and stabilit y ar e
among the fea tur es that recommend this pa rticul ar system. F or exampl e, recordin g noise is less than I µV
betwee n samples, a nd diurn al stab ility is in the ra nge of
2 to 4 µV . Output of thi s unit is by punch ed pap er tap e,
a high-speed strip print er, or both .
Th e entir e system fits into a mobile laboratory that
is mo unt ed on a 1½ ton truck . Th e insulat ed laboratory
is air-c onditi oned to maintain a stabl e environm ent for
the record er. A portabl e generat or of 5,000 W capacit y
prov ides ample pow er for operati on in remot e locations.

The Psychrometric Equation

Th e vapor pr essure of the air (in mb) can be calculated from TLIand T " (in °C), using the empirical
psychrom etric equation

e

= e

0

- yP(T

d

- T)

W

[3]

wh ere e,. is the saturation vapor pr ess ure (mb) at the
dr y-bulb te mp eratur e T 11 ( °C), y is a psychrometric
const a nt, and P is the atmo sph eric pr essure (mb). The
psychrom etric const ant vari es with temperature, aspiration speed , and radiation load . Lourence and Pruitt
( 1969) present convincing experim ental evidence that
an appropriate expression for this constant in their
psychrometer is,

SENSOR PERFORMANCE

Th e dry-bulb temperature (Ta) and the wet-bulb
temp eratur e (T .,) must be det ermin ed to evaluate the
vapor pressure of the air (e) with the psychrometer.
Dry- and Wet-bulb Temperatures

y

The dry bulb is referenced to a heated (65 °C) junction , so the resulting signal is negative for all dry-bulb
temperature below 65 °C . The electrical output of the
dry-bulb thermopile (emfa) expressed in mV, can be

= 6.97 x 10- 4 (1 + 0.00115 Tw )

[4]

Equatioi:i [4 ] is of the same form as the generally accepted constant for mercury thermomet ers when the aspiration velocity is between 4 and 10 m/ sec - 1 (List
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l 966, p. 365), but it is about 5.5 % greater. Examination of Lourence and Pruitt' s experime ntal data indicates that the measured gradients of vapor pressure
above a surface are little affected by the choice of either
psychrometric constant. The absolute values are shift ed
somewhat, however.
Standard tables can be used for eva luation of the
temperatures, and the vapor pressure from linear interpolation will be adequate for many purposes. An adjustment must be made with standard psychrometric
tables (List 1966) to account for the psychrometric
constant in eq uation f4 ] . The reduction of a larg e number of observations, however, is most easily done in the
computer.
The value of e (in mb) in equation [3 ] can be
calculated conveniently by Murray's ( 1967) formulation of the well known Teten's approximation,
0

e

0

6.1078 expll7.2693882
(T + 237.30)]

T /
w

[S]

w

for all T" > 0 °C. Equation [5 ] is within 0.1 % agreement of the internationally accepted Goff-Gratch formulation for temperature above freezing. The constants in
eq uation [ 5 l change if frozen wet bulbs are to be considered, but such modifictaion is not appropriate for the
Lourence psychrometer because freezing destroys the
ceramic wicks.
The vapor concentration of the air (e), expressed as
partial pressure of the water vapor in mb , is thu s calculated from a combination of equations r3] ' r4 1, and
f5], once T t1and Tw are known in °C.
Calibration

The philosophy adopted here in calibration is that
the differences between instruments are more important
than the abso lute values. In other words, sens itivity is
of more importance than is abso lute accuracy. This is
important because such factors as the connectors, amplifier drift, and reference junction offsets all introduce
bias into the data. The measured differences between instruments will not be affected, however , if the same
bias is applied to all of them.
The relative accuracy of the dry-bulb sensor s can
be deter mined easily with a stirred bath and a temperature standard. The absolute differences among twelve
dry-bulb sensors, as measured with the digital recorder ,
were around 0.01 °C.
Vapor pressure calibration is not as convenient, for
observations must be made with the psychrometers
under aspiration. The aspiration req uirement mak es it
difficult to obtain a suitable source of air with uniform
temperature and water properties, to make relative comparisons of one instrument against another. Further,
standard instruments required to assess absolute accuracy are lacking.
Absolute comparisons were made in the laboratory
between the Lourence psychrometer and the "standard"

Assmann psychrometer. The Assmann psychrometer is
rather crude; its general acceptance as a standard appears related more to the ease in standardizing construction than to the acc uracy of its readings. The comparisons estab lished that absolute values determined
with the ceramic wick psychrometer agreed with the
Assmann measurements, but with substantial scatter.
Next , comparisons were made of three psychrometers, operated as a closed system within a climatecontrolled growth chamber. Over a range of temperature between 6 °C and 25 °C, dry-bulb sensors that were
within 0.01 °C of each other in the stirred bath tests,
diverged as much as 0.1 °C. With vapor pressures ranging from 6 to 15 mb, the differences among Lourence
psychrometers in this chamber were as large as 0.1 mb.
These differences, however, appear to result from insufficient mixing within the chamber rather than from
differences among instruments. Other available evidence suggests that the accuracy of the instrument is
greater than indicated by these tests.
Let us examine indirect evidence of the prec1s10n
in the psychrometers under the conditions of our pumice
test site on September 4, 1969. The mean air temperature and vapor pressure profiles are plott ed in
Figure 6 for the hour 1030-1130. Pacific Daylight Time,
as measured at 20, 40, 80, 160, 240, and 320 cm above
the surface. The hourly means are based on 12 samples
made at 5-minute intervals. Both profiles show a logarithmic decrease with height, and the wet-bulb depressions were about 7 °C under the conditions of measurement. The linearity and simliarity of the temperature
and vapor profiles indicate precision of around 0.05 ° C
and 0.05 mb.
The necessity of replicating humidity observations
is well illustrated in similar data collected at the same
site on August 13, 1969, and plotted in Figure 7. The
mean air temperature profiles for the 1730-1830 hour
arc much warmer than in the previous example, although the logarithmic decrease with height again approaches linearity . The wet-bulb depressions were also
greater, and averaged some 15 °C during this hour.
Examination of the vapor pressure profile, however ,
clearly reveals that the 160 cm psychrometer is in error.
In practice, readings from this malfunctioning instrument would be deleted before an analysis was begun.
Figure 7 confirms that psychrometer measurements
must be replicated to assure that the vapor measurements are valid. Precision operation of a wet-bulb
psychrometer is not routine, even with a good system
and the best of intentions. Profile mea sure ments at
thr ee or more heights do provide a basis for acceptance
or rejection of a given vapor meas urement. If measur ements are made at only two levels, as required in a
Bowen ratio analysis, then several replications should
be made.
Our concern is with biased readings, rather than
random erro rs of measurement. The bias normally en-
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countered in wet-bulb psychrometry tend s to increase
the estimate of vapor concentration, and in general, the
instruments with the lowest vapor concentrations may be
presumed to be operating the most satisfactorily.

1,000
800

13 AUG 1969
1730-1830

600

Field Experience

Bubbles will sometimes develop for no apparent reason in the water supply tube leading to the porous
ceramic wick; this is probably what caused the error
evident in Figure 7. Boiling the distilled water to remove gas has helped minimize this problem. Some of
the ceramic tubes appeared to be less porous than
others; the wall thickness, for example, varied from lot
to lot. We simply discard ceramic elements that appear
to have excessively thick walls.
Although no gradual deterioration of the ceramic
wicks is apparent, we ordinarily change th e elements
about every 3 days. Catastrophic failures can occur in
operation. Because of the high elevation of the pumice
site in central Oregon, the wet-bulb temperature often
dropped below 0 °C on clear summer nights, and the
ceramic elements froze and cracked. Our experience
confirms that this design, despite its other advantages, is
not suitable when wet-bulb temp erat ures fall below 0 °C.
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FIGURE7. Mean temperature and vapor pressure profiles at the pumice· test site, with evidence of a
malfunctioning psychrometer at the 160 cm level.
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vantages of simplicity, ease of construction, and accuracy. Lourence's original psychrometer and the one described here are both based on thermocouple sensors.
Other temperature elements could be substituted, and no
doubt will be in the futur e. The basic design, when used
with care and appropriate recording equipment, yields
excelle nt accuracy . Further, it can define the gradients
of temperature and vapor concentration in the atmospheric boundary layer with a precision sufficient for a
variety of mean profile analyses.
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R & J Ceramics , 2552 Cottage Way, Sacram ento ,

Californai 95825. Approximate cost in 1970: $8
per dozen.
B.

Pace Engineering Co., 13035 Saticoy St., North
Hollywood , California 96 I 05.

C.

Thermo-electric
Jersey 07662.

D.

Amphenol Connector Divi sion , Amphenol-Borg
Electronics Corporation, 1830 South 54th Ave. ,
Chicago, rninoi s 60650.

E.

Ho cllander Mfg. Co., 3841 Spring Grove Ave .,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45223.
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Rohn Mfg . Co., 310 Quinc y St., Reno , Nevada
89502.

G.

Vidar Corp., 7 Ort ega Ave. , Mountain View , California 94040.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A THERMISTOR PSYCHROMETER SYSTEM
FOR RECORDING ATMOSPHERIC RELATIVE HUMIDITY IN REMOTE AREAS

B. Z. Richardson

Researchers have for some time needed a reasonably
priced instrument that has acceptable accuracy and can
be used for electrically recording relative humidtiy .
Many of these instruments have been developed but few
are reliable for continuous recording in the field. The
cost of commercially available instruments is normally
prohibitive for those who wish to monitor humidity at
a number of field locations.
The measurement of atmospheric relative humidity
is most difficult, to say the least, and is certainly less
accurate than the measurement of some other environmental parameters such as temperature . In fact there
does not appear to be a relative humidity recording device which will adequately fulfill all of the requirements
of the researcher, and there are advantages and disadvantages in any instrument that measures atmospheric
relative humidtiy. Before making a final selection to
fulfill a specific need , the researcher is referred to Tanner ( 1971 ), this Proceedings) for a detailed discussion
of psychrom etry in micrometeorology.

The psychrometer described here can be built for
about $ I 00.00. It is designed to operate in the field
unattended for two-week periods. In addition to using
it in an independent recording unit , the author has used
it as part of an environmental recording system designed
to measure wind speed and direction, solar radiation,

1.

Figure 1 shows a Richardson Model 1 psychrometer
connected to a Rustrak recorder. Also, this instrument
equipped with a ventilated radiation shie ld is shown
on the right of Figure 1. The design requirements of
this psychrometer were that it have a low cost and be
capable of relative humidity measurements at ambient
temperatures batween 0 ° and 50 °C with an error of
less than ± 3 % . An Oster Model GM225 (see Appendix) ball-bearing motor turning at 7000 rpm moves
air past the dry and wet bulb sensors at about 800 ft.
min. - 1 (4 m sec - 1 ) to give the maximum wet bulb depression (Fjgure 2).
Both YS[ #401 and Rustrak 133 1 thermsitors (see
Appendix) are used with the psychrometer and both
have performed equally well. Each thermistor has a
time constant of 7 .0 sec . A YSI Model 423 probe, with
a time constant of 1.4 sec. was also used, and althou gh
it did reduce the response time for maximum wet bulb
depression, the difference in accuracy did not warrant
the increased cost.

CONSTRUCTION, CALIBRATION, AND OPERATION

FIGURE

soil temperature, and soil water. When the system is
programmed to do so, a timing motor operates a gold
contact stepping switch. At five-minute intervals the
timing motor causes the stepping switch to connect
recorders to different monitoring levels until six different levels above and below the soil surface have been
measured.

Model 1 psychrometer shown without and with ventilated shield.
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more eff icient for movin g air at high velocities through
the ventilating tube . F urth ermore, the Mod el lB gives
more accurate results when th ere is a large fluctuation
in wind speed a nd direction.
To aid in the selection of the proper fan and motor
combination, a set of curves are furnished to show th e
difference in air velocities (Figur e 4) and electrical currents required (Figure 5) for different types of fan and
motor com bin a tions. It should be noted th at DC motor s
can be opera ted at less than designed voltages, but the y
shou ld not be operated a t higher than des igned voltages.
M odels 1 and 1B psychrometers are des igned to operate un attended in the field for periods of two weeks.
Cleanliness of th e wet bulb 's wick has a grea t effect
upon accuracy of the relative humidity measurement s.
It is best , when possible, to face the instrument awa y
from prevailing winds which may carry du st. Every two
weeks the cover of the psychrometer shou ld be remov ed
to expo
·

FIGURE 2. Det er minin g th e minimum air velocity required for maximum wet-bulb de!)ression . (Note the
dual traces on Rust rak recorder showing wet and dry
bulb temperatures .)
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The psychrom cter output is recorded in a Rustrak
dual channel recorder Mod el 2133B (Figure 2). Howeve r, th e accuracy of the recording unit is limit ed by
th e operator's abilit y to read temp era tur es to th e neare st
degree on th e narrow chart. A comparison of the Richardson a nd Assman psychrometers, und er controlled
laboratory cond itions , show ed that the Richardson psychrometer yields slightl y higher values of relative humidit y (F igur e 3).
A Mod el 1B psychrometer was developed to replace
the Mod
·
·
is
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FIGURE 4. R ela tions h ip between airspeed and voltage
using th e following mot or and fan combinations .
( 1) 12-v olt DC mot or, Globe Indu stries model
235A106-3 and squirr el cage fan.
(2) 12-volt DC motor blower assembly , Ripley
model SE-1507 .
( 3) 28-volt DC motor, Globe Indu stries model
19A635 and squirrel cage fan .
( 4) 26 -volt DC motor , Ost er model GM225 and
low-pitch fan.
(5) 26-volt DC moto r , Oster model GM225 and
. high-pitch fan.

100

ASSMANN PSYCHROMETER

FIGURE 3. Richardson psychrom ete r (Y) compared
with Assman psychrometer (X) under laboratory
conditions. Coefficient of determination ( r 2 ) =
0.99 ; standard error of estimate = 0 .96 %. Y =
0.66 + l.0O(X) .
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FIGURE 6a. Assembly drawing
Model 1 psychrometer.

28

of the Richardson

FIGURE 5. Relationship between current and voltage
using the following motor and fan combinations .
( 1) 12 volt DC motor , Globe Industries model
235Al06-3 and squirrel cage fan.
(2) 12 volt DC motor-blower assembly , Ripley
model SE-1507.
(3) 28 volt DC motor, Globe Industries model
l 9A635 and squirrel cage fan.
( 4) 26 volt DC motor , Oster model GM225 and
low pitch fan.
( 5) 26 volt DC motor , Oster model GM225 and
high pitch fan .
be washed under pressure using a detergent and then
rinsed with distilled water. If the cleanliness of the wet
bulb thermistor is questionable, it should be removed
from the psychrometer assembly and replaced with another matched thermistor; always make certain that the
wet bulb thermistor and wick fit snugly in the tygon
tube that extends from the reservoir to the wet bulb
sensor. This will insure that the capillary effect within
the tube furnishes ample water to th~ wet bulb from the
reservoir. The use of facial tissue referred to by Tanner
(1971, this Proc eedings) seems an excellent idea and
shou ld work well in this unit. Figures 6 and 7 are production drawings of both units and furnish the necessary
information for their fabrication.
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BATIERiES AND RECHARGING EQU1PMENT

FIGURE 6b. Detail drawing of the Richardson Model
1 psychromete-r.

The effectiveness of every recording unit is limited
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7a. Assembly drawing
Model 1B psychrometer.

FIGURE

of the Richardson
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7b. Detail drawing of the Richardson Model
lB psychrometer.

FIGURE

in a number of ways, and probably one of the most important and least understood limitations is the battery
system. Selecting a battery for an instrument system
can be quite complex. A paper describing batteries and
how to select them for instrument recording systems will
soon be availab le. Thus , it will suffice here to briefly
review some important points about battery selection.
Batteries are conveniently classified into two groups
- primary and secondary. Because primary batteries
are essentially non-rechargeable , they will not be discussed further. Secondary batteries (or storage batteries) convert chem ical energy into electrical energy
and this is a reversible process. Storage batteries are
recharged by passing an electric current through them
in the direction opposite to the discharge current.
The two most commonly used storage batteries are
the lead-acid and the nickle cadmium types. Lead-acid
batteries are of either automotive or industrial design.
Industrial batteries are usually heavier and cost more,
but their cycle life (charge and discharge) ranges from
1800 to 2100 times, whereas the automotive type can
be recharged only about 200 times.
Nickle-cadmium batteries have one major disadvantage as compared to lead-acid batteries - they must not
be discharged below final terminal voltage. If a battery
of nickle-cadmi um cells, either in parallel or series, is
discharged below its terminal voltage, some of the cells
may be damaged due to reversal of their polarity during
recharging . This condition gives the nickle-cadmium
battery a very high maintenance cost.
The advantages of the nickle-cadmium battery over
the lead-acid battery are: 1) it is more rugged; 2) it operates successfully over a wider temperature range; 3)
it is one of the most efficient electro-chemica l devices
available; and 4) it has a cycle life of about 2000 recharges. The nickle-cadmium battery may last up to 15
years.
The following relations should be understood before selecting a lead-acid battery for a field recording
system.
1. A discharge rate that is less than the estab lished
one increases the rated capacity. For example, a battery
may be rated at 70 am-hr when discharged at the rate
of 10 amperes per hour for 7 hours at 78 °F (25.6°C).
If this battery were discharged at the rate of 1 ampere
per hour then the capacity of the battery may be increased by as much as 20%.
2. A low ambient temperature reduces battery capacity. For example, if the factory determined the
capacity at 78 °F and the same battery were discharged
at a rate of 10 amperes per hour at 30 °F (-1.1°C)
then the battery capacity would be reduced.
Figure 8 shows the effect of four different temperatures on a 6 cell 12 volt lead-acid automobile battery
discharging at the rate of 1000 ma . per hour. This battery has a final voltage of 1.75 volts per cell of a total
of I 0.5 volts for the 6 cells. The curve indicate that
when a battery is subjected to a very low discharge rate
th e effect of temperature is small. If this battery is re-
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FIGURE 8. Effec ts of fou r diff erent temperatures on a
12-volt lead-acid automobile batt ery di scharging at
1000 ma and h aving a final voltage of 1.75 volts
per cell.

Ripl ey Company , Inc .
Factory Street
Middl etown, Connecticut 06457
Fan Grainger 2C948
W. W . Grainger, In c.

527 North 3r d West
Salt Lake Ci ty, Utah 84 1 l 0

duccd to below I 0.5 volts , then active sulfatin g will
occ ur a nd battery life will be reduc ed grea tly. If th e
battery vo ltage rem a ins below this level for two weeks
the batt ery will be per mane ntl y damaged ..
Figure 9 shows a motor-alternator combination developed by the author to recharg e batteries while opera ting reco rding systems in the field. It uses a timing
device to sto p the engine afte r a preset numb er of hours
of charg ing of batteries. A circuit within th e unit regulates the recharge a nd cuts the 65 amp-hr alternator out
when the batteries are fully charged. (A publication
wi ll soo n be avai lab le describing thi s motor-alternator
unit in detail.)

YSI # 401 , termistor prob e
Yellow Springs In strument Co .
Yellow Sp rin gs, Ohsio 45387
Rustrak

# 1331 thermistor probe
Rustrak In strum ent Co ., lnc .
Municipal Airport
M a nch ester, New H amps hir e 03103

DISCUSSION

C B. Tanner clo sed the disc ussion with th e comm ent
that the use of sta inless stee l shieldin g for so la r radiation
can lea d to some difficult hea tin g probl ems. Stainl ess
steel absorb s la rge quantities of so lar ra diation (about
40 %) and re -emits only weakly (about 10 % ). Unfortunately , stainless stee l is a popular shielding ma terial beca use it does not corrode . A very good covering material in the field for thermomet ers is either
aluminized myl ar or spray ed whit e paint in addition to
insulation . Tanner said that the resea rch er that goe s to
the probl em of chrome plating instrum ent shields might
accomplish, for some exposures, the same effect if he
were to spray them with dark paint. (J. Appl. Meteorol.
4 :544-547, 1965).

FIGURE 9. Motor- alternator combination u sed for
battery charging system.
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Satur ated Vapor Pressure Over Water (e

)
0

in Millibars

Temperature (T) from Oto - 24.9°C
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Satur ated Vapor Pressure Over Water (e 0 ) in Millibars
Temperat ure (T) from Oto 24.9°C
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Saturated
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in Millibars

Temperature (T) from 25.0 to 49.9 °C
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75.766738

76.170110

76.575333

76.982416

77 .391365

41

77.802187

78.214890

78.629480

79.045965

79.464351

79.884646

80.306858

80.730992

81.157057

81.585060

42

82.015008

82.446908

82.880768

83.316595

83.754396

84.194178

84.635950

85.079718

85.525490

85.973273

43

86.423075

86.874904

87.328766

87 .7 84670

88.242622

88.702632

89.164705

89.628850

90.095074

90.563385

44

91.033791

91.506300

91.980918

92.457655

92,936517

93.417513

93.900650

94.38593f

94.873379

95.362987

45

95.854768

96,348729

96.A44879

97,343226

97 .843777

98.346541

98.851525

99.358739

99.868188

100.379883

46

100.893831

101.410040

101.928518

102.449273

102.972314

103.497649

104.025287

104.555234

105.087501

105.622094

47

106.159023

106,698296

107,239920

107.783905

108.330260

108.878991

109.430109

109.983620

110.539535

111.097861

48

111.658608

112.221783

112.787395

113.355453

113. 925965

114.498941

115.074388

115.652317

116.232734

116.815650

49

117.401073

117.989011

118.S79474

119.172471

119.768009

120.366099

120.966750

121.569969

122.175767

122.784152

APPENDI
X Ia (cont. )

Saturated Vapor Pressure Over Water (e0 ) in Milli bars
Temperature (T) from 50. 0 t o 74.9°C

T

N

-....J
0

.o

•1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.9

.0

.7

50

123.395132

124.008719

124.f,24919

125.243743

125.865199

126.489297

127.116046

127.745455

128.377533

129.012289

51

129.649733

130.289874

130.932722

131.578285

132.226573

132.877596

133.531363

134.187882

134.84 7165

135.509219

52

136.174055

136.841683

137.512111

138.1 8 5349

138.861407

139.540295

140.222022

140.906598

141.594033

142.284335

53

142.977516

143.6735A5

144.372551

145.074424

145. 779215

146.486933

147.197587

147.911189

148.627748

149.347273

54

150.069775

150.795264

151.5?.3750

152.255243

152.989752

153.727289

1.54.467863

155.211485

155.958164

156.707911

55

157.460735

158.216649

158.975661

159. 737781

160.503021

161.271391

162.042901

162.817561

163.595382

164.376374

56

165.160548

165.947915

166.738484

167.532267

168.329274

169.129515

). 69.933002

170. 739745

171.549754

172.363041

57

173.179616

173.999490

l74. A22673

175.649177

176.479013

177,312190

178.148721

178,988616

179,831886

180.678542

58

181.528595

182.382055

183.238935

184.099246

184.962997

185,830201

186,700869

187.575011

188,452639

189.333764

59

190.218398

191.106552

191.998237

192.893464

193.792245

194,694592

195.600515

196.510026

197,423136

198.339858

60

199.260202

200.184181

201.111805

202.043087

202.978037

203.916668

204,858992

205,805020

206.754763

207,708234

61

208.665445

209.626406

210.591131

211.5 5 9631

2 12.531918

213,508003

214.487899

215.471618

216,459172

217.450572

62

218.445832

219.444962

220,447976

221.454884

222.465701

223.480436

224.499104

225,521716

226,548284

227.578821

63

228.613340

229.651851

230.694369

231.740904

232.791471

233.846081

234.904746

235.967480

237,0342

64

239.180217

240.259350

241.342614

242.430023

243.521588

244.617323

245,717240

246.821353

247.929674

249,042215

65

250.158991

251.280013

252,405295

253.534849

254,668690

255.806829

256.949280

258.096056

259.247170

260.402635

66

261.562465

262.726672

263.895270

265.068273

266.245693

267.427543

268,613838

269.804591

270,999814

272.199522

67

273.403727

274.612444

275.A25686

277 • 04346 7

278.265799

279.4926'-}7

280,724175

281.960?.45

283.200922

284.446220

68

285.696151

286.950731

288.209972

289.473890

290,742496

292.015806

293,293834

294.576593

295,864097

297.156360

69

298.453397

299.755222

301.0f , 11148

302.373290

303.689562

305.010677

306.336652

30 7 .667499

309.003232

310,343867

70

311.689418

313.039

314.395323

315.755707

317.121064

318.491409

319,866756

321.247120

322,632515

324,022957

71

325.418459

326.819037

328.224704

329. 6 35477

331.0 5 1369

332.472395

333.898571

335.329

336.766430

338.208142

72

339.655064

341.107209

342.564593

344.027231

345.495138

346.968329

348.446819

349.930623

351.419757

352.914235

73

354.414074

355.919288

357.429892

358,945902

360.467334

361.994202

363,526522

365,064310

366,607581

368,156350

74

369 . 710634

371,270448

372.835806

374.406726

375.983223

377.565312

379,153009

380.746330

382.345290

383,949906

8 99

9 11

95

238.105203

APPENDIX
Ia (cont.)

Saturated

Vapor Pressure Over Water (e

)
0

in Millibars

Temperature (T) from 75.0 to 99.9°C

T

N
'-.I

.o

.I

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.1

.0

.9

75

385.560194

387.176169

388,797847

390,425244

392,058377

393.697261

395,341912

396.992346

398.648580

400.310629

76

401.978510

403.652239

405.331833

407.017306

408.708677

410.405961

412.109174

413.818333

415.533454

417.254554

77

418,981650

420,714757

422.453892

424.199072

425.950314

427,707634

429.471049

431.240576

433.016230

434.798030

78

436.585992

438,380132

440.180468

441.987016

443.799794

445.618818

447.444106

449.275674

451.113539

452.957719

79

454.808231

456.665091

45 8 ,528318

460.397928

462.273938

464.156366

466.045229

467.940544

469.842330

471.750602

AO 473.665380

475,586679

477.514518

479,448914

481,389885

483,337449

485,291622

487.252423

489.219869

491.193979

Al

493.174769

495,162259

497,156464

499.157404

501.165097

503.179559

505.200810

507.228867

509.263748

511 .305471

1:12 513.354055

515.409517

517,471876

519.541150

521,617357

523.700515

525.790642

527.887758

529.991880

532.103026

fl3

534.221216

536.346467

538,478798

540.618227

542.764774

544.918457

547.079293

549.247303

551.422504

553.604916

84

555.794557

557,991445

560,195600

562,407041

564.625787

566,851855

569.085266

571.326038

573.574191

575,829743

fl5

578,092713

580.363121

582.640985

584.926326

587.219161

589.519511

591.827395

594.142831

596.465840

598.796440

'16

601.134652

603,480494

605,833986

608,195147

610.563998

612,940557

615.324845

617. 716880

620.116684

622.524274

A7

624,939672

627,362896

629.793968

632.232905

634,679730

637,134460

639,597117

642.067721

644.546290

647.032846

A8

649,527409

652,029998

654,S40634

657,059337

659,586127

662.121024

664.664050

667.215223

669.774565

672.342096

'39

674.917fl36

677.501A05

680.094025

682,694516

685.303298

687.920392

690.545819

693.179598

695.821752

698.472301

90

701,131265

703,79fl665

706,474522

709. 158858

711,851692

714,553046

717.262941

719.981398

722.708437

725.444081

91

728.188350

730.941

733.702847

736,473119

739,252100

742,039812

744,836277

747,641515

750.455549

753.278400

92

756.110089

758.950637

761.800067

764 .658400

767,525657

770.401859

773.287030

776.18IJ90

779.0843,61

781.996565

93

784.917824

787,84

790, 7R7593

793,736147

796.693844

799.660705

802.636752

805.622008

808.616494

811.620232

Q4

814.633246

817.655556

820.687186

823 ,728157

826.778491

829.838212

832,907342

835,985902

839.073915

842.171405

95

845.278392

848.394'l01

85 1.520953

854,656571

857,801777

860,956595

864.121048

867,295157

870.478945

873.672437

<l6

876,875653

880.088618

883,311354

886 ,543885

889,786232

893.038420

896,300471

899.572408

902.854255

906.146035

97

909.447771

912.759486

916.081203

919.412947

<l22. 754 739

926.106604

929.468566

932.840646

936.222870

939.615260

98

943.017841

946,430635

94<l,fl53666

953,286959

956,730536

960, 184422

963.648641

967,123215

970.608169

974.103528

99

977.609314

981,125552

984,652266

988 ,189480

991.737218

995,295503

998,864362

1002.443816

1006.033891

1009.634611

265

8 159

APPENDIXlb

Saturated

Vapor Pressure Over Water (e 0 ) in

T11TIHg

Temperature (T) from -25.0 to -49.9°C

T

.o

•l

.2

.3

.4

N

.6

.7

.9

.8

-25

.605274

.599R19

.594448

.589100

.583796

.578535

• 5 73316

.568140

.563006

.557914

-26

.552fl63

.547fl54

.542885

.537957

.533070

.528222

.523414

.518645

.513916

.509226

-27

.504574

.499960

.495385

.490847

.486346

.481883

.477457

.473067

.468714

.464397

-28

.460116

.455R70

.451660

.447485

.443345

.439239

.435167

.431130

.427126

.423156

-29

.419219

.415315

.411444

.407606

.403800

.400026

.396284

.392573

.388894

.385246

.3fll628

.378042

.374486

.370960

.367464

.363998

.360561

.357154

.353776

.350426

-10
-31

.347105

.3431'13

.340549

.337313

.334104

.330924

.327770

.324644

.321545

.318472

-32

.315426

.312406

.309413

.306445

.303503

.300587

.297696

.294830

.291989

.289173

-33

.286381

.283614

.280870

.278151

.275456

.272784

.270136

.267511

.264909

.262330

-34

.259774

.257240

.254729

.252239

.249772

.247327

.244903

.242501

.240120

• 237760

-15

.235421

.233103

• ?)0806

.2?8529

.226273

.224036

.221820

.219624

.217447

.215290

.213152

.211033

.?08934

.206fl53

.204792

.202748

.200724

.198717

.196729

.194759

-16
-17

.192806

.190872

.188955

.187055

.185173

.183308

.181459

• l 79628

.177814

.176016

.174234

.172469

• 170 721

.168988

.167271

.165570

.163885

.162?15

.160561

.158922

-18
-39

.157298

.155A89

.154095

.152">16

.150952

.149402

.147866

.146345

.144838

.143346

.141867

.140402

.118950

.137513

.136089

.134678

.133280

.131896

.130525

.129166

-40
-41

.127821

.12648fl

• l ?.516>3

.123860

.122565

.121282

.120011

.118752

• 117506

• l 16271

-42

.115048

.113836

.112637

.111448

.110271

.10910fi

.107951

.106808

.105676

.104554

-43

.103444

.102344

.101255

.100176

.099108

.098050

.097002

.095965

.094937

.093920

-44

.092912

.091915

,090927

.089948

,088980

,088021

,087071

,086130

.085199

.084277

-45

,083364

.082460

,081565

.080678

,079801

,078932

.078072

.077220

,076377

,075542

-46

,074715

,073897

,073087

,072285

,071491

,070704

,069926

.069156

,068393

,067638

,066890

,066150

,065418

,064693

,063975

,063264

,062561

.061864

.06ll

,060493

-47

,059818

,059149

,0584R8

.057833

,057184

.056543

.055908

,055279

,054657

,054041

-48

,053432

,052829

,052232

.051641

,051056

,050478

,049905

.049338

.048777

.048222

-49

N

---..J

.5

75

APPENDI
X lb (cont.)

Saturate d Vapor Pressure Over Water (e

in mmHg

)
0

Temperature (T) from Oto -24.9°C

T

0

•0

.l

4,5812

24

.2

.3

.4

.5

,6

,7

,8

,9

4.54B043

4,515075

4,482319

4,449774

4,417439

4,385312

4,353392

4,321679

4,290171

-1

4,258866

4, 22 77 65

4, 1 % 8 65

4 , 166166

4,135666

4, 105364

4,075260

4,045351

4,015638

3,986118

-2

3,956791

3,927656

3,898711

3 , 869956

3, 84 1389

3,813010

3,784817

3,756809

3,728985

-3

3,701345

3,673887

3,646f.09

3,619512

3 , 592594

3,565854

3,539290

3,512903

3,486690

3,460652

3,434786

3,383570

3, 1582 17

3 , 333033

3,308018

3,283169

3,258486

3,233969

3,209615

3,185425

3,137530

3,113824

3 ,0 9 02 77

3 ,066889

3,0436

3,020584

2,997665

2,974902

2,952292

2,907531

2 . 1385378

2 , 8633 75

2,841521

2,8191316

2,798259

2, 776848

2,755584

2,734464

-4
-5
-6

3,409093
3, 1613 9 7
2,929835

-7

2,713489

2,692657

2,671968

2 , 651420

2,631013

2,610746

2,590618

2,570629

2,550777

-8

2,5114

2,531062

2,492038

2,472728

2 ,4 5355 1

2,434 5 07

2,415595

2,396813

2,378)62

2,359641

2,341248

82

N

'-I
XN

58

-9

2,322983

2,304845

2 , 2%1334

2 , 268948

2,251187

2,233550

2,216036

2,198645

2,181375

-10

2,164227

2,147199

2,130291

2 ,113 50 1

2 ,0 9683 0

2,080276

2,063839

2,04 7518

2,031312

2,015220

-11

1,999242

1,98337

1, 96 7 626

1,951986

1, 936456

1,921037

1,905728

1,890528

1,875436

1,860452

-12

1,845575

1,830804

1, 8 16 13 9

1,801578

1,787123

l, 772770

1,758521

1,744374

1,730329

1,716385

-13

1,702542

1,688798

1,675154

1,661608

1,648160

1, 6348 10

1,621556

1,608398

1,595336

1, 582369

-14

1, 569496

1,556717

1,544 03 1

1,531437

1,518935

1, 5065 25

1,494205

1,481976

1,469836

1,457785

1,445823

1,4104 6 1

1,398846

1,387318

1,375874

1,364515

1,353240

1,342049

1,330940

1, 298106

1,287324

1,276622

l,265999

1,255456

1,244991

1,234605

1,224296

1,203910

l,193831

l,1 83828

1,173900

1,164047

1,154268

1,144562

1,134930

1,125370

1,10-64 6 7

1,097123

1,087849

1,078646

1,069512

l,060448

1,051453

1,042526

1,033667

1,007495

-15
-16
-17
-18

1,433948
1,319914
1,214065
1,115883

8

1,4221 6 1
1, 308969

-19

1,024876

l,016152

-20

,940581

,932504

-21

,862560

-22

,99 890 4

,990 3 78

,9 8 1918

,973523

,965192

,956925

,948722

, 92 44 89

,916536

,908644

,900813

,893043

,885333

,877682

,870092

,855087

, 84 767 1

, 84 0314

,833014

, 8 25771

,818585

,811455

,804380

,790398

,797361

,783488

, 776634

,769833

,763085

,756391

,749749

,743160

, 736623

-23

, 730138

,723704

,7173 2 1

,7109 89

,704707

,698475

,692293

,686159

,680075

-24

,674039

,668052

,662112

,656220

,650375

,644577

,638825

,633120

,627460

,621846

,616277

,610753

APPEND!
X I b (cont.)

Saturated

Vapor Pressure

Over Water (e 0 ) in mmHg

Temperature (T) from O to 24. 9°C

T

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.1

.9

•l

.8

•0

4.648232

4.682060

4.716106

4.750371

4.784857

4.819565

4.889650

4.581224

4.614620

4.854495

0

4.996470

5.032534

5.068828

5.105353

5.142112

5.179104

5.253797

4.960636

5.216332

4.925030

5.367625

5.406050

5.444719

5.483631

s.522790

5.641756

5.329443

5.601851

5.291500

5.562196

2

s.803901

5.845076

5.886509

5.928202

6.054852

5.722320

5.762983

6.012372

5.681912

5.970156

3

fi.227438

6,271258

6.3153Sl

6.359717

6.494474

6.140609

6.183889

6.449277

6.097597

6.404359

4

6.678072

6.724682

6. 771579

6.818765

6.962070

6.585707

6.631748

6.914009

6.539950

6.866241

5

7,108029

7.157278

7.206829

7.256683

7.306840

7.408075

7.459155

7.010426

7.059078

7.357304

6

7.666597

7.719246

7.772214

7.825502

7.987307

7.562241:l

7.614265

7.933047

7.510545

7.879113

1

8.152055

8.207634

B.263546

8.319793

8.376378

8.548174

8.096809

8.490567

8 041894

8.433302

8

8.782064

8.841410

8.901110

8. 961164

9.143475

8.664424

8.7230h9

9.082345

8.606126

9.021575

9

9.3911;35

9.454594

9.517925

9.581629

9. 774999

9. 266,ll23

9.129045

9.710164

9.204967

9.645708

10

9.971797

10.038166

10.104925

10.172073

10.239614

10.444611

9.905813

10.375881

9.840215

10.307550

11

10.6S3210

10.723553

10.794304

10.86S465

10.937039

11.154253

10.583274

11.081431

10.513741

11 .009027

12

11.375252

11.449768

ll.524714

11.600090

ll.675899

11.905946

11.301162

11.828825

11.227496

11.752144

13

12.139966

l?.2181\65

12.298215

12.378017

12.458273

12. 701791

12.061514

12.620158

11.983508

12.538986

14

12.949479

13.032978

13.116950

13.201397

13.286320

13. 543974

12.866449

13.457607

12.783887

13.371723

15

13.894328

13.983149

14.072467

14.162286

14.434767

13.806002

14.343433

13.630828

13.718170

14,252607

16

14.711834

14.805220

14.899125

14.993553

15.088504

15.376528

14.618964

15.279989

14.526609

15.183982

17

lS.768050

15,867285

15.967066

16.067396

16.371709

15.571211

15.669360

16.269715

15.473601

16.168279

18

16.785306

16.890123

16.995513

17.101479

17.422853

16.577378

16.6810'>8

17.315146

16.474262

17.208022

19

17.859568

17.970231

18.081495

18.193360

18.532598

17.640028

17.749501

18.418909

l 7.531146

18.305831

20

18.877355

18.993514

19.110297

19.227708

19.345748

19.703681

18.761818

19.583732

18.646900

19.464422

21

20.067388

20.189920

20.313106

20.436948

20.561450

20.938938

19.945505

20.812441

19.824271

20.686613

22

21.322466

21.451665

21.581547

21. 712115

21,843372

21.975322

22.241310

21.066106

21.193947

22, 107967

23

22.510104

22.645S6l

22.781729

22.918611

23.0S6210

23.194529

23.333572

23.613841

22.375355

23.473342

24

0

N
--...J
..I>,.

APPENDIXlb (cont.)

Saturated

Vapor Pressure

Over Water (e

0

)

in

ITT11Hg

Temperature (T) from 25.0 to 49.9°C

T

N
---.J
V"l

.o

•1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.1

.0

.9

25

23.755073

23.897042

24.0397S0

24.183201

24.327397

24.472343

24.618041

24.764496

24.911709

25.059684

26

2S.208425

25.357935

25.508218

25.659276

25.811113

25.963733

26.117138

26.271)32

26.426319

26.582102

27

26.73868S

26.896070

27. 0S4262

27.213263

27.373078

27.533709

27.695161

27.857436

28.020538

28.184472

28

28.349239

28.514845

28.681292

28.848S84

29.016724

29.185717

29.3S5566

29.526274

29.697845

29.870283

29

30.043592

30.217774

30.39283S

30. 568 776

30.745603

30.923319

31.101928

31.281433

31.461838

31.643147

30

31.825364

32.008492

32.192535

32.377498

32.563384

32.750196

32.937940

33.12Ml

33.316234

33.506792

31

33.698297

33.890752

34.084161

34.278528

34.473857

34.670152

34.867417

35.065656

35.264873

35.465072

32

35.666257

35.868433

36.071602

36.275769

36.480939

36.687115

36.894302

37.102503

37.311724

37.521967

33

37.733237

37.945538

38.158875

38.373252

3b.588673

38.805141

39.022662

39.241240

39.460879

39.681582

34

39.903356

40.126203

40.3S0128

40.57S135

40.801230

41.028416

41.256697

41.486078

41.716563

41.948158

35

42.180865

42.414690

42.649638

4?..885711

43.122916

43.361257

43.600737

43.841363

44.083137

44.326065

36

44.5701S1

44.815401

45.061817

45.309406

45.558172

45.808118

46.059251

46.311575

46.565094

46.819813

37

47.075736

47.332869

47.591217

47.8S0783

48.111573

48.373592

48.636844

48.901334

49.167067

49.434048

38

49.702281

49.971772

50.242525

50.514546

50.787839

51.062409

51.338261

51.615400

51.893831

52.173559

39

52.454589

52.736926

53.020575

53.305541

53.591830

53.879445

54.168393

54.458678

54.750305

55.043281

40

55.337608

55.63)294

55.930343

56.228761

56.528551

56.829721

57.132274

57.436217

57.741554

58.048291

41

58.356433

58.665986

58.976954

59.289343

59.603158

59.918406

60.235090

60.553217

60.872792

61.193821

42

61.516308

61 .84021',0

62.1656Al

62.492578

62.820956

63.150820

63.482176

63.815029

64.149386

64.485251

43

64.822630

65.161529

65.5019S4

6S 843910

66.187403

66.532438

66.879021

67 .227158

67.576855

67.928118

44

68.2809S1

68.635362

68.991355

69.348937

69.708113

70.068889

70.431272

70.795266

71.160879

71.528115

45

71.896981

72.267482

72.63962S

73.013416

73.388860

73.765964

74.144733

74.525174

74.907293

75.291096

46

75.676588

76.063777

76.452667

76.843266

77 .235579

77 .629613

78.025373

78.422866

78.822099

79.223077

47

79.62S807

80.030294

80.436546

80.844569

81.254368

81.6659!:>0

82.079322

82.494490

82.911!+61

83.330240

48

83.750834

84.173250

84.597494

85.023572

85.451492

85.881259

86.312880

86.746362

87.181711

87.618933

49

88.058036

88.499026

88.941910

89.386694

89.833385

90.281989

90.732514

91.184966

91.639351

92.095677

0

7

APPENDIX
lb (cont.)

Saturated

Vapor Pressure Over Water (e 0 ) in mmHg

Temperatu re (Tl from 50.0 to 74.9°C

T

N

--.J

°'

.o

•2

•l

.3

.4

wS

.6

.7

.0

.9

so

93.014178

93.4763n6

93.940522

94.406653

94.874765

95.344865

95.816960

96,291057

96,767164

92.553950
97.245286

97.725432

9fl.?.07607

98.691819

99.178075

99,666382

100.156747

100.649178

101.143680

101,640262

51
c;2

102.138930

102.639691

103.142S54

103.f,47524

104.154609

104.663817

105.175154

105.688629

106,204247

106.722016

107.241945

107.764039

108. ?.88306

lOK.814755

109.343391

109.874223

110.407258

110,942503

111,479966

112,019655

53
c;4

113.105737

l l3.fi52146

ll4.200All

114.751738

115.304936

115,860413

116.418174

116,978230

117,540586

112.561576

118.672233

119.?41538

119.813176

120.387153

120.963478

121.542157

122.123200

123.292406

118.105251

122.706614

55

124.471158

125. 064 134

125.659520

126.257324

126.857555

127.460219

128.065326

129.282898

123.880585

128,672883

56

129.895380

130.510336

131.127774

131.747703

132.370131

132.995065

133.622515

134.252488

134.884992

135,520036

57

136. 797776

137.440«R9

13 8 .0 85775

l3il. 733642

139,384098

140. 037152

140,692813

142.011986

136.157628

141,351088

SB

142.675516

143.3416

144. 010505

144,6 81980

145.356122

146.032937

146.712435

147.394624

148,079513

148.767111

59

149.457426

150.150467

150. 846242

151.544761

152.246031

152.950063

153,656863

154,366442

155,078808

155.793971

60

156.511937

157.232718

157. 956321

lS'l.682755

159.412030

160 .144154

160.879137

161.616987

162.357713

163.101324

f>l

164.597239

165 . 149561

166.104805

166.862979

167.624094

168.388157

169.155179

170.698135

163.847830

169,925169

62

171.474087

172.253035

173.0)49

173.819954

174.607943

175.398965

176.193030

176.990146

177. 790322

178.593569

63

179.399896

180 . 209313

181.021':128

ldl.837451

lfl2.656192

183 .478061

184.303067

185.131219

185.962528

186.797002

64

187.634653

188.4754

88

189.119519

190.166755

191.017205

191.870879

192.727788

193.587940

194,451347

195.318017

65

196.187961

197.0611

88

197. 937709

198,817533

199,700670

200.587131

201.476925

202.370063

203.266554

204 .166409

66

205.069637

205.976249

206,'l86256

207.799(,66

208. 716490

209.636740

210.:,60424

211.487552

212,418137

213.352187

67

214.289712

215.230724

216.175233

217.123249

218.074782

219.029843

219 .988442

220.950590

221,916298

222.885575

68

223.858433

224.834881

225.814931

22',.798S94

227,785878

228 • 776 797

229, 771359

230.769576

231,771459

232.777018

'19

233.786264

234, 799207

23S.fll5859

236,836231

237.860331

238.888176

239,919771

240.955129

241,994261

243,037178

70
71

244.083890

245.134410

246.188747

247.246913

248.308919

249.374777

250,444496

251.518089

252.595567

253.676940

254.762220

255 . 85 141 9

256.944547

258.041615

259,142636

260.247620

261.356578

262,469523

263,586465

264,707416

72
73

265.832187

266.961190

26B.094437

269.231538

270.372705

271.5\7950

272.667285

273.820720

274.978269

276,139941

74

2 77.305750

2 78.475706

279 .A49 822

280,828108

282.0

283.197242

284.388112

285.583201

286.782520

287.986081

86

87

10578

APPENDIXlb (cont.)

Saturated

Vapor Pressure

Over Water (e

)
0

in mmHg

Temperature (T) from 75. 0 to 99.9 ° C

T

N

---.)
---.)

.o

.z

•1

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.0

.9

75

289 .193896

?.90 .405977

291.l:>22335

292 . R42984

294.067934

2'l5 .2 97197

296.530787

297.768714

299.010992

300.257631

76

301.508645

30 2.764044

304 . 023843

305 . 288052

306 . 556684

30 7. 829752

309 .107266

310.389241

311.675688

312.966619

77

3 14.26204

.315 . 56l'l84

116 . R66442

3 1H,1 75435

319,488974

3?0 . 807013

322.129742

323.456996

324.788847

326.125306

78

327.466387

328.812103

330 , 16241',6

331 . 5 17 4 8 9

332 . 877184

334.241564

335.610642

336.984431

338.362943

339.746192

79

341 .1 341 89

342 . 'i26,149

343 . 'l?44R4

345 . 326806

346 . 733929

348 .1 45866

349 .562630

350.984233

352.410690

353.842012

RO

355.278?.JZ

356,719305

358 ,1 65.303

354 . 616220

361.072067

362.53286G

363.998610

365.469332

366.945038

368.425742

Al

31:,9.9114 5 7

3 71. 4021%

172 . R'l7973

374 . 398RO l

375 . 'l04694

377.415665

37B.931728

380.452896

381.979182

383.510600

AZ

385.04

J86 . 58AAfl7

388 .1 357RJ

384 . 687il66

39 1. 245 14 9

392 . 807646

394.375370

395.948336

397.526557

399.110047

R3

400.698820

402.29?8R9

40J."-92ZA4

405 . 496973

407.107015

408 .7 22409

410.343170

411.969311

413.600846

415.237789

R4

416.880154

41A . 527'l5Fi

420.l':l!208

421.839925

423.504121

425.173810

426.849005

428.529723

430.215975

431.907778

il5

433. 605 145

435.30

437.0)6630

4Jfl. 730776

440 .4 50544

442.17:>948

443.907003

445.643723

447.386122

449.134216

86

451).888019

452.647545

454.4128(19

456 .1 83825

457 . 960609

459. 743175

461.531538

463.325712

465.125712

466.931553

87

468.74325

470.560818

47 2 , lfl427 1

474.213625

4 76.04 889 3

477.8'l0093

479.737237

481,590342

483,449422

485,314492

88

487.185567

489.062663

490.945795

492. 834977

494.730226

496 ,631555

498.538981

500.452518

502,372182

504,29798B

89

506 .22995

508.168088

510 .11 24 13

512 . 062'l4l

514 . 019688

515 . 9826 70

5 17. 9519 02

519,927399

521,909177

523,897251

90

525.891638

52 7.8 '12353

529.89'14l

531 . 91282 7

S33.932619

535.958801

537.991389

540.030399

542.075847

544.127748

91

546.186119

548.25097",

S50. 122332

552.400206

S54.484613

556 . 5 75569°

558.673089

560.777191

562.887890

565,005202

92

567.129143

569.259729

S7l.

571 .540 903

575 . 691522

5 77. 848851

580.012907

582.183705

584.361263

586.545595

93

588. 736719

590 . 93 4 65 1

593.139407

595 . 351005

59 7. 569459

599.794788

602.027006

604.266]32

606,512181

608.765170

94

6 11. 025 116

6 13. 292035

6 15 . 565943

6 17 . 846859

620.134798

622 .42 97'7 7

624.731813

627.040923

629,357123

631,680431

95

634.010863

636 .34 8437

638 . 6'l3 168

641 .045 075

643.4041

645 .770481

6 48,144016

650,524793

652,912831

655.308146

96

657.710756

660 .12 0677

662 , 53 7928

664 . 962525

667.394485

669,833826

672.280565

674, 734720

677,196307

679,665345

97

682.141850

684.625840

f,87.117333

689.6

692 .12 2896

6'l4 .637001

697.158679

699.687948

702,224824

704,769325

98

707.321470

70 9 . 88 1276

71 2 . 448 71',l

715.023942

717.606837

720.19

722.795841

725.401986

728,015917

730,637651

99

733.267206

735.904601

738.549854

741.202982

743.864004

746.532938

74'1.209801

751.894612

754.587390

757.288152

6

7164

0

2

8091

1

196977

16346

74

7464

APPENDIXle

Saturated

Vapor Pressure Over Ice (ef) in Millibars
Temperature (T) from O to -24.9 °C

.o

•1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.1

.8

.9

6.107100

6.056996

6.007267

5.957909

5.908921

5.860300

5.812043

5.764149

5.716614

5.669436

5.622613

5.576142

5.s10021

5.484248

5.438820

5.393735

5.348991

5.304585

5.260515

5.216779

-1

5.173374

5.130298

5.087550

5.045126

5.003024

4.961243

4.919780

4.878633

4.837800

4.797279

-2

4.757067

4. 717lfi2

4.677563

4.638266

4.599271

4.560575

4.522176

4.484072

4.446260

4.408740

-3

4.334564

4.297904

4.261527

4.225430

4,189613

4.154073

4.118A08

4.049096

4.371508

4.083816

-4

3.9804fil

3.946543

3.912889

3.879497

3.846365

3.813491

3.780874

3. 716402

4.014645

3.748512

-5

3,652934

3.621573

3.590457

3.559585

3.528956

3.498568

3.468418

3.408829

3,684543

3.438506

-6

3.350176

3.321196

3.292446

3.263922

3.235625

3.207551

3.179700

3.124659

3.379387

3,152070

-1

3.070490

3, 04·3 728

3.017179

2.990842

2 • 964 715

2.938797

2.913085

2.862278

3.097466

2.887580

-8

2.812281

2 • 7A 75·83

2.763084

2. 738781

2. 714673

2.690760

2.667039

2.620170

2.837179

2.643510

-9

2.574054

2.551276

2.528682

2.506270

2.484041

2.461992

2.440122

2.396913

2.597019

2.418429

-10

2.354405

2.333411

2.312588

2.291935

2.271450

2.251133

2.230983

2.191176

2.375572

2.210997

-11

2.152019

2.132681

2.113503

2.094483

2.075619

2.056911

2.038357

2.001707

2.171516

2.019956

-12

1.965662

1,947863

1.930211

1.912706

1.895346

1.878131

1.861059

1.827340

1.983610

1.844129

-13

1.794180

1.777808

1,761573

1, 745473

1.729509

1.713678

1.697979

1.666977

1.810690

1.682413

-14

1.636494

1.621445

1.606522

1,591725

1.577054

1.562506

1.548081

1.519597

1.651671

1.533778

-15

1.491593

1.477769

1.464063

1.450473

1.436999

1.423639

l.410394

1.384241

1.505535

1.397261

-16

1.358533

1.345844

1,333263

1.320791

1.308425

1.296165

1.284011

1.260016

1.371332

1.271962

-17

1.236432

1.224793

1,213254

1.201815

1.190474

1.179232

1.168088

1.146088

1.248173

1.157040

-18

1.135231

1.124468

1,113799

1.103223

1.092740

l.OA2347

1.072045

1.061834

1.051711

1.041678

-19

1.021873

1.012101

1.002415

.992813

.983296

.973863

.964513

.946060

1.031732

.955246

-20

.927931

.918987

.910122

,901335

.892627

.883996

.875441

.858559

.936956

,866962

-21

,850231

.841977

.833796

,825689

,817654

.809691

.801799

.793978

.786227

, 778545

-22

, 770933

,76338A

.755912

,748503

.741161

,733885

.726675

.719530

.712449

.705433

-23

,698480

,F,91590

, 684 762

.677997

,671293

.664650

,658067

.651545

.645081

.638677

-24

T

0

N

-..J
00

APPENDIXle (cont.)

Saturated

Vapor Pressure

Over Ice (e~) in Millibars

Temperature (T) from -25. O to-49 . 9°C

T

'°

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.1

.8

.9

-25

.632332

.626044

. 619814

.613641

. 607524

.601464

.595459

.589509

.583614

.577773

-26

.571986

.566 253

. 560572

.554944

.549367

.543843

.538369

.532946

.527574

.522251

-27

.516978

.511753

. 506578

. 501450

.496371

.491338

.486353

.481414

.476522

.471675

-28

.41,6873

.462117

.4 57405

.452738

.448114

.443534

.438997

.434503

.430051

.425641

-29

.421273

.416946

. 412660

.408415

.404210

.400044

.395919

.391832

.387785

.383776

-30

.379805

.375872

.371976

.3 68118

.364297

.360512

.356764

.353051

.349374

.345732

-31

.342126

.33 8554

.335016

.331512

.328043

.324607

.321203

.317833

.314496

.311191

-32

.307917

.304 6 7 6

. 101466

.2 9 8287

.295139

.292022

.288935

.285879

.282852

.279855

-13

.276887

.273948

.271037

.268156

.265102

• 2624 77

.259679

.256909

.254167

.251451

-34

.248762

.246 099

. ?4341;3

.240853

.238269

.235710

.233177

.230669

.228186

.225727

-15

.223?93

.220881

. 2 184 97

.216135

.213797

.211482

.209190

.206921

.204675

.202451

-36

.200250

.19 8070

• 195913

.1 93777

.191663

.1 89570

.187499

.185448

.183418

.181408

-37

.179419

.1 77450

.175501

.173S7l

.171662

.169771

.167900

.166048

.164215

.162401

-38

.160605

.158 827

.157 068

.155327

.153603

.151898

.150209

• l 48539

.146885

.145248

-39

.143628

.142025

.140419

.1 38868

.137314

.135777

.134255

.132749

.131258

.129783

-40

.128323

.126R79

.125449

.124035

.122635

.121250

.119879

.118523

.117181

.115852

-41

.11453 8

-113238

.111951

.110678

.109418

.108172

.106938

.105718

.104511

.103316

-42

.102134

.100964

.09 9807

. 098662

.097530

.096409

.095300

.094203

.093118

.092045

-43

.0909 82

.089 93?

. OR8892

.087864

.086 846

.085840

.084844

.083859

.082884

.081921

-44

.080967

.080024

.079091

.0781 68

.077255

.076352

.075458

.074575

.073700

.072836

-45

.071981

• 071 I 35

.n702 98

.069471

.068652

.067841

.067042

.066250

.065467

.064692

-46

.063926

• 063168

. 062419

.061677

.060 944

.060219

.059502

.058793

.058092

.057399

-47

.056713

.056035

• 055364

.054701

.054045

.053397

.052755

.052121

.051494

.050874

-48

.050261

• 04%54

. 0490S5

.048462

.047876

.047296

.046723

.046157

.045596

.045042

-49

.044495

.043 953

.043418

.042889

.042 365

.041848

.041336

.040830

.040330

.039836

N

-.J

.o

APPENDIXle (cont.)

Saturated

Vapor Pressure Over Ice (e~) in Millibars

Temperature (T) from -50.0 to -74.9 °C

T

•0

•l

.2

,3

,4

,5

,6

,7

.0

,9

,039347

,038864

,038387

,037915

,037448

,036986

,036530

,036079

,035634

,035193

-50

,034757

,034327

,033901

.033480

,033065

,032654

,032247

,031846

,031449

,031056

-51

,030668

,030285

,029906

,029532

,029162

,028796

,028434

,028077

,027724

,027375

-52

,027030

,026689

,026352

,026019

,025690

,025365

,025044

,024726

,024412

,024102

-53

,023796

,023493

,023194

,022898

,022606

,022317

,022032

,021750

,021472

,021196

-54

,020924

.020656

,020390

,020128

,019869

,019613

,019360

,019110

,018863

,018619

-55

,018378

,018140

,017904

,017672

,017442

,017216

,016991

,016770

,016551

,016335

-56

,016122

,015911

,015703

.015497

,015294

,015093

,014895

,014699

,014506

,014315

-57

,014126

,013939

,013755

,013573

,013394

,013216

,013041

,012868

,012697

,012528

-58

,012362

,012197

,012034

,011874

,011715

,011559

,011404

,011251

,011101

,010952

-59

,010804

,010659

,010516

,010374

,010234

,010096

.009960

,009A25

,009692

,009561

-60

.009432

.009304

, 1)09 177

,009052

.008929

,008808

,008688

,008569

.008452

,008337

-61

,008223

,008110

,007999

.007889

,007781

.007674

,007568

,007464

,007361

,007259

-62

,007159

,007060

,006963

,006866

,006771

,006677

,006584

,006493

,006402

,006313

-63

.006225

,006138

,006053

.005968

,005885

,005802

,005721

,005640

,005561

,005483

-64

,005406

,005330

.005255

,005180

,005107

,005035

,004964

,004893

,004824

,004756

-65

,004688

,004621

,004556

,004491

,004427

,004363

,004301

,004240

,004179

,004119

-66

,004060

.004002

,003944

,003887

,003831

,003776

,003722

,003668

,003615

,003563

-67

,003511

,003460

,003410

,003361

,003312

,003263

,003216

,003169

,003123

,003077

-68

,003032

,00 2988

,002944

,002901

,002858

,002816

,002775

,002734

,002694

,002654

-69

,002615

,002S76

, 0IJ2538

,002501

,002464

,002427

,002391

,002355

,002320

,002286

-70
- 71

. 002?52

,002218

,002185

,002152

.002120

,002088

.002057

,002026

,001996

,001966

-72

.001936

,001907

, OOld78

,001850

,001822

,001794

,001767

,001740

,001714

,001688

,001662

,001637

,001612

,001588

,001563

,001539

,001516

,001493

,001470

,001447

-73
-74

.001425

.001403

.001382

,001360

,001339

,001319

.001298

.001278

,001258

.001239

APPEND
IX l e (cont.)

Satura ted Vapor Press ure Over Ice (e~) i n Millib ars
Temperature (T) from - 75.0 to - 99.9°C

T

.2

.3

.4

._5

.6

.1

.a

.9

. 00 122 0

. 00120 1

, 00 11 R2

,001164

. 0 0114 6

.0 0 1128

.001110

.001093

.001076

.001059

-7 6

. 00 1 042

. 00 1026

. 00 1010

,OOOQ94

. 00 09 78

.0 0 096 3

.000948

.000933

.000918

.000904

-77

, OOOA89

. OOOR75

, 000::Sf,l

,OOOA48

. 00 0 8 34

, 00 0 8 21

.0 0 0808

,000795

.000782

- 78

.000770

, 000 7 5A

. 000746

• 000 734

, 000722

, 000 71 0

, 00 06 99

.000688

.000677

.000666

-7 9

.000655

. on0644

,OOOA34

, 000624

, 0006 14

, 00060 4

. 00 0 594

,000584

.000575

,000565

.000556

- RO

, 000547

. 000538

. 0005?9

. 000521

,0005 12

, 0 00504

.000496

.000487

.000479

.000472

- Al

, 000464

, 000456

, 000449

,000441

. 000434

, 00 04 2 7

.000420

,000413

,000406

.000399

. 0003/lf,

, 000380

, 0003 7 3

. 00036 7

, 0 00 3 61

.000355

.000349

.000343

.000337

, ()00126

• ooovo

. 000315

, 0003 10

,00030

5

.000299

.00029 4

.000289

.000284

, 000280

, 00027S

. ooono

, 000266

, 00026 1

.0002 57

.000252

.000248

.000244

.000 2 39

- 85

• 000?35

. 000231

.000221

. 000223

. 00 0 220

.0 002 16

.000212

.000208

.000205

.000201

- 86

, 000 1 ~f<

,000194

, 000 1 'l 1

, 000188

, 000184

. 000 181

,000178

.000175

,000172

.000169

- 87

, OOO!f,6

, 000)1' , 1

• 000160

, 0 0 0 I 'i 7

, 000 15 4

, 00 01 5 2

,000149

.000146

,000144

,000141

-R B

. 000 13Q

.000136

.000134

, 000132

, 000129

. 000127

,000125

.000122

.000120

.000110

- 'l9

• 000 11 6

• 000114

.000112

• 000 I 10

, 000 108

,0001 06

,00 0 104

.000102

.000100

.000098

- QO

. 0000'17

.00009'i

. 0000<!3

, 000092

, 0000 9 0

, 00 0 08 A

,000087

.000085

.000084

,000082

-91

, OOOOtlO

, 000079

, 00007'3

. 000076

.0000 7'i

. 01)0073

, 0 00072

.000011

,000069

,000068

- 92

. 0000b7

.oooo6n

. 000064

. 000063

, 000062

,0 0 006 1

,000060

.000059

.000058

,000056

- 93

,000055

, 000054

,OOOOS3

, 000052

. 00005 1

. oooos o

,000049

,0 0 0049

.000048

.000047

, 000046

,000045

, 0 1)0044

, 000043

, 0000 4 2

, 000042

,000041

,000040

.000039

.000039

, 000038

. 000037

. nooo,6

, 000036

. 000035

, 0 0 003 4

,000034

,0 0 0033

.000032

.000032

- 96

, 000031

, 000031

, 000030

. 00002Q

, 000029

. 00002A

,00002

,0001)27

.000021

.000026

- 97

. 000026

, 0000?'->

, 0 000?5

. 000024

, 000024

.0 00023

,000023

.000022

.000022

.000021

- 98

.00002

. 0000?1

, 0 000?0

. 000020

. 0000 19

. 0000 19

.000019

,000018

.000018

.000 0 18

- 99

, 0000 17

. 0001) 17

, 000017

, 000016

, 000016

. 0000 16

.000015

.0 0 0015

,000015

.000014

- A]

......

.1

-75

- 82

N
00

•0

- R4

- 94
- 95

, 000392
, 000332

1

8

APPENDI
X Id

Sat ur ated Vapor Pressure Over Ice (e?)
in mmHg
l
Temperature (T) fr om Oto -24.9°C

T

,3

.2

.l

, ()

,c;

,4

.6

,7

,8

.9

4 ,4f ,tl7q9

4,4 3205S

4,39:, 581',

4,3 59 391

4,323467

4,287813

4,252426

4 , I l 3"i24

4, 0794SO

4,045634

4,012073

3,978766

3,945710

3.912905

7",41",5

J,7S2'i77

3,721238

3,6'l0138

3,659276

3,628648

3,598255

l ,47 8YH:>

J,449737

3 ,4 2 071 2

3,391911

3,363330

3.334969

3,306827

3 , "i0" 4"0

1 ,l '164C7

3 , 169331

.1,142468

3,115811

3,089360

3,037071

3 , ?;>3<:>'-2

3,063114

J , 25 1 1 O,)

,' , 9J4'l08

2 , 'l09>i62

2 , RRSOll

2,860353

2,787530

2 . -l':,0 l c:,l

2,811615

2 , 9/'.''-,',9 l

2.835888

J. o 11 n 1

_,,

2 ,669908

2 , 6 469 ]4

2,624141

2,556832

2 , 7 I '>4 'lJ

2 , 6'13064

2,579091

2 , 7JCJC,?i,

2,601527

2 ,1 ..,3-,JS

i' ,4 69S3 7

2 ,4 48143

2 ,4 26918

2,343687

2 , 4 '~11 02

2,364247

<', c; l ?" lY

2. 384971

;>. 51474>i

2,405861

-7

;, , :>t,30 70

2 , 243316

2 , 2?.3 7lq

2, 146885

2 , ?>i2Y" l

2,165863

? • 3U :10s 7

2.184993

2 , 3?32Y l

2,204278

-8

? •

07241-33

2 . 0':>4 25 4

2 .0 36 17 2

1,965289

2 , 0'-10tl"9

1,982795

2 ,1 09)f'4

2,000444

2 ,1 ?.flOSq

2,018236

-9

l,R'l hfih 7

[ , R79RS7

1,863184

1,797833

l.

1,813971

l. 931)',q()

1,830?42

1, 9 479 24

1,846646

-10

l, 7345b3

1.71 9092

1,70372

l,643Sl7

I, 1::,0202

1,658384

R26

1,71:, 59 4 9

1,673174

l,7«1

1,6 88 489

-11

l,5>:15?S8

l , 5 709q J

1, :,56842

1,501404

l. 'i9 9':i42

1,515091

1, 6 141 47

l,5 28 R93

l, 6?8 711

1,542 81 0

-12

1,447777

1,4 346 47

l,4?1627

1,370617

1, 4", l Ol 7

1,383210

1,47 41'1'1

1,395909

l,4 fl7Kl0

1,408714

-l3

1.3 2 12'<8

1,30 92 12

1,29723

1,250336

I. ·nJ4'1b

l,?61913

l, 34S741:,

1,273589

1, JSR! 29

1,2 8536 4

-14

1, 20499 1

1,)93

892

1,1 8288 7

1.139791

J. 7 \ nlP3

1.150428

l, ?2 7471

l,161J56

I , 21AR':,",

1,171976

-15

1, 048 137

l, OR7 q4 4

1,077 838

1,038266

I. IOfl4lR

1,048032

I, l l 'I 7R7

1.057882

I. 1 ?9?44

1,067817

-16
-1 7

l, 028SI"]

l. 0 1 fl'li:' J

1. no 9<+'16

1,0 00024

4, 5'1 07 0 1

4, 5 4 3120

4 , 'iOS >i?O

-1

4.217106

4,l d?.4S0

4 . 14

-2

3 , >i403 4 'l

3 , fl<+':l
04 ,)

1 . , l S'-170

j ,

-3

3 , S6 RO'll

l , SJR j ", ;;>

-4

.1.278'l

01

-5

0

~

/ >iC, 7

l 3.., 14

8

8

, 9906 74

, 9R lJ99

,972204

,963088

,954050

,945090

, 9 100 1'>

, 90 1435

,884497

.859636

, q }ilh 70

,867851

, 427400

.876138

• -l'J6? l)7

, Bq2929

-1 8

0

827485

, il l 9622

, HI 1827

,781322

, ><3'><+
IR

,788848

, q4)420

,796441

• KC,14 43

,804100

-19

.7 5 l fl73

,744 6 71

,737 533

, 709603

, 7,;9 11 8

.716493

, 7664f.,.>,

.723444

,773 Rr,2

• 730458

-?0

, 6>321:,
48

, b 76 Q57

,66 9525

,643972

, t,RY207

,650275

, 69 '- 00A

,65hf.35

, 702 774

,663051

-?l

, 61931 7

, 6 132ql

,607318

,60139q

.595'i32

.583957

, 63 153 4

_..,;,53y9

,589718

,6177 ,':,

, 56 14 24

, 5 S5 9 17

,5<;04:,9

,545051

,539692

,529118

.S7 2Sfl>l

, --;h6'-lfll

,534381

, 5 78? 47

, ',08S39

, 503S II

,4 98528

,493591

,488h99

,479047

. 5 18 71':i

, C,\)1:,14

,483851

, 523qo3

APPENDIX
Id (cont.)

Saturated Vapor Pressure Over Ice (e?) in
l

111n Hg

Temperature (T) from -25.0 to -49.9 °C

•0

T

N
00
\.N

.1

•2

.3

.4

.s

.6

.1

.8

.9

-?5

.474288

.469571

.41'i41-l98

.460268

.455680

.451135

.446631

.442168

.437746

.433365

-26

.429025

.424724

.4204"-3

.416242

.412059

.407915

.403810

.399743

.395713

.391720

-n

• 38 7765

.383847

• 379%5

.376119

.372309

.368534

.364795

.361090

.357421

.353785

-28

.350184

.34Fi616

.1430f'2

.1:39581

.336113

.332678

.329275

.325904

.322565

.319257

-29

.315981

.312735

• 309'i:> 1

.306336

.303182

.300058

.296963

.293898

.290862

.287855

-30

.284877

.281927

.?.79005

• 276111

.273245

.270406

.267595

.264810

.262052

.259320

-31

.256615

.253'l36

.2512R3

.248'i55

.246052

.243475

.240922

.238395

.235891

.233412

-32

.230957

.22AS26

.?26118

.223734

.221373

.219035

.216719

.214427

.212156

.209908

-33

.207682

.205471:l

.?03295

.201133

.198993

.l'l6874

.194776

.192698

.190641

.188604

-34

.186587

.184590

0

182612

.1801'i55

.178716

.176797

.174897

.173016

.171153

.169309

-35

.167484

.165676

.1A38H7

.162115

.160361

.1586<'4

.156905

.155?04

.153519

.151851

-36

.150200

.148565

.146947

• 145345

.143759

.142189

.140635

.139097

.137574

.136067

-37

.134575

.133098

.131616

.130189

.128757

.127339

.125936

.124546

.123172

.121811

-38

.120464

.119130

.117811

.116505

.115212

.113933

.112666

.111413

.110173

.108945

-19

.107730

.106528

• l 'l':>338

.104160

.102994

.101841

.100699

.099570

.098452

.097345

-40

.096250

.095167

.094095

.093034

.091984

.090945

.089917

.088A99

.087893

.086896

-41

0

085911

.084935

0

083970

.083015

.082070

.OA1135

.OA0210

.079295

.078389

.077493

-42

.076607

.075729

.074b62

.074003

.073153

.072313

.071481

.070658

.069844

.069039

-43

.068242

.0674S4

.J66674

.065903

.065140

.064385

.063638

.062899

.1)62168

.061445

-44

.060730

.060023

.0593?.3

.058631

.057946

.057268

.056598

.055935

.055280

.054631

-45

.053990

.05315',

.052128

.052107

.051493

.050886

.050286

• 049692

.049104

.048523

-46

.047948

• 04 7380

.046bl8

.046262

.045712

.045168

.044631

.044099

.043573

.043053

-47

.042538

.042030

.041S27

.041029

.040537

.040051

.039570

.039094

.038624

.038159

-48

.037699

.037?.44

.036794

.036)50

.035910

.035475

.035045

.034620

.034200

.033785

-49

.033174

.032 'll, 'l

.0)2;j66

.032169

.031776

.031388

.031005

.030625

.030250

.029880

APPENDIXId (cont.)

Saturated

Vapor Pressure

Over Ice (efl

in mmrig

Temperature (T) from -5 0.0 to - 74.9°C

T

.o

,I

•2

.3

,4

.s

.7

.6

,8

.9

- so

. 029 15 1

. 028 792

. 028 4 38

,0280 88

,027742

,027400

.027062

.026727

.026397

,029513

. 025 747

. 02 5428

, 025 11 2

. 02 4 tl 00

.0?.449 2

,024187

,023886

,023294

,026070

,023588

-'51

.023003

. 0227 16

, 022 4 .12

, 022 15 1

, 02 18 73

,0 ? 159 9

.021328

,021060

.020795

,020533

- 52

,0 2 0?74

. 0200 18

, ()197 66

,01 9516

, 0 19 269

,0190 25

.018784

,018546

.018311

,018078

-S3

,01784

8

, 0 17 ~2 1

. 0 17 397

. 0171 75

. 0 16 956

.016739

.016525

.016314

.016105

.015899

- 54

.01 5 4 93

. 0 15 294

.0 15097

.0 14903

.014711

.014521

.014334

.013965

.0156 95

,014148

- 55

. 0 137 85

.013 606

, 0 13 429

. 013;>55

.013083

.012 9 13

.012745

.012579

.012415

.012253

-56

.01209

• 0 11 934

.011778

. 011624

. 0 11 471

. 0 11 32 1

.011172

.011025

,010880

.010737

-57

.010595

.0104 55

• 0 I OJ! 7

. 0 101 8 1

. 0 10046

.009913

.009782

.009652

.009524

,009397

-58

.009 2 7 2

.0 091 4 9

, 00 90?7

. 008906

. 008 787

.008670

.008554

.008439

,008326

,008214

-59

.008104

.0 07995

. on7d88

, 00 77 8 1

, 0076 76

.007 5 73

.007471

,007370

,007270

,007171

- hO

, 00 7 0 74

, QOF,97P.

, 00 6>l83

, 006790

, 006698

,006606

,006516

,006427

.006340

.006253

- 61

, 0 061 6 7

,0 060P.3

, 006000

, 005917

, 005836

.00575

6

,005677

,005598

.005521

,005445

-62

.005370

.00 52%

, 0 05222

. 005150

,005079

,00500

8

.004939

.004870

.004802

,004735

-63
-f,4

, 004669

,0 04'-04

, 00 4 ::>40

, 004476

, 004414

.004352

.004291

.004231

,004171

.004113

. 00 40 55

.003 99P.

, 0()394 1

, 003886

, 003831

, 003777

,003723

,003670

.003618

,003567

-f,5

_,,,,

. 0035 16

, 003466

, 0034 17

, 003368

,003320

.003 273

.00322

.003180

.003134

,003090

_,, 7

, 003045

, 00100 1

. oo ;,-.ss

, 0029 16

, 002'3 74

.0 02832

,002792

.002751

.002711

.002672

-1',8

, 00263 4

,0 0259',

. 002558

, 002521

,0024 84

.0 02448

.002412

.002377

.002342

.002308

, 002274

. 002241

• 002208

, 002176

, 002 14 4

. 002 11 2

.002081

.002051

.002021

,001991

-n9
- 70

,0 0 l9 b l

. 00 1932

, 00 1904

, 00 11176

. 001848

, 00 18<'0

,001793

,001767

,001740

.001714

- 71

, 00 1689

• 00 1 lin4

, 00 1639

, 00 1614

,001590

,001 566

,001543

,001520

,001497

.001474

- 72

,0 0 14 S2

. 00 141 0

. 00 14 09

, 00 1388

, 00 1367

.0 0 1346

,00132

,001305

,001286

,001266

- 73

, 00 1247

, 001 ?2>3

• 00 120'-I

, 00 11 91

,001173

,001155

,001137

.001120

,001102

,001086

. C.01069

, OOl OSc

,001036

. 00 1020

, 00 1005

,0 00989

.000974

,000959

.000944

,000929

-74

2

6

5

APPENDIX
Id (Cont)

Saturated Vapor Pressure Over Ice (e 0 ) in mmHg
l

Temperature {T) from - 75.0 to - 99.9°C

T

N
00
V,

•0

•l

.?

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

-75

.00091 5

.O OOGOI

. 'lOOB87

.000 873

.ooo a59

.000846

.000833

.000820

.000807

.000794

-76

.000782

.0 00110

.000758

. 000 746

. 000734

.0 0 0122

.000111

.000100

.000689

.000678

-77

.0006 6 7

. OOOli57

. 0 00646

.000636

. 000626

.000616

.000606

.000596

.000587

.000578

-78

.000568

. OOOS59

. 0 00':>50

. OOOS41

.000533

. 000524

.000516

.000508

.000499

.000491

-79

. 00 04 83

. 000476

. OOO<tlid

. 000460

. 000453

.00044 5

.000438

.000431

.000424

.000417

-80

.000410

.0 0040 4

.000397

. 000391

.OOOJH4

.00037/l

.000372

.000366

.000360

.000354

-Al

.00034

. 000342

. 00033 7

. 00033 1

.000325

.0 00320

.000315

.000310

.000304

.000299

-A2

.000 294

. OOO?A9

. OOO?R':,

. 000?80

. 0002 7 5

.000 2 11

.000266

.000262

.000257

.000253

-ll3

.000249

. 000?.45

. 000?.40

. 000 ?) 6

. 000232

. 000228

.000225

.0002 2 1

.000211

.000213

-ll4

.000?1

.000 206

. 000203

. 000199

. 000 196

.0001 92

.000189

.000186

.000183

.000180

-85

.000177

.000173

. 000 171

.0 00168

.000165

.000162

.000159

.000156

.000154

.000151

-86

.000148

.00014 6

. 000 143

. 000141

. 000 13 8

.0 0 01 36

.000133

.000131

.000129

.000127

-87

.000124

.000122

. 00 01 20

• 000 I 18

.000116

.0 00 114

.000112

.000110

.000108

.000106

-88

.000104

.000102

. 000 100

. 000099

. 00009 7

.00009

.000094

.000092

.000090

.000089

-89

.000087

.000 085

. 000084

. 000082

.000081

. 00 0079

.000078

.000011

.000075

.000074

-90

.000073

.000011

. 00 0070

.000 069

. 00006 7

.00006

6

.000065

.000064

.000063

.000061

.000060

.00005

.000058

.0 00057

.000056

.00005

5

.000054

.ooon53

.000052

.000051

.000050

.0 0 0 049

. Q00048

. 000047

. 000047

.0 000 46

.000045

.000044

.000043

.000042

.000042

.00004L

. 00 00 40

. 000039

. 000039

.00003/l

,000037

.000036

.000036

.000035

-94

.000034

.0000 34

. 000033

.0 00032

. 000032

.000031

.000031

.000030

.000029

.000029

-95

.00002

.1)00 028

, 000027

.0 00027

,000 026

.000026

.000025

.0000 2 5

.000024

.000024

-96

.0000 23

.o oonn

.000022

. 000022

. 000022

. 00002 1

.000021

.000020

.000020

.000020

-97

.000019

.0 00019

. 00001/l

. OOOOIH

. 0000 1B

.0 000 11

.000017

.000011

.000016

.000016

-98

.000016

. 0000 15

. 0000 15

. OIJOOl5

.000015

. 0000 14

,000014

.000014

.000013

.000013

-99

.000013

• 0000 I .1

. 0 00012

. 0000 12

. 0 00 0 12

. 000012

.000011

.00 00 11

.000011

.000011

-91

-92
-93

8

0

8

9
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APPENDIX I I a

Water Potential in Bars (iµ), Relative Vapor Pressure(+),
0

Vapor Pressure (e) in Millibars and mmHg, and
Vapor Density (pv) for water

Computations from the Kelvin equation for water:

:o exp
=

Vo
(~R~),

[la]

[lb]

[l c]

and

where

o

Py =

216.68

eo

CT .
V

286

[l d]

APPENDIXIla (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars (l/1), Relative

Vapor Pressure(+),
0

Vapor Pressure

(e) in Millibars

and rrrnHg, and

Vapor Density (P ) for Water
V

Temperature -10°C

(bars)
0

(bars)

e

e

p

(mi 11i ba rs )

(mm Hg)

( gm cm- 3 x 106 )

V

1.00000000

2.86269722

2 .14 719925

2. 35778756

-5

0.99588303

2.85091158

2 .13835930

2.34808063

-10

0.99178301

2. 8391744 7

2.12955574

2. 33841365

-15

0.98769987

2.82748568

2.12078843

2.32878648

-20

0. 98363354

2.81584501

2 .11205 721

2. 31919894

-25

0.97958395

2.80425226

2 .10336194

2. 30965087

-30

0.97555104

2. 792 70724

2.09470246

2. 30014211

-35

0.97153472

2. 78120975

2.08607864

2.29067249

-40

0.96753495

2. 76975960

2. 07749032

2. 2 8124187

-45

0.96355164

2. 75835659

2.06893735

2. 27185006

-50

0. 95958472

2. 7 4700052

2.06041960

2.26249693

-55

0.95563414

2. 73569120

2.05193692

2.25318230

-60

0.95169983

2. 72442845

2.04348916

2.24390602

-70

0.94387972

2.70204185

2.02669783

2.22546787

-80

0.93612387

2. 6 7983921

2.01004448

2.20718123

-90

0. 92843175

2.65781900

1.99352797

2.18904485

0.92080284

2.63597973

1.97714718

2.17105749

-100
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APPENDIX
Ila (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars (1)!), Relative Vapor Pressure (f-),
0

Vapor Pressure (e) in Millibars

and mmHg, and

Vapor Density (p V ) for Water
Temperature -5°C
1jJ

(bars)

e
eo
(bars)

e

e

(mi11i bars)

(mmHg)

PV

(gm cm-3

X

6
10 )

1.00000000

4.21484989

3.16139705

3.40706716

-5

0. 99596464

4.19784148

3.14863969

3. 39331844

-10

0.99194557

4.18090169

3.13593381

3. 37962519

-15

0.98794272

4.16403027

3.12327921

3. 36598720

-20

0.98395602

4.14722693

3.11067567

3.35240425

-25

0.97998541

4.13049140

3.09812299

3. 33887611

-30

0.97603082

4.11382340

3.08562096

3.32540256

-35

0.97209219

4. 09 722266

3.07316938

3.31198338

-40

0.96816945

4.08068891

3.06076805

3.29861835

-45

0. 96426254

4.06422188

3.04841677

3. 28530725

-50

0. 96037140

4.04782130

3.03611532

3.27204987

-55

0.95649596

4.03148691

3.02386352

3.25884599

-60

0.95263616

4. 01521842

3. 01166116

3.24569538

-70

0.94496322

3.98287814

2.98740395

3.21955317

-80

0.93735209

3.95079834

2. 96334213

3.19362152

-90

0.92980225

3.91897693

2. 9394 7411

3.16 789873

-100

0.92231323

3. 88741182

2.91579833

3.14218312

0

APPENDIX
Ila (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( 1/J
) , Relative Vapor Pressure (+),
0
Vapor Pressure (e) in Millibars and mmHg, and
Vapor Density (pv) for Water
Temperature 0°C

(bars)

e
e0

e

(bars)

(mi11i bars)

e
(mmHg)

Py

(gm cm-3 x 106)

0

1.00000000

6.10779765

4.58122448

4.84734091

-5

0.99604110

6.08361749

4.56308787

4.82815078

-10

o. 99209 787

6.05953306

4.54502306

4.80903661

-15

0. 98817026

6.03554397

4.52702977

4. 78999812

-20

0.98425819

6.01164986

4. 50910771

4. 77103500

-25

0. 98036161

5.98785034

4.49125661

4.75214695

-30

0.97648946

5.96414504

4. 4 734 7617

4.73333367

-35

0.97261467

5.94053359

4.45576613

4.71459488

-40

0.96876419

5.91701561

4.43812620

4.69593027

-45

0.96492895

5. 89359074

4.42055610

4.67733956

-so

0. 96110889

5.87025861

4.40305556

4.65882244

-55

0.95730395

5.84701884

4.38562431

4.64037863

-60

0. 95351408

5. 82387108

4.36826206

4.62200783

-70

0.94597930

5. 77785011

4. 33374350

4.58548414

-80

0.93850405

5. 73219281

4.29949771

4.54924907

-90

0. 93108787

5. 68689630

4.26552254

4. 51330032

0.92373030

5.64195772

4. 23181584

4. 47763565

-100

APPENDIX
Ila (cont.)

Water Potential in Bars (iJJ), Relative Vapor Pressure (+),
0

Vapor Pressure (e) in Millibars and

rm1

Hg, and

Vapor Density (pv) for Water
Temperature 10°c
e
eo

e

e

(bars)

(bars)

(mi11i bars)

(mmHg)

·O

1.00000000

12. 2 7228166

9. 20496722

9.39852740

-5

o. 99618011

12.22540290

9.16980526

9.36262607

-10

0.99237481

12.17870322

9.13477762

9. 32686188

-15

0.98858405

12.13218192

9.09988378

9.29123430

-20

0. 98480777

12.08583833

9.06512323

9.25574281

-25

0.98104591

12. 0396 7177

9. 0304954 7

9.22038690

-30

0. 97729843

11. 99368155

8.99599998

9.18516604

-35

0.97356525

11.94786702

8.96163625

9 .15007972

-40

0. 96984634

11.90222749

8.92740379

9 .11512 743

-45

0. 96614164

11. 85676230

8.89330210

9. 08030866

-so

0. 96245108

11.81147078

8.85933067

9.04562288

-55

0.95877463

11. 7663522 7

8. 82548901

9. 01106960

-60

0.95511221

11. 72140611

8. 79177662

8.97664832

-70

0. 94782930

11. 63202819

8. 72473768

8.90819969

-80

0.94060193

11. 54333180

8.65820992

8.84027301

-90

0.93342966

11. 45531174

8. 59218945

8. 77286427

-100

0.92631209

11. 36 796285

8. 5266 7240

8. 70596954
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APPENDIXIIa (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( iµ), Relative

Vapor Pressure

(e) in Millibars

Vapor Density (p)

Vapor Pressure(+),
and mmHg, and

0

for Water

Temperature 20°C
e

(bars)
0

(bars)

e

(millibars)

(mmHg)

(gm cm-3 x 106)

1.00000000

23. 37294145

17. 53114586

17.29613042

0. 99630466

23. 2865 7037

17.46636223

17.23221525

-10

0.99262297

23.20051846

17.40181800

17.16853627

-15

0.98895488

23.11478454

17.33751228

17 .10509261

-20

0. 98530035

23.02936744

17. 2 7344419

17.04188339

-25

0.98165933

22.94426599

17.20961286

16.97890776

-30

0.97803176

22.85947901

17.14601740

16.91616483

-35

0.97441759

22. 77500535

17.08265695

16.85365377

-40

0.97081678

22.69084385

17.01953064

16. 79137371

-45

0. 96 722928

22.60699335

16. 95663760

16. 72932379

-so

0.96365504

22.52345271

16.89397698

16.66750317

-55

0.96009400

22.44022079

16.83154791

16. 60591099

-60

0.95654612

22. 35 729643

16. 769 34953

16.54454642

-70

0.94948965

22. 192 36589

16.64564147

16. 422496 74

-80

0.94248523

22.02865204

16.52284600

16. 30134 742

-90

0.93553248

21.86614592

16.40095640

16.18109182

0. 92°863103

21. 70483861

16.27996598

16.06172335

-5

-100
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APPENDIXIla (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( ~), Relative

Vapor Pressure

(+),
0

Vapor Pressure

(e) in Millibars

and mmHg, and

Vapor Density (p ) for Water
V

Temperature 25°c
e
eo
(bars)
0

(bars)

e

e

Py

(mi11i bars)

(mmHg)

6
(gm cm-3 x 10 )

1.00000000

31. 6 7082986

23.75507332

23.050.52499

0. 99636230

31. 55562080

2 3. 66 865943

22. 966 5 7 404

-10

0.99273783

31.44093084

23.58255988

22. 88312811

-15

0.98912654

31. 32645845

2 3. 496 77354

22. 79988609

-20

0.98552839

31. 21250211

23.41129927

22. 71694689

-25

0.98194334

31.09896031

23. 32613592

22. 6 34309 39

-30

0.97837132

30.98583154

23.24128238

22.55197250

-35

0.97481229

30. 87 311430

2 3.15673751

22. 46993513

-40

0 .97126622

30. 76080709

23.07250018

22. 38 819619

-45

0. 96 773304

30.64890842

22.98856929

22.30 675459

-50

0. 964212 71

30.53741681

22.90494371

22.22560925

-55

0.96070519

30.42633076

22.82162234

22 .14475910

-60

0.95721043

30. 31564882

22. 73860406

22.06420305

-70

0.95025901

30.09549136

22. 5 734 7240

21. 90 396900

-80

9.94335806

29.87693271

22.40953995

21. 74489861

-90

0.93650723

29.65996128

2-2.2467980::..

21. 5 869 8340

-100

0.92970616

29.44456553

22.08523793

21. 43021501

-5
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APPENDIXIIa (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( t ), Relative

Vapor Pressure

(e) in Millibars

Vapor Pressure

(+),
0

and mmHg, and

Vapor Density (pv) for Water
Temperature 30°c
e
e
(bars)

e

e

0

Py

(gm cm-3 x 106)

(bars)

(millibars)

1.00000000

42. 43033326

31. 82536365

30. 38126171

o. 99641718

42.27831285

31. 71133898

30. 2 7241100

-10

0. 99284 719

42 .12683711

31. 59772284

30.16395029

-15

0.98928999

41. 97590407

31. 48451377

30.05587817

-20

0 .98574554

41. 82551181

31. 37171031

29.94819326

-25

()I .

98221379

41. 6 7565837

31. 25931100

29.84089416

-30

0.97869469

41. 52634183

31. 14 731439

29. 73397949

-35

0. 9 7518820

41. 37756026

31. 035 71906

29.62744788

-40

0 .97169427

41.22931176

30. 92452354

29.52129796

- 45

0. 96821286

41. 08159440

30. 81372643

29.41552835

-50

0 . 96474393

40 . 93440629

30. 70332627

29.31013770

-55

0 . 96128742

40. 78 77 4552

30. 59 33216 7

29.20512464

-60

0.95784330

40.64161022

30.48371119

29.10048783

-70

0.95099202

40. 35090846

30.26566696

28. 89233754

-80

0.94418976

40.06228605

30.04918237

28.68567611

-90

o. 93743615

39. 77 5 72809

29.83424625

28.48049289

-100

0. 93073084

39. 49121983

29.62084753

28. 2 76 77731

0
-5

293

(mmHg)

APPENDIX
Ila (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( ~), Relative Vapor Pressure (+),
0

Vapor Pressure (e) in Millibars

and mmHg, and

Vapor Density ( p V ) for Water
Temperature 40°c

(bars)

e
eo

e

(bars)

(mi11i bars )

e
(mmHg)

Py

(gm cm-3 x 10()

0

1.00000000

73. 77741835

55.33760845

51. 1858804)

-5

0.99651942

73.52062988

55.14500128

51.00772367

-10

0. 99 305095

73.26473520

54.95306451

50. 83018704

-15

0.98959455

73.00973117

54. 76179578

50. 653268 33

-20

0.98615018

72. 755614 71

54.57119278

50. 4 7696540

-25

0.98271781

72. 502382 72

54.38125319

50. 30127611

-30

0.97929738

72.25003213

54.19197470

50.126198

-35

0.97588885

71. 99855986

54.00335501

49. 95172990

-40

0. 97249219

71. 74 796286

53. 81539182

49. 777868 , 4

-45

0. 969107 35

71. 49823809

53.62808286

49. 604612 71

-so

0.96573429

71.24938251

53.44142584

49.43195972

-55

0.96237297

71.00139309

53.25541850

49. 25990766

-60

0.95902335

70.75426681

53.07005857

49. 088454 44

-70

0.95235905

70. 26259170

52. 7012 7195

48. 74 7336 19

-80

0.94574105

69.77433326

52.33504805

48.40858840

-90

0.93916905

69.28946776

51. 97136905

48.07219458

-100

0.93264271

68. 8079 7162

51. 61021728

47.73813838

32

APPENDIX
Ila (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars (~), Relative Vapor Pressure (+),

Vapor Pressure (e) in Millibars

0

and mmHg, and

Vapor Density ( p ) for Water
V

Temperature 50°C

(bars)
0

-e
eo

e

e

(bars)

(mi11i bars)

(mmHg)

PV

( gm cm-3 x 106)

1.00000000

123. 39513245

92.55395048

83.05250166

-5

o. 99661271

122.97715687

92.24044304

82. 77117842

-10

0. 99323689

122.56059709

91.92799755

82.49080811

-15

0. 98987250

122.14544832

91. 61661040

82. 21138750

-20

0.98651951

121. 731705 78

91. 30627801

81. 93291336

-25

0. 98317788

121. 31936471

90. 996996 81

81. 65538250

-30

0.97984757

120.90842036

90.68876323

81. 37879172

-35

0.97652854

120. 49886800

90.38157373

81.10313783

-40

0.97322075

120.09070292

90.07542478

80. 82841766

-45

0. 96992416

119. 6 8392041

89. 770312 83

80.55462805

-50

0. 96663874

119. 2 78515 79

89.46623440

80.28176585

-55

0. 96336445

118. 87448439

89 .16318596

80.00982791

-60

0. 96010126

118. 4 718215 7

88. 86116404

79. 73881110

-70

0. 95360798

117. 6 7058312

88.26018585

79.19952842

-80

0. 94715862

116. 874 76354

87. 6632 7214

78.66389297

-90

0.94075288

116. 08432617

87. 0 7039542

78.13188009

0. 9 3439046

ll5.29923463

86. 48152840

77. 60346526

-100

295

APPENDIX I I b
e.

Water Potential

in Bars (1/1), Relative Vapor Pressure(-½-),

,

e.

Vapor Pressure (e;) in Millibars

and mmHg, and

Vapor Density ( Pv;) for Ice

Computations from the Kelvin equation for ice:
e.
-½-=exp

1/J
V?
(RT,)'

[2a]

e
1/J
V?
e. = e0. exp (R/),

[2b]

,

e.

,

and

where

,

( 1/J
V~)
Pvi = Pvi exp RT '
Pvi = 216.68

All terms have been defined previously.

296

e.0l
CVT

[2d]

APPENDIXIIb (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( iµ), Relative

e.
Vapor Pressure(-½-),
e.

l

Vapor Pressure

(ei)

in Millibars

and mmHg, and

Vapor Density ( pvi) for Ice
Temperature -20°C

e.

l

0

e.

e.

e.

l

l

l

(bars)

(bars)

(millibars)

(mmHg)

(gm cm-3 x 106)

0

1.00000000

1.03173182

o. 77386242

0.88323736

-5

0.99533237

1. 026 9160 8

0. 77025032

o. 87911474

-10

0.99068653

1. 02212282

0.76665508

o. 87501136

-15

0.98606238

1.01735193

0. 76307662

0. 87092714

-20

0.98145981

1. 01260 332

o. 75951486

0. 86686197

-25

0.97687872

1.00787686

0.75596973

0.86281579

-30

0.97231902

1. 0031724 7

0.75244115

0.85878849

-35

0. 96 778059

0.99849004

0. 74892903

0.85477998

-40

0.96326336

0.99382946

0.74543331

0.85079019

-45

0. 95876 720

0.98919063

0. 74195391

0. 84681902

-50

0.95429204

0.98457346

0. 73849075

0.842866 38

-55

0. 94983776

0.97997784

0. 73504375

0.838932 20

-60

0.94540427

0.97540367

0.73161284

0.83501638

-70

0.93659928

0. 96631928

0. 72479899

0.82723948

-80

0.92787629

0.95731950

0.71804860

o. 81953501

-90

0.91923455

0.94840354

0. 71136107

0.81190230

-100

0.91067329

0. 9 395 7061

0.70473584

0.80434068
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APPENDIX!lb (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( i)J), Relative

Vapor Pressure

e.
(-+),
e.
1

Vapor Pressure

(ei)

in Mi11i bars and mmHg, and

Vapor Density ( Pvi ) for Ice
Temperature -15°C
e.
-1
e?

e.

1

e.

1

Pvi

1

(bars)

(bars)

(millibars)

(mm Hg)

( gm cm-3 x 106)

0

1.00000000

1.65167123

1.23885517

1. 38656536

-5

0.99542581

1. 64411617

1. 2 3318840

1. 38022294

-10

0. 99087253

1. 63659566

1. 22 754 756

1. 37390954

-15

0.98634009

1. 62910956

1.22193252

1. 36 762501

-20

0.98182838

1. 62165 769

1. 21634316

1. 36136922

-25

0.97733731

1.61423992

1. 21077937

1.35514206

-30

0.97286678

1. 60685607

1. 20524103

1. 34894337

-35

0. 96841669

1. 59950600

1.19972803

1. 342 77305

-40

0. 96 398697

1. 59218955

1.19424024

1. 33663094

-45

0.95957750

1. 58490656

1.18877755

1. 33051693

-50

0.95518821

1. 5 7765689

1.18333985

1. 32443089

-55

0.95081899

1. 5 7044038

1.17792 703

1. 31837268

-60

0.94646976

1. 56325688

1. 17253896

1. 31234219

-70

0.93783089

1. 54898831

1.16183665

1. 30036383

-80

0.92927087

1.53484997

1. 15123203

1. 28849481

-90

0.92078899

1. 52084068

1.14072420

1.27673412

-100

0.91238452

1. 50695926

1.13031228

1. 26508077

APPENDIX!lb (cont.)

Water Potential

in Ba.rs ( w), Relative

e.
(+).
e.

Vapor Pressure

1

Vapor Pressure

in Mi11i bars and mmHg, and

(ei)

Vapor Density ( p .) for Ice
Vl
Temperature -5°C
e.
-

1

0

e.

e.

1

e.

1

Pvi

1

{bars)

(bars}

(millibars)

(mm Hg)

(gm cm-3 x 106)

0

1.00000000

4.01464485

3. 01123094

3. 24523174

-5

0.99560224

3. 99698941

2.99798827

3. 23095999

-10

0.99122382

3.97941162

2. 98480384

3.21675101

-15

0.98686466

3. 96191112

2.97167740

3.20260451

-20

0.98252467

3.94448760

2.95860868

3.18852023

-25

0.97820376

3.92714069

2.94559743

3.17449789

-30

0.97390186

3.90987007

2. 9 32643«0

3.16053721

-35

0. 96961887

3.89267541

2.91974634

3.14663793

-40

0.96535472

3.87555636

2.90690600

3.13279978

-45

0.96110932

3.85851260

2. 89412213

3.11902248

-50

0.95688260

3.84154379

2.88139448

3.10530577

--55

0.95267446

3.82464961

2. 86872280

3.09164939

-60

0.94848483

3. 80 7829 72

2.85610685

3.07805306

-70

0.94016075

3. 77441153

2. 83104115

3.05103952

-80

0.9'.5190974

3. 74128663

2.80619543

3.02426305

-90

0.92373113

3. 70845243

2. 78156 776

2.99772159

-100

0.91562430

3.q7590640

2.75715623

2.97141305

APPENDIXIIb (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( l)I), Relative

e.
Vapor Pressure(-¼-),
e.
l

Vapor Pressure

(ei)

in Millibars

Vapor Density

and mmHg, and

( p vi) for Ice

Temperature

0° C

e.

l

e?l
(bars)

(bars}

e.

e.

l

l

(mi 11it5a:rs)

(mm Hg)

(gm cm-3 x 106)

0

1.00000000

6.10710000

4.58070120

4. 846 78724

-5

0.99568563

6.08075168

4.56093834

4.8258763 8

-10

0.99138986

6.05451704

4.54126074

4.805055 75

-15

0.98711264

6.20839559

4. 52166804

4. 784324;)4

-20

0.98285386

6.00238683

4.50215987

4. 76368357

-25

0.97861346

5.97649029

4.48273587

4. 74313125

-30

0. 9 7439136

5.95070547

4.46339567

4. 72266 7Sl

-35

0.97018747

5. 92503190

4. 44413891

4. 70229225

-40

0. 96600172

5.89946909

4.42496523

4.682004 30

-45

0. 96183403

5. 8740165 7

4. 4058742 7

4.661804 88

-50

0.95768431

5.84867387

4.38686568

4. 64169211

-55

0.95355250

5. 82344050

4. 36793910

4. 62166611

-60

0.94943852

5. 79831599

4.34909417

4.60172651

-70

0.94126373

5.74839171

·4. 31164 788

4. 562105)2

-80

0.93315932

5.69889728

4.27452401

4. 522824 58

-90

0.92512469

5.64982900

4.23771978

4.483882 55

e. 91715924

5 .60118321

4.20123244

4.44527572

-100
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APPENDIXIIb (cont.)

Water Potential

in Bars ( iµ), Relative

e.
Vapor Pressure(--¾-),
e.

1

Vapor Pressure

(e.)

in Millibars

1

and mmHg, and

Vapor Density ( pvi) for Ice
Temperature -l0°C

e.
1

e.0
1
(bars)

(bars)

e.

e.

1

1

(mi 11i bars)

(mmHg)

( gm cm-3 x 106)

0

1.00000000

2.59701853

1. 94 792388

2.13896809

-5

0.99551570

2.58537271

1. 93918879

2.12937631

-10

0.99105150

2.57377911

1. 93049288

2.11982754

-15

0.98660732

2.56223751

1. 92183596

2 .110 32158

-20

0. 98218308

2.55074765

1. 91321787

2.10085826

-25

0.97777867

2.53930932

1. 90463841

2.09143737

-30

0.97339401

2.52792229

1. 89609744

2.08205873

-3.5

0.96902902

2.51658632

1.88759476

2. 07272215

-40

0 . 96468360

2.50530118

1. 87913021

2. 06342 743

-45

0.96035766

2.49406664

1. 87070362

2.05417439

-50

0.95605112

2.48288249

1. 86231481

2. 04496285

-55

0.95176390

2. 4 7174849

1. 85396363

2.03579261

-60

0.94749590

2.46066442

1. 84564989

2.02666350

-70

0.93901723

2.43864516

1. 82913409

2.00852790

-80

0.93061444

2.41682295

1. 812 76609

1. 99055459

-90

0.92228684

2. 39519601

1. 79654455

1. 97274211

-100

0.91403375

2.37376260

1. 78046817

1. 95508903

30]

APPENDIX III

Water

Potentials

of

Sodium Chloride
Solutions

and Potassium

Chloride

The water
potentials
of NaCl and KCl solutions
in the
following
two
tables
were 1 taken from
Lang (1967) and Campbell
and
Gardner
(1971),
respectively.
Lang
(1967) 3 calculated
the water potentials
of NaCl s o lutions
from osmotic
coefficients
using
the equation

-2 Zn
2
Bm + Cm
where sf is the Debye-Huckel
A, B, C, and Dare
constants.
from

Campbell
activity

and Gardner
coefficients

limiting

(1971)
using

slope,

=

µ

0

+ A[m] 0 · 5

-

3

Dm ,
d 0 is

calculated
the
the equation
µ

(1

the

density

water

of

p o tentials

the

of KCl solutions4

+ 2RT Zn (ym),

(2]

0

whereµ
and µ are the
chemical
potentials
o f the
water in s o lution
y is the mean ionic
activity
coefficient,
free water,
respectively,
y is
mean ionic
molality
of the solution.
The activity
coefficient,
equati on

Zn

+ 2.303

y

B(d

and 2

solvent,

0

2
m-A ~m -

Zn

and o f pur e 4
and m is the
found b y the

(1+0.036m),
[ 3]

whereµ,
A, A~, and Bare
temperature
potential
of KCl solutions
at 0, 10,
tions
[2] and [3] above,
while
those
Campbell
and Gardner
(1971).
1

dependent
parameters.
The values
for
20, 25, and 40°C were
calculated
using
at 5, 15, 30, and 35°C were
interpolated
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water
equaby

The temperature
dependency
of the activity
coefficients
of various
solutions
is discussed
in greater
detail
by Harned
and Owen (1958).
relationship
between
ion activity
and
temperature
can be
illustrated
following
example.

electrolyte
The complex
from
the

The activity
coefficient
of a NaCl 0.1 m solution
at 25°C is
given as 0.7784
(Harned and Owen 1958).
Using this value,
together
with the relative
partial
molal
heat
contents
of NaCl at 0.1 m given
by Harned and Owen (1958),
the activity
coefficients
can be calculated
at various
temperatures
with the equation

23ln YO.l

=

3T

were
h
heat

L 0.l is· t h e ac t·ivi 't y coe ff' ici ·ent
content
of NaCl at temperature
T.

RT

=-

1277

+ 4.62T.

of L into equation
[5] above,
and following
2
at any temperature
for a 0.1 m NaCl solution
- log

YO.l

=

I4J

2

of 0 . 1 m NaCl
and L2 i's the parti'al
molal
The partial
molal heat content
is given by

L2(0.l)
Substitution
. .
coe ff 1c1ent

L2(0.l)

139.56
-T--

303

+ 1.1625

[SJ

integration,
is given by

log

T -3.2358.

the

[6]

activity

0

Water Potentials

in Bars of NaCl Solutions

at Temperatures

between 0 and 40C

( Lang 1967)
20°c

25°C

30°C

35°C

40°C

- 2.26

- 2. 30

- 2.34

- 2.38

- 2.42

- 2.45

- 4.39

- 4.47

- 4.54

- 4.62

- 4.70

- 4. 77

- 4.85

- 8.52

- 8.68

- 8.84

- 9.00

- 9.15

- 9. 30

- 9.46

- 9.61

-12. 4 7

-12. 72

-12.97

-13.21

-13.44

-13.68

-13. 91

-14.15

-14.37

0.40

-16.58

-16.93

-17.27

-17.59

-17. 91

-18.23

-18.55

-18.86

-19.17

0.50

-20.70

-21.15

-21.58

-22.00

-22.41

-22.81

-23.22

-23.62

-24.02

0.60

-24.84

-25. 39

-25.93

-26.44

-26.94

-27.44

-27.94

-28.43

-28.91

0. 70

-29.01

-29.67

-30. 30

-30. 91

-31. 51

-32.10

-32. 70

-32. 28

-33.85

0.80

-33.20

-33. 98

-34. 72

-35. 43

-36 .12

-36. 82

-37.51

-38.18

-38. 85

· 0.90

-37. 43

-38. 32

- 39 .17

-39.98

-40.79

- 41. 58

-43.27

-43.14

-43. 90

1.00

-41. 69

-42.70

-43.66

-44.59

-45.50

-46.40

-47.29

-48.15

-49.01

1.10

-45.99

-47 .13

-48. 20

-49.24

-50.26

-51. 2 7

-52.26

-53.22

-54.18

1.20

050. 32

-51. 60

-52.78

-53.94

-55.07

-56.20

-57.30

-58.35

-59.41

1. 30

-54 . 70

-56.11

-57.42

-58.69

-59.94

-61.19

-62.39

-63.54

-64.71

1. 40

-59.12

-60.68

-62 .10

-63.50

-64.87

-66.23

-67.54

-68.80

-70.06

1.50

-63.59

-65.29

-66.84

-68.37

-69.87

-71. 34

-72. 76

-74.11

-75.48

1.60

-68.11

-69.96

-71.63

-73.30

-74.91

-76 . 52

-78.05

-79.50

-80.07

1. 70

-72 .60

-74.60

-76. 40

-78.20

-80.00

-81.70

-83.30 .

-84.90

-86.50

1. 80

-77. 30

-79.40

-81. 30

-83.30

-85.20

-87.00

-88.80

-89.40

-92.10

1.90

-81.90

-84. 30

-86. 30

-88.40

-90.40

-92 . 40

-94.30

-96. 00

-97.80

2.00

-86.70

-89.20

-91. 30

-93.60

-95.70

-97.80

-99.80

0°C

5°C

10°c

15°C

0.05

- 2.14

- 2.18

- 2.22

0.10

- 4.23

- 4.31

0.20

- 8.36

0.30

Mo1a 1i ty

VJ

~

-101.60

-103. 50

Water Potentials

Mo1a 1i ty

VJ

0

Vl

in Bars of KCl Solutions at Temperatures Between 0 and 40" C
( Camp
be11 and Gardner 1971)

0°C

s0 c

10°c

1s0 c

20°c

2s 0 c

30°c

35°c

40°c

0.05

- 2.14

- 2.18

- 2.22

- 2.25

- 2.29

- 2.33

- 2.37

- 2.41

- 2.45

0.10

-4.21

- 4.29

-4. 36

- 4.44

- 4.52

- 4.59

- 4.67

- 4.74

- 4.82

0.15

- 6.25

- 6.37

- 6.48

- 6.60

- 6.71

- 6.83

- 6.94

- 7.05

- 7.16

0.20

- 8.27

- 8.43

-

8.59

- 8.74

-

- 9.05

- 9.20

- 9.35

- 9.49

0.25

-10. 29

-10. 49

-10 .68

-10 .87

-11.07

-11.26

-11. 45

-11.64

-11.82

0. 30

-12.29

-12.53

-12. 77

-13.00

-13. 24

-13.47

-13.70

-13.92

-14.14

0. 35

-14.29

-14. 5 7

-14. 85

-15.12

-15.40

-15.68

-15.94

-16.20

-16.46

0.40

-16.28

-16.61

-16. 93

-17.24

-17.57

-17.88

-18.19

-18.49

-18.79

0.45

-18.26

-18.64

-19.01

-19. 36

-19. 73

-20.09

-20.43

-20. 77

-21.11

a.so

-20.25

-20.67

-21.08

-21.48

-21. 90

-22.30

-22.68

-23.06

-23.44

0.55

-22.22

-22.70

-23.16

-23.60

-24.06

-24.51

-24.93

-25.36

-25. 78

0.60

24.20

-24. 73

-25.23

-25. 72

-26.23

-26. 72

-27.19

-27.65

-28.11

0.65

-26.17

-26. 75

-27.31

-27.84

-28.40

-28.94

-29.45

-29.95

-30.46

0.70

-28.14

-28.78

-29.38

-29.96

-30. 5 7

-31.16

-31. 71

-32.26

-32.80

0.75

-30.ll

-30. 80

-31. 46

-32. 08

-32. 74

-33.38

-33.98

-34. 57

-35 .16

0.80

-32. 08

-32. 83

-33.53

-34. 21

-34.92

-35.61

-36.25

-36.88

-37.52

0.85

-34.05

-34.85

-35.61

-36.33

-37 .10

-37.84

-38.52

-39.20

-39.88

0.90

-36.01

-36.87

-37.69

-38.46

-39. 2 8

-40.07

-40.80

-41. 53

-42.25

0.95

-37.97

-38.89

-39. 77

-40.59

-41.47

-42.31

-43.09

-43. 86

-44.63

1.00

-39. 9 3

-40.92

-41.85

-42. 72

-43.66

-44.55

-45.38

-46.20

-27.02

8.90
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APPENDIX IV

Preparation

of

Calibration

Electrolyte

Solutions

Standard
molal
calibration
electrolyte
solutions
are
prepared
from
reagent
grade salts
such as NaCl
or KCl.
Molal (m, moles of solute
per
1000 gm solvent)
rather
than molar (M, moles of solute
per liter
of solution)
solutions
are used because
the mass of
pure water,
which is the standard
reference
state
in
water
relations
research,
is known.
Also,
molality
is more
accurately
determined
using
weighing
procedures,
Whereas the molarity
is temperature
dependent
as the density
of the solution
varies,
molality
and mole fraction
are independent
of temperature.
The relation
between
molality
(m1 ) and
of
two
mole fraction,
x1 , for a solution
components,
in which the solvent
(2) has a molecular
weight
M , is
w2
[ 1]

Calibration
solutions
can be prepared
either
separately
or they can
be prepared by dilution
of a standard
stock
solution.
A molal stock
solution
is prepared
by
diss o lving
116.8856
gm (2 X 58.4428)of
NaCl or 149.110
gm (2X 74.555)
of KCl in
1000 gm of distilled-deionized
water.
This will yield
9.55537
gm of
solution
per
gm NaCl
a nd 7.70646
gm of solution
per gm KCl . The mass of NaCl
or KCl requi~ed
for a solution
is the molality
multiplied
by the molecular
weight
of
the salt.
To
prepare
a molal solution,
the
mass of the 2 m stock
solution
(M m) to be used is
2
found by multiplying
the desired
mo lality
(m) times the molecular
weight
(~)
of
the salt
times the mass of stock
soluti on per unit mass of NaCl or KCl.
For example,
to prepare
0.5 m NaCl soluti on,
the mass
of 2m stock
solution
to
be used is
found by
M2 m

0.5

(58.4428)

This mass o f 2m stock
solution
is
water,
thus bringing
the solution
The table
below shows the mass of
to be used,
and the mass of water
of both NaCl and KCl,

(9.55537)

- 279,2214

gm.

then diluted
with 750.0 gm of distilled-deionized
to a final
mass of 1029.2214
gm and 0.5 molality.
the final
solution,
the mass of 2m stock
solution
to be added for preparing
various
molal solutions
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Preparation of Standard Molal Calibration Solutions of NaCl and KCl from 2m
Stock Solutions
Sodium Chloride

Molal i ty

v-J

0

00

Solution
Mass

Mass of 2m
Solution
To be Used

Potassium Chloride
Mass
of Water
To be Added

Solution
Mass

Mass of 2m
Solution
To be Used

Mass
of Water
To be Added

0.05

1002.9221

27.9221

975.0000

1003. 72 78

28. 7278

975.0000

0.10

1005.8443

55.8443

950.0000

1007. 4555

57.4555

950.0000

0.20

1011. 6886

111.6886

900.0000

1014.9110

114. 9110

900.0000

0.30

1017. 5328

167.5328

850.0000

1022. 3665

172. 3665

850.0000

0.40

1023. 3771

223. 3771

800.0000

1029.8220

229.8220

800.0000

a.so

1029.2214

279.2214

750.0000

1037.2775

287.2775

750.0000

0.60

1035.0657

335.0657

700.0000

1044. 7330

344.7330

700.0000

o. 70

1040.9099

390.9099

650.0000

1052.1885

402.1885

650.0000

0.80

1046. 7542

446.7542

600.0000

1059. 6440

459.6440

600.0000

0.90

1052.5985

502.5985

550.0000

1067.0995

517 .0995

550.0000

1.00

1058.4428

558.4428

500.0000

1074.5550

574.5550

500.0000

1.50

1087.6642

837.6642

250.0000

1111. 8325

861. 8325

250.0000

2.00

1116. 8856

1116.8856

0.0000

1149. 1100

1149. 1100

0.0000

APPENDIX V

Temperature

Correction

Factors

for

Spanner

Psychrometers

It is usually
most desirable
to calibrate
thermocouple
psychrometers
at several
temperatures
throughout
the temperature
range in
which they are
to be used.
However,
in
some cases
use of
a temperature
correction
factor
may be
desirable.
Readings
taken at
any temperature
may be
converted
to some
standard
temperature,
say 25°C, by use of a temperature
correction
factor.
The values
in the following
table
were calculated
from Peck (1968) for welded
thermocouples
with a junction
of
3
4 x 10cm radius,
and
a sample
chamber
radius
of 2 cm.
Other thermocouple
or
chamber sizes
or geometries
will
deviate
from these
values.
The psychrometer
output in µVis
multiplied
by the appropri~te
correction
factor
for the temperature
at
which the reading
was made.
As explained
by Brown (1970),
Wiebe (1971),
and Meyn and White (this
Proceedings),
calibration
procedures
for thermocouple
psychrometers
should
be
followed
very carefully.
Since each psychrorneter
will
deviate
slightly
from the average,
it
is strongly
recommended
that each
psychrometer
be calibrated
separately
at several
temperatures
for most precise
work.
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Temperature Correction Factors for Spanner Psychrometers
(after Wiebe 1971}
Temperature

Correction factor

µV bar -1

oc
0

2.430

0.209

5

1.944

0.261

10

1.573

0.322

15

1.338

0.379

20

1.134

0.447

25

1.000

0.507

30

0.883

0.575

35

0.815

0.623

40

0.743

0.684

45

0.696

0. 729

50

0.656

0. 774
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APPENDIXVI

Conversions

Acceleration

due

to gravity

and Definitions

(g):

Defined
according
to the International
Committee
on Weights
and Measures
for a
body falling
freely
in a vacuum.
The standard
accepted
value
at
sea level,
45° latitude,
is
980.665
cm sec- 2
At any latitude
and
elevation
g can
be
f o und according
to Helmert's
equation
g= 980.616
where ¢ is
Activity

- 2.5928 cos
the latitude

6
2¢ + 0.0069
cos 2 2¢ - 3.086 x 10H
and His
the elevation
in cm.

(a):

Is a ratio
o f the fugacity
of a component
in solution
to the fugacity
of the
standard
state
for that component.
Activity
is
the partial
vapor pressure
of
a substance
only when the vapor is ideal.
Activity
is thus dimensionless.
Activity

coefficient

(y ):

A factor
which,
when multiplied
active
mass of a substance.
It
thermodynamic
calculations.
Ampere

by the molecular
concentration,
is merely
a correction
factor

yields
the
which corrects

(a):

One cgs
ingstrom
10

and

Unit

-8

Atmo sphere

mks unit

of

curr e nt;

1 c oul omb

in;

microns

sec

-1

1.036086

(i):

cm; 3.9370079

x 10-

9

(atm):

1.01325
bars;
76.0 cm H~ (0°C):
1033.26
cm H20 (4°C);
1.01325
x 106 dynes cm-;
33.8995
ft HO (4°C);
_
2
1033.23
gm cm- 2 ; 29.9213
in Hg (0°C);
!.00323
kg cm ;
760 mm Hg (0°C).

X

10-

5

Faraday.

Avogadro's

number:

number of molecule~ in one mole or
6. 02322 ± 0.00016 x 10 3 mole- 1 .

gram molecular

Tie

weight

of

a substance;

Bar:
A~ international
unit
of pressure;
0.986923 atm; 75.0062 cm Hg; 10 6 dynes
2
cm- ; 33.4883 ft H2 0 (15.6°C);
1019.716 gm cm-2; 29.5300 in Hg (0°C); 1.019716
k g cm-2; 1000 mb; 14.5038 pounds in- 2 .
Boyle's

gas law:

At constant
temperature
the
volume of a given quantity
v aries inversely
with the pressure
(P); PV = P~V~

(volume,

V) of any gas

Browni an Movement:
A continuous
i npacts with
CaloriE

agitation
molecules

of particles
in colloidal
solution
causes by unbalanced
of the medium (see Spanner,
this Proceedings).

(cal):

-3
3.9683207 x 10
B. t.u.;
4.184 j oules;
0.0412917
0.999068 cal gm (15°C).
Capill ary constant

3
1.45824 ft
- atm; 4.184 x 10 7 ergs;
liter
- atm;
1.16222 x 10- 3 W - hrs;

42664.9 gm cm;
4.184 Watt-sec;

(a ):
1

Same as specific

cohesion,
2a

=

hr

tensi on, pl and p are densities
o f the
two fluids,
g
where a is the surface
2
is the accelerati
on due to g ravity,
h is
the height of rise in a capillary
tu ) e of radius r.
Centime :er

(cm):
0.0328084

ft;

0.3937008

in;

0.01

mi crons.

313

m;

microns;

10 mm; 10

7

milli-

Centimeters

of Mercury

(cm Hg; 0°C):
0.0133322

0.013157895
atm;
135.951
kg m- 2
Centimeters

of Water

9.67814
Centimeters

x 10

atm;

gas

cal;

law

For each °C that
of its volume at
Chemical

980.638

potential

0.39370079

in.

Hg (0°C);

-2

dynes

cm

9.551579

x 10

-4

bar.

3
(cm -atm):

0.101325

(also

-2
cm

dy nes

4°C):

cubed-Atmospheres

0.0242173
hrs.
Charles'

-4

(cm H 0;
2

1332.2

bar;

joules;

3.5314667

Gay-Lussac's
a gas
0°C.

is

x 10-

5

ft

3

-atm;

2.81458

x 10

-5

Watt-

law):
cooled

its

volume

decreases

1/273.15,

o r 0.003661,

( µ) :

The free energy
per mole
of any particular
chemical
species
in a multicomponent
system.
Same as the
partial
molal free
energy,
which is
merely
a coefficient
describing
the change in free energy
of
a system
(G) with a change
in the number of moles (n.) of species
i, where temperature,
pressure,
and the
l
moles of other
components
are constant:

-(lQ_)
ani T, P,

µ

n.
J

Concentration

(c):

The amount

of weight

in

moles

per

unit

volume.

Coulomb:
One ampere-sec;
Critical

1.036086

x 10

-5

Faraday.

pressure:
The pressure
the liquid

at

under
which
the critical

a substance
temperature.

may exist

314

as

a gas

in

equilibrium

with

Critical

temperature:
The

temperature

Current

above

which

a gas

cannot

be liquified

by pressure

alone.

(electric):
The rate

Dalton's

of

law

transfer

of

of partial

The total
pressures
alone.

electricity,

in

amperes.

pressures:

pressure
of each

exerted
component

by a mixture
of gases
is equal
gas,
each of which are the same

to
as

the sum of the
if they existed

Day:
A unit
of
time equal
to:
1.00273791
sidereal
1440 sidereal
min; 86400 sidereal
sec.
Density

days;

24.065710

sidereal

hours;

(p):

Mass

per

unit

-3

volume,

gm cm

Dew Point
The temperature
Dielectric

at

constant

which

water

vapor

condensation

takes

place

in

air.

( € ):

A measure
of the tendency
of
between
two opposite
electrical

a substance
charges.

to
reduce
Thus,

the

force

of

attraction

F

where Fis
a distance

the
r.

force

of

attraction

between

Dyne:
The cgs
Dyne-centimeter
One erg;

unit

of

force;

1.019716

x 10

-3

(Dyne-cm):
1.019716

x 10

-3

gm-cm.

315

gm.

two charges

Q and Q , separated
1

by

Dyne per

centimeter

One erg
Dyne per

(Dyne

-2
cm ; 1. 019716

centimeter

9 .8 6923
1.019745
2.95300

-1
cm );
X

squared

10- 3 gm cm-1

(Dyne

-7

-6

logarithm

base;

-2
cm ) :

x 10 _ atm; 10
bar;
3
x 10
cm H20 (4°C);
x 10-5 in Hg (0°C).

-5

7.50062
1.019716

x 10
cm Hg (0°C);
gm cm-2.

e:
The natural
Elasticity

modulus

The ratio
in length

of
per

(of

Young,

2. 718281828

applied
stress
(force
per
unit
length,
~ 1 1- 1 ),

Electromotive

force

That force
of potential.
Enthalpy

of

which

E

means

.

E):

E

A high value
strain
.

.....

that

unit

1
FA- ) to

area,

strain

(change

=

a large

stress

must

be applied

t o produce

a given

(emf):
causes

a flow

of

current,

measured

as

the

maximum di lference

(H):

A thermodynamic
quantity
of
heat content,
which
is the
energy
of a system plus the product
of
the pressure-volume
system
(see Van Haveren
and Brown, this
Proceedings).
Entropy

the

sum of the
~nt rna l
work
don t on the

(S):

A capacity
factor
for isothermally
unavailable
energy .
degree
to which a system
is
removed from equilibrium.
domness
increases
(orderliness
decreases)
in a system,
(see Van Haveren
and Brown, this Proceedings)
.
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It is a measur e of the
As the
degree of ranthe
entropy
i1creases

Equilibrium:
A state

within
a system
in which
occur at equal
velocities,
re main constant.

tions
stances

chemical
reactions
and their
and where the
concentrations

reverse
of the

reacsub-

Erg:
10 -11 B.t.u.;
x 10- 10 liter-atm.
X

9.48451
9.86895
Erg

-8

cal;

1 dyne

cm; 10

-7

joules;

-2

sec
10

Force

-1

cm

-1

-7

joules

sec

-1

10

-7

Watts.

(F):
A change in the
momentum 1 (e.g.,
sec- 2 gm- ).

Free

x 10

cm

One dyne
Erg

2.39006

energy

state
of
in units

rest
or
motion in matter
of dynes,
which produces

as

the rate
of
an acceleration

change
of
of 1 cm

(G):

A property
of potential
under conditions
of constant
which describes
the force
tending
t o drive
a system
considered
as a change,
where

temperature
and pressure
to equilibrium.
Usually

6G - 6H - T6S
where
Fugacity

His

the

enthalpy,

T the

temperature,

and

Sis

the

entropy.

(fa):

A thermodynamic
true measure
of the
escaping
tendency
tion,
often
thought
of as an ideal
partial
press~re.

of

Gram (gm):
6
980.665
dynes;
15.432358
grains;
10 micrograms;
0.032150737
ounces
(apoth.)
or 0.035273962
ounces
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(avdp.).

a component

in

solu-

Gram-centimeter
980.665
Gram per

dyne-cm;

cubic

9.67841
980.665
Gram per

(gm-cm):

centimeter

.
nunute

Gravitational

(

9.80665

x 10

-5

joules.

-3
(gm cm ) :

-4 atm; 9.80665

x 10
dynes

0.999972

ergs;

980.665

-4

x 10
bar; 0.0735559 cm Hg (0°C);
cm- 2 ; 0.0289590 in Hg (0°C); 0.735559 mm Hg (0°C).

. -1)
gm nun
:

-3
gm cm
( ijJ ) :

potential

g

The amount of work that must be done per unit quantity
of water
to transport
an infinitesimal
quantity
of water in the system
reversibly
and isothermally
,
at atmospheric
pressure,
to a specified
elevation.
At sea level,
45 ° lati1
in
tude, and 20°C, the water potential
is
decreased
by 0.098 bar m- increase
elevation
(about 1 bar per 10.2 m).
Heat

capacity

(C):

The amount of heat
required
substance
by unit temperature

to increase
the temperature
1
3
(cal cm- °C- ).

of a unit

Hour (hr):
0.041666 mean solar day; 60 mean solar minutes;
60.164275 sidereal
minutes;
3600 mean solar sec;
3609.8565 sidereal
sec.
Inch

(in.):
2 .54 x 10

Inches

8

~; 2.54

of mercury

cm; 0.0254

(in Hg.,

m.

0°C):

0.0334211 atm; 0.0338639 bar; 33863.9 dynes
1.132957 ft H 0 (4°C); 34.5316 gm cm-2.
2
Inch es of water
. 0024582

(in.
atm;

-2
cm

H20, 4°C):
2490.82

dynes

-2
cm

0.0735539
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in.

Hg (0°C) .

amount of a

Joule:
9.48451
9.86895
Kilogram

x 10x 10-3

4

B.t.u.;
liter

0.239006
cal;
atm; 1 Watt-sec.

Kilogram

10

5

dynes;

per

square

0.967841

atm;

Kinetic

1000

centimeter
0.980665

heat

heat

of

heat
The
solid

fusion

of

(kg
bar;

-2

cm

dyne

cm

):

73.5559

cm Hg (0°C);

or molecular
zero (0°K).

size

980665

-2

dynes

cm

are

in

constant

motion

at

all

tem-

of heat

liberated

during
phase
this
Proceedings).

changes

by a substance

when

its

liquid

freezes.

s

absorbed

(L

absorbed

V

by

the

substance

when

it

changes

phase

3
cm ; 0.03531566
liq.
U.S. qt.;

from

):

by a substance

when

it

changes

phase

from

(1):
1000.028
1.056718

with

(L ):

of vaporization
of heat

or liberated
and Brown,

(Lf):

amount of
heat
to a vapor.

heat

either
absorbed
(see Van Haveren

sublimation

The amount
to a vapor.
Liter

7

(L):

The amount

Latent

10

theory:

The
amount of heat
changing
temperature

Latent

ergs;

gm

All particles
of
atomic
peratures
above absolute

Latent

7

(kg):

9.80665

Latent

10

3
ft ; 61.02545
1000 ml.
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in

3

; 0.9081084

dry

U.S.

quart;

a liquid

a

Liter-atmosphere

(1-atm):

0.0961045
B.t.u.;
24.2179
cal;
101.323
joules
(45° latitude).

101.328

joules;

ln :
Symbol
Matric

for

potential

natural

logarithm.

( ~ ):
T

The amount of work that must be done per unit quantity
of pure water
to transport,
reversibly
and isothermally,
an infinitesimal
quantity
of water
from a
pool containing
a solution
identical
in
composition
to the water
in
the system,
at that
elevation
and
pressure,
to
the water
in
the system.
Matric
forces
of adsorption,
capillarity,
and
hydration
reduce
the
free energy
of
water
in the
system below that of pure
free water,
hence
lower the water
po tential.
Matrix:
Particles
in a sys tem, larger
than colloids,
whose surfaces
attract
water
molecules
due to either
ion-dipole
bonds,
dipole-dipole
bonds,
or hydrogen
bonds.
The tenacity
with
which these
surfaces
h o ld water,
and the thickness
o f the
water
films,
determine
the matric
potential.
Meter

(m):
10

Micron

10

R,·

, 3.2808399
100 cm; 1000 mm·

ft;

39.370079

0.001

in;

km.

(µm):
10 4
10-6

R; 10- 4 3 cm;
m; 10-

Microvolt
10Millibar

3.2808399
mm; 1000 mµ

x 10-

6

ft;

3.9370079

x 10-

5

in.;

( µV):
6

volt.
(mb):

-3
3
-2
-3
10
bar;
10 dynes cm ; 0.986923
x 10
atm; 1.019716
0.029530
in. Hg (0°C);
2.088543
lbs ft- 2 ; 0.0145038
lbs
0. 750062 mm Hg.
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-2
gm cm ;
2
in.;

Milliliter

(ml) :
3
cm;

1.000028
Millimeter

0.06102545

; 10

-3

liter.

(mm):

1 x 10
Millimeter

7 o

A; 10

-1

Millivolt

cm; 10

-3

(mm Hg,

of mercury

0.0013157895
atm;
1. 35951 gm cm-2.

m; 0.039370079

in.

0°C):

0.00133333

bar;

1.333224

mb; 1333.224

dynes

cm

-2

(mV) :

10Molali

3

in.

3

ty

volt.
(m) :

The number of moles
(temperature
vent
(temperature
independent).
ific
temperature
by

independent)
Molality
is

of a solute
per 1000 gm of solconverted
to molarity
at
a spec-

l000 pm
1000 +Mm

M

s

where
Molal

p is

volume

the

of water

The molecular
molar volume.
Molarity

density

and M

s

is

the

solute

molecular

weight.

(v°):
w

weight
of
See Partial

water
divided
by
the density
molal volume of water.

of

water;

identical

to

(M):

The number of moles
(temperature
independent)
of a solute
per liter
of solvent
(temperature
dependent).
Molarity
is converted
to molality
at a specific
temperature
by
1000M
lO00 p - MM

m

s

where

p is

the

density

and M

s

is

the

molecular
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weight

of

solute.

Molar

volume

0

of water

(V ):
w

The molecular
weight
of water
divided
by the density
of water;
identical
molal
volume.
Temperature
dependent
as
the density
of water
varies
(see
Haveren
and Brown, this Proceedings)
. See Partial
molar volume of water.
Mole

fraction

to
Van

(X):

The mole fraction
of species
total
number of moles of all

i is the number of moles
components
(r N),

of

i

(n.)

divided

by the

l

n.

X
Milliosmole
10

(mOsm):

-3

Osmolality

l

LN

osmolality.
(Osm):

A measure
of solute
molal concentration
of all solutes
in a solution;
a measure
of the osmotic
concentration
of
biological
fluids
because
they contain
large
numbers
of different
kinds
of solutes,
all of
which contribute
to the
freezing
point
depression
of the solution.
One mole of
solute
equals
one
osmole,
which
equals
the
freezing
point
depression
°C divided
by 1.86
for
electrolyte
solutions.
Osmotic

potential

(w ):
TI

The amount of work that must be done per unit quantity
of pure water
to transport,
reversibly
and
isothermally,
an infinitesimal
quantity
of water
from a
pool of pure water
at a specified
elevation
and
pressure
to a pool containing
a solution
identical
with that in
the system under
consideration.
Although
solutes
form ion-dipole
and hydr o gen bonds
with water
in
s o lution,
the free
energy
of the water
fraction
is lowered
below that
of pure free water
primarily
due to entropy
changes
(see Brown, this
Proceedings).
Thus,
the free
energy or water potential
of the solution
is lower than that of pure free water,
the amount of this
decrease
being
referred
to as osmotic
potential.
Osmotic

pressure

( n ):

The pressure
that must
be applied
to a solution,
which is separated
from pure
water
by a semipermeable
membrane,
to prevent
a net
flux of water
into
the
solution
. A positive
pressure
equal
to, but opposite
in sign
from, osmotic
potential
in bars.

Ounce

(oz):
31.1034768

Partial

molal

gms (apoth.
free

energy

oz.);

28.349523

gms (avdp.

oz).

( µ ):

Chemical
potential,
or the
change in free
energy
(aG) of a system
change in the number of moles
(n.) of
species
i, where the temperature,
l
sure,
and moles of other
components
are constant;
µ

with
a
pres-

(~)

an.i

T

p

,

n.

,

J

Partial

molal

volume

(V.):
l

The increase
in the volume of an infinite
amount of a molal solution
when one
mole of component
i is added.
The increase
in the volume of the solution
when
one
mole of i
(i can either
be
solvent
or solute)
is added is
the partial
molal volume of i, thus

v.
l

(" av)
on.i

T, P,

n.

J

where Vis
volume,
ni is
(pressure),
ani nj (moles
molal volume
(V.) becomes
l

Partial

molar

volume

the number
of moles of i,
and T (temperature),
P
of other
components)
are held constant.
The partial
the
molal volume (v':) only with the pure component.
l

(V.):
l

The increase
in
the volume of an
infinite
mole of component
i is added.
The increase
one mole of i (either
solvent
or solute)
is
of i, thus
V.
l

amount
in the
added

of molar
solution
when one
volume of the solution
when
is the partial
molar volume

(~)

an.i

T

,

p

n.

,

J

where V is volume,
ni is
(pressure),
and nj (moles
molar volume (V.) becomes
l

the number of
moles of i,
and T (temperature),
P
of other
components)
are held constant.
The partial
the molar volume (V~) only with the pure component.
l
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Peltier

effect:
When a current
flows
across
the junction
of
two dissimilar
metals
heat will
either
be absorbed
or liberated
by the
junction.
If the current
flows across
the
junction
in the
same direction
as
the current
produced
by the
3eebeck
effect
at
the hot junction
in a circuit
(-t o +), then
heat is absorb=d.
If
the current
flows in the opposite
direction(+
to-)
heat is
liberate].
The
heat
liberated
or absorbed
is proportional
to the quantity
of elec t ricity
(coulomb)
crossing
the
junction.
The magnitude
of
the Peltier
effect
is the
product
of the abso lute
temperature
of
the junction
and the rate
of ch~nge of
the thermal
emf of the
junction.
Thus, at 25°C (298 °K) the magnitude
of the
Peltier
effect
for
a chro mel- constantan
thermocouple
is
ab out (298°K)(60µV)
coulomb- 1 .
(10- 6 ) = 0.0179 joule

Poise:
One cgs
Pound

(lb,

unit

viscosity;

1 gm (cm-sec)-

1

.

gm; 16 ounces

(avdp).

(P):

Force
Pressure

absolµte

avdp):

453.59237
Pressure

of

per
potential

unit

area
(~

p

(dynes

-2

cm

).

):

The amount of work that must be done per unit quantity
of pure water
to transport,
reversibly
and
isothermally,
an infinitesimal
quantity
of wate : from a
pool of pure water
at specified
elevation
at atmospheric
pressure
to a pool of
water
identical
to that in the system
and under the sa me external
p : essure.
Results
from hydrostatic
or turgor
forces
which may either
increase
:he free
energy
of water
(positive
pressure)
o r decrease
it (ne gative
pressur =).
See
Brown (this
Proceedings).
Quart

(qt):

3

3

Dry qt: 1.1011901 liters;
1101.2209 cm ; 67 . 2006 in. .
Liquid
qt: 0.9463264 liters;
946.35295 cm 3 ; 57. 75 in 3
Raoult's

law:

Molar weight
of nonvolatile
the solvent
's freezing
point,
pressure.

nonelectrolytes
elevate
its
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when
boiling

dissolved
point,

in a so lv ent
and reduce
its

lower
vapor

Relative

humidity

(R.H.):

The ratio
of the quantity
tity
which
would saturate
cent .

of water
vapor present
in an atmosphere
to the quanit at the existing
temperature
. Expressed
in per-

Salt:
Any substance
by displacing
Second

which yields
the hydrogen

ions,
other
than H+ or
of an acid by a metal.

OH

ions,

which

are

produced

(sec):

-5

1 . 1574074 x 10
mean solar
1 . 00273791 sidereal
sec.
Seebeck

day;

1.1605763

x 10

-5

sidereal

day;

effect:

A current
will
flow
in a circuit
consisting
of two dissimilar
metals
if the
two junctions
of these
metals
are at different
temperatures.
The
emf producing
this
current
is the Seebeck
thermal
emf.
At the
cooler
of the
two
junctions
the current
will
flow from the
positive
conductor
to
the negative
conductor.
Solute:
That
other,

constituent
the solvent.

of

a

solution

which

is

considered

to

be dissolved

in

the

Solvent:
That constituent
solute.
Specific

a solution

which

is

considered

to

dissolve

the

other,

the

gravity:

Ratio
3.98°C.
Specific

of

heat

of mass

of

a

substance

to

the

mass

of

an

equal

volume

of water

at

(c ):
p

The quantity
of heat
required
to raise
the temperature
substance
by 1°C without
a change in phase
(cal gm- 1

325

0

of
c-l).

unit

quantity

of

a

Specific

volume:

Reciprocal

of

Stefan-Boltzmann

density

constant

)

( o ):

4
2
8
4
°K- ; 5. 6697 x 10W m- °K- ; _
4
1
°K- 4 ; 1.355 x 10- 12 cal cm- 2 sec
°K- .

(T):

The potential
tional
kinetic

of a body to transfer
heat
resulting
energy
of its
molecules.
Expressed

Degrees

Centigrade

Degrees
Degrees

Fahrenheit
(°F)
Kelvin
(absolute,

Thermal

-1

cm-_2 sec -l
cm 2 min-l

5. 6697 x 10- 5 erg
8.130 x 10-ll
cal
Temperature

(p

conductivity

(Celsius,

A
C

average

transla-

(°F -32)
(°C + 273 .15)
= 9/5 °C + 32
± °C
273.15

°K)

°K

( A):

per

unit

distance

per

unit

temperature

per

(K):

diffusivity

The ratio

the

5/9

°C)

The quantity
of
n at transferred
1 0 c-l sec-1),
unit
time (cal cmThermal

from
as:

of

cm

2

thermal

sec

conductivity

( A) to heat

capacity

(C),

-1

Thermistor:
An electrical
temperature.

resistor

made of

a material

whose

resistance

varies

sharply

with

Thermocouple:
An emf-generating
device
which responds
to
joining
two dissimilar
metals.
Most often
metal wires,
and used to sense
temperature.
Thermoelectric

power

The emf produced
the two junctions

temperature
changes,
made by
joining
two

formed
by
dissimilar

( a ):
by a thermocouple
(wV 0 c-l).

for
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unit

difference

of

temperature

between

Thoms on ef feet:
When current
flows along a wire whose
temperature
varies
heat is liberated
where the current
flows in the direction
(from warm to cool),
and heat
is absorbed
when the current
site
direction
(from cool to warm).
Triple

point

of water:

The
temperature
at which liquid
water
equilibrium,
chosen b y the International
273.16°K.
The va lue for the
ice point
Universal

from point-to-point,
of the flow of heat
flows in the oppo-

gas

constant

A constant

, ice,
and vapor are
simultaneously
in
Committee
on Weights
and Measures
as
(freezing
point)
of water
is 273.15°K.

(R):

derived

from

the

gas

laws

such

R

that

PV
nT

where Pis
pressure,
Vis
volume,
n is the
number of moles of
temperature.
_
_
-1
1
1
1
0.0831432
liter-bar
moll
°K ; 0.082054
liter-atm
mole
°K7
8.31432
X 10 erg mole°K- 1 ; 8.31432
joules
mole - 1 °K- 1 ;
1
1
1.987 cal mole°K- .
Vapor

pressure

(e):

The pressure
exerted
perature,
independent
Volt

by a vapor
of volume.

of emf;

equilibrium

with

its

liquid

at

a give n tem-

activity

1 mks unit.

(a):

w

The tendency
for water
to
tion of the actual
vapor
of pure water
at the same
e
sure,-).
e

Water

in

(V):
The unit

Water

gas , and Tis

molar

react
or move within
a system,
pressure
(e) over
the saturated
temperature
and pressure
(the

expressed
as a fracvapor pressure
(e)
relative
vapor pre~-

0

volume

(V

0

w

):

The volume occupied
by one mole
density
(gm cm-3) at a specified
it is 18.01583
cm 3 , and at 25°C

of water;
the molecular
weight
divid~d
temperature.
A§ 0°C v 0 is 18.0182cm,
v0 is 18.6875 cm.
w
w
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by its
at 4°C

Water

molec ular

weight

2

p ote ntial

w

+ (15.9994)

H 0 = 2(1.00797)
Water

(M ):
18.01534

( ~ ):

The amount of work required
to transport
reversibly
a nd isothermally
an infinitesimal
quantity
of water
from a pool of pure free water
to the system
at the
same
elevation.
A measure
of the free
energy per mo l e of water
in a system
compared with the free
energy
of pure free water
at
the sa me temperature
and
pressure.
It can be
defined
either
(1) in
terms of the
capability
of
the
water
to do work (first
definition
above),
or (2) as the
amount of work that
would
have to be
done to remove unit
quantity
from a system.
Expressed
in
units
of energy
per unit mass (joules
km- 1 ), or pressure
(bars),
and is usually negative
if
the free energy
is lower than
that of pure
free water
at the
same temperature
and pressure
(see Van Haveren
and Brown,
this
Proceedings).
Watt

(W):
860.421

Wet bulb

cal

hr

temperature

-1

; 1 joule

sec

-1

35.5282

liter-atm

hr

-1

.

(Twb):

The temperature
assumed
by a moist and freely
evaporating
hygrometer
sensor.
The theory
assumes
that
all the heat required
to vaporize
water
is drawn from
freely
flowing
air around
the sensor,
and that
the l oss of sensible
heat measured by the fall
of temperature
equals
the gai n of latent
heat by the air.
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methods of - 201
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future
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320
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222
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pressure
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of,
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198
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instruments
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modeling
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- 302, 307
molal
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- 321
molar volume - 5, 7, 322
molarity
- 321
mole fraction
- 307, 322
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mOsm - 175
Muench hypothesis
- 195
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negative
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measurement of - 205
question
of - 203
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conditions
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206,
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(osm.) - 175, 322
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apparent - 205
defined - 31, 199, 322
importance
of - 187, 196, 198
in plants - 126, 187, 196, 198,
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in soils - 127, 167
measurement of - 126, 152, 167,
187, 198, 222
salt solutions
- 5, 198
theory - 15, 31, 198
osmotic pressure
- 189, 198, 322
overland
flow - 17
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P-protein
- 35-37
parenchyma tissue
- 195
partial
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free energy - 323
volume - 7, 323
partial
molar,
enthalpy
- 32, 140
entropy - 140
free energy - 12, 13, 323
volume - 7, 30, 323
partial
pressure
- 13
partitioning
water potential15, 31,
196, 198, 211, 222
Peltier,
cooling - 20, 46, 69, 77
effect
- 20, 29, 324
psychrometer
- 19, 30, 46, 68,
74, 84
theory - 20, 68, 74
PEP - 113
permanent wilting
percentage
- 234,
237
phase diagram for water -13
phloem elements - 35-38, 195

phloem translocation
-35-38,
195
photosynthesis
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166, 191, 220
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implications
of
water potential
- 166, 191, 196,
198, 215
physiological
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207
plasmalemma membrane - 198
plasmadesmata - 195
P-N junction
diode - 66
polysomes - 196
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components -15,
33, 196, 198, 211
energetic
- 32, 33
entropic
- 32, 33
gravitational
-15
matric - 32, 196, 199, 320
osmotic - 32, 196, 198, 322
pressure - 32, 196, 199, 324
total -15, 196, 198
water -14, 30, 31, 198, 328
precipitation
- 2
predictive
calibration
model - 56
preparation
of electrolyte
solutions
- 302, 307
pressure
bomb -165, 190
pressure,
effects
on water potential
-15
flow theory - 36, 195
vapor -14, 178
pressure
potential,
defined -15, 31, 199
measurement - 31, 153, 204, 205, 213
negative
-196, 203, 205
psi -14
psychrometer,
Assmann - 260
calibration
- 23, 56, 107, 116,
226, 256, 260, 302, 307, 309
ceramic wick - 243, 251
chamber design - 96, 100, 104, 142,
224
coefficient
- 240
construction
- 21, 68, 84, 99, 103,
114, 131, 154, 224, 251
convection
effects
- 19, 45, 241
definition
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EMCO- 21
errors
- 239, 241
humidity - 18, 19, 239, 251, 259
ideal - 43
in meteorology
- 18, 19, 239, 259
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P (cont.)
psychrometer,
(cont.)
in water
relations
- 19, 138
Lourence
- 2.51
Peltier
- 19, 20, 30, 46, 104
radiation
effects
- 19, 45, 242
read-out
system
- 81, 120, 123,

salinity
sensor
- 127, 147
sample
changer
- 142, 167, 205
sample
geometry
- 43, 144
Saugkraft
- 188
Seebeck
effect
- 19, 20, 325
seed germination
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sensing
junction
- 20, 44
sensitivity
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131, 260
real
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recording
system
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Richards
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Richardson
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Spanner
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temperature
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131,

224
thermistor
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thermometer
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thermopile
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electronic
psychrometer
- 113
142, 224,

serum osmolality
- 176
single-junction
psychrometer
- 20, 131
sinks,
heat
- 84, 93
vapor
- 4 7 , 84
thermal
- 48, 84
slime
plugs
- 36
snow,
metamorphism
- 178
porosity
- 7, 10
storage
- 2, 17
vapor
diffusivity
- 183
water
potential
of - 178
soil,
bulk density
- 144
microorganisms
- 150
-plant-atmosphere
continuum
- 6,

16, 18
salinity
salinity
water
water
water
water

R

radiation
Raoult's
readout
recording
reduction
reference

budget
- 249
law - 114, 324
systems
- 120, 123, 131, 260
systems
- 123, 131, 260
of data - 58-63
junctions
- 47, 121, 131,

171,

162,
water
water

components

- 127,

potential

effects

on growth

effects
- 205
effects
- 229
variation

on leaf

231
water

potential
water
status
water
potential
germination
water
potential

259,

325
relative
turgidity
- 188
relative
vapor pressure
- 14,
relative
water
content
- 188,
resistance,
stomatal
- 191
to water
movement - 195
respiration
- 48, 191, 195
response
surface
- 56
revegetation
- 42
Richards
and Ogata psychrometer

165

potential

147

251

refractometer
method - 190
regression
calibration
- 58
relative
humidity
- 15, 239,

- 165
sensor
- 127, 147
constants
- 237
diffusivity
- 139, 174
movement - 157, 162
potential
- 127, 138, 142,

178
196

on seed
in

pots

234
water
storage
- 2
solutions,
calibration
- 57, 302, 307
SPAC - 16
Spanner
psychrometer
- 19, 142, 309
specific
heat
- 7, 8, 325
specific
volume - 7, 326
statistical
calibration
- 56
stepping
switches
- 124, 131
stomatal
aperture
- 30, 189, 216
suction
poten t ial - 31, 188

-

46, 51
Richardson
psychrometer
- 259 -26'3
root distribution
in pots - 234
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S (cont.)
sublimation,
heat of - 13
surface
excess - 140
surface
tension
- 7, 9, 140
systematic
errors
- 43, 46-49,
241

T (cont.)
thermocouple
(cont.)
ventilation
- 18, 45, 241
welding - 68, 84-87, 224
wet-loop
- 19, 45, 51
thermocouple
psychrometer,
aspirated
- 239, 251, 259
calibration
- 23, 56, 165, 171,
205, 226, 302, 307
cleaning
- 95
coefficient
- 240
cooling current
- 20, 69, 77, 107,
224
construction
- 21, 65, 68, 75, 84,
89, 103, 131, 224
contamination
- 95
convection
effects
- 45
definition
of - 18, 19
design criteria
- 23, 68, 74, 84,
89, 98, 103, 123, 224
..,dew-point
- 103
double-junction
- 23, 104, 120,
131, 224
dry junction
- 19, 224
EMCOtype - 21, 23
emf - 19, 20, 21, 44, 74
for matric potential
- 127, 205, 211
for osmotic potenti al - 126, 198-208
fo ur-terminal
- 66, 105, 120
f uture r e s earc h wi th - 141
h ea t of r e spirati on - 4 8
h e at sinks - 69, 70, 88
history
of - 20, 30, 1 87
ideal - 43
in forestry
- 41
in medicine - 175
in meteorology
- 239
in microbiology
- 150
in plant physiology
- 187, 194, 198,
211, 220, 229
in snow studies
- 17 8
- 137, 142, 154, 159,
in soil science
165, 171
in water relations
- 19, 43, 187
in situ measurements
- 23
- isopiestic
measurements
- 51, 98,
220
methods of measuring with - 51, 142,
198, 211
Peltier
- 19, 46, 68, 88, 103, 154
probe - 166, 180
radiation
effects
- 19, 44, 241
read-out
system - 22, 23, 81, 120,
123, 131

239,

T

Taylor process - 29
Teflon adsorption
- 95, 100
temperature,
compensated psychrometer
- 23,
103, 131, 154, 224
correction
factors
- 60, 309
defined - 326
depression
- 20, 45, 239
effect
on water potential
- 34,
44, 60, 309
tensiometers
- 138
tetrahedral
arrangement
in water - 4
thermal,
conductivity
- 6, 7, 44, 326
diffusivity
- 22, 326
gradient
effects
- 48, 94
water potential
- 94
thermistor
psychrometer,
construction
of - 114, 259-263
glass bead - 114
in meteorolo gy - 19, 239, 259
in water relations
- 65, 113
miscible
displacement
- 117
puls e d - 113
Richardson
- 259-263
thermocouple,
chromel-constantan
- 21, 46, 68,
75
- construction
- 21, 46, 68, 74,
103, 224
contamination
- 48, 95
current
- 19, 69, 77, 224
copper-constantan
- 20, 60, 224
definition
of - 19, 326
double-junction
- 23, 131, 224
emf in - 19, 44
four-terminal
- 66, 105, 154
heat conduction
- 48
junctions
- 19, 75, 77, 84, 95
kinds of - 21, 22
0 u tp u t Of
- 21 , 2 4 , 4 4 , 75
Peltier
effect
- 20, 224
Seebeck effect
- 19
single-junction
- 20
thermal conductivity
- 44, 75
thermoelectricity
laws - 21, 22
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T (cont.)

V

thermocouple
psychrometer
(cont.)
recording
s ystem - 123, 131
reference
junction
- 20, 21, 89,
121, 131
Richards
and Ogata - 19, 51, 88
role in water relations
- 20, 138,
187
sample changer - 75, 142
sensitivity
- 23, 44, 71, 75,
86, 91
single-junction
- 20, 120
Spanner - 19, 68, 88
spoil samples - 142
systematic
error in - 46, 241
temperature
compensated - 23, 131,
154, 224
temperature
depression
- 20
temperature
effects
- 78, 95, 224
- theory of - 20, 43, 51
thermoelectric
power - 20, 44
vapor sinks - 46, 94
welding - 84-87
wet-junction
- 20, 44, 75, 224
wet~loop - 19, 51, 88, 113, 220
wetability
- 46
Wescor type - 21, 23, 94, 142,
159
thermodynamics,
laws of - 12
of water - 10, 30-35, 139, 198
thermoelectric
power - 20, 44, 326
thermoelectricity,
laws of - 19, 21,
22
thermometer
- 18, 78, 239
thermopile
psychrometer
- 66
Thomson effect
- 327
time constants
- 244, 251, 259
tissue
death - 202
tissue
rigidity
- 195
t onoplast
- 198
total water potential
- 15
translocation
- 35
transpiration
- 166
transpirative
loss - 2, 172
transport
coefficient
- 241
triple
point of water - 13, 327
trophic
ecology - 40
turgor potential
- 153, 199

vacant shafts
- 4
vacuole - 199
van der Waals forces - 4, 5
yan't Hoff theory - 198
vapor - 5
density
- 15
flow in soil - 138
sinks - 46, 94
sources - 46, 94, 95
vapor pressure7
defined - 13, 327
gradients
- 46, 95
over electrolyte
solutions
- 13,
302, 307
over ice - 178, 266-285, 296-301
over water - 266-285, 286-295
relation
to water potential
- 14,
286
relative
- 14, 178, 286
vaporization,
heat of - 13
ventilation
of wet bulb - 19, 45, 241,
251

u
unit conversions
- 312
Universal
gas constant
- 327
urine osmolality
- 175
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w
Water,
activity
- 327
chemical potential
- 10, 12, 14, 314
colloidal
interaction
- 6
dielectric
constant
- 5, 9, 315
diffusivity
of - 7, 10
dipole nature of - 5
dynamic viscosity
of - 9
energy of formation
- 2
flow in roots - 139
free energy of - 10, 11, 32, 198,
317
heat capacity
of - 8, 318
ice properties
- 4, 266, 296
ion interactions
with - 5
liquid
properties
- 4, 6
lone-pair
hybrid - 2, 4
molal volume - 7, 321
molar volume - 4, 322
molecular
weight - 7, 328
movement in atmosphere - 2, 248
movement in plants
- 139, 194, 198
movement in soils - 138
movement in SPAC - 16, 41
potential
(defined)
- 14, 15, 30,
328
relations
- 1
specific
volume - 7, 326

W (cont.)

W (cont.)

(cont.)
structure
of - 2
surface
tension - 7, 9, 140
thermal conductivity
- 7, 8,
326
thermodynamics
of - 10, 32
vapor properties
- 7
viscosity
of - 9
water baths - 78, 81
water constants
in soil - 237
water content and potential
- 189
water potential,
chlorophyll
formation
- 191
components of - 14, 31, 147, 152,
187, 194, 198, 211, 220
definition
- 14, 30, 328
gradients
of - 157, 194, 199
gravitational
effects
- 15
in situ - 23, 103, 109, 126, 224
influence
on physiology
- 191,
194, 198
interaction
term - 198
iso-lines
- 162
matrix effects
- 138, 152, 199
measurement of - 43-49, 51, 187
molal salt solutions
- 307
of biologic
fluids
- 175
of plants - 109, 126, 187, 194,
198, 211, 220
of snow - 178
of soils - 127, 142, 165, 171,
231
photosynthesis
- 152, 191, 220
pressure
effects
- 126, 196, 199
respiration
- 191, 196
solute effects
- 129, 151, 198
temperature
effects
- 302, 307,
309
theory - 14, 74, 139
thermal - 94
total - 15, 147, 153
transpiration
- 191
unit conversions
- 312
water requirements
- 231
water retention
curve - 151
water saturation
deficit
- 188
water stress
measurement,
history
of - 187
in grasses - 231
water vapor, global circulation
- 248
welding jig - 84, 105, 225
welding techniques
- 68, 84-87, 105

wet-bulb,
junctions
- 84, 131, 243
thermometers
- 19, 243
wet-loop psychrometer
- 19, 45, 51
Wescor psychrometers
- 21, 23, 94, 142,
159, 227
wicks - 243
wilting,
psychilogical
- 207
wire, thermocouple,
radius - 20, 21, 43, 75, 84
length - 43, 75, 85
thermal conductivity
- 44

water

X

xerophytes
- 207,
xylem - 194, 199,

216
211

z
zero
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drift

- 124

